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The Imperial H.F. Choke
AWONDERFUL little choke
which has appeared in the
Cossor Melody Maker as well as in
thousands of other sets up and down

the country. Can be fitted to most
wireless receivers,. and gives ease of

control enabling you to make the
utmost use of your reaction and
thus get the loudest possible signals
without making your set oscillate
or howl.
The self capacity of this choke is extremely low owing to the
sectional cross windings given on our own special machines.

It will improve the range, the volume and the 5f,
stability of the majority of receivers.

The Double. Range Tuner
AHIGHLY attractive and ultra efficient
all-purpose tuner, which completely
eliminates coil changing. It gives, when
shunted by two .000s variables, perfect tuning and reaction control over each of two
wave bands. These are 250 to 600 and 1,000

to 2,000 metres, and the change over is

effected by the push-pull switch supplied.
Complete wiring diagram, with each Tuner.
This beautiful instrument, wound with green
silk -covered wire on a paxolin former, and
mounted on bakelite base,
with terminals and solder tags
COMPLETE
costs only

EACH

The Imperial Wave Trap
CONNECT a Watmel Wave Trap in series with your
aerial lead, and you will be enabled completely to
eliminate undesired stations. Four sockets will be noticed
on the base, and with these it is possible to obtain no less
than 6 different inductance values, thus assuring that you
can suit your particular aerial conditions.
Operating the small variable condenser gives
you minute control over the tuning, and makes
your set highly selective. An ideal present. AS SHOWN
.

8/6

12/6

4 -pole Balanced Armature Unit
ALREADY famous as " the best of the
British Units," this 4 -pole Speaker
Unit makes an ideal Christmas present. It
owes its magnificent reproduction, great
sensitivity and even response over all musical frequencies to the great care expended
in the selection and assembly of its parts.

18,6 as shown, for clamping the
Aluminium shoes are provided,

AS SHOWN Unit at any desired angle.

WATMEL WIRELESS CO., LTD., Imperial Works, High Street, EDGWARE
'PHONE: EDGWARE 0323

P. & T.
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Features that matter
IT'S when you begin

to look into J.B.

Condensers that you
appreciate the skill, the

This bush is removable, enab-

ling the Condenser to be fixed to

Panel either end, left or right
hand.

accuracy, the endless
patience with which
they are designed and
made.

This is the Universal

Log-one of the new

It will be the
Condenser of the seamodels.

son, and will feature

in many of the Star

Circuits. The frame
construction is such

that complete rigidity
is assured.
PRICES:
'0005

- 9/6 '0003

- 9/

'00025 - 8/9 '00015 - 8/9

Steel Centre Spindle, adjustable
for length and particularly useful for ganging and attaching to
Thumb or Drum Control.

Showing the well-known J.B.

adjustable tension to Centre
Spindle.

Advertisement of Jackson Brothers, 72, St. Thome Street, London, S.E.I. Telephone

Hop 0837,

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention

1
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RE YOU LOOKING
LASSEN'S NEW

POWER PENTODE

-battery -driven !
Any two -valve set becomes at once a fine loud -speaker

set when you put this new Lissen Power Pentode into
it. You can use this Power Pentode Valve in
any set with one stage only of L.F. amplification and you will get full loud -speaker volume
on stations previously weak.

And you do not need to make a single
other change in your set-you do not need
more H.T. current - as long as you have
at least 100 volts available-nor does this
extra volume that you get cost you any
more in running expenses. Because Lissen

have produced at last a Power Pentode
that is battery driven-the only Power Pentode of its kind on the market, the only
Power Pentode Valve that you can economically run off ordinary H.T. batteries.

Most good deal-

ers also have

stocks of the

following 2 -volt
Lissen Valves.

H.210 R.C. and H.F.
10, 6

H.L.210 General
10/6
Purpose
L.210 L.F. Ampli-

fier lst stage 10:6
P.220
Valve

Power

12, 6

Insist upon a Lissen Power Pentode, because no other valve is
just the same."

ISSE
VALV

LISSEN LIMITED

WORPLE ROAD,
ISLEWORTH, Middlesex.

ractoric also at Riamond (Surrey) and Edmonton.

(Managing Director, T. N. COLE.)

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers

If

you have a

set

with one L..F. stage
from which you want
more power get a
Lissen Power Pentode
Valve.

176

(2 Volts-Consumption
Only 7 M A.)
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LISSEN'S SECRET
PROCESS BATTERY
There is a secret process and a new chemical
combination used only in the Lissen Battery
which puts new power into your radio set. It
gives to your reproduction of dance music a new
liveliness, makes speech distinct, song clear and
true.
The current of a Lissen Battery flows smoothly, steadily,

sustainedly throughout the longest programme. The
large cells have a great oxygen content which gives the
battery long life and produces all the time pure power
with never a trace of ripple in it, rinTzr a sign of hum.

You want pure power for your radio;
any good wireless dealer will supply

you with the Lissen Battery that will
give it to you.

PRICES.
60 volt (reads 66)
...
...
...
00 volt (reads 108)
20 volt
...
36 volt
...
60 volt (Super power) ...
100 volt (Super power) ..
...
9 volt Grid Bias
...
...

...

.

4, , volt Pocket Battery...
Single Cell Torch Battery

...
.

...

..

7I1
12 11
15 11

...

13 6

...
..

.

22 -

16

5d. each (4.6 a doz.)
4,..d.
...
.

.

LISSEN LIMITED
Road, Isleworth, Middlesex.
Factories also at Richmond (Surrey) and
Edmonton.
(Managing Director . 'T. N. Cole.)

Worple

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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Super
Power

General
Purpos i

K.C. CONDENSER
With knob, dial am!
Slow-motion device,IC
.0003 or .0005

Without knob, dial or
slow-motion device,

.0Q03 or -1/
.0005

For Purity of
Reception

Type

Use in Set
General Purpose

Volts Amps.
1.9v
1.9v
1.9v

0.05

K C. DRUM CONTROL
CONDENSERS
With Drum Control and slowmotion device, .0003

arij6

or .0005 Triple K .C. , each.con- "IQ in
denser .0003 or .000.3 *Jul V
Triple K.C. Combin- A n

you cannot beat FOTOS-the Concert Valve. Made by m In who
know yokes ; perfected by extensive research and tests-that's
FOTOS1 Obtainable in these types and prices :-

B.A. 9
B.C. 9
B.D. 9

u/

"

ation3 01.0003

Price
5/6

MIDGET CONDENSER

A small variable condenser for
3' panel mounting .00005,

General Purpose and Power Valve 5/6
7;6
Super Power Valve
0.2
Same Types in 4 volts: Also Pentode 18/6 & Screened Grid 15/6
0.1

.0001 or .0002

-

.0/0

SAY "FOTOS"-AND MAKE SURE

f unobtainable from Y0:40
dealer, write direct to us

giving his name and address.

THE CONCERT VALVE
IF YOUR DEALER DOESN'T STOCK IT-

UBILIE
VARIABLE CONDENSERS

WRITE FOR LEAFLET Al2 FROM

CONCERTON RADIO &
ELECTRICAL CO., LTD.
256,7, BANK CHAMBERS,

329 HIGH HOLBORN* W.C.1

Ask your dealer

for the

Dubilier Booklet-f' A Bit
about a Batter y"-it's free.

'Phone: Hot, 8667

DISTRIBUTORS:
CARDIFF-J. F. Paull, 43, Caroline St.
NEWPORT (Mon.) --1. F. Paull, 233
Dock St.
SPECT

AutfuLdtamihme.ilatutiadllaki&AAILAAA,
Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advert

will Ensure Prompt Attention

Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925),

Ltd., Ducon Works, Victoria
Road, N. Acton, London, W.3
BC249/V
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FOR EXAMPLE

80

STATIONS

cktt
Panel
models

all over Europe were received at
loud - speaker strength on this
Burndept Screened Four on a
short aerial. That is one specific
example of ,the range of this
magnificent receiver.

,00-AMo
4

el

MILLIAMOS

?SI

.
.. . .

FOP Aid4,7S tint ride remota&

a;r, Black le.db Posdive 0
t Red (rod I

in the -

R.5000

TERMINPLro

WATES

RANGE OF METERS.
Who would be without it ?

A four -valve receiver with a five -

valve performance-the result of
Burndept's skilful use of the
Screened -grid valve. No coils to

THE FAMOUS
POPULAR MODEL
Crystallised black finish,
clearly engraved dial,
substantial leads, fully
guaranteed. 8 6 ; Case
2 E. extra.

change-a single switch covers

Three -in -One Meter. Three distinct readings on one dial L.T.
and H.T. and milliamps, and now
there is a panel -mounting model
too ! Can be used as a pole

finder and also to test Elimina-

wave -lengths 220 to 56o metres
or 75o to 2,000 metres. Tuning -in

is simple-the left tuning dial

tor voltage.

is

calibrated direct in wavelengths.

There is a selectivity control and
a volume control. The cabinet
is of handsome french -polished

THE STANDARD
BATTERY CO.,
(Dept. A.W.),
184 188, Shaftesbury Av., London,

mahogany.

W.C.Z.

PRICE,
including valves and royalty

From Halford's
Stores, Curry's

27-18-6

Stores; all dealers,
cr direct.

MILIAMMETER.

0.50 or 0-25 M.A. with jewel
bearings, 9 6.

or for first payment of k2-15-6

u

Cer-

tainly not one of the quarter million users of this famous

d
SCREENED
FOUR

Write for full specification to BURNDEPT WIRELESS (1928),
LTD., 17, Eastnor House, Blackheath, S.E.3.
London Showrooms: Roxburghe House, 283, Regent St., W.t, &
15, Bedford St:, Strand, W.C.2.

FANEL MODEL.

Fixes on to panel as illustratel.

Readings on three scales obtained by simply rearranging
plugs

In

coloured

sockets.

....4,0,.

,,15,,.00 ,..ING.A.
a0 0* 1..
043
k c,? 0
-WS'1-4

13!9. With full in.
structions for use.
Price

,

ES

VOLTAMP
RADIO TEST METER.

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

It., 7,S I

.,r,

,,th 4 , ..!
4,1

S..9) j

11114.

04

-1,,.

a
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TRENGTH-Rigidity-Long Life-these three
vital features are built-in to the NEW Cossor
Screened Grid Valve. Under the Cossor
system of Interlocked Construction all the
elements are locked rigidly in position - they
cannot move. Nothing can mar their perfect

alignment. And because the elements in the

1VEW Cossor Screened Grid Valve are rigidly
locked microphonic noises are definitely elimmated. No other make of valve has Interlocked

Use the NEW Cossor in your
Screened Grid Receiver, there is no substitute
for this exclusive Cossor development.
Construction.

2 -volt type
now available.
The NEW Cossor 220
S.G. (2 volts, 2 amp.)
Max. Anode volts 150,
Impedance 200,000,
Amplification

Factor 200.

22primp

-

Comm. 4 and 6 volt Screened
Grid Valves arc also available
with similar characteristics at
the same price.
A. C. Cossor Lrd., Highbury Grove, London, N.j

(The NEW

ossor
Screened Grid
Valve

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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Technical Editor: J. H. REYNER, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E
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Research Consu!tant : W. JAMES
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H. CORBISHLEY

"Amateur Wireless" Gozs Portable-izing-The " Unseen Eye" A Cables
Accident-More Train Radio-A New Short-waver-See the Searcher!
" Amateur Wireless " Goes Port- graph business. Our good friends the Radio another short-wave station to its already
able-iz'ng-Last week in AMATEUR WIRE-

Corporation of America have been swamped

LESS it was &scribed how the running with cable business, so it's an ill wind .
commentary of the recent dirt -track motor-

.

.

I

large family.' In addition to W2XAF and
W2XAD, there is now W2XAC, which

More Train Radio-Recently we de- operates on 34.5_ metres.

cycle race was given from the Wembley ' scribed the way in Which it is now possible
See the Searcher!-The "193o Ether
Stadium. A correspondent is moved to on all large Canadian trains to listen to a Searcher," described in this issue, is going
inquire if there is any connection between radio programme, or to talk to friends via to be a winner, and the presentation of this
this and the fact that he saw a happy a radio telephone while the train is doing, set is such that anybody can make it up,

party at the track listening -in on what perhaps, seventy miles per hour. The Ger-.
appeared to be strangely like the "Music man Telefunken engineers are trying a
Leader." Yes, sir, it was a member of the similar "stunt," and now we understand
'AMATEUR WIRELESS staff, who took the that three of the largest French express

even those who have previously fought shy
of wiring up an electric bell ! If you still
want convincing, then why not see the set
for -yourself. The "Ether Searcher" will be
original " Music Leader" to the Stadium to trains are being fitted up with receivers.
on show next week in four important centres
see how it would operate ! It did, despite
in England. In Messrs. Selfridge & Co.,
A
New
Short-waver-Here's
a
new
the barrier put up by the mass of steel -work station to be loggeld by all you keen radio Ltd., in London, the set will be on show in
in the grandstands. It seemed quite fans. WGY, Schenectady, has added the windows, and a model will also be
unaffected by the metal.
demonstrated in the radio showrooms. In

the branches of Lewis's, Ltd., in Man-

The " Unseen Eye "-The scene is at
the Thames Police Court recently, when an

chester, Liverpool, and Birmingham, the
set will also be on show. Take advantage
of this great opportunity to see an actual

unnaturally, if he could be given the names
of the people who gave information about
him. "You are not entitled to the informa-

original AMATEUR WIRELESS receiver.

elderly man was fined 5s. for using a
receiver without a licence. He asked, not

" Situations Vacant "-Somebody has
made the bright suggestion, in view of the
striking increase in unemployment figures,

tion," said Mr. Sharpe, the magistrate,
" and you must assume that there is an all -

that the B.B.C. should alleviate matters
by regularly announcing a list of "situa-

seeing eye which sees these things." But
was the "all -seeing eye" really the G P.O.
van or just a neighbour who had " split" ?

tions vacant." It should be borne in mind,
however, that this would only be duplicat-

ing what is already done by the daily

A Cables Accident-During the last
two weeks there has been -a tremendous

papers and other existing services. Also,

upheaval of the Atlantic Ocean floor and at

to be of use, the employment bureau would

least ten out of the twenty-one cables
between New York and Nova Scotia are
broken. The cable companies are rushing
cableships to repair the damage and radio
is doing its best to carry on with the tele-

have to be broadcast at a time when the
greatest number of listeners might be

expected to be switched on-and this
The Radio P.C.'s Dream

would be the time when the microphone
would be most heeded for entertainment.

matiur Wirdesj
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THE play, I remember, pleased not the moustache can cause roars, but the knowmillion; 'twas caviare to the general." ledge that a broadcaster -comedian has a
So said Wil Shakespeare in Hamlet, so red moustache which can't be seen, simply
showing that the Grand Old Man of litera- draws a red herring across the path of the
ture knew a thing or two about broadcast listener's mirth. The art of the "mike" is to
productions !
make the listener forget that he is using
What I am most concerned about, how- only his ears, and not his eyes. The trouble
ever, is not radio plays-which, apart from was the same with the cinema until talkies
the big fellows, such as Journey's End and came, and television will in like manner
Carnival, are sometimes too " caviare-ish" solve the lack -of -humour problem.
-but comedy broadcasts. Listeners still
At least, it will partly solve it. It won't

say that they get too little real humour.

given in a theatre, and not in their own
homes.

I haven't a Christmas present for you,
I'm afraid, but I'm going to ask one of you.
It is simply to extract a promise to be polite
to the loud -speaker !

Listen to it when it

speaks or switch it off entirely.

Perhaps some people's trouble is that
their sets give poor reproduction, and are
difficult to listen to, anyway !

solve the difficulty that artistes will still Have You Heard This ?

This is only partly true; there are usually have to give their performanCes in a
Anent this, and the subject of getting a
difficulties from the B.B.C. end, and studio; I presume that it will be many years good set, did you ever hear of the Scotsman
difficulties from your end, too. Let me before television direct from a theatre is who thought he really would buy a respectpossible. It is killing work to newcomers able set for Christmas. So he went to the
explain.
who try to be funny in front of the micro- lOcal radio stores.

A Lack of Humorists-

phone; that fact I wish ' to impress.' as
" I want a grrrramo-rrrradio set, laddie,"
For one thing, there isn't, and never was, strongly as possible in listeners' minds.
he said.
an over -abundance of humorists-good
"Yes, sir," said the willing showman.
humorists. In pre-B.B.C. times we were Where Television Would Come In
" Here's a nice one-.5o, complete with
content to let our drawing -rooms be graced
I know it so often happens that one sees a turntable and all doohickies. Or a smaller
at party -times by. alleged " funny " men, variety turn billed for broadcasting. one, pike fo, with only one doohickie . .
but their humour isn't good enough: or "Floppie and Floss," you say. "Yes, I or a smaller one still at 20 with no dooalways sufficiently fresh, to please millions remember seeing them at the Colisedeum. hickie at all . ."
of listeners. You might suggest that the They ought to be good."
The Scot nodded sagely.
broadcasters should draw on the stage for
But "Floppie and Floss " somehow don't
" Yes," he said. " I don't think I'll be
their humorists, but the stage technique is sound the same when strained through the buying now, though, ye ken. Your prices
different, and the funny men of the foot- loud -speaker as when you saw them clown- are all right-but your sets aren't small
lights often fall flat-not literally, of course ! ing on the stage. " Floppie and Floss " are a enough!"
-over the microphone : unless they've "flop" to you, but don't blame them;
If you've heard it before, please forgive
adapted their stage training to the new rather blame the medium of broadcasting me I tell you, it's a hard job always to
itself, which places a great and new onus on know new ones!
broadcast requirements.
Point Number One, therefore, is that artistes.
And a happy listening Christmas to you
there's hardly enough humorists (or humIt isn't only that it's difficult to be funny all!
oristes, for that matter) to go round.
in front of the microphone. It's also difficult
.

.

'

-and a Lack of Humour

to sit .and listen to anyone being funny

through the loud -speaker. This is where I
Point Number Two is that there's always refer to your end.
So many people don't give a radio set a
a shortage of humour. A stage comedian
can hear a good joke and repeat it nightly to fair chance; they use the programmes only
a theatre -full of different people every as a background for conversation. 1 don't
night; perhaps a couple of thousand a day say you do; but if you know anybody who
-12,000 a week. But the broadcaster - does, then ask them, from me, to stop it !
humorist has to give his joke away in one It's hopeless to be funny to people who won't
fell swoop to millions of listeners; and if lie listen to you.
If people want to talk, then let them
comes out with one twice in one week his
switch off the radio set and save the
reputation "goes flop." He must be fresh.
New gags, new tricks must be found. And "juice." But if they want to listen, then
they must depend on words and song alone. let them give all the attention they would
On the stage a comic bowler hat or a red willingly devote were theperformonce being

SFM, an experimental station operated
by French wireless amateurs and situated

in a Paris suburb, transmits a musical
entertainment' nightly towards II p.m.
G.M.T. on 320 metres.

Our special cover design, printed in full
colours, is based upon a design submitted in
competition for the National Radio Exhibition poster by Mr. R. P. Davies.
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By JOHN B. CROFTS
The writer of this article, who carries out the constructional work of the "A.W." sets, secured the
highest award in an All -Britain Set -building Competition, a distinction which was gained by careful
attention to the points on which he now offers suggestions
IN this article I propose to give a number has between 7o and zoo joints in its wiring.

of tips to the set -builder in order to If each of these is clamped by pressure
help him to make really efficient and contact only, the total resistance in the

of these, special T pieces are used as they
make a very much stronger joint. I have
tried to make you see the value of soldering;

- usually against - but
only because they have
failed in their attempt at

joints will appreciably impair the efficiency
of the set.
You will see
on this page
two close-up

now let me get down to details. I am often
asked whether " square " wiring is worth
while. By square wiring I mean the system
that is adoped in most of the AMATEUR.

soldering! Actually, solder-

views of com-

parallel to, or at right angles with, the

ing is a surprisingly easy

monly
used
joints. In one

panel or baseboard.
Many constructors

neat -looking receivers. Amateur constructors have argued for and against soldering

proCess

if

one or two

WIRELESS sets, whereby every wire is either

assert that the
square method of wiring
introduces losses into the

simple rules are adhered
to. In the course. of this
article I am also going to
give a few hints on tools
,to use for soldering and
wiring:

circuit, thereby causing
quite avoidable inefficiency. Personally, I do not
agree with this assertion.

There is no need

for anybody to have to

I

of the wiring of their set.

efficient for so doing.

Perhaps you have often
up experidental
hook-ups in a haphazard
fashion and have found them quite satisfactory in operation. Upon re -wiring
neatly in the finished form, the results may

There is this to be said
for square wiring; firstly
the whole appearance of
the set is improved and

wired

when finished has that professional look so much

not have seemed any better than in the

desired by the amateur

rough hook-up and therefore you ask yourself whether soldering is worth while.

In considering the rough hook-up, you
must remember that as such it was only
used for a short time. Had you left it in that
state permanently it is more than probable

that you would have been troubled by
crackling noises similar to bad atmospherics. However tight the rough flexible
connections may have been screwed, they
seem to have an uncanny way of working
loose without this
fact being apparent

to the

eye.

Also

oxidisation of the
gradually
surfaces

develops and causes
a high - resistance
contact.

The average set

have always made a

practice of wiring my sets
neatly, and have never
found the set any less

apologise to their friends
for the untidy appearance

constructor. Secondly, you
Insulation is best removed
with a knife, as shown in

can very easily check up

the various circuits without
getting hopelessly involved.
Thirdly, the wiring is well
photograph, and the other spaced and there is little
picture shows the applica- chance of your introducing
tion of the iron. Below, stray capacities between
different types of joint are
the circuits.
The top picture.
The tools
required for wiring are
indicated in the lower

shwa.

Photographs are shown
of the same set wired
in three different
ways, namely; square
wiring, point - to -

point, and flex.

A

glance at these views
will
immediately
(Continued at foot of
page g z)
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THINGS YOU OUGHT TO KNOW

ABOUT THE TALKIES
By BAYNHAM HONRI
WHATEVER the merits or demerits of A Broadcasting Simile '
the talkies are, there is no doubt that
Few of my readers will dispute the fact

they will be the most popular breaking - that with modern amplifiers and loudthe -ice topic of conversation at this speakers it is possible to obtain well-nigh
season's " at homes." The query, "Do you perfect reproduction of broadcast music
like the talkies?" will be ringing through and speech. In talking pictures the broadmany a suburban drawing -room, giving cast transmitter is replaced by the recorder,
new life to a phase of civilisation which the film or disc becomes the ether,' and the
has hitherto existed almost solely on projection apparatus at the cinema takes
weather and servant problems. Arguments the place of the receiver. All the' other
are bound to arise, and one can imagine links in the sound chain remain the same.
that even the pet aspidistra, long since At the cinema studio, microphones which
resigned to its fate as an ashtray, will perk respond evenly to the air pressures of all
up and take notice of the extraordinary audible frequencies faithfully pick up the
state of affairs. Well, do you like the sounds of voices and musical instruments.
talkies?
Here, at the source, every different " set

The British Talking

Pictures optical system
detached from a sound film projector.

instrument focusses
This

a strong light
on the film
sound -track

up" of the microphone has its own acoustic

The Ayes and the Noes

problem, a question of echoes and placeYou may answer " Yes" or " No," as the ment in which experience, trial, error and ducing a sound track of variable density.
British Talking Pictures use a peculiar
case may be, but it is almost certain that

luck all play their parts in achieving the kind of neon lamp, a " photion tube," the
right result. I am a sound -film recorder
myself and am well acquainted with these

little tricks of fate that daily please or
horrify the critical ears of my managing
director. For the information of the
"noes," very little bad sound recording
ever leaves the cinema studio. If a scene
is not good it is re -taken until it is entirely
satisfactory.

Various Systems
The frequency characteristics of modern
sound -film recorders are uniformly good
though differing slightly in various sys-

The R.C.A. and British Acoustic
recorders use an oscillograph for photographing the sound on the film, and both
of these systems are capable of dealing
with all audible notes. In the case of the
A variable -width film
R.C.A. system, I have recorded a pure
note of approximately 15,000 cycles per light- of which varies according to the
second, generated by a beat note oscillator voltages applied. Western Electric use a'
or "squeak." This is nearly an octave light valve somewhat similar in principle
to the air valve of the Creed Stentorphone
gramophone, that compressed air instrument of great power in which the sound is
tems.

Enlarged
SW xi -Track

A variable -density film; projector sound
"slots " 80 mils wide

your opinion will have been formed on the

"face value" of your own experiences-a
few visits to your local 'picture palace.

If

you are In the "noes," it is almost certain
that you have not seen the talkies at their
best or visualised the possibilities of their
development. Few people will dispute the
fact that perfect reproduction of dialogue
is infinitely superior to the clumsy
"spoken" sub -title. The action part of
films will remain as before, with the possible addition of restrained " effects" or
musical accompaniment. Therefore, the
objections of the "noes" must be based,
on absolute prejudice or, more likely, the
apparent technical imperfections. Let us

A recording

" super -charged."

Studios on

We will assume that the sound has now
been faithfully recorded by one system or
another on the film. You will notice that
I have not mentioned the disc in connection with recording. This has now been
abandoned owing to its practical limitations. Once started, a disc recording must
go on and on until it is finished. Short
scenes cannot be recorded at odd times on'
the same disc. But for reproduction of
talking pictures the gramophone disc is
still widely used. The sounds, originally
recorded on the film, are transferred electrically to the disc, special compensating

made at the
Gainsborough
R.C.A. system of

the fundamental
tone of middle C
of the piano, 256
cycles per second

try to find out why talking films sometimes

gowrong and put incorrect ideas into the higher than the limit of the average perheads of you. " noes." The reasons are all son's audibility. British Talking Pictures,
technical, and as such will certainly be Cinephone, Western Electric, Tobis, and
of special interest to readers of AMATEUR other systems vary the illumination of the
WIRELESS.
film at audible frequencies, thereby pro -

The " Ether "
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circuits being arranged to deal with possible distortion introduced in making the
transfer. There is a loss of quality both in
making the disc and -printing the original
sound at the side of the picture on the
positive cinema film. But the loss is
,

diagram will give an idea of the straight little more "punch " to the higher freand narrow path to which the film track quencies. The disc requires considerably
has to keep on its progress through the less amplification than the sound film
projector. A photo -electric cell responds to track, and is capable of giving a moderately.
the variation of the light projected through good result with the minimum of effort on

the sound track and three stages of resist- the part of the operator.
ance -capacity amplification bring the sound

The Projector

phone strength."

Discs
Before passing on to the power amplifiers

and loud -speakers, we must consider the
possible distortion caused by the common
or garden electric gramophone pick-up,

through the projector, and if a disc is used, used when discs are synchronised with full that has to revolve constantly at 331 revs. width picture film instead of film sound
per minute. Variable -density sound track track. The resonances of this instrument
is ioo mils. wide, and variable width are fairly well known, and it is a positive
(oscillograph method) has a track 70 mils. fact that little or no measureable pick-up
wide. The optical system on the projector is obtained of frequencies above four or
has to be accurately set to pick up an area five thousand per second. This accounts

of 8o mils. by r mil. of either track, this
pick-up being less in width than the variable -density sound track and greater in
width than the variable -width track. A mil.
is a thousandth of an inch. A glance at the

There are less

valves to maintain and, at the present
up to what is popularly known as "loud - time, the general results are more con-

chiefly in the very high frequencies.

It is when we cometo the actual cinema
projection machine, the " broadcast receiver" link of the talking picture chain,
that we come to the chief cause of dissatisfaction with talking films. The film
has to travel evenly at 90 ft. per minute

etruattzr Wtreleb
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sistent.

On the other hand, it is possible to
achieve almost perfect results with film
sound track when everything is in good
adjustment. In the long run, there is no
doubt that the film sound track will be
used exclusively; but that will not happen
until cinema operators are more proficient
in the art of projecting talking pictures, or
the projection equipment becomes as
robust and fool -proof as a tram -car motor

controller. In the meantime, you "noes"
must be patient. If the talkies at your
cinema are unpleasant to your ears tell
for the lack of sibilants in the speech of the manager that his apparatus is out of
early talking pictures. To a great extent, adjustment.
this is now compensated for by the introduction during transfer of sound to disc
of known resonances which will give a

"THE GENTLE ART OF. WIRING" of generous dimensions. It is in the choice ing; many constructors make the mistake

of an iron that many constructors are apt of using this file for trimming ebonite panels
to go wrong; it is often assumed that a thereby imparing its utility as a cleaner.
settle which method looks the neatest. It very small iron is best _for wireless set What happens is that the ebonite dust
took very little more time and patience to construction. It is argued that a small clings to the file and tends to -dirty the
wire up the neat -looking set than was iron will be equally useful for heavy or iron and contact surfaces instead of cleaning them.
delicate work.
necessary for the other two.
But, as I have said, a necessity of the
Most component manufacturers fit either
Now we come to the side -cutting and
permanent or loose soldering tags to their copper bit is its ability to retain heat to long -nosed pliers.. For cutting wires in
(Continued from page 909)

Compare these pictures of different systems of wiring and note the improved appearance of square wiring

A glance over the chassis will
soon tell you whether all the components
have tags; it is a good plan ;to keep a quantity of these so that they can be fitted when
not supplied. Soldering tags can be obtained in various sizes and types.

awkward places I find side -cutting pliers
invaluable. These pliers should be a good
strong pair as they are often .required to
cut quite stout wire. A pair of long -nosed
pliers are indispensable to the set wirer, for
with these the bending .of wires is greatly
facilitated.
Suitable Tools
The knife is useful for cutting off insulaThe necessary tools for wiring are those reached by a 'very large iron, most set tion at each end of the connecting wires. I
illustrated. These consist of a large and a wiring is accessible enough for a large iron. find that a potato knife with the blade
small soldering iron, a three -corner file, side The three -cornered file in our modest broken down to about z inches long is the
cutting and long -nosed pliers and finally kit of tools is for cleaning before soldering. most useful.
a knife. The equipment is completed This file should on no account be used for
[The conclusion of this article giving many
by a stick of solder and a tin of good flux.
anything else except for the purpose of practical operative hints will be given in
Large soldering irons have a copper bit cleaning the contact surfaces before solder - next week's issue.-ED .1

products.

melt the solder; the smaller the size of the
bit the quicker will its heat be dissipated;
consequently the joint -making has to be
hurried. From my considerable experience
I strongly recommend you to purchase an
iron having a bit as large as you can wield
with comfort. 'Whereas the smaller iron is
certainly useful for joints that cannot be

mayevr
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The Newcomer to Wireless Buys A Valve
OLD H.: Then you tune in the local make. Has your accumulator one, two,
(Scene : A wireless shop.
At the
or three cells ?
counter a SALESMAN has just finished station to its maximum strength ?
NEwc.: Only one.
NEwc.: I'd like to do so, but I find
packing up some components which an
OLD H.: Then what you want is a
OLD HAND has selected with great care. that when I'm getting enough volume
to fill the big room, both speech and two -volt super -power valve, here it is
Enter a NEWCOMER TO WIRELESS.)
music become rather harsh at times.
OLD H.: I expect that, you've been
using in the output stage what is known
valve.
as a small power valve. In a big room
SALESM. : What kind of valve?
NEWC. : Well, I don't know. I just that kind of valve is not sufficient since
71i want a valve. I've a three -valve set and it can't handle the volume.
NEWC. : But a power valve sounds as
I broke one of mine the other day.
SALESM. : Which valve was it, the high - if it ought to be powerful !
OLD H.: A most unfortunate name,
frequency, detector, or low -frequency?
NEwc.: Good morning.

NEWC. :

?

?

I want a

?

N'EWC: :

What formidable looking

things !

OLD H.: They're quite simple really.

There's only one point that I want to
show you about them. Do you happen

to know the voltage of your highNEwc.

:

A

hundred

and

Perhaps you will let me help

twenty.

you, for. I see that the salesman
here has his hands rather full.
NEwc.: It's most awfully good
of you, but I really hardly like
to bother you in this way.
OLD H.: Not a bit. What

curve marked one hundred and
twenty volts.
It goes straight
NEwc.
down for quite a long way
and then bends off towards the

OLD H.: Then look at this
:

bottom.
OLD H. : Put your finger in the

is your set ?

NEwc.: It's a. Blankophone.
OLD H.: I wonder if they've
got one here. (To SALESMAN) :
Do you happen to have a three valve Blankophone here?

middle of the straight portion
and then run straight down to
the horizontal line at the bottom
of the diagram.
NEwc.: That's labelled " Grid
Volts."
OLD H. : Yes. And how many

SALESM. : Yes, you'll find one

91k4

istic curves.

for it gives a wrong impression. Actually tension battery?

OLD HAND (to NEWCOMER) :

t44.4

in the catalogue and you'll see that the
makers show what are called character-

on that table over there.
OLD H.: Splendid ! Let's go
and have a look at it.
(They go across to the table
and the OLD HAND raises the

volts are shown at the point
The Old -hand's Sketch

where your finger meets the line ?

NEwc.: About fifteen.

OLD H.: That's the amount of negalid of the set, a three -valve transportable.) output valves are of two classes, power
Now which of these three valves is valves and super -power valves. The tive grid bias that you want. And here's

super -power valve magnifies less than how you connect up that black wander
the power type, but it can handle a good plug (he shows on the sketch which socket

the one that you've broken?

NEwc.: If you stand facing the set
it's the one on the right.
OLD H.: I see. That's what's known
as the output valve. Perhaps I'd better
tell you the name of each of the three,

deal more volume without producing the negative plug goes into).
NEwc.: Supposing that I break my
distortion.
NEwc.: Then ought I to buy a super- high -frequency valve,"what should I ask

%for when I want to buy another?
power valve?
OLD H.: A two -volt high -frequency
OLD H. : Yes, but you'll have to make
then you'll know what to ask for whenever you want to make another replace- one little alteration in your set. You'll valve. So long as the original valve
ment. You needn't bother a bit about require a .larger grid bias battery-one gave good service and performed well I
the meaning of the terms for the moment of sixteen -and -one-half volts. Or you should buy a replacement of the same
so lcng as ycu just remember the names. 2can purchase another nine -volt battery make.
and connect the two together like NEwc.: What about the detector?
NEwc.: I'll make a note of them.
OLD H. (looking into cabinet) : You
OLD H. : This one on the left is the this.
high -frequency valve, the one in the NEwc.: I see. Then what about rnay use another H.F. valve here, but
since you rely mainly upon the local
middle is the detector, and that one on these two plugs ?
OLD H. : The red one will go into station for your programmes and obtain
the right is the low -frequency or output

It's called the output valve the socket marked + of the battery ample signal strength you might get
because it delivers the output of the and the black one into a suitable rather better quality by using either a
valve.

valve specially made for detecting, or
set to the loud -speaker. Now, do you negative socket.
what is known as a first -stage low NEwc.: Yes, but which socket ?
like big volume or medium volume
OLD H. : I'll show you how to discover frequency valve.
from your loud -speaker?
NEwc.: What's the difference between
NEwc.: As a rule I use the set in'quite that as soon as we've selected the valve
a good valve and a bad one?
a small room and then when I've tuned that you're going to buy,
OLD H.: Every good valve, is most
NEWC. Well, what shall I buy?
in I have to slacken off that knob (he
OLD H.: You won't go wrong if you carefully tested before being passed into
points to one of the condenser dials) a -bit
because the reproduction is too pOwerful, buy a super -power valve of any good stock.
-
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MoptiONE AUTOAARM

1.0

IT'S automatic-it ensures perfect tracking-it is designed
on really scientific lines with
needle pressure adjustment-i.

takes any Pick-up-it plays no
small part in reducing record

wear, it can easily be fixed to any

gramophone in a few minutesit is beautifully finished-it's
The Varley Compound
Mass Suspension Pickup incorporating man.)
new improvements.

Price now, only

37/6

made by Varley.

That's why it is becoming so

popular everywhere to -day.

You can buy it for 35/_
For

RADIO

adey
Advertisement of Oliver Pell Control Ltd., Kingrevoy House, son, Kingsway, London, W.C.z.

Telephone : Holborn 5303

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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s"
"It might interest
you to hear that I
have recently test-

ed a 1926 "Five -

Valuer" using your
old type 6 -pin coils
and the results

were simply mar-

vellous - the

stations just came

in one after the
other all round the
dial without any
.o v

;up

this is now an oh,solete set 'consider
it pays a great tribute to your coils.
You can truthfully

say that they are

"just that little bit

better- than others.
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RADIO PRODUCTS
Perfection is a dominating feature of all Lewcos products.
The above recommendation of the Lewcos 6 -pin coils is
amply justified by their remarkable proved performance.
Many of the most successful receivers in the past depend
in a large measure on the high efficiency of Lewcos coils.

Therefore, take the advice of technical experts and fit
Lewcos coils when building or improving your set.
PRICES
EPLIT PRIMARY AERIAL COILS

Ref.

SPA
Ref.

SPLIT PRIMARY H.F: TRANSFORMERS SP I'

6/- ea.
8/6 ea.
MEI

Full Particulars free on request to:
THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY AND SMITHS LIMITED

Church Road, Leyton, London, E.10

Please Mention "A.IV." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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THE NW
CELESTION LOUDSPEAKER
all
imin

Holds undisputed
rank as the finest of
all Loudospeakers

°Finest loud -speaker
entirely new standard
costs."

have heard
.

THE

IGRA NIC - PACENT
PHONOVOX PICK-UP
Supersedes the old sound box. Makes the
gramophone electrical and gives unexpected
beauty in records, and rich, pure tone even
from an old gramophone. The Phonovox
Pick -Up offers a new joy to the lover of music.
Fitted in a moment, and worked with a

radio set. With an Igranic Phonovox an old
gramophone becomes as modern in reproduction as the most up-to-date expensive gramophone.

PR ICE 2 1 /If you cannot obtain 'one from your dealer,
write direct to us to Dept. D. 136.

sets

.

"Nearest approach to the ideal that

AN ACCEPTABLE GIFT

.

.

worth every penny it
"Help Yourself " Annual.
.

have yet

I

"Sphere."

heard."

. . ."
"Most critical musician could not find fault
"Evening Chronicle."

Amazingly true reproduction.
Sets a standard.
Low frequencies as well as high."

" Daily Mirror."

speech
"Renowned for brilliancy and quality
a
handsome
and music particularly good
.

.

instrument."
PERCY HARRIS in

.

.

.

Wireless Constructor."

Designed specifically to
give the finest possible
results with any set front
a Two-Valver to a Power
Amplifier. Crowned with

the Celestion hallmark
-a beautifully designed
and hand- polished cabinet.

In Oak £7 15 : 0,

Mahogany £8 : 5 : 0,
Walnut (to order)

£9:0;0.

Other Celestion models

from £3 ; 15 ; 0.
WRITE FOR AN ABSORBING FREE BOOK ON SOUND -RE-CREATION"

CIELESTO

N

The Very Soul of Music

Acr149

eenVictoriaSi

London Showrooms :
106, Victoria Street, S.W.1.

Write to : Celestion Ltd.,
Dept. J.

Kingston -on -Thames.

FOREMOST NAME IN SOUND REPRODUCTION

Works BEDFORD
To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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AN
AMPLION
PRODUCT

Abalanced armature movement of great sensitivity

able to handle considerable
volume and reproduce with high
efficiency all audio frequencies.
Adaptor plate to fit varied

chassis types, and fitted with
terminals for three alternative
values

of

impedance.

Gives

splendid results in combination
with any valve set, and can be
used with pentode valve without
special transformer.

N O SPECIAL
TRANSFORMER

N EEDED WITH
GRAHAM AMPLION LIMITED

PENTODE VALVE

25/26, Savile Row, Regent Street, W.1

Please Mention !`A.W.".When Corresponding with Advertisers
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resulted in the new Manchester station ducts are so well known, is responsible for
What Next?
FROM the technical point of equipment, which is now just getting into the programme, and that is about all. But
view, the B.B.C. has de- running order. Manchester has benefited big firms have found that it pays and pays,
veloped its transmissions to a by all the experimental work that has been and pays again, to put on
very high state of efficiency. going on in the makeshift Savoy Hill absolutely first-rate items during
hour for which they hire the
The Brookmans Park transmitters are, premises. The London' station will the
station.
remain
"experimental"
until
the
without any possible, probable shadow of
doubt, the finest broadcast transmitters in last minute of the change over
No Licence Fee
the world. The quality of studio and out- from Sa,voy Hill to Broadcasting
Recent figures from America
side broadcasts is first rate; dissolves, House.
show that the salaries paid to
acoustics, artificial echo, line correction
artistes who help to make such
Relays and Relays
and other developments have
"hours a success are enormous
Once
upon,
a
time
the
switchreached an advanced state. One
and
that
all
the brightest lights in the
ing and simultaneous broadis prompted to ask what will be
musical, theatrical; and variety worlds are
casting
circuits
at
Savoy
Hill
the next developMent.
were controlled by a number of falling over one another to reap the golden
Automatic Broadcasting
knife switches on porcelain bases and a harvest. Not only is a first-rate performance assured but -the broadcasting station
About two years ago one of few two -valve broadcast receiver ampli- secures
an ample rent for the use of its
fiers,
such
as
can
now
be
bought
at
disthe B.B.C. line engineers Jia,d
and has thus plenty of cash in
a bright idea. This visionary posal stores, for about f,r each. Older station,
hand
to
pay
well for the turns that it puts
possibly,
that
remember,
will
readers
foresaw the time when broaditself. Personally, I think that there is
casting would become automatic, so far as faVouritephotograph of Captain Eckersley on
lot to be said for this kind of
the technical side was concerned. With speaking at a telephOne on the old simul- amethod
of running. broadcasting.
slight exaggeration,- his idea was that the taneous broadcasting board-that historic And don't
forget that the Amerilash-up
which
required
a
highly
skilled
chief engineer 'should press a button which
would set' all transmitters going, turn on operator to make it work. It is a far cry can listener pays no licence fee
microphones, amplifiers, dissolvers, and from that stage of broadcasting to this
gadgets. The great idea met wit li some automatic or semi -automatic era. I sup-

opposition and not a little ridicule, gut the poSe that, ultimately, the operation of a
gentleman in question, Mr, A. S. Attkins, broadcasting station will require less skill
was given permission to work out The than the driving of a train -car or the mixing
practical side on paper. Mr. Attkins went 'of an ice -Crean" soda., With the partial
right ahead, and before many months had departure of the hurna29. elenient (presumpassed he had a huge 'schematic diagrafn nbly'tciElstree) has also gone a great deal
covering the wall of his office, showing the of the .glamour and "romance" of the
lines, relays, and solenoids necessary for technical side of the service Na langer
controlling a complete broadcasting sta- will an engineer wax reminiscent of the
tion. Further, many manually operated time he inadvertently plugged his control
circuits in the London control -room were telephone on to a music line and broadcast
converted to " automatic," so that the strange oaths; the automatic
engineers practically " dialled" lines in- bad word relay will now come
stead of using plugs and jacks. And, then, into action and prevent such' a
when the product of his, brain was fast thing ever happening !
forming itself into steel, copper, and

ebonite, Mr, Attkins heard the call

of

Elstree and departed froin Savoy Hill. He

is now in charge of the sound
side of British International Pictures, the company which made
that fine picture, Blackmail.

SA

phone can be the ruination of
any station which sets about it
in the wrong way. The fearful
example on this side of the Atlantic is
Radio Toulouse, whose once excellent pro-

grammes have now become, one is sorry
-to say, generally very poor indeed. An
enormous amount of direct advertising is
incorporated in' them; one can hardly tune
in Toulouse without hearing, impassioned
appeals to purchase waterproofs; hot-water

bottles, patent Medicines, -provisions, or
wireless mods from
from_ certain shops, which
are,, of course, the
and the best
of all ! At Toulmise, though, advertisers
do not hire the microphone and do not put
Money No Object
on entertainments. They simply pay so
There has been a good deal of much to haVe their advertisements broadgrousing at one time or another cast. The revenue from this source is
about the general lowness of the probably not very great, for the French
fees paid by the B.B.C. to ar- do not seem to believe in costly publicity

tistes who broadcast from its studios. The
trouble is, of course, that quite a number of
Progress
different programmes are -sent out on most
,Bat you can't keep a good nights of the week from the various stations,
idea down; neither can you stay and if you have to provide first-rate broadthe march of progress. Mr. casters for all of these even a million does
Attkins had discovered that the not go very far in the course of a year.

recipe for a " complete broadcast transmitter" was so many tons of ebonite, so
many pounds of brass,. so many miles of
wire-and a push button, and the B.B.C.
had it in blue and white, safely locked up
in the Avenue House vaults. It now re-

But.

But advertising via the micro-

Before now I have called attention to the

policy of the American stations, which
derive a very considerable income from
leasing the microphone for an hour at a
time to big commercial concerns. Very
little direct advertising: is done. At the

nearly so much as do we or the Americans.

The result is that Toulouse can give us
only occasional first-rate programmes and
fills , in a great deaf of his time'

with what must surely be the
world's

worst

gramophone

records.

Valves to the Rescue
For the thermionic valve all
kinds of useful jobs are always
being found. One of the latest
is to help those who are deaf to

mained for them to carry on the good beginning of the Bone -Rattler Motor Car use the land -line telephone without trouble. 4,
work, mix the ingredients, stir well, and Company's, hour, for example, it is an- The Post Offi6e has designed a special
serve up piping hot. The first cooking nounced that this company, whose pro - small amplifier which is attached to the,
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On Your 'Wavelength !

S.

ordinary apparatus. It consists of a single
note -magnifier operated by dry cells contained in the case. There is a three-point
switch marked "direct," "medium," and
"maximum." With this in the first position the amplifier is out of action and the
telephone has its ordinary strength. Turn
the switch to "medium" and the volume

(continued)

result would be very poor conditions for
wireless reception upon the short waves.
This prophecy has been fulfilled to the
letter, for the short waves have been most

Furthermore, the writer suggested that the

only practical way to find room in the
ether for the wider band of frequencies

without interfering with the
disappointing for the last couple of months. present broadcasting service was
Sometimes one comes across a period when to go below the zoo -metre
distant stations are coming in fairly well, wavelength.

but more often than not transmissions are

from the receiver is doubled. When it weak or fading or distorted. Sunspots

Baird Synchronism

comes over to the " maximum" position come in cycles, the period from maximum
the sound - produced *is great enough to to maximum outbursts being, if I rememenable even the very deaf in most cases to ber rightly, about eleven years. The
use the instrument with comfort. The present disfiguration of Old Sol's countendevice has already been tried out in ance has lasted; I believe; longer than it
Scotland, where it has proved
really ought to, have done, and we may
take comfort in the ,knowledge that we
most successful. It is now available at a very moderate rental
should now be past the worst. In that

As a statement of the conditions in America this would be
quite in order, but in England,
thanks to the unflagging efforts
of Mr. Baird and his engineers, the situation is quite different. It/was realised that
before anything approaching a commercial

for general use.

the synchronising mechanism would have

" Beat It for A Bob "
That, I see, is the slogan used

to draw attention to the merits
-if such a course be necessaryof the December issue of Wireless

Magazine which contains 128 pages, fifty

different features and no less than 225
illustrations. Can you beat it for a bob?
The answer is, of course, that you cannot.

So many articles interested me in this
issue that it is difficult to say what is the
most outstanding feature amidst such a
gamut of good things. Most listeners will
come to the conclusion, I think, that the
loud -speaker guide, which occupies more
than eight pages, is invaluable for purposes
of quick comparison.
Many of the loud -speakers reviewed were

case we have many years of

form of television system could be fostered,

rapidly

to be made operative from the picture

improving

reception

conditions on the short waves
to look forward to.

Breaking It In
I am just now at the exciting
stage of breaking in a new set
which has just passed from my
workshop to the wireless table.
The circuit is an original one, and naturally
I wondered how it would behave when it
was first given a trial. It is doing pretty
well, but already I can see ways in which
it can be improved by slight alterations.
I am one of those who are not content to
buy their coils, and so on, ready made, but
like to design and make them up at home.
This means, of course, that one is always

experimenting, but I know of no joy to

actually tested in the new Wireless Maga- equal that of turning out a receiving set
zine Laboratory, and I was particularly that really does prove first-rate when
interested in the commonsense reports that every possible part has been made in one's
are given. My own impressions regarding own workshop. This set is a three-valver
the pitch of a number of instruments are with a S.G., an anode -bend detector, and
a pentode. It is especially designed for
confirmed.
By the way, I wonder how many selectivity and big magnification with a
listeners know by now of the valuable work minimum use of reaction. What
being done by the Wireless Magazine in is so interesting is to -adjust
-testing commercial receivers? In the par- the nice balance between signal
ticular issue of which I am writing, there strength and selectivity.
are six pages of such reports, backed up by
Automatic Synchronism
a free service of impartial advice
Misinterpreted
if you want to know of a selec-

tion of sets that will suit your
own particular conditions.

A Prediction Fulfilled
It is not often that one can
foretell anything in wireless

matters with any kind of certainty. One of the most remarkable predictions I have come across is that

made as long ago as last March by Professor Stetson, of the Astronomical Labora-

tory of Harvard University.

He pro-

signal itself and yet be simple and cheap to
use. This is the only true interpretation of

the term automatic as applied to synchronism, and, if readers remember, on the

occasion of the first B.B.C. test in March
of this year the televised picture was
transmitted through 2.L0 and the speech

through Marconi House on a separate
wavelength. No separate synchronising
signal was employed, the picture itself

the synchronising
impultes necessary to keep the
receiver in step with the transproviding

mitter.

Using the Strip Sequence
Details of the method employed have been disclosed quite

recently by the Baird Company

and published in the columns

of this journal, so there is no need to
retrace the same ground. One point should
be borne in mind, however, and that is that
the component part of the television signal
which possesses an unvarying character-

istic-or we should say one that varies

exactly in accordance with the transmitter

disc-is the strip sequences. We know

that the object televised is dissected into
thirty strips, and thus the strip sequence
occurs thirty times for each revolution of
the disc. It is the only part of the teleThere would still appear to vision signal which does not depend upon
be some misunderstanding ex- the light, shade, or contour of the subject
isting concerning that all-im- televised. Assuming that 12% pictures
portant question of synchronis- per second are transmitted, there is a
ing in television. I noticed that a corre- signal radiated having a 'well-defined
spondent in a recent issue of this journal beginning and ending with a definite
made a statement under the heading of intervening period 375 times per second,
"A Television Problem" which is not con- and this is the fundainental component
sistent with up-to-date development. He pressed into service for synchronising. In
stated that any purely automatic system practice this feature of beginning and endof television must involve the transmission ing is emphasised by masking off a slight
of a synchronising signal simultaneously horizontal band at the top of the total
with the picture signals, and went on to available light area and hence for the top
say that this would involve an additional end of its travel the "light spot" explores

,. phesied then that we should have a very
bad outbreak of sunspots during the modulation frequency over and above
present .autumn and winter, and that the those necessary to transmit the picture.

a narrow black edge.
THERMION.
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I COMPARE

PROGIMMESWI
Dinner given by the Radio Club of America to Capt. Round. October 4, 1929.
Diners at Head Table, reading from left; Paul Colley, Major Armstrong, Capt. Round,
Lewis M. Clement (Pres.), David Sarnoff, J. V. L. Hogan, R. H. Marriot

T HAVE recently returned from a two American Wavelengths
months' visit to Canada and the United
The American band of wavelengths runs
States, and some of the information I have only from 200 to 550 metres. No long -wave
obtainedthere,particularly as to the present range is used and I am of the Opinion it
lroadcasting conditions, may be of interest would not be of much use.
to readers of this magazine. During anarge
Such waves as 200 to 550 metres give

several occasions I took count of wha
one could get, and can say quite definitely
that invariably eight or nine stations,
all of first-class character, were available,

and from twenty to thirty other stations
acceptable if the programmes were attrac-

'proportion of the time I was guided by good signals up to moo miles, and then, from tive; in addition, hosts of others come in at
Major Edwin Armstrong, whose fame as moo to Soo miles conditions are .liable to be hairlike differences on the receiver adjustthe inventor of reaction circuits, super- bad owing to fading, but after -..that signals ments. There seems to be considerably less
hetFrodyne, and surer -regenerative circuits at night-time are comparatively steady and heterodyning between stations.
is well-known.
loud and theSe conditions over land, at

My first experience of broadcasting on
the American side was in Montreal, where
with the assistance of Mr. Paine, the Chief Engineer of the Canadian Marconi Company, I was enabled to listen -in on a standard Canadian receiver. This particular
receiver-a type of neutrodyne circuit with

least in America, seem to maintain up to

distances of at least 2,000 miles.
In England, of course, our ranges do not,
as a ustial thing, extend 300 miles,,except
when one considers working right 'up and
down the British Isles, so that except for the
moo miles or ,so, the 200-500 metres
one knob control-did not give one the first
range of wavelengths is rather of doubtful
idea of being very sensitive as there was no value. If one was to consider the European
mush or local noise when all out. Although continent as a whole, however, conditions
we were still in Montreal where one would could undoubtedly be made to obtain as
have expected some sort of local electrical they do in the States, presuming, of course,
noise to be present, notwithstanding this, that people took as much interest in foreign
however, I received nine stations, apart stations as they do in stations transmitting
from the local one, easily and with accept- in their own language.

able quality at strong and adequate loudOur longer wavelength range, such as
speaker strength.
Daventry 5XX, maintains this good
Conditions in New. York
quality up to 'ranges of 300 miles without
The absence of mush and heterodyne any serious fading and is thus very suitable
notes-which later on I got in plenty when for our own conditions; but probably at
receiving down near New York-was really greater distances, if one were considering
remarkable and indicated that the stations, Europe as a whole, the short range of
'

some of which were a thousand miles away, wavelengths would be preferable if -stations
of sufficient power were erected.
were actually exceptionally strong.
Arriving at New York, I was taken down
In the United States, listening in the
on Long Island to a place some sixty miles neighbourhood of New York, stations at
from New York, and here, at his own house, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago, Denver,
Major Armstrong had an array of receivers etc., roar in at night-time with good quality ;

of all types, with which I was allowed to
play. I soon learned that quite a number of
the United States stations are of 50 kilowatt power and that 5 -kilowatt stations
arc quite common.

A Peculiar Problem

New York itself has a peculiar problem
in radio, and I doubt if we ever meet any
such bad conditions as exist there, particularly in three sections of New York.
One is in the business section down town;
another in the semi -business section near
42nd Street, and the other out in the residential district above mouth Street. The

masses of steel buildings and the great
difficulty of putting up an aerial make
reception very troublesome indeed notwithstanding the great stations near New

I was in a flat in the city where
they had a very good receiver with an
York.

aerial round the picture rail, and only the
feeblest of reception of one station resulted.

The station, which was only a mile away
and was of the 5- k.w. order, was actually

drowned by the electrical noises in the
building.
A lot of these flats, and whole residences
in fact, are now supplied with aerials which

run up the side of the building and then
branch out on the roof, but even with such

aerials the reception is extremely poor.
An experiment is now being tried on the
big residential blocks of having one big
and particularly On some of the recent antenna on the roof which is untuned ; at
receivers fitted with automatic strength its base are placed,a large number of valves
control, they are every bit as good as the in parallel, and from the plate circuit of
local station. The number of stations that e.3ch of these valves a lead comes down to
one can get is really remarkable. On
(Continged at foot of next Page
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HOME "BROADCASTING II A STUNT FOR THE

CHRISTMAS PARTY

HERE'S a good idea for brightening up kind are also advertised in this journal. set. You may have to use a microphone
those Christmas programmes ! When
Also it is possible to use one of the ear- transformer (an ordinary L.F. transformer
there's nothing being broadcast which pieces of a pair of telephones or a loud- may perhaps be pressed into service) with
appeals to you, why not make your own speaker unit for this purpose.
the secondary connected to the pick-up
programmes and" broadcast" them through
Just try the idea out with a phone ear- terminals, and the primary connected in
the loud -speaker? It's really quite easy, piece. Connect the telephone terminals to series with a i %-volt flash -lamp cell and
and there are almost innumerthe microphone.

able ways of making good fun
out of this simple trick.
Practically any set having

one or two stages of

low -fre-

quency amplification is suitable,

and if your set already has provision for a gramophone pickup, then there'll be no difficulty.
The principle of the thing is

to put an improvised microphone "in front" (electrically

If your set is not adapted for
a pick-up, then try connecting
the microphone or transformer
between grid and filament of the
detector \ alv.: or the first low frequency valve. You may also
have to use a little grid bias.
How can you use your home
broadcaster? It presents endless opportunities for party
games. You can have guessing
competitions as to who is speak-

speaking) of the set, so that the
microphone currents are ampliing ; rig the microphone up behind
ltome. " Broadcaiting " is quite easy to carry out
fied and the speech put through
a screen and put the loud -speaker
the loucls-speaker in the ordinary way. the pick-up terminal or leads of your set, out in front of the listeners. If you want to
There are many things yOu can use 'for'a ' taking care to keep the polarity correct or have some fun, try connecting fixed conmicrophone. . The. beSt,- of course, is the the ear -piece may be demagnetised. Switch densers across the speaker to alter the tone
proper thing ! Small carbon -type micro- on the set-and then speak close to the ear- and make the voice unrecognisable !
phones as used in Post Office telephones. piece !
Or split the party up into sections and
are fairly easily obtainable, and microIf you use a carbon " mike " then it may get each section to give a "concert" in
phones suitable for amateur work of this not be possible to connect it direct to the turn, letting the other section judge.

CAPT. ROUND'S IMPRESSIONS OF U.S.A. BROADCASTING (pc=gdpfrZe3
each flat. The result is that each Ilat has America. There seems to be no delay at
now a decent connection to the aerial all in changing, and this has probably been
through the valve, and as no nice American brought about by the fact that the air is
uses oscillation in his receiver, he has an valuable; time is sold for advertising
excellent aerial on which there is no inter- purposes by the stations, and therefore
ference and neither does he cause anyinter- every minute is valuable, also there is the
ference to the other users vvho-are supplied fact that each station is trying to hold its

United States is by an organisation which is

an off -shoot of the Radio Corporation of
America and which is called the National
Broadcasting Company, or N.B.C. This
corporation at the moment controls two
chains of stations, spread throughout the
United States. As a rule these run inde-

through the other valve traps. The minute public and any pauses would tend to turn pendently-although they are joined toone gets outside the thickly populated that public away to some other station. gether for any important event,and one such
There is more light music and jazz in event occurred just before I arrived there.
quarters, however, all these difficulties
vanish and the ether is simply one mass of American programmes, and almost at any That was the broadcasting of the Schneider
stations waiting to be listened to.
time of the day one can get an excellent dance Cup Race, which was picked up from
band, so that the necessity for the gramo- 5SW and went over exceptionally well on
The Programmes
phone is by no means as great as it is here. both N.B.C. chains.
These two chains consist of branches from
The transmissions over land lines (which
While listening to programmes I asked
myself repeatedly whether the American are extensively used) seem to be very good WEAF and W JZ, both of which are 50-k.w.
programmes are better than ours and indeed. I did come across cases of land line stations, and there are several other 50-k.w.
except for minor points, and considering distortion but they were not very frequent. stations in the chains, besides numbers of
the difference in temperament of the two But with all these criticisms of their stations 5 k.w. and smaller 'types.
In addition to these chains, there is
nations, I came to the conclusion that there and ours, my own opinion is still that the
was not much difference between any one major difference is only in the number of another chain Of stations called the Columbia Broadcasting Chain, which, initiated
American .station and any one British hours which any station transmits.
There is, however, one very big difference by WABC.,in New York, a 5-k.w. station,
station.
If we concentrated on only one American between their conditions and ours, and sends out to a chain of stations across the
station such as WEAF and its allied chain that is the choice of programmes. It is States programmes of really excellent
of stations, or WJZ and its allied stations, almost impossible 'to conceive, without quality.
In addition again to these main chains are
the differences to be noted were as follows. visiting America, the variety with which one
The programmes extend over a much is presented; and it is this great variety hundreds of minor stations, some developed
longer period of the day; actually there are which has given the big success to American by radio manufacturers, some by newsquite a lot on the air at 6.3o in the morning. broadcasting and the radio trade generally. papers and others by various firms. The
One point of difference that occurs to me I heard very little gramophone music, or radio map is certainly very Mil and moderately well organised with -regard to cross
on my return when I am again listening to what I could detect to be such.
interference.
London and stations at close quarters, is
the snappiness with which the change from Broadcasting Control
one programme to another takes place in
The major control of broadcasting in the
.

,
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TRAWLER AGROUND!
When danger is
greatest

MARCONI VALVES
come to the rescue
BO - MILE - AN -HOU R GALE !

Seas like

mountains ! Tossing, wallowing,

lightship rides it out. Anxiously,

handful of men watch through
night. Suddenly

.

.

.

light shows

trawler aground on sandbank ! At

once, wireless to ships, lifeboat
stations. Fair weather or foul,

lightships protect shipping .

summon aid, through

. .

reliable

Marconi Valves.

Marconi Valves are used in all
Trinity House lightships. For their

reliability. For their wide range.
For their long life. They will make

your radio set better. Give you
clearer tone, fuller volume. Cost
not a penny more. Fit any set.

MARCONI
VALVE S

The first and greatest name in wireless
Write for an interesting valve catalogue to the Marconiphone Company Limited, 210-212 Tottenham Court Road, London, W.'

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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It's costly to test valves
after you've bought
A GOOD Filament
WITH
"TENACIOUS COATING"
This

reproduction shows the
coating typical of all OSRAM
VALVES. Notice the absolute

evenness of the coating.

There
are no gaps, the coating clings, so
that the full benefit of the coating
is maintained. The secret is the
startling discovery of the scientific

of "TENACIOUS

process

COATING."

A BAD Filament
WITHOUT
"TENACIOUS COATING"
Reproduction from an untouched
microphotograph showing part of

the filament of a badly coated

valve before use, showing a serious

gap in the coating. A gap such as
this starts the valve off in its life
with a poor performance. The

YOU GET
THIS IN
OSRAM--4

VALVES

valve then prematurely falls.

cosra
yaw

with the
"TENACIOUS COATING"

MADE IN ENGLAND.
SOLD BY ALL WIRELESS DEALERS,

WRITE for

booklet

"OSRAM

WIRELESS GUIDE" (1929

edition)

giving full particulars of the full rang: of

OSRAM VALVES with the "TENAAlso helpful
CIOUS COATING."
wireless information of importance to every
listener. Sent post free.

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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As Visualised by JAY COOTE

This amusing satire on a type of popular fiction will I
entertain you. And, in addition, it hides some helpful hints for knob turners and DX "fans." Read on.
TN the later stages of his brilliant career, side, entered the room and carefully closed
Sheerluck Coames, sated with problems the door behind him.
"Sit down, Batson,- and make yourself
in criminology, had turned his activities to
the study of radio, and in all leisure comfortable. The decanter, syphon; and

Make a note of it, and also bear in mind
that there are other bird calls, such as that

of the canary used by Lille, and the cuckoo
practised by Wilno, Ljubljana, Strasbourg,
moments could be found seated in his glasses are on the table to your right; and Leningrad. Any more questions ? "
"Many more," replied Botson. "Later
chambers in Dacre Street, before a multi - cigarettes to your left."
valve receiving set. As was his wont, even
"But my dear Coames, how did you in the evening I caught a portion of a call,
but the only word I picked up clearly was
in the case of a mere hobby, he was know it was I?"

thorough in all his methods, and brought

"Botson, there are twenty stairs to this Allah. This would point to a Turkish
station, perhaps? " "No, for firstly, the word would not be
used; secondly, you cannot believe that
you heard the Muezzin calling the Faithful
to prayer; and, thirdly, the only Mohammedan station you might possibly tune in
would be Stairiboul. You say yourself that
you only registered a portion of the call.
On about what wavelength was it ?
" Somewhere between Kalundborg and
trouble, or have you brought with you a
number of those little problems which so Warsaw."

to play, in every instance where difficulties flat and I have noticed that you take
arose, those amazing qualities of deduction exactly eighteen seconds to climb them."
which had secured to him in other circles so
Botson seated himself by Sheerluck
great a name in the solving of problems.
Coames, lit a cigarette, and took from his
It would be impossible to set down the breast pocket a small slip of paper, bearing
innumerable puzzles which, in his charac- a number of written notes :
" You are marvellous !"
I;t
"Perfectly simple, as you see. You look
ittnv4/11
worried. Has your latest set given you any
NOVEMBER

"In that case, the problem is solved.

often puzzle you ? "

"A good 'guess, my dear Coames, and I The words heard were Stockholm-Mota/a.
The latter name is not pronounced in the.
should like your help."
Sheerluck Coames lay back in his chair Italian fashion, with a long A, but sounds
'

and adopted his characteristic attitude : uncommonly like Mott-allah. Next, please? "
Sheerluck Coames had dismissed the
"Life during the past few days has pfoved
\ tiresome, the local programmes have con-

7.'./-----

tained but little of interest; any break-in this
monotony is welcome. I am listening."
"Well, last night I heard the song of ,the

K nightingale. Roughly speaking, it was -"
.....000. said Dr. Botson.
"Be more precise, my dear sir. The song
" Well, last night I hegrd the song of the
of that bird, in November, is unusual. I
nightingale

.

.

."

teristic graciousness, he was willing to
elucidate for beginners in the new science,

have here a small paper I wrote-"

"It was undoubtedly a nightingale. I
was on the point of adding that the time

but such outstanding episodes as " The was about 9 p.m., and that the wavelength
Tragedy of the Hoarse -voiced Announcer," of the transmission, although not registered
the " Incident of the Straying Wave,- at the time, was well below that of London.
" The Adventure of the Lost Transmitter," I may say that I also heard it again later
and other equally startling European sensa- in the evening."

tions have been chronicled by me in their
time.

"Here we have some data to work '14

condensers of his latest instrument. A peal

upon,",seplied Coames. "Let us consider
two alternatives, namely, the relay of the
bird's song, or a gramophone record. The
first supposition we discard, for the reason
already stated; the second is possible. On
the other hand, as a means of entertainment the record would be a poor once, and
as it was repeated, we must presume that
it was not part of a programme, but used

at the front door bell, steps on the stairs,

for a specific purpose."

Visualise, therefore, one foggy evening in
November, when no duties compelled

Sheerluck Coames to leave the comfort of
his bachelor flat. Picture again this great
man, wrapped in a flowered dressing gown,
the indispensable pipe stuck in his mouth,

idly twirling with his delicate hands the
and Dr. Botson, bringing_with him the full

flavour of the "London particular " cut-

" My dear Coames, how did you know it was I ? "

problem with a wave of the hand, as
though it were beneath his dignity to bring
his powers to bear on such an easy solution.
"Now here is where some concentration
of thought will be necessary," said Batson,
with a smile. "According to all wavelength

lists-and the one given

in AMATEUR

WIRELESS Broadcast Telephony' is pecu-

"I have it. An interval signal !"
liarly complete-there exist no Spanish or
"Exactly; it is that adopted by Turin.
(Continued an page 945)
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OUR, READERS'
BITS
V1RELES
Now, my reaction is a bit fierce, and in

THE. BIRD TRAINER
Quite recently I was in a friend's house
looking over his set, when someone in the

bringing in Toulouse 1 went slightly "over the

behind the person doing it, and my friend

wife demanded.

that?" When I explained the whys and the
wherefores he said : "Oh, I am so glad you

"Well, tighten it up a bit, for goodness
sake !" she, replied. "It sounds awful like
that 1"-R. E. DUROE (London, S.E.),

top" with reaction, with results that may be
imagined.

district started oscillating pretty badly.
I passed the remark that I should like to be

"Whatever is it making that row?" my
"Touleusel"! I answered shortly.

said : "Good gracious, is someone else doing

told me ! We often do it;, it makes our canary Here is a selection of Tit -bits received from
sing."-ARTHUR E. MARLOW (East Ham).
readers in response to our request. As ano

.

REALLY SELECTIVE
My Aunt Charlotte had dropped in to see
us, and I was demonstrating to her my latest
effort in transportables.
A cathedral organ was being transmitted,

writer of each
TOO LOOSE
Having heard faint whispers on my two valve set of a Frenchman-which I discovered

WHAT IS YOUR IDEAL SET

(I)

(3-)

(4)

The competition definitely closes on Monday, December

(5)

16, 1929.
With all your votes before us we shall be able to decide which is the
set that our readers collettively regard as their ideal. Our Technical
Staff will enjoy therilselves in digesting the information and in due
course will be able to give all of you the benefit.
Readers whose replies agree, or most nearly agree, with the majority
result will win the prizes. We bind ourselves to present prizes to the
value of at least 126 15s. 6d.

CASH PRIZES.
1st Prize, £10 : 10 : 0
2nd Prize, £5 : 5 : 0
5th Prize, £2 : 2 : 0
3rd Prize, £4 : 4 : 0
6th Prize, £1 : 1 : 0
4th Prize, £3 : 3 : 0
7th Prize,
10 : 6
RULES :
Every competitor agrees to
We shall not be responsible for
accept the Editor's decision as entries Jost or mislaid.
final and legally binding.
No employee of Bernard Jones
The list here printed must be
Limited (the proused and the replies inserted Publications,
prietors of AMATEUR WIRELESS)
IN INK.
A competitor may submit more niay compete.
Should two or more competitors

tie for place, the Editor will
decide the next step.

L. H. BARFIELD (Grantham?.

The names and addresses of

prize -winners will be announced.
(if possible) in the issue of AMATEUR WIRELESS published just
before Christmas.

(More Wireless Tit -bits on page 96o)

...

'

...

...

(6)

...

...

...

...

...

...

If an H.F. stage is used, do you want single -dial

tuning of the whole set? Say "Yes" or "No"

Do you prefer a screen -grid valve in the H.F.
stage ? Say "Yes" or "No"
...
...
...

In L.F. stages, do you prefer (R) resistance -

capacity coupling or (P) push-pull transformer,
or (0) ordinary transformer?
...
...
...

Do you prefer (C) output choke or (T) trans-

former output?

If neither, leave blank

...

(7)

Would your ideal set act also as an amplifier for
gramophone records? Say " Yes" or " No" ...

(8)

In wiring, do you prefer (N) nut -and -screw or
(S) soldered joints?...
...
...
...
...

(9)

For tuning -in both medium and long waves, do
you prefer. (Ic) interchangeable coils or (SW)
panel switching? ...
...
...
...
...

(1o)

Do you prefer (E) ebonite panel with wooden
baseboard or (M) metal panel with metal base-

(is)

Should the volume control be

(A)

detector or (B) before the detector?
(le)

-

What sequence do you prefer-(R) H.F., detector, and L.F. stages, or (D) the detector valve
followed only by L.F. stages ?

WE are giving here a series of questions which we should like
every reader to answer. Will you, both to please us and to
assist your fellow -readers, take up your pen now, while the
matter is fresh in your mind, and insert your answers? Then cut out
the form and post it to us at once.

gain more than one prize.

its first wireless lesson from Sir Walford
Davies. All eyes are drawn to the loudspeaker as the tuning note is heard.
YOUNGSTER (excitedly nudging boy next to
him) : "Listen, Bill: he's blowing his whistle."

LIST OF 12 QUESTIONS
How many valves would you have in your
ideal -set ?

(2)

of many

expectations is at hand: The class is to have

A week or so back I had my opportunity.

AN EASY PRIZE COMPETITION FOR EVERY READER

than one coupon, but cannot

SCENE : A schoolroom.
Dead silence. The fulfilment

nounced, a half -guinea will be sent to the

and the rolling tones were coming through to be Toulouse-I determined to await a
beautifully. "Now, I, like that," she said. favourable evening and bring him in on the
"I can't stand those sets that always play loud -speaker.
that jazz."-HoaAcc T. SAVAGE (Ilford).

-.

A FIRST LESSON

after the
...

'

...

Which suits your convenience-(Ba) battery
operation or (Ma) mains operation ?
...
...

I agree to abide by

the printed rules governing tins competition.

NA ME

ADDRESS
7/12/29

Address Your Envelopes: "Ideal Set," Amatiur Wiree3S, 58-61 Fetter Lane, Load an E.C.4.
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Practical Suggestions
for Presents
TIFIE problem' of what to give for a
Christmas present is easily solved
if the recipient is a wireless enthusiast,
for amongst radio sets and accessories
you have a wide choice of useful gifts
4 ranging from a complete receiver, cost-

ing five pounds or more, down to a
just the gadget to give to the man who
wants to make his own mains eliminatorthe Westinghouse metal -rectifier unit.
Available in many types.

grid -bias battery priced at one and six
-or even a spare fuse -lamp, which only
hghtens your purse of sixpence !
If you want to give a complete set,
you have the choice of several alternatives. The first is to buy a ready-made
receiver; the second, to get the neces-

The Ultra Air -

chrome double -diaphragm

sary components to build a set in

loud -speaker, which can be obtained
in several sizes and models.

accordance with one of the latest cir-

4'

cuits published in AMATEUR WIRELESS;

and the third, to buy one of the complete " kits "_ put on the market by
some of the big radio manufacturers

Why not electrify
the gramophone

at Christmas?

Here is theVarley
pick-up, which
can, be added to
any gramophone.

Id

(Continued on page

3t

The New

Cossor

Melody Maker-just
the thing for a friend
who wishes to build
a good receiver.
Available for battery
or mains working.

The Varlet' R.C.C. unit

The R.C. indoor aerial
forms a good gift, while

incorporates an anti- motor -

boating device to prevent
L.F. " plopping."

the R.I. dual astatic choke
(right)

will please a set
builder.

A neat plaque loudspeaker-the G.E.C.
If you have a friend who
has been grumbling about
the cost of - dry H.T.
batteries,

give

him

this

C.A.V. H.T. accumulator.

A Carrington cabinet would
make an excellent present.

MORE GIFTS ON I
PAGE 931

at any
season-an Exide accumuA gift popular

lator, complete with carrier.

1

=4.,

.45

rA

ft:,,

The earth connection completes the
aerial system

them to grid of first valve Vi,

selects wanted signals and passes

(coil Li, condenser Ct), which

1
Minute impulses from aerial are
fed through interference -reducing
condenser Co to " tuning " circuit

1

fiat: ("

regctici;.0a,t,i;41."

44:1.

same valve for further amphfica" rcac-

coil Lz, into grid circuit of the

back, through condenser C4 and

valve, part of the energy is fed

4

.4

-

i-

fied signals, still as radio -frequency
as received, are passed through
second tuned circuit (Lz, C2).

r`....:11at

LS

signals are fed to primary of a

to

tho

loud-

7$111.4

is, H.F. to L.F.

grid leak, converts radio -frequency
into audible frequency signals, that

Vz, with its grid, condenser and

5. Required signals are now about
to be " detected." Second valve

speaker LS.

stronger Signals,

V3, which passes them on, as still

8. Amplified signals are applied
through H.F. stopping resistance
Rz to the grid of the rhird valve

" voltage -raising" L.F. transformer ; the raised -voltage (amplified) signals pass our from the
transformer's secondary.

7. For working a loud -speaker,

External batteries, etc., which
maintain the valves, are connected
to these terminals.

O

see how it works.

3. To increase selectivity," a

BATTERY STRIP

0 6. From anode circuit of second

EARTH

First valve (Vi) tends to
become unstable owing to inherent
self -capacity ; a small condenser
(C3) neutralises this tendency
4.

AERIAL

First valve (controlled by rhe-

external power (battery or mains) ;
it amplifies the weak -tuned signals
applied to its grid.

ostat RI) is a relay, operated by

2.

ysiery

Follow the sequence of the numbers and

a,..4,6,4-0,:t*moi:tt.--4

Yaffe/ -it/us
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CIRCUIT
IN SET AND

The "Hypermu " L.F. Transformer is the genie of success in
modern circuits.
Note how the TRANSPORTABLE ALL -ELECTRIC Screened
Grid 3 has been acclaimed by experts and the public as
miraculous, amazing, wonderful - one tiny " HYPERMU "
provides all the necessary L.F coupling, and supplies both
volume and quality in reproduction that will satisfy
the most exacting listener.

Consider the star circuits
of 1930 - The " Magic "
Three, "Chassis " Three,

and " Everyman " Four

-the

designers

unani-

mously recommend the

inclusion of the
"Hypermu."

THE CURVE OF

" HYPERMU "

the most
complete, giving
is still

maximum and
uniform amplification from: -

25 to 7,000
CYCLES

SHE HYPIERAI

00,341 IN PERFORM/0,c
COLOSSUS IN VALuE.
MIDGET IN SIZE
" HYPERMU," )he outstanding
triumph of British Radio Research.
Encased in Bakelite. Weight 14 oz.
Size 3 in. X 11 in. X 11 in
Obtainable everywhere.

21/ Write for " Hypermu" Leaflet.

12 HYDE ST., LONDON, W.C.I
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GRAHAMRADIO
PARISH
PRODUCTS
fat
12/6

Resistances Extra

THREE -VALVE R.C. COUPLER

"AUDION" RESISTANCE
CAPACITY UNIT 5/6

.0005 4/6

.0003 4/3

" MICROFICIENT "
VARIABLE CONDENSER

"MULTIWAVE"
H.F. CHOKE 5/ -

.0001-.002
GRAPAM
FARISR
APAt,
IA' CA

_31

Dth5fR

1/6
.01 2/6
COMBINED FIXED CON

FIXED MICA CONDENSER

DENSER &STANDA'RD
GRID LEAK

2/-

"MEGITE"
NEW

STANDARD
GRID LEAK 1/ -

PROCESS
GRID LEAK

2/ -

HORIZONTAL

6D.

HOLDER 6D.

VERTICAL HOLDER

GRAHAM
PARISH

BROMLEY

KENT.

"ELECTROFICIENT "
ELIMINATOR CHOKE 22/6

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention

BY R. W. HALLOWS
LIEW of us realise the enormous strides or complete with headphones and aerial denser that you can now buy for about
ten shillings. Most of us, of course, made
made in wireless receiving gear even in materials
the few short years that broadcasting has
Do you remember those single -slide up our own condensers from parts. My
been'in-existence. Look back with me now tuning inductances? They were generally first was actually made up without any
12 in. long, and contained many
hundreds of turns of enamelled
,

It was our proud boast

wire.

that we could tune in with them
either Writtle on 400 metres or
the Eiffel Tower, which then
worked on 2,760 metres. The
great thing about them was that
they made a variable condenser
unnecessary, for variable condensers cost money in those days

This tuner was
nearly two feet
long!

At one time
the last word

in crystal
sets!

The first that I bought complete had a maximum capacity

of .00r microfarad and ran me in
to five solid pounds. It was cerat the queer old days when you_ first took tainly a beautiful piece of work; though
up' radio as a hobby. We won't go, back not, I think, any better than the con beyond the war (though a good many of
us started some time before that) and we
will not take in the war period, for only

the reader who was "Sparks" on board
ship or a member of the Signal Corps had
'Mich to d9 with it in those days. In 1919

Trivo ebriOttnafi r,lapS

'...tatiV)Oliett,

it kvas exceedingly (11E8dt:ftto 9btain even

a receiving licence, for war-timb restrictions were removed slowly. Not until 1920
did wireless begin to make really big

headway as a hobby, but once the ball
was started it began to roll with a
vengeance.

OLD STYLE

On Christmas Day were
miles apart

But, leaning back
fast -closed eyes

Station "

Unless we were millionaires, most of us

in those days were content with crystal
sets-and these were expensive enough,
accompanying
photograph gives a pretty good idea of the
kind of thing whose possessor in those days
knows t, . The

required a' size larger in hats. Look at it
'carefully and then recall the pride that
'you took in your own monstrosity of the
same kind. It is described by the makers
as " A well-built receiving station,- in no
why stinted in finish or material, that will
giVe wonderful and surprising results on
an exceedingly small aerial. . . . A single slide tuning coil, telephone condenser, and

special crystal 'detector make up the unit,
which is well mounted. Overall dimensions,

13 in. high, baseAliii:lak 8 in. Price 6os.,

parts at all, the plates being cut with
shears from sheet zinc and afterwards
straightened out with a red -hat fiat iron.
The spacer washers were pared off in the
lathe from stout brass tubing, whilst the
spindle was made from a piece of -14-in.
square brass rod, the ends being turned
up and afterwards threaded.
When sets of condenser parts were put
on to the market we fell upon them with

He and the lady of his heart

with

He used the magic love

A Receiving

goodness

-

6

supplies,

And fondly dreamed that
he could trace

avidity, for they saved both time and

Each feature of her charming face.

money. It then became possible to make

MODERN STYLE

siderably more space than my present

up a condenser quite cheaply (I).
My first single -valve set occupied con-

multi-valver, and incidentally cost a good
deal more money to build. It was regarded
at the time as the height of efficiency, for
it incorporated the loose -coupler shown in
the first photograph, which will prob-

The modern youth con-

trariwise
"Takes notice," opens both
his eyes,
Imagination plays no part,
He sees the lady of his heart

ably bring back old memories to you.

Distinctly, and is not sur-

In case you have forgotten it, the loose -

Because her face is " tele-

41/2 in. in ;diameter and froth ro in. to
12 in. in length, provided with one or two
sliding contacts. In and out of this moved
the other winding, on a former 3 in. or so
in diameter. The moving winding was

coupler consisted of a fixed winding about

prised,

..,ii,

vised ! "

'

lt- "Ws:W(4
: 1........1
",d,,,I ...

PAUL LENNOX.
..

'

Qnuttily Wtrete!,
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tapped in various places. Like the old mainly upon amateur transmitters who,
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guineas, and in the early days one had to
wait a month or two for delivery. A little
traption tuned from about 300 to 3,000
later we had a miniature edition consisting
metres, but when fully extended it measof an ordinary Brown telephone earpiece
provided with a horn about 52 in. high.
ured about 2 ft. in length.
They didn't give us even a suggestion of
Efficient though Clumsy
banjo old man, but a piano; anyhow, I the bass and they suppressed all pitches
Large and clumsy as it was, the loose-' heard it very well, old man "), frequently much over an octave above the middle C.
coupler was surprisingly efficient and gave us excellent musical programmer. Still, they were loud -speakers !
Anyone who had got as far as a single Only seven years ago it was difficult if not
allOwed very fine tuning to be done. I can
-well remember in 1921 obtaining regularly valve set immediately aspired to something impossible to distinguish between a piano
quite good loud -speaker reception from bigger and better. What most of us wanted and a harp, or a violin and a clarinet, as
the Eiffel Tower with a detector tuned in was the five-valver with two H.F. and two reproduced by the wireless receiving set.
L.F. stages, which was regarded as the The fault was_ not entirely ours ,at the
this way and one note -magnifier.
acme of perfection in radio receiving end for the microphone used in
receiving gear. I well re- the studio differed very little from that
member the day when I com- which forms part of the ordinary land -line
pleted mine after enormous telephone instrument. Transmitting equiplabour and expense. With thent showed a complete cut-off below
the exception of the variable too cycles and an almost complete cut-off
condensers, almost the whole above about 2,500 cycles.
I can well remember spending an even-.
of this set was home-made;
and you can obtain a good ing in the studio of 2L0 in the old days
idea of what it looked like from when it was still at Marconi House. Mr.
the picture, though I hasten to A. R. Burrows (Uncle Arthur) was in
say that I am not the operator charge- of the programme consisting ensingle -slide solenoid inductance, this con-

besides eternal conversations on technical
points r I heard you quite well, old man,
but your modulation is not quite so good
as it was last night " or " That banjo solo
came over fine . . you say it wasn't a
.

portrayed.

tirely of songs, violin, and piano solos. One

what its reproduction
was always like one shudders
All tran s to remember.
formers, including those on the

to play the part Of announcer and I recall

of the artistes who contributed to this
Everything Home-made
programme was Ronald Gourlay, who was
It was a wonderful affair, making his first appearance. I was allowed
and

L.F. side, were made in my own
The simple set of yesteryear !

workshop and the valves used
throughout were those of _ the
" Ora " type. These drew nearly .7
ampere apiece .of filament current. Their

To return to the single -valve set. The
3 los. and the .0005microfarad tuning condenser L2 2S. The impedance _ was 4o,000 ohms and the
valve was mounted on what was known as amplification factor 6 or 7. My plate
a valve panel. This consisted of a neat voltage was about 8o, and I don't think
box with an ebonite top, upon which were
mounted four valve legs, four terminals,
and a rheostat. It cost a guinea, but we
marvelled in those days at the cheapnesg
of the thing and told each other how neat
and compact it was. There was a fixed
condenser in, a little box across the teleloose -coupler cost

the thrill that came over me when- I

realised that my voice might be heard by
people a hundied whole miles away. The
microphone. was mounted by means of a
clip upon a vertical rod fixed to a circular
base standing upon the floor of the studio.
The announcer had to tiptoe his way to it
and a vocalist was instructed to stand so
many feet away from it. Whilst he was
singing Uncle Arthur listened -in on headphones beckoning him forward if he was

phones (cost 7s. 6d.) and another in
parallel with the high-tension battery (cost,

if I remember aright, Dos.). The valve cost
32s. 6d.; the telephones, L3 3s.; the hightension battery, LI and a 4 -volt accumu-

lator, £3-remember that we had to use

Unit sets were very popular at one time ; this is an example of an early Peto Scott milel

too faint 'or motioning him backward if
he was over strong. When a piano solo

fat accumulators then, because even in a
single -valve set the filament current was

that there was any grid bias on the L.F.
valves, :though possibly there may haVe
been the 1 y2 volts or so that they
would stand. Since the overall amplifi-

ampere. -Putting up the aerial and making
a suitable earth contact brought the total

cation was really considerable; -the amount above the grand piana.

rather more than three-quarters of an

of overloading to which the output valve
cost of this funny old set up to just over was subjected must have been appalling.
Later I became one of the first users of
£20..
What was there to hear after one had dull -emitter valves, haying invested in a
spent all this money? The only regular rash moment in a set of D.E.R.'s at a cost
broadcasting in EuroPe was provided by of La 15s. a piece. These consumed .4
the Eiffel Tower, which gave a short daily

programme, and Writtle (who can forget
2MT with " P.P.E." as chief engineer, announcer, humorist, vocalist, and entertainer ?). The Eiffel Tower had even then
a rating of several kilowatts, but Writtle
was only a half -kilowatt station. We relied

came along the microphone- was detached

from its clip, and held by Uncle Arthur

They certainly were queer old days.

Sometimes I wonder whether the listener
of to -day, who either .buys his set ready
made or makes it up from easily obtainable
parts, gets' quite the same thrill as we

obtained just a few years ago, when there
ampere at 2 volts and were regarded as the was hardly any telephony -to .listen to and

ne plus ultra in the valve line.

when almost everything had to be made

Can you recall the early loud -speakers? at home or saved up for !
The first to make its appearance, was the
original Brown H5. This was simply a
glorified telephone receiver with a trumpet shaped spout attached to it. It cost .five
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Should you decide on the second or
third choice, you can either build the
set and give it in its completed form all
ready for use or, if you happen to know

THIS CHRISTMAS
GIVE -9 9 -continued,

:

f: that the recipient of the gift is a keen constructor, you can give the separate compo,
.-i-i
nents and let your friend assemble them.
The fact that anyone already possesses
. one set does not necessarily mean that they

would not welcome the gift of another !
For instance, you may know some owners

of crystal sets who would be delighted
with, say, a two -valve receiver which

would enable them to extend the scope of
their listening activities or to work a loudspeaker instead of being restricted to head --

A very popular M.P.A.
model. A moderately -priced
cabinet speaker

phones. Or, again, a portable set would
make a very acceptable present for anyone
who at present possesses only an ordinary
"fixed" receiver. Outdoor reception is

admittedly not a very attractive idea at
A newcomer to the ranks of moving -coil

speakers-the Philips. It can be had in
various colour schemes

: Christmas -time, but an efficient portable
has at all times of the year a great aolvanr
tage over an ordinary set in that it can be
carried about the house, with the result

that its owner is not tied down to one :
room when he wants to "tour the ether."
An all -from -the -mains receiver or a

battery eliminator would make welcome
gifts for anyone who has the electric light
(Continued on pa'ge 933)

A novelty in loud -speaker -cum -clock

made by Paroussi. Available in
different models, £2 2s. and £7 7s.

.

New Amplion receiver

This will look very neat on

-If you know a set constructor who

needi a really good mains transformer, here's just the thing-the

the panel of your friend's
set-or yours ! It is the

Polar drum dial condense,'

A new

Ferranti transformer

selectivity unit.

It costs only los. 6d., and

A handy Christmas gift.

is marketed by Currys Ltd.

A glass -cell C.A.V. accumulato for L.T. work

WO'
Qedkz2t,

AMATEUR
WIRELESS

1T5

If you know of anyone

Here's an attractive cabinet speaker-the
Kolster Brandes speaker, various other
models are available
.868,_:

troubled with interference,
give them this I.D.S. wave trap

4

A seasonable present for any
radio friend. The Letts' Quickref
AMATEUR WIRELESS diary is a presen

Bound in
leather, price 2/6, or in cloth, 116.

which is sure to please.

MORE GIFTS

ON PAGE 933.
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JOHN LBAIRD
THE Editor of AMATEUR WIRELESS has one of our difficulties lay in the distortion
asked me to send a short contribution produced by these land lines, and they had
to the Christmas issue, and I do- so wil- to be very carefully balanced before proper
results were achieved.
lingly.
Television is much more stringent in its
AMATEUR WIRELESS has always kept its
readers so well informed of events in the requirements than is telephony. The ear
television world, that there is little I can will tolerate a good deal more than the eye;
really add to what has .been told of the in fact the amount the ear will tolerate is
events of the past twelve months.

Present Transmissions
Television is now being broadcast five
days a week through the B.B.C., between
II and 11.3o a.m., and amateurs are able
to hear the television transmissions, if not
to see ihem, although I have no doubt that
by the time this appears in print many of

absolute travesties of music and speech,
but I have seen the owners of the instru-

ments listening to them throughout an
evening, with complete enjoyment-continued listening -in had dulled their ears to
the discord, but no amount of looking -in
would make a twisted line appear straight.

There is, however, one point about television which the amateur will, no doubt,
discover for himself, and that is a peculi-

arity of persistence of vision; the eye
becomes accustomed to looking at television images, and the expert looker -in sees

much more clearly than one who is unaccustomed to this.process. In the early days,
when we used to send at a very low Toed,

the readers of AMATEUR WIRELESS will have -

as low, sometimes, as four images per
second, and even slower, long after the

constructed their own apparatus and will
be beghining to see something of what television looks like.
The television transmissions in going out

image had disappeared to the unaccustomed
observers and all they could see was a' red

line moving backwards and forwards, the
whole image could be seen by the expert.

through Brookmans Park pals from our
studio at Long Acre along a telephone line
to the control room at Savoy Hill, where we

Recent Progress

have a check receiver, in charge of the

So much for the present. Now what of
the past progress,. and our hopes for the
future? This year has really been a redletter one in many ways for television, so

B.B.C. engineers, then the television signals

are sent by land line to Brookmans Park,
where they are put on the ether. It will

thus be seen that the television signal

before reaching the wireless transmitter has
to pass through quite a considerable length
of land line, and in first putting television
through the B.B.C. broadcasting channel,

amazing. Some of the noises which used to come from the early loud -speakers were

The first Television photograph ever
taken. This is an actual untouched
photo of the image as it appeared on
the screen of the first " Televisor "

a brief retrospect is excusable. The history
of the B.B.C. controversy need not be gone
into, but we may look at the progress made
(Continued on page 95o)

There is considerable difficulty in obtaining photographs of televised images, but these reproductions give some idea of the progress
that has been made
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"THIS CHRISTMAS

;.

:

laid on in their house. But if you con: template giving any kind of mains -driven
apparatus, you must, of course, be careful
to find out beforehand the exact nature
of the supply-whether A.C. or D.C., etc.. to which the apparatus is to be connected.
Another very acceptable present for
anyone with a small or moderate -sized set
is a single -stage H.F. or L.F. amplifier

GIVE-n- Continued.

that can be linked on to the existing

receiver to increase the range and selectivity or volume. And, speaking of selectivity, what about an efficient wavetrap ?
A good one would receive an appreciative
welcome from any wireless friend who is
troubled with interference from the new

If you have battery troubles and want to
solve them with an eliminator, why not
consider this Climax unit? These can be
had for A.C. or D.C. mains

Here is a new Amplion product, a
loud -speaker unit for adding to many
types of chassis. It sells at 2 is.

regional station.

If you know anyone with a rather
antiquated horn loud -speaker that is .
dumb from middle C downwards, why not 1

give an efficient cone model that will
t. really do justice to the output from the
set? You can either buy a good quality

0

'

cone speaker ready made in an attractive
*. cabinet or, if you prefer it, you can get an

ot:

efficient

balanced -armature

reed -driving

unit with a chassis and cone only at quite
(C antinued on page 949))
.1

t

.-----,-";;-.77-v!

The Bullphone loud -speaker unit

is a
seasonable gift for any friend whose loudspeaker is not all that it might be. These

There are many sets in
a good L.F. J
transformer would im- "
prove quality.
What t
about this Varley new.'
which

units can be had in various types and
prices

Ni-core transformer ?
Varley's market a large
range; including power
transformers

Here is the latest needle E. K. Cole's are well-

armature Lissen pick-up. known makers of eliminThe needle just slips into a ators. This is one of
holder and needs no tighten- their A.C. models-a
ing
kindly thought for a

-4,14
This' simple TeKaDe unit will charge an

accumulator from the mains at a very
low cost. A good gift for a friend who

man who is dispensing
with batteries

lives far from a charging station

It

is

an easy matter

to

choose a present for a set
constructor. For instance,
what about a variable condenser from the Y .B. range ?
Above is shown a .0003

slow-motion instrument of
excellent construction

Above is shown one of the reed -tyPe

pole balanced -armature

Celestion speakers, in this case a handThis is a really
" Christmassy " gift

type, will work almost
any kind of diaphragm

some cabinet instrument.

410.--)-1-r4411
t,

This
Grawor loudspeaker unit, of the four -

vim

sa

These Belling -Lee radio legs, which cost
15s. 6d., make a good gift. They can be
used with almost any type of set

fi 1,4,

44f
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IN this Christmas Number of AMATEUR
WIRELESS it behoves us to be of good
cheer. That is quite easy-indeed,

structed. No

task before us as the presentation of full
working details of the " I930 Ether

medium - waves

Searcher." Given the blessings of peace in
the ether and goodwill amongst oscillators,

waves. A simple
two point switch

coil -changing is

necessary, to
natural-when we have such a pleasant tune from the

we can promise readers a notable radio
Christmas if they build a " Searcher." The
" 1930 Ether Searcher" is, we believe, the
lowest -priced three -valve constructors' set
of its type. Without the cabinet the total
cost of parts is just six pounds. With all
accessories, except loud -speaker, the total
cost need not greatly exceed LIo.

A 1930 Set

It is

medium- or
long - wave r e c ept i o n, as
So

powerful

the " Ether
Searcher" that
in the reception
of many stations

valve fully justifies the name "Searcher.
Few stations in the European ether will be
able to evade it ! The other two valves in
the set are the detector and power valves.
No Inge generally useful combination of
three valves has yet been conceived.
Such a combination of, valves can be

volume is essen-

venient controls of any set of its type.

Although there are two entirely separate
tuned circuits in the set, only one knob has
to be adjusted. Moreover, the adjustment

of this knob for any given station

THE

desired.

a reduction of

present-day needs. The "1%o Ether
Searcher" has, we claim, the most con-

4
0

pr o vides

a three-valver ; its screen -grid

moulded into a set that will meet most

4

to the long

tial. A separate

control of

LAST WORD
IN

RECEIVERS

volume is therefore provided.
The bad practice
of de -tuning a
station to reduce volume is avoided.
In passing, we mention that if the " 193o

Ether Searcher" is de -tuned it will in all
probability tune in another station I
Much as we should have liked to leave it
out, reaction has been included in the set.

It is applied by the detector valve to the

is

coupling coil of the screen -grid valve and

entirely independent of the reader's aerial

is controlled by a differential condenser.

system. The list of 43 stations actually
received on the set, to be given next week,
will therefore 'hold good for every set con -

No oscillations can reach the aerial, so
that even when reaction is abused the
neighbourhood will not know
about it.

So far we -have, in the way of
controls, one -knob tuning', a
volume control, a reaction control
and a wave -change switch. To

put the set in and out of
action a further two -point
switch is arranged to con-

nect or disconnect the
low-tension
lator.

accumu-

The clear illustrations going with this
article should reveal

Designed by J. SIEGER
LIST OF COMPO!
Drilled aluminium panel, 15 in. by 8 in.
(Keystone, Colvern)

Pair panel brackets (Keystone) ..
x Drilled aluminium chassis and screen
(Colvern, Keystone, Parex)
t Slow-motion drum dial with special bush
(Keystone)
..
.
13o -ohm

rheostat (Varley, Lissen, Igranic,

Wearite)
..
.
..
I .00013-mfd. differential reaction condenser
(Lotus, Utility, Parex)
..

2 Push-pull switches (Bulgin, Lissen, Ben-

..

jamin)

..

3 Anti-microphonic valve holders (Benjamin " Vibrolders," Lissen, W.B.,
Lotus, Igranic)
.0005-mfd. gang condenser (Formo)
Pair special gang condenser supports
(Formo)

7
2

0

8

6

5

6

3

0

7

0

3

0

4

6
6

15

9

2 Dual range coils (Colvern type R.2.R,
Rotor No. 6o)
.0003-mfd. fixed condenser (Ormond) ..
.oco2-mfd. fixed condenser (Ormond) ..

High -frequency choke (Lewcos, Lissen,
Wearite, Keystone) .
x Low -frequency
transformer (Lissen
" Super," Ferranti, Marconiphone,
Varley)

simplicity

o

17

0
7
7

7

9

19

o

of

the wiring

scheme. The
basis of the

design is a
metal chassis,

to. the reader the sim-

consisting

of

the layout
of
the
93o Ether

baseplate,

an

S e a rcher."

small alum

plicity of an aluminium

An exami-

nation of
the reduced

reproducton of the
full-sized
The " 1930 Ether Searcher" has the simplest
construction of any three -valve screen -grid
set yet designed. Build it in two hours !

a1uminiuin
panel and

a

um cross

screen. To the
panel are fixed
all the controls
and to the base

plate the

re-

blueprint maining comwill also ponents are
show the bolted. We

The simplicity of the cont
photograph of the comple
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price quoted.
Similarly, the
base plate can be

obtained from
the makers specified, already

cut and bent to

the intending constructor has got together all the specified parts and is ready to carry
out our instructions.
Stage I.-Mount the escutcheon plate on
the " finished " side of the Keystone panel

by means of two small bolts and nuts
supplied.
Then mount the drum -dial

shape, and bracket by removing the knob from the
drilled to take
the fixing bolts
of the specified

components.

UNIQUE ;

Where any deviation is made
in

CHEAP:

the use

these

not advise the

PERFORMANCE

constructor

in any way.

As will be

i Grid -leak holder (Bulgin, , Lissen)
..
I 2-megohm grid -leak (Dubilier, Lissen,
..
Ediswan)..
..
..
..

2

6

..

5

o

2 x-nrafd. fixed concicn>ers (Dubil:er, Lissen,

..

a Drilled ebonite terminal stripi, a in. by

9

2 in. (Peto Scott)
4 Terminals, type M, marked A, E, L.S. 1-,

L.S.- (Belling Lee, Eelex) ..
..
1 Pre-set condenser .000025- .0003-mfd.

..

..

the use of a 'metal chassis has
greatly simplified the wiring. It is not so
obvious, but it is nevertheless true, that
the metal chassis construction also simplifies the assembly. There is not a single
wood screw in the whole set. A standard size of bolt has been chosen to fix
all the parts into place.
seen,

ENTS REQUIRED

(Formo type J)

to

attempt to alter
the panel layout

nd ALAN S. HUNTER

..

drillings

will have to be
altered acco rdingly. We do

GUARANTEED

T.C.C., Ferranti)

of

components

..

..

4 Red wander plugs, marked H.T. -3,
H.T.-(-2, H.T.+ r, G.B.+ (Belling
..
Lee, Eelex)
..
..
..
2 Black wander plugs marked, 11.T.--,

8
a

6

2

0

I

2

G.B.- (Belling Lee, Eelex) ..
..
x Screcn-grid connector (Belling Lee)
a Spade tags, marked L.T.-, L.T.-1..
..
..
(Belling Lee, Eelex)
4 doz. 6B.A. I -in. round -head screws and

-

..
..
..
to ft. 6 in. tinned copper wire and 9 ft.
nuts (Keystone)..

insulated sleeving (Keystone) ..
S yds. rubber -covered flex (Keystone)

..

..

7
6

9
1

9
9

8

N.B.-The prices quoted are for the components
specified first. If the alternatives are used, the
drillings for the panel and base -plate will have to
be modified.

have arranged

with the

The layout divides itself into two natural

The cross scteen separates one
side of the gang condenser, with its asso
sections.

ciated dual -wave coil, screened grid valve holder and aerial com-

drum -dial spindle. When the bracket is
mounted, this spindle protrudes through the

front of the panel. Two more fixing bolts
are required here. Looking from back of
panel, stage I is completed by mounting
the volume control on the right, the differential condenser on the left and the two
two -point switches between them. The
holes to take the spindles of these components are already drilled in the panel

when purchased and the parts will be
found to fall into place. Note that the
fixing of these panel components automatically connects their " moving " terminals to the panel.

Stage 2.-Bolt the panel with its assembled components to the metal base -plate.
This is done by first mounting the panel
brackets loosely on the base -plate and then
with seven bolts fixing the panel to both
the base -plate and panel brackets. This is
a simple job, but very satisfying, since the
set begins to take shape and is ready for :

1

Stage 3.-Bolt the components to the

base -plate. Here, the position of the two
dual -wave coils, which have identical wind-

ings, but different connections, is important. The aerial coil, which, looking from
the back of the set, is at the right-hand end
of the base -plate, must be fixed so that the

pensating condenser, from the
rest of the set. In the larger
section is the other half of the
gang condenser, with its associated drum dial and the
remaining components; namely,

the grid tuning coil,
the high- frequency

choke, detector- and
manufacturers, power - valve holders,
specified in the . 1 o w - frequency
list of compo- transformer and
nents, to sup- fixed condensers
ply the panel and grid leak.

finished in

attractive
brown colour.
This panel is
supplied complete with the
an

tuning -conden-

ser escutcheon
plate and con-

Easy Con-

struction
We propose to ex-

plain the
assembly of
the " 1930
Ether Sear-

denser knob cher" in a
and dial. The
panel is alAs are apparent from this
A 4 1930 Ether Searcher "
o<><><>:

ready cut and
drilled for the

series of
eight stages.

We will

assume that

This photograph shows clearly the clean
layout and simple wiring of the 1930
Ether Searcher "

.x>c000<x>00000000000000.o-00000 >o.00000.o.ocEg
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" THE '1930 ETHER SEARCHER " (C;i tin iied from preceding page)
side numbered 4, 5, and 6 comes nearer the tiered so that there is no possibility of secure one end under connection A r, slip
panel. The high -frequency coil, which is going wrong.
on the specified length of sleeving and make

fixed immediately in line with the panel

The blueprint gives the exact full-size a loop round connection A2; proceeding
ifir+3 length of each thus, complete the third contact for wire
of the " mas- "A." Then start in the same way with wire
1417+2 ter" wires

Reno/

lif thole

Compeflotiy
Comes,:

,H, ;;;_

rI

.00002510009 Mfd
0003
Mid

set is
being demonstrated ac Sel-

0

fridge &
Ltd., in London, and is on

I

Liverpool

andlidanchester branches of

LI:switch

Lewis's Ltd.

s-6
1.7:+

\Duo/ .0005 Affd ands(
G.B.

The " 1930 Ether Searcher' circu't

the side numbered r, 2, and
3 nearer the panel. The
fixing of most of the other

I

.

RHEOSTAT

0

Al

A
...40

o

PM

g*

/SCREEN
/7

".0003" should then be
quency choke and the free

.0005

01

11

oi

,m !

CI

4,,

it

o

e"
,.

ponents and continue up

0 -0 Z
4:t

ti'

0

O

4-1

7

ch
a

ct

00

'I

011i

,

°
0D°E10

-0002
..6

(r)

elk*

1')

liej

4.1 .0003

°

I

Ho

fo

(1)

(

b0

Y

/72
A

'

.0

ill

01 !!!)
i 41
.-,=.,

4?). 01

NI

e

V-

"I
,-_,

e

e

I.
si

iF

,

POW 000

O

ing of the base -plate corn

@

4.

O'l

(-0
(I.

11

loMUNVE111111111nt.

0

OS

*

0 000.5.

Ilr"WANErPrWriTA

01

speaker and aerial -earth

points of common contact
are joined together with a
single length of wire. Each

15X10"

c''

11

)--'

BASEPLAT'

''

on top of the high -fre-

we must explain the simplified wiring system. All

/

'-

clamped under the terminal

to connection Q39. Here

C/7 C WI

--'

under the grid terminal of
the detector -valve holder
This stage is completed by
the fixing of the loud-

11

1.01

free end of the one marked

Stage 4.-Start the wir-

,

SWITCH

SWITCH

@

@

terminal strips to the back
flange of the base plate.

is i

WAVE CHANGE

kin4

end of the one marked
" .0002" should be clamped

VOLUME
CONTROL

0

ON -OFF
IV

-

0

-00013

®

0

In assemb-

bolts to
connect the end of one to
the end of the other. The

4

..--

0) REACT/ON COMO"

ling these, use one of the
standard -sized

LENGTHS OF WIRE

by

choke and the detector valve holder.

(metal)

Checked ',...:ii

child's play.
mond fixed condensers between the high -frequency

PANEL /JIB

BLUEPRINT
N°A.W21/

parts on the base -plate is

It will be seen that we
have used two of the'Or-

dropped into the two hales provided in the

base -plate.
The spindle will then slide
Measure off a through the bush of the drum -dial bracket.
, specified length From the base -plate end of the supporting
of the tinned rods, adjust the height of the gang
copper wire,
(Continued on page- 944)

-ill:-

\i

on -off switch, must have

to the two holes in the base of the gang
condenser remote from the spindle end.
Nuts are provided for this purpose. The.
two " free " ends of the rods can then be

Birmingham ,

On off

sea

7'7=7

These two screwed rods should first be fitted

show at the

Ifoie

1

and sleeving at a very reasonable price.
Stage 5.-Fit the gang condenser to the
base -plate. This component is supplied to
" Ether Searcher" constructors with two
lengths of 4B.A. screwed rod for fixing.

The

LS
P 66

2

" B" and so on to connection Q39. Messrs.
Keystone are supplying the necessary wire

11T+1

-060/8

ke%
4,,

#1

iL0

1

ik

0

0..... -0
rg )

Y

0

AERIAL
COMPENS
4P

CONDs'

.0025
000003
'-

4,

fro

ji`T' el r- tY

of these lengths of what we

might call " master" wires
is distinguished by a letter

of the alphabet The
points of contact along each
" master " wire are num-

Ebonite
L

E

L.S+
H.T.+3

L.T.+

L.T.-

H.T.- G.11+ HT+2 H.Ttl

27(2"

24

1

The wiring diagram of the " 1930 Ether Searcher." A full-size blueprint can be had (price 1/-)
which will greatly facilitate the wiring
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New

Revolutionary

Lissen Pick-up
NEW NEEDLE
ARMATURE
FULLY FLOATING

AND SO LIGHT
THAT RESPONSE
is PERFECT at ALL

FREQUENCIES!

"Better than 'Talking' Pic-

HOW THE NEEDLE
IS SUSPENDED

ture reproduction "- that
is what everybody says who
Leers a gramophone record

played by this new Lissen
Pick-up. And actually the
reproduction is better than

Id in position by
poetic
attraction
bout restriction by
meoh.n;cal contacts.

MEER

the
_ Moms

AMICIMMEMMOMIIIMISIMMINOMINIMIIIIMM

maws somensaa M11111111111111NIMI

IIMIZIOPIIMMIIIMMOMIMMMOMIHMOMINIMMI

orwelerimumiummousammosim

film

experts

have

achieved - more natural,
nearer to reality, because

MOULDED CASES
MADE of INSULATING

no longer are the high notes
suarioNsumasimmumsommini
imams MMMMMM mnamiwassiureerwe thinned out or the lower
smiczmisommousnwisroitamin
I
ami.111111116701111114111
11111111M4MMMIMMEMMEMMIIMMIMIUMMMOiMO
bass lost.
AMMIIMMOMMMIIMIMPANAMMMMIIM MMMMM
rml MMMMM mottiommowNimmun

IMO

MATERIAL -HEAVY
CAB TYRE FLEX LEADS

MMILIMIMISMAIN/AtiMMEMMII

alma

The Lissen P ck-up is so responsive that even the perfect
electrical recordings of to -day
can hardly do it justice. It

responds to the most minute

indentation on the record-

gramophone reproduction that

the needle -armature is so light

that the needle point actually
feels its way along the record
groove. And you'll find your

in

almost everlasting
when you use this new Lisson

than before.
There are 4 types of Lissen Eliminators: one of them will
almost certainly Le just right for your set. Tell your dealer
w hat voltage your mains supply is and whether it is A.C. or
D.C.; tell him what output you require, or what valves you

strations-if ycu want radio comes so near to reality that

records

The munch you get glom Lissen Batteries is the purest
form of cur rent you eon get for radio. But if you want to
use an eliminator, use a Lissen Eliminator. You'll then get
H.T. current from your mains smoother, headier, better

If you want every single record
to sound much better than
those you hear at demon-

a

darkened

room

you

would suspect the presence of
the artiste-get this new Liss on

Pick-up because the needlepoint actually feels and does

Pick-up and learn what perfection 'means. Any Lissen
radio dealer will denunstrate

not plough its way along.

it for you.

D.C. MODEL " A "
Employs 3
tappings:
11.T.-1-1 giving 80 volts for 8.0.

valves; H.T.42 giving CO volts
at approx. 8 m!..4. for detector
valves; 11.T.+3 giving 1210110

volts at 12 mil.
EltleE

NEEDLE ARMATURE

PICK-UP 30/LISSEN LTD., Worple Rd., Isleworth, Middlesex ("°':';;;',,OW")

27/6

Eliminator to suit your needs.

A.C. MODEL " A "
Tappings as in D.C. Model A.
1 le 576 for A.C. Mains voltage
21)(2.10

578

..

039..
D.C. MODEL " B"
3 WT.-+- tappings:
11.T.4-1 and ILT.-1-2 are eon.

ELM

Employs

tinuously variable (by means
of two control knobs) and
sf giving any desired
voltage up to 120/150 volts at
approx. 2 mA.; 11.T.+3 giving
/ )20/150 volts at 12 mA. for
power valves.

ISSEN

..

ore lining, and he will demonstrate for you the Lissen

EltleE

39/6

...

:0

£3

220-233
240-233
100-110
:

A.C. MODEL "B
Tappings as in D.C. Model B,

..

L14. 579 for A.C. Mains voltage

580

200-210

220-2;0
240-253
100-110

PEICE

£3

:

15

:0

ISSEN
ELIMINATORS
LISSEN LTD., Werple Rd., Isleworth, Middlesex ('''47';'C'Oir.r.:)

V
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A Weekly Programme Criticism by Sydney A. Moseley
OF course, the solution of the Church is a good deal that we would like to know
Services problem is to confine all the about in our own country and the Empire
services 'to the studio, where they would generally. Why bocAt the foreign resorts,
be under. the control of the announcer, as the names _of which mean nothing to the
all broadcasts should be.

Majority of listeners ?,

in one broadcast,' he states. " Furthermore, I don't think there is any band which

broadcasts more than twice a week. This
means that, as things are going, it cannot
be the fault of any individual band that

By the way,, do these countries pay for we get the same tunes over and over
again. The trouble lies in the fact that we
have more than one band broadcasting in
the space of an evening."
do not have these opportunities, their pur- one I heard at home and the other I went
pose must necessarily fail. It merely to hear at the Queen's Hall. I was glad
He points out, as an instance, that at
resolves itself into history lessons after the to notice that the late -comers were -shut io:i5 the Piccadilly Players, catering to
out until the First Movement was ended. the public taste, play the numbers of the
day's work. It is a pity, but 'tis true.
o
This is a custom which should be generally moment-say, " Red Hot Wail" and "Blue

The National Lectures are decidedly the advertisements?
big; but require concentration-in one's
-t
own study. Since nine listeners out of ten
Of the last two ,Symphony Concerts,

Music -hall relaying, as a rule, is not- very adopted. It is simply a scandal the way Murder." At io.45 Jerry Hoey's. Band,
but the substitute for the a good performance is Spoilt. by people also wishing to please the public, play
Alhambra relay as quite an exception. who linger over their port.
" Red Hot Wail" and " Blue Murder." At
successful,

We had froM the Coliseum, Rupert Hazell

and Elsie Day, a turn which makes good
fun without the usual suggestiveness. The
difficulty with these outside broadcasts is
the frightful noise, which is not so bad in
a huge auditorium but is magnified
beyond all endurance in one's homestead.
Curious how it is often forgotten that

r r the Blue Lyres, prompted by the same

"Harold" has sent me a disconrse on motive and not knowing what has been
dance broadcasts and " song -pluming," played by their confreres, trot out " Red
and since this subject crops up quite a lot_ Hot Wail" and "Blue Murder"; and the
in my correspondence from readers the result is an irate postbag the next morning.
point he stresses will, no. doubt, create
"The remedy for this state of affairs,"
interest generally.
he adds, "is obvious. The motto for out"The titles are back again," he writes, side dance broadcasts should he, ' One

" and with their reinstation comes a plague night-one band.' But before this happens
bf ' song -plugging ' much worse than I hope better bands will be featured. . ."
Typhoon being a wonderful word -pic- before."
ture, it was, of course, difficult to broadcast
A Dalston reader asks me to, ventilate a
He seems to think that the real fault lies point.
where action was relied on. However,
not so much with the publishers boosting
here's to a good effort !
It appears that by the time he gets home
their wares as with the B.B.C.
from the City, has a "clean up and eats"
"
'`It is a most unusual event for a dance it is about 7.45-a nice time of the evening.
Fed Up was a good revue with a good
cast, the light side being well catered for. band to play the same tune more.thati date lidthen settles -down to listen -in. He is a
vaudeville fan, and naturally expects that
Leonard henry, however, was not quite so
good, nor were his jokes quite so original.
on at least one night of the week there will
broadcasting- is for the homes.

.

The previous night he was in great form,
being in his element in a funny, impromptu
speech.

The "silly ass" speech was not so good
as the speech by Alfred Butler, was it ?-

be something light and amusing for him
at his hour of peace. On the contrary, he
finds that the variety hours lessen in number, and when they do come on they are
at the wrong tithes.

or Charles Herbert?

He appends a list of what was arranged
Edith James is a good character comedienne. We ought to hear more of her.

Now, what shall we say of that Austrian
broadcast? I should say it was a scream
in more ways than one, and in saying, this

I am aware that my highbrow friends at
the B.B.C. and elsewhere are not in agree-

ment. 'To me it seemed like a Baedeke
and Harrod's catalogue rolled into one.

.

for a whole week at the daily hour of
7.45 p m.:Military Band.
Ballad Concert.
.Wednesday Highbrow Recital.
Thursday - Military Band.
Friday
- Baritone, followed by
Symphony Concert.
Satua-ayy- Orchestral Concert.
Monday
Tuesday

-

On verifying this list I found that the
only vaudeville hours were on Tuesday at

9 4o and on Saturday at 9.35. But isn't
These National programmes, in my view,
are generally unsuccessful. Let us have
this a case where they can't please everyNational programmes nearer home. There Our Cartoonist's impression of Bransby Williams body at the same time?
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691LIATH
of LOUDSPEAKERS
The "Goliath" of the Blue Spot range makes
an ideal gift for the lover of true reproduction.
Because the Blue Spot "Goliath" is all that a
speaker should be ; it reproduces all that
is broadcast, but no more ; its tone is superb
. . .

its appearance will please the ultra -critical.

Hear it first at your dealer's

-

F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED, 204-6 Gt. Portland Street, London, W.I.

Price E6.6-0
Telephone : Museum 8630 (4 lines)

Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North IVales:- H. G. RAWSON (SHEFFIELD A ND LONDON) LTD., roo London
Road, Sheffield (Telephone: Sheffield 26006) ; 22 St. Mary's Parsonage, 111anchester (Telephone: Manchester City 3329).

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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AMATEUR EXPERIMENTS
WITH PHOTO CELLS

T. THORNE

BBIZKER,

F.Inst.P.

THE attention that has been directed moved, the cell takes some seconds, or even strips of ebonite or two small pieces of
in recent years to phenomena con- minutes to regain its normal, lower con- glass tubing or rod, and held together with
nected with photo -electricity has re- ductivity: On the other hand, it is Very an elastic band top and bottom. The pair
sulted in finding an astonishing number of convenient because one can pass relatively are then put into a thin glass beaker-or a
applications for the photo -electric cell. A
new method of weighing paper during the
actual process of manufacture has lately
been devised in which the " weighing " is
done by a photo -electric cell. Such cells
are employed for indicating the uniformity
or otherwise of the colour of manufactured

high currents through it, sufficient to work
quite heavy relays, while with photo cells
the current generated is exceedingly small,
and valve amplification is essential.
There is, however,

small "pony" tumbler-which is

filled
with a solution of copper sulphate, 20 grains,
distilled water 2 ounces. A wire lead should

be soldered to the top of each copper strip

one simple experiment that can be

articles; a machine will test the tint of carried out with a

tobacco when cigars pass before the cell on photo which shows
an endless band, and when a cigar too light up well the funda-

or too dark passes before the cell, a relay
is thrown into action which causes mechan-

mental principle of

television. The

ism to tip the faulty cigar into a rejection arrangement is seen
in Fig. 1. A photo
basket, and so on.
Photo -electric cells are .used to measure cell is placed on the
the brightness of stars; the intensity of table or bench; and

light beams in photometry, to time the is connected in series
transit of stars, to operate illuminated with a battery and
buoys, for the transmission of pictures by a neon lamp. If a 4.0 wire and wireless, for, televItion, and so on. watt lamp be placed
The latest application of the photo -electric in front of the photo
cell is to the talking picture art, and there cell, electrons are
are so many applications, in the laboratory emitted and it beand in industry, that I am going to suggest comes conductive and
that we change the unwieldy name of the the neon lamp lights
ryr
Revolving sector and photocell
up. If ngw a cardcell to the simpler term "photo cell."
Perhaps the simplest photo cell is a simple board screen be intercepted between the (Fig. 2). The complete cell is left in the dark
crystal of silver bromide. Photographic light and the cell, the neon lamp is instantly for two or -three days. If then the leads
films are coated with a gelatine emulsion extinguished. The strength of glow of the be connected up with a micro -ammeter,
containing millions of grains or crystals of neon lamp is proportional to the strength and the light from a 6o or too watt lamp

silver bromide, and after exposure in a of the light illuminating the cell, and is be shone on one side of the cell; i.e., on one,
brighter the nearer the electric lamp is held plate (the other being kept "`dark"), a
to the photo cell. The experiment is current of several microamperes will be
thus one of television in ita simplest form.
Every flash of the light falling on the photo
cell is reproduced in another spot by a corres-

pondingly intense flash of the neon lamp.
Selenium cells, depending on change of

conductivity only, do not strictly come

Fig. 1. An experiment with a neon lamp

under the category of photo cells, and will
not be considered on this occasion. I will,
on the other hand, describe a very simple
wet
and inexpensive chemical cell which may Fig. 2. Aphoto
legitimately be classed as a photo cell- type_of
cell is easily

camera these grains become developabl& which generates sufficient current to be
so that when the film is developed they lose read on an ordinary micro -ammeter. While
their bromide and becoine reduced to a on the subject of micro -ammeters, it may
black form, of metallic silver. Dr. Toy has be of interest to mention an excellent little
recently shown, by a brilliant pieee of sensitive galvononaeter, which may be used
investigation, that the effect of light- on either direct-reaning, or with a mirror and
these grains is a photo -electric one, that scale. The cost is only two or three pounds;
if light is alternately allowed to fall on and yet it will read direct 0.09 microampere
off the tiny crystals, their electrical resist- per scale division, or give a deflection on the
scale of 250 millimetres per microampere.
ance changes correspondingly.

made as
shown

Change of resistance with change of It is made by Griffin and Tatlock, of obtained. Immediately the light is switched
off, or removed, the current will cease.
light is, of course, known best to, us in the Kingsway, W.G.
The wet photo cell referred to above is Cells of this type usually improve considercase of the selenium cell. There is a definite
relationship between the conductivity of made as follows. Two thin strips of copper ably with age.
the cell and the intensity of the light sheet, about five inches by one, and about
(To be concluded next Weer)
illuminating it, but when the light is re- 1/32 of an inch thick, are separated by two
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Were giving Father a new
H.T. for our radio
I'm sure nothing will please him better-or us !

From the time that we first had the wireless set Dad has continually preached the
virtues of what he calls a wet H.T. of the
C.A.V. make ; how it will improve reception by cutting out those funny crackling
noises, and then he goes on to talk about
less trouble, constant volume and all that.
Anyway, if all the things are true that he
said about the new C. A.V. type, the one
which he says is " built like a car battery " it
will be a good investment. So we have taken
the hint, and I'm certain that the improvement
will make it worth while, for Dad does know

what he is talking about on the subject of
wireless.

'

9he new

o course I

30 VOLT

GROUPS TIERED

gf oa

io
VOLTS

5000

%.,1 4.0 MILLIAMPS

ALSO IN 2500 &
10,000 MILLIAMPS

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE P.

SPECIFY THE C.A.V. JELLY ACID BATTERY -THE PERFECT L.T. FOR ALL PORTABLES.
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BEST SETS AND THEIR CIRCUITS
A selection from some of the recent "A.W receivers of all types. Full constructional details are given
in the issues mentioned. For particulars of the blueprints, turn to the blueprint list on page 966.

6B. 681

88-2

Here's a good set for indoor use-" The Music
Leader." The circuit used was tested out in a

portable set taken by two AMATEUR WIRELESS
staff members to the U.S., and which has travelled
a total of 9,000 miles ! The " Music Leader " is

" The Music Leader "

a transportable, and can be used in any room,
without worrying about aerial, earth, or loudspeaker connections. A frame aerial, a linen
speaker and all batteries are contained in the

ii

B.B.C.

One- Valver "
H, T+

cabinet. The circuit is a successful one ; note how
the screening is arranged. This ideal set for the
home is described in AMATEUR WIRELESS No. 384,

blueprint No. 203.
50000-,

l'Af -SFr

HZ,

OHMS

0003

ISO O 0

MAX.

OHMS0

H.F CHOKE

.000,
3

" Music -

6RAt.i

.V002

In the " B.B.C. One-valver " (AMATEUR
WIRELESS No. 388, blueprint No. A W208), we
have the very simplest type of set, and one suitable

/34a

.00

0005

RAS

Lover's

Ht

Gramo-Radio"

SCREEN

FO.

II
PICK-UP

I

The " Music -lover's Gramo-radio " (AMATEUR
WIRELESS, Nos. 385, 382 and 383, blueprints Nos.

for working with phones at moderate distances
from a main station. - The tuning arrangements
provide the greatest selectivity, which is a factor
of the utmost importance when the set is being
operated close to such a powerful station as
Brookmans Park. It is important to ncte that this
receiver is made up on a circuit officially recommended by the B.B.C.

AW2o2a, AW2o2b, and AW2o2c), is a com-

prehensive electric gramophone incorporating a
four -valve radio set, a gramophone unit and a
linen -diaphragm loud -speaker. The receiver unit
is illustrated above. The three blueprints relate
to the set, to the linen speaker, and to the gramophone unit respectively.
.0003-000025

"Talisman

o
O

Two "!

2M/1
.0005
Ft,

Tr7
.0002

0

e B.-

O.B.+

" One of the best two's ' yet," is the slogan
which was applied to the Talisman Two "

"Holiday Portable "

(AMATEUR WIRELESS, No. 373, blueprint AW194)

and it is amply justified. This is a very simple
little set to build, and it gives amazing results. It
used the new Talisman coil for tuning, and selectivity is very good. The control of the set is
simple, and it is the very set for the family. The
circuit is shown above.

Portable Three" (AMATEUR WIRELESS, No. 365,
00,

If you are in search of a portable set, which is
essentially simple to work and which has none of
the complications of a set having an H.F. stage,

then just the thing you want is the " Holiday

blueprint No. AW188). This is a three-valver,
incorporating frame aerial and loud -speaker. As
the circuit shows, there is provision made for the
addition of a gramophone pick-up. This set will
work equally well indoors or out.
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25 STATIONS

11!

IN

5

MI:" £4

9 : 6

N.

D.

WITH THE

BULLPHONE

SCREENED

GRID 3

-

11

11
1,1

KIT OF PARTS
Send direct for FREE
Circuit and instructions

OUR WONDERFUL XMAS OFFER
THE WORLD FAMOUS

NIGHTINGALE DE LUXE

LOUD -SPEAKER
Reduced from 551- to

5/-

1,000 ONLY to be Sold as an Advertisement
........ ..... ......

"

.

....

'1

............

.

THE NEW DUPLEX

Four -Pole Adjustable Tone

51 Supplied
in
availableBakelite
Case

Three impedances

AD3USTABLE CONE 31.
CHASSIS
Suitable for any unit

PAIR

BULLPHONE LTD
'Phone

38, HOLYWELL LANE, E.C.2
BISHOPSGATE 9180

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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"A.W." TESTS OF APPARATUS
Conducted by our Technical Editor, I. H. REY NER, B.Sc.(Hons.), A.M.I.E.E,

ED.S. Wavetrap

report, a device known as an I.D.S. Regional resulted in the rapid development of vari
THE new Regional station at Brookmans station eliminator made by the Ideas ous types of pick-up and pick-up arm.
This week we have tested a balanced
Park has caused some confusion amongst Development Syndicate, Ltd., of 4 Golden
listeners in the surrounding area. Although Square, Piccadilly Circus, W.I. Essentially arm for pick-up mounting, manufactured

many of those affected are aware that by it consists of a tuned inductance covering by Limit Radio Ltd., of Albion Works,
the aid of special sets they may cut out the medium wavelength broadcast range Albion Street, London, NJ.
Brookmans Park and receive other stations, to which a second winding is coupled. e. This component is finished in the high thd majority are only interested in a means This second winding is placed actually in quality manner associated with Limit
of adapting their present set to the new the aerial circuit between the aerial and the products, and has been carefully designed
set, and on tuning the condenser contained to be of the utmost utility. The length of
conditions.
One of the most effective solutions to in the trap to the wavelength of the inter- the arm itself can be varied within fairly
such a problem lies in the use of a suitable fering station, the circuit acts as a rejector
The sharpness of tuning depends upon a
coupling factor between the two windings,
and this has been arranged to suit average
conditions. We found that at a distance of
six miles from Brookmans Park we could
almost cut this station out, even on a single
circuit tuner, and receive 5GB free of interference.

The strength of 5GB did not

appear to be affected in the least, whilst

it was also possible to receive certain

distant stations normally blotted out 134,
Brookmans Park. The range could be
A good pick-up arm ---the Limit
varied from approximately 25o metres up
wide limits, while a simple ball-and-socket
This I.D.S. wavetrap is a cure for interference to 52o metres.
Readers will realise that at a distance type of joint at the pick-up end enables the
wavetrap which, when inserted in the aerial of six miles from this powerful transmitter, tracking to be set accurately:
circuit, rejects to a large extent signals, on the results indicate that the device is
A counter -balance spring housed in the
some particular wavelength. Now the thoroughly practicable.
arm mounting can be adjusted by means of
effectiveness of such a wavetrap depends
a convenient thumb adjuster, and on test
upon certain factors, including sharpness Limit Pick-up Arm
we found that the range of adjustment was
of tuning. 'IL -however, the tuning is /THE increasing popularity of electrical amply sufficient to correct for the weight
excessively sharp, the cutting -out effect
reproduction of gramophone records, of all normal pick-ups.
will not be sufficient.
using the low -frequency side of a receiver
This pick-up arm can be recommended
This week, we have received for test and for magnification of the pick-up output, has to gramo-radio enthusiasts.

" THE '1930 ETHER SEARCHER

(Continued)

tight as possible to the con- been tuned in with this set in one evening is
denser spindle. A spot of sufficient proof of its remarkable powers.
vaseline should then be ap- We are going to show how every construcplied to the washer movement

tor can duplicate these results with an

to ensure smooth operation. 'ease of operation never before equalled.
Stage 6.-Wire up the gang Using Phones with the Ether Searcher
condenser connections. There ' Constructors wishing to use phones on
are only two master lengths, occasion with this set are recommended to
these being R and S.
incorporate a choke -filter output unit
The "Ether Searcher "Stage 7.-Fix the "side between the last valve and the phones. The
ready for testing
screen, which when purchased reason for this is to prevent shock to the
will be already slotted so wearer of the phones, should there be
condenser until it is exactly horizontal away that it clears ,the gang condenser. Only defect or short-circuit between the phone
along to the spindle at the other end. two bolts on the base plate and one on the winding and the metal headbands.
Then lock the supporting rods with the panel are needed for this fixing.
Such a thing can only occur if phones
nuts provided so that the gang condenser is
Stage 8.-Complete the wiring, including are being worn or the loud -speaker is being
absolutely rigid.
the battery -lead connections. We can now adjusted, and either the phones or the loudThen mount the drum dial on the con- safely leave the constructor for a week and speaker are defective in regard to- an interdenser spindle. In doing so, open the two in the next issue, when many " 193o Ether nal short-circuit, whilst the set is being
washers on the condenser knob spindle so Searcher" -sets will have `taken shape, we tuned. If a mains supply unit is used then
that the edge of the drum dial is gripped can go into the details of operation and either choke -filter or transformer output is
between them. Then screw the dial as maintenance. That. over 4o stations have essential.
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THE MODERN RADIO SLEUTH"
(Continued from page 923)

Italian stations operating on more than
55o metres., yet an evening or so ago, just
under the Hilversum transmission, I
listened to an announcement in a language

which had a Latin flavour to it. I must
definitely emphasise that it was not Russian,

and, consequently, it could not have been
Leningrad or Moscow Experimental."
"Why definitely ? " replied Sheerluck
Coames, with a pitying sort of smile. " The

Russian language is a difficult one and
seldom learnt by other nationalities; yet
the Russian is anxious that his programmes

should be heard by foreign and more distant listeners. For this reason news bulle-

for Radio on Easy Terms

tins-' cooked,' maybe, for special consumption abroad-are given out in a

with Service aftet Saks

language which is rapidly gaining numerous

adherents, Esperanto, my dear Botson; a
tongue which possesses a decided Italianbut not a Spanish sound. Your station, if
you were so close to Hilversum, was
undoubtedly Leningrad. You can prove
thiS at any time by comparing the condenser readings for that powerful transmitter. Besides, from that station you will

also hear the cuckoo calling to his mate.
These questions are childish and I am surprised that you should put them."

" In no instance do you appear to

encounter any difficulty. How is this ? "
replied the crestfallen Botson.

" It is merely a question of practice,
some experience, and a good memory for
data collected at a number of sittings. If
you spend some time at your receiver, you
must necessarily become familiar with both
the calls and the peculiarities of the various
studios. Although you may not know
more than your own native language, after a

few days you should experience no difficulty in differentiating between Teutonic or

Latin tongues, and further experience will
soon permit you to classify in your mind,
as you hear them, the languages of Slavonic
origin. The actual identification of transmissions heard is dependent on two
important factors, language and position of
the transmitter in the wave band."

Here is a small selection of lines in popular demand.
EVERYBODY'S THREE. Complete kit, including THE MUSIC LEADER (described in Oct. 26 and
drilled Panel, Cabinet, and Valves. Cash £9 19s., or Nov. 2 issues). Complete kit, including Cabinet, Valves,
12 monthly payments of 18/3. Free Blueprint included.

Batteries, and all requisite accessories. Cash £12 15s. 6d.

THE WORLD-WIDE SHORT-WAVE THREE (see or send only 25/,-; balance in 11 monthly instalments

Nov. 9 issue). Complete kit, including Metal Cabinet and of 23!-.
Valves. Cash £9 Os. 9d., or 12 monthly payments of 16,1. MUSIC LOVER'S GRAMO.RADIO (described in
Free Blueprint with complete kit.
Sep. 28 and Oct. 5 issues). Complete lit contains exact
OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET. Cash £9, or 12 monthly parts as specified and drilled Panel. Full-size Blueprint
free with complete kits. Cash ilk or 12 monthly paypayments of 166, Valves included.
of 18/4. 14.tV Valves, cabinet, gramophone motor and
COSSOR 1930 THREE -VALVE KIT. Cash £8 15s.,
Lenstssaries,
or 12 monthly payments of 16;-.

THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL FEATURE!

THE 1930 ETHER SEARCHER

(titelisicsriibsescluet).4

Complete kit of components, including drilled panel,
drilled chassis and valves
2:
or 12 monthly payments of 14/10. Any parts sold separately.

1

MULLARD " ORGOLA " KIT, including LISSEN S.G.3 KIT, excluding Valves, Accumulator
Cabinet and Valves. Cash £10 15s. lid., or 12 monthly and Cabinet. Cash £4 9a. 3d., or 12 monthly payment
of 8 3.
payments of 20/,
1930

REGENTONE W.1.B. S.C. (A.C. Mains). For S.G.

and Pentode Sets. Cash £419s. 6d., or 12 monthly poyments of 9 2.
EKCO 3 F.20 (A.C. Mains). Also for S.G. and Pentode
Sets. Cash £3 19s. 6d., or 12 monthly payments of
7/4.

ALL LEADING MAKES OF ELIMINATORS

CELESTION C.12 LOUD -SPEAKER, in Oak. Cash
£5 12s. 6d., or 12 monthly payments of 10;4; in Mahogany.
£517s. 6d., or 12 monthly payments of 10/9.

ULTRA AIR CHROME U.12. Cabinet Model Loudspeaker. Cash £3 19s. 6d., or 12 monthly payments of
7,4. All Chassis and Cabinet Models also available.

PHILIPS CONE SPEAKER, type 2016. Cash £210s.,
ENJI)E 120 -VOLT H.T. ACCUMULATOR, Type or 9 monthly payments of 6'-.
WJ.. 2,500 m/a. In Crates. Cash £3 15s., or 12 monthly BLUE SPOT 66K UNIT, with SQUIRE MODEL
payments' of 611. Type W.H., 120 volts, 5,000 tea. 101 CONE KIT. Cash £3 4s. 6d., or 12 monthly pay front 417 first payment.

In Crates.

Cash

13s., or 12 monthly payments of 8,/6.

ments of 5/11.

EASY PAYMENT ORDERS DELIVERED TO APPROVED ACCOUNTS ON RECEIPT OF FIRST
INSTALMENT.
All goods sent Carriage Paid.

LESS THAN 3 WEEKS TO CHRISTMAS
ORDER NOW FOR PROMPT DELIVERY

(To be concluded next week)
"Amateur Wireless and Radiovision." Price
Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bearing the date of Saturday immediately following.

Post free to any part of the world : 3 months,
4s. 6d.; 6 months, Ss. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made payable to "Bernard Jones

Free Demonstrations and Advice by Qualified Engineers at our Shops:
77 CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.
Telephone : City 9406-7-8
62 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
Telephone : Chancery 8266

4 Manchester Street, Liverpool
Telephone : Central 2134
33 Whitelow Road, Chorlton-Cunt-Hardy, Manchester
Telephone : Chorlton-Cum-Hardy 2028

IIIMINEENNimm
Mail coupon in unsealed envelope under Id. stamp.

Publications, Ltd."

General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All
sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets,
Contributions are always welcome, will be
promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.
Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and

IV

Please send me your 48 -page Illustrated Catalogue,
describing the 1929-30 products of all the leading makers.

the conditions printed at the head of " Our

NAME

Information Bureau" should be closely observed.

Communications should be addressed, according to their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless," 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.
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Weekly Tips-Constructional and Theoretical-by W. JAMES
can be effected easily enough by adding a
Mush!
THOSE who try receiving distant fixed condenser to the low -frequency part
stations will be aware of the distur- of the set. One can be joined across the
bances received with the signal. This mush, loud -speaker, for instance. It is better to
as it is called, is usually of a fairly high put it across one of the other parts, how-

audible frequency and will, therefore, be ever, as there is no sense in allowing the
the more strongly received when the set is currents- to pass through the amplifier and
then to remove them at the loud -speaker.
a good one !
The size of the condenser required will
If the tuned circuits are so selective that
the higher notes are cut off, the minimum of depend partly upon which part of the set
mush will be heard. Similarly, when the it is to be joined across, and is easily found
low -frequency side fails to deal properly by trial.
with the higher notes, little intetferenceis

Is Your G.B. Correct ?

heard.

A heterodyne whistle produced -by two
broadcast stations working near together,
if high-pitched, may be heard on a gcbd
set and not on a poor one.
The question, therefore, arises, as., to
whether the higher notes should not be cut
off when tuning to distant stations. This.

Referring to my note about the correct
grid bias for a power valve, in a recent
issue, it is worth noting that -certain of the
2 -volt types, having the relatively high
magnification factor of about 8, should
have a grid bias of no more than 6 for a
high tension of I20.

Much poor reproduction, apparent

much grid bias, which cuts down the anode
current. It causes the power valve partially to rectify the signals.

Those Series Condensers
Those who experiment a fair amount will
find one of the pre-set condensers, such as

a Formo-denser, of value in the aerial
circuit instead of a fixed condenser.

As a rule, a fixed condenser of .000f
microfarad is used, but this may be on the
small side for many aerials. When a pre-

set type is used, the condenser can be

adjusted to suit the aerial and the circuit
and much time be saved.
After all, it is not important to know the

value used. The pre-set condenser can be
adjusted and then left.
[It has been necessary to curtail this feature

in this special issue.-ED.]

A NEW BRITISH BATTERY
WITH LONGER LIFE
MORE POWER
AT A LOWER

PRICE

1,co

CD.

10. c'442$4''
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lack of body, is to be attributed to too

_

A
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This new "Carlton " All -British H.T.
Battery has been specially designed to
give the maximum of power and longevity at a reasonably low price. See
that your next H.T. battery is a
"Carlton." You will notice the greatly
increased strength of your set combined
with clarity and absence of hum.

SPECIAL OFFER
If your dealer does not stock this battery, send P.O.
6/- with name and address of your nearest dealer.
We will then forward you a 60 -volt H.T., post free,
together with a fuse and holder, value 1/6, or send
TO,- for a 100 -volt together with fuse and holder.

Trade enquiries invited.

VINCE'S BATTERY WORKS

(Dept. A.W.) 7, Ricarcic, Street, Poplar, E.14
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BY A MAN
0
SET OUT
LOG

THE W RLD
AN ACTUAL EXPERIENCE
of a wireless enthusiast whose desire it was
to get world-wide reception-and failed. Re
then changed his transformers and fitted
Telsen, and writes that the moment he began
to se3rch around the dial, foreign stations
came rolling in one after the other with
strength and purity, many of which he had
nev r heard before-a discovery by himprofit by it. Fit Telsen Transformers now.

RADIO'S
CHOICE
WORLD -WILE RECEPTION
ECK

RADIOGRAN6

id

13

tTil

TELSEN ELECTRIC CO., LTD., MILLER STREET, BIRMINGHAM

Please Mention "A.W." When Correspondintt with Advertisers
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ROAD CAS T TELEPHONY

Broadcasting stations classified by country, and in order of wavelengths For the purpose of better comparison, the
power indicated is aerial energy.
Metres

Station and

Kilocycles

Call Sign

Power
(Kw.)

GREAT BRITAIN
(5SW) 15.0
Leeds (2LS)
0.13

1,500
1,238
1,141
*288.5 1,040
288.5 3,o4o

Sheffield (6LF)

0.13 -

Liverpool (6LV)
Hull (6KH)

0.13
0.13

288.5 1,040
288.5 r,o4o

Dundee (2DE)
Bournemouth

0.13

288.5 x,o4o
995

Bradford (2LS) 0.13
Aberdeen (2BD) 1.0
Cardiff (5WA)
1.0
Brookman's
Park 30
Manchester

(PTT) 0.2
1,049 Petit Parisien... 0.5

Mont de Marlon 0.3
291.4 1,0293 Radio Lyons ... 0.5
*294 3,020 Limoges (prr)
0.5
304
986 Bordeaux (PTT) 1.0
305.3 981.7 Agen
0.25
309.
97o Radio Vitus ... 1.0
*316
95o Marseilles (PTT) 0.5
329
914 Grenoble (PIT) 0.5
364
824 Algiio
12.0
ers
368
815 Radio LL
(Paris) 0.5
* 381
788 Radio Toulouse 8.0
411
729 Radio Maroc

0.13

(6ST)

288.5 1,040
288.5 1,040
288.5 1,040
288.5 2,040

Plymouth (5PY) 0.13

288.5 1,ov Edinburgh
(2EH) 0.35

(Rabat) 2.0
67r Paris (Ecole
.Sop. PTT) 3.0

447

(6BM) 1.0

. *301

356

968
842

*377

797

* 310

*399

753
626
193

' *479
1,554

ALL' ELECTRIC RADIO
Climax H.T. Mains Units this Xmas.

For your own set and to give to your

The best' you can get -the best
you can give. Popular prices. Every
friends.

modern improvement. A.C. models have
new metal rectifying units eliminating all
valve trouble. Negligible upkeep costs.

Ten Voltage Tappings. For all Mains
voltages 4o/loo cycles. A.C. Model U.2CO3

Price £4/5/0, up to 120-v. H.T., up to
20 milliamperes.

A.C. Model U.5o, Price

£545/0, up to 200-v. H.T., up to 5o

'283

1,220

.7,058

85r

*352
*453
*517

Innsbruck
Graz

* 253
* 259

0.5
0.5
7.0
0.5
15.0

* 276

*283
*283
*283
*319
*319
*325

2.0
2.4
5.0

*372

* 293

*342
*487

58r

1,022
878

Kosice
Brunn (Brno)

Prague (Praha)
BELGIUM

617

* 390
* 418

*453
*456

x,44o

241 1,229

Improved D,C. Model H.T. Unit -the
most popular D.C. Mains Unit on the
market -has Ten Voltage Tappings.

270
294
312
339

1,112
1,020

Liege

961.4 Arlon
887 Louvain
590 Brussels

* 503

* 473

527.8

Brussels 0.25
Chent
0.5
Radio-Binche

0.1
0.25

8.0
1.0

*281

* 560'

566
575

1;635

* 297

1,020

Reval (Tallinn)

1,355

Helsingfors

0.7
0.9
40.0

Lahti
FRANCE
31.65 9,479 Radio Experimental (Paris)
1.0
175 1,714 S. Quentin
0.1
214 1,400 Fecamp (Radio
220
238

1,364
1;26o

23)

3,356
1,229
1,175

241
*255

CLIMAX CHELLOSET

AN AMAZINGLY SELECTIVE LONG, RANGE
2 -VALVE ALL -ELECTRIC RECEIVER

Many important features, one dial tuning,
dual wave switch to eliminate coil. changing, Westinglionse metal rectifier, volume
control. No batteries whatever. Operates
entirely from A.C. Mains. Walnut finished
cabinet. Price only £9/17/6 complete

with valves, royalties and full mains
equipment. The finest value yet offered
in all -electric receivers.

Obtainable from all Radio Dealers.

cLIMAx
A YEAR AHEAD
/526166=Waffo"

CLIMAX RADIO ELECTRIC LTD.,
Haverstock Works,
Parkhill Road, Hampstead, London, N.W.3
Telephone : Primrose '171-2

167

* 26.5

268
* 272

Normani3)
Beziers

Bordeaux (Radio

Sud-Ouest)
Radio Nimes
Juan-les-Pins
Toulouse (PTT)
x,r3o Lille (PTT)
1,121 Strasbourg
z,103 Rennes (PTT)

0.5
0.1

Stettin

Dresden
Bremen
Breslau

923
833 Stuttgart
8o6 Hamburg
77o Frankfurt
716 Berlin
662 Danzig
657 Aachen
675 Langenberl
568 Herzogstand

(Bavaria)
Munich
Hanover
529.8 Augsburg
521.7 Freiburg
183.5 Zeesen

2.0
0:35
0.25
2.0
1.5
0.25
2.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.25
0.35
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
0.25
0.35
13.0
0.5
1.5
0.35
0.25
0.35
30.0
10.0
3.0

(PC J) 25.0*

* 298

1,004

*1,071
*1,071

280
28o

FINLAND
"221
*1,793

Gleiwitz

GRAND. DUCHY
223 1,346 Luxembourg
HOLLAND
31.4 9,554 Eindhoven

Copenhagen
(Kjobenhavn) 0.75
260 Kalundborg
7.5

ESTHONIA

Kaiserslautern
Koenigsberg
Magdeburg
Berlin (E.)

Cassel

"a
r3r Norddeich

2.100
2,290

1,067

1,153

1,112
1,085
1,058
x,o58
1,058

Muenster
Nurnberg
Kiel

563
536

* 533

DENMARK

Cologne

94r
94r

* 360

Radio Conference, Brussels
235.5 1,273.5 Charleroy (LL)
0.25
246.1 1,218.8 Schaerbeek208

0.5
4.0
3.0

1,319
7,283
1,256
1,220
1,220
1,184

x 57 Leipzig

*270

5.0
12.0

Radio Paris ... 12.0

GERMANY
1,373 Flensburg

246

Klagenfurt
Vienna
CZECHO-SLOVAKIA
*263 1,139 Morava -Ostrava 10.0
*279 1,076 Bratislava
12.5
666

174

*239
*246

Daventry (5GB) 25.0
Daventry
(aXX) 2a.0
Linz

640

218
* 227
234

AUSTRIA

* 245

milliamperes.

Output 5o mfa total, ro mia at tappings.
Price complete, 34/-.

Glasgow (5SC),

Lyons (PTT)
207.5 Eiffel Tower

468
1,444
*1,725

1.0
1.0

(2ZY)

(Kw.)

286
288.5 1,040

Belfast (2BE) .' 1.0
Loudon (2) tests
Newcastle (5NO) 1.0
Swansea (5SX) 0.13
288.5 1,040 Stoke-on-Trent

*242
161

Power

cycles Call Sign
Montpelier

* 283

25.53 rz,75r Chelmsford
* 200

Kilo- Station and

Metres

Hilversum (until
5.40 p.m. G.M.T.) 6.5
6.5
Hilversum
Scheveningen -

Haven 5.0

(from 10.30 a.m. to 5.40 p.m. B.S.T.)
z60 Huizen (after)
*1,875
5.40 p.m. Di:G.T.) 6.5

1.0
0.25

0.3
1.5
0.7

0.3

*385

68o
662
599

YUGOSLAVIA

3.0
0.3
7.0

"

0.7
2.5
2.5

Zagreb (Agram)
Belgrad,
507.2 Ljubljana

308
429
583

973
698

'525

572

*1,935

(KW.)

LATVIA

3.0

Riga

LITHUANIA

755

7.0

Kovno

NORWAY
240 1,250 Rjukan
* 283 1,058 Notodden
345
869 Frederiksstad
364
453
453
453

'493

824
662
662
662
6o8

0.18
.05
0.7
1.0
0.1
0.3
0.7
1.5

Bergen
Tromsoe
Aalesund

Porsgrund

Oslo

POLAND
* 313

*335
385

408

*1,411

0.5
1.2
0.5
10.0
8.0

Cracow
Posen
Wilno

959
896
779
734

Kattowitz
212.5 Warsaw

ROUMANIA

*391

75r

* 825

RUSSIA
364 Moscow (PTT)

938
1,000
1,060
1,100
* 1,304

1,481

320

1,193

311
*343

956
86o

403

424
453

12.0
20.0

Moscow

(C.C.S.P.) 75.0
300 Leningrad
20.0
283 Tiflis
10.0
272.7 Moscow Popoff 40.0
230 Kharkov
4.0
1,2.5 Moscow (Kom) 40.0

251
268

368

Bucharest

SPAIN

Almeria (EAJ18) 1.0

r,r2r Barcelona

(EAJL3) 10.0

Oviedo (EA1J9) 0.5
Barcelona

(EAJI) 8.0

815 Seville (EAJ5)... 1.5
743 San Sebastian
(EA J3) 0.5
707 Madrid (EAJ7)
2.0
662 Salamanca
(EAJ22) 1.0

SWEDEN

231.
* 257

270
*322
332
*435
* 542

'770

1,200
* 1,318

*403

1,301 Malmo
.r,160 Hoerby
1,112 Trollhattan
932 Goeteborg
905 Falun
689 Stockholm
554 Sundsvall
389 Ostersund
25o Boden
222.5 Motalo

0.6

:10.0
10.0
0.5
1.5

0.6
0.6
0.6
30.0

SWITZERLAND
Berne
Zurich
Zurich (during
afternoon)
Lausanne
Geneva
Basle

644

1.0

680
760
1,010

443
395
297

1,337
725

1.0
1.0

1,200

wavelengths marked with an
asterisk have been allotted according

779

7.0
1.5
1.0

Cork (IFS)
Dublin (2RN)
ITALY
291 1,03r Turin (Torino)
* 330.3 908 Naples (Napoli)
*413

453
*501

743
653

IRISH FREE STATE

* 225

* 441

Power

Call Sign
Rome (Roma)
Bolzano (4BZ)
Milan (Milano)

466

HUNGARY
Budapest
ICELAND
250 Reykjavik

*1,200

Station and

Kilocycles

453

515

550

Metres

Genoa (1GE)

CHIEF EVENTS

OF THE WEEK

20.0

1.0

0.63
0.63
0.6
0.25
0.25

TURKEY

250 Stamboul-

'

5.0

All

to the Plan de Prague.
CARDIFF

Dec. 42 Smooth Crossing,

a

play by Froom Tyler,

relayed from the Little Theatre, Bristol.

GLASGOW
LONDON AND DAVENTRY (53414)
Dec. 14 Eye -witness account of Queen's Park v. AberDec. 9 Tales of Hoffman, Carl Rosa Opera Company,
deen football match, by Mr. Alexander
relayed from Lewisham Hippodrome.
Adamson.
io Vaudeville programme.
Symphony concert relayed from Queen's Hall.

Dec. to

DAVENTRY EXPERIMENTAL (5GB)
Running commentary on Oxford v. Cambridge
Rushy football match, relayed from Twickenham.

is Wagner concert relayed from Town Hall,
Birmingham.
14 Symphony concert.

MANCHESTER
Dec. 14 Eye -witness account of Association football
match between Burnley and Middlesbrough,

by Mr. F. Stacey Lintott.

"Light and Bright" is being made the
watchword for the talks which are being
put on in the Saturday evening period for
,

all Scottish stations. A serial story . in
instalments is now to be followed by a
"laughter period."

,
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" PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS

FOR PRESENTS "

KE 7NE

(Continued from page 933)

a moderate price. A third and even less
expensive alternative is to buy the unit
and a parchment -paper cane ready mounted

on a small baffle board. If your friend is
handy at making things you can give him
these parts, and with the aid of one or two
strips of wood or metal and some screws
he can rig up a thoroughly efficient cone
speaker in a few minutes.
If you are in search of something less
elaborate than a complete set or speaker,
you should have no difficulty in choosing
some thoroughly useful gifts from among
the innumerable gadgets of all kinds that

COMPONENTS SPECIFIED
FOR THE

"1930 ETHER SEARCHER"
Described in this issue by .7. Sieger and Alan S. Hunter.

KEYSTONE DRUMDRIVE

can be seen at any wireless dealer's ! Before
giving components or small accessories, of

A delightfully smooth slow-motion drive,
gives a reduction of 9 to i. A clearly
engraved scale appears on a drum revolv-

any Sort, however, it is best to have a look

ing immediately behind the escutcheon

at your friend's receiving outfits so as to
find out just what sort of things are most
needed. Progress and improvement in the
design of wireless apparatus is so rapid

and, as the latter is fitted with a pointer on
either side, accurate tuning, with a
minimum of trouble, is ensured. The
escutcheon plate is beautifully made and

that components soon become obsolescent,

splOcially finished to match the panel.

and you are pretty sure to come across

KEYSTONE ALUMINIUM
PANEL

some parts in a set which could with
advantage be replaced by more up-to-date
counterparts that would improve the
results.

You may notice, for instance, that the
set is fitted with rather antiquated variable
condensers and direct -motion dials; in_

such a ruse the owner would be pleased
with a set of up-to-date condensers and
slow-motion vernier dials to fit them.
Again, the set may be equipped with oldfashioned tuners that might well be
replaced with more modern coils. Or, if
the set is one in which a swinging reaction
coil is still in use, why not give its owner
the necessary condensers, etc., to change
over to a modern capacity -controlled
arrangement?

A set of short-wave coils capable of
covering wavelengths of about 15 to zoo
metres would be the means of opening up
a new field of reception for anyone who

has not yet attempted to explore the

"wavelets." But be careful to choose coils
of a type that will fit the holders in the set,
and make sure that the receiver itself is of
a type that will work well and be easy to
handle on the very short waves.
Instruments such as milliammeters,
dual -range voltmeters, hydrometers for
accumulator -testing, etc., make really useful

gifts, enabling the recipient to keep an
accurate check on the performance of his
set and the condition of his batteries.
An accumulator of suitable voltage, to
be used as a stand-by, would be an accept-

able gift for anyone who at present has
only one L.T. battery.

And last, but by no means least, what
about the "Amateur Wireless Notebook
and Diary," or a year's prepaid subscription to AMATEUR WIRELESS, SO that your

friends will find their favourite wireless
paper awaiting them when they come down
to breakfast every Thursday morning ?

Exactly as described and drilled to specification. Finished in two tones of brown.

KEYSTONE ALUMINIUM CHASSIS AND SCREEN
Drilled and slotted to specification.

21/.

COMPLETE
PRICE
OF
Drum drive,
and Chassis with
ABOVE escutcheon ready mounted on Panel
Panel,

...

KEYSTONE S.G. KEYSTONE
PANEL

H.F. CHOKE

The winding in this choke

BRACKETS

makes it especially suit-

Note the slots for

able for all sets using a
screened -grid valve.
has a negligible

It
self -

capacity and a very high
inductance. Suitable for
all wavelengths, from 20
to 2,000 metres.

PRICE

Sfes

adjustable

fixing.

A beautifully

finished and accurate bracket, specified

ts.

for the, r93o

Ether Searcher and

recommended far
all other sets.
PRICE
Per
Pair

Other Popular KEYSTONE Components:

H.F. COUPLING UNIT

No.

a

for first stage

No. 2 for secopd stage

10/6
10/6

"POPULAR" MIDGET REACTION CONDENSER
.000x mfd.,

4,6

DE LUXE MODEL, .000l mfd., 5,- ;

B.M. NEUTRALISING CONDENSER,

.00005 mfd., 4/6

PRICE 51^

FOR BEST RESULTS BUY RECOMMENDED
PARTS. ASK ALWAYS FOR

KEYSTONE

QUALITY

COMPONENTS

Stocked by the best dealers everywhere. Descriptive folder sent on request to :

THE BRITISH RADIO GRAMOPHONE co., LTD.
77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1
Telephone : Clerkenwell 5884

M.B.
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" MY TELEVISION " by JOHN L. BAIRD (coiihnuedfrompage 932)
in Germany. For six months our engineers
transmitted television almost daily from the
Witzleben station, and during the course
of one or two night tests, engineers in the
London laboratories were able to watch the
movements of their colleagues in Berlin.

Television Abroad
At the British Association meeting held
this year in South Africa, the Baird system
of television was demonstrated daily by
our engineers, and the enthusiastic reports
in the Press of that country indicate that

the South Africans, at least, are keen
sponsors of this "broadcasting of sight."

The same thing has happened in Australia, while in the U.S.A. great activity in
this science is apparent. We find that they
are predicting an early appeal to the public
with television apparatus. In the States no
automatic form of synchronism has been
demonstrated by the American companies, the use of alternating -current mains

automatic, simple, and cheap, had to be missions. There are many amateurs scattered
devised, and at the Radio Exhibition in up and down the country who have sent us
1928 we showed an apparatus incorporat- reports as to the results they have obtained

ing a form of synchronism in which the from apparatus entirely of their own conimage itself is used to keep the receiver in struction. Their enthusiasm is infectious,
step with the transmitter. The details of for obviously now that television is on the
this have already been published in air Ave are anxious to seek the co-operation
AMATEUR WIRELESS, and its simple con- of amateurs.
struction will be evident to 'everyone.
The, pooling of amateur reports of their

Some may ask whether the detail of the reception of the pictures, when sifted and
received images as seen on the Televisor sorted into various categories, would prove
screen has improved. The best answer is of great assistance to us. A great deal of
furnished in the illustrations on page 932.
information has been published in the
Look at the untouched picture of the Press as to the television system which the
first image seen on the Televisor. Recog- B.B.C. are now using, and I hope that very
nisable, yes, but compare it with the others shortly apparatus will be available to the

which show the images as seen on the public, both in a complete form and in
Televisor screen to -day. They also are parts; for those who wish to give full rein
untouched prints, taken from negatives to their 'constructive capabilities.
having an exposure of 6 to 8 seconds,"and
Yes, I feel I can say quite frankly that

yet there is quite a wealth of detail, while 1929 has been a good year and goOd pro"movement" brought about by lack of gress has been made. We are not marking
to drive both receiver and transmitter synchronism is conspicuous by its absence. time, however, but redoubling our efforts
to make "seeing -in" as popular, as " listenmotors being the only method available Amateur Assistance
there, and this restricts the area of work- - The B.B.C. are now putting out test ing -in."
ing to districts fed by a common A.C. sup- transmissions daily for five half-hours a
ply. Our own American company, the week. The time chosen for this is, no
Baird Corporation of U.S.A., is, however, doubt, awkward for many of
arranging to place on the market there our you, and we are hoping that it
self -synchronising television ,receiver.
Before commercial television could arrive

will be changed in the near

futlire. We want you to take the

some form of synchronism which was fullest advantage of those trans-
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GUARANTEED COMPONENTS
specially designed by experts in mains work for
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FERRANTI LTD.
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MN

114
I

I
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ME

High Tension Supply Units constructed in accordance with the charts and full-size diagrams prepared and published by Ferranti
will. be safe to use and entirely free from hum and "Motor -bating." Charts are available relating to a number of H.T.
Supply Units and one will be sent post free on receipt of details of your requirements.

SAFETY AND SATISFACTION IN ONE WORD
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Lotus Logarithmic
Condensers
pass the test

111K0

iL

STaSAC

PERMANENT H T BATTERY -You have often worried over
the H.T. problem.
You

would not for one moment

hesitate if you knew thor.
cughly the merits of the
Standard Permanent Wet
Battery. That is why you
should send for the Standard
H.T. Book now. It will pile
fact on fact to convince you

that the Standard H.T. Bat.
tcry is in every way a sound
and economical proposition,

Technical writers, the press and
the leading manufacturers of circuits are constantly recommending Lotus Logarithmic Condensers.

Why not use

and in its present form

these

ABSOLUTELY OUTRIVALS THE DRY BATTERY

proved Condensers in your set?
The ball bearings and the
chemically cleaned special brass

Think of its advantages. Steadier full-bodied. current supply, that
gives greater purity of reception than any dry battery current.
It is self -regenerative. All the time it is out of use it is recuperating.
It stands far heavier use over longer periods than dry batteries and

vanes and end plates ensure a

IT CAN BE REFILLED AT HOME

smooth firm movement and perfect conductivity and the ample
spacing prevents any chance of
short circuiting of the vanes.

to register its original voltage, cheaply and simply, with the wonderful

Cartridge Sac Refills, the new invention that has made Standard
H.T. paramount. In short, it will give you at least four times the
life of the average dry battery and then you merely refill again-that
means, once installed, Standard solves the H.T. trouble for ever.
We ask all listeners to think seriously about this money -saving H.T.
--get the free book. Over 100,000 sold. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Every Lotus Component from
a Variable Condenser to a simple

switch is the product of experience and experiment-a masterpiece of mechanical perfection.
Make a point of building your
set with Lotus Components.
.0005

184-188 Shaftesbury

Avenue, London, W.C.2.

NO DEPOSIT.

NO

REFS.

PRICES
Condenser -

or

5/9
5i7
5/6
5'3
5-

.00035 Conder..-,er .0003

Write to -day to THE
STANDARD BATTERY
COMPANY, Dept. A.W.,

Condenser -

.0002.5 Condenser
.00015 Condenser -

From all Radio Dealers.

minus

VARIABLE CONDENSERS
-You can get these Condensers

fitted to the Lotus Dual and
Single Drum Dials. Ask your

deferred

Crder on cash
terms. Deferred orders are

delivered 2 or 3 days from
date of order.

Standard Batteries are British

''''''''''' '''''''''''

POPULAR MODEL
No. 3 CARTRIDGE MODEL
BATTERY. 96 volts ,10,003
Comprises two
milliamps).
trays of 32 cells each, with
and
necessary electrolyte
chemical. Cash £2 13 10, or

9;5 down and 5 monthly pay..
ments of

neeevr.1 r. LI Nor.1

Any voltage or capacity atM-

Delivered in neat
Unibloc Containers, occu-

plied.

Made an 1 Cua,

pying minimum ence.
You merely alt tars
with chemical pro-

cnteed.
Stocked by Halford's

Stores. Curry's Stares,
and all Radio Dealers,

vide] by us,

service.

CABI N ETS
hlo in Oak or Mahogany,
supplied

and.

press home corks in
mouth of same. Battery will then register correct voltage
and is ready for the
first twelve months'

who also supply free descriptive literature.

to

hold

batteries.

Extra according to sine.
prices see Booklet.

Dealer.

Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd., Liverpool
Made in one of the most modern
radio factories in Great Britain.
Advertisers Appreciate Mention or "A.W." with Your Order

Far

5
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0000

RULES.-Please write distinctly and keep to the point. We rep y promp ly by post. Please give all necessary details. Ask one
question at a time to ensure a prompt reply, and please put sketches, layouts, diagrams, etc., on separate sheets containing your name
and address. See announcement below. Address Queries-AMATEUR WIRELESS Information Bureau, 58/61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

" Music Leader " Frame Aerial
off to the framework. In each case, the close survey of the blueprint will serve to show
Q.-I have attempted to construct the " Music " bight " in the wire should be made long the respective connecting points between the
Leader " and have got.as far as building the set, enough to permit of an extension connection frame and the receiver proper.-A. L.
and am now engaged in winding the frame. This
" Talisman Two -three "
is where I am in a _fix, however, because I cannot 4'V'VV'VVVVVVVVVVVP
Q.-I have constructed the " Talisman Two tract how to arrange the connections to the various
three " receiver and, whilst I am satisfied that
sections. Perhaps, you will enlighten me in this
the receiver is capable of giving very good results,
respect ?-G-. H. (Worthing).
it seems to me that the reaction control iS some-

When Asking
Technical Queries

A.-We are of the opinion that you have

not realised that the frame winding consists of

one continuous length of wire, The wire
should first of all be anchored to the frame-

PLEASE write briefly
and to the point

When these have been completed, the wire'
should not be broken, but should be doubled
back to form a ". bight " and anchored off
through two small holes close up to the end

A Fee of One Shilling (postal order
or postage stamps) must accompany

work and then nine turns should be wound on.

turn of the nine -turn section. The wire should

then be continued in the same direction of
winding for the first nineteen -turn section.

Here, another " bight " should be formed and
the wire anchored off as before. Now a further
nineteen turns section should be wound, still
in the same direction as the preceding sections,

what fierce on the medium waves. Is there a way
of overcoming this difficulty ?-J. D. (Wembley).

A.-The coil in question has a single reaction

coil designed to be suitable for two entirely
different wavelength tuning bands. In order

5

that a satisfactory reaction effect will be'
obtained over the whole scale on the long
waves, it was found necessary to embody

each question and also a stamped

addressed envelope and the coupon
which will be found on the last page.
Rough sketches and circuit diagrams

rather a large reaction winding, This accounts
for the somewhat fierce reaction on the medium
waveband. There is no overlap in reaction,

can be provided for the usual query fee.
Any drawings submitted should be sent
on a separate sheet of paper. Wiring <0

however, so that, provided a suitable reaction
condenser is used, there will be little trouble
with the obtaining of a proper reaction effect.

plans and layouts cannot be supplied.

Since the receiver was first designed and tested,

we have found that it is a great advantage to
use an air -dielectric reaction condenser, one
Finally, the last nine -turns section should be being made inside for the flexible wires going having a slow-motion dial, for its operation.
wound and the wire finally cut and anchored to the respective points in the receiver. A
C. A.

and a further " bight " made in the wire. 04MAAAAA(ZAAAAAAA,CA,

There's a wonderful treat in store for those who receive
" EKCO" this Christmas ! There is an " EKCO " Power

Supply Unit for every type of battery -operated set,

whether the electric supply is from D.C. or A.C. Mains,
guaranteeing you a continuous source of plentiful power
at a negligible maintainance cost.
Battery sets are completely electrified with an EKCO "
All Power Unit, or H.T. and L.T. batteries are eliminated
with an " EICCO " H.T. or L.T. Unit respectively, whilst
an " EKCO-LECTRIC " Radio Receiver gives modern

radio at its very best.

H.T. UNIT
D.C. TV. 2D

Tappings

for 2.0; 0120;

1281

150 et 28
m/a.
£2: 10s

AN " EKCO "

Power Supply Unit was placed

ElH.T. UNIT

FIRST

by PUBLIC in the " Wireless World " NATIONAL BALLOT !
Ask your dealer, or write for Free Booklet on 'All -Electric- Radio,
to

.

E. K. COLE, LTD., (Dept. K) " EKCO " WORKS, LEIGH -ON -SEA

H.T. UNIT
A.O. 2A. 10

Tappings of 63
and 120 volts at
10 m/a.
£3 : 10 : 0

" EKCO-LECTRIC " RADIO RECEIVERS
107

"Plug in-That's all" I

AND POWER SUPPLY UNITS

A.C. 3F.23
Tapping3
for S.G.;
60 : 12)/
159 at 2)

f 3 :19 : 6

di\
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STAN BARDS
COLVERN
...........

COMPONENTS
IN THE 193o
ETHER SEARCHER

one

One Colvern
Drilled Aluminium

Chassis

15"x 1o'

two

One Colvern
Drilled Aluminium Screen
Price

(with Chassis as
above) 8/6 pr.

....
XeStat:NC.V.V.4:1X4

pLzassmaxweezuve:1 svo.4
kaNi

eNs
NVNIAV..

SATIC2

Tc.

\,,\\
NN

K4Nk\

nsetexzes.

RAILWAY TRACKS
and T.C.C.
AL British railway tracks are of standard width
or " gauge." To complete a journey without

frequent changes-to run to schedule, to

permit iriterlinking of the various groups, and to
avoid chaos general:y standardisation is essential.
It's the same with condensers-only by adhering to
a definite standard can perfect working be assured.

There can, however, be only one standard, and
where condensers are concerned that standard is
T.C.C. Whenever you see a condenser marked
T.C.C. you know that it is a condenser designed
and built to a standard-with a degree of accuracy
and dependability approached by no other. It is,

three

Two Colvern

Dual Range
Coils, Type R2R
Price 8/6

in a word, the standard by which all other con,
densers are judged.
Illustrated above is a .coo3 mfd. T.C.C. Upright Type
Min Condenser. Price s/6 each. Other capacities in

made from .000i
Prices 1/6 to 18t-.

this type are

Add. to .25 mfd.

To ensure the results the designers of the season's

master circuit
meant you to get
from them, make
sure you get the

specified Colvern
components when

you assemble
your kit.

Advt. Te'egraph ConInser Co. Ltd., Wales Farm Road, N. Acton, London, W.3.igi9

COLVERN
Advt. of Colvern Ltd., illawney's Road, Romford.

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."
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2L0 and 5XX will broadcast Arnold
Bennett's and Edward Knoblock's successful play, Milestones, on January 2.

R(114010GROWS
Pn

All children who listen to the B.B.C.
children's broadcasts are to be given an
opportunity of voting for the six items they
consider the best, given during the past
six months. They are asked by the B.B.C.

to send in their selection on a post card,
and the Children's Hour during the week

January 6 to z I, 1930, .will be made up of
ON December 31, at intervals during the Sir Thomas Beecham. The soloists are Olga the items receiving the highest votes.
period 9.40 to 11.40 p.m., 2L0 and Haley, Parry jo,nes, and Dennis Noble,
On December 13 Mr. Winston Churchill
other B.B.C. stations will relay the New assisted by the National Chorus.
will be installed as Chancellor of Bristol
Year programmes from various ContinenMr. F,.Anstey, the novelist, will make his University. Arrangements are being made
tal stations. At 11.40 p.m. the B.B.C.'s microphone debut on December 16, when to broadcast his address through 5XX as
own New Year's Eve programme will be his best-known work, The Brass Bottle, is well as through the Cardiff station.
giiien, and will continue until 12.10 a.m. to be broadcast from the Belfast station.
Listeners to. the Manchester programme

Three special programmes are to be This novel has been adapted for broad-

on December 7 are to hear the first radio
casting by John Watt.
performance of Cousin'Sarah's Quilt, a one and Belgium, the, first to take place on
The Beloved Vagabond -is to be given act play of Lancashire life by Florence
January 3, and the second and third at from the London station on January 1.
Bone, a Yorkshire authoress.
six -weekly intervals. The first entertainOn December 18, 2L0 and 5XX will
The main features of the Christmas ment is to consist of classical music, the broadcast the fairy opera,- konigskinder, :Week
include the relay of a
second of light music, and the third variety by Humperdinck. The Wireless Symphony People'sprogrammes,
Service from Liverpool Cathedral
items.
Orchestra, conducted by Percy -Pitt, =ti- on December 22, and a performance of the
The London station will relay excerpts the augmented Wireless Chorus, directed Nativity -Play on December 23, as annually
from The Student Prince, from the Picca- by Stanford Robinson, will assist at this presented at St. Hilary's Church, Marazion,
dilly Theatre, at 8.2o and 10.45 p.m., on performance.
CornWall.
December 21.
Cinderella, by Ernest Longstaffe, will be
dAore than 1,700 miles of telephone -lines
interchanged between England, Germany,

The B.B.C. symphony concert at the the pantomime broadcast from 2L0 and are used to carry programmes from the

Queen's Hall on December 11, will include 5GB this year. It is to be given by the

National

Broadcasting

Company's

San

a performance of Omar Khayyam, by former station on Boxing Day and the Francisco studios to six stations on the
Granville Bantock, to be conducted by latter on Christmas Day.
Pacific coast associated with it.

DOES IT COST YOU MORE

THAN 11). TO CHARGE
YOUR ACCUMULATOR?
IF this is the case, you should° cut out the systematic
waste of money and charge your accumulator at
home. Procure from your local dealer a Dr. Nesper
Trickle Charger without delay.
This Highly Efficient Accumulator Charger works
noiselessly and economically, does not contain any
fluid, or give off any smell, will not become heated
when in use and is absolutely SAFE.
Simply fix Plug into

Lamp Holder, then
attach spade terminals to Accumulator

and SWITCH ON.
For charging accumu-

lators of
2 and 4 volts

-

2, 4 and 6 volts- -

-

29/6
38/6

If you have any dijfictdty in
obtaining from your dealer, write
to us for name of nearest stcchis:s.

NO VALVES are used in the Dr. Nesper Trickle
Charger, which is more economical to use than any
other known make. A Selenium Rectifier is embodied
in the charger and is designed to give a steady output

of .25 amps.

The cost of charging a 4 -volt 3o -amps accumulator is
about id., and the charging may take place at any time,
ensuring always an accumulator ready for working, one

accumulator doing the work where usually two are

necessary.

Small and neat in appearance the Dr. Nesper Trickle Charger dimensions
are only 6 in. x 31 in. x 2i in. overall.

DR, NESPER, LTD., Colindale Ave., Hendon, London, N.W.9
Telephone : Colindale 6223 (4 lines).

Telegrams : " Sedeh, London."
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ONE OR MORE

fORM(

PAY more

ARTNUR PREET1 & Co LTD

COMPONENTS SPECIFIED

than

In every NOTABLE CIRCUIT PUBLISHED during past year.

"1930" CONDENSERS
For

COMPACTNESS. EFFICIENCY

---SCREW
CONCEALED

.0003
.00035
.10025

FRICTION

PIGTAIL

BRAKE

New Glass Bulb
Finer yet Tougher.

* .00015
3;).

New
Super
Strength Grid.

Z.

416

New Non-

microphonic

Filament

UNEQUALLED

In four Capacities

SINGLE

VALVE

RELIABILITY

CONDENSER

"1930" LOG

N!OR A UNIVERSAL

and

3

MM.

with Special

WEIGHT

New Large

* Double spacing of vanes

4i ou..cEs

21.

each

for Ultra Short-wave work.

Size Anode.

Easier Flow 4

"MIDGET" Reaction CONDENSER

of Electrons

Capacity : 0002 mfd.

The FORMO "MIDGET" React:on

NEW

LONGER

1930

LIFE!

TYPES!
NEW
1930

Dario Milled Base
for Easier Handling

.1 or

24

!

Condenser, like all other Formo Condensers
has
incorporated the patented Formo
internal
"PIGTAIL." undoubtedly the
fin-st collector or "Pigtail" yet devised,
and thereby is absoluLly noiseless in
op,raticn.

2,9

viCIGHT

1

oVt4CLIP

PRICES !
1 he

WRITE FOR FREE FOLDER!
FOUR VOLT

TWO VOLT
Universal ... .1 amp. 5/6
Resistron ... .I amp. 5/6
Super H.F. .15 amp. 5/6
Super -Power .18 amp. 7/6
Hyper -Power .3 amp. 9/6

Pentodion ...

.3 amp. 18/6

From your
dealer or
direct :

finest VERNIER DIAL .Yainable

MECHANICALLY PERFECT. POSITIVE BRASS CONTACT drive
on SOLID BRASS SCALE ensuring smooth movement, with absolutely
ROBUST in Construction and Trouble Free.
NO BACK -LASH.
SMALL. EXTREMELY ELEGANT. EFFICIENT.

.075 amp. 5/6
Universal
.075 amp. 5/6
Resistron
Super H.F. .075 amp. 5/6
Super -Power .1 amp. 7/6

\4-i
...e.

Hyper -Power .5 amp. 9/6
Pentodion

ARI
VALVES

TUNING WITHOUT IRRITATING
UNCON.FORTABLE CROUCH OR STOOP.

.15 amp. 18/6

0

73e8 -4421,ta agecta&ms
IMPEX ELECTRICAL, LTD., DEPT.

J
338 HIGH ROAD, LEYTONSTONE, LONDON, E.11

31BLck,

Brown, Mahogany, Walnut

(Black supplied unless otherwise stipulated).

34

(Centre knob nickel plated).

As pictorially shown, the scare and
aperture are inclined at an angle of
30° front perpendicular thereby per convenient
unobstructed
view of scale without need to crouch
01 stoop.
matting

Full Catalogue sent post free on receipt of postcard

THE FORMO CO.. CROWN WORKS,
CRICKLEWOOD LANE, LONDON. N.W.2

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."
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POLAR No. 3
CONDENSERS
To the majority, Polar No. 3 Condensers need no introduction, but for the benefit of those who have not
had the pleasure of using them, here are some details.

........,`....
-...._"4111161u..."'".....-.-,,,,....41,.
......,............

.L-4.-.7,,,-..................-..-

They are constructed entirely of chemically
cleaned hard brass which assures perfect

'..."......----,__,...NV.r.,..
11116.....,---..1....t.......
-

-

..'''. '--

electrical contact at all points.
They are robustly built throughout.
Their smooth yet precise movement makes them
almost equivalent to a Slow Motion Condenser.

:-",-::-.--,........:

Their silent action (which can be still further

PRICE OF THE POLAR No. 3
(without Knob -Dial)

.0005,

5/9 ;

.00035, 5/7 ;

5/6

.0003,
Phosphor -Bronze Balls

-

extra.

-

-

There are many other points about these condensers which make them superior. Write fo.
the Polar Catalogue (A) and learn more about
them.

The dial illustrated matches that

used on the Polar "Ideal."

enhanced by the use of Phosphor -Bronze Ball bearings) makes them adaptable for short wave
working.

-

3d

Also ask your dealer to show you a

POLAR NO. 3 CONDENSER

extra.

WINGROVE & ROGERS LTD., 188-9 STRAND, L°:T.7"

*MUM LOSS
Hard and tough, almost
unbreakable, " Atlas "

los

VIBROLDER
QPECIFIED for use in the

Pirtoid Tubing is a

" " 193o Ether Searcher" and
suitable for all types of radio

unique and far superior

receivers using four -pin valves.
The spring and valve -leg socket
are of novel design, being made
in one piece of metal from valve leg to soldering tags without any

material for High Frequency Transformers,
Aerial Coils, etc. Drills
and taps like hard wood

ROTARY
SWITCH

A new alternative to

the usual Push Pull

joints or soldered connections,
thus ensuring positive contact
and entire freedom from breakdown or trouble and giving

or bone. " Atlas Pirtoid
Tubing can be obtained in
any usual diameter, thick-

type of switch, complete with indicating
knob and dial.

PRICE 119

practically everlasting life.

ness of wall and length.

PRICE

IliktakS"
PIRTOID
TU BING

Write, for Illustrated
Leaflets on all Radio
Products.

116
EACH

Write for full particulars

icy

to the Sole Mailers:
H. CLARKE & CO. (ACC) Ltd.,

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LIB.

Atlas Works,
Old Trafford. Manchester,

BRANTWOOD WORKS, N.17.

Streets

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresnondina with Advertisers
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COMPONENTS WITH
A REPUTATION
Universal

Log

Condenser

Built with the customary Bowyer -Lowe precision.

Suitable either for panel mounting with dial
control or for drum control, the extended
spindle passing through She end plate, enables She condenser to be ganged very easily.
Bakelite end plates, ball -bearings, one piece

pigtail, single hole fixing.
List No. 366 .0003 without dial 5/9
367 .0005

Gramophone

Pick - Up

6/ -

A.C. Mains Transformers
and Chokes

A big advance in pick-up design and performance ; this
instrument reproduces faithfully the full
musical range. Really amazing
value.
List No. 364 - 19 6
Special Track:arm designed for
Bowyer -Lowe

A range of twelve for all purposes.
Prices from £2

use with aboveList No. 365 -

00 OS ATOM
You cannot
41.11,
44*PV afford to use any but the best

-

1 0,

Bcmy eiroLowe

C6*,),

Condenser in an eliminator circuit.

Recordaphones Ltd.

In association with
1'

HELSBY CONDENSERS
are

-

Write for. free copy of the Bowyer:
Lowe Component Folder " Put 1;fe
into your Set."

London Showrooms : ASTOR HOUSE, ALDWYCH, W.C.2.
Head Office and Works: RADIO WORKS, LETCHWORTH, HERTS.

made and guaranteed by a firm with

3o years' experience in condenser making, from
small telephone and radio condensers to Power
Condensers weighing upwards of z tons.
Guaranteed working voltages :150 volts D.C.
Type M
35o volts D.C.
Type zA
450 volts D.C.
Type 3A
boo volts D.C.
Type 4A
All Helsby Condensers are vacuum dried

HELLWESEN
DRY BATTERIES
Verb. Sap.
p IDLEY told me at the Club last
Monday that he had been consulted regarding the purchase of a
Portable for a friend.

and impregnated with a special non hygroscopic material which
renders them moisture

What interested me, though, was

proof.

If unobtainable from your dealer

write to us giving his name anl
address.

"

TRICE";
Standard Capacity.
Witty " 9 -volt Grid
21Bias Type

"%Cain " 60 -volt II.T.
Type

..

10/8

' Wimp" 09 -volt ILL.

18/-

Type

Wir"d 108 -volt 11.1'.
... 20/Type
Treble Capacity.

"Kclin" CO -volt II.T.

Tyr

99 -volt 11.T.
32,1
...
Type

that of the original sixteen, every one
was fitted as standard with Ilellesens
H.T. Batteries. " Naturally, " he
replied when I remarked on this fact,
"It's the first thing I look for.
If a manufacture: standardises
Hellesens, the odds arc that the other

components he fits will be up to the
same high quality. And anyway an

H.T. Battery that has to fit a small
space and yet supply four or five
valves with juice for months on end
needs to be a liellesens and nothing
less."

"Verb. Sap." I thought.

BRITISH INSULATED CABLES LTD
PRE5COT- LANCS.
Makers of PRESCOT and HELSBY cables

4sommomi

There had been

sixteen makes of set on his original
list, but he had whittled the choic.,
eown to three when I saw him.

HELMET DRY

Ia

BATTERIES,

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS,
POLYMET MICA
PAPER copoosmseas,
HANDLANIPS, TORCHES. ETC.
ELECTINCAL

A. It. AUNT, LTD:, CROYDON, SURREY

Don't forget to say that von saw it in"A.W "

I

a',

LET YOUR ACCUMULATOR

SERVE A DUAL PURPOSE
A Marklin train by day
and Father's Wireless
at night.

..1,7 ,7,r) z15..

Marklin Low Current Locomotives and Train Sets can

be driven by the same 4-6
Write for
illustrated
Handbook
No. 2. en-

closing 1,2d.
in stamps to

cover post-

age etc. to

Seelig Pub-

licity Serv-

ice (Dept.
M .A.45), 23
White St.,
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accumulator which
operates your wireless-your
volt

boy will be delighted with

such a realistic toy. Marklin Model Railways are
strongly built to last a lifetime, and will keep children

amused for hours on end.

Give

WE/A ZIT

11

COMPOYEA/TS
Your friends will v\k
admire your choice
111111111111

IMPRO7ED TYPE IRON CORED
HIGH -FREQUENCY CHOKE
(illustrated below)

INDUCTANCE 300,000 microhenries.
RESISTANCE 200 ohms.
PRICE
Self -capacity 3.5 M.M.F.

Effective Range 10-2,000 metres. 6/6

A.C. VALVE HOLDERS New type 5 -pin 1;'3

MR. CHAPMAN'S TALISMAN
DUAL RANGE COIL
Patent applied far.
PRICE
Made under license.

7/6

NEW "Q" COILS

Moorfields,
E.G. 2.

H. Reyner's Improved, Design.
Q.S.P., Q.S.C., Q.A.T., 15/- each.
J.

Write for free illustrated lists.

WRIGHT & WEAIRE, Ltd.

111111111111111111111

740, High Road, Tottenham, N.17
Telephones : Tottenham 3847,8.
118

ON THE PANEL !
Why be a panel' patient
when TROLITAX can cure
your `panel' ailments once
and for all. Not only that
but TROLITAX will bring
fresh life and colour to your
set.

Supplied in many handsome

wood finishes, there is one
to match your set or cabinet.
TROLITAX,besides having
perfect insulating properties
is extremely workable. Ask

your dealer all about this
amazing new substance.

The NEW Broadcasting Conditions
necessitate

"R.C." REGIONAL AERIALS
THE NEW R.C. REGIONAL AERIAL, Pat. No. 284571, ADMIRALTY
PAT., for all purposes and any type of set. Made of special Rubber -covered
flexible stranded wire. Weather proof and Non -Corrosive. Size 14 ft. x
4 in. Shortening device for smaller span. For indoor or outdoor use.
Price 6, LATEST TYPES:
The R.C. Collapsible Aerial. Patent Nil. 284963. An

ingenious aerial invention, containing one length of
high conductive wire, 55 ft., spirally wound and made
to 'run along support cords. This enables the user to
erect and re -erect quickly. Adaptable to arty space up

to 16ft. Capacity can be altered at a touch, thereby
Pries 2/ increasing selectivity.
The R.C. Standard Round. Patent No. 284571. An
.

Admiralty pattern aerial for indoor use, very efficient
Price 2/ and easily erected, size 12 ft. by 2; in.

The R.C. Popular Super.
A very efficient indoor Aerial. made of special stranded
tinsel wire in eight 12 -ft. lengths threaded side by side
Price 4/ to form a flat aerial.
The R.C. Super Aerial.
A flat type Aerial, 12 ft. by 4r in., made of multi -

Price 5/6
stranded all -copper wire.
The R.C. Super Silk.
For those requiring efficiency with beauty. In
Old Gold, Silver Grey, Maroon, and Red.
Price 8' -

All aerials supplied with insulators attached.
Aerials made to customer's specifications.
Do not accept worthless imitations.

ROLITAX -)

Insist on

getting

the

genuine

R.C.

F. A. HUGHES & COMPANY, LIMITED
204/6 Great Portland Street, London, W.1. Phone: Museum 8630 (4 lines)
Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North Wales: H. C.
RAWSON (Sheffield and London), Ltd., too London Road, Sheffield, (Phone:
Sheffield 2.6006) and 22 St. Mary's Parsonage, Manchester, (Phone: Manchester
City 3329)

RIDGED CONE CO., LTD., 1, York House, Southampton Row, London, W.C.1
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"BITS AND PIECES "
JOTTINGS FROM MY LOG
By JAY COOTE
`-SOME evenings, I must admit, are not
L.3 favourable, and on those occasions,
apart from the local station-to which one
must necessarily turn-it may be difficult
to hold any individual foreign programme.

But even then, providing you possess a

modicum of patience, it is possible to find
entertainment in your receiver. Take a
rover's ticket and, without settling for any

length of time in any particular spot,
wander up and down the waveband in
search of an interesting item.

It was on such an evening that, in the
course of a 'run round, I struck the new
75 -kilowatt Moscow transmitter on 938
metres. Apparently it had been brought
into operation for the celebration of the
October Festival in commemoration of the

anniversary of the Bolshevik Revolution
in Russia. Why October, when I heard it
in the early days of November? A puzzle,
until I remembered that the Russian
calendar was some eleven days behind ours.

Here was a transmission which, owing to
its power, could not be missed; as a matters
of fact, it appeared to. be the cause of strong

Moscow Popoff on x,roo metres, also stations are working at the same time.
rendered precarious my reception of Bear in mind that in the call you will not
Kalundborg. The fetes appear to have hear the name of Algiers, but its French
lasted three days and three nights, for at equivalent, Alger-pronounced Al -jay.
During the next week or so it will pay
odd times during that period I picked up
performances from theatres and concerts you to have a final potter round before
from studios in which I could hear the you retire for the night, for at any moment
applause of a large audience. Announce- we may now expect test transmissions
ments were made in both Russian and from the new Rome high -power station on
German, and violent revolutionary speeches 44 r. metres, and Oslo-another giant-is
were transmitted in many languages, also overdue.
including English.
Rumours to the effect that the Oslo call
has been heard on 345 metres led some
New Stations Coming
friends to believe that the Norwegian staThen again, on another evening, after tion had changed its wavelength, but this
midnight, when the B.B.C. stations had is not so. Frederiksstad, one of its relays,
closed down, I bagged the new Algiers which shared a seat with Bucharest, was
transmitter testing at full power. I admit compelled to move, and for the time being
that I heard no call. Why this should has taken the wavelength still unoccupied
have been omitted I cannot surmise, but by Strasbourg.
The new -Scottish regional station of the
the broadcast was on the correct Wavelength, and the announcer's partiality for B.B.C. is to be erected at a point near
French poetry and prose left little doubt Larbert, roughly midway between Glasgow
in my mind. It will be found where you and Edinburgh. It is hoped that the new
usually pick up Bergen (364 metres) and station will be able to bring into its services,
not very far aboye Stuttgart; in fact, it practically 86 per cent. of the population

interference on Hilversum, and relayed to may prove troublesome when the two of Scotland.

RADIO CONNECTIONS
Overhaul your set for Xmas to make sure of
good results. See that every corinectiod is
perfect. Replace old connections with the
acknowledged best-Belling-Lee engraved
Terminals, Wander Plugs, Spade Terminals,
Plugs and Sockets, Anode Connectors, Twin
Connectors, Fuses, etc.-all are the last word

in safety and efficiency, and improve the

appearance and convenience of any set.
Thousands give Belling -Lee " radio

conneetions" as Xmas presents. Few
such low-priced gifts are so acceptable.
How about pleasing your friends this

Xmas with these useful little products?
Ask your Dealer, or send to us for Belling Lee HaAdbook, " Radio Connections."

TERM INALS

FUSE
Complete with

Type "B" ... 6d,
Type "M"....1p1

Type "R"...3d,
. Adaptor to fit
Wander Plug, PLUG &SOCKET 9d,
etc., 1/.
Panel portion ... 3d. '
SpareFuse,6d. Flex Portion ... 6d.

WANDER
PLUG

(d.

ANODE
CONNEC-

TOR

ed.

SPADE
TERMINAL
Old,

BELLING -LEE
FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION
?dui. of Belling ff. Lee, Ltd., Queensway Works, Ponders End, .1liddhsex

&dear Wu-etesj
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" OUR READERS' WIRELESS TIT -BITS "

PAR EX

(Continued from page 924)
A WAR EPISODE
valve set, determined to get a real distant
During the war, maintaining the supply ,of transmission. After spending about an hour
charged accumulators for the wireless sets in watching him straining to catch a whisper in

PRODUCTS PAR -EX CELLENCE

the phones, kI had a brain -wave.
the forward trenches was a difficult problem.
Downstairs, in _the drawing -room,
They were bulky and heavy things in those

1930 ETHER
SEARCHER

,

varying to as much as four or five miles, the phones from the crystal set inside the
according to locality and observation powers instrument and told her to keep playing

DRILLED ALUMINIUM PANEL 7/

of " Jerry."

as specified

With only two operators at times on a set
to keep continuous watch in six -hour shifts,
and owing to the regulation forbidding men
to go about singly in the forward areas, We
often had to get the assistance of other units
to bring the fresh accumulators up.

ALUM. CHASSIS & SCREEN 8/6
DIFFERENTIAL REACTION CONDENSER 5/-

H.F. CHOI: E 3/6

One day, when our only battery was show-

"EVERYBODY'S 3"
I.LUM. SCREEN as specified

whilst I crept upstairs.
The scene will alWays remain fixed in my
memory. My friend was crouching over his
set, his chair had fallen over baCkwards, and
his face was beaming with satisfaction. The
plot had worked, and from where I stood at

the door I could hear our landlady's best
rendering of "I Passed by Your Window"

ing signs of, running down, a fed -up voice simply leaping from his earphones.
We gave him about an hour of entertainbelonging to one of our assisting friends
hailed us from the dug -out door.
"Hi, Wireless ! Are these 'ere boxes for

2/9

S.G. VALVE HOLDER " L " type

I had

days, and had to be carried by hand, often at fixed up a crystal set, and its aerial ran very
night, from the nearest point to which wheeled near to and parallel with the One upstairs.
Seating our landlady at the piano, I placed
transport could bring them, this distance

ment, then, taking the phones from the piano,
I announced in a loud voice : " You silly ass,
!" A moment's silence, then the sound
S

you?" indicating two accumulators. "I've
humped 'em about four miles, and they're of boots thundering downstairs; but I was

2/ -

blooming heavy.. I saw a lot of water in already through the front door.

them; so I emptied it out."

"WORLD -WIDE S.W. 3."
'

SPECIAL CABINET
as specified

E. H. HLTCHENOR (London, W.6).

C. F. GIL13ERT (Brighton).

211-

The B.B.C. denies that football is to

THAT DISTANT. TRANSMISSION
disappear altogether from Scottish broadAbout five or six years ago I shared "digs" cast programmes. Running commentaries,
with a "DX hound.' Every new circuit was
made up and no set lasted more than a week. it is stated, will be broadcast on several
Our bedroom was littered with components, important matches, both Association and
ebonite dust, and solder blobs covered every- Rugby, by courtesy of the clubs concerned,
thing, and our landlady had long since given and many other games will be covered by
up trying to keep it tidy.
After a succession of crystal and valve sets eye -witness accounts broadcast very shortly
my friend launched out and built a four - after the conclusion Qf the play.

Order direct from

E. PAROUSSI
10 FEATHERSTONE BUILDINGS,
HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.I.
Phone: Chancery 7o1o.

HERE IS THE

OAK WIRELESS CABINET

NEW SETS FOR OLD
BRING or SEND that old
Set, DON'T WASTE

YOU ARE LOOKING FOR

MONEY on it. I will make

Do not put a fine piece of

you good ALLOWANCE

work into a fourth -rate box

Install a

in exchange for a PHILIPS- -

"LANGMORE"

ALL - ELECTRIC RE -

and be proud of your set.

CEIVER-The no -trouble
receiver. From £12 : 10 : 0
or 23/- per month ; other

These cabinets are made
in the following sizes :No,

1,

No. 2.

Panel, 16 in. x
7 in.

Cabinet,2 ft. 6in.
high, i ft. 8 in.
wide, is in, deep.
Panel,' 18 in. x
7 in.
Cabinet, 2E16 in.

Makers' Receivers supplied.

Nos. I & 2

37/6
Each

Catalogue FREE from
PONTER, 14 MALL ROAD, HAMMERSMITH, W.6
'Phone: Riverside 3089.

high, i ft. io in.
wide, is in. deep.
No. 3.

Panel, 21 in. x
7 in.
Cabinet, zft. 6 in.

Nos. 3 & 4

Panel, I8 in. X

42/6

wide, is in. deep.
No.

4.

USE THE

high, a ft a in.
S in.

Cabinet, 3 ft,
high, i ft. to in.
wide, rain, deep.

C

Each

These Cabinets can also be
supplied with battery compartment open (Tray only).

`NOR
REc`rRADE

"MAJORfor"your
CABINET

Price 10/- less,

RADIO -GRAM.

PACKED and SENT CARRIAGE PAID
to ANY ADDRESS in GREAT BRITAIN
accommodation

Especially suitable for
MULIARD ORGOLA, OSRAM MUSIC
MAGNET, and for panels up to IS" x

THE MISCELLANEOUS TRADING CO. LTD.,

OAK £711083 MAHOGANY £711580
Call and see full range of Camco cabinets at new London showrooms.

All are fitted with hinged top, heavy baseboard, etc., and a tray underneath gives
for batteries. London math. Highly finished in Jacobean style.
Please note this price does not include Panel.
Trade enquiries invited.
Other sizes and styles, prices on application.

'Phone: Hol. 4894.

143 High Holborn, London, W.C.1

Loud Speaker compartment e 8" x 8" x i6r
Complete with
161" baseboard
and removable
baffle beard.

Carrington Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning !`A.W." to Advertisers

24 Hatton Garden,,London. E.C.1
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Fit the
Fitted with the long -life

DUBILIER

Dubilier Battery, your Set
will give better quality
performance over 66 volts

a longer period. ,

BATTERY

And it costs less !
r
Other Voltages Available.

t
ewe
Pickup sz.ve rgoup
pecoPds, v u

clapity

viare Afefike
repPoduc t 104
Fitted with cords and tags so that any
type of adapter can be used.
All Lowe Radio products amounting
to an aggregate sum of not less than
£5 can be obtained on attractive hire
purchasing terms.

Ask your dealer for

a copy of the Du biller Booklet-" A

NOTE: We now supply a special
separate adapter which allows the
LOEWE RADIO PICK-UP to be

used with H.M.V. machines. This is
included in the price of z8j6, there
being no extra charge whatsoever.

l';ase ask your dealer for full particulars.
Price shown is Retail.
Ash for free Literature.

4, Fountayne Road, London, N.15.

*-it is Cheaper
than others

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925), LTD.,

has longer life,

Ducon Works, Victoria Road,

GRAMOPHONE PICK-UP

The Loewe Radio Co., Ltd.

Bit about a Battery."

'Phone:

Tottenham

British Made.

6'

Cleaver 132::

LIST OF P.R. SUPER GOLDEN SERIES.

THE
GOLDEN P.R. VALVE
ABNORMAL SELECTIVITY AND VOLUME

Type

4

By a special process employing an extremely rare element in minute
and precise quantities, in the coating of our Golden Series, we have
been able to turn out a valve of extraordinary efficiency.
Although the L.T. Filament consumption has been kept more or less
to our standard to secure robustness, the emission has been increased
BY OVER 5o PER CENT.

EACH

Post 41.

7 /6

Sent

For selectivity and volume we believe a better valve cannot
be obtained anywhere with such a low consumption of H.T.

desired.

and L.T. The glass bulbs are of a distinctive golden

Aok your dealer far
them.
Accept no other.

olour and each valve has a golden guarantee band.
Alldevralv leaseadreleae

THE ONLY BRITISH

oftchedun

Money Back in Full if not satisfied and

P.R. PRODUCTS,

vFliti,,..

2

2

3

2
2

4
9
10

GPR 17
GPR 18
GPR 19

EACH

CO.D. if

returned within 7 days. All valves are carefully packed and breakages replaced.

GPR
GPR
GPR
GPR

POWERGPR
GPR 11

INSIST ON THE GOLDEN P -R.

GUARANTEE.

and is

North Acton, London, W.1.

Tel. City 3788.

VALVE WITH A WRITTEN
GUARANTEE AS TO PER-

Post 41

3.5-4
3.5-4
3.5-4
5-6
5-6

5.6

SUPERPOWER GPR 20 2
.., GPR 40 4
12/0 GPR 60 6

amp.

oTal';.

41na?..

.095
.095
.095
.09
.09
.09
.14
.14
.14

24,000
12,000
40,000
22,000
10,000
44,000
20,000
11,000
75,000

13.5 H.F. Dot.
9
L.F.
32
R.C.
14.5 H.F. Det.

L.F.
R.C.
17.5 H.F. Det.
9.5
L.F.
41
R.C.
9
41

.15
.15
.15

6,000 7
6,000 7
6,000 7

Power
II
fl

EACH

.3

3,000

4.5

GPR 140 4

.2

3,500

4.5

SG 25 2

.2

Pest 43. GPR 120 2

"ened
Chid
15,1- Each

Poet 4d.

220,000 150

Super
Power
S.G.

FORMANCE AND LIFE.

24, P.R. HOUSE, NEWGATE STREET, LONDON, E.C.4
(Opposite G.P.O. Tube Station)

The type 11.11.3

uceout 150

0,
P..1040

pp xGcecowrM.s.

immimmmm,01WESTINGHOUSE10

METAL RECTIFIER

21/- -

Output 120 volts.

20 milliamps.

Suitable for incorporation in eliminators to work sets of the popular 3 -valve

types such as Cossor Melody Maker, Mallard Master -Three, etc., etc.

The Westinghouse Brake Li Saxby Signal Co., Ltd.,
82, York Poad

King's Cross

-

London. N.1

Our 32 -page booklet " The All -Metal Way,

1930," shows how to make any type of
eliminator or charger for A.C. MainsFull description, circuits and components
required.
Send 2d. stamp with your name and address,
for a copy.

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."

e=tau Wutie:5
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rownie

EGGS/
Fits Inside
ANY

Portable

the
A.C. Model

611:100M I I% 110 V'

£4 .5. 0

Slow Motion Mai

D.C. Model

£2.15.0

Write today for particulars of this new
model, also for our free Art Booklet
"Radio from the Mains," which contains full details of all Regentone
products-Mains Receivers, Mains
Units, Trickle Chargers, and
Mains Components-and includes particulars of our

Hire Purchase Terms

A Vernier Dial at 2/6 ! Bring your set
up-to-date by fitting this slow motion

cLAROSTAT

dial. The mechanism is of special
non -back -lash construction which

makes very fine tuning easy. Finished
in smooth black or beautifully
grained mahogany bakelite, this

At that "Tuppenny dive " round
the corner, one can get "Adam

unique dial gives high-class finish
to every set in which it is included.

and Eve on a Raft" for gd.-

rouunie

Where sensible fellows like you

and I forgather for Dominoes,
etc., we willingly pay 1/-.

Now one might say off -hand,

Tor R,dio from the Mains
REGENT RADIO SUPPLY CO. 21 Bartlett. B
Holborn Circus, London.E.C.4

5/.. BRINGS THIS
DOWN SPEAKER TO YOU
SEND FOR ONE TO-DAY-

FOR ONE WEEK'S TRIAL

"Why ! - That's threepence
'gone west' !" But that's not
us a pair of strictly fresh,
clean eggs.
So it is with "ClarOstat"

Variable Resistances. There are
now many imitations at a little

money-make sure that
by saving a few coppers you
don't purchase "a bad egg" I
less

Test it at your leisure
against ANY speaker
at ANY price. We
know it is the equal of
any.
Talking won't convince

you, but hearing it on
your set will. If you
are not fully satisfied,
park it up and return
it to us within a week.
and your money and
postage will be refunded.

If you decide to keep

it - remember your
judgment is finalremit the balance,
30), or if you prefer ft.
2/0 a week for fourteen
weeks. C.O.D. 5/0,

REDUCED PRICES
STANDARD, 18 WATTS, for
Eliminators ... Was 10,'6 NOW 9/6
STANDARD, 18 WATTS, BRASS

make up this wonderfully powerful
speaker for 19)6.
The KIT consists of our Balanced

Armature P.R. Speaker Unit, the
Special P.R. Fabric Cone, 3 -ply
oak -front bane.

heavy natural oak, cabinet.
finished sides cut ready for assembly, 4 pieces oak front. moulding,
4 rubber feet.
3 -ply unit cradle, screws, etc.
4

The whole sent safely packed by

return of post ready for you to
assemble, with full instructions.
Please rote that the above consists
only of a complete kit BEADY TO
ASSEMBLE and
is
U
POLISHED.

Sent C.O.D. if desired.

ST. WORLCS. LONDON, N.W.1

THE

"GRAWOR"

4 -POLE BALANCED ARMATURE UNIT
This Grawor Unit does credit

to your set. It has a crispness about it that commer d3
itself to the ear. It handles
strong signals perfectly and is
quite sensitive to weak ones.

NOW 8/6

Was 15'- NOW

21f-

From all Dealers.

13/6

POWER TYPES, Brass Finish

Were 126 NOW 1 1 /6
"HUM -RINGERS," all Types

4/ -

SUPER - POWER CLAROSTAT,

35/- for 19/6
For a limited time to Introduce
our P.R. Speaker we have arranged
to supply the complete KIT to

NF.1_,,r.1,1

FINISH MODEL ... Was 9 6

VOLUME CONTROL, 100-500,000
Ohms ... ... Was 8'6 NOW
POWER CLAROSTAT, 35 WATTS

NOW

POST 94.

w ir

so really, for it has assured

SPECIFICATION. -Full
balanced electro - magnetic
armature and powerful cobalt
steel permanent magnets. The

special P.R. paper Cone is
perfectly free to move and
floats against the baffle; the
cabinet is of oak heavily
reinforced by a special frame
designed to prevent sympathetic resonance.

The whole

is finished in highly french.
polished natural oak, and
measures 131 by 13 by G in.,
with 11.133. coos.

250 WATTS ... (A New Model) 30/ TABLE TYPE (Distant Volume
Control) ... Was 13 S NOW 12/ -

Design Notes :-Stoutly built. All " delicate"
parts are protected. Permanent bar magnet;
8 in. horseshoe shape. Cross section is large
enough to ensure large magnetic force across
gap in which is set the " balanced armature."

Free 36pp. booklet,
27 Diagrams
47 Illustrations
3 Scale Drawings

Post Free, from

tit

CLAUDE LYONS'
OLDHALL ST.

Telephone : City 3788.

LIVERPOOL

P.R. PRODUCTS, (Dept. S22) P.R. House, New gate Street, London, E.C.4. Opposite Po.!. Office Tole.

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention

atom of energy fed to this Grawor
Unit is handled in a masterly manner. You
will be more than pleased with the volume
and cuality of reproduction it produces.
Made by the manufacturers of the
famous"GRAWOR"Loud-speakers.
Every

Write for Fre: illustrated list A/W

of all "Grawor''
rroducts-Speakers, Units, Pick-ups, etc.

HENRY 3OSEPH

11 Red Lion Sq.,Holborn, London, W.C.2
(Phone: Chancery, 8770)

to Advertisers
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WIRELESS IN PARLIAMENT

licences.

BRING THE WORLD'S XMAS
GREETINGS TO YOUR HOME

'-

A number of interesting- questions were
put to the Postmaster -General in the

House of Commons on Tuesday evening
with regard to broadcasting, and particularly as to, the system of issuing licences
and alleged evasion by owners of portable
sets.

Mr. Lees -Smith, in reply, said that he
had no proposals to make regarding alterations in the system of issuing licences. As

to evasions, these were being gradually
reduced. The method employed for the
detection of evasion was naturally secret,
but that method enabled the Post Office to
form some measure of the degree of evasion

that was taking place, and there was
evidence that it was being gradually
reduced in a satisfactory manner.

After stating that the proposed International Wireless Conference at Madrid
was the natural successor of tile Prague

BUILD THE 1930 ETHER
SEARCHER

He recalled the fact that an agreement had

now been arrived at whereby the Baird
Television Company were ,to have the use

of the B.B.C. stations for half an hour a
day an five days of the week out of broadcasting hours. The Fultograph experithent
had now come to an end and the pictures
were no longer transmitted.
Mr. Lees -Smith also stated that the correct number ,of broadcasting licences
issued was now 2,869,000. The number

was increasing, and might be expected
soon to reach the 3,000,000 mark, after
which the- Treasury would get a larger
proportion a the revenue. With regard
to the Brookmans Park experiment, the

SUCCESS

would

be

gradually increased as the

public educated themselves to;,the new
development.

30
56
30

3-Antimicrophonic valve holders (Benjamin) t
1-.0005 dual condenser, with supports

... 17 0
2-Dual-range coils, R2R (Colvern)
1 0
1-.0003-mfd. fixed condenser (Ormond) ...
1
0
1-.0002-mfd. fixed condenser (Ormond) ...
7 9
...
1-High-frequency choke (Lewcos)
... 19 0
1-Low-frequency transformer (Lissen)
1-Grid leak holder (Bulgin)
... 2 6
1-Grid leak, 2 meg. (Dubilier)
... 5 0
2-1-mfd. fixed condensers (Dubilier)
2-Ebonite strips, 2 by 2 in. (Trelleborgs)
L.S.4-Marked terminals : A, E, L.S.
(Eelex)

1
1

6
0

1-S/G connecior (Bulgin) _
7-Marked wander plugs (Belling -Lee)
...
2-Spade tag ends (Belling -Lee)

20

Cash Price

£5 7 0

4

Included in this kit are all necessary Wire, Screws,

and Full-size Blueprint.

Any parts sold separately.
3 Millard or Cossor Valves, 45/- extra.
Hand -polished Cabinet, 17/6 extra.

The above kit supplied on our famous gradual
payment system, 15/- down and 10 monthly payments of 10/-.

BUILD THE TALISMAN. TWO

With our kit of specified parts. Contains all you need.
Panel drilled, Baseboard, Wire, and Screws included.
Full-size Blueprint with every kit.

CASH PRICE 67' -

Cabinet, 12/6 extra. Two Mullard Valves, 23/- extra.

WORLD-WIDE 3

Kit :as advertised in "A.W.," Nov. 16. Complete
kit to build this wonderful Short-wave 3.
CASH PRICE £6 13 1
3 Mullard Valves, 45/- extra.
Nit supplied one our gradual payments, 15/- down
and 111' monthly payments of 12/6.

RECEIVER

Complete with Battery ,Cord and Coils.
made. Give years of service.
CASH PRICE 50,1-,,

Beautifully

Or 15:- down and 5 monthly payments of 10/-..
EXCELLENT XMAS PRESENT
BROWNIE 2 -VALVE, COMPLETE

120 -volt High-tension

Exide Accumulator, and Brown's H3 Speaker.

CASH PRICE £6 10

curtail certain regular features, namely
"My Wireless Den" and "A.W. Tests of
Apparatus." Also it has been necessary
to delay publication until next weer? of an
article by our Technical Editor, Mr. .1, H.
Reyner, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E., entitled,
"How Much Will Your Detector Stand ?"

0

and the -feature "Letters to the Editor."

H. & B. SPECIALISED LINES

Wearite 1930 Brookmans 3 Dual -range Coils,
34/- pair.
Wearite 1930 Brookmans 2 Dual -range Coil,
17/,
Wearite Talisman 2 and 3 Coils, 7/6.
Wearite A.B.C.2 Coils, 5 -.
Wearite 1930 QAT Coils, 15'-.
Wearite QSG Coils, 15'-.
Western Electric Light -weight Headphones.
,

Were 20/-.

Our price 6;6.

Brown's Famous. H3Q Speakers.
original cartons. Maker's price £3
special price 30'-.

BUY THE H. & B. WAY
IT'S BETTER

IT'S EASIER

Strictly Confidential.
Climax All -electric A.C. Chelloset. One -dial
No References.

tuning, dual wave, amazingly selective. In walnut
Cash price, £9 17 6, Valves included,

cabinet.

or £2 down and 10 monthly payments of 17/6.
Cossor 1930 Battery Kit, complete with Cabinet,
Valves, and full instructions. Cash price, £8 15 0,
or 161- down and 11 monthly payments of 1540.
Pye Popular Two. Remarkably efficient two;
one -dial tuning, dual range. Cash price, £4 17 0,
or 15/- down and 10 monthly payments of 9/-.Amplion A.C.4. Oak Cabinet Speaker. Splendid
tone, handsome appearance. Cash price, £3, or
15/- down and 5 monthly payment of 10/,
M.P.A. Popular Cabinet Speaker. Oak Cabinet.
Cash price 45f-, or 5/- down and 9 monthly payments of 5/-.
Ekco A.C. Eliminator.
120 151).

9 8.

3.F20,

80-120,

S.G.,

10/- down and 8 monthly payments of

Ultra Air Chrome Speakers, 14 by 14.

.

Cash

price- 52/-, or 11/- down'add 4 monthly payments
of 11/-.
CLimax Eliminator, D.C. Suitable for any set up

to five valves. Has 9 voltage tappings. Cash price
34/-, or 71-' down and 5 monthly payments 'of 6/-.
Climax A.C. Eliminator. Suitable for an voltages.
Has ten tappings. Cash price 851-, or 10/- down and

8 monthly payments of 10/,
Blue Spot 101. King of the Ether Speaker. Cash

price £4 4

0.

Dr. Nesper Trickle Charger, suitable for 2- and

A.C. mains. Cash price 29/6,
or 7/- down and 5 monthly payments of 5/-.
Phillips 1930 Cone Speaker. Cash price
or
10'- down and 6 monthly payments of 7/6.
Brown's Vee Unit and ChaOsis. 8/7 down and
4 monthly payments of 8/7.
Moving Coil Speakers. B.T.H. Junior R K Model,
Cash price £6 6 0, or 12/10 down and 9 Monthly
payments of 12/10.

4 -volt accumulators.

Blue Spot 66K Unit and 'Power Chassis.' Si.
down and. 5 monthly payments of 8/-.
B.T.H. Cone Speaker, a perfect speaker. Cash
down and 5 monthly pay- .
price £3 3 0, or
tion separator. Cash price 20/-, or 5/- down and 2
monthly payments of 8"-.
B.T.H. Pick-up and Tone Arm. Cash price 45'-,
or 6/- down and 7 monthly payments of 6:-.

OSRAM 1930 MUSIC MAGNET

Complete kit, with 3 Valves and Oak Cabinet. Full
instructions included.

Rofalties 10;- extra.
2 Mullard Valves 23/- extra.
Mullard Valves,

0

Ready Radio Selectivity Unit. The perfect sta-

BROWNIE 2 VALVE

2

19

Sent on approval anywhere against cash, or supplied
on the IL & B. way, £3 down and 12 monthly payments of 30/9.

meats of 11/-.

Or 51 down and 10 monthly payments of 12'-.

Owing to the fact that this is a special
issue, and there are exceptional demands
upon our space, we have been obliged to

PORTABLE
CASH PRICE £19

36
56
26
50

1-Drilled aluminium chassis (H. &13.). ...
1-Drilled aluminium screen (H. & B.) ...
...
1-Slow motion drum dial (Peto)
...
1-6 ohms rheostat (Varley)
1-.00013-infd. differential condeAer (Lotus)
2-Posh-pull switches (Bulgin)

With

OUR CHRISTMAS ISSUE

BURNDEPT 1930 S.G.4
A Perfect Receiver at a Reasonable Price.

s. d.

1-Drilled aluminium panel, 15 by 8 in.

double wavelength would -be initiated in a

few weeks' time, but not all at once. If

THE WORLD AT YOUR FINGER TIPS

H. & B. KIT ASSURES

Conference in wavelengths, Mr. Lees -Smith

referred -to the Baird television system.

B-

H

(From our own Correspondent)

THE Postmaster -General, in reply. to
Mr. N. Maclean, said that the total
expenditure of the B.B.C. during last year
87.9,324 6s. 2d., and their total
was
income was i,002,50.5 los. 3d., of which
87r,76 i6s. ad: was in respect of wireless

5

New,

0.

in

Our

CASH PRICE £9
Or £1 down and 10 monthly payments of 17.'6.
Ever Ready 120 -volt Super Power High-tension
or 5, Battery. Cash price 25/- (carriage
down and 4 monthly payments of 6/-.
Celestion Model C Oak Cabinet Speaker, 10 -in.
reinforced diaphragm. Cash price £3 15 0, or
10/6 down and 7 monthly payments of 10/-.
Regentone Eliminators. A.C. model WIB S/G.
.

1 variable 0-120 S.G., 1 variable 0-120, 1 -fixed 130/
150 tappings. Cash price £4 19 6, or 10/- down

and Il monthly payments of 9/-.
Wates Star Speaker Unit and Double Cone, with

Cash price 48/-, or 10/- down and 4
Ormond 1930 Cone, Speaker, in Oak Cabinet.
Cash price 29,6, or 8/- down and I monthly payments of 6/,
ANYTHING RADIO SUPPLIED
On our Gradual Payments System.
Chassis.

monthly payments of 10/-.

H. & B. Catalogue now ready, price 9d. Refund on
first order.

Carriage Paid on All Orders.

_-

C.O.D. Charges Paid on Orders over £1,

H. & B. RADIO CO.

34, 36, 38, Beak St., Regent St., London, W.1

Gerrard 2834

mateur Wirete5
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On Christmas Eve two carol programmes
will be heard, namely, from King's College,

R I 1'

0
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A GC

Cambridge, in the afternoon, and at the
beginning of the main evening entertainment,

from St. Mary's, Whitechapel.
Following an orchestral concert in the 2L0

400 ohm Potentiometer for the

studio, a carol symphony will also be

Two," and the "Magic Four."

Paris wireless listeners are energetically

Three," the "Magic

"Magic

satossem

Described by "Popular Wireless"
TheSovereignDual is a very popular component . . .

is a smooth action, bakelite former
wonderful
com- terminal connections, baseboard
ponent - extreme- mounting. Selling in thousands
ly efficient
throughout the country

Range Coil

.

.

.

selective
highly
and
beautifully

for these splendid

. .
receivers..
made bakelite "Sovereign" Baseboard Mountformer, panel ing Rheostat (6, 15 or 50 ohms),
mounting and one hole filing. Com- 2/-; "Sovereign" Panel Mountplete with
ing 400 ohms Potentiometer 2/6;
wiring in" Sovereign" Panel Mounting

structions,
timmeMmimssss

Rheostat (6, 15 or 50 ohms), 2/6.

MAINS

THE

broadcast.

SET FROM,I : 6
42 :
YOR

WORK Y Ol311

about an all
but make
Don't worty
owei.
teceiVet,
Mains
ca
be
:slight)?
use of the units

protesting against the picture transmissions carried out in the French capital. It
would appear that they are being carried
out on broadcast band wavelengths, and
thus interfere with the reception of the

A.C. mainsvont PRESENT
11.3. lora

built intocost of
units
set at a
Combined

concert programmes.

0 :146: 6.: 12 ..

A special programme of the music of the
counties of Ross and Sutherland has been

ftom

SURPLUS

arranged for broadcast from the Glasgow
and Aberdeen stations. A particularly

At below prices
to clear.
STEEL MAST, tapering 11" to 1".
Carriage: London, 1/6; Midlands,
2/6; Elsewhere, 3/6. Weighs 28 lbs.
Tapering 1E to I". Carriage: Lon34ft. don,
2/-; Midlands, 3 '-; Elsewhere, 11
4/-. Weighs 40 lbs.
Tapering 11" to I". Carriage; London, 2/6; Midlands, 3/6; Elsewhere,
4/6. Weighs 50 lbs. A super mast.
OUTFIT with MAST.-Mast rings, ample galvanised wire
(cut to lengths), Pulley, Cleat, Solid Metal foot rest and
strong galvanised stay fasteners. Note.-Our Masts are

26ft.

8/..

Telephone

the two counties bear a very close resemblance to English and Irish folk songs in
words, though their melodies are entirely

Main/Unit/

different.

STEEL
MASTS

Chri6.stmas.

CO.
Fit one for
14IFG.
S.E.21
SENIERE
TUI
Street, 6731.
1-1 Dalton: Streatham

From all Dealers or from J. R. WIRELESS CO.,
feature which has been dis6-8 Rosebury Avenue, London.
F.C.1 interesting
Baldry Ad.
covered is that certain of the folk songs of

CLEARING STOCKS

A.C.C.

'TIMBER')
The Leading All -Mains Transformer

WIRELESS

Three selections from our December List ;-

W.14.

MAGAZINE

135 v., 70 ma.

4 v., 4 amps.

40ft

Price 21/.

The

135 v 7o ma.

W.15.

W.16.

Is v., I amps.

135 v., 70 ma,

45 v., 50 ma.

o.8 v., 4 amps.

Price 28/6

Price 21/.

HEAYBERD Power Transformers ref use to break down, give constant and
exact voltage, are made in every conceivable variety, give no 'trouble, and are

Big

WORTH THEIR WEIGHT IN GOLD.

rot), 60 ft. 1/6, 100 ft. 2/6. Special Anti -rust paint (sufficient
for mast) 1/6. Coppered earthing tube 1/9. Special Aerial.
Has 14 strands of No. 28 gauge Enamelled high conductivity
pure copper wire, 100 ft. 3/9.

British

F. C. HEAYBERD & CO.

Money refunded if mast returned intact and carriage paid
within 7 days.

Wireless

stayed at '4 ground points (not 3) which ensures safety.

ACC! SSORIES.-Best Manilla Rope Halyards (will not

ADELAIDE STEEL TUBE Co. LTD.

Kent House Road, BECKENHAM, Kent

MONEY SAVED-

Full lists Free.

10 Finsbury Street, E.C.2
(One minute from Moorgate Station)

Monthly
USE THE ELBETTO INSULATED TEST PRODS

'4d:to

ELECTRICAL,
APPARATUS

GREATER EFFICIENCY

WHEN TESTING

THEY ENSURE QUICK & ACCURATE READINGS

3/6

SIZE

A PAIR

4

Post
Free

x

ELBETTO MANUFACTURING Co., MARKET PLACF, BUXTON

ite

63

Volt

2 / 10
103

Volt

4/6

THE BRITISH
WIRELESS BATTERY BOX

H.T. in the form of Flash -Lamp Bat-

Volt

URRENT

teries in a properly constructed Vooden
Battery Box is far more satisfactory and
economical than any form of H.T., either

accumulator, H.T. Block Battery or
H.T. Eliminator. Your H.T. cannot

FIT A

teries handy and avoid further H.T.

Buying Agents Wanted for All Counties.
unable -to obtain at your local dealer,

send direct to-

5/. ALL BOXES LTD.
117 Central Street, London, E.C.1.

PRICE

BULGIN
SIGNAL LAMP

2/3
2/6

You will be delighted with the improvement, and the
bright ruby lens in licates clearly when the set is

2/9

suddenly lose its efficiency and spoil
your evening's entertainment, as a faulty
unit can be replaced immediately.
Keep one or two spare flash -lamp bat+rmible.

126

cooiC6,.

Our special "Compete" Low Consumption
Bulbs only use a fraction of current.

switched on.

or

BULBS 6d.
EACH

Send 2d. stamP for OUT 56 -page Fully Illustrated Catalogue.

A. F. BULGIN 8c CO., 9.10-11 CURSITOR ST., CHANCERY LANE, LONDON, E.C.4
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The B.B.C. will not give confirmation of
the recent statement by Captain Eckersley

in Edinburgh to the effect that the new
Scottish regional station was to be erected
near Larbert. According to the B.B.C., no

site has yet been selected. Larbert has
certainly been considered, and landowners
in the vicinity tentatively approached,
but no field -strength experiments have yet
been carried out there.

A

New
Whiteley Boneham
Loud Speaker

This is the new model which
proved so popular at Olympia.

There are 21 Varieties of contact in the
Clix range and each one is designed to solve
a contact problem. They will solve yours !

for

CONTACT
No. 15. CLIX ALL -IN

PLUG AND SOCKET TERMINAL

Twelve stations in the United States

The only complete
panel terminal entirely
from the
panel as well as when
connected or discon-

have received permission from the Federal
Radio Commission to broadcast on 50,000
watts. Eight of them KDKA (Pittsburgh), WBAP (Fort Worth), WEAF (New
York), WENR (Chicago), WGY (Schenectady), WLW (Cincinnati), WFAA (Dallas),

The Mellow Tone and Full
Volume of this Speaker are

and WTIC (Hartford)-are already using

things to marvel at. It brings
out the low and the high notes
to exceptional advantage without overloading. The case is
beautifully made and finished
in mottled bakelite. At 42,' -

(Cleveland), WBBM and KN X

insulated

nected. With it you
will
obtain safer,
speedier and better
contact.

Price complete 8d
Panel portion 4d.
Flex portion 4d.

this power regularly. Four others-WTAM
(Los

Angeles)-are making arrangements to do
so. Others, including WABC (New York)
and WFBM (Indianapolis) have petitioned
the Commission to use this power.

No. IS,

CLIX " FIT ALL " SPADE
TERMINAL.
Fits all sizes of screw
No. 3.

terminals. Lead -coated
for L.T., Nickel -plated

for H.T.
Red and Black. 2d.

this new Whiteley Boneham

Speaker is one of the big

things in present-day speakervalue. 2/..

THE MIDGETPHONE
A wonderful miniature Wireless Receiver
," which equals in volume and purity of re-si
the best Wireless Headphones
known. Fits every Ear, large or small.
Perfectly, and does away altogether with
the discomforts of large Earphones and
Headbands.

Nottingham Road, Mansfield, Notts.

London

Office; 21,

Bartlett's

Telegrams: Whitebon, Mansfield.
Buildings, Holborn Circus,

fi0119111

No. 3.
6111111Ipt

12,000 on 4,000 OHMS)

Ask to hear it at your Dealer's.
WHITELEY BONEHAM & CO., LTD.,
TelePhotte: Mansfield 762.

(Supplies immediately
obtainable through all
Dealers).

-

E.C.4.

Telephone : Central 66611.

NO Headband.

NO Headaches.

No. 1. CLIX COIL PIN.

2d.

A b son to home constructors

Write for the Clix Folder containing
full details of the 21 Varieties.

LECTRO LINX, LTD.

254 Vauxhall Bridge Road, S.W.1

NO Hot and Patent Ears.

Splendid volume of sound from any

Wonderful reproduction
from Valve Sets. A little scientific instru-

Crystal Set.

TUNEWELL COILS
Special Notice

Also made in 10 ohms resistance for use with
the SUPER -MICROPHONE as a highly efficient DEAF AID.

The Midgetphone weighs ounce, including 14 6 POST
..
/
FREE
a thin 6 -ft. silk connecting cord
I

Our newly designed and provisionally

patented DUAL RANGE COILS set
a new standard of efficiency.
The leading Scandinavian Wireless

Technical Journal " Hallo, Hallo " is
full of praise. They have even gone so
far as to print a special paragraph in
English (issue No. 27, June 28, 1929).
Mr. S. W. Flood, their chief technical

SUPER
MICROPHONES
highly sensitive, made on
the latest principle, a vast
improvement over all other types; will pick up whispered
words from a distance of several yards, also
strongly amplify and transmit speech and music

" They are without doubt and by far the best
Dual Iton#e coils I have ever tested. They are
altogether wonder coils and I have immediately

speci fied them for my receivers to be published."

Praise from such a quarter is praise indeed. It is your guarantee of super

the following
popular sets are in stock at most dealers :
Dominion 4, Cossor S.G.3, I PRICE, each
Mullard S.G.P.3, Clarion
10/6
S.G.P.3, Broadcast Picture 4 j Aerial or Anode
Coils. for

Mullard Master 3, Bantam 3,
Favourite 3, etc. Dual Coils :

7/9
each

Always fit our H.F. Choke on above
circuits to ensure success. Price 5/9
2 -pin coils, all types, from 1/6
6 -pin coils, most types, from 3/11

Separate pins for converting Panel
mounting coils to six -pin base type,
I'- per doz.

TURNER & CO.,
54 Station Rd., London, N.11

"REGIONAL "

New,

over a distance,
through Loud -speaker or
Headphones. Splendid instruments for making

Detectaphone, Deal -aid, Loud -speaking Telephone,
Announcements through Loud -speaker. Amplifier

for Crystal or Valve Sete y -etrie entire! neteetor Fyperireen" NO OTHER MICROPHONE
OF EQUAL SENSITIVENESS KNOWN ; eacu

instrument finely limit enameDeu acd tilted wIth a a -it. 8/6
silk connecting cord.

Despatches by return post.

SPECIAL MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER

expert, writes as follows

efficiency.

..................,------...,......

ment. Held to ear by a neat wire loop.

STATION ELIMINATOR
DOUBLES THE SELECTIVITY OF YOUR SET

Cuts out your Local ar Regional Station
and brings in distant, weak and foreign
Stations 25`,'0 louder and clearer.

for connecting Super -microphone toRadia Headphones, Loud- 6/..
speaker, Valve Set, or Valve Amplifier.

SMALL 10 OHMS EARPIRCF

for use with Super -Microphone as a very efficient DEAF AID, Q /

or De ectsphone, etc.; thin 3 -ft. silk connecting cord fitted, 0/
inclusive light detachable headband.
Directions for use of Supernnicrophone far ma) y pun -

.....,_

Poses, Diagrams of connections. and
'Illustrated List of SUPER DEAF AIDS Free.

FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker,
27,

Fitzroy Street, London, W.I.

Phone:
MUSEUM 8329

____--,

,,

i

EUREKA

BABY GRAND
Transformer 1st or
2nd stage
Post paid
by return
CONCERT GRAND

8'6

ill

III

When you can obtain the

IP
lull

I

I

\

Brookman's

Park-5GBor Local

1

1

Station cut out

in 2 degrees
(but not everything or anything else).

I

I

10/6
POST FREE.

riii

WHY PAY BIG PRICES ?
L.F.

PRICE

,\'

II

,

1st stage, 1 0- 6

2nd stage, 9/6

Model "A" Chokes for
output or eliminator, 10;6

All post paid and supplied wills
money -back guarantee if dissati,
lied within 7 days.

Fitted in 30 seconds.
NO ALTERATIONS TO YOUR SET.
Come and see it demonstrated in our Sltowrooni

Sole Manufacturers:

L. PERSON & SO.N

(Dept. 6), 63, Mattes -

bury St.,

London, N.1.

Clerk. 7139.

I.D.S.

4eiGrcOulsfEwNiSQUARE:(GPiccaddmil3l7y

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W.' to Advertisers
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Copies of the " Wireless Magazine " and
cf " Amateur Wireless " containing descriptions of all these sets can be obtained
at ls. 3d. and 4d. respectively, post free,

BLUEPRINTS

ELECTRADIX

Index letters " A.W." reler to "Amateur Wireless " sets and " W.K."

BARGAINS

B.B.C, Brookmans Park Set

CRYSTAL SET (61 each)

AW2o6
..
ONE -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
B.B.C. Official One.
AW208
Reinartz One
..
WMi27

TWO -VALVE SETS

Loud -Speaker America Two

ohm, 30/-; 120 ohm ditto. 25/.; Sullivan L.R., 3i. pair.
Single Brown A Receivers, 60 or 750 ohms, 7/6.
2,000 ohms, 12/-. Western or Ericsson Receivers for
Pick-ups, 1/6. Wrist Micros, 12/6. Public Address
Stand Microphones, 15/-. Speech Buttons.
Carbon Micro, Insets, 9d. Skinderviken, 2/-.

L.S. Magnet Pots, 6 v., for Moving Coil Cones, 20/..

THE VIOLINA CABINET LOUD -SPEAKER DE
LUXE. Wonderful reproduction, complete tonal
Beautifully polished mahogany. List, £5.
Sale price, 22/6. Moving -coil Loud -speakers, £3 10s.
range.

1930 Ether Searcher (SG, D, Trans) ..

Standard Coil Three (HF, D, Trans) ..
Wide -world Short -waver (SG, D, Trans)
New Year Three (SG, 13, Pentode)
..
Lodestone Three (HF, D, Trans)
..

TRANSMITTERS. With A.T.1 and all fittings in case,
2 -valve Aircraft with Osram Valves, Speech.

or Morse, 40/, 'Tapping Keys, No. I, with massive
contacts, 6/- each. Transmitting No. 51KD, with

should be on every wireless set. Sensitive Moving -

coil, flush Panel Model 375, with 21 -in. dial; indicates

30 -millionths of an ampere per division, for use in
grid -bias circuits, for adjustment to the zero G.B.
current. Excellent as Millivoltmeter, Bridge Calve..
Micro -ammeter, or Heterodyne Wavemeter Indicator
with needle centre zero. These fine meters are listed
65/-, but are offered during sale at 35/..
FOCUSING ARC LAMPS, 60/.. Indoor Prolectors,
with lenses fitted 100 -watt focus lamp, 39/6. Xmas
14 lamp Festoons, 220 v., 12/6. Torpedo Spring -

Rectifier)
*Music -lover's Gramo-radio

Trans -is. 6d.)

/

don, 7/6; Midlands, 3/6; Elsewhere, 16 6

4/6. Weighs 50 lbs. A super mast.
OUTFIT with MAST. -Mast rings, ample galvanised wire
(cut to lengths), Pulley, Cleat, Solid Metal foot rest and
strong galvanised stay fasteners. Note. -Our Masts are
stayed at 4 ground points (not 3) which ensures safety.
ACCESSORIES. -Best Manilla Rope Halyards (will not

rot), 60 ft .116, 100 ft. 216. Special Anti -rust paint (sufficient

AW2I1
WNII17

WIVIL20
WAILtz3

48a, Hi*h Street, PENCE, 8.E.20

C.P. MAST CO.,

W1\4136

(SG,

.

D, RC,

*Music -lover's Gramo-radio (Loud -speaker --

AW2o0
AW2o2a

*Music -lover "s Gramo-radio (Motor -board -9d.) AW2o2c
WMti9
Binowave Four (SG, 13, RC Trans), ..

Standard -coil Four (HF, D, 2RC)
WMI22
.. WM134
Dominions Four (2SG, 13, Trans)
..
.. WMt4o
Short-wave Adaptor for Dominions Four
Music Player (HF, ID, RC, Trans)
..
WM144
Arrow (SG, HF,13, Trans)
..
WM' 5.4
.
. . WM 58
1930 Monodial (2SG, 13, Trans)
Electric Four (All AC -SG, D, RC, Trans) .. WM162
WM165
Outpost Four (SG, 13, 2 Trans)

v., ratio 30-1.
Taylor -Hobson Protractors,

double arm, 5/6. Radio Picture 2 -valve Amplifiers,
40/-, A.C. or D.C. Motors for Drive, 35/-. Wonderful 200 -watt Alternators, Watford AL., self -exciting,
cost £30; great bargain, £3. Porcelain enclo. 250-v.
Fuses, 3a, to protect mains sets, 3d. each.

WHEATSTONE BRIDGES. G.P.O. and Dial types,
£7 10s. Mirror Galvos Reflecting Beam, by Paul

FIVE -VALVE SETS (is. 6d. each)

Fidelity Five (HF, D, 212C)

Sullivan and Tinsley, £3. Standard
Resistance Boxes and Universal Shunts, 35/-. Electrostatic Voltmeters, £4. Capacity Bridges, £8.
ACCUMULATORS. If you are tired of your dry
battery being always dry, try an H.T. Accumulator.
Monobloc, new, ebonite case, 1,000 m/a hours, 60 v.,
19/-; 90 v., 28/,
LT. Celluloid, 4 volt, 10/20 amp., 6/3; 4 Olt, 20/40
amp., 11/-; 4 volt, 30/60 amp., 12/6. 3 -volt Inert
Duran 1/3. Cell Fillers, 1/6. Hydrometers, 1/-.
Petrol Testers, 2/6.
Gambrel!,

All -wave Lodestone Five (HF, D, RC, Pushpull)

. .

. .

. .

. .

WM i30

WM 46

WMI71

1930 Five (2HF, D, RC, Trans)

(AMPLIFIERS is. each)
..

A.W:Gramophone Amplifier
Beginner's Amplifier (iv.) 9d.
Signal Booster (HF Unit).
Auditrol Amplifier
Concentrator (HF Unit)

Short-wave Adaptor (t v.)
High-tension Battery Charger ..
Mains Unit for S.8 Valves
Scratch filter (6d.)
..
Simplest H.T. Unit
..
B.P. Wavetrap (6d.)
H.T. Unit for A.C. Mains
..
Lodestone Loud -speaker
James H.T. Unit for D.C. Mains
..
Two Ampere Low-tension Unit
.
A.C. Mains Amplifier ..
A.C. Mains Unit for All -wave Lodestone Five
H.T. Unit for A.C. Mains
..
"W.M." Linen -diaphragm

AW2to

.

A.G. to 100 volts, 100 m/a. B.C., 70/-. Dynamos:
100 volts 2 amps., 25/-; 250 volts .4 amp., £3 10s.
H.T. Anode Motor Generators; 100 volts D.C. to

250 volts, 250 mia., £10; 220 volts D.C. to 400 volts
D.C., 200 in/a., £12. G.E.C. and B.T.H. 2 -corn.
Aircraft Generators: 950 volts 60 riga.. and 8 volts
5 amps., £10; 600 volts 100 m,/a., and 8 volts 3 amps.,
55/-. Armatures, 301, Fields,10/- pair. Fine

Newton H.T. Generators, * kw., 2,000 volt, f30;

Slow Speed Motor Generator, 1 kw., 2,000 volts, £24;
2 kw., 2.000 and 4,000 volts, £52. Large E.V. Megger
Hand Generators 600 volts, £5. Hand Magnetos,
80 volts 50 m/a., 6/.. H.T., 4,000 volts, * mfd. Mica
Condensers, 10/-; 2,000 volt Varia, 15/-.

AW19x
AW193
AW195
AW197

WMi25
WIVI126
WM 13 3

WM

WM149
WMr.51

WM159
WIV1172

PORTABLE SETS.

Arcadian Portable (SG, D, 2 Trans) with
linen -diaphragm loud -speaker (half scale) AVV177 1/6
AIN' 8 x 1/6
£5.5.0 Portable (D, Trans)
Holiday Portable Three (D, RC, Trans) .. AW188 1/Music Leader (SG, D, RC, 'Frans) with
copy "AW "
AW203 -14
WMI39 1/6
Wayfarer Portable (Super -het)
..
1929 Chummy (SG, D, Trans, RC)
.. WM r45 a/6
Enchanter Portable (211F, D, RC, 'Frans) WM150 1/6

Final Edition of our Surplus Bargains in Radio and
Electrical Goods ready. Send stamped addressed envelope for large sale list.

SAVES RADIO USERS POUNDS

P
FCO
they last longer

450 Hours capacity on 10 Milliamps din
charge. Made by patent process. Give
clearer tone and finer reception.
60 Volt. 71 -

REFUSE SUBSTITUTES

Trade only, Paco House. Manchester.

AW2o5

..

MISCELLANEOUS (1s. each)

volts 250

watts, with auto cutout, 25/-; W.W., 20 volts, 5 amps.,
KC; L., 12 volts 8 amps., 45/.. Ct.,18 volts 8 amps.,
65,'-; 50 volts 25 amps., £7 105.; 80 volts 20 amps.,
£8 ifls., and few 100 -volt motors, 10/, Hightension Charging Motor Generators : 230 volts

ELECTRADIX RADIOS

*The three prints are obtainable for 25. 6d. post free.

218, UPPER THAMES STREET, E.C.4

When ordering Blueprints please send Postal Order
NOT STAMPS

-City0191.

34ft.
4oft.

0/.

FOUR -VALVE SETS (is. 6d. each)
.. AW133

Cells up to 200

Blackfriars Stn., Underground Ely'.

30ft.

STEEL MAST, tapering
to 1".
Cordage: London, I /6; Midlands,
2/6; Elsewhere, 3/6. Weighs 28 lbs.
Tapering II" to I". Carriage: London, 2/-; Midlands, 3/-; Elsewhere,
4/-. Weighs 36 lbs.
Tapering II" to 1". Carriage: London, 2/-; Midlands, 3/-; Elsewhere,
4/-. Weighs 40 lbs.
Tapering 1r to. I". Carriage : Lon-

W11/1131

Clarion All -electric Three (SG, D, Trans, AC

Neon Tubes, 2/6. Holders,

12

26ft.

Overseas Short -waver (HF, D, 2 Trans)

Osram B.E. Power Valves, for Eliminators,

DYNAMOS. LT. Charging. Aero,

MASTS

WM14.1
At Home Three (D, 2RC)
WIVI14.2
Short -Wave Link (D, RC, Trans)
..
.. WM152
Binowave S.G. Three (SG, D, Trans)
.. WM157
Fanfare (D, 2 Trans)
..
W1\4161
Brookmans Three (SG, D, Trans)
..
WM164
Community Three (ID, RC, Trans)
..
WMI67
New Q3 (SG, D, Pentode)
..
Brookmans Push-pull Three (HF, D, Trans) 1/6 WM17o

WESTON MICRO GRID -BIAS METERS. One

Scale

STEEL

444,

-

for mast) 1/6. Coppered earthing tube 1/9. Special Aerial.
Has 14 strands of No. 23 gauge Enamelled high conductivity
pure copper wire, 100 ft. 3/9.
Money refunded if mast returned intact and carriage paid
within .7 days.

WMI29

Simple Screen Three (HF, D, Trans) ..
Dynamic Three (AC -SG, D, Trans) ..

aluminium cover, double contact, fine work, 7/6 each.
Morse Practice Sets, with Buzzer and Key, on mahogany
panel, 8/6 each. Morse Recorder Mechanisms, for
making picture receivers, 15/. each. Spark Gaps, 2,',
3 -VALVE POWER AMPLIFIERS, D.C. Mains
Panatrope model, 65/, 3 -valve Receivers, 27/6.

Selenium
Double

AWicoo

THREE -VALVE SETS (1s. each)

stations.
LOUD -SPEAKERS. R.K. Cones, fitted B.T.H. Moving Coil, 100 surplus, at only 7/6 each. Marconi

15/-.

(1s. each)

AW158
..
All -Britain Three (H.F., D, Trans)
AW172
The Binowave Three (D, RC, Trans) ..
AW175
Clarion Three (SG, D, Trans) ..
AW192
Broadcast Three (SG, D, Trans)
.. AW196
James dual -range Three (HF, D, Trans)
.. AW199
All -wave High-mag. Three (D, 2 Trans)
AW2ox
..
Knife-edge Three (D, RC, Trans)
AW203a
Talisman Two -three (D, RC, Trans) ..
Wide World Short-wave Three (HF, D, Trans) AW207
AW209
Everybody's Three (SG, D, Trans)
..

HOUSE TELEPHONES, 12/6 set of two complete

4/6.

..

AW194.
Talisman Two (D, Trans)
..
Hyper -selective Two (D, Pentode)
..
AWt98
M/1'35
Clipper.Two (D, Trans)
Continental Two (D, Trans)
..
. WM143
Stay -put Two (All AC, D, Trans)
..
. WM155
Ether Ranger (D, Trans)
WMI56
ABC Two (D, Trans) with copy."WM"-is. 3d. WM16o
WM168
Brookmans Two (3, Trans)
..

Case Condensers, any from .0001 to .001, 8d. each.

841,,

IN

All Post Free

TELEPHONES. Brown's, headband and cord, 1,500

driven Gyroscopes, 15/-.

BdlIGAINS

to " Wireless Magazine " sets.

CONDENSERS. New Sterling, 2 mfd., genuine Mans.
bridge Condensers to 440 volts, at reduced price of
210 only. Bass Loud -speaker Condensers, .05, with
5 taps, 5/-; Mains Smoothing. 2 mfd.. 119. Ironclad
Chokes, 1/6. H.F. Chokes, Silk Wound, 11.. Ebonite

cost £15.

AMAZING

REDUCED
PRICES

STARTLING XMAS
BARGAINS
Tinsel specially metallised EARTH CLIPS ..
3d.
for loud -speakers 12 in. REACTION CONDEN.
1/.
by 12 in. .
SERS, .0001-.0002 .. 2/.
CONE CHASSIS and 6 -PIN COILS, B.B.C. 3/6
CONE ON BAFFLE
5XX 4/3
complete
5/3 L.F.'TRANSFMRS. .. 3/6
REMOTE CONTROL 0/3 S. -MOTION DIALS 1/6
RHEOSTATS, all cans- PERMANENT DETECcities

Write for Easy Terms for Sets or Kits of pub.
Four money returned in full if not satisfied.

GARRATT STORES,

198 GARNATT LANE, LONDON, 8.W.18
Telephone: Battersea 0138.

MAKE A GRAMOPHONE
Or buy Cabinet. for Wireless. At a
quarter shop prices. Order Bet as
shown. British double spring motor

12in. velvet turntable, swan arm,
metal soundbox, amplifier, needle

,

cups, for 51. 18 .8 p.p. and build

your own Cabinet. Machines sold by
others at/10-120 do not contain better
fittings. Motors from 8/6. Repair
parts. Lists free. 64 pp.I930 Catalogue
21/
drawing
and how to make Gramme 3,1.
Portables, Gramophones from
Regent Fittings Co , A. W., 120 Old St., London, E.C.1

LLANE
AMATEUR WIRELESS 5S-61 FETTER
LOTTER E. C.4
To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A,W." to Advertisers
.

rd

Orders strictly in rotation.

All proprietary lines stocked. Prompt despatch and
all goods free delivered. C.0 D, IF DESIRED.
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Be sure it's RAYMOND'S
27 & 28a LISLE ST.,
RAYMOND'S

TUNEWELL WE ARE OPEN
DUAL RANGE ALL DAY SATURDAY

For THE TALISMAN 2 KIT OF PARTS

Panel. Strip, .0005 var

S.M. Dial,

.0002 Reaction, 2 Sprung V.II..0002,
(lip, 2-meg. Leak, Wearite

Series

Talisman Coi1,7/8. BF. Choke, Formo-

Nett Cash Price

6 PIN py/9

39/6

denser "3," P.P. Switch, 8 Terminals, POST (U.K.) 1
Wire, Plugs, 0.13. Clips..
Not C.O.D.
ONLY OBTAINABLE AT RAYMOND'S

LONDON, W. C.2

ALL DAY THURSDAY COME LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE
COIL
ALL DAY EVERY DAY
Past Ed. 200-2,000 Metres
Flours 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. THIS ADDRESS IS AT THE BACK OF
DALY' S THEATRE.
TUNEWELL
COILS Sat. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
for CLARION, 10/6 each Sunday Morn-ng 11-1 PHONES: GERRARD 4637 AND 2821

-

RAYMOND'S

BRITAIN'S FAV. 3 KIT OF PA RTS

Nett
Ormond Log .0005 and .00025, 7-ohni
Panel, 3 V.11., Formodenser type "3," CASH PRICE
.000:3
and Series Clip, 2-meg.
Leak, H.F. Choke, R.C.C. Unit, 50,000ohm Wire Wound, 2-rofd. Mansbridge,
L.F. Transformer (add balance any
(ILK.) 1;other), Push-pull Switch, Panel Brac- Post
Not C.O.D.
kets, Indicator, G.B. Clips, 6 -pin Base,
Wire, Thin Flex, 7 Engraved Terminals, Ebonite Panel.
16 in. by 8 in., Tunewell Dual Coil, 6 -pin, 7/9; Leweo,

RAYMOND'S
SENSATIONAL OFFER

UNSOLICITED

WE STOCK

TESTIMONIALS

IN LOUD -SPEAKER

E501j1 NOT GENUINE

ILI, Condensers, RI. Chokes.
Transformers, and 'till Inuit
products, Lewcos Coils.
Chokes, etc., Eken Mains
Units, Aniplion Speakers,
Brown Speakers, and all
components, 'phones, etc.,
Ferranti, L.F. Transformers,
Chokes, Anode Resistances,

ONLY OBTAINABLE AT RAYMOND'S

ASSEMBLED IN CABINET

55

RECEIVERS

Short Wave, 20/45 or 40/00, 7/6 extra.

RAYMOND'S

DE LUXE MODEL

KNIFE EDGE 3 KiT OF PARTS

1LC. Unit, P.P. Switch, H.F. Choke

(any good make)abont-5/-, Igranic 6-1,
17/6,4 Engraved Terminals, Brackets,

ForrnodenSer. Ebonite Panel, 16 x 8,
2 Strips, Tube, Wire, 'Flex, Plugs,

Spades, 2 4 -in. Dials.

Not

ONLY OBTAINABLE AT RAYMOND'S

RAYMOND'S

EVERYBODY'S 3 KIT OF PARTS

Igranic .0005 and .0003, 2 S.M. Dials,
15 -ohm Rheostat-, S.G. Holder, 2

Nett

55/ -

Post (U.K.)

IBENOWAVE COILS (Wearite) 34. pair. Offered subject to delivery.

Not

(Signed) A. Wall.

From Francis Shaw, of Otley,

Yorkshire, 9/11/29:-

We have received the wire-

less set

-

1

C.O.D.

NO COILS TO CHANGE

MULLARD MASTER PIECIRCUIT
(SIMPLIFIED)

This new and wonderful set must appeal to
Young and Old, amateur and experimenterin fact, EVERYBODY !

COMPLETE as shown

ONLY OBTAINABLE AT RAYMOND'S

RAYMOND'S

Panel, 3 Valve Holders, 6 -ohm Itheo.,
ILI?. Choke, LT. Telsen Radiogrand,

12/6 (add balance any other), Time well Dual Coil, 6 -pin Base,
olo Switch. .0002 fixed. 2-meg.
.0005 variable, S.M. Dial. 7 Terminal

0/_

post (U.K.) 1;'Not C.O.D.

ONLY OBTAINABLE AT RAYMOND'S

RAYMOND'S

tode, 25/-. Sets of valves
for all Cossor, Mallard, and
Osram kits of parts, etc.

SPEAKERS, etc.
Blue Spot Cnit, 66K. 25/-:
Chassis, 12/3; Do. Major.

15/-; II.T.11. Chassis, 12/-;
Unit, 15/-; Brown's Vee
From A. C. Morton, of Hart- Unit, 25/-; Chassis, 15/-:
Amplion Cone, 21/-;
ley Wintney, 3(10)29:Dear Sir, ---Have received £3: A.R.() Horn, 27/6:
75/-; Marconi
wireless set, etc. (yesterday). Celestion
1 ant more than pleased with Oetagon. 30 -: B.T.II. C.2.
13u,'
spot
49, £2 2s.
37-'6;
same. 11 has surpassed my
expectations, and you can lie
stile I shall recommend your CLIMAX H.T. UNITS
firm in' future to my friends.
The Climax improved 1A
Yours truly,
(Signed) A. C. Min ton.

And many OTHERS.
Above

refer to Da Luxe

11.'1% Unit, PC. Nlodel JY

ECKO UNITS

LISSEN

WITH LATEST TR!OTRON DARK 75

H.T. AND 2-v. L.T.

EMITTER VALVES.

£10 - 10 - 0

CONE SPEA K ER.

Packing and Carr. 7.6
ONLY OBTAINABLE AT RAYMOND'S

CLARION S.G. 3 KIT OF PARTS
Choke,

NETT CASH

Aerial and Anode, 10/8 each ; 3 Sprung

70/ -

or LF. Suppled (add balance).
Variable .0005., 6/9 each; Reaction
4/-; 2 Clarion Dual -range Tmiewell

FREE
Valve H. at -1/3; " J " Formo, 2/-; POST
U.K.
2/6; .01, 1/9; 3-neu.,"1/-;
Not
C.O.D.
ILE. Choke, 5/-; H.F. Choke, 5,6;
Telsen Radiogrand L.F. 12/6 (or lotus, 12/6); moo::
and Series Clip, 14 x 7 Ebonite Panel, Screen 81 x
6; 8 Engraved Terminals, Push-pull Switch, Flex.
18z. Wire, 2 S.M. Dials.

ONLY OBTAINABLE AT RAYMOND'S

RAYMOND'S for
KITS OF PARTS :e.CC
Quoted for at a spec.
lal. cash price
where over
possible on receipt of
detailed list. tr,TttTZ'

Plus 5 - Carr.

WITH MULLARD PM2, PM1HF,
PM1LF.

Plus 5'- Carr.

PLEASE ORDER EARLY
Delivery in Rotation

RAYMOND'S

other Condenser, H.F.

courtesy shown to us.
1 am, yours faithfully,
(Signed) Francis Sham.

BRITISH VALVES
Marconi, Mallard, Cossor,
Osram, 10/6. Power, 12/6.
15/- . S.G., 22/6. Pen-

model.
D.C. 29.6, 39'6 A.G. 39;6
IN CABINET (Hinged lid)
upwa:ds. Good strcks.
ALL PARTS Enclosed.
Q A T COILS
15/.
3 DULL EMITTER
Wearite
WATES' VOLTMETER
VALVES
(3 in 1)
(I Power)
Readings: 0-1511 volts: 0-1
TALISMAN
7/6
TUNEWELL DUAL COIL
volts;
11-30
inilliantirs. 8 '6
DUAL COIL
/
1.000 ohm:.
(200:2000 metres)
(Wearite' Mapnetie Reaction
Packing
&
Carr.
GRID BIAS, 4 -way Leads
NEW CATALOGUE
5/- U.K.
2 SLOW MOTION DIALS
READY 1
- ord-r
POA ER PENTODE
READY TO USE.
NOT C.O.D.

For OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET
O.E.C. KIT OF PARTS.
Nett Cash Price
OAK CABE\ ri', THREE

Any

good condition

sers, Dials, etc.

;

BANTAM 3 KIT OF PARTS

OSRAM VALVES, 120-v.

in

We are very satisfied with it,
and thank you for the

JUST SWITCH ON-THAT'S ALL

Sprung V.H., .0002 and two .0001 CASH PRICE
Fixed, 3--aneg. Leak, LeircoS Fixed
Potentiometer, TeLsen L.F. Radio grand, Screen 10 x 6, Panel, 13 ter initials, Wire, Grid Leak Holder, Indic:dots, Panel Brackets.

Yours sincerely,

Cabinet.
Receives ',onion,
5t/l1.
5XX & many
Continental
Stations.

Mullard
Master
3 STAit
Circuit
Simplified

C.O.D.

Sir,-Thank you for set, Cossor, Millard, Osram
am very miswart, Marconi Valves.
proud: it is all it claims. I Varley Chokes and Transwas extremely astonished; its formers, Ormond Condenetc., for which I

you again, I remain,

In Handsome

-

1

hill, Birmingham,1/11129 :-

Wishing your sets every
future success, and thanking

USE

55/ -

Post (U.K.'

From Mr. A. Wall, of Spark -

merits are unequalled.

READY TO

De Luxe .0005, .00035, Ormond 400 Nett
ohms, "Q" Aerial (any good make In
stock), 15/-, 3 Sprung Valve Holders, CASH PRICE
T.C.C. .0003 S/P 2-meg. Leak, Lissen

ANY CHARITY

.1)11

89/6

IN \.11 U!

A MARVELLOUS VALV1

2 volt or 4 volt
I "niversal, R.C., or
Super HA,. each 5'6
Sti per Power
...
7/6
li per Power
9

Personally recomtnel,led

Radio Micro

.

.

LISSEN PARTS

17/5

iOcuot_pvntH7.1moiti

PARM E K C
ChOKES, ETC.

H.T., 7/11; mo8-v.
BATTERIES
EXTRAS IF L.T. Batteries, 2 volts. 11/6,9/-, 10 6 1211; etc. Latest 4 -pole 11-H.T.
P.& PoM (111:- free). SIEMENS.
T. Batteries. 100 ,alts, 10/-, 12 11 Unit, 121. S.G. Envelope
REQUIRED 1;1
13/-;
-r.,
:irtekoex,,3.t.tinonr,1121 -3.7,rielictitt, 29.6 10'-. Coils tor S.G:3, 6:6 so
00-v., 13/8;'
-VER.
Carr. Extra
R.C:C. Units, 4/- REApY.-so-v., 7/-;
.7!6:
,)))oVar.,11/6. Vernier Dials - 99-v., 11/5; 1211-v., 14/-;
,1374,
Power,
14/..
36. Ample Postage Please 120.v. P., MO. "ReComnien.49.;.OAK SPEAKER CABINET
nim
90-e., 5(9; 1)10-v.. 9 4.
12 x 12 x 0
gnanuitecd. HELLESEN.-50-v-

Cone on baffle board,
Aluminium chassis,
complete with unit :
Blue Spot 66K
- 32 6
Latest Telag - - 24 Lissen 4 -pole - - 20 The above prices are for
the cabinet, chassis,

cone and unit

"

DARIO VALVES

CARRIAGE 2 -

RAYMOND'S CHALLENGE THE
WORLD FOR VALUE & QUALITY

611-v.

TELSEN

The warId's best
Transformers at
the price.
RADIOGRAND

12 '6

ACE 8/6
RATIO 3-1 and 5-1

106;

Screenel - grid
VALVES

Cetron 12/6
Cieartron 12/6
(2 VOLTS)

TUNING UNITS
R.

I. Aperiodic

25, -

set of 4 SHORT-

-British General 14'6

WAVE COILS 7/6

Wearito

4

o

Bnlgin "A"

-

-

15

-

15,-

-

motenr WirebT

ANOTHER WIRELESS TIT -BIT

WET
SOLVE ALL- BATTERIES

H.T. TROUBLES
Jars (waled) ..

..

Sacs

s. d.
1

s. d.

3

1

ti

2

1

9

0 10 0 11
Rubber Bands(2 ti 4
4
Terminals
.. 0 8
1)
Special sizes tor Pentodes.
Zincit

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertisements under this head are charged
THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge
THREE SHILLINGS.

Two or three years ago I read an article in

the Wireless Magazine in which a rather novel
use of a crystal set was described, the modus
operandi being as follows.

MO

No. 1. No.2.

Per doz.

DECEMBER 7, 1929
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A gentleman gives a pair of phones to a

lady and connects one tag to a phone terminal
of the set, asking her to hold the other tag in
her hand. He takes another pair of phones

--- SELF .-ERATI

LONG LIFE : SILENT : ECONOMICAL
Sample doe. (18 volts), complete with band'
and electrolyte. No. 1, 4/1; No. 2, 8fr:
poet 92., terminals extra. No. 3, with terminals. 7/8 (19000 milliampe). Sample
snit, 60. Orders 10/- carr paid. New
illustrated catalogue post free.

FREEBargain List of Receivers,

Amplifiers R Components.

A. TAYLOR, 57 Studley Road,
Stockwell: London

SINQUERS
SAVE YOUR

ACCUMULATORS

SET A SINQUER

SENTRY!

himself, connects one tag to the remaining
phone terminal, and holds the free tag in his

hand. Then, when gently but firmly he
impresses a kiss upon the lady's lips; the

rapturous' music of the B.B.C: adds enchantment to an already romantic situation.'
I showed the -article -to a wireless friend of
mine who seemed rather more than normally
interested. He told me all about it afterwards; the stuff she had on her lips was
ins ulat in g . -G . C. C. (Aberdeen ) .

This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names
and addresses must necessarily be
given. The deposit is retained until advice is received of
the completion of the purchase, or of the article having
been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
Zo the amount of
the Deposit, a Fee of 6d. Icr sum; of £1
and under, and Is. (or amounts in excess of dl, to cove:

postage, etc., must be remitted at the same time.
lees are charged.

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted
by Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot to
accepted), addressed to

"Amarett W i RELESS," ADVERTISEmENT DprAn rents r,
King, Regd. Patent Agent, 146 Queen Victoria St., London.
WIRELESS OPERATING APPOINT BIEN rS-Feet payable

after qualifying (for boarding students). Morse Classes.
Wireless School, Manor Gardens, Holloway, N.7.

WIRELESS PORTABLE SETS with Five New Cossor Valves

two aerial windings; English Batteries and Act -Simulators.
All inclusive, efficient sets. Royalties paid. A magnificent
Xmas gift. If you are in London, may I fix an appoint-

A

ment. If you are not its London, may I send you particu-

lars. G. Hodgson, 53 Windsor House, Victoria Street,
Westminster, London, S.W.
POLISHED OAK CABINET CONE -SPEAKERS, 13x13x6.
Latest 4 -Pole Unit, 26/6 Unrivalled Value, Worth
Double. Gramophone Pick-ups 12/9, Postage Paid,

Present
for

1/. per carton from molt :lealer3 or
1/8 post free from actum makers.

FIDDIAN BAWTREE & CO.,
Oakhill Road, Sutton.

Foie trade distributors, Eric J. 1.m-cr

Satisfaction Guaranteed, " Raydio," 23, Thrunscoe Road,

Your

(Trig) Ltd., 33 Clerkenwel I GI een. 11:1%1

MGIIIMINIIIIIIMMO11111116111

Cleethorpes.
WIRELESS AND GRAMOPHONE CABINETS. -Ready to
assemble, or assembled, Lists free. D Mendip Industries,

ireless!

£NO-RUBBISH
s. - d. (SAVED)
SUPPLIED

Winscom be,

INSTALMENTS taken for anything over £5. Absolute
Deferred Payment
Radio, 37,

RADIO FURNITURE

Privacy.
Write to
Walbrook, E C.4.

Nothing to touch! The snug way those untidy, dusty
parts, trailing wires and batteries are ccmpactiy enclosed

ENGINEERS.- Can't we get together? All we ask is the
chance to prove that you can earn £300,£400, £500 per
year and more. Other mere are doing it, and you can do the
same. We have an unrivalled and world-wide organisation

will delight you. As a beautiful piece of furniture, the
" RADIOLA " will add pride to the home because it
is modem and stylish.
'

PANELS for ORGOLA receiver 3/6, Coils 15;-. All
kits in stcck. Cossor, Mullard, etc., Ebonite panels
cut to size at keen prices ; get our price list.

Already seer 3,000 delighted user*.
Radio Prue and leading -experts.

Highly recommended by

"RADIOLA" DE LUXE. from 55 : 5 : 0 to £11 : 11 : 0.
"POPULAR" OAK MODEL, from Ea : 15 : 0.

<'.

Gash or Easy Payments.

1
is

A stately British -made Cabinet, trade -mocked and guaranteed, sent on APPROVAL. (If you wish to part with it we

will wil ingly refund FULL MONEY and pay return
can is e. too!)
Foil particulars, Booklet and Photographs FREE.
ORDER NOW FOR XMAS.

PICKETT'S. WIRELEARFURNITURE
"A.M." WORKS, BEXLEY HEATH, KENT
Established since the beginning of Broadcasting.
see -.a ste -o. -o-

waiting to help you, whether you be novice or expert.

If you wish for something more than a " bread add butter "
job you owe it to yourself to investigate our. ,Service. Our
handbook "Engineering Opportunities,". has 'pointed the

way to better things to over 20,000 of your fellows. It

contains details of A.M.I.Mech.E.. A.M.T.C.E., A.M.I.E.E.,,
A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.Struct.E, C. & G., G.P.0'.; etc/Exams.,
and outlines Home -Study Courses in all branches Of Electrical, Mechanical, Motor, And Wireless Engineering." In
brilliant article, Professor A. ltl. Low shows clearly the
chances you are missing. The Book arid our Advice are
quite free. We guarantee "NO PASS -NO FEE." Don't miss

this opportunity- send a postcard- NOW (State Brands,
I'ost or Exam.).- British institute of Engineering Techno.
locy.100 Shakespeare House.29 Oxford Street.. London,W.I.

LATEST HORNS
AND PARTS

GRAMOPHONES
CATALOGUE FREE. CASH OR TERMS.

e5tminda KA°

BUILD 112 MODEL FOR £3. INSTRUCTIONS 31.

'.WADES
ElaT

Hear it at any of our 200 Branches

PINS

but 2d. each. Write for

List J84.

EYES

egeS2)

HUGE STOCKS

2d. each.

J. J. EASTICK & SONS,

Ee!ex House,
Bunhill Row, E.C.1.
telephone 92,2 4.
MAKE YOUR OWN HIGH - TENSION

ELIMINATOR AND ALL -POWER UNIT

RADCROIX
Mains Unit Components.
KITS OF PARTS FOR:

SG50, SG80 Det. 00, 150 max.
All -Power A.C. Unit, 6 Variable Voltages .

..

D.O. Unit, 6 Variable Voltages
Battery Charger, complete with valves, charging
Wiring Diagrams Free. State A.C. or D.C.

£1

16

19

6
6
9

15

6

2

9,2

From your dealer or direct from

THE WHOLESALE WIRELESS COMPANY

103, Farringdon Road, London, E.C.1
Telephone:

Is a distinctly Better Set

W. BURT, 185 High St., Deptford, London, S.E.8

Specially designed to meet
every requirement of the
enthusiast. All parts are
Interchangeable, made with
coloured sleeves, and cost

En cases

of persons not resident within the United Kingdom, doubts

Less than components cost. Comparable with any set double this price. Beautiful Suitcase;

Avoi 1

F. SANDERS, C"URC"
STREET'
ILFRACOMBE

Intending purchasers should forward to the Publish:rs

the amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.

for nine guineas.

YOU DOWN.

Menu fact wring Agents:

introduced a system of deposit which it is recommendei
should be adopted by readers when dealing with person;
with whom they are unacquainted. It is her explained.

PATENTS. -Trade Marks, Advice Handbook free. -Ii. T.

The Italian Broadcasting Company has
decided to transmit dramatic performances
of Italian and foreign origin twice weekly.

I erg let down by a run -out accumuaI or. Sinquers tell you the exact sta,c
of your battery sal warn you when it
needs recharging. Just drop them to
and leave them to it.

Master 3 Type coils B.B.G. 3/3, 4/9. Titan type 9/6 S.G.P.
B.B.C. pair 6/., 7/9, Dual 5/9, Six -pin bases 1/3. with switch
3/3. Formers 1/9, 2/3. R.C. Units 3/6. Four-p:n Comer
type coils 61 pair. S.L.F. Condensers 0005, 3/3, 3/6, Mid
Log, ball bearings 3/6. S.M. dials 2/3. Reaction 2/9.
Alumn. panels 2/4. Cone Chassis 6/6. P.P. switches 9d.
Phones pair 6/6. H.F. Chokes 1/6, 2/..3/.. Combined 3/3.
Engraved term. 2/6 doz. All wave tuners 7/11. Valve
Holders B/B Sel. Volt Meters 5/6. Cleartron Valves 3/,
Stamp for List. Everything Wireless. £1 orders post
paid. Get our coupon, it saves you Money.

Publishers cannot accept responsibility fcr
of advertisers in this publication, they have

58/6r FETTER LANE, I,,ONDON,

HE'LL NEVER LET
rouble the hie of your cells!

DEPOSIT SYSTEM

As the

bona fides

Clerkenw ell 5312.

AMAZING

CUP.RYS (1927) LTD., 24 Gomell Rd.. London. E.C.'

STEEL
MASTS

High -Tension Eliminator for 37/- complete.

11/.

26ft,

LTEriE.I;e:"toSLcrir/67 41iidlTnIcle.,
31-; Elsewhere, 3/6. W_ighs 28 lbs.

341t.

don, 2/-; '1,.,i'idtraLs,ttwILzie-,
4/-. Weighs 40 lbs.
Carriage.LonTapering6- INVklio.

40t

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE No. 43

BARGAINS
in Efficient

Elsewhere,

Make your own High -Tension 'Eliminator in r hour.
We supply. Kit of parts as follows,
Transformer, Choke, 3. Condensers, Valve, Valve
Holder, Insulated Terminals, Insulated Sleeving and
Variable resistance, all complete for 37/,
ieo volts at 03 m.a. Write -for list.
Fel-Ectr:e Radio, 56 Garden Street, Sheffield.

11/.

1 GIG

4/6.Weighs
with MAST.-Masir'ngs, mole galvanised wire
(cut to lengths), Pulley,- Cleat, 'Solids Metal foot rest and
strong galvanised stay fastenhrs. Note. -Our Masts are

stayed at 4 ground points (not 3) which ensures safety.
ACCESSORIES. --Best Manilla Rope Halyards (will not
rot), 60f t. 1/6, 100 f t. 2/6: Spkial Anti -rust paint (sufficient
for mast) 1/6. Coppered earthing tube 1/9. Spacial Aerial.
Has 14 strands of No.28 gauge Enamelled high conductivity
pure copper wire 100ft. 3/9.
Money relunded' if mast returned intact and carriage paid
within 7 days.

FAIRFIELD TUBE CO.

6, Southend Road, BECKENHAM, Kent

REPAIRS

Any make of L.P. Transformer, Loud -speaker
or headphones 'repaired and dispatched within
48

HOURS -TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE

with each repair. 4/. Post Free.
Terms to Trade

TRANSFORMER - REPAIR CO.
" Service " Dept.

214 High Street, Colliers Wood, London, S.W.19

firSUPER RAZOR BLADE

SHAVES 1,000 TIMES

Blade question solved. Thousands used. No failures. Send postcard for
proof. Costa nothing to test. RAZOR PATMST8 SYNDICAT5,
3, Trinity 'Road, Birmingham

mateur Wireksj

COUPON
Available until Saturday
DECEMBER 14,1929

DECEMBER 7, 1929

ninItur Wtrelksj

111

OVERWHELMED with demand since OLYMPIA-

but now available to all !
REAL PRECISE

ADJUSTMENT

A UNIT
WITH WHICH
YOU CAN

BUILD

The crowds around the Lissen Stand at
Olympia heard the performance of the
new Lissen 4 Pole Adjustable Balanced
Armature Unit-compared its noticeable bass, its lively treble with the
utterance of even moving -coil speakers,
and decided that the Lissen 4 Pole
Adjustable Balanced Armature Unit was
undoubtedly wonderful.

Ever since

that time the demand has been overwhelming.

Compare the adjustment of this Lissen

Unit with everything else availableyou '11 agree at once that the Lissen construction is infinitely superior to any-

thing else. It has such a fine adjustment
that you can get the utmost volume from

it without chatter. You can use it with
a big baffle board, or put it in a cabinet;
you can build a linen -diaphragm loudspeaker or any other type of cone loudspeaker with it.

This Lissen 4 Pole Adjustable Balanced Armature Unit brings something approaching
loud -speaker perfection within the easy reach of everybody who owns a radio set.

LISSEN 4 POLE ADJUSTABLE BALANCED ARMATURE UNIT 12/6

ANY CONE

13 -inch LISSEN CONE 2/6

TYPE
SPEAKER

Ail Lissen dealers are stocking this new Lissen triumph-ask for a demonstration.

LISSEN LIMITED

wo R P L Ea

1S l.EW 0(FtwiTaHn

and Edmonton.

(Managing

Fira4 tc.):); i e

DirectorSEX

atE Bichmond

Onvitpitr

Wirdesi

DECEMBER 7, 1929

lv

The Yinest in the World

RECD. TRADE MARK

BRITAIN'S BEST BATTERIES

You know that in your Ever Ready Dry Battery you have
all the power necessary to operate your set efficiently-

COMPACT-CONVENIENT-EVER READY
Not only does an Ever Ready give a purer and more perfect
reception than any other form of current supply but it is

CHEAPER BOTH IN INITIAL COST AND UPKEEP

Suitable Units for Every Set

H.T.
STANDARD, POWER
AND SUPER -POWER

L.T.

G.B.

Also Special Types for

PORTABLE SETS

Printed in England. Published by Bernard Jones Publications, Ltd., 58/61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4

Sole Agent's for South Africa : CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LIMITED. Sole Agents for Australasia : GORDON & GOTCH, LIMITED. Saturday, December 7, 1929

Amateur Wireless, December 14, 1929

"ETHER SEARCHER" DETAILS

:: A BROOKMAN'S SEPARATOR

Every

Azsi

ThursdaucA
V

treleSt5"
and
Radiovision
Saturday, December 14, 1929

Vol. XV. No. 392
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vst GOOD COMPONENtS f
-en

ORMOND DIFFERENTIAL
CONDENSER

This model has been specially designed for nee as a

reaction Condenser in circuits where it is desirable
l hot the total capacity between anode and filament
teinalm constant, to obtain a perfectly Smooth control.
is provided between fixed and moving vanes.

obviating all danger of short circuiting. " One -hole"
fixing.
Price 4/-,
PIP"

ORMOND POTENTIOMETER

This model is of the open type, the resistance

wire being wound on an insulating former,
snpported on a metal frame, air spaced.
" One -hole " fixing. Complete with Bakelite Dial. For Baseboard mounting an
additional aluminium bracket may be
Supplied.
Resistance 400 ohms.

Price 210 each.

Choose

ear

ORMOND NO. 3 JACK

Brass frame heavily nickel -plated, springs of nickel silver, the contacts
being riveted in. The depth behind panel Is only 21 in. Unique spring

ORMOND,aid
be Sur

method for attaching connecting wires; sOldering is not absJutelY
essential. (Single Open Filament.) Price 21.
The Ormond Plug will 'A any standard Jack. Price 2/6.

THE ORMOND COUPLER
FOR GANGING

Forme as a coupling between two condensers

mounted in gang formation to obviate the
nem...By of strictly aligning the condenser
riindles. It comprises a bakelite ring on

which are sprung two seatets mounted
back to hack, the gang ends of the condensers

EVERY "Ormond" production
reveals that genius in design,

bring secured by locum of locking screws.
This provides a uni cereal point.
Price 1/3.

outstanding reliability and excellence of construction combined
with low price, which has made the
name "Ormond " world famous for

ear

value.

ORMOND DRUM

Ormond components are always
true to every claim made for them,
giving that precise lasting service
which reveals their high quality and

Designed for simplicity and
rase of attachment. No

perfect accuracy.

DIAL

slip-no back lash.

The use of "Ormond" components for every circuit will ensure
trouble free service and enchanced

ame direction es the dial.
Available for either left- or
right-hand mounting.

Designed for use where space is limited. This

condenser is of extremely high efficiency.
May be adapted for "One -hole fixing."
Baseboard

mounting,

or

The

scontrol knob moves in the

ORMOND SMALL LOGARITHMIC CONDENSER

Price 5/ -

" Along -panel

mounting" for drum control. An extension
of the main spindle is provided at the rear
end in order that his model may be "ganged"

quite simply.

Complete, with 3 in. Knob and Dial.
Capacity : .00013
.00036

..
..

7/6
7/9

.00023
.0005

..
..

7/6
81 -

ORMOND NEUTRACONDENSER

efficiency in working.
Remember that Ormond -products

A new type of enclosed condenser
expressly designed for neutralising
valve capacities. Capacity varies
approximately 6 microfarads per revolu-

are not only the best components
obtainable, but that they are also

tion of spindle. Dostproof with no
danger of short circuit, minimums capacity approximately .0000015
maximum

the best value obtainable.

. capacity

Amen 5 nits.

approximately

Adapted for either baseboard or panel
wouuting.
Price 4/6.

THE ORMOND BALL -BEARING TURNTABLE

Of extremely robust construction the two plates are spun from
sheet steel and heavily platg.t. A rubber ring is fitted to
the base directly beneath the ball race to ensure a perfectly
smooth movement under the moat exacting conditions.
81n. in Diameter,
Price 6!-.
7in. in Diamgter,
Price 51-.

THE ORMOND TWO

ORMOND FIXED

SWITCH

This resistor is supplied In
various slues suitable for most

POINT PUSH-PULL

The ORMOND ENGINEERING CO.,
LIMITED,

A very compact Switch of
robust construed.. May be
mounted on a metal panel and

insulated by means of the

ORMOND HOUSE,
ROSEBERY AVENUE, LONDON, E.C.i

ebonite buck if necessary.
Complete with
knob, terminals, and soldering tags.
One -hole fixing for lila in.
panel ONLY

!telephone ; Clerkenwell 5334-5-6 and 0344-5-6

Price 1/3.

Telegrams: "Ormondengi, Smith."

ea%

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A. W."

RESISTOR

salves. Easy to fix, fermirals

and soldering
neet inns.

tags

for von-

Supplied in reeistanees of .5,
1.3, 2, j, and 10 ohms.
Price 62.
Bare, Pr..es
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THE need for High Tension at high pressure if the best
results are to be obtained from modern valves, is not
always recognised.
This point is dealt with in Mr. Full 0 'Power 's Booklet

" INSIDE KNOWLEDGE "
(on the correct use of Radio Batteries),
a Free Copy of which may be obtained from your dealer, or
direct from Siemens Brothers & Co. Ltd., Woolwich, S.E.18.

pRICES :
gorULAR 'CV"
No. 120. volts 81'
e0o

is,.

No. 1202.
100 volts
I, owER TYPE
PSo wer
No 4

'

0 N OU.
6120

1316

Power6
No 1206.
OltS

:,

GRID100

N0.6.9.95,011S 11 6

SIEMENS BROTHERS & CO. LTD., WOOLWICH, S.E.18.
Telephone : Woolwich 1161.

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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"I received my

®

Eliminator A.C.16 and
had my Set working

tomeat

inside ten minutes

with marvellous results.
My

. . .

III is now equal, even better

than some All - Mains Sets I have

vow-

13

heard."

The above is an
extract from a
letter which has
reached us, and is
typical of many
we are receiving
daily from

lighted users

No wonder were

sold millions 1

deof

The famous "OH MITE'
--- a Moulded Anode
Resistance with a value

our New Super

H.T. Battery

that remains constant.

Eliminator Model

OUTPUT :
151 volts at 25 m A

A.C. 16.

Get your High Tension
Model A.C. 16 supply from the Mains
for Alternating Current. Pro-

Using this "ATLAS" Eliminator you can
get all the High Tension you require for

vides three tappings, two
fixed of 120 and 150 volts
respectively, and one variable

your Set from the mains-constantly

of 0,100 volts.

powerful and at practically no. cost.

Unit yet produced at
the price, and is suitable for any set from

DOWN

must be incurring an expense of anything
from 5os. to6 per annum, and tolerating
anything but the best from your Set.
Whatever your needs are, there is a Model

control.

.0005 4/6. .0003 4/3.
.00015 4/St

in the "Atlas" Range to meet them. Cur

The

" MLILTIWAVE "
H.F. CHOKE designed
for modern valves. BY
employing solenoid winding followed by sectiOnad
windings, blab impedance
is obtained with low D.C.
resistance. Also very effective for use In

new Folder No. 44 gives full details.

"ATLAS" H.T. Units can be obtained
from any Wireless Dealer.

(less than the cost of an H.T.
battery). The balance 3'o,,
pay In nine monthly easy
instalments.

SP.*

ELIMINATORS
PRICE4 : 10 : 0 BATTERY
axe British to the last screw and are fully
CASH

There Is no hum or motor boating, and maximum safety
in use is ensured.

covered for twelve

months
"ATLAS " Guarantee.

by,

the

send me your Folder No. 44,

along with

NAME

ADDRESS

Flease use BLOCK LETTERS

stopper or filter circuits.
With Base.

PARISH

Atlas Works, Old Trafford, Manchester.
particulars of your easy payment scheme.

each.

GRAHAM

Messrs. H. Clarke & Co. (Mier), Ltd. (Dept. 3N),
Please

New

IICIENT " Co denser;
a brass -vaned og-roldline variable condenser
using Bakelite as a
Robust in
dielectric.
construction, and ideal
for portable seta. Can
be mounted for either
drum or ordinary dial

cost of H.T. Batteries-using them you

r.
1

envelope.

The

and never needs renewing. Compare the

Is yours for

in unsealed

Holders.

Vertical. 65,

everlasting H.T. Unit-never runs dry

used in the home. It

COUPON
TO- DAY
3d. stamped

Noiseless and
lite.
efficient. Negligible self
capacity, so that the
high notes are retained.
Also fitted with terminal
ends.
All values.
1,000 to 500,000 Olusa.

Battery, and switch on.
Imagine what it means to you to have this

one to five valves, and
specially caters for
sets using Screen. grid,
Detector, and Pentode
Valves. It is also ideal
for use with any
Portable Set when

POST THIS

cally sealed in Bake-

Horizontal or

All you have to do is to connect it to a
lamp socket or wall plug, attach the terminals to the set in the same way as a

This is the finest H.T.

Infinitely better than
wire -wound. Hermeti-

A.w.2

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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qhey a!!_ place

&hind their panels
When it is a question of efficiency and economy
there is no condenser more worthy of being placed
behind your panel than the Polar No. 3.
Prices :

.0005
.00035
.0003

5/9
5/7
5/6

It is highly efficient on normal and ultra short-wave reception.
It is low in price and it economises on space because its overall
size is only Ain. wide when fully open and 21 in. deep behind
panel.

without eial

One hole fixing.

Constructed entirely of chemically cleaned hard brass. Perfect electrical

contact at all points.

Smooth yet precise action. Robustly built
throughout.

Note: Knob -dial, or dial as illustrated which
matches that used on Polar "Ideal," II- extra

YOU WILL BE PLEASED WITH POLAR BEHIND YOUR PANEL
Get a copy of

the

Polar

Polar

talogue (A).

WINGROVE & ROGERS Ltd., 188-9 Strand, London, W.C.2
Polar Works : MILL LANE, OLD SWAN, LIVERPOOL

No. 3

THE WONDERFUL NEW

4/6

GOLDEN P.R. VALVE

Postage

By a special process employing an extremely rare element in minute
and precise quantities, in the coating of our Golden Series, we
have been able to turn out a valve of extraordinary efficiency.

4d.

ABNORMAL SELECTIVITY and VOLUME
Although the L.T. Filament consumption has been kept more or less to our standard to secure robustness, the emission
has been increased BY OVER 50 PER CENT. For selectivity and volume, we believe a better valve cannot be obtained
anywhere with such a low consumption of H.T. and L.T. The glass bulbs are of a distinctive golden colour and each
valve has a golden guarantee band.

INSIST ON THE GOLDEN P.R.
Ask your Trader for a Golden P.R. Valve, and do not be put off with any other. You will
be positively amazed at the greatly increased efficiency of your set. Remember, insist on
the Golden P.R.
LIST OF P.R. SUPER GOLDEN SERIES.

4/ a

4
EACH

Pcst 45.

volts.

Type
GPR
GPR

2

GPR

9

3

GPR 4
GPR 10

POWER GPR 11
GPR 17

7/6

F ACH

Post 4d.

SUPER-

GPR 18
GPR 19

powER GPR 20

12/6

2
2
2

3.5-4
3.5-4
3.5-4
5-6
5-6

5.6
2

GPR 40 4
GPR 60 6

Am

imp.

.095
.095
.095
.09
.09
.09
.14
.14
.14

24,000
12,090
40,000
22,000
10,000
44,000
20,000
11,000
75,000

Amp.

OR GET YOUR MONEY BACK

OfhmL.

13.5 H.F. Det.
9

L.F.

32

R.C.

14.5 H.F. Det.
9
41

L.F.

R.C.
17.5 H.F. net.
L.F.
9.5
41
R.C.

.15
.15
.15

6,000
6,000
6,000

7
7
7

Power

.3

3,000

4.5

Super
Power

.2

3,50)

4.5

FT

Pt

EAOH

Post A°. GPR 120 2
Screen

Grid
15i

-itch

GPR 140 4

.2
220,000 150
S.G.
SG 25 2
2 Valves or more sect POST FREE. Matched Valves 1/- stet per set.

Post 9d.

GET PERFECT RESULTS
Each valve has attached to it a written guarantee covering 7
months. In the event of the valve losing emission or becoming
inefficient in any way during this term, a new valve will be supplied
under the terms of the guarantee. if not fully satisfied that the
valves received are equal to any they should be returned within a
week, full refund will be made by return of post.
Ask your dealer for them.
Sent C.O.D. if desired.
Matched Valves V- extra per set.
Accept no other.

P.R. PRODUCTS,
26, P.R. HOUSE, NEWGATE STREET,
LONDON, E.C.4
(Opposite G.P.O. Tube Station)

Telephone: CITY 3788

1,

THE AMAZING

P.R.AllSPEAKER
British Made.
Full balanced armature, powerful
cobalt steel permanent magnets.

Special P.R. Cone floats against the
baffle ; Cabinet of oak heavily reinforced by special frame designed to
sympathetic
resonance.
prevent
Finished in highly french -polished
natural oak, and measures 13 in. by
Test it
at your leisure against ANY Speaker
at ANY price. We know it is the equal
13 in. by 6 in. with 11 in. cone.

of any.

5/0
DOW N
and remit the

balance 30'. or

if you prefer
it, 2'6 a week

for fourteen
weeks, 40 - in
all. C.O.D. 5 6

li
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LOCKEDfor SAFETY
LOCKED for RIGIDITY 1

LOCKEDfir LONG LIFE

Individual movement of the

elements is impossible in the

NEW Cossor Screened Grid. They

arc rigidly locked in position,
definitely eliminating all risk of

internal short circuit. And be-

cause they are braced to a girder like rigidity they are proof against
even the hardest blow. As a result
the NEW Cossor has an exceptionally
long life. Nothing short of complete
destruction can mar its extraordinary
sensitivity and range. Demand the
NEW Cossor for your Screened Grid
Receiver. No other make has Interlocked Construction.

?he NEW

2 -volt type

now available.
The NEW Cossor 220 S.G.

(2 volts, '2 amp.) Max.
Anode Volts 150, Impedance200,000,Amplification Factor
200. Price -

22/6

Cossor 4 and 6 volt Screened
Grid Valves are also available
with similar characteristics at
the same price.

C Cossor Ltd., Highbury acme, London, N.5.

Cossor
Screened Grid
Valve

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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Our Friend " R.P."-An Organ O.B.-and Another -A U.S. ComplimentRadio from the Jungle-That Broadcast English !
Our Friend " R.P. "-Some of
our readers have been complaining
recently about the programmes
which our Continental friend Radio
:Paris has been putting out. It is
interesting to note that a prominent

cords of performances by famous
bands such as the Irish and Scots
Guards and R.A.F. On Thanksgiving Day a two hours' programme

of these records was broadcast
from one end of America to the other

British record firm, The Decca

over a chain of ria,rly forty stations.

Record Co., Ltd., has now arranged
for a series of weekly recitals to be
given on Sundays from. Radio Paris.

wave messages transmitted for the
British explorer, Major C. Court-

Each of these recitals will last for
'about half an hour and will consist
of varied popular music and dance
music.

In view of the present

Radio from the Jungle-ShortTreatt, from a portable Marconi
equipment in the wilds of Sudan,
have been received as far afield
as the United States. Pitching

' dull. Sunday" campaign of the
B.B.C. it is to be hoped that other

their camps -in Western Sudan, the

well -received foreigners will make
an effort to give England something

communication with Sudan Govern-

worth listening to on 'the weekly
day of rest.

An Organ O.B.-The outside

broadcast department -of the B.B.C.

explorers were able to maintain

ment wireless stations throughout
their twelve' months' travels in the
jungle, where they were making a
British instructional film. They
were in regular touch with London
and their transmissions, on a wave-

is being called upon to work overlength of 30 metres, were heard at a
time these days I For instance, in a
distance of more than 5,000 miles
A striking impression of a giant German " sender "-Muenster,
play shortly to be broadcast from
on 234 metres. Listen for him to-night-his power is 3 kilowatts.
-in Detroit, Michigan, and Boston
London and 5GB, there occurs a
certain amount of organ music. Despite
A U.S. Compliment-A gigantic com- (Massachusetts). And they used a hand
the fact that in one of the Savoy Hill pliment was paid to England during the generator!
studios there is a powerful electric organ, recently - celebrated Thanksgiving Day.
That Broadcast English !-Some
an outside broadcast is to be made from the Last year American gramophone engineers pungent and forceful remarks have been
famous church of St. Mary -le -Bow. There came to this country and made re- made to an AMATEUR WIRELESS correspondent by Madame Sandra,
is, of course, a convenient line
'Ibetween this church and Savoy OtGlt7IWItte;'It&%171t%)tItePlt4ntItte7ice,)17),GItc70 the well-known singer, who is an
experienced broadcaster. She
Hill, and listeners may remember 5
PRINCIPAL CONTENTS PAGE
says: "We are .not taught to
'that services and the famous Bow 5
5 Current Topics ..
.. 973
speak on the vowels, slurring them
bells, are often broadcast.
and fastening the emphasis on the
.. 974
-and Another-A further out- 5 The " Stenode Radiostat " .
side broadcast which will take some c The " Brookman's Separator
.. 975 5 hard consonants; and also we throw
accent back to the end of each
doing is that of a tour through a
.. 977 5 the
Advertising " On the Air "
word
so that words become like
newspaper office, to be broadcast
On Your Wavelength ..
.. 983 5 'wriggling
tadpoles, all head and a
on December 16. The layout of the
5
Listen to the Two B.P.'s
.. 985
long, indefinite tail.
microphones for this event has
.. 986 5 " The fault is that we gabble our
How Much Will Your Detector Stand?
'already been arranged, and the
words and are encouraged, to do
.. 989
wiring plan looks like a spider'S § Hints on Using " Everybody's 3 "
web ! The editor's room, the news § Amateur Experiments with Photo Cells
.. 990 5 this at school. I am convinced that
we want to become clearer
room, the composing department, 5 Without Fear or Favour
.. 991 5 if
speakers we must either do less
the foundry, and the machine room, 5 The 1930 Ether Searcher "
992
§ reading or read aloud. We cannot
are included in the microphone
998
..
tour. Listeners should now have a § The Modern Radio -Sleuth
5 speak at the rate we read and as we
.. 1000 § try to do so, the result is just
My Wireless Den
..
good opportunity of knowing what
.. 1002 § gabble, with the tongue tripping
..
the noises of Fleet Street are like, § The Gentle Art of Wiring
§ up over the task of joining sense
1008
and the AMATEUR WIRELESS man § "A.W." Tests of Apparatus ..
writes with feeling !
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as one would- e:
the interference
heard.

generally as-

sumed that in order
properly to receive

The demonstratf

broadcast speech and
music, the tuning circuits must be so proportioned that a band
of frequencies is received.

was successful, in the

it showed that a ver
sharply -tuned circui
may be used for tl:c
reception of broadcast .
Actually, the H.F.
circuits of the receiver

This is be-

ause existing theories
recognise the presence
of side frequencies in
addition to the carrier
or central frequency.
Thus, if the carrier

passed a band of fre-

qnencies only about

of
r,000,000 cycles, the

20 cycles wide. The
extreme
selectivity
was obtained by, using
a peizo-electric device,

corresponding wave300
length being

devised methods

frequency is

but the inventor has

metres, and a pure

which no device

note of r,000 cycles
is produced before the

microphone, the
carrier fs modulated

and two side waves
appear. One would
have the frequency of

The photograph shows Dr. Robinson with his Stenode Radio3tat

r,00 r,000 cycles and the other 999,000 cycles.

When speech or music is being broadcast,
the audio frequencies may range from, say,

An account of the new system
of reception, invented by Dr.

20 to 10,000 cycles, and therefore the

Robinson, late Chief of Research
of the Royal Air Force, for which

receiver shciuld pass a band of frequencies
to include this range.

remarkable claims are made

We know that then the tuning is too

sharp-as for example, when an amount of adjustable condenser, having two small
reaction is being used, the low notes sound plates about r in. in diameter.
proportionally louder than the high ones.
In the illustration above will be seen,
Similarly, when there are several tuned on the left, the frame aerial and modified
circuits, each being of the low -loss type, super -heterodyne set, whilst on the right
the higher notes are considerably reduced is a cabinet containing a copper box,
from their true value.
inside of which is the " Stenode Radiostat"
apparatus (stenode means "narrow path" in
Side Bands and Quality
Greek). First, the oscillator was connected
Such sharply tuned circuits are said to and set to interfere with Brookmans- Park
cut the side bands and are responsible for and the portable set tuned to Brookmans
much bad quality. According to inventions Park. A loud howl was, of course, heard

of Dr. James Robinson, however, it

this class is used.
It is possible to provide circuits having
various degrees of,
selectivity. Thus, it
might be decided'

that the circuits shall
respond only to frequencies lying within
the band 5,000 cycles in width. This
degree of selectivity would be of assistance
in receiving broadcasts. The inventions are
applicable to radio communication of many.

They_ are obviously of value in
television where normally a wide band of
kinds.

frequencies is occupied whilst transmitting'!

A Special Set
It should be understood that it is not
possible to add a device to an existing set='the

receiver must be designed according to

the inventions as a whole. The resulting
set will, of course, be a little more expen-1
sive than normal sets, because of the special
apparatus that must be included. I under;1
stand that probably two further valves are,
needed with their circuits. How the opera-,

with the broadcast, and its pitch was tion will be affected remains to be seen,

is

possible to tune very sharply indeed and lowered to a point where it completely
yet to 'have perfect quality. Full technical spoiled the reception. Then the superdetails are not yet available, but I have heterodyne was connected and by .careful
attended a demonstration and actually tuning it was possible to receive without a
handled the apparatus.
trace of interference. The frequency of the
The apparatus employed was a portable note produced by the oscillator interfering
set, a' powerful oscillator and a super- with Brookmans Park was about 200 cycles.
heterodyne receiver suitably modified by
By upsetting the adjustment of the new
the inventor. In parallel with the oscillator device it was possible to Use the superof the super -heterodyne was a very small heterodyne in the ordinary manner and,

MEASURING H.F.
CURRENTS

in
of

The Radio Research Board is at present
. experimenting with a high -frequency meter
for heavy currents consisting, of a column
.

as it is not fair to judge by the behaviour,.
of the special super -heterodyne receiver,
used in the tests. Further comments must
therefore be reserved until such technical
details are made available and a first-hand

acquaintance with the system may be
obtained. The demonstrations are attracting considerable attention and it is to be

hoped they will lead to really practical
receivers.

A ROME SHORT -WAVER
on the Rome short-wave broad-

woRK
casting station is progressing rapidly.

is by no means a simple matter to of mercury contained in a glass tube The transmitter, installed at Cecchignoletta,

ITmeasure the value of currents oscillating

having a capillary extension. The current
at radio frequencies. The variation of the is passed through the mercury, and the
"skin effect" with different frequencies, time taken for the latter to expand through
for instance, is still an uncertain quantity. a given length of the capillary tube is taken
In practice, this difficulty can be overcome with a stop -watch. The rate of expansion is
by using conductors so thin that the skin foUnd to give an accurate measure of the
effect is negligible. On the other hand, amperage of the current under test. M. B.
this seriously limits the magnitude of the
currents which can be so measured.
LET A.W. SOLVE YOUR PROBLEMS

at a short distance from the Italian capital,

'will be capable of radiating a power of
some 12 kilowatts -in the aerial. It will
relay the advertised Rome programmes for

the benefit of ItalianS resident in the

African and other colonies. Although the
wavelengths have not been made known
officially, it is stated that 25 metres and
8o metres may be the ones adopted.
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eparalor
If you are troubled with interference, then you really will get
knife-edge tuning by the addition of this unit-all other types
of station rejector result in a loss of signal strength. This unit
is a Signal Booster as well as a Local -station Rejector
The cost of this unit will meet with your Ebonite or bakelite panel, 9 in. by 6 in.,
IT is, perhaps, not generally realised that
the great advantage nowadays of using pocket, and were it not so it might be and strip, 8% in. by z in. (Becol, Raymond,
a screen -grid valve-or, indeed, of using cheaper entirely to rebuild your set and to Trolitax).
include the unit rather .0005-microfarad variable condenser,
than to add it in the with slow-motion movement (J.B., Lissen,
fir +2 manner here described. Igranic, Dubilier, Ormond).
Dual -range tuner (Bulgin, type A).
Choke
A second point is that
-01/1"-fi the unit will cover 7 -ohm panel -mounting rheostat (Wearboth the medium and ite, Lissen, Igranic, Valley).
the long waves, using
Valve holder (W.B., Lissen, Lotus, Bensome simple form of jamin, Igranic).
r-microfarad fixed condenser (Lissen,
oRon dual -range coil. Obviously it

;90027,4fld Set

adding a

is no use

single -range

unit to a dual -range set,
because this would mean
disconnecting the
H.F. stage

T.C.C., Dubilier).
High -frequency choke (Lisien, Wearite,
Lewcos, Bulgin).
Two pre-set condensers, maximum

L.7: - when you
The Brookman's Separator circuit

want 5XX
or our Con-

any high -frequency stage at all-is that it tinental friend Radio Paris in
gives sharper tuning. On the broadcast place of Brookmans Park or
band, at any rate, the increased amplifica- 5GB.
tion is not of such great importance as the
A third and most important
increased selectivity.
point is that the unit should
What this means in simple language is be easily adaptable to almost
that if you are troubled by interference, any kind of straightforward
and your set is a straightforward one, having

set. The AMATEUR WIRELESS

no high -frequency stage, then you really technical staff has been at
will get that knife -edged tuning by the great pains to devise a means
addition of a little unit such as this "Brook - of coupling which shall not
raise " snags " when the unit
man's Separator."
This unit is a signal booster as well as a is added to any ordinary set.
The accompanying list of
local -station rejector, and the advantage of
this is that if you want to cut out Brook - components for this unit

mans Park and bring in an infinitely and the cost will satisfy

weaker foreigner, then with this unit you you that for cutting

have sharper tuning and greater signal out the local stationstrength.

this unit is a winner.

The unit is quite simple to build and few parts are required

ma= VA'&5
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`` THE BROOKMANS SEPARATOR " (continued from precedimg page)
capacity, .00027 -microfarad each (Igranic,
preset, Formo).

Eight terminals marked : Aerial t,

In a unit of this kind it is not really the unit and join a wire between -the lefts
necessary to use "square" wiring, although hand aerial terminal and the atrial terminal
this can; of course, be done if desired. For on the set. Connect up the L.T. terminals

H.T.+2, simplicity in the present unit the wiring and plug in the H.T.2 tapping to' about
H.T.-,
Earth,
has been carried out with tinned wire en.. 120 volts and the H.T.z to 7o-90 volts,
L.T. -, Aerial 2 (Belling -Lee).
Baseboard, 9 in. by 7 in. (Pickett, Ray- cased in a flexible covering such as Systoflex. according to the value recommended by the
This does not make quite such a neat job makers for the screening grid. .
mond).
Place a screen -grid valve in the socket,
9 ft. of Systoflex and about to% ft. of as the usual square method, but for the
beginner, at any rate, it is simpler to carry turn the rheostat full on (that is, clockwise),
zo s.w.g. tinned copper wire (Keystone).
Apart from the cost of the components, out. There is one short flex lead to which and pull out the coil switch so that the
there is one further expense to which you a socket is attached, connected to the anode unit is working on the medium waves.
During a preliminary test the two pre..
should go, and this is only one shilling., It is of the screen -grid valve.
for the blueprint which has been prepared
describing this unit, and is of great value, Operation
BLUEPRINT
PANEL
And now for operating
11°A.W212
Here is the
complete

instrument
without
the valve

the unit. -There are two

AERIAL

things which first must be
considered, the valve to use

and the H.T. supply.
Any screen -grid valve is

suitable 2, 4, or 6 volts,
according to the other
valves you have in the set.

TUNING CONDOR

ootumfd
RHEOSTAT
2'
aohm
Tury

1101el
iv lir

The impedance of a normal
screen -grid valve is id the
neighbourhood of 250,000

2'

DUAL RANG
CO/L

o

2,`

To mo/aws

ohms, although valves of
different

makes vary a

little in this respect.
The current consumed
by the anode and screen grid circuits is very small,
totalling usually not more
than 3 milliamps. If your
receiver, say a three-valver,

because it is full size, shows all the components in their exact positions, and gives
all the wiring in a simplified manner. No
correspondence is needed; simply ask for
blueprint No. 212.

Construction

is already well within the

capabilities of the H.T.
battery or mains unit

employed, then it will be

.00027

safe to connect the terminals H.T.I nd H.T.z

to the correct ;tappings on
The construction is quite straightforward the supply. But if the
and you should commence by drilling the H.T. supply is already in
panel and the terminal strip. The com- danger of being over-

ponents used are of the one -hole fixing
variety, so that there will be only three
holes to drill-and don't forget the three
holes along the bottom edge of the panel.
You can mark the centres on the back of

the panel, all dimensions for the drilling
centres being given on the blueprint.
Alternatively, you can make use of the
blueprint as a template. This is done -by
attaching the blueprint to the panel (on
the reverse side, of course) and punching
through the drilling centres where indicated.

It is always advisable to make small
punchmarks, so that the drill can get
started properly and will make clean holes.
The terminal strip should next be drilled,
not forgetting that this also is to have three
small holes along the bottom edge for fixing.

loaded, it might be a wise
plan to use a separafe bat-

tery for the H.T. unit; a
single -capacity small tzovolt H.T. battery will
suffice.

An H.T. battery

can be used for the stage,
even though an eliminator

ToA

ON SET

LT- HT+2 HT+, HT - LT+

E

A

)

Eboniteefd

The wiring diagram. A full-size Blueprint is available,

is supplying the rest of the receiver.

There is only one point to note, and that

price 1/ -

set condensers should be screwed right in,
but when you have got the hang of the con-

is that in this unit H.T. negative is con- trols a little you can greatly improve
nected to L.T. negative. This is the normal selectivity by individual adjustment of
and correct practice, but just make a check each. Also try experimenting with the
and see that the H.T. and L.T. negative voltage supply to the H.T.I tapping. At
connections of your set are similarly wired first a little difficulty may be found, parbefore adding the unit. If they are not so ticularly by those unaccustomed to working
wired, then change the wires over.
an H.F. valve, in tuning the unit and the

Connecting up the unit is simplicity receiver simultaneously. A little practice
There are only five components to be itself. Remove the aerial from the aerial will soon overcome this snag. The tuning
mounted on the baseboard, these being the terminal on the set and place it on the of the condenser on the unit will not be
two pre-set condensers, the screen -grid right-hand aerial terminal of the unit, look- very sharp unless the knob of the rightvalve holder, i-microfarad fixed condenser, ing at the terminal strip from the back. hand pre-set condenser (looking from the
and high -frequency choke.
Connect the earth lead to the terminal on back) is slacked right off.
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MY IMPRESSIONS OF AMERICAN BROADCASTING II

ADVERTISING "ON THE AIR"
Lessons from
American
Broadcasting

By

CAPT.
ROUND

A s is well known, there
is no wireless licence
in the States, the main

eight 50-k.w. stations work-

revenue of the broadcasting

and

There are at the moment

ing in the United States
altogether fourteen
licensed, the remaining six
being nearly ready for

stations being obtained by
selling "time" ; and I am in-

formed that at least the

action.

N.B.C. group, which was

the only one I visited, is on
a paying basis. The time is
sold to different commercial
organisations, and the only
advertising that I'S- permitted is a mere statement at the beginning and end of the programme of the name

Two of the eight

stations have experimental
licences permitting them

to go up to roo k.w. on

KDKA and
WGY are these two stations,
and I found that their
engineers were riot thinking small. The
occasions.

The WGY Studios are situated in this building

allotted that wavelength can broadcast at
any time. The other channels are divided roo k.w. is actually in existence and this
into time between different stations, and is roo k.w. to the aerial and not overall
two stations on the same channel, provided power. Figures of 500 k.w. are already

'of the firm supplying the programme. I
doubt if the total time taken in giving out
any remarks aboirt the advertiser occupy the distance between them is great enough,
more than twenty seconds. It has been are allowed to broadcast at the same time.
found that any more advertising than this
A good malty of the smaller stations are
does not pay because the broadcasting not too scrupulous (as are the important
station has to sell its time at a high price, stations) in the matter of advertising, and
and just as in newspaper advertising the one finds peculiarly atrocious advertising
highest price is paid to the journal with the being done under disguise of health talks
greatest circulation, the endeavour is and such like titles. One Sunday morning,
made to hold the largest public, which could sandwiched in between a sermon and an
not be done if the advertising was boring. organ recital from a cathedral, I found a
New York station reading testimonials for
The 'Effort to Please
some quack cure-all and this reading of the
This attempt to hold the largest public testimonial punctuated with many statehas a big effect on the production of pro - ments as to where the cure-all could be
'grammes, and it is absolutely essential to bought, lasted for three-quarters of an hour,
-keep them up to a very high entertainment but this sort of thing reduces the value of
standard. The general practice is for the the station as a holder of the public to such
broadcasting company to provide the pro- a small point that it kills itself very quickly,

gramme for the advertiser and I under-

and I am told that if the Radio Control

stand that very often the advertiser and his

Board actually heard such a bad case as the

planned and I heard one group of engineers
discussing how 5,000 k.w. to the aerial could
be best obtained.

Progress Essential
The spirit of both the commercial and
the engineering people of broadcasting is that at all costs they have got to maintain

the public interest and only by rapid

development can they do this. The general
idea seems to be to cover the United States
with a vast chain of giant stations, practically all of which could be received at any
place.

The main object in the rapid development of broadcasting (of which the advertising is merely the means of obtaining the
money) is that of promoting the great radio
trade in the States. Interest must be kept
up so that this trade can be maintained and

entire family listen in the studio. I saw one I have mentioned, they would take increased, and with the advancement in
special seats railed off for this purpose in serious action.
transmission, and increased power and
number of stations,
several studios. In
the receiving art has
certain cases bands
A WEEK -DAY PROGRAMME FROM A SUNDAY PROGRAMME FROM
also had to advance
are provided by the
WEAF
WABC
very rapidly. America
advertiser, but I think
6.45 -7.0o -7.2o-7.45 a.m. Exercises.
8.00 a.m. Church heroes, religious service.

that usually

the
broadcasting people
select the programmes.

While listening, at

no time was I annoyed

by the advertising, as

one is on a Friday

night when listening to

the B.B.C.'s literary
advertising.

There are at the

present moment, forty
clear wavelength channels in the United

States. I am not quite
sure

whether

these

channels are all full,

but a clear channel
means that a station

8.00 a.m. Children's programme.
8.15 a.m. Morning devotions; Cheerio.
9.00 a.m. Milt Coleman, songs.
9.i5 a.m. Melodies; Classic Trio.
10.30 a.m. Refrigeration period, Mary Norris.
Ix .00 a.m. Little Maids Trio.
11.15 a.m. Radio Household Institute.
12.00 noon Aviation weather; Twelve o'Clock Trio.
12.45 p.m. Palais d'Or Orchestra.
1.15 p.m. Chicago -Philadelphia world series
game.

4.15 p.m. Sky Sketches.
4.45 p.m. " Wealth," Irving Fisher.
5.00 p.m. Bob Fallon's Orchestra.
5.3o p.m. Lady Next Door.
5.55 p.m. Summary of programmes.
6.00 p.m. Black and Gold Room Orchestra.
7.00 p.m. Buck and Wing, vaudeville team.
7.30 p.m. Piano Twins.
7.45 P.m. Back of the News in Washington,
William Hard.
8.00 p.m. Voice of Firestone.
8.3o p.m. A. and P. Gypsies, sextet; orchestra.
9.3o p.m. General Motors Family Party.
1o.30 p.m. Floyd Gibbons, Headline Hunter.
11.00 p.m. New Yorker Orchestra.
12.00 mdt. Ted Florito's Orchestra.

9.00 a.m. Musicale, ensemble and soloists.
10.0o a.m. Children's hour.
11.00 a.m. West End Presbyterian Church.
12.30 p.m. Jewish day programme.
1.30 p.m. Littmann's Entertainers.
z.00 p.m. Three Little Sachs.
2.3o p.m. Herbert's Entertainers.
3.00 p.m. Symphonic hour.
4.00 p.m. Cathedral hour.
5.00 p.m. McKesson Robbins's news reel.

5.30 p.m. Sermon by Rev. Donald Grey Barn house.
6.00 p.m. Fox Fur Trappers Orchestra.
6.3o p.m. I. T. Scalers.
6.58 p.m. Correct time; Littmann's Entertainers.
7.3o p.m. French Trio.
7.45 p.m. " World's Business," Dr. Julius Klein.
8.00 p.m. La Patina Rhapsodizers.
8.30 p.m. King's Sonatrons.
9.00 p.m. Majestic Air Theatre.
10.00 p.m. Arabesque, Modern Thousand and One
Nights.
10.3o p.m. Around the Samovar.
11.00 p.m. " Back Home," hour.
12.00 Mdt. Correct time.
12.01 a.n. Brokenshire's Coral Islanders.
12.30 a.m. Choral Reverie

A study of these typical American programmes will show to what extent advertising
forms a part

has had its troubles
similar to our Brook mans Park troubles

and the interference
with the local man,

but staffs of engineers
are kept and sent

out into the districts
when big stations are
opened up, to instruct

everyone who complains how to get over

their troubles; generally speaking, attacks
have ceased, because
the American- public
recognises the big thing
that is being given to it.
(Continued overleaf)

Omuta': WiLrett.
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Capt. Round's Impressions of American Broadcasting (Continued from preceding page)
My general impressions of wireless in the

a change which has really only affected a more reliability in the reception. I pointed

United States and Canada can be sum- comparatively small number of people- out the difficulty, that our broadcasting
the remainder of the chain at Manchester, corporation had not really the right to
marised as follows :
Conditions over there, except for about Glasgow, Cardiff (or wherever the additional

spend licence money on broadcasting out-

three months of the year when atmos- stations are supposed to be) had got going. side Great Britain, and I bewailed the fact
pherics" are very bad, are definitely better Instead of being limited to London and that America with her short-wave stations,

5GB, plus a variety of second-rate conti- and Holland and Germany with their shortUniforniity of language all over the nental stations, we should then have had wave stations, could be doing world adver-

by a long way than over here.

country is a great aid to the interest in the

conditions in miniature like those prevailing

game.

in the States.

One Wavelength Range

Advertising and Finance

tising while we were not in it. Of course,
the reply came from the Americans, why

not advertise through 5SW your British
goods.and make the station pay that way?

and the almost standard characteristic of
the power supply have rendered possible
standardisation of receivers and conse-

By reason of the basis on which the B.B.C. This suggestion is not new, but there is a
is formed, the finances obtained from licence definite prejudice in this country against
fees is nothing like sufficient, and I am sure advertising, which prejudice I am sure is
it would only require a visit of some of our all wrong after my observations in America.

quently much, cheaper production.

Commissioners to the United States and a

mitting end, in which one might almost say
there is something new every day, has maintained the interest of the people and reacted
on the trade in giving them sales and profits,
and this, of course, must react back on the

them that the addition of advertising to the

The absence of two ranges of wavelengths

The talk over here, of course, has been

The fierce development at the trans- few days listening over there, to convince Einpire broadcasting; but I do think that
the localising of our short-wave broadcasting

already existing source of revenue from to the Empire' s all wrong. Britain depends

licences, would not be in the slightest on selling her goods all over the world, and

degree objectionable, although of course we should broaden our ideas and build our
it is problematical how much this adver- stations to put the British position before
the world.
transmitting side, again, to urge the com- tising revenue would be at first.
Of course, one can foresee strenuous
panies concerned and which are; of course,
At the Thalerhof aerodrome, in the
allied to the trade, to still greater develop- opposition from existing advertising media,
but I think such opposition would be very neighbourhood of Graz (Austria), a new
ment.
We are sadly handicapped in England short-sighted, as no broadcast advertising transmitting and receiving station has been
on some of the technical points, and in can be detailed advertising,' otherwise it installed for the supply of weather forecasts
addition are terribly handicapped by one defeats its own object. Consequently, to aeroplanes working on the main Conthing which I think is the cause of a lot of detailed advertising could still be done in tinental air routes. Short waves from 3o to
trouble-that is, that there is nothing like the usual way.
70 metres are used for this purpose.
enough money being spent on actual broadSo soon as the new Rome high -power
casting. Programmes are not numerous Short-wave Transmissions
station has been officially brought into
enough, stations do not work at all times
Americans asked me many times why operation the Italian broadcasting authoriduring the day, and the growth on the we do not concentrate much more on the ties will put in hand the construction of
engineering side is far too slow. One can short waves. They expressed great interest the stations destined to Trieste and
imagine the fillip that radio would have in 5SW and asked why the ',programmes Palermo: It is also proposed to install a
had in England this year, if, instead of could not be more continuous, and on two broadcasting transmitter in the neighbourBrookmans Park alone being started up- or three wavelengths, so that there was hood of Florence.
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An amplification curve of almost 8o-and a frequency response curve practically uniform over

the whole audible frequency range-that's the
story told by the National Physical Laboratory
curve-the story of a really good L.F. Intervalve
Transformer-the VARLEY Nicore I.
And this story is practically as true in the case of
Nicore II-almost the same constant amplification
over the whole range of musical frequenciesresults infinitely better than many higher priced
transformers of other makes.

The use of a nickel iron alloy core coupled with

long and varied experience in the winding of
Transformer Coils enables VARLEY to produce
Transformers of exceptional performance.
Remember that more than 3o years' research is
behind a VARLEY product. That's why quality
is assured when you specify VARLEY.
EXTRACT FROM TEST REPORT
("Modern Wireless," December).
"In any set where it is used the L.P. Transformer

is a critically ' key' component.

"By no means all nickel -iron core Transformers

have proved successful, and it is greatly to the
credit of the Varley people-although in view of
their reputation it is only what we suppose would

be expected 'from them-that they have been
able to produce such a component as Varley
Nicore Transformer."

Ailey

Nicore I (List No.

Li

D.P.I) Ratio 4 ; I Nicore II (List No. I 5 S .
D.P.2) Ratio 4 : I Write for Section D of the Varley Catalogue.

Advertisement of Oliver Pell Control Ltd., Kings: ay House, 103 Kingsroay, London, W.C.z.

Telephone : Holborn 5303

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

mato or Wireless
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COLVERN

DURAI

COMPONENTS
IN THE 193o
ETHER SEARCHER

MICA CONDENSER
Type 020

.00005 to .0000

...

to .000
.007 to .009
.001

one

One Colvern
Drilled Aluminium Chassis
15" x 10"

two

2/6

3/3/6

PAPER CONDENSERS
to

.01

.1

.123 and .2

.25 and .3

...

each 2/each 2/3
each 2/5
each 2/6
2.0 each 3/6

...

...
...

.4 and
1.0 each 2/6
Prices of higher values
on application.

One Colvern
Drilled Alumin-

ium Screen

Price
(with Chassis as
above) 8/6 pr.
MICA CONDENSER

three
To ensure the re.
sults the designers of the season's
master circuit
meant you to get
from them, make
sure you get the

Two Colvern

Dual Range
Coils, Type R2R
Rotor 60

Type 610
.00005 to .0009
.001
.007

...

to .009
to .009

2/6
3/3/6

MICA CONDENSER
Type 11775

4/-

.1
8/6
.5 37/6
Intermediate capacities
at proportionate prices.

.01

-

_

Price 8/6

If unobtainable front your dealer, write
direct to us, giving his name and address:

UBILIE'

specified Colvern
components when

you assemble

FIXED CONDENSERS

your kit.

Free for

COLVERN

the asking-" A Bit

about aBattery." There's a copy
for you at your dealers.

soiLic
s'

Advt. of Colvern Ltd., Illawney's Road, Romford.

You will Helo Yourself and Melo Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers

Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925) Ltd.,

Ducat: IVorks, Victoria Road, N.
Acton, Landon, W.3.

BC 244iF
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GENTLEMEN OF

THE FIRM'S C IM
OUT
OF "MELO
OF THE EDLEY"

IS'MO',THAN

JUSTIFIED

and Gentlemen I would urge you and
your friends to always use Telsen
Transformers in preference to others
if you desire to obtain the utmost
performance and the acme of perfection, In my opinion I consider their
claim justified-so writ es an enthusiastic user of Telsen Transformers, Fit
Telsen Transformers now and avoid

those costly errors of judgment.
A GOOD JUDGE ALWAYS
FITS TELSEN TRANSFORMERS

PADIOGRAND.
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TELSEN ELECTRIC CO., LTD., MILLER STREET, BIRMINGHAM

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."

WAS
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MADE IN ENGLAND
Sold by all Wireless Dealers,

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W .C.2,

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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"A.W." Leads Again

be able to hear something of the big try the experiment of wiring the instru-

1- WAS one of those who were privileged Americans. In former years a good Euro- ment into the output circuit of your
to attend the demonstration of the new pean night nearly always meant that one detector valve. The normal reading when

Stenode Radiostat method of reception. could pick up America. This winter it
I have known for some time something does not seem to mean anything of the
about the system, but as I was pledged to kind. Transatlantic reception was, if I
secrecy I could say nothing about it. remember aright, at its best towards the
Readers may, however, have noticed that end of 1923, but in all other winters until

no transmission is coming through may

be about half a milliampere, but just
watch the needle whilst you tune in a
fairly strong transmission. You will see
that as you approach resonance the reading

a week or two ago I suggested in a " Wave- the present one I have heard a fair number increases, the amount of the increase
depending upon the strength of the translength " paragraph that a solution of the of American stations at times.
mission. Some idea of the terrific strength
overcrowding problem in the ether might
What is the Reason?
of Brookmans Park at fifteen miles can be
be found before long by a method which
I suppose that there must be some gained from the behaviour of the milliamwould revolutionise some of our ideas
about wireless. AMATEUR WIRELESS, there- explanation of this rather curious business, meter in my set if I tune him in to full
fore, can claim, as has so often been the though, personally, I cannot understand it. strength. If I \ apply so much grid bias

case in the past, to have given its readers Possibly the sun spots which are playing
the first hint that a new invention of vital such havoc with short-wave reception are
also having an adverse influence upon the
importance was nearing perfection.
medium waves at long ranges. Or, again,
it may be that I have just been unlucky in
What Does It Mean?
Readers will grasp at once just what the my nights and that others have' heard
coming of this new system may mean to U.S.A. stations quite well. Readers' exwireless. On the medium -wave broadcast periences in transatlantic reception this
band, for instance, there are only about a autumn and winter would be most interesthundred individual channels available, for ing.
a 9- or ro-kilocycle separation between
Europe Hears B.P.
stations is regarded as the minimum. If
If American stations are not getting
Stenode reception is adopted the number across to this country, the big transmitter
of individual channels might become at Brookmans Park is making its voice
'5,000 or more. This means that every heard all over the Continent. In fact, in
existing station and every station likely to many localities he seems to have ousted
i!be built within the next fifty years can 5XX for pride of place amongst the
have a wavelength of its own and that it British stations. As is so often the case
can broadcast as hard as it likes without with high -power transmissions, he has a
any fear of causing interference with any- rather considerable fading area, so that
body else. The system is also applicable to reception is often better at long than at
commercial telephony and telegraphy. It medium ranges. Reports reach me that he
would enable thousands of words a minute is very well heard in the South of France,
to be telegraphed over a single cable. It in Switzerland, in Italy, in many parts of
may make telephoning to the other side of Germany, and in Scandinavia. It seems,
the world almost as cheap as putting though, that he fades badly in some of the
through a call from London to York. One nearer Continental countries, such as
of the most pressing problems of television Holland, Belgium, and northern France.
may also be solved, for the Stenode method One of the mysteries amongst high -power
may provide a means of dealing with one stations has always been Langenberg, who
of the greatest difficulties of the present has never been really well received in this
moment-that of the wide channel re- country except for brief periods. When
quired for the transmission of large imageS. the station first opened he was using about
The Stenode method of reception should be 25 kilowatts, and the fading produced over
watched with interest.
here was simply astonishing, the signal
rising to enormous strength and falling
Do You Hear America?
away to nothing after a few moments. His
Are readers having any success in pick- rating is now 13 kilowatts, but he comes
ing up American stations on the medium - through with nothing like the strength or
wave band ? I cannot say that I have tried steadiness of much less powerful stations
very often myself, though on one or two on the Continent. He is seldom, for exnights when conditions have been excep- ample, so good as Breslau or Milan and
tionally good for the reception of Con- never so strong as Toulouse, Nurnberg,
tinental stations I have tried for WGY and or Budapest when the last station is at its

that the normal detector current is only
.2 milliampere, Brookmans Park when

tuned in causes more current to flow than

the instrument can record I
powerful

A pretty

transmission

like Nurnberg,
which gives full loud -speaker strength
without any use of reaction, would

raise the reading from .2 to about .4 milliampere.

Another Use
The milliammeter in this position, besides

being very helpful when one has to keep
several tuned circuits in resonance, has
also another use. The anode -bend detector,
though it may deal with much more powerful incoming signals than the grid -leak -and -

condenser rectifier, can be overloaded, and

whenever overloading occurs pretty bad
distortion is produced. Overloading by the
detector means mutilation of wave forms,
and these mutilations are passed on to the
note-mags., by which they are amplified
and made infinitely worse. If, therefore,
we are in search of quality, the first thing
that we should do is to make quite sure
that our rectification is beyond blame.
When you tune in a powerful transmission,

watch the milliammeter in the circuit of
the rectifying valve. You will find that
the current recorded can be increased quite
considerably by bringing the tuned circuits

nearer and nearer to resonance without
causing any wobble on the part of the
needle. When a certain point is passed the

needle begins to make little jumps as

sibilant sounds in speech or loud passages or

very deep notes in music come through.
These little kicks show that the detector
is being overloaded. For good reproduc-

tion you must use a volume control or

detune until it remains absolutely steady
at all times.

Dealing with Powerful Signals
some of the other transatlantic giants. best.
In the past it has been customary to
From them I have heard up to date either
A Tip Worth Trying
apply roo volts or so to the plate of an
nothing at all or sometimes just faint
If you use anode -bend detection and anode -bend detector, adjusting the grid
sounds and nothing more. It is rather
curious that when distant European sta- possess or can beg, borrow, or steal a bias so as to bring the working point to
tions are coming in so well one should not milliammeter reading from o to 2 or o to 3, somewhere about the top of the lower
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On Your Wavelength!

(continued)

bend. For dealing with high -power trans- when lighting mains are used for H.T. enable him to bring in practically everything that was going and gave a skilled
missions at short range a plate voltage of current.
designer pretty well carte blanche in the
this kind may be found insufficient to
The Ideal
matter of 'cost. The result is a wonderful
avoid overloading. Myself, I find it advisI think the ideal combination for radio able to use about 15o volts on the plate of gramophone amplification is a three -stage. seven -valve super -heterodyne, which certhe detector with a very considerable amplifier, with push-pull output stage. tainly does deliver the goods in a way
amount of grid bias. This allows quite The detector, of the anode -bend variety, that I would hardly have believed. I canpowerful signals to be handled without a would be coupled in the R.C. fashion to not tell you exactly what the cost of this
sign of overloading, and very much im- the first L.F. valve, in the grid circuit of set was, but I know that it ran a good long
proves reception from stations such as the which would be a volume -control potentio- way into three figures. But it is certainly
new 2L0 and 5GB. Actually, increasing meter The first L.F. valve would be not a receiver for the man in the street,
the detector voltage to this amount sim- resistance coupled to the primary of a for it has about a dozen controls, each of
plifies the construction of receiving sets push-pull input transformer. This push- which really does something. When you
containing screen -grid and pentode valves. pull stage, with its two output valves, have a super -het. plus a wavetrap plus
loose coupling you really can get someOne no longer requires three high-tension
have eithr an output transformer thing in the way of selectivity. I should.
positive leads. Two fill the bill, one at could
a specially tapped output choke. hardly have thought it possible to bring in
15o volts for the plates of all valves and or
Theoretically speaking, there should be no Stuttgart with Brookmans Park in full
one at 75 volts for the screen of the H.F. direct current going through a loud -speaker
swing at a range of a dozen miles, but the
amplifier.
directly connected to push-pull output - feat was performed before my wondering
choke tappings, but for purposes of insula- eyes.
Valve Coupling
Apart from its use as an output "filter," tion, particularly when the house mains
1Vly objection to the majority of superthe low -frequency choke seems to have are used, it is desirable to include the hets. is that they have a tendency to bring
achieved a certain amount of unpopularity usual output condensers of 2 microfarads in a good deal of mush and other backrecently. Chokes have improved in design or so in each " leg."
ground noises. This particular one, howas well as transformers, though the former
ever, is quite free from any such drawIs the Prague Plan Doomed?
do not give the voltage amplification and
and the quality is astonishing. It
From the very outset it was clear that backs
" kick" of the latter. Thanks to the imcan
be
used not only upon the medium proved characteristics of the special R.C. _ the Prague Plan could exist only if every- and long -wave bands, but also for short::
valves, resistance -capacity amplification one concerned abided strictly not merely wave reception, and here it is just as
retains quite a large amount of " support." by the spirit, but also by the letter, of the good. Altogether the kind of receiving
The festive season fast approaches, and agreement reached last spring. My own equipment that makes one's mouth water':
the radio gramophone becomes quite as belief is that if all countries had honestly
important a provider of music as the radio endeavoured to compel their stations -to
Artificial Atmospherics
proper, especially at parties and dances. work on their assigned wavelengths we
should
now
be
knowing
such
a
peace
in
the
Besides
those which Nature provides,
This focuses attention particularly on the
ether as we have never experienced since
many forms of "atmospherics;')
low -frequency side of receivers.
the days when all Europe began to broad- for which man is responsible. Flashing
This Year's " Nap "
cast. Unluckily, two things are happening signs, vacuum cleaners, trams, electric
The ordinary couple of stages of ampli- which are likely to upset the working of trains, and generating plants may all be
fication may not give sufficient "binge" the plan. The first is the wavelength responsible, whilst every short-wave man
from a gramophone pick-up to fill a large wandering to which I have referred before, who lives near a main road has had bitter
room full of chattering people. It may and which seems to be on the increase. In experience of what the magnetos of some
therefore be worth while to modify slightly some countries the authorities appear to cars and motor -cycles can do. In many
the low -frequency amplifier in order to be doing little or nothing to check it. The cases a filter condenser in the apparatus
obtain more volume without undue dis- other thing is the battle of the kilowatts, which is causing the trouble is all that is,
tortion or blasting. In the case of an which is now developing on much the needed to bring peace, and, no doubt, we
amplifier with an output -choke circuit, same lines as the old nightmare race in shall in time have a regulation which will
it is quite a simple and inexpensive expe- armaments. Broadcasting has now become forbid the use of machinery that is capable'
dient to "hitch on" an additional output so important that it seems to me that the of broadcasting crackles and fizzes. There
valve of greater power. The existing out- League of Nations might very well take a are, however, other sources of noisiness
put choke and condenser will form the hand in the matter, for here is a business which affect those particularly who use,
actual coupling between the old output that should be well within its scope.
eliminators or all -from -the -mains receiving
valve and the new one, and the only addisets. Recent experiments have shown that
A Wonderful Set
tional components required will be a grid
a defective electric -light bulb or one that
I spent the evening recently with a is not quite tight in its socket may cause
leak (say, .i), a new valve holder, a superpower valve, and extra grid bias. If the friend who has just installed one of the quite an outburst of noisiness from the:,
" job" is to be quite a temporary affair, most remarkable sets that I have yet come set. Other similar crackle -producers are
the extra amplification stage may be wired across. He wanted something that would defective switches and faulty connections
up on a breadboard and the loud -speaker
to radiators, and so on. In some houses
actually put in series with the valve and
where the wiring has not been renewed for,
the H.T. supply, after taking note that it is
many years the insulation resistance may,
connected the right way round for preventbe surprisingly poor owing to deterioration,
ing demagnetisation. Better still, an addiof the materials covering the leads. It is
tional choke and output condenser may be
a good plan if you find that your apparatus,
Set ?
included for this extra amplification stage,
is noisy to get an expert to test out the
thus securing full safety against burn -outs,
insulation of the house wiring with a,
(See page loin)
demagnetisation, and possible electric shock
meggcr.
THERMION.
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LISTEN

TIMES OF THE
TESTS :

TO THE

THE NEW

TWO

WAVELENGTHS:

CONTROL DESKS F
EACH STATION

PROBLEMS OF
INTERFERENCE

BOR's
BY the time this appears in print

lis-

A peep into the main transmitter room at
Brookmans Park

teners should have had three or four

days' experience of Brookmans Park recep- favourable to the distance -getting protion under the new condition when both perties of the transmission.
the alternative programmes are being given
All these points will be cleared up during
from the same source.
the tests, however. Listeners are asked to
Tests are being made at present and will make the utmost of the extensive tests

able to tune down to 261 metres, and,
secondly, it is probable that interference

may be experienced between the two.
With those who have difficulty in tuning

down, one can have little sympathy in
these days of dual -range coils, the minimum
wavelength of which should in all cases be

continue to be given for the next few which have been arranged. The schedule, well below 25o metres. This will give a

weeks, so that, as a B.B.C. official said in as we go to press, has been arranged as useful margin for tuning in the 261 -metre
conversation with an AMATEUR WIRELESS follows :transmission. No set can be considered
Special Correspondent,
listeners can
modern which is incapable of being tuned
MORNING
adapt their sets during the change -over. 11.30 a.m. to 12 noon 5XX programme on down to below 25o metres, and owners of
As there is to be a certain amount of
wave- sets which are defective in this respect
(Monday to Friday 261 -metre
inclusive)
length.
reshuffling of programme arrangements
cannot grumble at being compelled to
during these tests, AMATEUR WIRELESS 12.30 p.m. to 1 p.m. Special programme on modify them.
the 261 -metre wave(Saturday only)
hastens to make the position quite clear.
length and 5XX.

261 and 356 Metres
The normal scheduled
12 noon to r p.m.
The programmes are being put out on
(Monday to Friday programme on the
261 - metre wavetwo separate wavelengths, namely, the inclusive)
length.
present 356 -metre one and also the new
Special programme
261 -metre length. The two giant transon the 356 - metre
mitters are housed in the same building,
wavelength.
as

shown in the heading photograph

above. London (356 metres) and Daventry

p.m. to 2 p.m.

Special

programme

Interference

Whether mutual interference will be a
difficulty

with a number

of listeners

remains to be seen. It is inevitable that
for listeners close to Brookmans Park the
number of foreign stations receivable will
be reduced.
AMATEUR WIRELESS is participating in

on the 356 - metre the tests, and if any special precautions
(Saturdays only)
wavelength.
5XX (1,554 metres) at present give the
are necessary to ensure interference -free
same programme, Daventry 5GB being I p.m. onwards (Mon- The 356 -metre wave- reception froni the two Brookmans Parks,
length
returns
to
the
day to Friday incluthe high -power alternative.
Now, this is
.
normal scheduled and from a reasonable number of foreigners,
sive)
all to be changed.

The new 261 -metre transmitter and
Daventry 5XX will be used for the national 2 p.m. onwards (Satur-

programme.

day only)

then the AMATEUR WIRELESS laboratory
will be the first to produce them.
KENNETH ULLYETT.

or general -interest programme, while the
EVENING
356 -metre transmitter will be the alternative. The reason for this is simply because First half - hour of Scheduled dance music TELEVISION : AN AMERICAN
on the 261 -metre
dance -music period.
DEFINITION
the B.B.C. engineers anticipate that 356 wavelength only.
ASPECIAL committee of the American
and 261 -metre transmissions will not both Remainder of dance- Scheduled dance music
Electrical Manufacturers' Association
have the same penetrating power. It is
on the 26I -metre
music period.
anticipated that the longer -wave Brook wavelength and has framed the following definition of
special programme what television should be :mans Park will operate without fading,
on the 356 -metre
"Commercial television is the radio
and without any "snags" whatsoever in
wavelength.
transmission and reception of visual images
a figure approximating to that of a circle
There will be no test transmissions on of moving subjects, comprising a sufficient
and having a diameter of 16o miles, the
centre being roughly at Brookmans Park. Sundays, it should be noted, nor on proportion of the field of view of the human
eye to include large and small objects,
It is not anticipated, however, that the Christmas Day or Boxing Day.
There are two points which arise imme- persons and groups of persons, the repro261 -metre transmitter will give full strength
transmission over a similar figure having diately in connection with this dual trans- duction of which at the receiving point is
mission. First, there is the possibility that of such size and fidelity as to possess
a diameter greater than 120 miles.
Just whether this will be so in practice a certain number of receivers will not be genuine educational and entertainment
value. It should be accomplished so as to
remains to be seen. It is the opinion of

many experts that the 261 -metre transmission will have a greater penetrating
power,

and

recently

our

contributor

"Thermion" stated that in all probability
the shorter wavelength will be more

NEXT WEEK:
A TWO-VALVER WITH

PENTODE DETECTOR !

give a smooth picture by an instrument
requiring no special skill in operation,
having simple means for framing the picture, and requiring no manual control to
B. A. R.
maintain the ' framing '."
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HOW MUCH WILL YOUR DETECTOR STAND?
By J. H. REYNER, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
Here is an article of unusual interest. Our Technical Editor has made tests to find the voltage input which may
safely be applied to various valves acting as leaky -grid detectors. He draws some rather startling conclusions
from his results.
IN my recent article dealing with the however, we are not really interested in the input to the valve and the rectified voltage
problem of overloading the detector by voltage produced by the carrier which developed across the resistance in the anode
a heavy signal, such as is obtained from the may itself be quite large but only in circuit was measured by a very high

Brookman's Park transmission, I promised the variations in the voltage produced by resistance voltmeter (actually it had a
to give details in a future article regarding the modulations, and it is necessary to resistance of a little over r megobm, and
the voltages which could be handled by derive from the simple curve the sensi- yet gave a full -stale deflection with

detectors of various types. Some experi- tivity of the valve to such changes in 15 volts). The H.T. applied to the circuit
was roo volts.
ments at the Furzehill Laboratories have voltage.
From the results obtained, the curves
since borne fruit and I am able to give the

Output

results herewith.

shown in Fig. 2 were -derived in the manner

The information desired is not particuHaving obtained this sensitivity curve, already described and the results are
arly easy to obtain. We apply to Our which is similar in shape to that shown in illuminating in the extreme. Let us take

my previous article we can deduce the first of all the standard type of detector
of a carrier wave, which is modulated in actual alternating low -frequency voltage valve, the HL2ro. Similar results would, of
accordance with low -frequency variations set up in the anode circuit by a given high - course, be obtained with any valve having
'impressed upon it by the microphone at the frequency modulated input, assuming some the same, order of internal resistance and
definite modulation, which, in this instance, amplification factor. This valve, therefore,
HE has been taken as 20 per cent. It is this
low -frequency output in which we are
UtAoge
interested, for it is here that the overloaddeye/o,oed here ing is quite clearly shown. I shall explain
the curves in detail in a few moments, but
detector high -frequency energy in the form

if

the reader will refer to the curves

(Fig. 2) he will see that as we increase the

H.F. input, so the L.F. output increases

rapidly up to a point, but beyond this

point saturation is 'reached and a definite
decrease in the output takes place. This is

what causes the overloading, which in
LT,
Fig. 1. Circuit used in making tests

2

3

4

severe cases results in the most execrable
HF INPUT (Volts RMS)
quality. Readers may, have observed that Fig. 2. Curves showing L.F. output obtained
if they are tuning in' a strong station, such
by various detector valves

as the local station, the reaction control
transmitting end. What we are interested appears to have no effect whatever. It
in is the actual low -frequency voltage pro- may, indeed, cause a decrease in signal
duced in the anode circuit of the detector strength. This is due to the fact that the
valve by a given high -frequency voltage detector is already being fully loaded withapplied to the grid circuit. It is possible, of out the application of reaction and that

represents average conditions fairly well,

and it will be seen that the L.F. output
increases more or less in direct proportion
to the H.F. input until the latter has reached

r.i volts. At this point, the curve turns

course, to measure this directly by utilising further increase in the signal strength over sharply and then begins to descend
a high -frequency modulated oscillator, but simply causes the L.F. output to decrease again, so that if we exceed r volt input
with this valve, we shall immediately run
experiments conducted at these very high instead of increase: into serious overloading.
frequencies are not only difficult to do,- but
Now let us consider the case of the L.F.
are subject to sources of error owing to the Some Actual Tests
leakage which is liable to take place
Now to return to the actual experi- valve. Enlightened readers have been using
through capacity effects and the like.
ments. Three valves were used, during the a valve of this sort for rectification for some
In the present instance, a corresponding tests. The first of these was an Osram time. It will be remembered that I recom-

test was carried out at a frequency of HL2ro, a good detector for average pur- mended the use of an L.F. valve in the
5o cycles. The constants of the circuit were poses. The second was a PlVIILF, a valve " Knife Edge Three," published in the
worked out to present the same impedance which most people would use in the first'
to a so -cycle frequency as the normal L.F. stage and not as a detector, while the
constants would present to a frequency of third valve was a PM2, which, I venture to
75o kilocycles (400 metres). This being so, assume, few people would use as a detector
it was possible to conduct the measure- in the ordinary course of events. The
ments with much greater reliability, valves were connected up in a circuit as
although approaching the problem in this shown in Fig. r, having a resistance in the
indirect manner involved ' a somewhat anode circuit and the customary condenser
larger amount of calculation.
and leak in the grid circuit. The leak was
The first test was to measure the rectified in all cases connected to L.T.±. The anode
voltage produced in the anode circuit by resistance was adjusted to suit the individ.
varying inputs. This curve, incidentally, is ual valves, being made as nearly as powible

Second Exhibition number of AMATEUR

WIRELESS.

It will be seen that we have

here an exactly similar form of curve

except that the valve does not commence
to overload until a voltage of 2.7 is reached.

Thus it will handle twice the input that
can be taken by the H.F. valve, while its
maximum undistorted output is, if anything, slightly greater than with the H.F.
valve. For weak signals, of course, the
sensitivity is distinctly less. Thus, for
example, at the point where the H.F. valve

a gradually rising curve sloping fairly three times the internal resistance of the is just overloading and giving 1.8 volts out-

steeply at first and subsequently tailing off valve itself. Gradually increasing alternat- put, the L.F. valve is only giving o.6 volts.
in a form of saturation effect. In practice, ing voltages were then applied across the
(Continued in third column on page 989)
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Fit the new Amplion B.A.2 unit
to any chassis and you fit quality,
life, sensitivity and volume handling capacity-you put heart and
soul into the speaker. Note the

following points:-

(1) Strong and robust construction
with neat compact design and
workmanlike appearance.

(2 ) Designed for normal chassis.

tor plate is supplied for use

types of chassis.
other types
(3) Sensitivity far above the normal,
combined with adequate volume

TH

handling capacity.

(4) Three terminals giving alternative
values of impedance.
(5) Equally suitable for use with power

valves of low or medium impedance or with pentodes.

Your dealer will gladly demonstrate.

"-till:
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GRAHAM AMPLION LIMITED, 25126, SAVILE ROW, LONDON, W.1.
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WORKS: SLOUGH

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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ON EACH
DEPENDS THE WHOLE
On each. dancer depends the act-on each part depends the

Every dancer in the chorus trained by one manevery part in the Empire 3 built by one firm-BurToN's.
Team work brings a tumult of praise for the chorus-team
work brings a chorus of praise for the Empire 3.
set !

5.1
Valves, Batteries,
and Royalties extra

ALL -MAINS
MODEL
(Self-contained)
Price of Set

THE BURTON

EMPIRE

5. 0

EVERY PART A BurToN PART

£3.10. 0

C. F. & H. BurToN, Progress Works,
Walsall, England

£11.
Price of Valves
(Mullard A.C.)

Royalties extra
Identical in appearance
to the Battery Model.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless " to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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W. JAMES GIVES SOME HINTS ON USING

"EVERYBODY'S THREE"
The Construction of this Set was given

in No. 389

aerial tuning condenser for a particular
wavelength will depend to an extent upon
the aerial connections finally adopted and
upon the size of the aerial. The tuning is
easy, however, as the two circuits may be
kept in step whilst searching.
An important point to remember is that
the aerial circuit, does not oscillate when the

THE best aerial circuit is obviously wavelengths, with terminal AI for long reaction is used. When a squeak is heard,
dependent to an extent upon the size wavelengths. A wire should therefore be
and shape of the aerial. If it is a short one, taken from terminal A to terminal AE on
for instance, a larger aerial coil may be used the coil base, wires numbers 2 and 3 being
than when the aerial is a long high one.
taken away. One side of the fixed condenser
A short aerial may be quite suitable for is then joined to terminal G.
reception over the meduim wavelength
Aerial terminal AI will then be connected
range but it will be a poor collector of long - through the .000i-microfarad condenser to
wavelength signals. To get the finest the terminal G. By experimenting in this
way it is possible to obtain the very best
from the set, for not only is the size and
shape of the aerial a factor of importance,

but so is its position with respect to the
local station. In a relatively out of the way
This reproduction of
the wiring of the
aerial circuit of

"Everybody's 3"

will make clear the
suggested different
methods o f aerial
connection

A

Al

place, there is no need to provide exceptional

selectivity-volume is all that matters.

Those living near a powerful station, how-
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Tuning graph of long -wave stations

therefore, the aerial tuning condenser

should be adjusted to the loudest point.
Then, when the reaction is reduced, the

ever, must take steps to provide so much circuits will be exactly in tune. The tuning
selectivity that this station may be tuned curves are correct only when the particular
condensers used in the set illustrated are
out without difficulty

A fairly short aerial would suit an employed.
amateur who normally finds the local
"HOW MUCH WILL YOUR
station interfering, but the long waveDETECTOR STAND ?"
length stations will suffer unless the circuit
is suitably adjusted. The best plan is to try
the different arrangements suggested and
finally to adopt the most suitable.

(Continued from page 986)

Finally, let us consider the PM2. This
valve, under the conditions of the test, is
no better than the L.F. valve. It will

handle 3 volts H.F. input before any overresults from a set, then, the aerial circuit Hints on Tuning
should be adapted to the particular.aerial
The tuning charts show the dial readings -loading sets in, but its maximum sensitivity
in use.
of the right-hand condenser to tune to is not as great as the L.F. valve, for it will
various stations and others may be found only give 1.5 volts undistorted output. The

Aerial Connections
from the dial reading or wavelength, which- sensitivity to weaker signals is again less than
Above is a reproduction of the aerial ever is known. Naturally the setting of the with the other valves, and the slight extra
wiring of " Everybody's 3." There are two
aerial terminals, and one or the other will
usually be found satisfactory where the
aerial is a large one. More volume will be
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For medium aerials terminal A as it
stands may be the best for the medium

output is almost directly proportional to
the .,H.F input. The curves depart very
little from the straight line over the full
working range-that is to say, until they
commence to overload. Now, this is
exactly what we want for a good detector,
for it means that we shall obtain distor-
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320

waves. The connection may easily- be tried
fitted to terminal G.

i.

36
34

in the circuit on both medium and long
before altering the wiring, for all that is
necessary is that the aerial be temporarily

2

g
CARDIFF

tionless working. The old bogey that a grid
detector is incapable of giving distortionless rectification is thus exploded, for
as a matter of fact, a curve of the type shown
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24
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000

really strong signals is more apparent.
A point which is of particular interest
in all the curves and shows more especially
in the case of the L.F. valve is that the L.F.

.5061LANGUISUR6

long -wavelength signals.

aerial the whole of the grid coil is included
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as a short aerial is a very poor collector of

With this method of connecting the

8 UORPF-ST

540

when wire No 2 is taken from the condenser

be particularly noticeable on the long waves

high H.T. voltages the benefit of a PM2 on

560

obtained with a short aerial, however,

to the terminal G of the coil instead of to
the AE terminal. The improvement will

gain in input voltage is not worth while.
Further tests, however, show that with

120
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DEGREES

Tuning graph of the medium -band stations

will give better rectification than can be
obtained with an anode -bent' fletecto
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Amateur Experiments

with Photo Cells
By T. THORNE BAKER, F.Inst.P.

(The first part of this article appeared in last week's issue)

In Fig. 3 is
THE photo -electric cells are used by the Bell Telephone Comcell proper consists pany in Dr. Ives' process of television, seen the ciressentially of a bulb where the light reflected from the face falls cuit used in
which

is

evacuated

to an almost perfect

vacuum. The bulb is
often made of pyrex
glass,

and sometimes

of lime glass, and of
quartz where it is to
measure ultra - violet
rays. The lead wires
are first fused through the glass, and during

evacuation the bulb is degassified, much
the same as an ordinary wireless valve.
The inside of the bulb, except for the plain
" window," is made conductive by exploding
magnesium inside, and on this infinitely thin

layer is deposited sodium, potassium, or

one of the other alkali metals (lithium,

as big a surface as possible. movietone
The cells used by Mr. Baird are specially talking picmade for his work, and comprise some tures, where
the currents unique features.
Yet another type is employed by Dr. generated by
Karolus in his system of picture telegraphy. the cell are,
This is seen in Fig. r. Rays of light from an after amplification, put into the loud electric lamp are enabled to pass through speakers.
the cell owing to the potassium deposit
The photograph 'shown last week is of
being formed like a ring, with a clear space an experimental apparatus in which the
in the centre. The rays pass through the light from a half -watt lamp falling upon
aperture to the picture below, and the light the photo cell is controlled by a rotating
is reflected back from the surface of the sector, so that flashes of any desired freThe
picture on to the photo -sensitive surface. quency can be cast on the cell.
As the picture travels along under the cell, amplified currents are passed into a telelight and dark parts pass it, and different phone, where they produce a musical note,
amounts of light are therefore reflected or into a recording oscillograph, where- the
back on to the potassium coating, giving rise frequency is recorded on a moving phototo varying currents which are transmitted graphic film. The "figure of merit" of the
to the receiver.
oscillograph, as adapted for different
In Fig. 2 is seen the basic circuit for the

on

rubidium, caesium). The anode is a plain
wire ring in the middle of the bulb, and the
cathode is the potassium layer.
If the cell is completely evacuated,
current is carried by the electrons liberated use cf a photo cell with valve amplification.

To arid &Mit

The few micro -amperes given on illumination by the cell may be amplified sufficiently

Sensitive
.sutfoce

w

Sensitive
suifoce

of Amplifier

by this means to work a Post Office relay

valve

requiring IQ to 15 milliamperes. -

The current generated by the cell passes

through the resistance, and the potential
difference between the ends of this resistance

is applied to the valve grid. The current in

the anode circuit goes to the relay or
measuring instrument. There are various

A

modifications of this circuit, needless to say,

Fig.1. The Karolus type of cell, where
light passes through the circular gap or
window W in the potassium, falls on the
photograph A B, and is reflected back on

gm.

some of which are especially suited to a
certain purpose. The General Electric

Fig. 2. The basic

circuit for use of
photo
cell with
valve amplification

Company, who make Osram photo cells for

both delicate photometry and industrial Photo
purposes where greatly amplified currents
from the potassium on exposure to light are needed, have designed several interest- Cell
to the anode. Cells are frequently filled ing circuits, including those allowing the
with rarefied argon or other inert gas, when experimenter to make use of the mains requirements, can be ascertained in this
to the photo -sensitive surface

the primary current is greatly increased in

magnitude by secondary electrons produced during the passage of the primary

supply, either D.C. or A.C.

electrons through the argon. The gas -filled

cells are more sensitive, but rather less
accurate for light measurement.
The General Electric Company make the
two types of-cell, and there are, of course,

other makes to be obtained, and other
patterns, such as the special cadmium
photo cell supplied by Watsons of Sunic
House, W.C., for the measurement of ultraviolet rays for ffiedical treatment. The
Cambridge Instrument Company also supply

make their own, such as the thalofide cell

For simple experiments, such as firing
miniature bombs, ringing alarm bells, and
so on, the cell must be used with sufficient
amplification to include a relay in the circuit. Really for such purposes as these,
selenium cells are much easier to handle.
One of the primary qualities of the vacuum
cell is its instantaneous response to light,
and lack of lag and inertia. These properties do not matter for many experiments,
where the selenium cell will be found much

cheaper and capable of working a relay
direct without any amplification. Some
experiments with home-made selenium

cells. Some of the talking picture people

of Case, for instance. Very large cylindrical

way.

V,g. 3. The circuit used for movietone
talking films

cells will follow in a subsequent article in
an early issue.
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A Weekly Programme Criticism by Sydney A. Moseley
WELL, we were-or had to be-all half -dozen little vocal gems-including scholarly, and interesting talk on ClemenV V Scotch on a recent Sunday; at any " Who is Sylvia ? " and " Hark,, Hark the
Lark" in the last chamber concert to
which I didn't listen.
+
You see, the Annual Scottish Festival
Service was in progress, and if you were
Will the Wireless Orchestra please play
heathenish enough not to want it-you the appealing The Merchant of Venice"
got nix ! A delightful alternative, nest ce suite ? I've had to buy the two records
-price 9s.-nearly the price of a full year's
pas?
Since I usually listen -in to one service broadcasting, mark you !

ceau.

Lord Robert is a practised speaker, and'

rate, those of us who had been in the habit
of switching on at three o'clock.

it would have been a good thing if Mr.

on Sunday-Granny likes it-I spent the
hour in heavy slumber and woke up a

HaV'e you been listening to some of the

Would you like to turn the tables on me
and criticise the talk? There's nothing like
good, wholesome criticism. I'll send an
autographed copy of one of my books to
the most helpful half a dozen AMATEUR

I should like to have had a peep at Mr. venient hour-and the Fat Stock Prices ?
E. A. B. Barnard on " Preserving History," Yes, perhaps.
for that, no doubt, would have helped to
A Smethwick correspondent asks me if
have increased the interest in the talk

Barnard had listened to him, for the latter
has an irritating habit of dropping his voice
to a whisper at the end of every sentence;
which was, no doubt, meant for a dramatic
effort, but it was entirely lost.

You're Through, a revue in ten wrong television announcers? I started the ball
better man-if that is possible.
numbers, was good of its sort, the best rolling and there was no protest. Someitem being the switch -over to foreign sta- times the engineers tried their hands (or
The military band concert, which many tions. More might have been made of this. should I say their voices ?), and now, at
last, we have the perfect announcer in
German stations shared with us, was not
of our best; the contralto inclined to
Just a note of protest at the surprise General Russell. There will, no doubt, be
tremula, which nowadays is verboten.
item in which Leonard Henry took part. a rush for his services !
This was a feeble, unworthy effort, and it
Well, having exhausted my vocabulary would have been far better to have anAn "Hour of Request" from Birmingof foreign words, I ought to warn you that nounced that no " surprise" had been ham was a good idea, and I liked the
rendering of the old English ballads. " Oh,
I am down for a jaw' soon; so gather the prepared.
soapsuds while ye may. But I promise
The idea was an old one, but instead of who will o'er the downs with me" is a
not to make it frothy. Last time I spoke using the word " untruth," " surprise" was little gem not heard often enough in these
I received seventy-five letters from nice substituted. There were twelve or thirteen days of jazz.
people, and one anonymous post card of these which were perpetrated, not one,
from someone not quite so nice-but firm. in my view, being of any use.
Query : Couldn't the Daventry Shipping

Forecast be given during a more con-

which, as it was, was of a limited character.

I have listened to Hadyn Heard and

And one would like to have seen Lord Orchestra from the Grange Super Cinema,
Robert Cecil when he delivered that clear, Birmingham, "because you have a -taste for
I often wonder whether the majority of
light orchestral music with programme
listeners enjoy the afternoon concerts as
`tactfully tastey,' as Leonard Henry might
much as I do. There is nothing so soothing
say. I ask you this because some little
as a nicely balanced orchestra with a
while ago you surprised me by writing__
nicely balanced programme. Many thanks
favourably about Norris Stanley and Orchto David Wise, the violinist, for his three
estra, and I feel that Hadyn Heard deserves
charming pieces.
your attention, too."
While on the subject of light orchestral
Oh, fellow -sufferers, I have come to the
music, my correspondent seems to think
unalterable conviction' that my ear and
that the B.B.C. are not giving us their
brain will not reach out to chamber music !
best in this direction. " They spend a lot
Believe me, I started young trying to
of money on academy music"-whatever
assimilate the sounds, but it's no go. I'm
he means by that-" at the expense of the
musically illiterate, low low -brow, and
light and more popular music."
thoroughly unnerved about it. Geraldine,
He compares our methods with those of
switch over to the People's Palace for a
the Continent and asserts that they do,
bit o' all sorts.
things much better on the other side. " The
Continental orchestras are responsible for
True, the crafty programme organisers
the greater portion of the work of each
are mixing a little jam with non, troppo e
station, and therefore have to `keep up to
motto cantabiles and things. They booked
scratch.' "
fi
Anne Thrusfield, for instance, to sing a
What do you say?
Miss Gipsy Ellis as Lissenden sees her
WIRELESS critics.
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-.SUFFICIENT details were given in
last week's AMATEUR WIRELESS to
enable constructors to start work on
the " 193o Ether Searcher." Let us briefly
examine the chief points of interest in this
new set. The "193o Ether Searcher" is

made up of ideals-simple tuning with
selectivity, volume with purity, and efficient construction at low cost; these are
the characteristics of the set Three valves
are used, consisting of a screened -grid
high -frequency amplifier, a detector, and

bolting - together
within the
capability of the least
a

The

the

technical reader.
Those who have not
yet started on the
construction of the
"1930 Ether Searcher"
will find the simplified
wiring key accompanying this article of
special interest. As

from usual, but not

Searcher" is different

difficult. First of all,

the valves and batteries must be connected up. There are
three H.T.
leads,
connected to the hightension battery as
follows : H T r to

Simple Construction
The construction of the " 1930 Ether

Staticn
Budapest...

..

Munich ..
Riga
Vienna*
Brussels

..
..
..
..

Milan*
Oslo
5GB*
..
Langenberg*

..

Madrid ..
Dublin ..
Katowitz*
Frankfurt
Toulouse*

132

120
110
.131

2L0*

Brunn
Goteborg
Turin*
Montpellier
Copenhagen
Bratislava*

18o
178
177
173
171
169
167
164

. 10
. 155
151
149
.. 140
136
. 134

Lyons P.'I'.T
Paris P.'l'.'l'.
Rome*

Reading

103

87
84

..
..

Si

281

69

279
276
272
270

65
59
43
34

263
257
239
227

So

Konigsberg
Rennes* ..
Kaiserslautern* ..
Morayska-Ostrava
Hoerby*
..
Nurnberg*
Cologne* ..

501

77
71

Kovno
..
154
1,935
Huizen* .
146
.. 1,875
Lahti
. 139
.. 1,796
Radio Paris*
..
133
1,725
Zeesen
125
1,635
5XX*
116
...
1,554
Eiffel Tower* : :
toz
1,458
99
Warsaw ..
1,411
Stockholm*
.
91
.. 1,348
Kalundborg*
62
.. 1,153
Moscow
.. 1,100
53
Hilversum*
.
50
1,071
Leningrad
1,000
47
* Denotes very loud reception on loud -speaker.

..
.

All stations logged were clearly heard on loud-

speaker

ALAN S. HUNTER
J. SIEGER
J GODCHAUX ABRAHAMS

(The last two operations have the effect
of giving maximum volume with minimum
reaction.)

(d) Screw the small knob on the top of
the aerial compensating condenser almost
right in.
(e) Adjust the small rotatable winding

inside the aerial coil to an angle of

45

partment.
(g) Slowly rotate the tuning knob below

the escutcheon plate until a station

THE

THE

44-

SUPER
SET

STATION

is

heard on a wavelength between 21.0 and
5GB; that is to say, at about the middle
of the tuning range.
(It) Adjust the aerial compensating condenser to the point where the station being
received is heard at maximum strength.

The "1930 Ether Searcher" is now

ready to receive stations on the long and
(These instructions are continued on page 996)

THREE-

FOR

VALVER

1930

in Marts

493
479
473
466
447
441
428
413
408
390
381
356
342
322
294
286

anti -clockwise direction.

coil-the tuning coil in the larger com-

TVavelength

55o
533
525
516.3
509

the extreme right as far as possible in an

( f ) Turn the reaction -condenser knob
in a clockwise direction until oscillation is
produced. If this cannot be done, reverse
the direction of the rotor inside the anode

1930 .ETHER SEARCH

condensers are "ganged." -

Dial

clockwise direction.
(c) Turn the reaction -condenser knob on

degrees.

To retain the simplicity of one -dial
tuning, the two variable condensers associated with the tuning coils of the screen grid and detector valves are simultaneously
rotated on one shaft. In other words, the

Stations Received in North London
on November 20, 1929 with the
1930 ETHER SEARCHER"

operation of
"1930
Ether

process,

a low -frequency amplifier.

Searcher" is a breakaway from convention. Instead of using an ebonite panel to
support the controls and a baseboard to
accommodate the components, we have
used a metal chassis. There are no wood
screws in the construction of the set. Like
the assembly of a car, the building up of
an " Ether Searcher" has been reduced to

.../W

COMPONENTS REQUIRED
Drilled aluminium panel, 55 in. by 8 in.
(Keystone, Colvern, Parex)
I Pair panel brackets (Keystone) ..

2

0

..

8

6

5

6

3

0

7

0

3

0

4

6

I

These and the pictures above show the simple stage -by -stage construction. Note how easy are the various operations

explained last week, the wiring has been

Designed by J. SIEGER and ALAN S. HUNTER

simplified by lettering each complete length
of wire and numbering the points of contact

FIL2r o, a Marconi HL2 TO, a Cossor 2 roHF,

along each length. The detailed instructions given in the wiring key form a useful
adjunct to the full-size blueprint. They
can be used as a useful check as the wiring
proceeds.

The stage photographs accompanying

,

or a Lissen HL2Io. For the power stage
we advise a Mazda P220, an Osram P215,
a Marconi P215, a Cossor 22oP or a Lissen
P222.

The batteries used throughout our tests

were two Lissen 6o -volt units (giving a
total of 120 volts), a Lissen grid -bias battery, and a C.A.V. 2 -volt accumulator.
This power supply can be relied upon to

work the " 1930 Ether Searcher" at its
maximum efficiency.

external accessories we used in testing the

NE Chong

Compense,;79

Conds4

.400025-

Searcher "

are the

following.

For the

screened -grid stage a Mazda SG215, an
Osram or Marconi 5215, a Cossor 22oSG
or a Lissen SG215. For the detector stage
we recommend a Mazda HL2ro, an Osram

sumption of the set

is 9 milliamperes,

assuming that proper use is made of the
volume control , as explained later. The

-MN Mid sl4T

The "1930 Ether Searcher" has been

S

designed to give approximately equal

ki

results on widely differing types of aerial.

L.S.

To do this an aerial compensating con-

V00.9 Mkt

denser has been included.

15 88.02

2

.0003

original "1930 Ether Searcher." By the
way, no less than six of these sets have
been made for demonstrations, the details
of which are given later.
Different
makes of valves tested and found satisfactory for use with the " 1930 Ether

the maximum 120 volts. With any of
the small power valves specified the grid
bias should be 9 volts or thereabouts. We
find that the average anode -current con-

the Birmingham, Liverpool and Manchester
branches of Lewis's, Ltd.

Rena/

given last week

Suitable Valves
Constructors will want to know what

.

78 volts, H.T. +2 to I14 volts, H.T.-{-3 to

Co., Ltd., in London, and is on show at

strongly advise intending constructors to
obtain the full-size blueprint and to use it
in conjunction with this article and that

1

Operation

3

&off

Ikue

anve

L.Tswitch

570th

7v

LT+
1

\Duo/ -0005 Hid. Cagdst

HZ -

-8z +

The "1930 Ether Searcher " circuit

(Colvern, Keystone. Parex)

Slow-motion(Keysti drum. dial with special bush

F et is being demonstrated at Selfridge and

this article also help to simplify what is, in
any case, an extremely simple process. We

Drilled aluminium chassis and screen

Assuming that an aerial of average effi-

ciency and a good earth have been connected to the appropriate terminals, and
that everything is ready for reception, the
correct sequence of operation is as follows :

(a) Pull out both panel switch knobs.
In doing so, the filament current is switched

on and the medium -wave sections of the
two tuning coils are brought into play.
(b) Turn the volume -control knob on

the extreme left as far as possible in a

I 30 -ohm rheostat (Varley, .Lissen, Igranic,
Wearite)
..
.000r3-mfd. differential reaction condenser (Lotus, Utility, Parex)
z Push-pull switches (Bulgin, Lissen, Benjamin)
..

3 Anti-microphonic valve holders (Benjamin " Vibrolders," Lissen, W.B., Lotus,
Igranic)

.0005-mfd. gang condenser (Formo)
t Pair special gang condenser supports

0

15

(Formo)

9

2 Dual range coils (Colvern type R.2.R,

Rotor No. 6o) ..
..
.
.0003-Mfd. fixed condenser (Ormond) ..
.000z-mfd. fixed condenser (Ormond) ..
1 High -frequency choke (Lewcos, Lissen,
Wearite, Keystone)
..
Low -frequency
transformer (Lissen
" Super," Ferranti,
Marconiphorie,
Varley)

Grid -leak holder (Bulgin, Lissen)
z-megohm grid -leak (Dubilier, Lissen,
Ediswan)

2 z-mfd. fixed condensers (Dubilier, Lissen,
T.C.C., Ferranti)
.
Drilled ebonite terminal.. strips. 2: in. by
2 in. (Peto Scott)

17
7
7

7

9

19

o
9

2

6

5

o
8

4 Terminals, type M, marked A, E, L.S.-,
L.S.+ (Belling -Lee, Eelex)
z Pre-set condenser .00025- .0003-mfd.
(Formo, type J) .
..
4 Red wander plugs, marked H.T.-4-3,
11.T.-1-2, H.T.-{-r, G.B.+ (Belling Lee, Eelex)

6
2

o

2 Black wander plugs marked, 11.T.-,
G.B.- (Belling -Lee, Eelex)

t

Screen -grid connector (Belling -Lee)
2 Spade tags, marked
(Belling -Lee, Eelex)
round -head screws and
4 doz. 6B.A.
nuts (Keystone)

ro ft. 6 in. tinned copper wire and 9 ft.

insulated sleeving (Keystone)
8 yds. rubber -covered flex (Keystone)

..

7

6
9

r9
9

N.B.-The prices quoted are for the components
specified first. If the alternatives are used, the
drillings for the panel and base -plate will have to
be modified.

it
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-.SUFFICIENT details were given in
last week's AMATEUR WIRELESS to
enable constructors to start work on
the " 193o Ether Searcher." Let us briefly
examine the chief points of interest in this
new set. The "193o Ether Searcher" is

made up of ideals-simple tuning with
selectivity, volume with purity, and efficient construction at low cost; these are
the characteristics of the set Three valves
are used, consisting of a screened -grid
high -frequency amplifier, a detector, and

bolting - together
within the
capability of the least
a

The

the

technical reader.
Those who have not
yet started on the
construction of the
"1930 Ether Searcher"
will find the simplified
wiring key accompanying this article of
special interest. As

from usual, but not

Searcher" is different

difficult. First of all,

the valves and batteries must be connected up. There are
three H.T.
leads,
connected to the hightension battery as
follows : H T r to

Simple Construction
The construction of the " 1930 Ether

Staticn
Budapest...

..

Munich ..
Riga
Vienna*
Brussels

..
..
..
..

Milan*
Oslo
5GB*
..
Langenberg*

..

Madrid ..
Dublin ..
Katowitz*
Frankfurt
Toulouse*

132

120
110
.131

2L0*

Brunn
Goteborg
Turin*
Montpellier
Copenhagen
Bratislava*

18o
178
177
173
171
169
167
164

. 10
. 155
151
149
.. 140
136
. 134

Lyons P.'I'.T
Paris P.'l'.'l'.
Rome*

Reading

103

87
84

..
..

Si

281

69

279
276
272
270

65
59
43
34

263
257
239
227

So

Konigsberg
Rennes* ..
Kaiserslautern* ..
Morayska-Ostrava
Hoerby*
..
Nurnberg*
Cologne* ..

501

77
71

Kovno
..
154
1,935
Huizen* .
146
.. 1,875
Lahti
. 139
.. 1,796
Radio Paris*
..
133
1,725
Zeesen
125
1,635
5XX*
116
...
1,554
Eiffel Tower* : :
toz
1,458
99
Warsaw ..
1,411
Stockholm*
.
91
.. 1,348
Kalundborg*
62
.. 1,153
Moscow
.. 1,100
53
Hilversum*
.
50
1,071
Leningrad
1,000
47
* Denotes very loud reception on loud -speaker.

..
.

All stations logged were clearly heard on loud-

speaker

ALAN S. HUNTER
J. SIEGER
J GODCHAUX ABRAHAMS

(The last two operations have the effect
of giving maximum volume with minimum
reaction.)

(d) Screw the small knob on the top of
the aerial compensating condenser almost
right in.
(e) Adjust the small rotatable winding

inside the aerial coil to an angle of

45

partment.
(g) Slowly rotate the tuning knob below

the escutcheon plate until a station

THE

THE

44-

SUPER
SET

STATION

is

heard on a wavelength between 21.0 and
5GB; that is to say, at about the middle
of the tuning range.
(It) Adjust the aerial compensating condenser to the point where the station being
received is heard at maximum strength.

The "1930 Ether Searcher" is now

ready to receive stations on the long and
(These instructions are continued on page 996)

THREE-

FOR

VALVER

1930

in Marts

493
479
473
466
447
441
428
413
408
390
381
356
342
322
294
286

anti -clockwise direction.

coil-the tuning coil in the larger com-

TVavelength

55o
533
525
516.3
509

the extreme right as far as possible in an

( f ) Turn the reaction -condenser knob
in a clockwise direction until oscillation is
produced. If this cannot be done, reverse
the direction of the rotor inside the anode

1930 .ETHER SEARCH

condensers are "ganged." -

Dial

clockwise direction.
(c) Turn the reaction -condenser knob on

degrees.

To retain the simplicity of one -dial
tuning, the two variable condensers associated with the tuning coils of the screen grid and detector valves are simultaneously
rotated on one shaft. In other words, the

Stations Received in North London
on November 20, 1929 with the
1930 ETHER SEARCHER"

operation of
"1930
Ether

process,

a low -frequency amplifier.

Searcher" is a breakaway from convention. Instead of using an ebonite panel to
support the controls and a baseboard to
accommodate the components, we have
used a metal chassis. There are no wood
screws in the construction of the set. Like
the assembly of a car, the building up of
an " Ether Searcher" has been reduced to

.../W

COMPONENTS REQUIRED
Drilled aluminium panel, 55 in. by 8 in.
(Keystone, Colvern, Parex)
I Pair panel brackets (Keystone) ..

2

0

..

8

6

5

6

3

0

7

0

3

0

4

6

I

These and the pictures above show the simple stage -by -stage construction. Note how easy are the various operations

explained last week, the wiring has been

Designed by J. SIEGER and ALAN S. HUNTER

simplified by lettering each complete length
of wire and numbering the points of contact

FIL2r o, a Marconi HL2 TO, a Cossor 2 roHF,

along each length. The detailed instructions given in the wiring key form a useful
adjunct to the full-size blueprint. They
can be used as a useful check as the wiring
proceeds.

The stage photographs accompanying

,

or a Lissen HL2Io. For the power stage
we advise a Mazda P220, an Osram P215,
a Marconi P215, a Cossor 22oP or a Lissen
P222.

The batteries used throughout our tests

were two Lissen 6o -volt units (giving a
total of 120 volts), a Lissen grid -bias battery, and a C.A.V. 2 -volt accumulator.
This power supply can be relied upon to

work the " 1930 Ether Searcher" at its
maximum efficiency.

external accessories we used in testing the

NE Chong

Compense,;79

Conds4

.400025-

Searcher "

are the

following.

For the

screened -grid stage a Mazda SG215, an
Osram or Marconi 5215, a Cossor 22oSG
or a Lissen SG215. For the detector stage
we recommend a Mazda HL2ro, an Osram

sumption of the set

is 9 milliamperes,

assuming that proper use is made of the
volume control , as explained later. The

-MN Mid sl4T

The "1930 Ether Searcher" has been

S

designed to give approximately equal

ki

results on widely differing types of aerial.

L.S.

To do this an aerial compensating con-

V00.9 Mkt

denser has been included.

15 88.02

2

.0003

original "1930 Ether Searcher." By the
way, no less than six of these sets have
been made for demonstrations, the details
of which are given later.
Different
makes of valves tested and found satisfactory for use with the " 1930 Ether

the maximum 120 volts. With any of
the small power valves specified the grid
bias should be 9 volts or thereabouts. We
find that the average anode -current con-

the Birmingham, Liverpool and Manchester
branches of Lewis's, Ltd.

Rena/

given last week

Suitable Valves
Constructors will want to know what

.

78 volts, H.T. +2 to I14 volts, H.T.-{-3 to

Co., Ltd., in London, and is on show at

strongly advise intending constructors to
obtain the full-size blueprint and to use it
in conjunction with this article and that

1

Operation

3

&off

Ikue

anve

L.Tswitch

570th

7v

LT+
1

\Duo/ -0005 Hid. Cagdst

HZ -

-8z +

The "1930 Ether Searcher " circuit

(Colvern, Keystone. Parex)

Slow-motion(Keysti drum. dial with special bush

F et is being demonstrated at Selfridge and

this article also help to simplify what is, in
any case, an extremely simple process. We

Drilled aluminium chassis and screen

Assuming that an aerial of average effi-

ciency and a good earth have been connected to the appropriate terminals, and
that everything is ready for reception, the
correct sequence of operation is as follows :

(a) Pull out both panel switch knobs.
In doing so, the filament current is switched

on and the medium -wave sections of the
two tuning coils are brought into play.
(b) Turn the volume -control knob on

the extreme left as far as possible in a

I 30 -ohm rheostat (Varley, .Lissen, Igranic,
Wearite)
..
.000r3-mfd. differential reaction condenser (Lotus, Utility, Parex)
z Push-pull switches (Bulgin, Lissen, Benjamin)
..

3 Anti-microphonic valve holders (Benjamin " Vibrolders," Lissen, W.B., Lotus,
Igranic)

.0005-mfd. gang condenser (Formo)
t Pair special gang condenser supports

0

15

(Formo)

9

2 Dual range coils (Colvern type R.2.R,

Rotor No. 6o) ..
..
.
.0003-Mfd. fixed condenser (Ormond) ..
.000z-mfd. fixed condenser (Ormond) ..
1 High -frequency choke (Lewcos, Lissen,
Wearite, Keystone)
..
Low -frequency
transformer (Lissen
" Super," Ferranti,
Marconiphorie,
Varley)

Grid -leak holder (Bulgin, Lissen)
z-megohm grid -leak (Dubilier, Lissen,
Ediswan)

2 z-mfd. fixed condensers (Dubilier, Lissen,
T.C.C., Ferranti)
.
Drilled ebonite terminal.. strips. 2: in. by
2 in. (Peto Scott)

17
7
7

7

9

19

o
9

2

6

5

o
8

4 Terminals, type M, marked A, E, L.S.-,
L.S.+ (Belling -Lee, Eelex)
z Pre-set condenser .00025- .0003-mfd.
(Formo, type J) .
..
4 Red wander plugs, marked H.T.-4-3,
11.T.-1-2, H.T.-{-r, G.B.+ (Belling Lee, Eelex)

6
2

o

2 Black wander plugs marked, 11.T.-,
G.B.- (Belling -Lee, Eelex)

t

Screen -grid connector (Belling -Lee)
2 Spade tags, marked
(Belling -Lee, Eelex)
round -head screws and
4 doz. 6B.A.
nuts (Keystone)

ro ft. 6 in. tinned copper wire and 9 ft.

insulated sleeving (Keystone)
8 yds. rubber -covered flex (Keystone)

..

7

6
9

r9
9

N.B.-The prices quoted are for the components
specified first. If the alternatives are used, the
drillings for the panel and base -plate will have to
be modified.

it
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WIRING KEY FOR THE " 1930 ETHER SEARCHER"
1.21, wave -change switch on panel, to 1.22, which is

Starting at Stage 4 of the construction, as explained
last week, connect Al, filament of the detector -valve

No. 4 on aerial coil.

B4, filament of low -frequency valve holder, to B5, filament
of detector -valve holder, to B6, one side of grid-leak.holder.
C7, grid of low -frequency valve holder, to C8, grid terminal of low -frequency transformer.

screened -grid valve holder.
K25, high -frequency choke, to K26, loud -speaker positive terminal, to K27, r-microfarad condenser.
L28, fixing bolt -of runicrofarad condenser, to L29,
other terminal of r-microfarad condenser.
M30, grid of detector -valve holder, to M31, one side of

R40, which is No. 5 on aerial coil, to R41, which is No. 6

on aerial coil, to R42, moving plates of gang condenser.
S43, fixed plates of gang condenser, to S44, which is
No. 3 on aerial coil, to S45, grid of screened -grid valve

J23, volume control on panel, to J24, filament of

holder, to A2, filament of low -frequency valve holder, to
A3, one side of filament switch.

holder.

At this point the side screen is fitted, as explained in

condenser.

r-microfarad condenser.

Stage 7. The remaining wiring, in Stage 8, follows.
T46, filament of screened -grid valve holder, through
hole in side screen, to T47, grid -leak holder. (T47 is the
same point of contact as B6, already done.)
U48, bolt joining together the .0003-microfarad coupling
condenser and ,000e-rnicrofarad grid condenser, to U49,

low -frequency valve holder.

which is No. 6 on high -frequency coil,
G17, loud -speaker negative terminal, to G18, anode of

earth terminal of terminal strip.
P36, aerial terminal on terminal strip, to P37, one side
of compensating aerial condenser.
Q38, which is No. 2 on aerial coil, to Q39, other side of
compensating aerial condenser.

only remains to attach to the components concerned suit-

No. 4 on high -frequency coil.

plate, as explained in Stage 5.

D9, "plate" on -low-frequency transformer, to D10

anode of detector -valve holder, to D11, which is terminal
No. 5 on high -frequency coil, to D12, one side of reaction

grid -leak holder.

N32, fixing bolt of x-rnicrofarad condenser, to N33,
034, fixing bolt of screen -grid valve holder, to 035,

E13, other side of reaction condenser to E14, which
is No. z on high -frequency coil.
F15, fixing bolt.on low -frequency valve holder, to F16,

)

(Continued on page 995)
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able lengths of flexible wire for battery leads.

PANEL LW

BLUEPRINT
NoAw211

by

At this point the set connections are completed.

At this point the gang condenser is fitted to the base

1119, wave -change switch on. panel, to 1129, which is

Checked

fixed plates of gang condenser, to 11.339, which is No. 3 oa
high -frequency coil.
V51, anode of screened -grid valve holder, through hole
in side screen, to V52, r-microfarad condenser.

SG

0rA

_

.

4,

3

14

_

E
HT.+2 H.T:1-1

Detailed wiring instructions are given at the top of the page. A full-size blueprint of this wiring diagram may be had, price 1'-.
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IZALIFT. R DRIVEN

POWER PENTODE

fir
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ANY SET WITH
ONE STAGE
OF L.F.
Now that Lissen have produced this new
battery -driven Power Pentode Valve, you
can get fine loud -speaker volume from
any set with one stage of L.F. amplification. In any 2 -valve set this new Power

Pentode gives double volume ; in a
3 -valve set-H.F., Detector, and L.F.-it
gives abundant power on distant stations
that before were but a whisper.
The Lissen Power Pentode consumes only
7 milliamps of H.T. current. You can
therefore run it economically off ordinary

H.T. batteries-the only power pentode

valve with anything like such a low
consumption.

There is no rewiring of your set-just a

piece of flex and a wander plug from the

pentode terminal of the valve to the
highest H.T. tapping on your set (or +
100 volts, whichever is lower)-no alter-

ations necessary at all, and no extra
batteries.
LISSEN 2 VOLT POWER PENTODE (P.T.225) 17/6

The Lissen Detector Valve is lively
because of the Extended Grid, which
controls every electron emitted from the
filament. Every fraction of energy is
utilised, every impulse definitely passed
on. And the liveliness LASTS because the
emissive surface of the filament is actually amalgamated to it and therefore does
not disintegrate.

H.L.210.

Price 10/6

vA

Es

LISSEN LIMITED, WORPLE ROAD, ISIEWORTH, MIDDLESEX (Managing Director : T. N. COLE)

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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" THE 41930 ETHER SEARCHER' 22
Two 2-ft.lengths, with plugs marked G.B.+ and H.T.-,
are clamped under fixing bolt of low -frequency transformer.

A 3 -ft. length, with plug marked L.T.-, is connected
to the "free" terminal of panel filament switch.
A 2 -ft. length, with tag marked L.T.+, is connected to
B4 (see wiring diagram).
A 2 -ft. length, with plug marked H.T.-1- t, is connected
to V52 (see wiring diagram).

A 2 -ft. length, with plug marked H.T.+2, is connected
to terminal marked "H.T.-F," on low -frequency transformer.

- A 24t. length, with plug marked H.T.-F 3, is connected
to K27 (see wiring diagram).

A 2 -ft. length, with plug _marked G.B.-, is'donnected
to terminal marked "G.B.' on low -frequency transformer.
A 6 -in. length, with Belling -Lee screen -grid valve con-

nector, is passed through hole in side screen to the terminal on top a the high -frequency choke.

(!'ontinued from Page 994)

The function of the volume control ordered, must be specified with 6o -turn
must be explained. It is connected to the rotors. The original coils were designed
screened -gird valve so that the sensitivity by Collinson's, but for the " 1930 Ether
of this -valve can be varied to suit the Searcher" we found it necessary to covarying degrees of strength of the signals operate with the makers in modifying the
received. The control should always be number of turns on the rotors.
Where at all possible, we strongly urge
set at the lowest position compatible with
constructors to utilise the components
adequate signal strength.
By reducing -the filament voltage of the actually used in the original set, because
screen -grid valve, the volume control the panel and baseplate specified in the
increases the selectivity of the set and list of components are drilled to accommoalso economises the anode -current consumption. When the signal is initially
strong the tremendous amplification imparted to it by the screen -grid valve tends
to cause overloading of the detector, with
consequent distortion. Under such a condition the volume control should always
be used. A very short experience of this
control will reveal to the operator how
useful it is.

Sensitive and Selective
The sensitivity of the "1930 Ether
Searcher" is so great that stations will be
received at practically every degree of the
tuning scale. The selectivity of the set

enables each of these stations to be re-

Tried out with Lissen valves the "1930 Ether
Searcher " put up an excellent performance

medium waves, with the set adjusted to
the maximum efficiency for the aerial in
use. By pushing in the wave -change
switch on the left the long waves can be
received without any other adjustment
whatsoever. We must emphasise the fact
that the "ganging" of the two tuning condensers holds good for the medium and
long waves without any alteration, once

ceived perfectly free from its neighbours.
Remember to turn the tuning knob very
slowly, otherwise quite a number of stations will be missed. Use the reaction control sparingly Adjust it so that oscillation is only just produced.

/f2
Here are the details of the side screen

The log of stations given with this date the original components. In any

article was obtained during a recent even-

case, the coils and gang condenser must be

ing at the dial, between the hours of as specified. The Cameo cabinet specified
8 and to p.m. There are forty-four stations for the set is good value for money and
logged; we shall not be surprised to hear forms. a fitting complement to the metal

of readers exceeding this number by at chassis. We have carefully worked out
least ten stations. As the aerial has no the total cost of making a " 193o Ether
effect whatever on the tuning adjustment, Searcher," and as this is only
without
the log we have compiled should serve as the cabinet, we believe large numbers of

the initial adjustments have been made.

a useful means of identifying many of the
On no account should the two sections stations received: They should come in at
of the gang condenser be interfered with. the same dial reading on the reader's set
They are sent out from the factory ex- as they came in on the original set during
actly matched, and the .set has been de- our test, provided wavelengths do not
signed in such a way that the usual trim- change!
ming of each half of the condenser is - Before leaving the reader to carry on the
avoided. The one -knob tuning claim is a good work of assembling a "1930 Ether
real thing; there is only one tuning adjust- Searcher," we must give a reminder that
ment in the set.
the Collinson type R2R coils, when

AMATEUR WIRELESS readers will be im-

mensely interested in the construction.
Although it has become the fashion for
set -designers to impress their readers with
references to the many months of experiment preceding their final design, perhaps

we may be pardoned for stating that the
"193o Ether Searcher" really has entailed
a tremendous amount of work since its
original conception several months ago.

CHRISTMAS morning will open with a

For Boxing Day a specially written pan- and in order to find the most favourable
site almost nightly, when the Munich studio
the main stations. Several special features pared, and December 28 will see a produc- closes down, experiments are carried out
will help to make up an interesting evening tion of Anthony Hope's play, Rupert of by a transmitter situated on the summit
entertainment. At 9.20 p.m. Bransby Hentzau, the sequel to the Prisoner of of the Herzogenstand. The broadcasts are
service from York Minster relayed to all tomime by Ernest Longstaffe is being pre-

Williams will visit the studio to give his Zenda.
famou; impersonation of Scrooge; at 9.45
In view of the fact that the retentHaguep.m. the Ceremony of the Keys will again
Conference
permits a power of roo kilo=
be relayed from the Tower of London, and
watts in the broadcasting band, Germany
the popular operetta, Co- x and Box, first produced in 1866, will provide the lighter side has decided to increase the output of most
of the programme. Dance music will be of her transmitters.
broadcast until midnight.

made on 535 metres, with a power of
slightly under i kilowatt in the aerial.

The French P.T.T. station at Grenoble
is to be transferred to a more favourable

site outside the city limits and to be

equipped with a transmitter of greater

A nelksfation is to be erected in Bavaria, output power.
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LISSEN'S NEW

A PORTABLE

GRAMOPHONE WITH
PEDESTAL TONE

NEEDLE ARMATURE

PICK-UP

Held in posi-

tion by mag-

The fnn you can

get, the pleasure
LITERALLY
you can give, with
this Liesen Portable Gramophone.
can use it any
ORCAN'VOICED You
time, anywhere; it
will fill

in

odd

moments splendidly, and because its tone is so deep and
mellow, you can gibe a concert of the classic records that
will delight the critical ear.

full-sized cabinet models.
The Lissen sound -box is

this fine Lissen
Portable Gramophone on
7 days' approval. Try it
at home; let your friends
hear it. It you are not
entirely satisfied, Lissen
will refund every penny

that there is tonal truth

to the factory within

able gramophone-a horn
longer than that of many

extremely sensitive and in
perfect track alignment, so

from every record. Finely
adjustable dial speed regu-

lator enables you to play
every record at exact
recording -room speed.

Have

you hare paid-you simply send the machine back
7

days. Order to-day-send

cash with order. or fill in
Coupon below for extended

credit.

CASH
PRICE

67/6
or 5/- deposit and
8 monthly payments

of 8/8

restrictions

by

mechanical

attrac-

netic
tion

Liesen have a found a way
to put a horn of really
great length into this port-

mattur Wireh5
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contacts.

without

LESS WEAR ON
RECORDS THAN
WITH AN ORDINARY SOUNDBOX
Use

this Lissen

Pick-up

with

any

gramophone and any radio set. Use it
with old records or with the latest masterpiece of electrical recording-you
will hear again the living voice of the

artist, and every note of every instrument re-created fcr ycu.
Because the Lissen Pickup responds faithfully
t o the most minute indentation on the record-the needle armature is so
light that the needlepoint actually feels its
way along the record

groove. And you'll find

your records almost everlasting when you use
this new Lissen Pick-up,

because the needle follows the groove and does
not plough its way along.

To LISSEN LTD.,
Worple Road, Isleworth, Middlesex.
I enclose 51- deposit for one Lissenola Portable
Gramophone, Model No. 4, as illustrated, and agree
to pay the balance in eight consecutive monthly payments of 8,8, to you at your Isleworth address.
Signed

(full name)

Date

Retailer's Name
(If no retailer selected at time of ordering, leave this
blank.)
411111111111111111MMININIMM11.111.1.8111111111111ba

accumulators,

erficient

sturdily

Milt by Lissen to give absolute
satisfaction in use and long life.
These a 2cumulators are designed
to give absolutely trouble -free
service. The plates are all very

if you want radio -gramo-

standards.

hear at demonstrations-

phone reproduction that
comes so near to reality
that in a darkened room
you would suspect the

presence of the artist-

All the Lissen accumulators

listed below are supplied with
strong carrier, free.

got this new Lissen Pick-

up and learn what perfection

means.

Any

Lissen radio dealer will
demonstrate it for you.

ISSEN
PICK-UP 30/-

Are you a Householder,

Lissen

record to sound much
better than those you

NEEDLE ARMATURE

Address

of

organisation-one more example
of Lissen value for money-the
Lissen L.T. accumulator. Here
is a complete range of highly

thick, the containers are strongly
made, and the general appearance
and finish of the Lissen accumulators is far in advance of usual

If you want every single

COUPON FOR EXTENDED
CREDIT TERMS.

LIKUNULATOR
One more triumph

LISSEN LIMITED
WORPLE ROAD, ISLEWORTH, MIDD.
(Managing Director: T. N. COLE.)

PRICES
TYPE G.M. (DULL EMITTER)
TWo-plate type, glass containers.
..
L.N.503 2 -volt, 20 amp. hours
..
L.N.504 2 -volt, 45 amp. hours

4/6
8/6

TYPE G.S.
Multiple plate type, glass containers.
9/6
L.N.500 2 -volt, 20 actual amp. hours
13/6
L.N.502 2 -volt, 40 actual amp. hours
17/6
L.N.560 2 -volt, 60 actual amp. hours

TYPE G.X.
L.N.555 2 -volt, 24 actual amp. hours
L.N.557 2 -volt, 48 actual amp. hours
L.N.559 2 -volt, 72 actual amp. hours

10/6
14/6
18/6

411111,111111111.111111111111111111MININIMINNIIIIIIML

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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(Continued from last week)

00 St EUTH
As Visualised by JAY COOTE

Though written in lighter vein, the "experience " below
will be found to contain many really helpful points in
station identification for the long-distance enthusiast.
" T DON'T quite follow you when you say

methodical process of elimination, and you b, p, v, f, d, t, rolling r's, and a slight

that the actual identification of a have attained your aim, that of correctly tendency towards the Italian endings.

Polish is softer, perhaps, and in announcetransmitter depends upon language and its identifying the transmission picked up."
`'It seems easy," said Botson pensively. ments you will pick up a goodly number of
position in the waveband, Coames."
`'My dear Batson, it is not so difficult as ski's. But Warsaw, Kattowitz, and Posen
"Shall we put it this way? You have at
your disposal in AMATEUR WIRELESS a full it appears at first sight, for the stations will considerably assist you, inasmuch as on
list of wavelengths adopted by the Euro- possess peculiarities apart from-in most many evenings the lady announcers in the
pean transmitters. You may or may not instances-distinctive calls or interval sig- studio will give you a French translation of
memorise them-no matter-but the list nals, either of which must be picked up in statements previously given out in their
should be within reach as you pick up the the course of a broadcast. It is obvious native tongue."
"Well, I have made copious notes of all
various transmissions. Surely, my dear that in the event of a doubtful case, some
Botsdn, you must have found by now that minutes may have to be sacrificed. Person- you have told me, but how should I recogsome method is necessary in any work ally, where, in my mind, I am uncertain, nise Czech of Magyar?
"There is, perhaps, no need to worry so
undertaken by man? It is essential that and where, owing to the length of an item,
you should know approximately to what I cannot immediately secure the informa- much in those cases, for, fortunately for all
wavelength or frequency your receiver is tion required, I make a note of my con- of us, the studios using those languages
tuned. Unless you are actually told by a denser readings, and return to this exact invariably make announcements in others
studio announcer in a language you under- position at. intervals. No time is actually as well, such as French, Italian, or even

stand, to what station you are listening, lost, for in the meantime you may have English, and the calls are put out so fre-

quently that it would be impossible to fail
with considerable found interesting items in other cities."
" com- to identify them."
"This question of languages
difficulty, identify the transmitter."
" But then, Coames, you appear to have
menced Batson.
"But, then, how can I-"
"Usually one can recognise them from made a study of these peculiarities."
"Some indispensable data is essential; it
"Only to a certain degree; I possess a
may be approximate wavelength, type of or the sounds picked up, even if actual words
you cannot, except

actually recognised language.
" Surely, Coames, this is a very onerous

way of securing the information."
"It is the last method to which I resort.
Language and wavelength should give you
all the clues required."
"I might agree with you but for the fact
that to me, as well as to thousands of other
equally unfortunate listeners, all languages
but our own are merely classed as foreign.
I might say that a talk sounded to me like

are not understood at the outset. The retentive memory, and consequently should

I, by chance, tune in a new transmission,
you will hear at one sitting are German, after listening for a few minutes, during
Scandinavian, Dutch, French, or Spanish. which period I am dissecting probabilities,
greater number of European transmissions

Now, most of the German announcers pre- a process of elimination will nearly always
cede their call by the word A chtung-anglice : provide me with the solution. It is not in
Attention ! Look out ! It is a guttural every case necessary to hear a call, for a
language, with a big proportion of achs and number of stations have adopted distinc-

words en4ing in ung, ing, bt, and so on.
Bear in mind, though, that the Austrians
and the Swiss stations of the GermanFrench or Italian, or that an announce- speaking districts say Hallo ! Dutch,
ment was guttural, but I could not definitely

tive interval signals which are repeated
frequently in the course of a programme.
It would be impossible to confound the

chimes, say, of Budapest (B, A, B, G sharp,
F, G,
Swedish, Danish, and Norwegian are not so G sharp) with those of Munich

guttural; they are a cross between English
state what language I had heard."
"Admittedly," replied Coames, "this is and German. A peculiarity to note in the
a difficulty which to the tyro appears Swedish studios is the inclination of the
insurmountable, but you will be surprised announcers and speakers to adopt a singto find that after a short time, as I already song intonation, more usually associated
said, you will have no hesitation in narrow- with French stage artistes. The majority
ing down the possibilities by stating that of Italian words end in vowels, such as 0,
the words heard were, say, neither French, A, and I ; they have an open sound and every
Italian, Spanish, nor German, in which case syllable is clearly pronounced. Spanish, on
you are left to choose from a reduced the other hand, is somewhat more guttural
number. By this time your search would and contains many lisped words; also, as a
be limited to the Scandinavian tongues or rule, you will find that French, Italian, and
to those comprised by or akin to the Spanish speakers are more vehement than
Slavonic group. With this knowledge, and other nationalities, even in the ordinary
a rough idea of the wavelength, if the list educational talks. If you listen to Moscow
be consulted, you will again limit your or Leningrad, you cannot fail to observe
search to two or three transmitters. A that the' anguage contains a large proporlittle patience, a little knowledge, a tion of labial and dental sounds, such as

A, B, C, followed by a hodt), or those of
Cologne, imitation church bells, or with the
sounds G, D, E, B, D, B put out byHuizen."

"As your chronicler, I have set these

down; are there no other bells ?
" Yes," replied Coames. " For instance,
the single stroke of Radio Toulouse,

exactly thirty-four to the minute, or the
silvery -toned C, E, G, G of Bratislava.
Then, again, Copenhagen comes on the air
with three sharp pongs on a gong ; Radio
Vitus, Paris, emits a carillon on two notes
(F sharp, A sharp) ; and Radio Paris, Westminster chimes, imitative of Big Ben; add
to these the C, E, G, G notes of Bratislava.
Next, we have flute -like tones produced by
oscillating valves, such as the -three notes,
(Concluded on page 1016)
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There is preserved power put into the big cells of the Lissen Battery by
the Lissen Secret Process-power which lasts for months and months
and months, flowing always steadily, noiselessly, sustainedly. There is
never a trace of ripple in it, never a sign of hum.
This Lissen Battery yields the purest form of current known for radio.
It keeps speech clear, gives definition to musical notes, and, by the very
purity of its current, individual instruments seem " spot lighted " in the
way they are made to stand out.
Next time ask firmly for a Lissen New Process Battery
and take no other. Obtainable at 10,000 radio dealers.
PRICES :
60 volt (reads 66)
100 volt (reads 108)
120 volt
36 volt

..

..
60 volt (super power)

..

7 11
12 11
15 10

46

..

13 6

..
..
22 16
4.2 volt Pocket Battery, 5d. each (4 6
100 volt (super power)
9 volt Grid Bias
.

a doz.)
Single Cell Torch Battery

.

.. 4',d.

INTO YOUR SET

LISSEN LIMITED

WOR P LE ROAD, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX.

et

Richmond

(Surrey)

and

Edmonton.

Managing Director

T_

Factories also

N. COLE.
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Weekly Tips-Constructional and Theoretical-by W. JAMES
would be better to use a lower -resistance two of them in order to produce a different
AFEW days ago I was asked a question loud -speaker, for then the voltage lost in net value of capacity. Connecting them in
which may be of interest to numerous the windings is reduced and the power parallel increases the total capacity, the
value being equal to the sum of the
readers. The facts are that' a mains high- output may be greater.
It
is
an
easy
matter
to
find
the
best
separate capacities.
tension unit was purchased in order to
arrangement
by
trial
when
alternative
consupply a three -valve set, which it did very
necting terminals are provided, and it is Grid Condenser and Leak Values
well.
The values of grid condenser and leak
Later, however, a fourth valve was surprising what an improvement can be
included in a detector circuit are usually
added to the set. This last valve was put sometimes effected.
Naturally, when a tapped output trans- .0003 microfarad and 2 megohms.
in a push-pull circuit with the existing
Personally, I prefer a little smaller grid
power valve. As a consequence, the anode former is used, the loud -speaker may be
current increased by more than 5o per easily adapted to suit the power valve, and condenser, and often use one of .0002
cent.; at the same time, the anode voltage there is the further advantage that the microfarad, as the quality of the reproduc<
fell to about ioo. The question is : Can a steady anode current does not pass through tion is then rather better. It is possible
with some sets, however, to depart still
dry battery be used to supply the high - the loud -speaker windings.
further from the usual values with beneficial
frequency and detector circuits, leaving ie. . . a Condenser in the Aerial "
results.
the mains unit to supply the power
The suggestion that a fixed condenser
Thus I find a grid leak of as little as
valves ?
This, clearly, is a solution of the diffi- of .000r-microfarad be connected in the 0.5 megohm is sometimes to be preferred to
culty, for the H.F. and detector valves aerial wire to the set is often made with the one of 2 megohms. Strong signals seem to
take only 4 or 5 milliamperes, which is object of improving the sharpness of tun- he dealt with better when the lower value
well within the capacity of an ordinary ing. This is all very well when a suitable of grid leak is used. The tone seems rounder
dry battery. The mains unit is relieved of condenser is to hand, but what is one to do and more natural, partly, no doubt,
a little load, and will therefore' be able to when, amongst an assortment of various because the detector is not choked by the
strong signals.
supply the power valves without difficulty, capacities, not one is suitable ?
There may be one of .0002 and another
Naturally, one valve is 'different from
particularly if they are well biased. This
is, of course, a reasonable thing to do with of .0003 microfarad, for instance. Could another when used for detection, and it is,
not they be used ?
therefore, a good plan to try a few different
valves working in push-pull.
The effect of connecting condensers in grid leaks in order to obtain the best
series, as indicated below, is, of course, average results. Sensitivity, as well as
Getting Sharper Tuning
It is a well-known fact that a leaky -grid to produce a value of capacity less than quality, may be varied by adjusting the
grid leak.
detector broadens the tuning of a set, and
it also reduces the voltages set up in the
Choosing a Choke
circuit to which it is connected. A point
worth noting, therefore, is that the damping
Have you noticed that the ordinary high frequency choking coil is not always the
effect may be reduced by connecting the
detector to a point on the grid coil instead
to use in a choke -coupled screened L7 best
of to the top of this coil'.
grid stage?
Set
If several taps are tried, a point may be
My tests show that the standard H.F.
Condensers in series for selectivity
choke is not productive of as much magfound where the selectivity is much
improved for an equal signal strength. The that of either. Thus, when the two con- nification as one of the special types which
effect may not be so noticeable when the densers are of .0002 microfarad, the effec- have been developed for the purpose. The
grid circuit coil is a poor one, but when the tive capacity is .00ca. In the above ex- magnification is, of course, not so much as
best possible results are desired from a set ample, the capacity is rather more than when a tuned stage is used, but when the
having the most efficient parts, it is worth this, being .00012 microfarad.
set has two stages of high frequency, one
This value is obtained by calculation, may very well be of the choke -coupled
while tapping the coil.
Anyhow, the experiment is an interesting being given by
type.

My H.T. Puzzle

one!

Tapped L.S. Units

CI xC2
LI +C2,

This stage provides just that extra

amount of magnification which is some -

CI and 02 being the capacities of the con- :times needed, and does not add to the
I notice that certain loud -speakers are densers. As a further example, let us difficulty of tuning._
provided with three terminals in order that assume the two condensers are of .0005
Be careful not to place the choke too
the winding best suited to the power valve and .0002 microfarad. Then the effective near other parts in the set. As it carries
may be used.
capacity of the pair joined in series is high -frequency currents, it may produce
A resistance of 2,000 ohms is rather too .00014 microfarad.
instability by coupling with another part
high when a super -power valve is employed
An amateur having a number of different in the set, but there is usually no need to
as the anode current is fairly heavy. It fixed condensers can obviously conibine shield it.
_
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PANEL
MODEL
Three readings.

LT., L.T. volts and
milliamps.
With slug switch.

13/9

1001

MILLIAMP
METERS
0-25 or
0-50 M.A.

9/6

emateur Wire! -1

READINGS

150 VOLTS
6

VOLTS

0.30 MILLIAMPS
Resistance 5,000 ohms.

Ware.s VOLTAMP METER
'WI/zee-in -onz"

The outstanding meter in Radio. Provides greatest usefulness anti
accuracy. The three readings are ; volts on the H.T., L.T. scales

and milliamps, all on one clearly calibrated dial. Sold by all
Radio Dealers, Halford's Stores, and Curry's Stores.
Descriptive literature sent free on request.

THE STANDARD BATTERY CO. (Dept. A.W.), 184/188 SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.2.
Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

m. B.
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is really a very sim-

THE
solder,

entle
0
irir

the flux,

and the
wire must

all be con-

sidered.

Perhaps I had better

the use of
flux; since quite a
explain

number of constructors try to solder
without it I The

flux is required to
dissolve the oxides
present on the surface of the metal, and
to assist the solder to

ple job.

In the actual wiring of the, set I can
give you a very useful

tip, which is perhaps
one of the least known secrets of neat
wiring.
Everyone

knows how difficult

it is to straighten a
wire with the -fingers.

Here is a much better

way; take one of the
2 -ft. lengths of wire

and, if this is insulated, bare the two
ends as already ex-

By

JOHN B. CROFTS

run freely into the

plained.

minute pores of the

Insert one end of

metal.
There are
several very efficient

the wire in a vice and

flux pastes on the

market, under var-

ious proprietary
names. Be sure

1

firmly grip the other
end with long -nosed

II.-More practical suggestions by the winner of the highest award in
an All -Britain Set -building Competition

that you get a good quality flux since this has a lot to do with Great care must be taken not to use too
the success of soldering.
much flux. A match stick is handy for
The solder itself, which is used to bind applying flux to the joints. The next part
together the wires or connections of the set, of the process often bothers constructors as

is also available in several varieties; for
our work Mow -pipe solder is the best. It is
made in conveniently thin sticks. It pos-

sesses a low melting point and has the
advantage of hardening very quickly after
the iron is removed from the joint. The

pliers. Exert a gentle pull on the wire
until you feel a slight

" give" ; you will then
find the wire perfectly straight. This process

should be repeated for each wire length.
The shaping of the various wires involves
fairly accurate guessing or approximate
they do not know when the iron is just measuring of small runs of wire. The next
the right temperature. One way of step is to decide the order in which the
judging this is to see whether a small wires are to be connected. If you are using
green flame is burning round the copper an AMATEUR WIRELESS blueprint, the wires
bit. On no account let the iron get red are, of course, already numbered in their
hot.
correct sequence.

most convenient way to buy wire is in
Draw the iron from its source of heat and
If possible every bend should be a right2 -foot straight lengths of No. 16 gauge quickly clean the copper, bit with the file. angle. Decide upon the wire which you
square or roun..iinned-copper wire.
Then place the copper bit in some flux, when
There -is a knack in baring the insulation it should sizzle if it is hot enough; withdraw

of this type of wire. The method is illustrated in one of the pictures. The knife is
held with the forefingers of the right hand
whilst the wire is rolled up and down the
thumb with the cutting edge of the
blade.

In wiring up a set the procedure I adopt

intend to connect up and fix in your mind
the directions you will have to take. Select
it and apply some solder. If the iron is a straight length of wire and hold it above
really clean, the solder will run on to the the first point of contact; mark off the disbit and form a bright surface. Dirt tance this wire can make in a straight line.'
accounts for most soldering troubles.
At some point it will be necessary to bend
The prepared tip of the iron should now the wire to avoid some component or other;
be rubbed lightly on each of the soldering grip the wire with the long -nosed pliers and
tags or points of contact; if they are clean lift it clear of the set; then holding the

Three useful hints-the first picture shows the best method of straightening wire and the two others practical tips on the soldering of flex.

is roughly as follows. First of all the solder- the solder will immediately run and form
ing iron is placed on a lighted gas -ring or small blobs. At this point always take care
in the red-hot glowing coals of the domestic to wipe away any excess of flux. It is
fire. Whilst waiting for the iron to heat up, possible that you will experience a little
all the soldering tags and other points of difficulty at first in the process of tinning,
contact are smeared very lightly with flux. but a little practice soon makes easy what

pliers in the right hand -bend the wire
against the side of the jaws with the thumb
of the left hand to make a right angle.
Replace the wire in position, decide

which way it must bend next, again hold
(Continued on page 11304)
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BUYS YOU

ISSEN
°UR - POLE

SILENT

-.-..4 ADJUSTABLE BALANCED

BACKGROUND

ARMATURE UN IT

in which a whisper

is amplified to a
great degree of

loudness

The Lissen 8,6 Transformer gained
fame in a single season because it
gave to constructors exactly what was
required of a transformer-a coupling

H.T.

ELIMINATORS

YOU CAN USE

WITH YOUR SET
LIKE A BATTERY

Th,

Batterie8 Is the purest
But if you want to

curium you gei

power you am get for the radio.

device of almost universal utility at
a moderate price. The extraordinary
efficiency of this Lissen Transformer
has been proved since then in hun-

before.

lished circuits of all descriptions.

are using, and he will demonstrate for you the Lissen
Eliminator to suit your needs.
Then you only haveto take your battery out and put the

dreds of thousands of sets-in pubYou cannot buy a transformer that
offers you better value for money.
And if you consider it by the results
you get when you use it, you will find

that there is hardly any circuit in
which this transformer cannot be

used with the most gratifying results.
PRICE
3 to 1
Turns Ratio
Resistance Ratio 4 to 1

8/6

THE LISSEN SUPER
TRANSFORMER
-with which you get almost

perfect amplificationThe laboratory curves taken of
the Lfssen Super Transformer
prove that there is exceptionally

use an eliminator, use a Linen 'Eliminator. You'll then get
U.T. current from your mains smoother, steadier, than

There are 4 types of Lissen Eliminators: one of them will
almost certainly be just right for your set. Till your dealer
what voltage your mains supply is and whether it, is A.C. or
D.C.; tell him what output you require, or what valves yoa

Limon Eliminator in its place. No need for special wiring.
These Lissen Eliminators are eased in insulating material and
the lead is heavily insulated cab -tyre Sex.

TYPES AND PRICES

D.C. MODEL "B"

D.C. MODEL " A'

Employs 3 H.T.-{- tappings:
11.T.-1-1 and 11.T.-4-2 are con -

Employs 3 'LT.-!- taw
ping:: !LT.+ 1 giving

Hollowly variable (by means

NO volts for S.C. valves;
11.T.-1.2 giving 60 volts

at approx. 2 m/A for

and

ealmide of giving any desired
voltage up to 120/150 volts at

detector valves; II. l'.+3
giving 120/150 volts at
12 in/A.
TRICE,

two control knobs)

of

approx. 2 mA.; 11.T.-1-3 giving
120/130 volts at 12 mA. for

27/6

pow, valves.

39/6
PEP 'I'
Models working on 100/110 Mains Voltage give
output voltages of approximately 00 per cent of
above values.
A.C. MODEL '
Tappings as in D.C. Model A,
200.201
LN 276 for A.C. Mains voltage

077
578
639

12110E

..

..

220.230
240-253
100-110

f3 : 0 : 0

.

A.C. MODEL

B

Tappings ae In D.C. Model B.
LR 579 for A.C. Mains voltage
200.210

580
640

220-270

14 581
PRICE

f3

100-110
-15 240-253
:0

ordinary standard valves. Two
1

Each

19 /-

get the utmost volume from
it without chatter.

In brown moulded case with attachent for fitting to any
of cone

PRICE

1

2/6

Cast aluminium Chassis, specially designed to give the best results 7 ig
PRICE 11 U
from the Unit
I3 -in. cone for use with the above 2,6

COMPLETE
ASSEMBLY
with which you get the nearest
possible approach to moving coil tone, and fine full volume
without chatter.
cabinet, price

it should be noted that these
curves have been taken with
to

a radio set. You can build
any type of cone loud -speaker
with it ; you can use it with
a big baffle board, or put
it in a cabinet. You can
build a linen diaphragm loudspeaker with it, or you can
buy it completely assembled
and ready to connect up to
your set. It has a fine adjustment, and you therefore

to mount in a

band of audible frequencies, and

and 2} to I.

reach of everybody who owns

Ready for use pr

even amplification over the whole

ratios. 3}

The Lissen 4 -Pole Balanced
Armature Unit brings something approaching loudspeaker perfection within the

ELIMINATORS

22/6

LISSEN LTD. Worple Road, ISLEWORTH, Middlesex
(Managing Director : T.N. COLE)

N
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TELEPHONY

ROAD CHAS

Broadcasting stations classified by coun try and in order of wavelengths. For the purpose of better comparison, the
power indicated is aerial energy.
Metres

Kilocycles

Station and
Call Sign

Power
(Kw.)

GREAT BRITAIN

Belfast (2BE) .. 1.0
London II) tests
Newcastle (5N0) 1.0
Swansea (5SX)
Stoke-on-Trent

0.13.

(6ST) 0.13

0.13
288.5 1,040 Sheffield (61..F)
288.5 2,o4o Plymouth (SPY) 0.13
288.5 1,040 Liverpool (6LV) 0.13
288.5 z,o4o Hull (6KH) ... 0.13
288,5 2,040 Edinburgh
(2EH) 0.35
288.5 1,040 Dundee (2DE)
0.13
Bournemouth
288.5 1,040
(613M) 1.0
288.5 1,040 Bradford (2LS) 0.13
* 301
995 Aberdeen (2BD) 1.0
*310
968 Cardiff (5WA)... 1.0
356

Brookman's
Park 30
Manchester

842

*377

797

* 393
* 479

753
626
293

(22.11

1,554

Glasgow (5SC)

Daventry (5GB) 25.0
Daventry
(5XX) 25.0

AUSTRIA

* 246

*283
*352
*453

The Christmas/
Tonic for your

Radio Set !

However long ago you constructed or bought your radio
receiver, the Ultra Air Chrome
will give it new life, increased
brilliance, and realistic virility.
Last season's sets become trans-

formed by the amazing tone

sensitivity of this wonderful double -diaphragm

linen speaker (Patent No. 295,625), which,
since its introduction, has taken musicians,
technicians, dealers, radio enthusiasts, and
ordinary listeners by storm. Give your radio
receiver this magic tonic -it will respond
magically. No other speaker will reveal such
glorious tone quality, such faithful reproduc-

* 517

1.0
1.0

7,120- Linz
z,o58 Innsbruck
Graz

851
666
581

Klagenfurt
Vienna

Radio Conference, Brussels
235.5 2,273.5 Charleroy (1.1.)
0.25
246 1,220 Schaerbeekz,44o

-

244 .2,259 Ghent
294 1,020 Liege
312
962.4 Arlon
336.9 890 Velthem
* 509
590 Brussels

Brussels 0.25

0.5
0.1
0.25
8.0
1.0

CZECHO-SLOVAKIA
1,139

Morava -Ostrava 10.0

* 279

.2,076

*293
*342
*487

1,022
878
627

12.5
Kosice
2.0
Brunn (Brno)
2.4
Prague (Praha) 5.0

* 281

2,067

*263

Bratislava

1,153

26o

*197

;aro

Reval (Tallinn)

0.7

FINLAND

' 221.

1,355

response to the very low notes in the receiver
that for many months past has served you so
well. Remember the name at your dealers the Ultra Air Chrome.

*1,790

267

Manufactured in cabinet style at U12,
£3 19 6 ; U14, £5 5 0 ; and upwards ;
and in chassis form for home assembly
at 12" x 10", X2 2 0;14"X14",2 12 0;
18" x23-, £4 4 0 ; and 24" X24', £5 5 O.

175
214

2.724
2,400

220
238

1,364 Beziers
0.1
1,260 Bordeaux (Radio
Sud-Ouest) 1.0
1,256 Radio Nimes
0.25
2,229 Juan-les-Pins
0.3
1,x75 Toulouse (PTT) 1.5
1,130 Lille (PTT)
0.7
1,121 Strasbourg
0.3
.2,103 Rennes (P11)
0.5

tion of the high notes, and such realistic

The factory -made double linen diaphragm
speaker gives new life to radio receivers old and new.

Hear it at your dealer's to -night.

414
447

Lahti
FRANCE

31.65 9,479

233
244
*255
*265
268
*272

Heist ngfors

Radio Experimental (Paris)
S. Quentin

Sup. PTT) 8.0

Lyons (PTT)
207.5 Eiffel Tower

468
1,444

640

1,725

0.9
40.0

1.0
0.1

Fdcamp (Radio
Normandie) 0.5

7,373 Flensburg
2,319 Cologne
1,283 MiLinster
1,256 Nurnberg
2,220 Kiel
r,zzo Cassel
1,184 Gleiwi tz
1,757 Leipzig
1,222 Kaiserslautern
7,085 Konigsberg
.r,o58 Magdeburg
1,058 Berlin (E.)

* 239

*246
*246
*253

*270
*276
*283
* 283

r,o58 Stettin
94r Dresden
941 Bremen
923 Breslau

*283
*319
*325
*360

833 Stuttgart

372

8o6 Hamburg

*390
*418
*453
*456
*473
533

770
716
662
657
635

Frankfurt

563

Miilich

Berlin
Danzig
Aachen
Langenberg

*533
*560
566

536 Hanover

529.8 Augsburg
529.8 Freiburg
283.5 Zeesen
242 Norddeich

566
*1,635

,1®
2290

Fitted with the
double linen diaphragm

0.5
4.0
3.0
2.0
0.35
0.25
2.0
1.5
0.25
2.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.25
0.35
1.5
1.5
1.5

*525

572

255

240
*283
345
364
453
453
453

7,250
2,058
869
824
662
66a
66a
6o8

'301
*825

938
1,000
1,060
1,100

'1,304
1,481

0.35
0.25
0.35
30.0
10.0

7,004

1,01.1.
*1,071

z8o

25.0

Haven 5.0

(from 10.30 a.m. to 5.40 p.m. B.S.T.)
160 Huizen (after)
5.40 p.m. G.M.T.) 6.5
550

*225
*413

IRISH FREE STATE

291
* 330.3

*385

1,337
725

908
779

20.0
1.0

Cork (1FS)
Dublin (2RN)

1.0
1.0

Naples (Napoli)

7.0
1.5
1.0

ITALY '
1,031 Turin (Torino)

Genoa (GE)

(Continued from page roo2)

959
8g6
779
734

Bergen
Tromsoe
Aalesund

Porsgrund
Oslo

POLAND
Cracow
Posen
Wilno

Kattowitz
222.5 Warsaw

ROUMANIA
76r Bucharest
RUSSIA

7.0
0.18
.05
0.7
1.0
0.1
0.3
0.7

L5
0.5
1.2
0.5
10.0
8.0

12.0

Moscow (PTT)

364
320

20.0
Moscow
(C.C.S. P.) 75.0
300 Leningrad
20.0
283 Tiflis
10.0
272.7 Moscow Popoff 40.0
230 Kharkov
4.0
1332.3 Moscow (Korn) 40.0

SPAIN

Almeria (EARS) 1.0

1,293
.2,721

311
*349

956
86o

* 368

8z5

Barcelona
(EA 1) 8.0
Seville (EAJ5)... 1.5

707
662

Madrid (EAJ7)
Salamanca

424
453

Barcelona
(EAJ13) 10.0

Oviedo (EA1J9) 04

- 723 San Sebastian

(EA J8) 0.5

2.0

(EA,j22) 1.0

SWEDEN

*1,875

*1,200

Kovno

NORWAY
Rjukan
Notodden
Frederiksstad

1,301 Malmo

x,r6o Homby
7,722 Trollhattan
'322
932 Goteborg

Scheveningen -

HUNGARY
515 Budapest
ICELAND
250 Reykjavik

8.0

251

231
*257
270

Hilversum (until
5.40 p.m. G.M.T.) 6.5
28o Hilversum
0.5

* 298

Riga

268

416

Luxembourg

HOLLAND
Eindhoven

0.7
2.5
2.5

Ljubljana
LATVIA

L5

1.5
0.25
0.35
13.0

Zagreb (Agram)
Belgrade

LITHUANIA

' 1,935

' 313
*335
385
*408
*1,411

GRAND DUCHY
1,346

223

WIRING "

AIR CHROME SPEAKER

973
698
522

'493

563 Herzogstand
(Bavaria) 0.5

" THE GENTLE ART OF

I

5.0
12.0

174 Radio Paris ... 12.0
GERMANY

*218
*227
*234

Station and

YUGOSLAVIA
308
429
574

(Paris) 0.5

31.4 9,554

ESTHONIA

* 501

Radio Toulouse 8.0
Radio Maroc
(Rabat) 2.0
672 Paris (Ecole

DENMARK

Copenhagen
(Kjobenhavn) 0.75
Kalundborg
7.5

441.
453

(PTT) 0.2
Petit Parisien... 0.5

788
724

* 381

Power
(Kw.)
Call Sign
3.0
68o Rome (Roma)
0.3
662 Bolzano (IBZ)
599 Milan (Milano)
7.0

KiloMetres cycles

(Kw.)

Mont de Marsan 0.3
291.4 1,0293 Radio Lyons ... 0.5
0.5
*294 r,ozo Limoges (PTT)
304
986 Bordeaux (PTT) 1.0
305.5 981.7 Agen
0.25
309
970 Radio Vitus ... 1.0
*316
95o Marseilles (PTT) 0.5
329
924 Grenoblo (PTT) 0.5
364
824 Algiers
12.0
363
825 Radio LL

* 319

BELGIUM

208

286 1,049
288.5 2,040

* 259

0.5
0.5
7.0
0.5
15.0

Power

Montpelier

*280

25.53 11,752 Chelmsford
(5SW) 15.0
* 200
z,5cio Leeds (2LS) ... 0.13
' 242 .2,238
161
.2,141
*288.5 1,040
288.5 x,o4o
288.5 2,040

Kilo- Station and

cycles Call Sign

Metres

-

332
' 438
*542
' 770
1,200

'1,348
' 403
*459
680
760
1,010

9o5 Falun
689 Stockholm
554 Sundsvall
389 Ostersund
250 Boden
222.5 Motalo

0.5
1.5
0.6

0.6
0.6
30.0

SWITZERLAND
743
653
442
395
097

Berne
Zurich
Lausanne
Geneva
Basle

TURKEY

* 1,200

0.6
10.0
0.45
10.0

250

Stamboul

1.0
0.63
0.6
0.25
0.25
5.0

AU wavelengths marked with an

asterisk have been allotted according
to the Plan de Prague.

succeeding wire length is treated as before
and with a little patience the result will be a

neat and efficient set that you will be

justifiably proud in showing your friends.
Set -building really does take on an added

with pliers and repeat the bending process. fascination when the wires are properly
Continue until the wire has completed its shaped and soldered.
run and then cut off the shaped portion from

the total, leaving about an inch to spare.

Manufactured by Ultra Electric Limited,
661-663 Harrow Road, London, N.W .lo

This will allow for any slight inaccuracy.

Iffilliffinl#11111M

find a set -square very useful for checking has been temporarily installed at Salzburg.

Baldry Ad. U115

Since the original Vienna transmitter has

Now place both the bared ends in been installed at Graz, thus allowing the

position and complete the operation by programmes to be picked up at greater
soldering ,the wire to its connections. I distances, the latter's broadcasting plant
the accuracy of angles; one faulty angle Tests will be carried out within the next
throws out the whole appearance. Each few days.
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THE NEW MARCONI
LICENCE
Its Salient Points
(10ME months ago we reported the outline of an agreement which had been
reached between the Marconi Company
and the wireless manufacturers with regard to the licence payable on wireless sets
incorporating Marconi patents. Some time

has inevitably elapsed in putting that
agreement into definite shape, but there
has _now been issued the form of licence
which in itself embodies the agreement
reached months ago and now completed in

detail. No manufacturer is compelled to
take this licence, but the Radio Manufacturers' Association, which negotiated the

for. Radio on Eisy Terfrits
d_
with Service after Jale$

agreement, recommends the trade to adopt
it.
The Grantors of the licence_are Marconi's

Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd., and the
Gramophone Co., Ltd., while the Licencees

Here is a small selection of lines in popular demand.

are the manufacturers of apparatus embodying certain patents, the property of

EVERYBODY'S THREE. Complete kit, including
drilled Panel, Cabinet, and Valves. Cash 19 19s., or
12 monthly payments of 18 3. Free Blueprint included.

the Marconi Company, the Radio Company
of America, the British Thomson -Houston
Company, and the Gramophone Company,
as set forth in the schedule accompanying
the licence.

Nov. 9 issue). Complete kit, including Metal Cabinet and
Valves. Cash £9 Os. 9d., or 12 monthly payments of 16/7.
Free Blueprint with complete kit.
OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET. Cash £9, or 12 monthly
payments of 1616, Valves included.
COSSOR 1930 THREE -VALVE KIT. Cash £8 153.,
or 12 monthly payments of 16/-.

We cannot afford space to publish the
licence in detail, nor would such a course
serve any general advantage. We propose
merely to give a brief summary, in order
that the reader may see at a glance the
position existing between the Grantors
and the Licencees.

Firstly, the licences cover the period
August 28, 1928, to August 28, 1933, and
are for the purpose of manufacturing
broadcast -receiving apparatus for the reception of sound (note the restriction)
broadcast by wireless, but only for private
or domestic use, or for charitable, educational, and similar purposes. The licence
does not cover valves or loud -speakers.
Apparatus manufactured under the
licence may not be exported, neither may
apparatus constructed in accordance with
the patents be imported.
Apparatus manufactured under the

THE WORLD-WIDE SHORT-WAVE THREE

(see

THE MUSIC LEADER (described in Oct. 26 and
Nov. 2 issues). Complete kit, including Cabinet, Valves,
Batteries, and all requisite accessories. Cash £12 159.6d.
or send only 251-; balance in II monthly instalments

of 23'-.

MUSIC LOVER'S GRAMO-RADIO (described in
Sep. 28 and Oct. 5 issues). Complete kit contains exact
parts as specified and drilled Panel. Full-size Blueprint
free with complete kits. Cash DO, or 12 monthly payments of 1814. Valves, cabinet, gramophone motor and
accessories, extra.

THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL FEATURES !

THE 1930 ETHER SEARCHER

(described i
laat leech's (sonne)

Complete kit of components, including drilled panel, £8
drilled chassis and valves

-

or 12 monthly payments of 14/10.

THE BROOKMAN'S SEPARATOR. (Described in
this issue.) Complete kit of components less cabinet and
valve.

2

Any parts sold separately.

Payments of 6,11.
In Crates.

Type W.H., 120 volts, 5,000 m a.

Cash £4 13s., or 12 monthly payments of 8 6

£2 13s. 64.. or 6 monthly payments of 919.
CELESTION C.12 LOUD -SPEAKER, in Oak. Cast
MULLARD " ORGOIA " KIT, including £512s. 6d., or 12 monthly payments of 10;4; in Mahogany

1930
Cabinet and Valves.
payments,of 281-.

Cash

£10 15s. 114., or 12 monthly

REGENTONE W.1.B. S.G. (A.C. Mains).
and Pentode Sets.
ments of 912.

For S.G.
Cash £4 19s. 6d., or 12 monthly pay-

ALL LEADING MAKES OF ELIMINATORS
from 4/7 first payment.

EXIDE 120 -VOLT H.T. ACCUMULATOR, Type

£5 17s. 6d., or 12 monthly payments of 109.
ULTRA AIR CHROME U.12. Cabinet Model Loudspeaker. Cash £3 19s. 6d., or 12 monthly payments of
7,

4.

All Chassis and Cabinet Models also available.

PHILIPS CONE SPEAKER, type 2016. Cash £210s.,
or 9 monthly payments of 6,-.

BLUE SPOT 66K UNIT, with SQUIRE MODEL
101 CONE KIT.

W.I., 2,500 m.'a. In Crates. Cash £315s., or 12 monthly ments of 5,11.

Cash

£3 4s. 6d., or 12 rasoudolg pay-

EASY PAYMENT ORDERS DELIVERED TO APPROVED ACCOUNTS ON RECEIPT OF FIRST
INSTALMENT.
All goods sent Carriage Paid.

STILL TIME BEFORE CHRISTMAS, IF
YOU ORDER NOW

licence will bear a plate supplied by the
Marconi Company.

It is a condition of every sale or hire that
the Licencee makes the conditions of the
licence binding upon and observable by
every purchaser or hirer.
The Licencees will pay a royalty of 5s.

in respect of each and every valve em-

ployed in the broadcast -receiving apparatus manufactured under the licence. This
5s. per valve must be paid whether or not

Free Dbnonstrations and Advice by Qualified Engineers at our Shops

77 CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.
Clerkenwell 9406-7-8
E2 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.0
Telephon: : Chancery 8266
4 Manchester Street, Liverpool
Telephone : Central 2134
33 Whitelow Road, Chorlton-Cum-Hardy, Manchester
Telephone : Chorlton-Cum-Hardy 2028

MIN M II

Mail coupon in unsealed envelops under ad. stamp.

the apparatus embodies or utilises any
invention which is the subject of any of
the patents shown in the schedule to the

COUPON.

Please send me your 48 -page Illustrated Catalogue,

licence; a royalty of 5s. per valve is also

describing the 1929-30 products of all the leading makers,

payable on "kit" sets, but only, in this
case, if the sets embody the inventions

NAME

ADDRESS

covered by the patents in the schedule.

On battery eliminators coming within
the scheduled patents and on each set of
(Continued on next page)

.0i1.0"
111
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component parts thereof the royalty will
be ro per cent. of the net selling price in
the case of, separate units, and in other
cases the sum of 5s.
Should the Grantors themselves have to

pay royalty to a third party, such additional royalty must also be paid by the
Licencees.

cLIMAX
ALL- ELECTRIC RADIO

'POPULAR'
TRANSFORMER

The sum of ego is payable on the execution of the agreement.
The term "broadcast -receiving apparatus" includes battery eliminators but
excludes : (r) Gramophone and wireless
receiving apparatus; (2) apparatus employing multiple -stage valves, but a
screen -grid or pentode valve is not deemed
to come within this category.

Make your new set a better set
with the Brownie POPULAR Trans-

fo,mzr. Although it costs only 9/6,
its purity of amplification gives a
more vivid clarity of reproduction
throughout the musical scale, while
its sturdy British build ensures that

once it is fitted the words "transformer troubles" can be eliminated
From your list of worries.

A most interesting point is that the

Licencees themselves agree to grant to the
Grantors licences to make and use any of
their inventions applicable to broadcast -

receiving apparatus other than valves or
loud -speakers, but should a Licencee's

invention not be an improvement or
Climax H.T. Mains Units this Xmas.

For your own set and to give to your
friends. The best you can get-the best
you can give. Popular prices. Every

modern improvement. A.C. models have
new metal rectifying units eliminating all
valve trouble. Negligible upkeep costs.

development of one of the patented inven-

tions included in the schedule, then the
Grantors must pay the Licencees a royalty

(generally ro per cent. of the net selling

BROWNIE 1se
WIRELESS

CO. (G.B.) LTD.,
Nelson St.Works,

price).

London, N.W.1.

Ten Voltage Tappings. For all Mains

CONSTANT -COUPLING CIRCUITS

Price £4/510, up to I2O-V. H.T., up to

WHEN using ordinary magnetic reaction, the coupling factor between the
plate and grid coils tends to increase with

BROWNIE
WIRELESS

voltages 4o/roo cycles. A.G. Model U.20,
20 milliamperes.

A.C. Model U.5o, Price

£5715/0, up to 200-V. H.T., up to 5o
milliamperes.

the frequency to which the receiver is

Improved D.C. Model H.T. Unit-the
most popular D.C. Mains Unit on the
market-has Ten Voltage Tappings.

tuned, thus making it difficult to keep the
set from oscillating when it is adjusted to
receive a short-wave programme. There
are several ways in which this difficulty
can be overcome, one of the best being the

Output 5o m/a total, ro m/a at tappings.
Price complete, 34/-.

well-known Loftin -White constant -coupling

circuit.

Another simple expedient has recently
been protected by the British Thomson Houston Co. It consists in shunting the
plate reaction coil with a resistance and
condenser in series. The shunt circuit
automaticall3t diverts a larger proportion

of the current from the reaction coil at

CLIMAX CHELLOSET

AN AMAZINGLY SELECTIVE LONG RANGE
2 -VALVE ALL -ELECTRIC RECEIVER

Many important features, one dial tuning,
dual wave switch to eliminate coil changing, Westinghouse metal rectifier, volume
control. No batteries whatever. Operates
entirely from A.C. Mains. Walnut finished
cabinet. Price only £9117/6 complete

with valves, royalties and full mains
equipment The finest value yet offered
in all -electric

receivers..

Obtainable from all Radio Dealer:.

high frequencies than at low, thus maintaining constant the effective flux linking
the two coils for all settings of, the tuning
condenser

B. R.

Telephone : Primrose 1171-2

ROT PROOF !
In 3
it in.

en Feet

.high.
..%, sections of

Steel tube tapering tot in.
Carriage. London 1/6;
Midlands 2/6;
else-

!

151-

where 316. Weight 24 lbs

"

3A Feet high.

In 4
sections of 'A in.
Steel tube tapering to
a in.

211

Carriage, Lori don 21-; Midlands
31-; elsewhere 4/-. Weight 34 lbs.

The "SUPER" MAST

AG Feet high. In 5

sections of heavy
in.

Steel

tube
A

tapering tot in.
real

bargain.

Car-

London 2/6; Midlands
3/6; elsewhere 4/6. Weight 46 lbs.

riage.

are made pRoffe4rtiltiissh Steel

lie in., tapering t:o iTnrn.;

M tke-re and are supplied with

addition of three new transmitters equipped
for working in C.W. and radio -telephony,
which are now under construction. These

bolts, and fullest erecting instructions. No further outlay

it is understood, be augmented by the

cast-iron bed plate,
steel ground pegs. stay rings,
galvanised steel flexible wire
stays cut to lengths, pulleys,
necesilry.

will use the call -signs PCO, PCS, and

HO HOLES TO DIG

PDM, and have been allotted wavelengths
of 15.686, 16.6o, and 16.182 metres

Minimum Radius 3 ft. 6 in.
The easiest Mast to erect.
Anyone can put it up.
GUARANTEE.
Money refunded without

A recent appointment of interest, is that
of Mr. R. Hope to the post of Sales Manager

CLIMAX RADIO ELECTRIC LTD.,
Haverstock Works,
Parkhill Road, Hampstead, London, N.W.3

INIRELESS MAST

DAMP PROOF !

The group of short-wave commercial
transmitters at Kootwijk (Holland) will,

respectively.

CLI

PATENT
STEEL

of Messrs. Graham-Farish, Ltd., the wellknown firm of wireless manufacturers. Mr.
Hope comes from the Midlands, and has

question if not satisfied
and returned within
7 days.
Pay C.O.D.

P.R. PRODUCTS, M17., P.R. HOUSE,

been connected with the wireless trade since NEWGATE STREET, LONDON, E.C.4
the early days of broadcasting.
Opposite G.P.O. Tube Sttaron.
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With Indicating
Floats

P'G'Fi5
20 0../. 2V.

Non-Indica ling.
P.G.5
zo a.h. zv.

11/9

P. G.7
30 a.h. 2v.

(as illustrated)

P.G.F.7
3o a.h. zv.

P.G.F.9
40 a.h. 2v.

111-

P.G,9

13/9

40 a.h. 2V. 13/-

P.G.11

15/9

5o a.h. zv

15/.

Oh for an L.T.

I can depend on!
You need never again experience the
disappointment of missing part or all
of a much -looked -forward -to programme

through your L.T. suddenly giving out.

OtaTOR

Get a Peto & Radford P.G.F. accumulator which gives you warning that its
energy is low.

retw

414,0*

You cannot
rafford to use any but the best

WI>

Condenser in an eliminator circuit.

45%

The P.G.F's indicating floats ensure that
you always have a sufficiency of current

to carry you through the programme.

HELSBY CONDENSERS

A single glance at these tells you whether
the accumulator is

arc made and guaranteed by a firm with

charged, half -charged,

3o years' experience in condenser making, from
small telephone and radio condensers to Power
Condensers weighing upwards - of a z tons.
Guaranteed working voltages
15o volts D.C.
Type M

Type zA
Type 3A

-

350 volts D.C.
450 volts D.C.
boo volts D.C.

ype 4
All Helsby Condensers arc vacuum dried
and impregnated with a special non hygroscopic material which
renders them moisture

or running out

It embodies these further special features.

The plates are sturdy.

Paste is held

by interlocking grids. The lid is of crack proof, acid -proof Dagenite, hermetically

sealed at the edges. Terminals have
acid -proof glands, and, because of their
different diameters, they cannot be reversed. There is ample acid -room, and
plates are held in place by glass key -ways
in the box.
Like every other P & R Battery, the P.G.F.
is guaranteed for six months.

proof.

Send a postcard for a catalogue to :-

PETO & RADFOR D,
93, Great Portland Street,
London, W.I.

If unobtainable from your dealer
write to us giving his name and
address.

(Telephone: Longhorn 5473)

London Sales

Glasgow

and Repair

Den t,

45 Clyde
Place

AND

Depot :
107a Pimlico
Road, S. W.1

PETO & 12ADFORD

ACCU M U LAT° RS
The beginning and the end in

BRITISH INSULATED CABLES LTD
PRESCOT- LANCS.,
Makers of PRESCOT and HELSBY 'cables

W. R.3

POW ER

This announcement is issued by

THE NATIONAL ACCUMULATOR CO., LTD.

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers

Cf moteur wt retiT
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"A.W." TESTS OF APPARATUS
Conducted by our Technical Editor, J. H. REYNER, B.Sc.(Hons.), A.111.1.E.E.

I gift .111.
M.P.A. Speaker Unit

We tested a number of speakers employ-

THE M.P.A. speakers have enjoyed a ing the unit, including the standard plaque
large amount of popularity, due in and other cabinet models. In every case
some part to the efficiency of M.P.A. cone the reproduction was entirely satisfactory.
This unit can be recommended for
units. This unit is an extremely compact
article having a depth behind the baffle driving all types of cone diaphragm. The
board of i3/4 in. only and a maximum makers are M.P.A. Wireless, 62 Conduit
diameter of 21/2 in.; it may, therefore, be Street, W.I.
used with all types of cone whether concave or convex. The magnet system is Carrington Unit Chassis
made up of a vibration reed which rests
THOSE who make up their own loudnear two electro-magnets converging tospeakers often adopt the practice of
gether in the form of a V. A small horse- mounting them in cabinets. For this purshoe magnet completes the circuit. The pose, it is necessary to have a chassis or
electro-magnet can be moved towards or other device for holding the unit in position. A practical and inexpensive device
for mounting the unit is, marketed by the
Carrington Manufacturing Co., Ltd., of

Climax A.C. Unit
THE name Climax has been associated

for many years with apparatus for

obtaining supply from the mains. Both
H.T. and L.T. eliminators can be obtained
suitable for A.C. and D.C. supply mains.
It was with interest, therefore, that we
tested one of the latest pattern Climax
A.C. mains units.

This unit has been provided with ten
tappings, marked in graduated voltages
from 5o to 200, and in every case we found
on test that the voltages were within a few

per cent. of their rated values when a
total load of 25 milliamps was being taken
from the unit.
The unit was tested on a standard three -

Cameo Works; 24 Hatton Garden, E.C.

It comprises a wood bracket drilled to
hold such popular units as the Ormond,
Blue Spot, and Brown Vee and is made in
two sizes for 12 in. and 15 in. cones. This,
of course, assumes that the edge of the cone

is on the same level as the base of the

The M.P.A. cone loud -speaker unit

bracket.
When mounting the bracket in a cabinet,
it is only necessary to dfill a single hole in
the base of the cabinet through which a bolt
with wing nut may be placed. By loosening

A very efficient A.C. H.T. unit-the Climax

set incorporating a screen -grid H.F.,
away from the reed by adjustment of a the wing nut, the bracket can be moved valve
detector,
and pentode. The unit delivered
backwards
or
forwards
in
a
slot
to
an
extent
knurled knob.
the
necessary
power silently and with
of
2
in.;
this
gives
a
reasonable
adjustment
The unit is completely enclosed in a
every
satisfaction.
of
the
unit.
metal case with extra earth terminal. It
It is neat -in appearance and may be
The unit itself can be mounted without
has always been oui- experience, particurecommended
to readers. The address of
any
difficulty,
larly with portable receivers that the
the
makers,
of
course, is Climax Radio
This
is
a
practical
device
and
sells
at
efficient screening of a loud -speaker unit
Electric,
Ltd.,
Haverstock
Works, Parkis.
or
Is.
3d.,
according
to
the
size.
aids considerably in stabilising a low hill Road, N.W.3.

frequency amplifier due to the liability- for

coupling to occur between the electromagnet and other low -frequency apparatus.

In a recent report on the Yep crystal
it was stated that the price is 2S. 6d. It

In view of the large increase in the

This feature, therefore, of enclosing the should be noted that the price of the number of licensed listeners in Denmark,
magnet winding in a complete metal case crystal, complete with a suitable cat - the Copenhagen Broadcasting Co. has
is commendable from every aspect.
whisker, is only 6d.
reduced the tax to 5s. 6d. per annum.
FOR..

DOUBLE THE VOLUME
of your LOUD -SPEAKER

ELECTRIC REPRODUCTION
USE A

Fit a P.R. Moulded Paper Cone to your speaker and
you will be positively amazed at the difference,
Double the volume and much greater purity in tone.

LIMIT

AdjuStable
Length Tracking
Angle

Spring Tension

All the notes come out in their correct value. No

resonance-no " drumming "-just pure and real music.
The P.R. Cone is the only one
which correctly reproduces the
human voice as well as instrumental music. That is why it
will improve any cone speaker,

3,

Po -t 4d.

THE PAPER-.
WHICH HAS

IMPROVED
SPEAKERS ALL
OVER THE
WORLD

Sent C.O.D. if desired.

Continental and

B ay one;
Fittings.

Illustration shbras
Pick-up attached.

no matter the make or price.
11 in. diameter, correctly proportioned, ready to fit, com-

plete with washers and screws.
Can be adjusted instantly. No
cutting, sticking or wash leather
required.
Telephone City 3788.

P.R. PRODUCTS, (Dept. C.5), P,R. House, Newgate
Opposite Post Office Tube.
Street, London, E.C.4.

PICK

UP ARM 15/6
EACH

Obtainable through all factors and dealers,

or write

LIMIT RADIO LIMITED, ALBION ST., LONDON,

N.1
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MakeaNew Set
for XMAS !
PAY AS YOU LISTEN

a jolly Xmas this year-build an up-to-date trouble
Complete Kits for all
popular sets supplied for cash or on deferred trims, in chiding Magic 3 and 4 Sets, Titan, Qsron Music Magnet,
all A.W. Circuits, etc.
free Set and enjoy the purest radio.

MULLARD ORGOLA KIT. Cash £10 14s. IL, complete with Valves and Cabinet. Send only 19/7, balance by 11 monthly payments of 19 7.

In order to effect a comparison with
%L'IJRTHER facilities have Been granted
.-1. by. the B.B.C. for Baird television Journey's End, a new specimen of war
-transmissions. From September 3o experi- play from the German point of view, will

COSSOR 1930 MELODY MAKER KIT. Cash 15. 0.
Send only 15,'-, balance by 11 monthly payments of 16:-

P. 13. P.

ments were carried out five mornings a be broadcast from 2L0 soon after the
week at i i a.m. In future, two further Christmas holidays. The action in this
thirty -minute transmissions will be made instance does not take place in a dug -out,
weekly at the end of the evening pro- but in a brigade headquarters' telephone
grammes.

I'

667.14#14

exchange.

On December i6 listeners are to make a
In the production of the microphone
version of Antho Hope's The Prisoner tour of a newspaper office. Via microphone
of Zenda, to be Froadcast from '5GB on they will visit the editor's sanctum, the
December 17, and from 2L0 and 5XX on news room, and the composing departDecember 2o, the organ music for the ment; they will also hear the whirr of the
?cathedral scene will be relayed from St. great rotary machines as the late edition
Mary le Bow, the City church of Bow Bells is being turned out.
Three excerpts from Dear Love, the
fame.
musical comedy slow running at the Palace
An interesting relay promised by the
London, will be relayed to 2L0
B.B.C. is that which is to take place on Theatre,
and
5XX
January 4. The relay will
January r s, when a microphone will be be taken at on
8.3o, 9.35, and 10.35 p.m.
-installed on a launch at night and a runIan Hay, the author of "The First
ning commentary on the Pool of London
broadcast as the vessel steers its way Hundred Thousand," will visit the London
(Continued o t page Toil)
through the shipping down the Thames.

CHOOSE YOUR

XMAS GIFTS
from our 123 -page

FULLY ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
sent free on request. Contains all makes of sets,
loudspeakers, moving coil speakers, portables,
H.T. Units, accumulators, etc.

Everything

Wireless

Quickest Delivery in London- Carriage Free.
Call or Write for Catalogue, or send a list of
your requirements- QUOTATIONS BY RETURN OF POST.

The P.D.P. Co., Ltd.,

(Dept. A.W.) 121, CREAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.2
Tdenhnne: Nothmal 9846

ONE OR MORE

--to tune in with a

COMPONENTS SPECIFIED

British General Aerial
Tuning Unit. There

In every NOTABLE mom PUBLISHED during past year.

is no fussing with plugin coils. Tuning is on

"1930" CONDENSERS
For

COMPACTNESS.

EFFICIENCY

and

FELIABILIT7

one dial and covers all
wave lengths between
220 and 2,000 metres.

UNEQUALLED

Easy two -hole fixing and

"1930" LOG (;,),!(-) CONDENSER
SINGLE
SCREW
FRICTION

CONCEALED

PIGTAIL

connections are simple
and clearly defined.

In four Capccities

And this new model is
not only better but

.00"500.035

BRAKE

.00025
*.00015

416
WEIGHT

2 ;'

.4i

OUNCES

cheaper.

NOW ONLY

/6

From all dealers of repute, or direct
from the Manufacturers.

each

* Dcubl.e spacing of vanes
for Ultra Short-wave work.

Full Catalogue sent post free on receipt of postcard

THE FORMO CO., CROWN WORKS,
CRICKLEWOOD LANE, LONDON, N.W.2.

BRITISH GENERAL

MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
BROCKLEY WORKS

-

LONDON, S.E.4
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AN EASY PRIZE COMPETITION FOR EVERY READER
WHAT IS YOUR IDEAL SET

LIST OF 12 QUESTIONS
How many valves would you have in your

(1)

ideal set ?

...

...

...

...

...

...

What sequence do you prefer-(H) H.F., detector, and L.F. stages, or (D) the detector valve

(z)

followed only by L.F. stages ?

...

...

...

(3)

WE are giving here a series of questions which we should like
every reader to answer. Will you, both to please us and to
assist your fellow -readers, take up your pen now, while the
matter is fresh in your mind, and insert your answers ? Then cut out
the form and post it to us at once.

If an H.F. stage is used, do you want single -dial
tuning of the whole set? Say "Yes" or "No"

(4)

Do you prefer a screen -grid valve in the H.F.
stage? Say "Yes" or "No"
...
...
...

The competition definitely closes on Monday, December

(5)

In L.F. stages, do you prefer (R) resistance -

16, 1929.
With all your votes before us we shall be able to decide which is the
set that our readers collectively regard as their ideal. Our Technical
Staff will enjoy themselves in digesting the information and in due
course will be able to give all of you the benefit.
Readers whose replies agree, or most nearly agree, with the majority
result will win the prizes. We bind ourselves to present prizes to the
value of at least Lz6 15s. 6d.

CASH PRIZES.
1st Prize, £10 : 10 : 0
2nd Prize, £5 : 5 : 0
5th Prize, £2 : 2 : 0
3rd Prize, £4 : 4 : 0
6th Prize, £1 1 : 0
4th Prize, £3 : 3 : 0
7th Prize,
10 : 6
:

RULES :
We shall not be responsible for
Every competitor agrees to
accept the Editor's decision as entries lost or mislaid.
final and legally binding.
No employee of Bernard Jones
The list here printed must be
Limited (the proused and the replies inserted Publications,
prietors Of AMATEUR WIRELESS)
IN INK.
A competitor may submit more may compete.

than one coupon, but cannot

gain more than one prize.
Should two or more competitors
tie for place, the Editor will
decide the

The names and addresses-of

prize -winners will be announced
of possible) in the issue of AMATEUR WIRELESS published just
before Christmas.

capacity coupling or (P) push-pull transformer,
or (0) ordinary transformer ?
...
...
...

Do you prefer (C) output choke or (T) trans-

(6)

former output?

If neither, leave blank

...

(7)

Would your ideal set act also as an amplifier for
gramophone records? Say "Yes" or "No" ...

(8)

In wiring, do you prefer (N) nut -and -screw or
(S) soldered joints?...
...
...

(9)

For tuning -in both medium and long waves, do
you prefer (Ic) interchangeable coils or (Sw)
panel switching?

...

...

...

...

...

Do you prefer (E) ebonite panel with wooden
baseboard or (M) metal panel with metal base -

(so)

plate?

...

...

...

...

...

...

Should the volume control be (A) after the

(II)

detector or (B) before the detector?

...

...

Which suits your convenience-(Ba) battery

(12)

operation or (Ma) mains operation ?

I agree to abide

by the

...

...

printed rules governing this competition.

NAME
ADDRESS
14/12/29

Address Your Envelopes : " Ideal Set," Amateur Wireless, 58-61 Fetter Lane, London E.C.4.
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ONLY A FEW COPIES LEFT

O

The "WIRELESS MAGAZINE " for December has met with such a

a1

O

good reception that there are only a very few copies left in newsagents' hands. Here are some of the contents of this splendid issue.

O

O AN IMPROVED LINEN
OLOUD -SPEAKER
Simple to construct; gives superb results.

hil

O
O
O

THE BROOKM AN'S

PUSH-PULL THREE
Based on the successful " Brookman's Three,"
designed by W. James ; now adapted for gramophone -record reproduction.

§

THE
1930 FIVE
A worthy successor to the " 1927 Five," " 1928
Five," " Exhibition Five, " etc.

THE
NEW " Q" THREE
By J. H. Reyner.

Revolutionary use of pentode as
detector without increase in current consumption.

THE CONCENTRATOR

Simple H.F. Unit with ordinary three -electrode

valve for adding range and volume, and increasing selectivity.

GET YOUR COPY BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE, 1 /-
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COMPONENTS WITH
A REPUTATION
Universal

Log

Condenser

Built with the customary Bowyer -Lowe precision.

Suitable either for panel mounting with dial
control or for drum control, the extended
spindle passing through the end plate, enables the condenser to be ganged very easily.
Bakelite end plates, ball -bearings, one piece
pigtail, single hole fixing.
List No. 366 .0003 wilhout dial 5/9
6/ 367 .0005
.,

Gramophone

Pick - Up

A big advance in pickup design and performance ; this

A.C. Mains Transformers
and Chokes

instrument refull
musical range. Really amazing
value. List No. 364 - 19;6
Special Track=arm designed for

A range of twelve for all purposes.

Bowyer -Lowe

produces faithfully the

Prices from £2

ibr Efinagalal Mending

FLAIIICITE
it simplifies all soldering

use with above-

- - Write for free copy of the Bowyer.
Lowe Component Folder "Put life
into your Set."
List No. 365 -

FLUXITE is sold in tins,

Bowl
In association with

reolLowe
Recordaphones Ltd.

Head Office and Works: RADIO WORKS, LETCHWORTH, HERTS.

Price 13d., 1;4 and 2i 8.

SOLDERING

Another use for Flux- SET Complete
ite : Hardening loots
and Casa Hardening.

7/6

Ask for leaflet on
improved methods.

FLUXITE
L TD.,
Wpt. 32m

or
only

216

Rotherbithe, S.E.16.

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

WuulP5
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CLIX

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

for

ceived at greater strength than the one
from Holland, though the latter is rated
at 25 kilowatts, whereas the German is

CONTACT

(Continued from page iotz)

what struck me as strange was that the

apparently 8 kilowatts.

Insulated - fire -proof

in

both parts-ease of
connection - ample

A boon to

comes in (though fading sometimes) at

con- 2d

No. 5 RING
TERMINAL

5SW (Chelmsford), although it is rated at
25 kilowatts; yet the German station
full loud -speaker strength.

The set is a

and

Price complete

Panel portion 4d.
Flex portion 4d.

I had a curious experience the other day

thought the transatlantic telephony was
conducted on long wavelengths-of the
order of 2,000 or 3,000 metres.
F. W. S. (Glasgow).

ET "Amateur Wireless- Solve
Your Wireless Problems

Write For the Cix

15

Folder

LINX, LTD.
214 Vauxhall Bridge Road, S.W.1

TUNEWELL COILS

in which both parts are enand

entirely in-

Plug and
Socket, 9d.
Panel

Portion, 3d,
Flex
Portion, 6d.

1.41LA16Ask your dealer for

Belling -Lee Handbook

"Radio Connections."

Advertisement of Belling & Lee, Ltd., Queensteay Works,
Ponders End, Middlesex

cuit and a 3 -turn primary (untuned). I

(Supplies immediately
obtainable through all
Dealers)

No.

The first plug and socket

transformer).

give you safer, suppose it was the beam service; but I had

better contact. 8d

appearance-complete
safety for any set.

sulated when
connected or
disconnected

receive the speech from the American side
Red and 9 d faintly on the loud -speaker. I don't know
black
a"
the wavelength, but it was about 6 degrees
on a .0005 condenser above the German,
No. 15 ALL -IN
PLUG AND SOCK- using a 7 -turn secondary in the aerial cirspeedier

contacts - excellent

graved

contact.

ET TERMINAL

-engraved name on

detector and two L.F. (one R.C. and one

An ideal fitment when I lighted on the transatlantic telefor permanent phone service, of which I could only

Will

-your Guarantee

Another thing that puzzles me is that I

have only once been able to tune

structors

BELLING LEE

Konigswusterhausen programme was re-

No. 1 COIL
PIN
home

MADE BY

"Amateur Wireless and Radiovision." Price
Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bearing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world : 3 months.

4s. 6c1.; 6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made payable to "Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd."

General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All
sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.

Contributions are always welcome,

Used in several

Factory -built Sets
The Sovereign 400 ohm The SovereignDual Range
Potentiometer a popular Coil - widely used, ex -

component, smooth tremely efficient,

selec-

action, bakelite former, tive, smooth reaction,
terminal connections, wide tuning range, switch
mounting.

baseboard

For the " Magic

incorporated, panel

2/mounting,

one

hole fixing. VViring instructions.
The Sovereign range stocked by all dealers includes H.F.
Three, " ctc.

Choke, Rheostat, Six -pin Base, Two -pin Coils, X -coils and
Speaker Kit.

SRI

0

110111011111111101111

H11111111111111

SIGN

111111111111110111111111

/FAG

Produced by J.R. WIRELESS CO.
6-8, Rosebery Avenue, London, E.C.1

be

will

promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.

Baldry Ad. J.B.3

Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and
the conditions printed at the head of " Our
Information Bureau" should be closely observed.

Communications should be addressed, accord.
ing to their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless," 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

CHEAPEST AND
MOST EFFICIENT

SUPER -MICROPHONES
New, highly sensitive, made on the latest principle, a vast
improvement over all other types: will pick up whispered
words from a distance of several yards, also

strongly amplify and transmit speech and

Tunewell Dual Range Coils are in everyday

music over a distance, through Loud -speaker
or Headphones. Splendid instruments for

use, and have been specified for many famous
sets.

making Detectaphone. Deaf -aid, LOUD -

A prominent expert says of them:

"-They are . . . the best I have ever tested
. . . I have specified them for my receivers."
That's proof enough of their efficiency. Tune -

well Coils are in stock at most dealers.

1Mullard Master 3, Bantam 3, 7,9
Favourite 3, etc., DUAL COILS.

Each

Also ULTRA SHORT-WAVE COIL,
Type 54.1 20-45 M. Each

3f11

Type M.2 40-90 M.

3/11

-

-

-

Each

Always fit our H.F. Choke on above circuits
to ensure success. Price 5/9.

TURNER
& CO.
54 STATION ROAD, LONDON, N.11

tf

SPEAKING TELEPHONE.

Announce-

ments through Loud -speaker, Amplifier, fur
Crystal or Valve Sets. Electric Sound
Detector, Experiments.

NO OTHER MICROPHONE OF EQUAL SENSITIVENESS

KNOWN each instrument finely black enamelled and
fitted with a 3 ft . silk connecting cord. Despatched
by return post.

8/6

SPECIAL MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER
for connecting Super -Microphone to Radio Headphones, Loud -speaker, Valve Set, or Valve Amplifier

C/

U/

fleeting6/.,
SMALL 10 OHMS EARPIECE

for use with Soper -microphone as a HIGHLY EFFICIENT
DEAF AID, or Detectsphone, etc. : thin 3 -ft. silk eoncord fitted. Earpiece finely Mack enamelled.

/'i@

PITCO
they last
longer

450 Hours capacity on 10 Milliamps discharge. Made by patent process. Give
clearer tone and finer reception.

60 volt. 7/ -

REFUSE SUBSTITUTES
Trade only, Pile° House. Manchester.

Full Directions for use of Soper -Microphone for many purpose,
and Diagrams of connsetioas free.

FREDX. ADOLPH, Actual Maker,
27,

Fitzroy Street, London, W.I.

Phone:

MUSEUM 8329

"A.W." Solves Your Wireless Problems
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BLUEPRINTS

des51"itgrel:r"WTeltS""ttatflflieng tensa.

criptions of all these sets can be obtained
at 1s. 3d. and 4d. respectively, post free,

Index letters "A.W." refer to "Amateur Wireless " sets and " W.M."
to " Wireless Magazine " sets.

All Post Free

CRYSTAL SET (6d. each)

B.B.C. Brookmans Park Set

AW2n6

ONE -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
B.B.C. Official One
Reinartz One
..

..

AWzo8

.. WM i27

TWO -VALVE SETS (is. each)

AWI90
AW194

Loud -speaker America Two
..
Talisman Two (D. Trans)
Hyper -selective 'Fwo (D, Pentode)

AW198

WMI35

.Chpper rwo (D, Trans)
Continental Two (D, Trans)

..
WM143
..
WM155
Stay -put Two (All AC, D, 'Frans)
WM z56
.
Ether Ranger (D, Trans)
ABC 'Iwo (D, Trans) with -copy " WAl"-is.3d. WAI z 6o
WM168
Brookmans Two (D, Trans)

THREE -VALVE SETS (Is. each)

AWL.58
..
All -Britain Three (H.F., D, Trans)
AW17z
'The Binowave 'Phree (D, RC, 'Frans)
AVV175
Clarion Three (SG, D, Trans)
AW19z
'Broadcast Three (SG, D, Trans)
.. AW196
James dual -range Three (11F, D, Trans)
.. AW199
All -wave High-mag. Three (I), z Trans)
AWzol
-.
'Knife-edge Three (D, RC; Trans)
AWzo3a
Talisman Two -three (D, RC, Trans) .
Wide World Short-wave Three (HF, D, Trans) AW2o7
AW2o9
Everybody's Three (SG, D, 'Frans) ..
AWzir
193o Ether Searcher (SG, D, Trans) ..
.. WM117
Standard Coil Three (HF, D, Trans) ..
WMzzo
Wide -world Short -waver (SG, D, Trans)
.. WM 23
..
New Year Three (SG, D, Pentode)
WMiz9
..
'Lodestone Three (HF, D, Trans)
WMx3i
Simple Screen 'Three (HF, D, Trans) ..

Dynamic 'Three (AC -SG, D, Trans) ..

WM136
WIVIrat

'At Home Three (D, 2RC)
AVAliaz
..
Short -Wave Link (D, RC, Trans)
WI14152
Binowave S.C. Three (SG, D, Trans)
WMI57
..
'Fanfare (D, 2 Trans)
WA4t61
..
Brookmans Three (SG, D, 'Frans)
WA4164
Community Three (D, RC,.Frans)
W34167
..
'New Q3 (SG, D, Pentode)
Brookmans Push-pull Three (HF, D, Trans) 116 WM17o

FOUR -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)

. AW133
'Overseas Short -waver (HF, D, z Trans)
Clarion All -electric Three (SG, D, Trans, AC
AR
Rectifier)
,Music -lover's Gramo-radio (SC, D. RC,
AWzoza
.
'Frans -is. 6d,)
*Music -lover's Gramo-radio (Loud -speaker AWzozb
is.).
*'Music -lover's Gramo-radio (Motor -board -9d.) AWzoze
.. WM110
Binowave Four (SG, D, RC Trans) ..
WMizz
Standard -coil Four (HF, D, 211C)
..
WM134
Dominions Four (zSG, D, Trans)
.. WM i4o
(Short-wave Adaptor for Dominions Four
..
WM144
'Music Player (HF, D, RC, 'Frans)
WM154
..
'Arrow (SG, HF, D, Trans)
WM158
193o Monodial (zSG, D, Trans)
Electric Four (All AC -SG, D, RC, 'Trans) .. WM162
.
WM165
.
Outpost Four (SG, D, Trans)

FIVE -VALVE SETS (is. 64. each)
VvrMr3o
Fidelity Five (HF, D, zRC)
All -wave Lodestone Five CHF, D, RC, Push .. WMT46
Pull)
.

1930 Five (z. 11F, D, RC, Trans)

..

WM171

(AMPLIFIERS is. each)
A.W. Gramophone Amplifier
Beginner's Amplifier (iv.) 04.

Brookman's Separator (HF Unit)
Signal -Booster (HF Unit)
Auditrol Amplifier
Concentrator (HF Unit)

AW2335

..

.

AWzio

AW212

..WMI28
.. WM169

MISCELLANEOUS (1s. each)

AW183
Short-wave Adaptor (1 v.)
AW19
High-tension Battery Charger
AWfo3
..
Mains Unit for 5.8 Valves
AWitn
..
;'Simplest H.T. Unit
,
AW204
D.P. Wavetrap (6d.)
WIVIr25
..
H.T. Unit for A.C. Mains
.. WM126
'Lodestone Loud speaker
WMI33
..
dames H.T. Unit for D.C. Mains
Two Ampere Low-tension Unit
WM147
w
A.C. Mains Amplifier ..
A.C. Mains Unit for All -wave Lodestone Five WM1.5a
WM150
H.T. Unit for A.C. Mains
WM172
"W.M." Linen -diaphragm

PORTABLE SETS

linen -diaphragm loud -speaker (half scale) AW177 /6
AWi8r 1/6
5.5.0 Portable (D, Trans)

Holiday Portable Three (D, RC, Trans) .. AW188 1/ Music. Leader (SG, D, RC, Trans) with
AW2e1
copy "AW "

WAIN39- 1/6
.
Wayfarer Portable (Super -het)
WM 45 1/6
1929 Chummy (SG, D, Trans, RC)
Enchanter Portable (zHF, D, RC, Trans) WM1 so 1;6
*The three prints are obtainable for 25. 6d. post free

When ordering Blueprints please send Postal Order
NOT STAMPS
55-61 FETTER LANE
LONDON. E.0 4

BE SURE IT'S

RAYMOND'S
SENSATIONAL OFFER

IN LOUD -SPEAKER RAYMOND'S
RECEIVERS 27 & 2Sa LISLE ST9
ASSEMBLED IN CABINET LONDON, W.C.2
COME

LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE
This address is at the back of Daly's

DE LUXE MODEL
READY TO
USE
In Handsome

Theatre. Phones: Gerrard 4637 and 2821

Cabinet.
Receives London,
5GB.

WE ARE

5XX & many
Continental
Stations.

OPEN

OPEN

BOXING DAY

ALL DAY SATURDAY
ALL DAY THURSDAY
ALL DAY EVERY DAY
Hours 9 a.m. to Op.in
Sat. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m,
Sunday morning 11-1

Mullard

Master
3 STAR
Circuit
Simplified

10 to

AS USUAL
AFTERWARDS

NO COILS TO CHANGE

JUST SWITCH ON -THAT'S ALL

MULLARD MASTER 3*CIRCUIT

(SIMPLIFIED)
STILL THE MOST WONDERFUL SET

for DISTANCE, SPEECH, & MUSIC ; and

THE WORLD'S BEST SELLER

Complete Receiver

READY TO USE

FULL PAGE (Reprint FREE)
Triotron Valves
2. -volt, or 4 -volt
Del.

5/8
718

De Luxe Model, 4 -Pole

CAN CABINET (hinged lid)
ALL PARTS ENCLOSED ;
NO COILS TO CHANGE ;

Only needs 100 v. H.T.

-0

ial cash price where
5/ NOT C.O.D.

detailed list.

BRITISH
APE'RIODIC

15.I.),

Set as sketch above.

NET CASH ONLY.

READY TO

The LOT

.

..

10/8
7:9
1/9

COLVERN

SET OF COILS FOR ETHER
SEARCHER

VOLUME CONTROLS ?3 terms)
MEGOSTAT,
R.I., 8 6.

100 -volt H.T. E5-126
2 -volt 40 L.T.

TUNE WELL
COILS, each,

6, PIN BASES, each

.

Carr. & Packing 7i6 extra
NOT C.O.D.
rir

LATEST TRIOTRON DARK
EMITTER VALVES, 2-v., 5/6 extra
W1 II

VOLUVERNIA, 0,9.
7,8, ETC.

IN

m rotation.

ALSO The Above Receiver
WEARITE, 15.
Supplied as follows:
DUAL 6 PIN, each
..
CLARION

ver 2 51-

All Post Order-

TUNERS. ETC.

BULGIN A, 15,GENERAL, 14 6.

SPEAKER

.0005 Var., 6'6. Vernier Dials, 3/6.
Ample Postage please.

Bal.176 Lissen Power Pentode, 2-v., 17)6

Packing & Carr. possible on receipt of

3 DULLEMITTER VALVES
LATEST ORMOND DIALS

C0NE

etc. Latest 4 -pole Unit, 12 6. 9.G.
Envelope, 10:-. Coils for 5.61.3,
6/8.
B.B.C. R.C.C. Units, 4/..

Quoted for at a spec-

INCORPORATED (206)2000) ;

USE with

LISSEN PARTS

80-v. H.T., 7;11 ; 108-v., 12111,

KITS OF PARTS of yourselection
Own"

DUAL WAVE COIL IS
4 WAY LEADS ;

OF "A.W."

Latest Dark Emitters

ASSEMBLED IN AMERI-

GRID BIAS BATTERY ;

SEE XMAS ISSUE

H.F.,
Power

as shown above.

VOLUSTAT;

SPECIAL

\ ALUE

BROOK MANS

SEPARATOR
(A.W.)

.0005 Ormond (6.M.); Bulgin "A"
Tuner, 15/6; 7 -ohm P.M. Rheostat.
Sprung V.H., 1-mfi. H.F. Choke, 2
Igranic Pre-set, 8 Terminals, Baseboard, Wire, and Screws.
THE LOT, 39/6, Post Free.

WG S OCK
J .B. Condensers, R.I. Chokes

Transformers, and all usual

products, Lewcos Coils,
Chokes, etc., Ekco Mains
Units, Amplion Speakers,
Brown. Speakers, and all
American Type. with Hinged Lid components, 'phones, etc.,
and Baseboard.
Ferranti, L.P. Transformers,
14 by 7 by 9 deeP
.. 10/- Chokes, Anode Resistances,
18 by 7 by 10 deeP
.. 1211 Cossor, Mullard,
Osram
.. 10/9 Ediswan, Marconi Valves,
14 by 7 by 10 deep
Carriage and packing, 2 8.

CABINETS

COMPONENTS
FOR

Varley Chokes and Transformers, Ormond Conden-

sers. Dials, etc.

TALISMAN
7/6
DUAL COIL
ETHER
MULLARD VALVES, 2 -volt,
Wearite) Magnetic Reaction
201- extra
CATALOGUE
SEARCHER NEWREADY
1, -

ORDER EARLY Please Owing to
HUGE DEMAND.

UNSOLICITED

TESTIMONIALS

Arcadian Portable (SG, D, z Trans) with

AMATEUR WIRELESS

Omuta's. Wirdesi

1015

£50TO

Pair Dual -range Colvern Coils. 17'-.

Lissen Soper, 19,-. Lotus .00013

Lewcos H.F.
Differential,
Choke, 7,9. Lissen. 5,6, etc. Two

From Francis Shaw, of Ot ley. 1-mfd. Fixed, 5,-, etc.

Yorkshire, 9/11/29: -

We have received the wire-

less set

in

good condition.

We are very satisfied with it.
CHARITY and thank you for tie,
courtesy shown to us.

LISSEN

ELIMINATORS

GENUINE
I am, yours faithfully,
D.C. MODEL " A "
(Signed) Frances Shaw. Employs 3 H.T. Y
tappings
From Mr. A. Wall, of SparkH.T.y
11
giving 80 volts for S.G.
hill, Birmingham, 7/11/29: - From A. C. Morton, of Hart- valves; H.T.,
2 giving 60 volts
Sir, -Thank you for set, ley Whitney, 3/10/29: detector.raiv
x.2m,
A
for
approx.
avtaelsi
tolif

Dear Sir, -Have received
for which I ant very
proud : it is all it clothes. I wireless set, etc. (yesterday).
was extremely astonished; itsI ant more than pleased with
same. It has surpassed my
merits are unequalled.
Wishing your sets every expectations, and you can be
future success, and thardting Rae I shall recommend your
etc.,

firm in future to my friends.
Yours truly,
(Signed) A. C. Morton.
(Signed) A. Wall.

you again, I remain,

Yours sincerely,

Refunded first

Set of 4 SHORTWAVE COILS
2, 4,

6, 0

WATMEL

I.D.S. REGIONAL

7/6

je

WAVE -TRAP wu

21/.

giving

gtIsct12 ra'L
27/6
Etc., et'c.

- order.

H.T.3)

Output 150-v.

20 \L:1.

TELSEN L.F.

STATION ELIMINA- RADIOGRAND, 12/6
ACE, 7/6
TOR, 10/6 post free

emaim WireIT
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£ - s. - d. (SAVED)

" THE MODERN RADIO SLEUTH"

violin, of Cracow, or the long dash -, the
morse letter T -, used by Milan."
"Are morse signals also used ? " asked

the completion of the purchase, or of the article having
been returned to and accepted by the Vendor.

to make your task easy, although, in some
instances, they help, by the letter or com-

- - - .), Graz K, (- . -), Hanover, HR
(.
. - .), and Kiel, KL (- . - . -..).

RADCROIX
Mains Unit Components.

Many studios have kept to the metronome,

ELIMINATOR AND ALL -POWER UNIT

and under, and ts. for amounts in excess of £1, to cover
postage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
cf persons not resident within the United Kingdom, double

fees are charged.
The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted
by Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be
accepted), addressed to

"Asi:acua

68/61 FETTER LANE, LONDON. C.C.T.

EE

Battery Charger, complete with vulvae, charging
State A.C. or D.C.

small amount of observation may assist in

6
8
9

identifying the transmitter, as the beats

15

c

per minute vary greatIT,. Count those of
Berlin through Koenigswusterhausen; you
will register roughly two hundred and ten
in one minute. Take these down, they may
prove useful "

From your dealer or direct from

THE WHOLESALE WIRELESS COMPANY

103, Farringdon Road, London, E.C.1
Clerkenwell 5312.

UCH IMITATED

ri REDUCED PRICES/

9t X
VOLUME. - 8'6 - 7'6
STANDARD. Wo 10 ow

POWER TYPES.00154 - 13'6
FREE40 Page Illustrated Booklet'

with Scale Drawings all
types mains apparatus. etc -

CLAUDE LYONS LTD:

76,01-DHALL ST.,LIVERPOOL.
On sale at our 0

Branches

Westminster, London, S.W.

WIRELESS AND GRAMOPHONE CABINETS.-Ready to
assemble, or assembled, Lists free. B Mendip Industries,
Winscombe,

"Belgrade, 120 beats; Breslau, 24o;
Bucharest, x25; Frankfurt, 'Go; Vienna
and its relays, 15o; Kattowitz, 6o double
beats, as of a hammer hitting a wooden

ENGINEERS.- Can't we get together? All we ask is the
chance to prove that you can earn £300, £400, £500 pet

year and more. Other men are doing it, and you can do the
same. We have an unrivalled and world-wide organisation

waiting to help you, whether you be novice or expert.
If you wish for something more than a " bread and butter "
job you owe it to yourself to investigate our Service. Our
handbook " Engineering Opportunities," has pointed the

slat; Kosice, 8o; Leipzig, 24o; Lyons, 19o;

Radio Maroc (Rabat), 6o; Posen, 240;
Stamboul, Ito; and Zagreb, 1o6. I may

way to better things to over 20,000 of your fellows. -It

contains details of A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.Struct.E., C. & G., G.P.O., etc. Exams.,
and outlines Home -Study Courses in all branches of Eiectri-t
cal, Mechanical, Motor, and Wireless Engineering. In
brilliant article, Professor A. IL Low shows clearly the
chances you are missing. The Book and out -Advice are
quite free. We guarantee "NO PASS -NO FEE."-DOn't miss

have omitted some, but these will do to go
on with."

"In those instances in which a call can
be heard, I admit, the task is facilitated,

this opportunity- send a postcard- NOW (State Branch,

Post or Exam. ).- British Institute of Engineering Technology,109 Shakespeare House,29 Oxford Street, London,W.1.
FIT A "SELECTA," cut out unwanted stations, sub-

but on occasions I have not understood the

stitute for wave -trap, ensures line tuning. Sent post
paid 2/9. Richardson's Radio, 70 Chequer Road,

nouncer."

"For the sole reason, my dear Botson,

Doncaster.

SINQUERS

that the native name was used, and did not
necessarily correspond with that to which
we are accustomed in the English language.
24 16. 20. GOSWELL ROAD. LONDON, EC.1.

SAVE YOUR

You would hear Belgrade as Beograd,

ACCUMULATORS

Bucharest as Boo-koo-recht, and Budapest
as Boo-da-pescht, Huizen as Hoyzen. The

WANDER PLUGS
MIDGET AND STANDARD

111
.

Nickel Plated -6 Colours -2d. each

J. J. EASTICK & SONS
Eelex House, Bunhill Row, E.C.1

c!,,11:12'3 3.4

High -Tension Eliminator for 37/- complete.
Make your own High -Tension Eliminator in x hour.

We supply Kit of parts as follows,
Transformer, Choke, 3 Condensers, Valve, Valve
Holder, Insulated Terminals, Insulated Sleeving and
Variable resistance, all complete for 37/-.
120 volts at 15 ma. Write for list.
Fel-Ectec Radio, 56 Garden Street, Sheffield.

the word Uwaga is substituted in the call
for Hallo. As a matter of fact, many native
names are used. I may mention Moskva
(Moscow), Wien (Vienna), and Kaunas
(Kovo), not forgetting Dublin and Cork

1/. Per carton from most dealers or
1/3 post tree from seta's. makers.

FIDDIAN BAWTREE & CO.,

Oakbill Road, Sutton:

role trade distributors, Eric .1, Lever

(Trial Ltd., 33 Clerkenwell Green. E:C.1

calling under the disguise, Se Seo Radio all;
Cliath agus Radio Corcaighe. And now, my
dear Batson-."

EXACT TUNERS

yomiwww

Thousands of these tuners are in use, and we can strongly
reconumnd them. No further coils are required. Send

MAKE A GRAMOPHONE
Or buy Cabinets for Wireless. At a
quarter shop prices.
Order Set as
shown. British double spring motor

1201. velvet turntable, swan arm,
metal soundbox, amplieer, needle
maps, for 61. 18 .6 p.p. and build

your own Cabinet. Machines sold by
others at r10-220 do not contain better
ittings. Motors from 8/6. Repair

Bargain list tree.

Studley Road,
STOCKWELL, LONDON.

Leine let down by a run-ont accumnla.
tor. Sinquers tell you the exact state
of your battery ass warn you when it
needs recharging. Just drop them is
and leave them to it.

cooff (Cracow) ; Wilno retains its name, but

AMPLIFIERS, 30/.. 3 -VALVE SET, £5.
57,

YOU DOWN.

Double the life of your cells? Avoid

Kat-o-wit-see, Posnan (Posen), and Cra-

SELF -CHANGING,
SILENT, ECONOMICAL.
JARS (waxed), 21 in. ), 11 in. sq., 1'3 doz.
ZINGS, new type, ltd. doz. SACS, 1 2 doz.
Sample doz. (18 volts). complete with bands and
electrolyte, 9'1 post ed.
Sample unit 161.

A. TAYLOR,

SENTRY!

HE'LL NEVER LET

Napoli, Genova; the Poles, when announcing, would mention Warsaw (Varschavva),

all H.T. Troubles.

Illus. booklet free.

SET A SINQUER

Italians call their stations Torino, Roma,

WET H.T. BATTERIES
Solves

YOURSELF.

ment. If you are tot in London, may I send you particulars. G. Hodgson, 53 Windsor House, Victoria Street,

Enthusiast name of the city mentioned by the an -

Everything for

LOUDSPEAKER

Wireless School, Manor Gardens, Holloway, N.7.
WIRELESS PORTABLE SETS with Five New Cossor Valves
for nine guineas. Less than components cost. Comparable with any ,seb double this price. Beautiful Suitcase;
two aerial windings; English Batteries and Accumulators.
All inclusive, efficient sets. Royalties paid. A magnificent
Xmas gift. If you are in London, may I fix an appoint-

Those " Beats "
NEVER EQUALLED

YOUR

Vansfers giving painted effects on Fabric, Wood; Metal,
etc. Sample and catalogue II-. A.W., Axon Ltd., Jersey,
England.
WIRELESS OPERATING APPOINTMENTS-Fees payable
after qualifying (for boarding students). Morse Classes.

years ago by Breslau, and here again a
18
2
19

WIRLLESS," ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,

DECORATE

which was introduced some two or three
11

In addition

to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums of £1

bination of letters sent. Warsaw may be
recognised by the W (. - -), Hamburg by
its HA (. . . . . -), Bremen, BMN (- . . .

MAKE YOUR OWN HIGH TENSION

Telephone:

Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers
the amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.
This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
given. The deposit is retained until advice is received of

Botson.
Too many of them, as a matter of fact,

Manufacturing Agents:

Wiring Diagrams Free.

As the Publishers cannot accept responsibility for thy
Iona fides of advertisers in this publication, they have
introduced a system of deposit which it is recommended
should be adopted by readers when dealing with persons
with whom they are unacquainted. It is here explained.

pizzicato notes, F, D, A flat, as from a

F. SANDERS CHURCH
STREET'
ILFRACOMBE.

..

DEPOSIT SYSTEM

A flat and D fiat of Koenigsberg, the three

Master 3 Type coils B.B.C. 3/3, 4/9. Titan type 9/8 S.G.P.
B.B.C. pair 6/-. 7/9, Dual 5/9, Six -pin bases 1/3, with switch
3/3. Formers 1/9, 2/3. R.C. Units 3/6. Four -pin Cossor
type coils 8/9 pair. S.L.F. Condensers 0005, 3/3, 3/6, Mid
Log, ball bearings 3/6. S.M. dials 2/3. Reaction 2/9.
Alumn. panels 2/4. Cone Chassis 6/6. P.P. switches 9d.
Phones pair 6/6. H.F. Chokes 1/6, 2/.. 3/-. Combined 3/3.
Engraved term. 2/6 doz. All wave tuners 7/11. Valve
Holders 13/B 9d. Volt Meters 5/6. Cleartron Valves 3/..
Stamp for List. Everything Wireless. fl orders post
paid. Get our coupon, it saves you Money.

KITS OP PARTS FOR:

THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge
THREE SHILLINGS.

C, D, G, adopted by Stuttgart, and the

NO RUBBISH SUPPLIED

PANELS for ORGOLA receiver 3/6, Coils 15/-. All
kits in stcck. Cossor, MuBard, etc., Ebonite panels
cut to size at keen prices ; get our price list.

H.T., A.C. Unit, 86150, 8080 Det. 60, 150 max.
AU -Power A.C. Unit, 6 Variable Voltages
D.C. Unit, 6 Variable Voltage.

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS

Aevertisements under this head are charged

(Continued from page 998)

Portabies, winnings tram
Post

parts. Lists free. 64 pp.1930 Catalogue
drawing and how tc make Graroos 3d.

Regent Fittings co., A.M. 120 Old St., London, E.C.1

250

to 2,000 metres

P.C. for particulars and circuits. FREE.

THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO
Croft Works, Priory Place, COVENTRY.
LATEST HORNS
GRAMOPHONES
AND PARTS
CATALOGUE FREE. CASH OR TERMS.

BUILD £12 MODEL FOR O. INSTRUCTIONS 3.1.

W. BURT, 185 High St., Deptford, London, S.E.8

Wireksi

COUPON
Available until Saturday
DECEMBER 21, 1929

DECEMBER 14, 1929
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HELLESEN
DRY BATTERIES

Lotus Logarithmic
Condensers

Amps - !fours
- Pence !

pass the test

" You know," remarked Baxter as
we hailed a taxi after the meeting

of cur Wireless Club, " buying
H.T. batteries is very apt to be

like buying a pig in a poke."

" Explain, oh cryptic one," I
rejoined. " Well, you ray your

mere), down and then trust to
luck as to how many hours' ser-

PRICES

vice you are going to get ; tie rate

Standard Capacity

" Wiray " 9 -volt Grid
IIias Type
2/" Wirin " CO -volt II.T.

Type
... 10/6
" Wirup " 90 -volt 11.'1'.
Type
18/" Wisol " 10S -volt 1I.T.
Type
20/ Treble Capacity.

" Kan " CO -volt 11.T.

19/-

Type

"

Rasp" 99 -volt 11.T.
TyPe

..

32/6

rer milliarnrcre-hour seems to
vary surprisingly."

happen if ycu buy a hattery cf
reliable make. Next time get

yourself a Hellesen-get a Dcubte
cr a Triple Capacity, if ycu can.
Net only are Hellesens amazingly
consistent, hut there is no battery
331ich gives so gccd a return for

tie mercy."

N DRY
ELECTRICAL

I objected.

"There is no need for that to

Technical writers, the press and
the leading manufacturers of circuits are constantly recommending Lotus Logarithmic Con-

BATTERIES.

MEASURING

INSTRUMENTS,

POMMES MICA w PAPER CONDENSERS.
HANDLAMPS. TORCHES. eTC.,

A. II.

densers.

P.& T.

vanes and end plates ensure a

Give

smooth firm movement and perfect conductivity and the ample
spacing prevents any chance of
short circuiting of the vanes.

WEA

Every Lotus Component from

a Variable Condenser to a simple

switch is the product of experience and experiment-a masterpiece of mechanical perfection.
Make a point of building your

COAIPOIVA/TS

next set with Lotus Components.

Your friends will

a:'mire your dwic3
11111:1111111

Why not use these

proved Condensers in your set'
The ball bearings and the
chemically cleaned special brass

IIINT, LTD., cuovpoN, suit]; EY

iMPROVED TYPE IRON CORED

PRICES
Condenser
.00035 Condenser
.0003 Condenser
.00025 Condenser
.00055 Condenser
.0005

1111111111111

HIGH -FREQUENCY CHOKE
(West retrd hetno)

INDUCTANCE 330,030 microhenries.
RESISTANCE 200 ohms.
P,ZICE
Self -capacity 3.5 M.M.F.

5/9

5/7
5/6
53
5/-

From all Radio Dealers.

Effectiva Range 10-2,000 matres. 6/6

]ua7Clpfs

A.C. VALVE HOLDERS New type 5 -pin 1/3

MR. CHAPMAN'S TAII3MAN
DUAL RANGE COIL
Patent applied for.
PRICE
Made under license.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS

7/6

You can get these Condensers

fitted to the Lotus Dual and

NEW "Q" COILS
J. H. Reyner's Improved Design.

Single Drum Dials.

Ask your

Dealer.

Q.S.P., Q.S.G., Q.A.T., 15/- each.

Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd., Liverpool

Write for free illustrated lists.

WRIGHT & WEAIRE, Ltd.
Made in one of the most modern

740, High Road, Tottenham, N.17
Telephones : Tottenham 3847, 5.

radio factories in Great Britain.
ra

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers

mum WiretT
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The Levoycos
Fixed
Potentiometer
Is designed

to give smootlieaction control on all Radio

,cStktL>

Receivers.

Perfect*
otain
eceP604
o

Coloured

Connecting
Wire

Lewcos Radio Products are firm favourites
with expert and amateur alike. As laboratory tests and experiments show, Lewcos
Products are co-.1spicuously sup r or in
both quality and performance.

per 10 -ft. Coil

The Lewcos

The List of Leaflets printed belcw will
give you the concise facts of the components in which you are interested.

Binocular Coil
Specially designed with Field-

Send for one cr more to -day .

, less and Asiatic windings to
prevelll' niter -action.

The Lewcos
Dual Unscreened
Coil

For Triodes and' screened -grid
valves. Wavelength range :
235 - 55o and r,000 - 2,000

metres.

SEND FOR THESEr
DESCRIPTIVE

RADIO PRODUCTS

LEAFLETS

R.33 H.F. Choke
R.34 C.T.- COils
R.35 " Q" Coils R:36 Standard 6 -pin Coils
R.37 Binocular Coils
R.51 ShOrt-w-ave- Coils

FOR BETTER RECEPTION

--CO UPO N

-

-R.58 3 Valve Kit

To THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY AND SMITHS LIMITED,
CHURCH ROAD, LEYTON, LONDON, E.10
In accordance with your offer in the D.,c.7,m'o..r 14th

of "Amateur Wire!ess"

please send leaflets) No.(s)
NAME

ADDRESS
.

,

DATE

Printed in England.

Published by Bernard Jones Publications, Ltd., 58'61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.
GOTC11, LIND lED. baturday. December 14, la

Sole Agents for South Africa: CENTRAL. NEws AGENCY, LIMITED. Sole Agents for Australasia: GORDON
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PENTECT011 TWO"

-

SELECTIVITY AND QUALITY

Every dzsi
Thursday()

an

Radiovision
Saturday, Dec

Vol. XV. No. 393;

SINGLE -KNOB

DIFFERENTIAL
'44
REACTION

TUNING
'

SCREENED -

GRID HE
VALVE

ALL -WAVE
MATCHED
COILS

1\

METAL CHASSIS
CONSTRUCTION

SIMPLIFIED' WIRING

29
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tnateur NI/trete:s5

"The Most
Efficient Cho
We Have
Tested"

H F CHOKE CukvES

owing the petio7numce of Ow bzwcos 'Vaal*
compaNd with °that melts.

LEWCOS

250

SOO

750

1.307

1250

1300

1750

2000

2250

WAVE LENCTH METRES

B.F. CHOKE
Price 7/9
" We are pleased to

report that the Lewcos

H.F. Choke is, in our
opinion, the most effi-

cient Choke we have
tested, there being no
sign of instability
even when using 150
volts H.T. on the
Anode of

The above letter is a further appreciation of the unique
qualities of the Lewcos H.F. Choke. The fine materials and
the high-class workmanship used in its manufacture make it
supreme. The terminals are arranged one at the top and the
other at the base of the Coil, to eliminate the risk of additional
self -capacity in the wiring of the receiver.

the S.G.

Valve. The construction is massive and

well finished, and
its design places it in
the front rank of highclass components."
An

Industrial
Ltd.,

Progress (International),

The H.F. Choke curves illustrated above show the astonishing performance
and advantages of the Lewcos Choke over other makes.
A fully descriptive leaflet will be sent on request.

SITE
EMBEEina:n.

Coloured Connecting Wire

6 d.

Per 10 ft. Coil

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE

Trade Counter and Cable

COMPAV AKD SMITHS LIM TED

7, Playhouse Yard,

Sales :

Church Road, Leyton
London, E.10

Golden

Lane,

Lcndon,

E.C.1

RADIO PRODUCTS FOR BETTER RECEPTION
Please Mention "A. W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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TRANSFORMERS
Have acquired a worldwide reputation for
Quality and Value.

Built by Specialists in
Transformer construc-

tion, they have set a
Quality of Performance

above reproach. Your

Set will work better
with a Telsen Transformer-Fit one now !
RADIOGRAND

12/6

ACE

8/6

Both in Ratios 5 to 1 & 3 to I
TELSEN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
MILLER ST., BIRMINGHAM.

THE WORLD'S FINEST TRANSFORME

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

emateurWtrela
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01.VE WITH INTERLOCKED
THE elements of the NEW Cossor

Pentode are double locked in
position-braced to a girder -

like rigidity. This exclusive Cossor

system of construction definitely

CONSTRUCTIo

prevents individual movement. Even the

hardest shock cannot mar their perfect
alignment, and because of their rigidity
they cannot vibrate and so cause micro phonic noises. For power and for long

life use the NEW Cossor Pentode in

your Receiver. No other Pentode Valve
has this wonderful system of Interlocked
Construction.

2 volt type

now
available
The NEW Cossor 230 P.T.

(2 volts, .3 amp) Impedance
20,000. Amplification Fac-

tor 40. Anode volts 100 to
180.

Price 25/.

Cosset 4 volt Pentodes are
also obtainable from all
Wireless Dealers.

?he NEW

ossor
PENTODE

A.. C. Cestor Ltd. Hicalintry Grove. London. N.S.

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A. W." to Advertisers

.G
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The New 2LO-Good Tuning-Enter Adrian Boult-The "Palace" Concerts-J
Skating to Radio Music !-The New "All Britain Three"

The New 2LO-Readers will now have
had ample opportunity to see for themselves the new conditions brought about
by the opening of the new 261.3 metre
regional transmitter. Not a very grand

Mr. Adrian Boult is to be the B.B.C.'s new [71)t::71t1t.:71t1c4:71L-it4;'),)71cac:7)c,1,0
musical director. He will assume the post
PRINCIPAL CONTENTS

on May 15 next year. He has been the

PAGE r
director of the Birmingham City Orchestra 5
..
1019
Current
Topics
since 1924. He was educated at WestBroadcast Artistes in Picture .. 1020 n
opening, was it? A gramophone record of minster and Christ Church, Oxford, being
Samson and Delilah I There is little excuse president of the Oxford University Musical § The " 1930 Ether Searcher "
5
1021 5
for those who get mutual interference. The Club in 191o. Since 1918 he has conducted 5 Makes History
1022 g
separation is 306 kilocycles as against the for the Royal Philharmonic Society, the g For the Newcomer
Those Hi -Brow Programmes .. 1023
214 kilocycles previously obtaining be- Liverpool Philharmonic Society, and has
1029 rN
On Your Wavelength ..
tween 2L0 and 5GB. The B.B.C. says that also conducted the London Symphony,
no complaints were phoned through on the Queen's Hall, and Royal Albert Hall 5 A Reliable Test Instrument
..
.. 1031 5
..
opening day.
Orchestras, as well as a season of Russian 5 for 5s. ..
..
.. 1032 5
Good Tuning-No valuable infor- ballet at the Empire Theatre and concerts 5 My Wireless Den
mation! has yet come to hand regarding in Vienna, Munich, Prague, Barcelona, and g Is Your Aerial the Right Shape? 1033 g
1034
the respective ranges of the two trans- the United States. He succeeds Mr. Percy ,,. A Mobile Re -broadcaster
1035
D Without Fear or Favour
mitters. We await it with interest. As Pitt, of course.
.. 1036
you know, the present arrangement is that
The " Palace " Concerts-The series 5 The " Pentector Two " ..
the lower -wave Regional and Daventry of popular concerts held by the B.B.C. at 5 Gramophone Records for Christ1040
..
. .
mas
5XX put out the same programme-the the People's Palace in the Mile End Road,
IV, 90
1042
"A.w.Tests of Apparatus
reason being that it is anticipated that the London, E.r, are now in full swing Despite §
higher -wave Regional will have the greater the fact that the setting for these concerts EitzPiwItatc,itatatocitatPitecc,icacao
range and will provide a better alternative. is not very "high -brow," the gigantic hall appearance. In many cases cinemas have
If this doesn't turn out to be so, this is regularly packed-the reason being, been converted to cater for the huge
rather upsets the apple -cart ! Most sets frankly, that the fare provided is excellent, crowds who want to skate. Radio music is
work better lower down.
as witness the recently given programme provided at a good many of these rinks,
Enter Adrian Boult-As was forecast conducted by Sir Landon Ronald, in which and apparatus such as the Philips gramoin AMATEUR WIRELESS a long while ago, Solomon was the solo pianist. These con- radio amplifier is being used extensively
certs are well worth listening to, and if you for this work. A new use for radio !
are within easy reach of the "Palace," why
The New "All -Britain Three "not go and hear and see one actually being Following the success of the " All -Britain
Three" produced last Christmas -time by
broadcast? The next is on January 9.
Skating to Radio Music !-A skating our Technical Editor, he has now evolved
craze is now all the rage in Australia, and a new edition-the "New All -Britain
every day new rinks are making their Three." Technical changes during the past
5N

year have resulted in this necessity for

revision, and in the new receiver we have
a really " hot" set (and a really selective
one) which will put up a genuinely satis-

factory performance. At the same time,
owners of existing " All Britain's" will be
able to convert their receivers to the new
edition with the minimum of trouble and
expense. The new design still makes use
of " neut." H.F. coupling, so new valves
won't be needed. We have said that it is
selective. Well, at our Elstree Laboratories

it can easily separate the two " B.P.'s"six miles away. And that's something by
Two well-known Continental broadcasters, (left) Munich, and (right) Bucharest

which to judge ! Full details will be given
next week.

etn.t.wireksi
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BROADCAST ARTISTES IN PICTURE

DORIS GAMBELL.-This well-known
soprano vocalist takes charge of a section in
Liverpool's Children's Corner. She was
responsible also for an important role in the
play," Hannele," when produced there.

DAVID WISE.-Most of the important
concerts at 2L0 have featured this fine

violinist, and he also is not above being heard
in the Children's Hour. He is a famous

MURIEL CHILDE.-A famous concert

kingdom.

the B.B.C. stations: Her diction is exceptionally clear.

soloist and has been heard throughout the

GERTRUDE JOHNSON.-One of

the

best known of the late B.N.O.C. sopranos,
Miss Johnson hails from Australia, and was
advised in her career by Melba, who admired

JAMES CHING.-A fine scholarly pianist,
Mr. Ching has been heard in several of the

her early singing. She has played nearly every
operatic role

has been won by Sir Henry Wood, though he is

nearly every important concert.

recitals.

the earliest of broadcast stars, this artiste is a
noted New Zealand contralto. She represented her country at the Royal Albert Hall,
and has sung since at most of the big halls in
this country.

Pc\ --Net
SIR HENRY WOOD.-World-wide fame

best known for his " promenade " concerts.
Since joining the B.B.C., he has conducted

Foundations of Music series at 2L0. In addi-.
lion, he is a soloist and gives many classical

CATHERINE. AULSEBROOK.-One of

vocalist, Miss Childe possesses a wide classical
repertoire. She has been heard from most of

-As

LEONARD HIRSCH.-Now leader of his
own quartet, this brilliant young violinist was
the first violinist to play in the early Manchester station. He formed there the first radio

trio. He is now a noted London soloist.

CLARA SERENA.-Another member of

the late B.N.O.C., Miss Serena has enacted
most of the important operatic roles. She
sings again in the forthcoming symphony
concerts.

DECEMBER 21, 1929
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The "1930

SINGLE -KNOB

TUNING
DIFFERENTIAL
RE ACTION"

SCREENED -

GRID H.E
VALVE

Ether Searcher"
Makes History
Sidelights on the remarkable threevalver described in the two preceding

issues of " Amateur Wireless"
ALL -WAVE
MATCHED
COILS

METAL CHASSIS
CONSTRUCTION

Until quite made highly efficient if a high -frequency
recently, the valve is inserted between them. Distant

most popular stations, far from being cut down in
set has included strength by the selective properties of the
t h r e e valves, tuning circuits, are actually increased
The very special features of the " 1930 Ether Searcher " are indicated
consisting of a in strength by the high -frequency valve.
above
A set with two tuned circuits has an
detector valve
T OOKING through the past four issues with reaction, followed by two stages of over-all utility for present-day broadcast
J Of AMATEUR WIRELESS, I see that Mr. low -frequency amplification. Because a reception far in excess of anything that
Sieger and I have contrived to show readers great many listeners do not yet appreciate can be achieved with an old-fashioned
why a set for 193o radio conditions is quite the imminent necessity for selectivity, it is three -valve set. Admittedly, one of the
a different proposition from the type of by no means improbable that the popular greatest attractions of the three -valve set
with only one tuning
set that has so far given
circuit is the simplicity
satisfactory results.
The List of Components with Prices. Note the low cost
of tuning.
Because
Long before we designed
s. d.
s. d.
r Grid -leak holder (Bulgin, Lissen)
aluminium panel, 13 in. by S in.
we believe that this
9
the "193o Ether Drilled
2-megohm grid -leak (Dubilier, Lissen,
(Keystone, Colvern, Parex)
0
7
simple tuning has a
Searcher" we realised
2 6
Ediswan)
Pair panel brackets (Keystone) ..
0
a. i-mfd. fixed condensers (Dubilier, Lisaluminium chassis and screen
lot to do with the
that the B.B.C.'s Drilled
..
0
sen, T.C.C., Ferranti)
(Colvern, Keystone, Parex)
8 6
5
2 Drilled ebonite terminal strips, 2 in. by
popularity of a type
Slow-motion drum dial with special bush-,
regional scheme was
..
8
2 in. (Peto Scott)
(Keystone)
6
of 'set that is- now
destined to change our
4 Terminals, type M, marked A, E, L.S.--,L.S.+
3o -ohm rheostat (Varley, Lissen, Igranie,
6
(Belling -Lee, Eelex)
Wearite)
3 0
becoming obsolete, we
previous notions of the
Pre-set condenser .00023-,
.000r3-mfd. differential reaction conden2 0
(Formo, type J)
ser (Lotus, Utility, Parex)
set ourselves the task
essentials of a good set.
7 0
switches (Bulgin, Lissen, Ben4 Red wander plugs, marked H.T.-E3,
of designing a receiver
Th# chief drawback of 2 Push-pull
H.T.+2, H.T.+ 1, G.B.-r. (Bellingjamin)
3 0
2
Lee, Eelexj
valve holders (Benjawith two tuned circuits
ex4ting sets is lack of 3 Anti-microphonic
2 Black wander plugs marked, H.T.-,
min " Vibrolders," Lissen, W.B.,
G.B.- (Belling -Lee, Eelex)
7
that could be varied
LOtus, Igranic)
6
selictivity.
6
I Screen -grid connector (Belling -Lee)
.000s..-mfd. gang condenser (Formo)
13 6
by turning only one
We know that thou2 Spade tags, marked L.T.-,
Pair special gang condenser supports
..
(Belling -Lee, Eelex) ..
(Formo)
9
9
knob.
faiids of listeners are 2 Dual
4 doz. 6B.A. ft -in. round -head screws and
range coils (Colvern type R.2.R.,
nuts (Keystone)
Rotor No. 6o)
17-0
9
The idea of rotating
quite content with
SIMPLIFIED WIRING

'

.

the reception of their
local station, but we
do not think it is
quite fully understood

that the regional

.0003-mfd. fixed condenser (Ormond)..
.ocioa-mfd. fixed condenser (Ormond) ..
High -frequency choke (Lewcos, Lissen,
Wearite, Keystone) ..
Low -frequency transformer (Lissen
" Super," F'erranti, Marconiphone,
Varley)

7

.

7
7

to ft. 6 in. tinned copper wire and q ft.

9

N.B.-The prices quoted are for the components
specified first. If the alternatives are used, the

0

insulated sleeving (Keystone)
8 yds. rubber -covered Hex (Keystone)

..

9
8

vote would still be in favour of such a

To Tour the Continent

such means makes it very diffi-

set.
MT. Sieger and I have often discussed the

sets of

moving

condenser plates by a

knob appears
to be extremely simple;
but to put it into
practice is by no means simple. Assuming
that both halves of the dual condenser are

drillings for the panel and base -plate will have to
he modified.

scheme aims to provide two local stations
for every listener. When, as we hope, the
second London regional station comes into
regular operation, in February, listeners
who have so far not been troubled by the
lack of selectivity of their sets will have to

two

single

relative merits of high- and low -frequency

exactly matched, what of the coils associated with each half ? These must also

amplification; it seems to us that in these

(Continued on next page)

days of high -power stations, two
take steps to separate the two London low -frequency amplifying stages
stations. We can easily visualise a state of are unnecessary. Moreover; the
affairs where thousands of listeners get both tremendous amplification imLondon stations mixed up.
parted to powerful signals by
Quite apart from the local -station listener,

cult to cut out these signals in
favour of weaker ones. To make

there are many who are much more am- a set consisting of a detector
bitious in their reception requirements. and two low -frequency amplifiers
Many listeners like, on occasion, to be able sufficiently selective tb cut out
to receive some of the interesting Continen- powerful signals, it is necessary
tal programmes. As a rule, this type of to reduce the efficiency of the
listener is well aware of the need for selec- detector circuit. In doing so,
tivity and can appreciate a set embodying a the weaker stations suffer.
good measure of selectivity.
Two tuned circuits can be

The " Ether Searcher " is of very neat appearance

amateur Wirtie
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For the Newcomer to Wireless
WHY is it that stations down near
Yes; and they do it quite easily with
the bottom of the broadcast band .0005 condensers in parallel.
seem to have so much greater ranges
When you are receiving a Swedish
than those on higher wavelengths? I relay your condenser settings are probfind sometimes that I can receive a ably round about the twenty mark, but
Swedish relay rated at a quarter of a when you are up at the top of the band
kilowatt and working on a little more the reading will probably be eighty or
than 200 metres quite as strongly as more on a hundred -degree dial.
Rome, whose power is 2 I/2 kilowatts.
That is so, but I don't quite see what

:WAVELENGTH

number of turns and a tiny condenser,
whilst in porportion to a longer wfave-

length you have few turns and a big
condenser.
I begin to see what you are driving at.
When the coil is big and the condenser

small, magnification is high and just the
opposite happens if the capacity is large
with respect to the inductance. But you

difference it can make to the magnifica- will, I think, observe another effect
But surely they must be, for I can tion.
with your set.
never hear a station like Augsburg, whose
Just this. On the short wavelengths
You mean that it is more selective at
power is a quarter of a kilowatt and the low reading means that you have the top of the band than down below?
whose wavelength is 56o metres,
only a tiny capacity in parallel with the
Exactly, and the reason is that the

Actually the ranges are not greater.

Really it isn't a question of range at coil; whilst at the upper end of the band
all, but one of magnification.
you have almost the whole of the .0005How do you mean?
microfarad maximum. In other words
Well, your set amplifies much better the proportion of inductance to capacity

down at the bottom of the band than
at the top.
How can that be?
You use the same set of coils-don't

greater the number of coil turns and the
smaller the capacity in parallel, the less
selective is the circuit. To obtain anything like equal magnification and equal
is far greater on the lower waves than selectivity at both ends of the band one
on the higher.
should really use several sets of coils
Yes, that is clear.
with different numbers of turns. This,

To put it in another way, when a however, will introduce quite an unnecesyou ?-to cover the whole broadcast Swedish relay is coming in you have in sary complication and one can manage
band.
proportion to the wavelength a great pretty well with things as they are.

THE 41930 ETHER SEARCHER' tion of wiring is effected and the necessary " 193o Ether Searcher" is a great station MAKES HISTORY "
stability between the screened -grid high - getter. One of the charms of the set is the
(Continued from page 1021)

be exactly matched. The Formo gang condenser specified has the double attraction
of being a precision job and inexpensive.
The Collinson coils, with the No. 6o rotors
specified, are so well matched that in conjunction with the condenser, they provide a
highly accurate variation of tuning on long
and medium wavelengths.
The metal chassis system of construction

frequency amplifying valve and the detector good performance it puts up in the hands
valve is assured.
of a novice. Setting the reaction condenser

at zero, the slow rotation of the single
Simple Assembly
tuning knob is all that is necessary 4to
Every constructor of the "1930 Ether bring in at least 20 stations on the long

Searcher" will, we think, be impressed by and medium wavelengths. In more expert
the simplicity of the assembly and wiring. hands the log of 44 stations given last week
The use of a metal panel and baseplate should not be difficult to exceed.
imparts a precision to home construction
On the outside aerial of the Fetter Lane
that has not previously been possible.
laboratories, Brookmans Park can be cut
employed for the "193o Ether Searcher"
Those who have read previous issues will out within 5 degrees of its maximum tuning
introduces a new phase. A great simplifica- have gathered the impression that the point.

MR. FLEX HASN'T MUCH TO SAY, BUT HIS FRIENDFLEX), OLD MAN,

you eluo

WAVE FIXED CONDENSERS

TWAT ARE VARI ABLE AND
VARIABLE cONDE NSE14$ THAT

IF YOU HAD TWo FIXED CONDENSERS
AND THINGS THAT ARE
OF DIFFERENT VALUES, YOU COULD ,CHANGEABLE ARE VARIABLE;)
CHANGeTHEM ABoirr 014 YOUR SET;

/fr--\ ARE FIXED-A-"!
tr.

\ FOIL
NISTAOCE-

luti

-COULD TALK A CONDENSER DIAL OFF ITS SPINDLE.
-THEIREFoRE THOSE FIXED

CONDENSERS WOULD

HE VAFLIAML.E...

AS To VARIABLE CONDENSERS;
WHEN 'THESE ARA ,O.J A PANEL,
4,

ARENT
'THEY

FIXED

r

AND BY TI-tE WAY,
YOURS AR.ENT
.

-stC

FIXED VERY ,...,E
SECURELY

'27

r
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-AND HOW THEY ARE (SOMETIMES) RECEIVED
SEVEN SNAP -SHOTS
BY
JAY COOTE
There he goes, again -2L0

I
(Scene : A bachelor's flat-any flat. Time :
7.25 p.m. Preparatory to dressing for dinner.

near the fireplace, and picking up the paper) :

London.
calling.

THE HON. GUY SOMETHING 1:S resting. The
door opens.)

I hope it's something light. Ah, here it is.
7.45, a concert of chamber music by the

BLoNics : Orrright, Muvver. Cut it aht,
let's have " Umpty Iddy" on the good old

Binks Mediaeval Quintette.

grammerphone.

THE IMMACULATE MORTIMER (his man) :

HIS WIFE (reaching out to a small table

HE (switching on the set): Delightful,
exactly what I should have wished. Old

You rang, my lord.

composers, real music, how splendid. (He

THE HON. G. S.:.Oh-ah-yes. I say,
Mortimer-just switch on the-er-oojah.

crosses his legs, and clasps his hands.)

seats himself in an armchair,

lies back,

IV
(Scene : The home of any GOVERNOR of

the British Radio Transmitting Corporation.
THE GOVERNOR is seen standing with his

(The old lady resumes her knitting, and
no word is spoken. Some ten minutes elapse,

and the Vicar has fallen fast asleep. Enter
his eldest daughter, MARGARET.)

THE OLD LADY : Hush, Maggie, don't
make a sound; your father was busy on his

sermon late yesterday evening, and had
but a poor night. He enjoys chamber music

"You rang, my lord"

so much.
THE DAUGHTER (glancing at her father,

HIS MAN : Yes, my lord. (Walks to wireless receiver and switches on)

smiles.)

THE-ER-00JAH : The habits of these
birds are peculiarly fascinating; at certain

soothing. Let him sleep for a while.

periods of the year, they

THE Hox. G. S. : I-er-I say, Mortimer

-er-what birds?

His MAN (listening for a few seconds):
The peewit or lapwing, my lord.
THE HON G. S. (aghast) : Oh, my Sainted
(gives it
Aunt-er-I say, I thought

up as a bad job and feebly motions to His
MAN to switch it off quickly-which the
:latter does, and makes his exit.)

THE OLD LADY : Yes, I know he finds it

The soporific treatment, as usual, having
proved successful, they switch off the
receiver to economise "juice."
III

239. Boardman's

Rents, the home of W. J. Buvics, Plumber's
mate. He has indulged in a very necessary

wash, enjoyed his tea, and with pipe in
mouth has settled down to scan the morning
paper.)

II

(Scene : The Vicarage, Splifton-on-the-

Slush. The REV. SKIGH-PYLOT enters the

`drawing roam washing his hands

with

invisible soap.).

To His WIFE (an elderly lady, seated by

the fire : And now, my dear, for

well-

MRS. BLONKS, having cleared the table,

has picked up the headphones, attached to
the home-made crystal set.
Buo:gxs (withdrawing

pipe from his

mouth and spitting in the grate) : Wot's on
the wireless, Muvver ?.
MRS. BLONKS : "Dunno as I understands

j //r4r

it, quite. 'Ush, this is wat 'e sez : . . . is
generally applied to the members of the
113

Ftgii; lab

e'r
Liiiiii

;i1,11, -111111111111111r

-washing his hands with invisible soap

ge-genus vanellus, but sometimes restricted
to one species, vanellus crist-cristatus, the

British peewit-

Bioxics : Wot langwidge ! 'Ere, Muvver,

you mustev gotonter some forrin station.

earned rest. Jet us turn for relaxation to
our-ah-friend, the loud -speaker. What

Wot's London doin' ?

is the programme to -night?

stations, as you well knows.

MRS. BLONKS : Can't

back to the fire; he is already dressed for
dinner, and impatiently awaits the striking
of the gong. Enter MRS. GOVERNOR.)
MR.t. GOVERNOR : You were not back SO

early, Reginald. Busy as usual ?

(They do.)

(Scene : Time, 7 p.m.

cc you mustev gotonter some forrin station"

THE GOVERNOR :

Yes, my dear-and

then there was a board meeting at Radio
House. We discussed a large agenda and
made some excellent decisions. (Under
the impression that he is still there). It would
be difficult to over -estimate the benefits of

education by wireless; it is a god -send for
the masses. These lectures by eminent
Professors must

(Enter DICK and BILLIE, his son and
daughter, rather boisterous, still full of the
joy of living.)
BILLIE (kissing him): " Hello, dad.
(To her brother): Any music, Dick?
DICK switches on the set. The loud -speaker

unexpectedly jerked into action, after a
cough and a click : . . times restricted to
one species, vanellus cristatus, the British
.

peewit-

DICK : Heavens, what was that?
13ILLIE : Oh, Dick l (She puts her fingers
to her ears).
THE GOVERNOR : As I was saying, these

talks by eminent men on subjects of common interest
The gong is heard in the hall.
MRS. GOVERNOR :

Dinner, my dears.

get no forrin

(She walks to the door, followed by her son
and daughter).

This _is

Dicx, lsot4o race. to his sister).: Don't

moltur Wire.tesi.
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worry, kid, I've brought back the latest spluttering squeaks.

Finally, the room
record, "My Cutie's a Swell Soda -jerk in a echoes - to the well-known strains of that
Palestine lullaby, " Solly Boy.")
Down -town Dive."
' SMITH : That's Frankfurt-of Hamburg,
BILLIE : Some pep, what?
or
one of those foreign places.
THE GOVERNOR : Oh-ah-yes. We'll
MRS. SMITH : Isn't it wonderful how these
hear that later. (Walks to the set and pushes
in the switch, thus side-tracking the learned people speak English, -dear? A pretty tune,
Professor; then with a grunt of satisfaction, isn't it?
follows his family to the dining room.)

SMITH (who does not appear to have heard

it before, remains quiet until the end of the

item) : Ah, (with conviction) I thought it was.
V
,It's
a Spaniard ! (He logs the) condenser
(Scene : The SMITHS of The Limes,
readings of RADIO TOULOUSE, -as one
Peckham Heath, have invested in a three-, capable of giving him something to please his
valve wireless receiver. It is a new acquisition,

and since its installation, the loud -speaker
has been in action during many hours of the

wife.)

We leave them there.

day. MRS. SMITH even listens to the children's

hour, although her sons and daughters are
well past their school age. MR. SMITH,
returned from his office, after a high tea, has
taken contfol of the Wireless instrument; it is
the only period of the day during which he is
free to listen to a programme of his choice.
He twirls the condensers vigorously, pro -

HER NIECE (giving up in despair) : Well,
Aunt Martha, when he says anything funny,

I'll repeat it to you.
(AUNT MARTHA nods.

By this time the

talk is at an "end, and the announcer informs

British listeners that they are to be given a
concert of chamber music.)
AUNT MARTHA : What
Dorothy ?

did he say,

HER NIECE : Chamber music, Auntie.
AUNT MARTHA : A change of music. I

should think so indepd. Nowadays I never
hear a song as I used to do. It's all a noisy
trombone business. I remember when I

Was a girl-

VI

Scene : A small wireless workshop.
newly home -constructed receiver is

wouldn:t make those noises in my ear, but
tell me what he is talking about.

A
being

tested.)

THE AMATEUR (to his friend) : There you

are, old man. Here's the last lead coupled

(DOROTHY, in the meantime has seated
herself near the loud -speaker; to all outward
appearance she is enjoying the efforts of the

Medieval Quintette to revive the beauties
of a Bach fugue.)
AUNT MARTHA (suddenly hearing the

sounds of instruments) : What are they
up. Switch on- the loud -speaker.
playing how? I don't seem to know it !
HIS
FRIEND
:
Righto
!
(Does
so.
Crisp
dieing weird sounds, but finally tunes inDOROTHY : Oh, do listen, Auntie, just
not without a howl or so-a concert of string sentences, with hissing esses are heard hear this melody, isn't it exquisite?
from
the
instrument)
:
What's
the
old
chap
instruments. Satisfied for the moment, he
AUNT MARTHA : Hear what, my dear?
wipes his .spectacles and sits back to enjoy talking about?. Where is it?
DOROTHY : This melody. It's divine.
THE
AMATEUR
:
Don't
know,
don't
care.
the music.)
AUNT MARTHA : Well, if it wasn't for
MRS. SMITH (who suffers impatience):

all that twiddly noise, I believe I could

And what station is that, dear?
SMITH (doubtfully) :

hear the tune. In my young days-

I'm not sure-but I

JAY COOTE.

expect its one of those German places by

the sound of it. Give me the good old

SELECTIVITY AND
TUNING

English
LOUD -SPEAKER : This is London calling !

the next item to be played by the Binks
Mediaeval Quintette will be

"Here's the last lead coupled up"

(The LOUD -SPEAKER gives a -squawk, for I expect it's some talk from 2LO, but it's
SMITH in his. anxiety to secitre greater volume as good as anything else to test on."

has twiddled the reaction condenser.)

MRS. SMITH : What was that he said,
dear; it sounded English?
SMITH : It is.

It's 2L0. Just look at the

programme.

MRS. SMITH : Mnim-ah, here we are,

-mm-chamber music, a fug by Back.
SMITH (sententiously) : My dear Agnes !

You don't sayuig for ague-now do you?
Read it again. There you are, a few-gew by
Back.

MRS. SMITH : Well, what is a-what you
said ?

-

Slong as the product of capacity and
inductance in a circuit is kept constant

the circuit remains resonant to a given

wavelength, irrespective of any particular
(Some adjustments are made to increase .ratio
between the two components. In
volume of signals.)
theory, however, the more inductance
THE AMATEUR : Good work that. Come
there is in the circuit (with a corresponding
on, let's have some dance music. diminution of capacity) the more selective
(He tunes in a Continental transmitter.)
is the response. Such a circuit is said to
be "heavily" tuned.
VII
On the other hand, a high inductance
(Scene : A flat in Bayswater. We are
necessarily
brings more wire into the k. irintroduced to AUNT MARTHA, a somewhat cuit
and
since
this must have ohmic
deaf old lady, who has recently celebrated her
resistance
it
tends
(beyond a certain stage)
seventieth birthday, on which occasion her to introduce so much
damping as to offset
nephews and nieces made -her a present of a its theoretical advantage.
Accordingly,
wireless set and speaker complete.
Up to some designers prefer to use a "lightly
-now, the old lady has vainly endeavoured to tuned" circuit, i.e., one where the capacity
secure entertainment from it, and complains is large in comparison with the inductance.

-erchamber music.
You never would improve your ' mind.
(Neither is it his intention, for again lie that all the good programmes are given either
twirls the condensers. Another howl from the when she is having her afternoon nap, or
SMITH : A kind

M. B.

speaker.)

when she is on the point of retiring to bed.
According to a message from Rome, con:Alternative programme, this is A NIECE from the country resides with her,
trary
to rumours, no relays are to be made
5GB. Look it up.
in order to study music in town. She has
MRS. SMITH: A poetry reading. Britwell's switched on the receiver; the loud -speaker of religious services given at the Vatican
" The Loneliness -of Solitude."
emits a' flow of words some sounds of which Sistine .Chapel, and the transmitter to be
THE LOUD -SPEAKER
appear to have impinged on AUNT MARTHA'S built in that city will not be used for that
SMITH

-

Oh Miseree, Oh Miseree,
Oh Miseree, all black,

ear -drums.)
AUNT MARTHA :

purpose.

What is he talking

Down, down in the regions ofabout?
MRS. SMITH : Couldn't we have someHER NIECE : The peewit, Auntie.
thing livelier than that, Albert?

AUNT MARTHA : The-what did you say?

It is stated that the German authorities
have definitely decided to erect nine high -

power stations to ensure an adequate

broadcasting service throughout the country. It is proposed to install a 6o -kilowatt
satisfied, Agnes. However- (Again the close to the old lady's ear) : The peewit.
transmitter on a high hill situated between
condenser dials are revolved; groans and ear AUNT MARTHA (testily): I wish you the cities of Karlsruhe and Heidelberg.
SMITH (who won't give in) : You never are

HER NIECE (bends over, puts her lips
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EVERYTHING

Or
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ELECTRICAL

"The
Christmas

Spirit"

Treat,

yourself
and

your
friends
to a
set of

MADE IN ENGLAND
Sold by all Wireless Dealers

sra

Valve

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W .C.2

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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Give

a Trolitax Panel
Here is an original idea-give components this year

to your constructor friend and include a Trolitax
He will appreciate your foresight in giving him
a panel which not only possesses excellent insulating
properties, but is of handsome appearance.
Your wireless dealer stocks Trolitax in a variety of
finishes, including some entirely new wood finishes.
Trolitax will please the recipient by its high standard
of performance and its ease of working. You cannot
do better than a Trolitax panel.
panel.

giROLITAX
F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED
204-6 Great Portland Street, London, W.1

TEAM WORK

'Phone : Museum 863o (4 lines)
Distributors for Northern England, Scotland, and North Wales :
11. C. Rawson (Sheffield and London), Ltd., too London Road,
Sheffield ('Phone : Sheffield 26006) ; 22 St. Mary's Parsonage,

-every part in step
A great show-every dancer in step
-magnificent to watch.

A great set-every part in stepmagnificent to hear.

There's the secret of the Empire 3.
Every part a BurTon

part-every part the
best for its job-all
pulling together.

25

Manchester ('Phone : Manchester City 3129).

Fit the
DUBILIER
long life
BATTERY

1

ALL MAINS
MODEL
(self-contained)
(Royalties extra)

o

BRITISH MADE

of your

:
5:0
: 10 : 0

reception

Identical in appearance to the Battery Model.

TM

719
and improve
the quality

Valves, Batteries
2, Royalties extra.

Price of Set - £11
Price of Valves (Mullard A.C.) £3

66 Volts

Other
Voltages
Available.

EVERY PART A BURTON PART.

Ask your dealer
tar a copy of the
Dubilier Booklet

-"A Bit about a
Battery."

Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925), Ltd., Ducon Works, Victoria Road, North
Acton, London, W.3

C. F. & H. BURTON, Progress Works, Walsall, Eng.
Cleaver .13zi

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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STAN DARDS

e

1AA%

ATOR

4i#V

You cannot
afford to use any but the best

in an eliminator circuit.

No

HELM( CONDENSERS

are made and guaranteed by a firm with
3o years' experience in condenser making, from
small telephone and radio condensers to Powcr
Condensers

weighing

upwards

.,

of a. 2

tons.

Guaranteed working voltages :-:

Type M
Type 2A
Type 3A
Type 4A

-

-

-

15o volts D.C.
35o volts D.C.
450 volts D.C.
600 volts D.C.

All Heist)), Condensers are vacuum dried
and impregnated with a special non hygroscopic material which
renders them moisture
proof.

If unobtainable from your dealer

IMPERIAL PINT
and T.C.C.
THE Imperial Pint is the Standard pintthe pattern for all pints. Many riot
pots are etched with the Imperial Pint

mark-such a pot, filled, contains true measure.

There is also a standard among condensersand that is T.C.C. Every condenser marked
"T.C.C." is an assurance that it is up to
standard. T.0 C. Condensers, because of their
accuracy, dependability and good service are
to -day the recognised standard of all condensers-that's the opinion of experimenter,
scientist and amateur alike. Remember th s
when next you want a condenser.

.

The illustration above is of the g mid. Paper Condenser (Licensed tinder Design Reg. No. 723;271)
Price 33. rod.-Other capacities from .005 to ro
nafds. Prices is. 8d. to r 8s. 6d.

write to us giving his name aril
address.

BRITISH INSULATED CABLES LTD
PRE5COT- LANCS.
Mailers of PRESCOT and HELSBY Cables

Mtn, Te:ezraPh Cdndens:r Co , Ltd., Wales Fans Rd , N. A:ton, London, W.3 (C)

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers

2889
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PURE CURRENT
14AS PR

NOW'S THE TIME
To GET NEW

nitEM
H.T. BATTERIES

The current that the Lissen Battery yields is pure.
It flows smoothly, steadily, silently; there is never a
trace of ripple in it, never a sign of hum. It is
indeed the purest form of H.T. current known for
radio-it keeps loud -speaker utterance natural and

PRICES:
60 volt (reads 66) ..
100 volt (reads 108)
120 volt
..
36 volt
..
60 volt (super power)
100 volt (super power)
.

..

..

..
..

true and puts power and life into your radio that lasts
for months and months and months. Economical

7/11
12/11
15/10

power-yes, and power that is always safe fcr the

4/6

children and all at home.

13;6

27-

..
9 volt Grid Bias ..
1/6
4'2 volt Pocket Battery, 5d. each (416

10,000 radio dealers sell it ; ask firmly for Lissen
New Process Battery in a way which shows you will
take no other.

a doe.)

Single Cell Torch Battery

4

d

LISSEN LIMITED,

WO R PLE ROAD. ISLEWORTH. MIDDLESEX.
Lt

Richmond

(Surrey) and

Edmonton.

Managing Director :

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."

T.

Factories also

N. COLE.
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Record Reproduction
point of discarding batteries before they siderable differences in the performances of
WHENEVER one takes a trip round are down to x volt per cell, my batteries various makes. The purchaser, therefore,
European stations, one is pretty sure last me, on the average, nine months or should assure himself that he is' spending
of coming across several which are sending more; and I have never yet had any his money wisely. This he can do by payout canned music. It is most interesting trouble whatever with them or due to ing attention to the test reports in AMATEUR
to notice the differences that exist between them. The whole secret lies in the use of WIRELESS and by making use of his own
one station and another in the quality of quadruple or super -capacity, batteries if experiences in the past and those of his
the transmissions from gramophone records. the average H.T. consumption is much in friends.
My own opinion is that Radio -Paris deals excess of io milliamperes. By spending
Big Differences
with the matter best of all, though I don't twice as much on your H.T. batteries
initially
you
obtain
at
least
four
times
the
Here,
for
example,
are the service hours
always admire the records that he chooses
given by super -capacity batteries of nine
for his programmes. What is noticeable is service from them.
different makes. These batteries were suba complete absence of needle scratch,
What is a Super -power H.T.B.?
jected to what is known as an intermittent
whilst the quality is so good that if one
tunes in in the middle of an item one is
Unfortunately, the terms "super -capa- test; that is to say, each was run for four
often surprised to hear, when it has city" and "super -power" are rather mis- hours every weekday and rested for
finished, that it was from a record. 'Both leading nowadays, since some makers twenty hours. Each had the same initial
the high and the low notes come through apply them to batteries of only moderate load of 18 milliamperes; the current
extraordinarily well. I have never cared cell size. The accepted classification of naturally declined as the E.M.F,ell off.
very much about records from our home batteries is this. Standard -capacity, cells The cut-off voltage in every case was
volt per cell. This means that a 45 -volt
stations, for the anti -needle scratch device measuring 3/4 in. in diameter by 21 in. in
is very far from perfect. The needle can height (these cells are the same size as unit was regarded as done for when its
be heard scratching upon the disc before those used in flashlamp refills); double - voltage under load had fallen to 3o. I will
the music starts, and it is also distinctly capacity cells, 1 in. in diameter by 21/4 in. call the batteries A, B, C, D, E, F, G,
audible at times during soft passages. in height; treble -capacity, cells 11/4 in. in H, and I.
Here is an opportunity for the develop- diameter by 21/2 in. in height; super- A 624 service hours F 371 service hours
ment department of the B.B.C. to show capacitY, cells 1 yz in. in diameter by B 53x
G 348
what it can do.
H 320
3% in. in height. The maximum econo- C 480
I
298
mical load for standards, as I have proved D 472
'
From the Mains
over and over again by laboratory tests, is E 399
All -from -the -mains receiving sets con- 5 milliamperes; that for doubles is & milliIt should be mentioned that two battinue to increase in numbers, whilst the amperes; that for trebles ro milliamperes; teries of each make were tested and that
sale of H.T. battery eliminators grows and and that for supers from 15 to 20 milli- the figures given represent the average of
grows. This is not surprising, for the con- amperes.
the two. The average wireless set is proThe wise man who is using anything bably not in use for more than three hours
venience of using household supplies for
running the wireless set is very great. At from 5 to xo milliamperes always installs a day, which means that the battery has
the same time, though, I do believe that a battery one size larger than that able to a twenty-one hours' rest. This means that,
many of those who forsake the dry -cell cope with his needs. Thus it is very sound even with an i8 -milliampere load, nearly
high-tension battery in favour of the economy where the average consumption a year's service life should be obtained
eliminator, saying that they are sick of is 8 milliamperes to use not a double, but from a first-rate super -capacity battery;
batteries, make the change because they a treble -capacity battery. Personally, I for most people do not discard batteries
have never given batteries a proper chance am not very fond of the double -capacity until the E.M.F. is less than 1 volt per cell.
of showing what they can do. It is not the size, for in very few makes does it have
DX Conditions
slightest exaggeration to say that 8o per the service life that one ought to expect
cent. of the battery -operated sets in this from cells of this size if the load exceeds
The plentiful rain that we have had of
country are run off H.T. batteries of far about 7 milliamperes.
late has certainly moistened the ground
too small capacity. Overwork your battery
round our earths, and we are that much to
The Importance of Quality
and, you may expect poor quality in recepthe good, even if the accompanying gales
tion (especially towards the end -of the
But please do not run away with the have laid low our aerial masts or removed
evening), growing instability (when the idea that any treble -capacity battery is as -as was' my sad experience-considerable
battery is growing old), fierce reaction, good as any other, or that a super bought portions of our roofs. Conditions, however,
and, last, but not least, frequent and at random will give as good service as one have been all against good long-distance
expensive renewals of this part of the of first-rate make. This is most em- reception for some little time, owing to the
receiving equipment.
phatically not the case. Luckily, most of very disturbed state of the atmosphere.
the really bad batteries on the market are We don't often get thunderstorms in
The Secret of Battery Success
of standard capacity, for it does not pay December, but there have been several
Of ten I stay at a place in the country the makers of cheap -jack articles to go in recently, and atmospherics have been diswhere there is no electric light in the house, for higher priced stuff; they know that the tinctly bad. On good nights, when atmos22

PP

PP

21

and I am therefore forced to use batteries for

man who wants a 66 -volt battery for pherics were absent, all-round signal

both filament and plate current, whether 3s. rid. (!) is not going to part with an
I want to or not. My sets are in pretty extra shilling or two for something made
constant operation and the average high- up of bigger cells. Most of the bigger
tension current drain is from 15 to zo capacity batteries, therefore, are of pretty
milliamperes. Further, though I make a good quality, though *there are very con -

strength has been distinctly good, but on
others there has been a very distinct reduction. Individual stations, too, are showing

big Variations in strength. Budapest, for
example, may almost blow your head off,

mama WireLLD
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On Your Wavelength!
on Monday and be a still small voice on
Tuesday. For all that, there are at present
many foreign stations which are extraordinarily reliable, and one has not had to
twiddle the dials very far without finding
something that could be received with
excellent strength and quality. If only the
sun could get rid of those spots on his
countenance-of which, by the way, we

have not seen very much of late-we

should have a wonderful time, not only on

the brcadcast and upper wavebands, but
also on the short waves.

Suggested Television Schemes
I spent a most interesting evening a few
days ago when I attended a meeting of the
Television Society held at the Engineers'
Club, Coventry Street. If evidence of the
healthy interest in the subject of television
was wanted, the unbounded enthusiasm of
the large number of members present
furnished it. First of all, there was an
informal discussion on the previous month's
paper, which had dealt with low -frequency
amplification as applied to television, and

(continued)

5

Von Bronk and Others

I was testing at a place about ten miles
from
the transmitters, and although they
Then there was Von Bronk, who operates
a multiplicity of Karolus-Kerr cells to were easily separated, using a good two analyse the object and synthesise the valve set,, little could have been received
image, and then introduces a modification below 261 metres or between 261 and 356
in which piezo-electric crystals are made metres. With a three -valve set having a
to serve the same purpose. This was fol- stage of high -frequency there seemed much
lowed by Zworykin with his two prisms more chance of bringing in the usual disstations, but it must be a really good
rotating at slightly different speeds to tant
set.
effect spiral scanning with an interesting
The quality of the reproduction obtained
optical system, and finally we heard of from
the second transmitter seemed equivaMohr. This last-named inventor analyses lent to
that normally received from the
mathematically the distortion of the image
346
-metre
station, although it is hardly
produced by apertures of finite size in the
scanning disc and inserts filter circuits in possible to be certain from so brief a test.
the transmitter and receiver to compensate ' Technically, one station should provide as
good quality as the other.
for the distortion.
Owing to the fairly short wavelength

used, it is possible that a number of sets
will not tune the transmissions correctly.
I could not help being particularly im- This difficulty can, very fortunately, be
pressed with the divers means adopted in overcome in a number of instances by conorder to achieve the scanning or explora- necting a fixed condenser of .ocor micro tion of an object without resorting to an farad into the aerial circuit. Rarely will it
apertured disc. In every case, however, so be necessary to remove a few turns from

Increased Complication

many complications manifested themselves the aerial coil-or the grid coil when a
the chairman was unable to allow every that while the proposals reflected credit on fixed aerial winding is used. The strength
prospective speaker to have his say owing the individual exponents of the various will naturally be reduced a little by 'the
to the number who wished to participate, systems they failed to display any possible addition of the fixed condenser, but
and this undoubtedly is a good sign. With development with a commercial project. probably not to a serious extent.
such an eminent authority as Sir Ambrose
The Balanced Armature '
Fleming for its president, the society bids
fair to make its presence felt, and in addiThe more I experiment with balanced tion to meetings held in London there are
armature units for driving loud -speakers,

CHRISTMAS =DAYS

group centres being formed up and down
the country.

Ingenious Ideas
The lecture proper was delivered by Mr.
E. G. Lewin, M.Sc., and during the time at
his

Will readers kindly note that,

owing to the Christmas Holidays,
the issue of "Amateur Wireless"
dated December 28 will be on sale
on Tuesday, December 24, instead
of Thursday as usual.

disposal he dealt with some most

ingenious schemes. First of all, we heard
about Rtcheouloff, who scanned an image When one remembers the relatively simple
of the object to be televised by a photo- scheme of, say, the Baird system it is a
electric point on the end of a compound marvel that the other projects ever pro-

the more impressed I become with their
possibilities. In fact, I should not be in

the least surprised to see a development of

this kind of drive eventually ousting the
moving -coil loud -speaker. Use one of these

units properly and you can obtain astonishing quality and volume from it. On the

other hand, if you don't give it a fair
chance you will probably be very much
disappointed with the results. Myself, I

think that many makers are wrong in
spring, the image in the receiver being gressed farther than the proposal stage. recommending the use of a large and
formed by a similarly vibrating fluorescent In every case there was no thought given pretty heavy fixed cone with the driving
point. Then there was Whittier with a to a means for achieving automatic syn- units that they turn out. You see, one of
scanning mirror mechanically operated by chronising. But, in spite of that, one left the handicaps under which the balanced the vibrations of piezo-electric crystals the meeting with the impression that in armature unit must labour is this. To prounder applied alternating voltages. In the every quarter of the globe the science of duce the same volume of sound at a very
case of the former inventor, difficulties television has gripped the imagination of low frequency as at a high one, thousands
would appear to be encountered, first of inventors, and as a result the patent offices, of times more work may have to be done
all, in adequately covering the exploring at least, will add to their coffers.
by the drive. In other words, to make the
field, owing to the movements of the photooone to which it is harnessed vibrate
The
Two
"
Brookrnans"
electric point resembling those wierd
strongly enough to bring out a low note
-designs we used to remember in our
I was fortunate enough to be listening well, the armature must make much larger
schooldays as being brought about by when London's second transmitter com- movements than are required for a high
motion in two directions at right angles. menced its first public test a few days ago. note. Its movement, however, is limited
Then, of course, to propose using springs
What struck me immediately was the to a great extent by its own weight and
at transmitter and receiving ends with fact that many of those living in the that of the connecting rod fixed to it.
identical motions is surely expecting too London district will be unable to receive Why hamper it still further by employing
much if we think of the adverse influence more than two or three stations between a big, heavy cone? And why fix the edge
of temperature alone. With the piezo- the wavelengths of 356 and 261 metres of the cone? What I do is to employ a
electric crystal scheme the vibration of the unless really selective apparatus is used, small and very light cone like that used
crystal is not only extremely minute, but for both stations at Brepkmans Park are for moving -coil loud -speakers suspended
it is liable to be upset by pressure and received at considerable strength even very freely in a supporting ring.
temperature changes.

when the aerial is quite a short one.

THERMION.
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e ia e Test

Instrument for

in order that good contact is made by both is any glow from the lamp, the insulation of

poles at once, otherwise many tests will the test set is at fault and this should be
reveal negative or false results.
checked before proceeding further. InciThe photograph shows the layout of dentally, this test, should, if possible, be
the unit; if the parts are mounted on wood, made in complete darkness as a very slight

as in the present case, care must be exer- leakage will produce a glow that is in-

cised to ensure that terminals at high visible in daylight, but will, of course,
This picture gives a clear idea of the construction of the unit

ppt3ntial are insulated from the case, as any upset matters when components, such as
leakage will be registered by the lamp and fixed condensers, are to be tested.
so considerably reduce the efficiency of the Testing out a Three -valve Set

testing set.

Fig. 2 shows a typical
receiver; thel
crosses indicate where the tags TI and T2

'THE time always arrives when the Operation

The unit can be operated from D C.
amateur is faced with one of those
elusive faults in a wireless receiver that mains or, alternatively, from H.T. batteries:
defies all efforts at tracing it : a pair of m
5
phones and a battery are generally brought 0
ose
0
oA
,to bear, followed by, perhaps, a milliammeter connected alternatively in each anode
circuit. Result-everything apparently

O.K., or a complete breakdown that the

Dr mains or

be placed after removing the(

existing leads from the component.
To test the aerial tuning coil, for instance,

the procedure is as follows. Remove all
leads from the coil and attach tl1 testing
tags across its extremities. Switch on s
and close S2. The neon lamp should glow at

HT. Battery

full brilliancy if the coil is O.K.: if -only a

Neon small segment lights up or the glow is

phones and battery fail to locate. Obviously

some component is not doing its job and, M
/amp
unless an expensive " megger," or similar
test apparatus is available, the amateur has
to resort to a laborious system of replacing
each suspected part in turn.
By the use of the simple and inexpensive
instrument to be described, every componT2
ent lin the average set can be tested and
Testing togs
finally passed or rejected in a matter of
minutes; the cost of the required parts is in
/insulated
the neighbourhood of five shillings and the
constructional work well within the capaFig. 1. The wiring diagram
bilities of all.
A G.E.C. " Osglim" lamp is used as the in the latter case, the batteries should have
fault detector and the only other apparatus a normally large capacity as the current
required is a tumbler switch of the ordinary passed by the lamp at 200 volts will be in
house -lighting type and a D.P.D.T. re- the neighbourhood of 25 milliamps : the
versi r g switch.

should

discharge will, however, be very inter-

intermittent, a high resistance or partial
break is present and the coil should be,
examined for physical defects.

Testing Each Component
The following are the results to be'

expected from various components. It is;
of course necessary to remove connecting'
leads.

Grid Leaks
A fairly bright steady glow, illuminating

a small portion of the lamp, varying in
intensity according to the resistance of the
leak under test. The glow obtained should
be compared with that from one _which is
known to be correct; after some experience,
by the way, the value of any high resistance
(Continued in third column of next page)

The neon lamp must be shrouded in some mittent, and it is
way in order that it may be examined in quite an economical

0

this will be readily appreciated later when ordinaryH.T. drycells.

0

comparative darkness; the necessity for proposition to utilise

When the wiring
components. In the actual model described, has been completed,
a wooden box, 12 in. by 7 in. by ro in. was connect the terminals
used for shrouding the lamp, the two DI to a convenient
switches being mounted on the side so that source of D.C. supply
they can be manipulated while the lamp is and switch on by

11T+

we discuss the actual testing of various

C5
x
OP

x

OM Ox. IP

being examined. These dimensions are means of s; close S2
given for guidance only, however, as the into either position

apparatus can be housed in any old dis- and touch the insulated tags Tr and T2
carded cabinet or bcx.
The wiring diagram is shown by Fig. r. together. If the con-

nections have been
order to remove the possibility of shock made correctly, the
when the instrument is connected to D.C. lamp will glow at full
brilliancy.
mains.
The next test is
The reversing switch S2 serves to reverse
Insulated wire should be used throughout in

x

/Sy 76.2
Po

0000
Is

x

r2

x

x
OS

x

oLT+

ITHT-

any connections made with the testing to keep Tr and T2

'tags Tr and rz, and it must be emphasised shorted arid open s
,that this switch must be of the best quality, and S2 in turn; if there

0§B.Fig. 2. Testing points in a typical circuit
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Weekly Tips-Constructional and Theoretical-by W. JAMES
Why Not Pentodes for H.F.?

if it is fundamentally due to any of these a transfolutee-coupled low -frequency stage,
HAVE you ever tried a pentode in the things. But this may involve practically and from time to time noises were heard.
By removing the aerial it was proved
high -frequency position of a balanced re -designing the set,
that the fault was in the set, and eventually
or neutrodyned set? I have, with excellent Using Fitters
results. As a matter of fact, I experimented
When there are,two low -frequency stages it was traced to a low value of insulation
with one of these valves in a high -frequency it is practically essential to employ anode between the two transformer windings.
amplifier about a year ago.
circuit filters for the purpose of prevent" A RELIABLE TEST
Great magnification could be obtained ing motor -boating.
INSTRUMENT
FOR 5/-"
with complete stability, I found. The grid
One of the filter circuits will be con(Continued from preceding page)
circuit was taken to negative 6 volts on the nected to the anode circuit of the detector,
grid battery, and the high tension was as illustrated in the accompanying figure. can be ascertained with a degree of accuracy
120 volts.
But when the slight extra expense is not by this method once the intensity of glow
Anyone having a suitable set can soon objected to, the anode filter resistance R2 obtained from standard resistances has
try a pentode, but grid bias must be used. may be of the adjustable pattern, for then been memorised.
If the glow is unsteady, the grid leak ban
The valve must, in fact, be biased as for the voltage of the detector may be accura low -frequency stage, or even be given a ately set to the most suitable value. This be immediately rejected as faulty.
little more.

scheme is of particular value when the Fixed Condensers

Do not forget to adapt the primary detector is of the anode -bend type, as the

winding of the high -frequency transformer

to the valve, or the full amplification will
not be obtained. If you want some real
fun, try using a pentode in all three posi-

flash indicates faulty dielectric or insulation.

If no flash is seen, reverse s2 quickly, still
examining the lamp. A single flash indicates that the condenser has discharged

tions of a set having high frequency,
detector, and power stages I

Filter the

supply to each valve in order to avoid self oscillations. The anode current will be

and is O.K.; no flash indicates a faulty
component.

fairly heavy, but signals of tremendous

Valve Sockets, Clips, etc.

strength may be obtained.
Such a set is very sensitive. It magnifies
very well. And the quality of the reproduction is good when the usual precautions

Place the tags across the lead connegted
to the clip or socket and the socket itself.
Any irregularity or departure from "full
glow" indicates a poor conductor. Examine
for dirty contact, poor connection, etc.

axe taken.

Stopping that Oscillation
A fault sometimes met with in a set
having a shielded valve is that the aerial

L.F. Transformers
Variable resistance in filter circuit

Place tags across primary or secondary
windings in turn ; practically full glow will

anode voltage must be correctly related to be found for the primary winding with a

This is
noticed when tuning to a station as a the grid bias for the best results.

circuit oscillates continuously.

Attach TI and T2 across the condenser;
switch on s and s2 whilst examining the
lamp very closely; a regular intermittent

Fixed condenser c should be of 2 micro whistle is produced, and it is therefore not
farads. Resistance RI is, of course, the
possible clearly to receive the broadcast.
Apart from this, however, the set is usual anode coupling resistance, and should
causing oscillations to be radiated and will not have .too high a value.
For the best results the grid bias should
produce interference. How best to remove
be
as much as possible, consistent with the
the fault depends upon several factors.
To what is it due ? Perhaps there are high-tension available and R2 should not
couplings in the set which are causing the be greater than about 20,000 ohms. The
oscillations. Then, again, the coils may anti -oscillation effect may, of course, 136
not be suitable or the circuit correct. A improved by adding to the capacity of c;
cure may sometimes be effected, however, sometimes 4 microfarads must be used.

diminution for the secondary due to its
higher resistance.

If the windings are shotn to be con-

tinuous, connect primary terminals together
and secondary terminals' together; connect
the tags across the primary and secondary

windings to test for faulty insulation
between the windings.
These tests, however, are only given as

an illustration of the capabilities of this
tester. Wherever insulation or conductivity

are in doubt in any electrical circuit, the
by reducing the voltage applied to the Resistance R2 ought to be of a type that tester will be found invaluable. Any wirescreen. This increases the impedance of retains its value. Slight variations may less component can be definitely tested and
the valve, and therefore lowers the magni- result in noises being heard with the repro- even calibrated within useful limits by
fication. The same result is to be obtained duction. A perfectly reliable component careful comparison of the glow obtained
from the neon lamp with that obtained
by including a filament resistance in the must therefore be used.
from some known and similar standard,
circuit. Of course, the fault should be A Strange Fault
A few days ago I met with a fault which and a little experience with the instrument
removed by altering the coils or their position in the set, or by modifying the wiring is rather rare in these days. The set had will soon prove it to be indispensable.
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IS YOUR AERIAL
THE

RIGHT

SHAPE?
It is true to say that most aerials are not of the best shape for efficiency.
'Perhaps yours comes in this category ! ji perusal of this article by our
Technical Editor will show how an improvement can be effected

IREFERRED in an article a short time
ago to the desirability of reducing the
length of one's aerial in order to obtain
more selective results. It was pointed out
in that article that as one increased the
total length of wire, the greater was the
natural wavelength of the aerial and, con-

on this point will therefore be of interest. resistance varies in terms of the relationThe factor which controls the relative ship between the working wavelength and
reception of an aerial is what is known as the natural wavelength of the aerial.
its radiation resistance. It is an axiom that
The meaning of this term "natural
an aerial which is a good radiator is a good wavelength" was explained in the previous
receiver, and therefore a system which is article. It is the wavelength to which the
capable of converting a large proportion of aerial tunes with its own self-inductance
sequently, the better became the reception. the power put into it into radio waves is and self -capacity. In practice it is cusOn the other hand, with this state of conversely a good aerial from the point of tomary to work at a wavelength between
affairs the aerial itself exercises a dominat- view of collecting energy from the ether. five and ten times the natural wavelength.
ing control over the tuning, which becomes It is customary to consider the radiation
very broad, and for conditions of selectivity from an aerial as being due to an imaginary The Best Type
Based on Pierce's calculations, I have
we must sacrifice some of the good recep- radiation resistance which absorbs power
tion properties of the aerial so that we can in the same proportion as that which is worked out data for a large number of
tune out unwanted stations.
actually radiated, and consequently this aerials varying in length from 15 ft. to
A particular and extreme example of imaginary, quantity is an immediate indi- Toe ft., and having actual heights ranging
this method of procedure is obtained in the cation of the relative efficiency of any from 15 ft. to 40 ft., so that the majority
of practical aerials are included within the
frame aerial as Used in portable receivers. particular aerial system.

The reception factor of a frame aerial is
extremely poor, but its tuning properties
are very good, added to which are the
directional properties which are often of
considerable value. In the case of the
ordinary outside aerial, we do not sacrifice

40 ft

2
cc

desirable to surrender a certain amount of
reception efficiency in order to make the
tuning more easy.

ex

Another factor, however, which one must

take into consideration is the question of

the relative proportion of flat top to

III

to cause a continuous decrease in the
radiation resistance. For example, referring

Z., .75

anything like as much as this, but it is

Proportions of Top and Height

survey. Other things being equal, Pierce
shows that the effect of a horizontal top is

Pe

30 ft

5

Height of Flat
hop marked on

each curve

.25

*it ft
15 ft
0

80
60
90
Length of Horizontal top (het)

20

Ia0

Efficiency Graph of Different Aerials

to an aerial working at its natural wavelength, if there is no horizontal top the
radiation resistance is 36 ohms. If we
have a horizontal top equal to the height,
the radiation resistance is only 20 ohmsa reduction of nearly 5o per cent. For our
purposes, however, the problem is not
quite so simple as this, for in the first place
we are not working near the natural wavelength, and therefore adding horizontal top

tends to bring the aerial nearer to this

Now, G. W. Pierce showed some time ideal condition. Let us, for example, convertical height. In the majority of cases
it is not possible to increase the length of ago, in his book "Electric Oscillations and sider an aerial 3o ft. high.
If there is no horizontal top the ratio of
the aerial other than by extending the Electric Waves," that the flat top of an
horizontal portion. The height to which aerial system was definitely harmful to the the working wavelength to the natural
one can erect the aerial is limited by prac- development of the best efficiency. Up to wavelength is approximately r6, assuming
tical considerations, such as the height of a point, the increased length due to the a working wavelength of 400 metres.
the roof or the possibility of getting addition of a certain horizontal portion Under these conditions the radiation
somewhere near the top of the house. A overcomes the disadvantages due to the resistance will be .14 ohm. If we now add
long horizontal portion, however, is not a other causes, but a condition is rapidly 20 ft. of horizontal top we have doubled
desirable feature, and in the previous reached at which the addition of further the length of wire and the ratio of working
article I gave two extreme examples, one horizontal top reduces the radiation resist- to natural wavelength becomes only 8.
a simple vertical wire 20 ft. in height and ance, so that one loses efficiency instead of This effect more than offsets the bad effect
the other a roo-ft. wire having a 20 -ft. gaining it. He works out a number of of the horizontal top, and the radiation
height and 5o ft. of horizontal top, and I examples for single -wire aerials (it should resistance rises to .z ohm. If we continue
stated that the former aerial was twice as be made quite clear that the whole of this to add horizontal portion, however, we
discussion is confined to aerials of the gradually find that the radiation resistance
good as the latter.
This may seem exceedingly curious to single -wire type, which are in the great begins to fall again, indicating a loss of
(Continued on page 1044)
many people, and some further information majority), and he shows how the radiation
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A MOBILE
REBROADCASTER
power is generated by an alter- valve and a pentode, and operates entirely
nator in the engine -room, driven
F

SI STA:A:

ANIPLIPIER

FINAL
AMPLIFIER

by a petrol engine of the type
used: for motor -boats. Enough
" juice" is carried for four hours'

from A.C.
The soundproof studio is in the centre ,of

the van with a. door leading to the control

room. The walls are heavily lined with
working. The alter- felt, to eliminate all echo. When the studio
nator is rated at 4 kw., and half is in use a red light glows over the door.
of this is used for window lightCommunication between the announcer
continuous'

ing. The remaining 2 kw., after

and the engineer is by means of the'

passing through the main fuses indicator board, any panel of which can be
and switchboards is passed to the illuminated, and when working the an-

control room, where it is fed to
the main amplifier. It should
be noted that the engine -room
really is a "room" big enough to
walk in, and is not just a generator compartment.

ELECTREC

nouncer is guided entirely by the board.
An accompanying photograph shows this
board with its " Wait," " Speak slower," and

"Proceed" indications.
The " mike" is suspended on a tripod.
If necessary, the tripod can be lengthened
(it has telescopic legs) and taken outside
Here are shown the " works " of the Philips re -broadcaster
Amplifier Arrangements
a distance from the van, connections being
The main amplifier is rated at 600 watts. made by cable. This arrangement is
AGIANT voice is at present touring the
Midlands ! It has already " done " It comprises a rectifying valve carrying a
London, though it will return there potential of 8,000 volts. The single_transmitting valve has a filament as thick as a
later.
WAIT
Before this giant loud -speaker van started lead pencil and carries a voltage of 4,000
out on its travels, writes an AMATEUR volts on its anode, which is; of course,
SPEAlf-SLOWER,
WIRELESS special correspondent, I was necessary to provide the high anode
ANNounce.
GRAMCPti:

,4E

enabled by the courtesy of the Philips dissipation.
To the left of the main amplifier is a
organisation-to whom the van belongsto take a short run in it and to hear some gramophone turntable (clockwork -driven
music put through the power amplifiers and H.M.V.), and immediately to the right,
bank of thirty-two loud -speakers on the another amplifier. This is the gramophone roof. Technically speaking, the van is really
marvelloias, and the feeling one gets when

AN

.

INTERVAL!

;1C7.27MfINiti
;19--"';:N

cill'N4 E. E..

TINA!,

ITEM

microphone amplifier, which is auxiliary to

main one, and governs the microspeaking through the microphone in the phone and the gramophone pick-up output
little 'studio inside the van is that one has When records are being given. It contains
become possessed of the voice of a Camera I three transformer- and resistance -coupled
valves, in an ordinary L.F. circuit, only
Deafening Volume
two of which are used with the pick-up
Further along is a standard Philips
A notice put near the B.B.C. microphones says, " If you sneeze you will deafen three -valve set with its lead-in from the
millions"; but you don't know it. With the outside aerial. When distant stations are
Philips van you can prove it for yourself, being received, the output' of this receiver
is fed ,direct into the main amplifier, and
and the effect is almost terrifying.
The photographs hardly do justice to the then to the speakers on the root of the van.
Two 20 -ft. masts can be put up on the
size of the van; it is nearly twice the length
of a London bus. Inside are a generator roof 'when required, but the 'sensitivity of
room, a studio, and an apparatus and the set is such that a length of -wire trailed
gramo-radio room. It is possible while the over the van suffices for all normal recepvan is travelling at any speed up to its tion. The receiver incorporates an. S.G.

maximum-among the 40's or

5o's-to put over speech, gramophone music,
broadcast.

The_loud-speakers are standard
jobs, surprising as this may seem

The van was designed

in view of the gigantic output.
There are two speaker frames on
the roof, each covered with fancy
cloth. Inside each frame are six-

course, and a window at each

lit up at night, makes a

pleasant display
The engine -room is

extremely useful for the relay of outside
speeches when it might not be convenient
to use the studio. The "mikes" used are of
the carbon type, and are exactly as used in
the Philips broadcasting station
PC J.

or a radio re-

primarily for publicity work, of
side,

The miniature studio

teen perfectly standard Philips

at the

rear. The whole is mounted on

cone units ! The great advantage
of this is, first, that no field current is required; and, sccond, that
the degree of purity is exactly the

a " super " Dennis chassis, and
is more reminiscent of a battle-.
ship than a road vehicle 1 All

excellent cone speakers in broadKENNETH ULLYETT.
cast use.

front, the studio in the centre
and the apparatus room at the

same as is obtained from these
The Philips van with its loud -speaker equipment
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A Weekly Programme Criticism by Sydney A. Moseley
There is a daily concert from 1.2.3o to
concerts at the flash -back transmissions, that the pro._

BOTH the B.B.C.
p.m., which includes a singer or two and
People's Palace and the symphony ducers will not confine themselves to
an instrumefitalist, while the midday concerts at the Queen's Hall have been Cockney items.
music is'generally light and varied.
" In order to preserve the continuity of
this scena no further announcing will be
I am aware, however, that not everymade until the conclusion."
This was the announcer's opening in a body agrees with me in this respect. Here
recent transmission. It seems to me that is one correspondent, for instance, who
my recent criticism of too much announc- writes : "Although the artistes are people
,wireless.
ing in this respect has been marked, of ability, their programmes are usually
So much for the suggestion that wireless learned, and inwardly digested. Splendid ! dull."

outstanding successes, and have justified
an experiment at which many wiseacres
shook their heads. I went to the Queen's
Hall to hear the Wagner concert under the
baton of the famous German conductor,
and the hall was as full as it was at any
symphony concert before the advent of

"During the day

keeps people at home.

The best thing is to do both-see and
,hear

I don't quite know the general attitude,

but wouldn't it have been better for the
tenor, Nino Maudini, to have got somebody
'else to sing his compositions ? Frankly, I

do not like the tendency of vocalists and
bandmasters to put over their own com-

old German adversary I A first-class
speech, a first-class transmission, and

I listened attentively to a lot of the

I have been listening for some time to
not so much a criticism of the morning and afternoon fare which is
Mattdini's work as a criticism of the prin- served up to the army of invalids, housecipli of self -advertising.
wives, and unemployed. It occurred to
me that few perhaps realise what a large
Should not the six -dot seconds really audience listens in during the " early
denote the hour? It is confusing to find hours." I remember when I was abed
that sometimes it signifies the quarter- lately being thoroughly entertained.
I suggest

that Big Ben chime

school broadcasts, and decided that Miss
Rhoda Powell has a charming voice and
is an excellent person for talking to the
kiddies.

Jack Payne came on at 3.3o and livened
things up considerably.

According to the printed programme,
we were to be given an "interlude." I
looked forward to some piano music, and

instead was told that there would be

quarters and the six dots the hour. That

nothing doing for ten minutes !

will save misunderstanding.

We have been getting

half an hour by marches played in a

heavy, unimaginative style. I received a
-what is- more-a first-class gathering. vivid impression of the mechanical 'music'
The only way to cement peace is to make which is pumped out by steam calliopes
friends with our late.enemies. Some people attached to roundabouts."
do not seem to realise this.

positions.
This is

hour.

(he adds) "I heard

Bravo, B.B.C. ! for arranging the trans- a broadcast of the Wurlitzer organ at
missions of the speeches by Smuts and his Madame Tussauds, and was regaled for

At 4.15 I listened to Alphonse du Clos
and his orchestra. His programme was
ordinary but the playing pleasing. I have

good
Saturday -night programmes lately. And
some

do you notice the tendency to look back
of late? "Do You Remember That ? " was

not heard this orchestra* before.

an example.

Stanellie, Edgar, and Douglas would do
well to revise their turn. They started off
with a little feeble back -chat and passed
on to instrumental novelties which gave

The most realistic item of this transmission was the plaintive "Beg pardon,
sir," of " Mrs. Hurdy-Gurdy " in response,

I suppose, to the announcer telling her
that it was "time." The transmission was
quite good, although the fade-out from
one song to another before one song was
finished was not well done; and I doubt
whether the producer is a musician, otherwise he would not have faded "Drink to
me only" into " Violets," a tune of such
different character that the latter sounded
as if it were out of tune.
It was nice, however, to hear the old
songs : " Daisy Bell," "My Old - Dutch,"
Schumann's "Serenade," "After the Ball,"
and "Home, Sweet Home." I do hope, if

we are going to persevere with these

one the impression that they could be
quite entertaining-and finished up by
playing some hackneyed dance tunes.
Perhaps the fact that there was a dance

band sandwiched between this and other
turns rather spoilt the effect of their own
playing.

Wish Wynne's Cockney versions of the

Tonimyllandley, who is the chief comedian
in the B.B.C. pantomime Cinderella

fairy stories with constant references to
"beer" are not really funny. She is at her
best in "studies"-especially the kind of
thing we had last time, an impression of
a charwoman.
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insulated wire is best used for all other

HERE'S a set for the new conditions !

The advent of Brookmans Park
has bfought about the need for
different types of receiver from those to
which amateurs have adhered during the

connections. The grid batteries themselves

are supported each in two small

the start of the new station and the

You can wire up direct from the theoretical circuit or from the blueprint. If
possible, it is best to make use of the circuit in conjunction with the print.
From the circuit it will be seen that of
the three coils used, one is an aperiodic

conventional types of set have found themselves- unprepared when the " snags," consequent upon these new conditions, arose.

aerial coil, the second is the grid coil, and
the third provides reaction. Looking from
the back, the coil sockets are arranged in
this order : Reaction, left; aperiodic, right;

last few years.

The change has come suddenly, with

promise of yet more to come, and there
are many who, having been content with

New Requirements

grid coil, centre.

'What are these " snags" ?
To mention but a few, there is the need
to -day for greater selectivity than has eves
been needed before : some people are just
waking up to this. Again, there is the need
for simple wave -changing, so that the best

Coil Sizes
The following coils will- be sufficient for

the medium waveband : Aperiodic, 4o;
grid coil, 6o; reaction coil, 6o; and for the
long waves, aperiodic, too; grid coil,- 250;

advantage may be taken of both the

reaction,- 15o.

medium and long wavebands. Thirdly, and

The coils used for the ultra -short waves

most important, there is the danger that

will depend on the characteristics of the

when an ordinary set is working on a very
powerful local station it may be overloaded
in the detector stage with consequent harm
to the purity of reproduction.

set and the aerial used, and it would hardly
be possible to specify them here. They will,

however, be found suitable in the same
proportions as the three coils given for the
medium and long waves.
Battery values are critical for best
results. To the power -valve H.T. tapping
at least 120 volts should be applied, and
15o volts is not too much with most
valves. The detector H.T. tapping should

This third point is so important that it
has been dealt with at' considerable length
by our Technical Editor in articles which
have been published recently in AMATEUR

There are many sets now
operating in which quality is suffering
WIRELESS.

because the detector stage is being overloaded by the powerful grid swings-and
the cure is not easy.
Detuning obviously is impossible, for
quality, again, may suffer, and local inter-

ference may be increased, because the

9

clips

screwed to the baseboard.

SELECTIVITY

This two-valver is unique in that it employs a Pentode as a Detector.
The detector stage will not be overloaded by the local station. It gives,
with R.C. coupling, the volume usually obtained from a transformer coupled stage. It uses plug-in coils, covering all wavelengths, and can
be worked on the ultra -short waves

" fringe " of another station may be tuned in.
With the two systems of detection
previously available, one could not do very

obtains the benefit of the increased ampli-

much to alleviate
matters jpecause

ordinary anode -bend detector."
Roughly speaking, this pentode detector,
which is resistance -capacity -coupled to the

/OMNI Ohms

the leaky -grid detector is sensitive,
but easily over-

fication of the pentode so that the sensitivity is distinctly greater than with an

.low -frequency stage, gives a trifle more than

angular hole in the panel for the dial of the
drum condenser; a little latitude is possible

possible to plug in ultra -short-wave coils

fancy surround of
the dial masks
the actual orifice;

and to use the "Pentector -Two" as an
efficient short -waver.

but there

ages of using the pentode valve are still

the blueprint as a
guide, you should

anode - bend sys-

you have the advantage of the superior

manifest, and altogether this is a very nice

quality evinced by the R.C. coupling.
Then, again, the selectivity of this
arrangement is of a very high order, and the
layout of the circuit is such that the utmost
is made of this property; a very selective
coil arrangement is employed.

little receiver to use for short-wave DX

is not nearly so
sensitive.
In this

new
"Pentector " set,

a pentode valve
is used as a de-

Simple Construction.
There is nothing special to notice about
the construction of the receiver, except t

tector in the
manner
recom-

the layout is such as to produce a n

Technical Editor.

An accompanying panel shows the components needed. It is recommended that
this list be rigidly adhered to. Any type of
normal pentode valve can be used. Plug-in
coils are employed for tuning. An advant-

appearance (a -drum -dial condenser is used)

mended by our with simplicity of construction.
There are many
advantages in so
doing. One, to
quote his own
words, are that

"the advantages
. are that one

age is gained thereby in that the coil

characteristics can be changed more readily

than with a fixed type of tuner, it is the

should a slight error be made, for the

It oscillates readily and smoothly on the
" wavelets," is easily to control, the advant-

loaded, and the
to an overload,
though at a larger
.grid swing, and

The circuit of the " Pentector
Two "

matter of but a few moments to change
from the medium to the Tong waves, the
coils are cheap, and, lastly, it is easily

the strength normally given by an ordinary
transformer -coupled stage : and, of course,

tem is still liable

be taken to the too -volt tapping on the
battery or eliminator, with most types of
valve; the additional grid tapping should

QUALITY

working.

Assembly Notes
When making up the

set, advantage

Fetter Lane, London,

E.C.4. Simply address your inquiry to the
Blueprint Department; no correspondence
is necessary; send a postal ordei, and not
stamps.

go wrong.
Take care, also,

to get the posi-

should be taken of the fact that a blueprint
is available. It can be obtained, price is.,
post free, from the offices of AMATEUR
WIRELESS, 58-61

is no

reason why, using

-

A full-size blueprint, No. 213, has been
prepared for this set. You can make use of
it as a drilling template for the panel and
terminal strip; you can use it as a guide to
the layout- of the components, and as it
shows each wire in its correct place it will
greatly simplify the job of wiring.
-

Take care accurately to drill the rect-

tions of the three
coil sockets correct.
tances

The di s-

between

each are rather
important, and,
also, the three

should not
be placed nearer
the H.F. choke
than is indicated
coils

on the blueprint.
Wiring is quite

straightforward.
Use flexes where
necessary for the
grid -battery connections, but rigid

be given 20 volts.

,

The potentiometer setting is rather
critical in order to get the best results and

COMPONENTS REQUIRED
roElibtal.te panel, 14 in. by 7 in., and strip, 81 in. by

in. (Raymond, TrelIeborg,

Baseboard, 14 in. by 9 in. (Pickett, Raymond, Carrico).
Panel brackets (Lissen, Cameo, Bulgin).
.0005-microfarad variable condenser, drum -control type (left hand) (Polar
" Ideal," Lotus, Ormond).
.0002-microfarad reaction condenser (Bulgin, Lotus).
15 -ohm panel -mounting rheostat (Wearite, Lissen, Igranic, Varley, Sovereign).
40o -ohm baseboard potentiometer (Lissen, Igranic, Wearite, Sovereign).
Three baseboard -mounting single coil holders (Lotus, Lissen, Keystone).
Two valve holders (Lotus, Lissen, W. & B., Igranic, Benjamin).
.000t-microfarad fixed condenser (Lissen, Dubilier, T.C.C., Graham-Farish).
.00t-microfarad fixed condenser (Lissen, Dubilier, T.C.C., Graham-Farish).
High -frequency choke (Igranic, Lissen, Wearite, Bulgin, Keystone, Sovereign),
Resistance -capacity coupling unit (Lissen, Dubilier, Graham-Farish).
Pair of grid -bias battery clips (Bulgin, No. 1).
Three -cell battery clip (Bulgin, No. 2).
2, G.B.-2 (Belling -Lee,
Four wander plugs marked:
1, G.B.-t,
Eelex, Clix, Burton).
Eight terminals marked : Aerial, Earth, H.T.+ 1, H.T.-{-2, L.T.-, L.T.-F ,

L.S.+, L.S.- (Burton, Belling -Lee, Eelex, Clix).

Connecting wire (Glazite).
Two feet of thin flex (Lewcofiex).
A complete set of coils (Lissen, Lewcos, Tunetvell) should be obtained in order
to get the utmost from this receiver. If, however, it is desired to receive only on
the normal medium or long wavelengths, then the following coils only need be
obtained : 4o, two 6o's, too, 15o, and 25o or 200. The other coils of the range
will be found handy for getting the utmost selectivity (using a smaller coil in the
aperiodic coil socket, for example) or for bridging the wavebands. A set of ultra short -wave coils should also be obtained, for the "Pentector Two " works excellently
on the short wavelengths.
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insulated wire is best used for all other

HERE'S a set for the new conditions !

The advent of Brookmans Park
has bfought about the need for
different types of receiver from those to
which amateurs have adhered during the

connections. The grid batteries themselves

are supported each in two small

the start of the new station and the

You can wire up direct from the theoretical circuit or from the blueprint. If
possible, it is best to make use of the circuit in conjunction with the print.
From the circuit it will be seen that of
the three coils used, one is an aperiodic

conventional types of set have found themselves- unprepared when the " snags," consequent upon these new conditions, arose.

aerial coil, the second is the grid coil, and
the third provides reaction. Looking from
the back, the coil sockets are arranged in
this order : Reaction, left; aperiodic, right;

last few years.

The change has come suddenly, with

promise of yet more to come, and there
are many who, having been content with

New Requirements

grid coil, centre.

'What are these " snags" ?
To mention but a few, there is the need
to -day for greater selectivity than has eves
been needed before : some people are just
waking up to this. Again, there is the need
for simple wave -changing, so that the best

Coil Sizes
The following coils will- be sufficient for

the medium waveband : Aperiodic, 4o;
grid coil, 6o; reaction coil, 6o; and for the
long waves, aperiodic, too; grid coil,- 250;

advantage may be taken of both the

reaction,- 15o.

medium and long wavebands. Thirdly, and

The coils used for the ultra -short waves

most important, there is the danger that

will depend on the characteristics of the

when an ordinary set is working on a very
powerful local station it may be overloaded
in the detector stage with consequent harm
to the purity of reproduction.

set and the aerial used, and it would hardly
be possible to specify them here. They will,

however, be found suitable in the same
proportions as the three coils given for the
medium and long waves.
Battery values are critical for best
results. To the power -valve H.T. tapping
at least 120 volts should be applied, and
15o volts is not too much with most
valves. The detector H.T. tapping should

This third point is so important that it
has been dealt with at' considerable length
by our Technical Editor in articles which
have been published recently in AMATEUR

There are many sets now
operating in which quality is suffering
WIRELESS.

because the detector stage is being overloaded by the powerful grid swings-and
the cure is not easy.
Detuning obviously is impossible, for
quality, again, may suffer, and local inter-

ference may be increased, because the
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clips

screwed to the baseboard.

SELECTIVITY

This two-valver is unique in that it employs a Pentode as a Detector.
The detector stage will not be overloaded by the local station. It gives,
with R.C. coupling, the volume usually obtained from a transformer coupled stage. It uses plug-in coils, covering all wavelengths, and can
be worked on the ultra -short waves

" fringe " of another station may be tuned in.
With the two systems of detection
previously available, one could not do very

obtains the benefit of the increased ampli-

much to alleviate
matters jpecause

ordinary anode -bend detector."
Roughly speaking, this pentode detector,
which is resistance -capacity -coupled to the

/OMNI Ohms

the leaky -grid detector is sensitive,
but easily over-

fication of the pentode so that the sensitivity is distinctly greater than with an

.low -frequency stage, gives a trifle more than

angular hole in the panel for the dial of the
drum condenser; a little latitude is possible

possible to plug in ultra -short-wave coils

fancy surround of
the dial masks
the actual orifice;

and to use the "Pentector -Two" as an
efficient short -waver.

but there

ages of using the pentode valve are still

the blueprint as a
guide, you should

anode - bend sys-

you have the advantage of the superior

manifest, and altogether this is a very nice

quality evinced by the R.C. coupling.
Then, again, the selectivity of this
arrangement is of a very high order, and the
layout of the circuit is such that the utmost
is made of this property; a very selective
coil arrangement is employed.

little receiver to use for short-wave DX

is not nearly so
sensitive.
In this

new
"Pentector " set,

a pentode valve
is used as a de-

Simple Construction.
There is nothing special to notice about
the construction of the receiver, except t

tector in the
manner
recom-

the layout is such as to produce a n

Technical Editor.

An accompanying panel shows the components needed. It is recommended that
this list be rigidly adhered to. Any type of
normal pentode valve can be used. Plug-in
coils are employed for tuning. An advant-

appearance (a -drum -dial condenser is used)

mended by our with simplicity of construction.
There are many
advantages in so
doing. One, to
quote his own
words, are that

"the advantages
. are that one

age is gained thereby in that the coil

characteristics can be changed more readily

than with a fixed type of tuner, it is the

should a slight error be made, for the

It oscillates readily and smoothly on the
" wavelets," is easily to control, the advant-

loaded, and the
to an overload,
though at a larger
.grid swing, and

The circuit of the " Pentector
Two "

matter of but a few moments to change
from the medium to the Tong waves, the
coils are cheap, and, lastly, it is easily

the strength normally given by an ordinary
transformer -coupled stage : and, of course,

tem is still liable

be taken to the too -volt tapping on the
battery or eliminator, with most types of
valve; the additional grid tapping should

QUALITY
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should be taken of the fact that a blueprint
is available. It can be obtained, price is.,
post free, from the offices of AMATEUR
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is no
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-

A full-size blueprint, No. 213, has been
prepared for this set. You can make use of
it as a drilling template for the panel and
terminal strip; you can use it as a guide to
the layout- of the components, and as it
shows each wire in its correct place it will
greatly simplify the job of wiring.
-

Take care accurately to drill the rect-

tions of the three
coil sockets correct.
tances

The di s-

between

each are rather
important, and,
also, the three

should not
be placed nearer
the H.F. choke
than is indicated
coils

on the blueprint.
Wiring is quite

straightforward.
Use flexes where
necessary for the
grid -battery connections, but rigid

be given 20 volts.

,

The potentiometer setting is rather
critical in order to get the best results and
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roElibtal.te panel, 14 in. by 7 in., and strip, 81 in. by

in. (Raymond, TrelIeborg,

Baseboard, 14 in. by 9 in. (Pickett, Raymond, Carrico).
Panel brackets (Lissen, Cameo, Bulgin).
.0005-microfarad variable condenser, drum -control type (left hand) (Polar
" Ideal," Lotus, Ormond).
.0002-microfarad reaction condenser (Bulgin, Lotus).
15 -ohm panel -mounting rheostat (Wearite, Lissen, Igranic, Varley, Sovereign).
40o -ohm baseboard potentiometer (Lissen, Igranic, Wearite, Sovereign).
Three baseboard -mounting single coil holders (Lotus, Lissen, Keystone).
Two valve holders (Lotus, Lissen, W. & B., Igranic, Benjamin).
.000t-microfarad fixed condenser (Lissen, Dubilier, T.C.C., Graham-Farish).
.00t-microfarad fixed condenser (Lissen, Dubilier, T.C.C., Graham-Farish).
High -frequency choke (Igranic, Lissen, Wearite, Bulgin, Keystone, Sovereign),
Resistance -capacity coupling unit (Lissen, Dubilier, Graham-Farish).
Pair of grid -bias battery clips (Bulgin, No. 1).
Three -cell battery clip (Bulgin, No. 2).
2, G.B.-2 (Belling -Lee,
Four wander plugs marked:
1, G.B.-t,
Eelex, Clix, Burton).
Eight terminals marked : Aerial, Earth, H.T.+ 1, H.T.-{-2, L.T.-, L.T.-F ,

L.S.+, L.S.- (Burton, Belling -Lee, Eelex, Clix).

Connecting wire (Glazite).
Two feet of thin flex (Lewcofiex).
A complete set of coils (Lissen, Lewcos, Tunetvell) should be obtained in order
to get the utmost from this receiver. If, however, it is desired to receive only on
the normal medium or long wavelengths, then the following coils only need be
obtained : 4o, two 6o's, too, 15o, and 25o or 200. The other coils of the range
will be found handy for getting the utmost selectivity (using a smaller coil in the
aperiodic coil socket, for example) or for bridging the wavebands. A set of ultra short -wave coils should also be obtained, for the "Pentector Two " works excellently
on the short wavelengths.
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" THE PENT. CTOR TWO " (Continued from preceding page)
the most sensitive detection. Generally it properly, and then you
will be found that with 20 volts on the will be able to see for
priming grid about 3 volts will be needed yourself that its normal
for grid bias. It may be found possible to immunity from overdrop down to TO volts on the priming grid, loading, its selectivity,
volts sensitivity, and great
and in this case not more than
amplification are great
grid bias will be needed.
advantages under the
Valve Selection
new reception condiPentodes vary slightly in their charac- tions.
Those readers who
teristics-even those selected from the
same range of the same make. Therefore, would welcome the opreaders are advised to experiment them- portunity of seeing this
selves with the grid bias, priming grid, and new pentode -detector
receiver should make a
H.T. value applied to the detector.
These values will be found to have a note of the fact that it

Here is the
complete

"Pentector
Two " ready
for test

bearing upon the general is being displayed in the
operation of the pentode as a detector, and Radio Department wininfluence its selectivity and sensitivity. dows of Messrs. Selfridge
With a little experiment you will have no and Co., Ltd., in Somerdifficulty in getting the pentode working set Street, just off
considerable

BLUEPRINT
N°AW213

PANEL

AERIAL TUNING CONDs8
.0005 mfd

REACTION COM"

2%.*
-420-1

.0002d

1
-u

Oxford Street, London, W. It is an aid to
construction to see a receiver before starting to make it up, and the opportunity to
inspect it, therefore, should be grasped.

AT THE QUEEN'S HALL

0
To movip9

plates

2 Vi

\A TAGNER was in contrasting moods at,
V V the last but one of this year's B.B.C.
concerts. First, the wild and angry seas

from the overture to The Flying Dutchman

and then the tranquil loveliness of the
" Vorspiel and Liebestod," from Tristan, in

To 68,

4*V.CRIDDY:t

REACTION CRID

which Miss Stiles -Allen took a part. I
leave the " Kaisermarsch" for the Wagnerians and Wagnerites of whom we hear
so often. I hope they liked the brass. The
*performance finished with Brahms' First
Symphony --marred only by a return of
the whispering nuisance, and even the
talking nuisance. Listeners over the wireless had the advantage here. The audience

COIL

cheered, and Franz von Hoesslin, who con-

BASEBOARD
/ 4":1' 9"

ToC.8-

-I COIL
HECHOk

ducts Wagner at the Bayreuth festivals,
L. R. J.

was all smiles.
The

Frankfurt -on -Main

broadcasting

authorities are planning an extension of
their daily news service. To this end they
have decided that the items are to be supplied direct by

foreign correspondents

abroad and that they shall_ not be limited
to bulletins supplied by official agencies.

On the occasion of the twelfth anni00I m
7b fermiaa/ on yaw

AERIAL
COIL

Ebonite 84x2'

A
LT.- H.T.+2 HT.+1 E
tITThe wiring diagram. A blueprint is obtainable, price
LS.-

LS+

HT+3

L.T.+

versary of the Bolshevik Revolution, the
Soviet authorities formally opened the new
transmitter erected in the

high -power

neighbourhood of Moscow.

Next Week: The New
" All -Britain Three "A Reyner Set
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CHRISTMAS Gins
A PORTABLE

GRAMOPHONE WITH
PEDESTAL TONE

WRY

The fun you can

get,

LITERALLY

the pleasure

you can give, with
this Lissen Portr

ue

can
111/ wintime

fill

In

odd

moments splendidly, and because its tone is so deep and
mellow, you can give a concert of the classic records that
will delight the critical ear.

Linen have found a way
to put a born of really
great length into this portable gramophone-a horn
longer than that of many
full-sized cabinet models.
The Lissen sound-bov is

extremely sensitive and in
perfect track alignment, so

that there is tonal truth

from every record. Finely
adjustable dial speed regu-

lator enables you to play
every record at exact
recording -room speed.

Rave

thin

fine

Lissen

Portable Gramophone on
7 days' approval. Try it
at home; let your friends
hear it. If you are not
entirely satisfied,

Lissen

will refund' every penny
you have paid-you sim-

ply send the machine back

to the factory within

7

days. Order to-day-send

cash with order or MI in
Coupon below for extended
credit.

CASH

67/6
or 5/- deposit and
PRICE

8 monthly payments

of 8/8

AN HT ELIMINATOR

LIKE A BATTERY

The current you get from Lissen Batteries Is the purest
form of current you can get for radio. But if you want to
use an eliminator, use a Lisaen Eliminator. You'll then get

H.T. current from your mains smoother, steadier, better
than before.
Liesen Eliminators; one of them will
There
almost certainly he just right for your set. Tell your dealer
what voltage your amine supply Is and whether it is A.C. or
D.C.; tell him what output you require, or what valves you

are using, and he will demonstrate for you the Lissen

Eliminator to suit your needs.
D.C. MODEL " B "
D.C. MODEL " A "
Employs 3 H.T.+ tapp- Employs 3 H.T.+ tappings.
ings. H.T.+ 1 giving 8) H.T. +1 and H.T.+2, are con volts for 9.0. valves; H.T. tinuously variable (by means
+2 giving 60 volts at of two control knobs) and
approx. 2 m/A for de- capable of giving any desired
H.T. + 3 voltage up to 120/150 volts at
teetor valves;
giving 120/150 volts at approx. 2 m/A.; H.T. + 3 giving

120/150 volts at 12 m/A. for

12 m/A.

27ig power valves

PRICE

CREDIT TERMS.

Models working on 100/110 Mains Voltage give output voltages
of approximately 60 per cent. of above values.

A.C. MODEL " A "
Tappings ae in D.C. Model A.
LN 576 for A.C. Mains voltage .. 200-210

PRICE ..

..
..

to pay the balance in eight consecutive monthly pay meats of 8,8, to you at your Isleworth address.
Signed (full name)

Address

220-230
240-210
100-110

£3:0:0
A.C. MODEL B "

Tappings as in D.C. Model B.

LN 579 for A.C. Mains voltage

To LISSEN LTD.,
Worple Road, Isleworth, Middlesex.
I enclose 5'. deposit for one Lissenola Portable
Gramophone, Model No. 4, as illustrated, and agree

39/6

/. PRICE

577
579
639

COUPON FOR EXTENDED

580
581

640..

PRICE

.. 200-210

..
..

_100410
£3:15:0

1SS N
ELIMINATORS

Are you a Householder)
Retailer's Name

(If no retailer selected at time of ordering, leave this
blank.)

One more triumph

of

Lissen

organisation-one more example
of Lissen value for money-the
Lissen L.T. accumulator. Here
is a complete range of highly

elcient accumulators,

sturdily

built by Lissen to give absolute
satisfaction in use and long life.
These asumulators are designed
to give absolutely trouble -free
service. The plates are all very

thick, the containers are strongly
made, and the general appearance
and finish of the Lissen accumu-

lators is far in advance of usual
standards.

All the Lissen accumulators

listed below are supplied with
strong carrier, free.

PRICES

220,230
240-250

Date
Present Occupation

ILTAKIJMUILATOR

YOU CAN USE

LISSEN LIMITED
WORPLE ROAD, ISLEWORTH, MIDD,
(Managing Director: T. N. COLE.)

DULL EMITTER (TYPE G.M.)
L.N.503 2 -volt, 20 amp. hours
L.N.504 2 -volt, 45 amp. hours

4/6
..

8,6

Multiple plate type, glass containers.
L.N.500 2 -volt, 20 actual amp. hours
L.N.502 2 -volt, 40 actual amp. hours
L.N.560 2 -volt, 60 actual amp. hours

9/613/6
17/6

Extra Capacity
L.N.555 2 -volt, 24 actual amp. hours
L.N.557 2 -volt, 48 actual amp. hours
L.N.559 2 -volt, 72 actual amp. hours

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

10;6
14/6
18/6
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GRAMOPHONE RECORDS
FOR CHRISTMAS
A selection of Records intended for Christmas should be bright and cheerful,
and as far as possible be the best of their class. The following notes will be

of assistance in making a choice

EVERY gramophone user has one record conducted by Dr. Malcolm Sargent. From (H.M.V. Cr734) are recent issues and good
which he regards as the gem of his the Canebrake (Gardener) (H.M.V. B3o43) representatives of their class. In the
collection. In my own case, out of a very is a lively record, the rhythm of which is as operatic class "11 Tmvatore" (H.M.V.

large collection of all types of records, I near that of a dance tune as a classical

C1692), "Maritana" (H.M.V. C1693), rec

on B2987 and B3o36 and also the Henry

"Faust" (Col. 9555), and "Merrie England" (Col. 9893) (Miriam Licette and
chorus) are noteworthy examples of this

have no hesitation in stating that my composer dare go. The Nell Gwynn dances corded by the Light Opera Company, and
favourite record is " A Vucchella," a Neo-

politan song, sung by Caruso (H.M.V. VIII Dances on B2981 can te recommended
This record was, of course, not
electrically recorded; but, nevertheless, it
reproduces magnificently both ona modern
folded logarithmic horn gramophone and
on a radio gramophone. The matchless
timbre of Caruso's voice is better than that
of any modern tenor, although the presentDAro3).

as good recordings of well-known pieces.
December records of light orchestral music

style of composition.

which should be noted are Peter Pan
selection played by the J. H. Squire Humorous
Celeste Octet (Col. 9768) and Hungarian
Dances Nos. r and 3 played by the Vienna

opinions may differ widely over individual

Philharmonic Orchestra (H.M.V. B3145).

records.

day artistes enjoy all the advantages of Musical -comedy Selections and Vocal
electric recording. I mention this record
Gems
as opportunity is often taken to add to the
Next
in popularity to the series of records
collection of "star" records at Christmas.
just dealt with comes the series of operatic
and musical -comedy selections known as
vocal
gems. Usually all the well-known airs
Light orchestral music is easily the most

Light Orchestral

popular and will therefore be considered and choruses are epitomised and welded
first. Marek Weber and his orchestra are into a composition which forms a miniature
recording very clearly in their latest rendering of the complete work. Of the

records, and in addition to the " Pag- musical comedy selections " Bitter Sweet "
liacci" selection, their " Cavalleria Rusti- vocal gems recorded by the Columbia

cana " selection (H.M.V. Ci736) should be Light Opera Company (Col. 9900), Lionel
heard. This record has the same effective Monkton "Memories" (Col. 9883) and
recording as the earlier record. The J. H. "Whoopee" and the "New Moon" Selections
Squire Celeste Octet usually make records recorded by the Light Opera Company
which prove popular. Their minuet and
intermezzo from " L'Arlesienne Suite"

As humour is a very personal quality,
However,

judging from the

reaction of many people of quite different
tastes I think the following short list will
provide the material from which suitable
records may be selected. "A Bedtime
Story," by Wish Wynne (H.M.V. B278o).
though issued some time ago is still perhaps the best of its class. It is a Cockney
study and has an almost universal appeal.

Totally different in character yet also a
masterpiece in its own particular class is
Leslie Henson's "A Few Drinks" (Col.
9592). The recording of Henson's gurgles
after sampling the prohibition cocktails is
very effective. Another style of humour is to

be heard in Mona Grey's "In the Pit"
(Parlo. R247). In this the artiste uses her
various voices to great advantage.
Of the issues, special to Christmas I found

(Col. 9835), and Gossamer Wings {Col. 5254)

" Our Village Concert," by Syd Howard,

are both records in which the string tone is
particularly good. The Dajos Bela Orches-

Vera Pearce and Company (H.M.V. Cr782)
extremely funny on its first playing.
Whether it will stand repetition or not, the
test is of a truly humorous work, I am unable to say. Two Columbia issues, the ever popular -Black Crows in " Foolishments "
(5604) and " The Laughing Policeman Upto-date" (Charles Penrose and Kaye
Connor) (5532), should also be heard.

tra is another consistent recorder and of
this series of records I think I would choose

Viennese Waltz Medley (Parlo. Ero9oo)
and the accompanying record Viennese
waltz Pot-pourri (Parlo. E 10913) as being
representative of Dajos Bela's superb style.
An earlier successful record by the same
orchestra is Carmen Selection (Parlo.

Community Vocal
From time to time records which fall

E1o875).

The foregoing records are all made by
orchestras of the. size and composition
usually heard in restaurants. A series of

under the above heading are issued, and in
view of the fact that they are most likely to
be appreciated at Christmas time, the names
of one or two of the better known are given.

records made by an orchestra of symphony

proportion but dealing with musical sub-

jects similar in character to the above,
which are well worthy of note are those
made by The New Symphony Orchestra

"Songs of the Past," by the Light Opera
Company (H.M.V. C1741) and "Savoy
Our Cartoonist's impression of A. V. Judges

(Continued in third column of page 1042)
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cost4°I'CIDE,
4 -valve volume from a 2 -valve set-that's what
Lissen's new battery -driven Power Pentode gives
you. Use it in a 2 -valve set-use it in any set with

one stage only of L.F.-and it is like adding two
more valves to your set. Yet you drive it off your

ordinary H.T. Batteries because it only takes 7
milliamps of H.T. current.
It is more than a power valve . . . more than a pentode
. . .

it is a Power Pentode that amplifies weak and strong

signals alike to a great degree of loudness. The amplification

factor of this amazing valve is 90 . . . that of an ordinary
power valve is merely 6 or 7. Imagine the difference in
volume this Lissen Power Pentode will give you. Put a
Lissen Power Pentode in your set to -day and learn what
amazing power with economy it really brings you.

LISSEN

POWER
PENTODE
P.T. 225

(2 VOLTS --consumption only 7 rn:a.)

Livelier

DETECTOR

SEk

VALVE ----

The Lissen Detector Valve H.L.210 is the liveliest detector

valve you can use in any set, because the Lissen Extended Grid
utilises the outer fringe of electron emission and you get both

rectification and noticeable amplification in the one valve.
Couple this Lissen Detector Valve with the Lissen

Power Pentode in a two -valve set and see what wonderful range and volume you can get. Lissen Valve
PRICE 10 6
H.L.210.

OTHER TYPES AND PRICES:
H.210 -11,C. and H.F. 10;6. L.210-L.F. Amplifier 1st Stage
10,6.

P.220.-Power Valve 12,6. All other types available shortly.

LISSEN LIMITED

VALVES

Worple Road, Isleworth, Middlesex.
(Managing Director : T. N. Cole)

Factories also at Richmond (Surrey) and

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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"A.W." TESTS OF APPARATUS
Conducted by our Technical Editor, J. H. REY NER, B.Sc.(Hons.),

black polished insulating material ; not only bridge whilst a small alternating current
is
the socket protected in this manner, but was passed through the windings in order
WE have recently tested one of the new

Marconi A.C. Valve

Marconi indirectly -heated valves, type the point of the plug is also totally en- to duplicate practical conditions. The
MH4. The heater enclosed within the closed in a shroud and, when in position figures given by the makers were found to

cathode requires a current of r amp. at fits over the metal pin of the socket. In be correct for both samples.
4 volts. The anode is made of metal gauze reality the plug is made in the form of a
with the object of obtaining better ventila- socket and vice -versa.
Efficient electrical contact is ensured by
tion of the grid and therefore reducing the
possibility of grid emission. The cathode is splitting the metal portion of the socket
taken out to a separate terminal on the to form a reliable spring grip. The leads
side of the base, allowing the, valve to be can be fitted to the plug simply by unscrewplaced in a normal 4 -pin holder and there- ing the top and passing a wire through a
fore greatly simplifying the alteration hole in the metal spindle and finally
required for changing over from battery binding the wire securely by screwing up

the top again. The metal stem at the end
The characteristics taken on our labor- of the socket is slit and fitted with a nut

valves to A.C. valveg.

atory bridge, differed little from those given for clamping a connecting wire.
Highly .finished and with the necessary
by the makers. Actually the A.C. resistance

A very compact, and efficient form of constant -

inductance loW-freguency choke-manufactured by Wright and Weaire
in the samples tested was slightly lower lettering engraved in white, these comthan that specified with a corresponding ponents are most attractive in appearance

and can be recommended.

Wearite L.F. Choke
THE inductance of a low -frequency

" GRAMOPHONE RECORDS FOR
CHRISTMAS "

(Continued from page 1040)
choke designed to carry a D.C. polaris- Christmas Medley," by Debroy Somers'
ing current is of little importance unless the Band (Col. 5441), are examples of recent
value of this current is specified. Generally, issues, but "Little Brown Jug" sung by

the inductance decreases rapidly as the Stuart Robertson and Chorus (H.M.V.
polarising current is increased, unless special

This new Marconi indirectly -heated valve has
the cathode taken to a separate terminal. The
usual four -socket holder is therefore suitable

reduction in the amplification factor; however, since the mutual conductance is
well up to standard, this slight difference in
the figures should make no alteration to the

actual performance of the valves.

precautions are taken in the design.
It seems, however, that the radio public
are becoming educated to the importance
of using L.F. chokes which will maintain
their inductance at a constant value over a
wide range of polarising currents. It is
highly probable that the maintenance of a
constant inductance under varying currents
plays no small part in preventing distortion
in low -frequency amplifiers.
In a number of sets published in AMATEUR

B3o82), " The Sailor Likes His Bottle -O,"
sung by John Goss (H.M.V. B2831), and the
"Lincolnshire Poacher," sung, by the Shef-

field Orpheus Choir (Col. 4841), are all
well recorded and are typical " community "
songs.

Dance
Debroy Somers' Band undoubtedly shows

at its best in the medley type of dance
record. "A Hunting Medley," on the reverse side of which is a " Community

The figures obtained on test were as WIRELESS, Wearite constant -inductance Medley" (Col. 9623) was issued in March,
follows : A.C. resistance, 18,400; Amplifica- chokes, made by Messrs. Wright & Weaire, but it is really a Christmas record. Jack
tion factor, 29.5; Mutual conductance, 1.6 Ltd., of 74o High Road, Tottenham, N., Hylton's "More Old Songs" (H.M.V.
milliamps. per volt.
have been employed; although these com- C1783) should prove as popular as his
These figures were obtained with a ponents are not unreasonably large in size "Old Songs" effort of last year. "Lonesome
negative grid bias of r y2 volts. During the or expensive in cost, there are cases where a Little Doll," complete with xylophone
tests it was found that a time of three- more compact and cheaper article is solo, by Jack Hylton and his Orchestra
quarters of a minute elapsed before the desirable; Messrs. Wright & Weaire are (H.M.V. B5727) is very similar in style to
valve reached full efficiency.
therefore marketing a particularly compaCt the other records of this popular "doll"
These valves can undoubtedly be recom- type having overall dimensions of 2 in. by series. Other selected dance records are
mended for general use.
in. by 31/4 in. high. It is made in two " Terribly Fond of You," New Mayfair
standard sizes. The H.T.5 has an inductance Dance Orchestra (H.M.V. B5717), "Love,

New Clix Plugs

of 20 henries, remaining constant up to Your Spell is Everywhere," Victor Arden Phil Ohman and their orchestra (H.M.V.
B5724), "Another Kiss," Charlie Kunz

MESSRS. LECTRO LINX LTD., 254 approximately 3o milliamps of polarising
Vauxhall Bridge Road, S.W.r, who current, while the H.T.6 has an inductance
are well known as manufacturers of Clix of 6o henries, which remains approximately
plugs and sockets have submitted for test constant up to 15 milliamps D.C. current.
a new type of these useful gadgets possessThis choke is provided with a centre -tap
ing many advantages over the older types, and is useful for obtaining a 2 -to -I stepparticularly when used with high voltage down in pentode output circuits.
supply. The sample tested consists of a
In order to check these figures, the chokes

and his Chey Henri Club Band (Col. 5607),

" I'm Bringing a Red, Red Rose," Paul
Whiteman and his orchestra (Col. 5556),

"West End Blues," Louis Armstrong's
Hot Five (Parlo. R448) and "Nobody, But
You," Franlde Trumbaner and his orchestra

plug and socket completely shrouded in were placed on our standard inductance (Parlo. R434).

A. G. McD.
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A HAPPY THOUGHT. GIVE LISSEN

UNIT ONLY
NEW REVOLUTIONARY
LISSEN NEEDLE

The Lissen Four -Pole Adjustable Balanced Armature Loud-

ARMATURE PICK-UP
BRINGS NEW LIFE

speaker, completely assembled

TO GRAMOPHONE

as illustrated is very nearly as
true in tone, as faithful in
response,

as

art

RECORDS

expensive

moving -coil speaker. It brings

something approaching loudspeaker perfection within the
reach of everybody. It is

12%
zataiti

With the Lissen Four -Pole Adjustable
Balanced Armature Unit you can build
any type of cone loudspeaker; you can
use it with a big baffle board or put it in

a cabinet - you can
build a
phragm

linen dialoudspeaker

with it if you want
to.

PRICE

....
13 -inch Linen Cone
Cast Aluminium Chassis ..

ready to connect up to your
set straight away or you can
mount it in a cabinet. It has
a fine adjustment, and you
therefore get the utmost volume from it without chatter.

F6
Z6
716

226

1§ SEN

fouR- POLE

ADJUSTABLE

BALANCED ARMATURE

-Better than 'Talking' Picture reproduction"-that is what everybody
says who hears a gramophone record played by this new Lissen Pick-up.

And actually the reproduction is better than the film experts have
achieved-more natural, nearer to reality, because no longer are the high
notes thinned out or the lower bass lost.
The Lissen Pick-up is so responsive that
even the perfect electrical recordings of
to -day can hardly do it justice. It
responds to the most minute indentation
on the record-the needle -armature is so
light that the needle point actually feels

its way along the record groove. And

you'll find your records almost everlasting

when you use this new Lissen Pick-up

because the needle point trails lightly and
does not plough its way along.

If you want every single record to sound

much better than those you hear at
demonstrations-if you want radio
gramophone reproduc-

tionthat comes so near
toreality that in a
darkened room you
would
suspect the

presence of the artiste-get this new

Lissen Pick-up and learn what perfection
means. Any Lissen radio dealer will

demonstrate it for you.

LISSEN

POPULAR
MODEL

PICK-UP
original

The

Listen Gramo-

phone Pick-up
won
which
popularity because of outstanding value

for money.

5/

LOUD -SPEAKER UNIT
Obtainable from all radio dealers ; insist

PICK-UP

upon hearing Lissen before you buy.

LISSEN LIMITED,

Worple Road, Isleworth, Middlesex.

Factories also at Richmond (Surrey) and Edmon!on.

(Managing Director : T. N. COLE)

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A. W."
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TAKING POT LUCK
JOTTINGS FROM MY LOG
By JAY COOTE
ON some evenings you may feel lazy
and you may wish to tour Europe
without going to the trouble of tuning -in
a number of transmissions. Even so, the
Fates will prove kind, for with the advent
of the winter season many studios have
resumed their personally -conducted tours
for the benefit of their local subscribers

who are not equipped with receivers
allowing them to collect on their own
account broadcasts from more distant
transmitters.

Although such - relays of foreign programmes are not carried out by all studios
at fixed dates, there exist a certain number
who make it a weekly feature or who, as
in the case of Bergen, offer more frequent
doses of this kind of entertainment. Turn
to this station on Sundays, Tuesdays, and
Fridays at about 9.20 p.m., or so soon as
their main evening programme permits,
and you will pick up a series of "dips" of
what Europe has to offer on those evenings.
Again, on Mondays, as a general rule,

Zagreb (Jugo-Slavia) on 308 metres will Saturdays at to p.m. G.M.T. (midnight
let you hear bits and pieces from its neigh- according to Eastern European Time), has

bours' wireless menus; and, should the picked up from the ether and broadcast
conditions prove unfavourable, will make excerpts from the programmes put out by
a further attempt on the following evening the most proMinent, European transat the same time.
mitters, including 5X X, and interspersed
with these offerings will be found samples
Hamburg's Relays
Hamburg, a station which last winter of what the Soviet stations present to their
regularly included such transmissions in listeners.
its weekly fare, up to the present has not
Earlier in the evening also, at 8.3o p.m.,
carried out these experiments on fixed you should have no difficulty in hearing
dates, but it would repay you to turn to the new 2o -kilowatt Moscow experimental
that city on Tuesdays at 9.35 p.m., a time transmitter which, on 72o metres, will pilot
and day which it has chosen from time to you through the Soviet Union, picking up
time. Stockholm may be relied upon-with snippets here and there.
rare exceptions-at 8.4o p.m. on WednesFinally, bear in mind that Turin every
days, and Stuttgart, the proud possessor of Saturday night at 11 p.m. invites you to a
a fully equipped short-wave receiving sta- transatlantic trip, and successfully relays
tion at Schloss Solitude, still searches the such popular U.S.A. stations as WGY
New Continent at least once weekly, after (Schenectady), KDKA (East Pittsburg),
ro p.m. Unless unforeseen circumstances WEAF.(New York), WIOD (Miama Beach),
arise, Wednesday is the day favoured for and WPG (Atlantic City). Milan on those
these excursions.
nights may also be taken as an alternative
For some time past, Leningrad, on channel.

" IS YOUR AERIAL THE RIGHT radiation resistance at the maximum is ance; and, indeed, after about 40 ft. or
SHAPE ? "
(Continued from page 1033)

efficiency, and there is a definite point
beyond which it does not pay to increase
the horizontal portion.
Calculations such as this have been made

for a number of aerials, and the results

.225 ohm as against .15 ohm with no hori- 5o ft. the performance definitely falls off.

zontal top at all. The gain is so small in The horizontal top, therefore, is only
comparison with the advantages obtained making our aerial unselective, and is not
by having so much shorter length of wire giving us anything in return by way of
that it would pay to leave off the hori- increased signals; so that the general rule
zontal top altogether or to limit the length that the horizontal top should be approxito 20 ft. or so.
mately equal to the height is one which

have been tabulated as shown by the Compromise Necessary
diagram. I have plotted the radiation

If one can afford to increase the height,
of the horizontal top for various heights, however, a certain horizontal top becomes
ranging from r5 ft. to 40 ft. Where the desirable, but even here it is not the best
length of horizontal top is shown as thing to carry this horizontal length to the
nothing; the aerial consists of a single maximum point. If, for example, on either
vertical wire of the particular height the 3o -ft. or 4o -ft. aerial, one stops short
marked on the curve; and the total length at 4o ft. of horizontal top, we should still
of wire is the length of top plus the height. obtain a high proportion of the maximum
The maximum effect referred to can radiation efficiency; while the total length
definitely be seen in each of the curves of wire would be only 6o ft. or 8o ft.
occurring at 20 ft. for a r5 -ft. aerial, 3o ft. respectively, and the selectivity would be
for the 2o -ft., a little over 5o ft" for the correspondingly better.
The general inference to be drawn from
3o -ft. aerial, and at about 6o ft. for the
4o -ft. aerial. Therefore, we can say quite the curves is that the length of horizontal
definitely that there is, for this type of top should be approximately equal to the
aerial, a definite point beyond which it height above the ground. Where it is posdoes not pay to increase the horizontal top. sible to obtain a large height, this enables
Let us now remember the object of these us to utilise some 8o ft. of wire. Reception
investigations, which is the obtaining of will be very good, but, even so, it may be
the most selective arrangement. The sound to be unselective and it may Ir
shorter we can make the aerial, the more necessary to revert to a vertical wire.
selective the tuning. Let us examine these
Where the height is' only 15 ft. or 20 ff.,
curves in the light of this idea. In the case nothing like the full too ft. of wire should
of the first two curves for aerials having be used. Increasing the horizontal top
actual heights of 15 ft. or 20 ft. it is clear beyond an amount equal to the actual
that we gain little by having a horizontal -height cam be seen from the curves to
top. In the 2o -ft. aerial, for example, the cause a very slight increase in the performresistance of the aerial as against the length

will give the best all-round results.
One final word of warning may be given.

If any alteration is made to the aerial, do
not forget that the capacity will change;
particularly where the aerial is a long, low
one, the reduction in capacity by reducing
the horizontal top will be very considerable, and if the circuit is of such a nature

as to respond readily to changes in the

aerial capacity the tuning may conceivably

be altered 3o or.4o degrees. It may even

be found that 5GB cannot be received
properly owing to the fact that it is- no
longer tuned in properly, and the use of
a larger coil must be resorted to. This is

an extreme case, but the possibility of
such a happening must be borne in mind.

At Caen (Normandy), Radio NordOuest, a French private broadcasting station,, is being rebuilt and .transmissions are
to be made shortly on 375 metres.

Tannoy Mains Units-In the adver-

tisement of the Tulsemere. Mfg. Co. on

page .964 of "A.W." No. 391 it was stated
that combined mains units can be obtained
from
12s. 6d. This should be L5 12s. 6d.
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Standard Batteries provide

a smooth, high capacity output of current, that produces

a perfection of tone, unequalled by any other type.

After a year or so of use

this trouble -free battery is
quickly and simply recharged

as new, by replacing with
Cartridge refills.

Years of daily service, with-

out attention, have earned

for the Standard Battery the
popularity of all listeners
who wish for the enjoyment
of Radio without the annoy-

ance of unreliable current
supply.
Profusely illustrated Booklet,
describing this Permanent

BRITISH
MADE

Battery, sent free on request.

Wadies

STANDARD. BATTERY
THE STANDARD BATTERY CO. (Dept. A.W.), 184/188 SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.2.
M.13.

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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BROADCAST

Metres

Kilocycles

(Kw.)

Call Sign

GREAT BRITAIN

(6ST) 0.13
0.13
Sheffield (6LF)

Plymouth (5PY) 0.13
Liverpool (6LV) 0.13
Hull (6KH) ... 0.13

Edinburgh

(2E1I) 0.35
0.13

288.5 1,040
288.51,040

Dundee (2DE)
Bournemouth

288.5 1,040

Bradford (2LS) 0.13
Aberdeen (2BD) 1.0

*301

(6B51)

1.0

310

995
968

356

843.

Cardiff (5WA)... 1.0
Brookman's

*377

797

Manchester

*399
*479
1,551

753
626
193

Park 30

(2Z V) 1.0

1.0

Glasgow (5SC)

Daventry (5GB) 25.0
Daventry
(5XX) 25.0

AUSTRIA
'243
'283
*352
*453

'517

2,220
1,058

0.5
0.5
7.0
0.5
15.0

Linz

Innsbruck
85r Graz
666 Klagenfurt
581 Vienna

BELGIUM
Radio Conference, Brussels
216 1,391 Charleroy (LL)
250.9 1,196 SchaerbeekBrussels
244 1,229 Ghent
208

294
315

ELEPHONY

Broadcasting stations classified by country and in order of wavelengths. For the purpose of better comparison, the
power indicated is aerial energy.
KiloPower
Power
Kilo- Station and
Kilo- Station and
Power
Station and

25.53 21,751 Chelmsford
(5SW) 15.0
*200 1,500 Leeds (2LS) ... 0.13
*242 1,238 Belfast (2BE) ... 1.0
261 1J4Y London (2) tests 5.0
*288.5 .r,o4o Newcastle (5N0) 1.0
0.13
288.5 1,040 Swansea (5SX)
288.5 1,040 Stoke-on-Trent
288.5 1,040
288.5 /,040
288.5 r,o4o
288.5 2,040
288.5 1,040
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1,440

1,020 Liege
961.4 Arlon

0.15

'80)

8.0
1.0

DENMARK
*281

2,067

1,153

260

Copenhagen
(Kjobenhavn)
Kalundborg

0.75
7.5

FRANCE
Radio Experimental (Paris)
1.0
175 r,714 S. Quentin
0.1
214 1,400 F6eamp (Radio
31.65 9,479

1,364
1,260

220
238

2,203

*272
*286

288.5 1,040

Normand 2) 0.5
Beziers
0.1

Bordeaux (Radio
Sud-Ouest)
Rennes (PTT)
Montpelier
(PTT)
Petit Peri Elea

1.0
0.5
0.2

0.5

291.4.1,0293 Radio Lyons
0.5
*294 1,02o Limoges (PTT) 0.5
304
986 Bordeaux (PTT) 1.0
305.3
309
*316
320
364
368

375
*381

414
447
468
1,444
*1,725

U.25

0.25
0.5
0.1
0.25

(Kw.)

cycles Call Sign
887 Velthem
590 Brussels

Metres
339

981.7 Agen
0.25
970 Radio Vitus
1.0
95o Marseilles (PTT) 0.5
9r4 Grenoble (PTT) 0.5
824 Algiers
12.0

8/5 Radio LL

8r3 Caen

'231
*233

* 276

/,085

*283

1,053
1,053

Magdeburg
Berlin (E.)

*246
*246
*253
*259
*270

.283
* 283

*319
* 319
* 325

*360
*372

'390
* 418

*453
* 456

*473
533
* 533

*560
563
566
*1,635
2,100
2,290

941
923
833
8o6
770
716
662
657
635

280

Radio Paris ...
Flensburg
Cologne

Munster
Nurnberg

Hamburg
Frankfurt
Berlin
Danzig

Aachen
Langenberg

HOLLAND
Eindhoven

2.0

0.25
2.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.25
0.35

291

332

1,031
9o5

'283

364
453
453
453
*493
25L

268

1,193
1,121

311

956
86o

' 34)
*363
424

45 2

Cork (IFS)
Dublin (2RN)

1.0
1.0

Naples (Napoli)

7.0
1.5

ITALY
Turin (Torino)

1.5

Almeria (EAJ18) 1.0
Barcelona

(EA J1.3) 10.0
0.5

Oviedo (EAIJ9)
Barcelona
(EAJt)
8r5 Seville (EAJS)
707 Madrid (EAJ7)
662 San Sebastian

8.0
1.5
2.0

(EAJ8) 0.5
231
*257
270

.322

Haven 5.0

0.18
0.7
.05
1.0
0.1
0.3
0.7

SWEDEN

333

(PC J) 25.0

Scheveningen -

1,250 Rjukan
3,121 Frederik sstad
1,058 NotoTten
824 Bergen
662 Tromso
662 Aalesund
662 Porsgruad
6o3 Oslo

SPAIN

0.5
1.6
0.35
0.25
0.35
30.0
10.0

IRISH FREE STATE
0.5
4.0
3.0
2.0

68o
662
599

Station and Power
Call Sign
(Kw.)
1.0
Genoa (1GE)
3.0
Rome (Roma)
0.3
Bolzana (IBZ)
7.0
Milan (Milano)

NORWAY

13.0

(from 10.30 a.m. to 5.40 p.m. B.S.T.)
160 Huizen (after)
*1,875
5.40 p.m. G.M.T.) 6.5
1,337
* 413 ' 725

453
*501
240

0.35

Hilversum (until
5.40 p.m. G.M.T.) 6.5
280 Hilversum
6.5

*225

779

268

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
0.25

Stuttgart

sirNorddeich

*1,071
"1,071

3.0
5.0
12.0
12.0

Bremen
Breslau

(Bavaria)
Munich
Hanover
529.8 Augstrur,
529.8 Freiburg
183.5 Zeesen

1,004

(Rabat)
Paris (Ecole
Sup. PTT)
640 Lyons (PTT)
207.5 Eiffel Tower

Kaiserslautern
KoUgsberg

cycles

* 385

441

1.5

563
536

*298

Metres

2.0

563 Herzogstand

0.5
8.0

671

(Kw.)
0.35
0.25

/058 Stettin
941 Dresden

9,554

Radio Toulouse
724 Radio Maroc

1,373
1,319
1,283
1,256

Call Sign
Kiel
Cassel
Gleiwitz
Leipzig

31.4

GERMANY
*218
*227

cycles
1,220
1,220
1,184
1,257
1,112

(Paris) 0.5

788

174

Metres

'433

*542
*770
1,200
*1,348

7,3or

Malmo

r,r6o Ho:by
1,113 Trollhattan
933 Goteborg
905 Falun
689 Stockholm
554 Sundsvall
389 Ostersund
250 Boden

222.5 Motala

0.6

10.0
0.45
10.0
0.5
1.5
0.6
0.6
0.6
30.0

SWITZERLAND
*403
*459
680
760
1,010

743
653
' 443

395
297

Berne
Zurich
Lausanne
Geneva
Basle

1.0
0.63
0.6
0.25
0.25

All wavelengths marked with an

asterisk have been allotted according
to the Plan de Prague.

SAVE YOURSELF AND YOUR FRIENDS
FROM FURTHER NEEDLESS EXPENSE
Ask your dealer to show you the Dr. Nesper Trickle Charger. With the aid of this
neat little instrument it will only cost you rd. a time to charge your accumulators.
Charging may take place at any time, ensuring always an accumulator ready

for working, one accumulator doing the work where usually two are
necessary.

5 This highly efficient Accumulator Charger works, noiselessly and

economically, does not contain any fluid or give off any
smell, will not become heated when in use, and is
absolutely SAFE.

5 A Dr. Nesper Trickle Charger is a Christmas
gift your friends will appreciate.
DR. NESPER LTD., Colindale Av., Hendon, London, N.W.9

NO VALVES are used in
the Dr. Nesper Trickle

Charger, which is more
economical to use than
any other known make.
A Selenium Rectifier is

embodied in the charger
and is designed to give a
steady output of .25 amp.

Simply fix plug into lamp -

holder, then attach spade
terminals to accumulator
and SWITCH ON.
For charging accumulators

Of 2 and 4 volts, 29/6;
2, 4 and 6 volts, 38/6.
If you have any difficulty
in obtaining from your
dealer, write to us for name
of nearest stockist.

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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LOOK INTO
YOUR SET:
ARE THE
COMPONENTS

AS GOOD AS
THESE...?

BURTON TWIN CONDENSER

Only two screws needed to fasten

Condenser and Drum Control to the
Panel. With fast and slow
motion Drum Control

25/

With plain Drum Control

21 /-

THE BURTON MICRO LOG DIAL
De Luxe Model, complete
with

Drilling Template

and fixing screws.
motion

Fast and
motion

slow

Slow

THE BURTON VALVE

5/6
6/_

HOLDER

Self Locating; means
prolonged life for your
valves. Complete
with fixing screws I "'
Special 5 -pin type suit.
able for A.C.
valves
I

Extra Celluloid Logging
Strips,

3d.

each.

/3

BURTON AUDIO
TRANSFORMER

Carefully wound to
give correct ratios; a
neat and compact instrument of the high-

est efficiency enclosed

in a moulded case of
high grade finish.
Price

10/6

NOW READY
es now on Sale ; ash for

The
The

new BurTon

5/

Condenser

at your dealers.
Price

THE BURTON REACTION
Cap2city

CONDENSER

.0002 and .00c s 5,

,Pancl-mounting type ..

...EVERY TIME
YOU REPLACE A
PART -REPLACE

IT WITH A

BURTON

C. F. & H. BURTON, Progress Works, Walsall, England
To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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Turn your lights out on Christmas Eve
and be thrilled by a series of ghost stories

from the pen of such past masters as

R(TDIOGR(INL S

W. W. Jacobs, E. F. Benson, and Desmond
MacCarthy; they will be sent from 2L0.

To usher in the New Year, 2LO, 5XX,
and other stations will relay excerpts from
the Continental transmissions at intervals

between 9.40 and 11.40 p.m. Later the
European studios will pass on the B.B.C.
programmes until 12.10 a.m. to their

More than 400 cases are listed to be local listeners.
ACCORDING to the annual custom, the
entertainment for little Londoners to heard by the Federal Radio Commission in
Early in. January an exchange of broadbe given at the Guildliall on December 23 America before the present term expires, cast programmes will be effected between
will be relayed to the B.B.C. stations. The December 31. These are mostly- applica- the United States of America and Gerbroadcast will include speeches by Lord tions for wavelength and power changes.
many via WJZ (Bound Brook, New
Burnham, the Lord Mayor of London,
On Christmas Night, at 9.2o p.m., Mr. Jersey) and Konigswusterhausen (Berlin).
community singing, and music by the City Winston Churchill will make an appeal Tests have already been carried out by the
of London Police Band.
from the 2L0 microphone on behalf of the Zeesen short-wave transmitter, and a programme from Holland was also successTommy Handley is to be the principal British Wireless for the Blind Fund.
comedian in this year's wireless version of
By special request, on December 26 the fully picked up at Riverhead, Long Island,
the pantomime Cinderella to be broadcast B.B.C. will again broadcast a series of well- and re -transmitted over the WEAF (New
from 5GB cn Christmas Day, and from known military marches, in which the York) 'network.
2L0, 5XX, and other stations on the playing of each tune will be preceded by a
In a concerted drive to round up unfollowing evening. The cast also includes short history of the piece explained by licensed users of radio receiving sets in
Jean Allistone, Miriam Ferris, and Alma Mr. Walter Wood.
Australia recently, there were 1,707 reVane.
Interchange of radio programmes be- ported infractions, and of these there were
On December 3o, when the B.B.C. tween German broadcasting stations and 8o4 convictions.
Prisons in Japan are to be equipped
revives- the musical comedy Tke Beloved the National Broadcasting Company in
.

Vagabond, Frederick Ranalow will play America have been given final approval with radio. Concerts will be tuned in
his original part. On that date the per- by the Reichspost Ministerium of Germany. occasionally, but the convicts will be
formance will be broadcast to 5GB lis- These prpgrammes will be sent through especially directed to listen to educational
teners; 2L0, 5XX, and other stations will
transmit it on January 1.

the short-wave station recently erected at programmes.
Konigswusterhausen.

Bz

(Continued on page 1050)
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TO OUTPUT VALVE 00 VALVES

N9 6 H.T. SUPPLY

UNIT

R2

TO

THEORETICAL

I

LF VALV

KT.

TO DETECTOR VALVE(,BEND)

MAGRI-44

MKT.

F?kilvr

supPly
.c

71,p7*.*3/4717:
6.
TO KF VALVE

OHS

Tuu
TO SCREEN OF SCREENED GRID
VALVE WHEN REQUIRED
tuF
MNAL

EARNR TER
Of
NAL/NIT

D.C. ELIMINATOR
CHOKES, CONDENSERS, ANODE FEED

RESISTANCES and SAFETY BOXES (Wi,th Automatic Switch and Fuses)
For providing H.T. from D.C. Mains.
Charts will be sent post free on receipt of details of your -requirements. Units constructed in accordance with
these charts are simple to build, safe to use, reliable in operation, and free from hum and "Motor -boating."
The total cost of the above components is approximately £8 11s. od., including safety box.

FERRANTI LTD.

HOLLINWOOD

LANCASHIRE
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5/6

7/6

General Purposa
and Power

Super
Power

Just a typical example
Graham . Farish
of
value. A brass -vaned
log -mid -line yariable
condenser using Bakelite as a dielectric.
Robust in construction, and ideal for

portable sets. Can be
mounted for either
drum or ordinary dial
control, with one hole
with special
grip.
panel
0005, 4/6; .0003,

fixing
claw

4/3;

*00015,

4/3.

5/.

THE CONCERT VALVE

EACH

2/3
EACH
The

famous

OHMITE "-a

" MULTIWAVE "
H.F. CHOKE designed
for modern valves, By
employing solenoid winding followed by sectional
windings, high impedance
is obtained with low D.C.

new -process

Moulded Resistance

The

resistance.

Also

very

effective for use In H.F.
stopper or filter circuits.
With Base 5/- each.

with a value that re-

mains constant. Infinitely better than wire -wound.
Herrnetically sealed in Bakelite. Noiseless and efficient.
Negligible self capacity, so that

the high notes are retained. Also
fitted with terminal ends. All

values

2/3 each.

1,000 to

500,000

Ohms.

Holders for above 6d.

GRAHAM
PARISH
BROMLEY

-Brings " Purity of Reception to Radio. But with low
current consumption and high amplification
The
valve craftsmen who make FOTOS see to that.
And extensive research and test makes
certain. It will pay you to try FOTOS

- the Concert Valve - next time !

ASK FOR IT BY NAMEUse in Set
Type Volts Amps.
Price
0.05
General Purpose
5/6
B.A.9 1.9v
General Purpose and Power Valve 5/6
B.C. 9 1.9v
0.1
Super Power Valve
0.2
7/6
B.D.9 1.9v
Same Types in 4 volts: Also Pentode 18/6 & Screened G1-1(115/6

SAY " FOTOS "-AND GET THE BEST
or write for Leaflet A14 from

CONCERTON RADIO &
ELECTRICAL CO., LTD.
256/7 BANK CHAMBERS

KENT

329 HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.1

TELEPHONE : HOLBORN 8667

IMINIMMENINOMMINEW

Sole as/IA./ors:

146/6

CARDIFF
3. F. Paull, 43 Caroline Street,
J. F. Paull, 200 Dock Street, NEWPORT (MON)

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with- Advertisers
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" RADIOGRAMS"

.76e

EasuWau
TO PERFECT RADIO

In addition to their own extensive range, PETO SCOTT offer YOU
Every Known Radio Receiver or Component-aloes

EASY TERMS
SERVICE AFTER SALES

The following list is merely representative, and we ask you to fain
the coupon below or send us a list of year requirements.
THE 1930 ETHER SEARCHER (described in December 7 issnel
Complete kit of components, including drilled panel, drilled
chassis and valves, 08 2s. id. or 12 monthly payments.of 14/10.
Any parts sold separately.
OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET. Coals £9, or 12 monthly payments

of 1616, Valves included.
CELESTION C.12 LOUD -SPEAKER, in Oak. Cash, 65 12s. 6d.,

or 12 monthly payments of 10/4; in Mahogany, £5 rn. 6d., or
12 monthly payments of 10/9.
ULTRA AIR CHROME U.12. Cabinet Model Loud -speaker.
Cub £3 19e. 6d., or 12 monthly payments of 714. All Chassis
and Cabinet Models also available.
=IDE 120 -VOLT H.T. ACCUMULATOR, Type W.I.. 9.600
m/a. In Crates. Cash £3 I.59., or 12 monthly payments et WU
Type W.H., 120 volts, 5,000 m/a. In Crates. Cash, 44 13s., or
12 roonthly payments of 8/0.
STANDARD WET WT. 144 -VOLT BATTERY, 10,000 m/a,
absolutely complete. Cash, £4, or 12 monthly payments of
7/4. All parts for these batteries available.

PETO SCOTT

1%915
Free Demonstrations and advice by Qualified Engineers at our

Shops: -

77 CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.
Telephone: Clerkenwell 9406.7.8.
62 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1.
Telephone: Cbsncery 8266 '
4 Manchester Street, Liverpool.
Telephone: Central 2134.
33 Wintelow Road, Chorlton-cum-Hardy, Manchester.
Telephone ; Choriton-cum-Hardy 2028.
Mail coupon in unseated enkelope under Id. stamp.

COUPON
Please send me your 48 -page Illustrated Catalogue, describing
the 1920.30 products of all the leading makers.
NAME

ADDRESS
A.W.21/12

(Continued from page 1048)

Jack Hylton and his Band will visit the
Brixton Astoria on December 27. Their
stage act will be relayed to the London and
Daventry stations.

In America there are now 182 government inspectors working under the supervisors policing the ether.
Station WIAM (Cleveland, Ohio) is now
using a new 50,000 -watt transmitter. The
wave used is 280.2 metres, or 1,070 kilocycles. This station is now one of the most

The Radio Corporation of America reported profits for the September quarter powerful in the United States and
of 1:I,745,878-the largest quarter since expected to cover a wide territory.
that ending December 31, 1928, when net
profits totalled L.2,017,775.

According to the latest Swedish statistics,
over 412,00o receiving sets are in daily use

Services at the underground chapel of in that country, representing a proportion
Mynydd Newydd Colliery, Fforestfach , of 67.5 instruments per i,000 inhabitants.
New South Wales, relayed from a depth of
The power of the Spanish broadcasting
600 ft., are part of the local radio broad- stations, according to the new plan, has
casting programme.
been fixed as follows : Madrid, 20 kw.;
Establishment of headphones in the Barcelona, To kw.; San Sebastian, 3 kw.;
cells at Sing Sing Prison, New York, has Vigo, 6 kw.; Saragossa, 3 kw.; Valencia,
begun and, having proved successful in 3 kw.; Seville, 3 kw.; Bilbao, 1 kw.;
amusing and interesting the convicts, it is Oviedo, 1 kw.; Salamanca, 1 kw.; Cadiz,
x kw.; Cartagena, r kw.; Almeria, 1 kw.;
to be extended to all parts of the -prison.
The Council of the Union Internationale and Valladolid, Malaga, Palma (Majorca),
de Radiodiffusion at its recent conference Ciudad Real, Teneriffe, or Las Palmas
at Barcelona adopted the report of its (Canary Isles), .5 kw. to 1 kw. each. In
Technical Committee on the results of the addition, the scheme calls for a short-wave
Prague Plan brought into operation ,on transmitter to be erected at Madrid for the

June 3o last. It

is

stated that more broadcast of musical programmes and news,

rigorous enforcement of measures to restrict

broadcasting stations to the wavelengths
allotted to them are to be taken in future,
and an effort will be made to reduce the
grave interference which is now being
caused in some quarters by transmitter
defects.

bulletins to the Spanish-speaking states of
the South American continent.
Radio -Alger, the new 13 -kilowatt broadcasting station installed at Algiers (North
Africa) was officially opened on Novem-

ber 19 last by the Governor-General of
Algeria.

IGRANIC DUAL IMPEDANCE COUPLING UNIT
This interesting L.F. Coupling Unit contains two
iron -cored inductances with a coupling condenser of values calculated to give maximum
amplification of marked purity.
It
possesses many advantages over resistance -capacity coupling and, for
a given H.T. voltage, enables
greater amplification to be
obtained.

PRICE 30,"'

is

jGRiiN:

IGRANIC
TAPPED
OUTPUT

C.C. UNIT
A choke and condenser combined

for use as an output filter. This
protects the loud -speaker

windings,

prevents demagnetisation and enables the
speaker to be set to maximum sensitivity.

Tappings are provided so that a step-up or stepdown ratio may be used to suit the speaker and
give the best possible quality of reproduction.

PRICE

21/6

Apply to your dealer. If he
cannot supply you, please write

to Dept. D.137.

IGRANIC ELECTRIC

CO., LTD.
149 Qn. Victoria St., London
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SINGLE
SCREW
CONCEALED

FRICTION

PIGTAIL

COND kNSER

. BRAKE

As specified for the MUSIC

3;34

LEADER described in No. 384.
In four Capacities

4/6

:0005
.00035
.00025

42

tf.attur Wireiso
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to OW
701411

4.051.41

Each

.00015
*Double spacing of vanes for Ultra Shortwave work. As used for the " World -Wide
Short -Wave Set" described in No. 387.

OUNCES

The Finest

VERNIER DIAL
obtainable.

MECHANICALLY PERFECT. POSITIVE
BRASS CONTACT drive on SOLID BRASS

SCALE ensuring smooth movement, with
absolutely NO BACK -LASH. ROBUST in
Construction and Trouble Free. SMALL.
EXTREMELY ELEGANT. EFFICIENT.

3%4

TUNING WITHOUT IRRITATING
UNCOMFORTABLE
CROUCH or STOOP
Catalogue sent post free on receipt of postcard

THE FORMO CO., CROWN WORKS,
LONDON, N.W.2

CRICKLEWOOD LANE,

and you

can build

mighty
MULLARD

ORGOLA

8(9

DOWN secures immediate delivery of the
Goltone Set of Components for the MIGHTY
MULLARD ORGOLA RECEIVER.
Supplied in sealed cartons with blueprint and
full instructions for assembly. With this kit
you can build the Mullard Orgola 3 -Valve Radio
Receiver right away. There is no need to be
handicapped or delayed any longer trying to get

locally the various components specified by
Mullard-they are all here-packed in sealed

KIT "A"
All Goltone Components, without Cabinet

and Valves. Send your
8/9 to -day and pay
balance by eleven equal
monthly payments of
8/9.

cartons.

18/4

KIT "B"
DOWN and IN monthly for

THE amazing sensitivity of the Watmel
Unit can be gathered from the fact that
a specimen selected from stock gave clear
reproduction at six feet when connected to

a crystal set at a distance of is miles from
a broadcasting station. If you want a
Loud Speaker of highly attractive appearance, that will give delightful reproduction
of full round volume, write at once for our
folder which tells you how you can in ten
minutes build one up from a kit of parts
costing only 55/-. To obtain the same
reproduction elsewhere you would have to

spend twice as much or more. Finally,
remember that the Watmel Unit is so sensitive that it saves you money handsomely in

the H.T. current you use-it serves as an
extra valve, in fact.

If your dealer cannot supply you
with a Watmel Unit or Kit, write
direct to us, giving his name and
address.

eleven months to complete the
purchase.
Complete kit of Goltone
Components, including Kit " A,"

Cabinet, Accumulator, H.T. Batteries,
and three mighty Valves-the screened

grid, the detector, and the pentone.

For vital, vivid Radio the Mullard Orgola is the finest set for you

to build this Xmas-all Europe will be at your finger tips-selective,
powerful, adjustable-and all with ease and simplicity of single -dial
control.

For immediate delivery in time for Xmas, post your order to -day.
Immense stocks; but orders are pouring in. So don't delay-do it
now 1 All orders dealt with in strict rotation.

Wireless Co., Ltd.
Imperial Works, High St., Edgware, Middlesex
P. & I:
Telephone: Edgware 0323

VELVETONE WIRELESS Co.
225, DEANE ROAD, BOL TON
Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

)
LOMPOVITS

SCREENS

" 1930 ETHER SEARCHER"

The Editor does not necessarily agree with
the views expressed by correspondents.

" EVERYBODY'S 3"

Q I R,-Your little "Favrt vit_s 2" ( 928)
is a marvel. It fills my house with

- 7/DRILLED ALUMINIUM PANEL ALUMINIUM CHASSIS AND SCREEN 8/6
- 5/ DIFFERENTIAL CONDENSER
H.F. CHOKE
-

ALUMINIUM SCREEN (as specified)
S.G. VALVE HOLDER, " L" TYPE
Order direct from

E.PAROUSSI

A Fine Set

2/9
2/ -

music, and reproduction is excellent.

It may interest you to know that I experienced no difficulty in tuning and
separating the new Brookmans Park
regional stations on 261 and 356 metres

10 Featherstone Buildings,
High Holborn, London, W.C.1

Phone: Chancery 7010.

on the occasion of the initial test.
Y. (Harlesden).

TANHOY
w11

GO

1,101

New, highly sensitive, made on the latest principle, a vast
improvement over all other types: will pick up whispered
words from a distance of several yards, also
strongly amplify and transmit speech and
music over a distance, through Loud -speaker

or Headphones. Splendid instruments for
making Detectaphone, Deaf -aid, LOUD AnnounceSPEAKING TELEPHONE.
11
ments through Loud -speaker, Amplifier, for
Crystal or Valve Sets. Electric Sound
Detector. Experiments.
NO OTHER MICROPHONE OF EQUAL SENSITIVENESS
KNOWN : each instrument finely black enamelled and

fitted with a 3 ft. silk connecting cord. Despatched 8/6
by return post.

SPECIAL MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER

Specially tellable
ate move " tcouble-itee
consumpsolutely
cost less.
with minimum
They

tion. _N.C. mains S,2:1116
For
Itom 0:12:6
and 1...'1
L.T.Isom
11.T

SMALL 10 OHMS EARPIECE

FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker,
27,

1-1 Dalton Streatham

Wain/Units
UREKA.

Class Reproduction at a low cost.
Baby Giand 1st or and stage
8s. 6d.
1 Os. 6d.
Concert Grand 1st stage
..
9s. 6d.
Concert Grand znd stage
..

.

.. 10s. 6d.

411 Post Paid by return. Money

L. PERSON & SON

(Dept. 2). 63, Shaftesbury Street, London, N.I.

THE LETTS' 1930 AMATEUR WIRELESS
NOTEBOOK DIARY
1/688 -page Reference Section

Full of Useful Data

Experiments were therefore carried out
in order to find a suitable coil, and eventually the secondary winding of a burnt -out
transformer gave the best results. One end
of this was connected direct to the aerial
lead-in and the other to earth. The aerial

2/6

Available tappings
212-1-212 v.

through a .00m-microfarad condenser.

secondary (acting as an ultra long -wave
coil) provides an easy path to earth for the
atmospherics and, furthermore, the small
fixed condenser makes it much more difficult for them to enter the receiver.
213 JO (Liverpool).

multiple types from

WANDER PLUGS
The plugs that sit firm

in their sockets. Fitted
with grub screw for
holding the lead. All
nickel -plated, with 6

different coloured
sleeves.
212).W.

each.

J. J. EASTICK & SONS

Eelex House, 118 Bunhill Row, London, E.C.I+
'Phone: Clerkenwell 9282 /3 f4

Owing to the demands upon our

space in this issue it has been neces-

sary to hold several letters over

Send 2d. Stamp for our 32 -page book
" The All Metal Way 1930," giving full

details of these and other units-high
and low tension, and full instructions and
circuits for making A.C. mains units
of all types.

THE WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SAXBY SIGNAL CO., LTD.
82, YORK ROAD, KING'S CROSS, LONDON, N.1

Standard size
or Midget, 2d.

Write for List J85

TYPE A
FOR LOW TENSION D.C.

amp.

63/ -

F. C. HEAYBERD & CO. 10, Finsb Eury.C.2 Street,

METAL RECTIFIERS

23/6

Price

Full details of Ibis and 50 other single end

07WESTINGHOUSE10

D.C. Output 9 volts.

120 ill's.
120 rn/a

.!

terminal of the receiver was connected

It will be seen that the transformer

refunded if not satisfied iw 7 days.

UNIVERSAL

MAINS TRANSFORMER

prove that it was possible to reduce the
strength of atmospherics without inter-

unwanted frequencies.

The L.F. Transformer that gives Really First

IlEAYBERD

280+280 v. 120 'lila
2 amps
21/2+21/2 v.
4 amps
2+2 v.
3+3 v.
21 amps
amps
12 v.
I

that a suitable coil connected between
aerial and earth would by-pass these

Tetepbone

Phone:
MUSEUM 8329

Fitzroy Street, London, W.I.

134 volts

fering with the normal reception.
The principle, worked on was that of the
ordinary "parallel" wavetrap. Since .most
atmospheric disturbances are at a very low
frequency (long wavelength), it was found

6 (complete)
Combined
date
S,6:12:
radio up to
Itora
your
J3ring
S.E.21
Street, 6731
1131,SEIAERSO.

gi

for use with Super -microphone as a HIGHLY EFFICIENT
DEAF AID, or Detectaphone, etc.: thin 3 -it. silk con- 6/.,
netting cord fitted. Earpiece finely black enamelled.
Full Directions for see of Super-3fieroplione for many purposes
and Diagrams of connections free.

few months ago. These were in connection
with the elimination of atmospherics.

I do not claim to have solved the
problem-not by any means-but I did

Radio Head-

phones, Loud -speaker, Valve Set, or Valve Amplifier w

paragraph relating to the three greatest

problems in wireless, I was reminded of
some experiments which I carried out a

Super -Microphone to

for connecting

Eliminating Atmospherics
SIR,-Reading "Thermion's" recent

YOUR 111V, 24101tIS
V11.01.1
--they
designedand ab:,

Smoothing Chokes aoh. 40m/a.

SUPER -MICROPHONES
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&
B
1930 ETHER SEARCHER
KIT
BUILD THE 1930 ETHER SEARCHER
H. & B. KIT ASSURES SUCCESS
1-Drilled aluminium panel, 15 by 8 in.

s. d.

1-Drilled aluminium chassis
1-Drilled aluminium screen (H. & B.)

26

1-Slow motion drum dial (H. ,Sc B.)

56

...
...

1-30 ohms rheostat (Varley)
1-.00013-mfd. differential condenser (Lotus)
...
2-Push-pull switches (Bulgin)
3-Antimicrophonic valve holders (Benjamin)
1-.0005 dual condenser, with supports

C,7)te7;

Wireie5

POLAR

WIRELESS

for the

MAGAZINE

"PENTECTOR TWO"

5 0

Once again Polar
is placed behind the panel by
a well-known radio expert

56

30
46
15 0

2-Dual-range coils, R2R (Colvern)
... 17 0
1-.0003 -and. fixed condenser (Ormond) ...
7
1-.0002-mfd. fixed condenser (Ormond) ...
7
1-High-frequency choke (Lewcos) ...
...
79
1-Low-frequency transformer (Lissen)
... 19 0
1-Grid leak holder (Bulgin)
...
...
9
...
...
26
1-Grid leak, 2 meg. (Dubilier)
... 5 0
2-1-mfd. fixed condensers (Dubilier)
2-Ebonite strips, 2 by 2 in. (Trelleborgs) ...
8
4-Marked terminals : A, E, L.S.-1- , L.S.1 6
(Eelex)
...
..
...
...
1 0
1-S/G connector (Bulgin)
...
7-Marked wander plugs (Belling -Lee)
2 0
8
2-Spade tag ends (Belling -Lee)
...
£5 6 6
Cash Price
Included in this kit are all necessary Wire, Screws,
and Full-size Blueprint. Any parts sold separately.
3 Mullard or Cossor Valves, 45/- extra.
Hand -polished Cabinet, 17/6 extra.

The

-

Big

POLAR

British

Drum Control

.0005

Wireless

-

15/-

(Left hand drive as

used and specified)

Monthly

.00035 0003

The above kit supplied on our famous gradual

POLAR DRUM CONTROL

payment system, 15/- down and 10 monthly payments of 10/-.

H. & B. Screen assembly complete with Panel screen

-

-

14/9

-

14,16

YOUR DEALER

SELLS POLAR

Write for Illustrated Catalogue of full range of Polar products.

and chassis drilled fitted with the H. & B. velvet

motion drum dial. Cellulosed in attractive colours.
These panels will not show marks or scratches.

Carriage Paid on all orders

WINGROVE & ROGERS, LTD.
188-189 Strand, London, W.C.2

H. & B. RADIO CO.

Polar Works :-Mill Lane, Old Swan, Liverpool.

Cash 16/6 post free.

C.O.D. charges paid on orders over Le.
orders packed free.
34,

eraateur

Foreign

36, 38 BEAK STREET, REGENT STREET,

LONDON, W.I

Gerrard 2834.

WHY

DARIO VALVES
MAKE IDEAL GIFTS

PAY more

than

L.NfOR

for CHRISTMAS
New Glass Bulb.

Finer yet Tougher.

1

New Super -strength Grid.

2

New Non-microphonic

Filament with Special
Coating.

New Large Size Anode.
Easier Flow of Electrons.

A UNIVERSAL
VALVE

Super H.F.

.1
.1

for Easier Handling.

NEW
1930
TYPES!

amp. 5/6
amp. 5/6

.15 amp. 5/6

Super -Power .18 amp. 7/6
Hyper -Power .3 amp. 9/6

Pentodion ... .3 amp. 18/6

FOUR VOLT
.075 amp. 5/6
.075 amp. 5/6
Super H.F. .075 amp. 5/6

A IR I

VALVES

Universal
Resistron

Super -Power

.1

amp. 7/6

Hyper -Power .15 amp. 9/6
Pentodion .15 amp. 18'6
1°8

4

Dario Milled Base

TWO VOLT
Universal
Resistron

3

Bed leaf te_j__2&ftre'eitaeng

NEW

1930
PRICES!
Ask your dealer
or write for the
Dario Free Folder

IMPEX ELECTRICAL LTD., (Dept J), 538 HIGH ROAD, LEYTONSTONE, LONDON, E.11

malt= Wwe
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YOU CAN

WIRELESS IN PARLIAMENT

CUT OUT

(From our own Correspondent)
MR. E,. EVANS asked the Home Secre-

tary if there were any regulations of

Brookmans Park

his department preventing the use of the
services of the British Broadcasting Corporation for the purpose of broadcasting
descriptions of the bodies of unknown dead
persons whom the police or other authorities
were anxious to identify, and, if so, whether
he would consider amending such regula-

tions in order to permit such broadcasting
in cases where the chief constable of a city
or county asked for such facilities.
Mr. Clynes replied that the arrangements

made between his department and the
Only Brownie's
ability to produce
2,000 Dominion
Vernier Dials a day
enables them to

keep the price as

low as

The special non -backlash
design (for fine tuning) and the splendid
finish (smooth black or beautifully grained
mahogany bakelite) coupled with the low
2/6.

price, makes the Dominion Vernier Dial
a real radio bargain.
BROWNIE WIRELESS COMPANY (G.B.) LIMITED,
N.W.1
NELSON STREET WORKS, LONDON,

BROWN!
WIRELE SS

CLIX
21 VARIETIES

British Broadcasting Corporation for the
broadcasting of police messages provided
that recourse was to be had to the facilities
afforded by the British Broadcasting Corporation only in cases of immediate
urgency, when the circulation of a message
limitation had been imposed in consequence

B.B.C. WAVE BAND

of the Corporation's desire to reduce to a
minimum the interference with normal
programmes which such messages entailed,
but he was satisfied that it did not prevent

the broadcasting of any message which
means, and he saw no reason to modify

NEW SOUTHGATE

54

to him for their accounts, he would say
how their profits were allocated.

ourite of set designers. ohm Potentiometer may
be used in the PenIt Is efficient ; effective also
Two; smooth acover a very wide fre- tector
tion; Bakelite forquency band ; slot mer ; no soldering.
minimum Also the Sovereign
wound ;
capacity ; low loss Panel Mounting 50 -ohm
Rheostat, Bakelite forBakelite former; ter - mer'
smooth
minals and tags. Fol. action; very
terminal conneclow the set
t i0/IS. Specified

2/.

designer - he
knows.

4/6

for most popular sets.

The Sovereign range stocked by all dealers includes Dual -range
Panel n' moiling Coil, Six -pin Base, Two -pin Coils, X -coils and
Speaker Xit. In cases of difficulty write to M.
R
r

The new Italian 50 -kilowatt transmitter
now in course of erection at San Palomba,
in the immediate neighbourhood of Rome,
is on the point of completion and tests will
be carried out within the next few days.
In response to requests sent by Germans
abroad, the Konigswusterhausen short-

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII4.,,,.

No.

the evening transmissions.
YVV7VTITYYTTYVVYYTYYTV7117VVYY

Write for the Clix Folder.
LECTRO LINX Ltd., 254 *Vauxhall Bridge Rd., S W.1

The Sovereign H.F. The Sovereign BaseChoke is a great fav- board Mounting 400 -

account.

Parallel
Sockets Id. &

CONTACT

LONDON, Nil

SPECIFIED FOR THE
" PENTECTOR TWO "

Broadcasting Corporation were responsible

No. 19.

FOR

-

Mr. Marjoribanks asked the Postmaster -

General whether, seeing that the British

wave transmitter on 31.38 metres daily
broadcasts a news bulletin at the end of

Nos. 12 & 13.

CUT-OUT

B.B.C. Accounts

No. rj.

No. IL).

TUNEWELL
TURNER
& CO.,
STATION ROAD.

this amount £134,167 was transferred to
capital account to cover capital expenditure incurred on the regional stations and
for other purposes, while the balance of
1;7,242 was carried forward to the 1929

12.
Power
Socket 2d.
No. 13.
Safety
Bush 11d.

12/6

the arrangements.

of the year 1928 was £141,409 and that of

Plug 2.1c1.

HIGH WAVE

10/6

could with advantage be circulated by that

which had been published as Command
Paper No. 3324 of 1929, showed that the
net revenue of the Corporation at the end

9.
Parallel
Plug 2d.
No. 15. All -in Plug
and Socket 8d.
No 11.
Power

vary the tuning and degrees of selectivity.

by other means, e.g. by a notice in the
Press, would not serve the purpose. This

Mr. Lees -Smith said that the British

No.

Aerial tappings, Sockets and Plugs to

Incorporates most efficient astatically
wound coils and .0005 variable con, denser. Enclosed in Superior Bakelite
Case. The most efficient Cut -Out yet.

Broadcasting Corporation's report for 1928,

No. I.

The Tunewell Cut -Out is a wonderfully
efficient Station Selector with three

Letts' Amateur Wireless
1930 Notebook Diary

Post free in two bindings, 1/9 and 2/6
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA AAAAAAAAAAAA

linnumni

S0 EREIGN
Produced by J.R. WIRELESS CO.
6-8, Rosebery Avenue, London, E.C.t

Baldry Ad. 5.5.4

REPAIRS

Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loud -speaker
or headphones repaired and dispatched within
HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
48

with each repair. 4/- Post Free.
Terms to Trade

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.
"Service" Dept.

214 High Street, Colliers Wood, London, S.W.19
LATEST HORNS
GRAMOPHONES
AND PARTS
CATALOGUE FREE. CASH OR TERMS.

BUILD £12 MODEL FOR £3. INSTRUCTIONS 33.

W. BURT, 185 High St., Deptford, London, S.E.8
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XMAS with a
DIX - ONEMETER
will be perfect

50/- only

Fixed W.D., 250 v., 2 mfd., 1/6;
4 mfd., 5,6; 6 mfd., 7/6. New Sterling Mansbridge
Smoothing for up to 400 v., 2 mfd., 2/10; 4 mfd., 5/6;

CONDENSERS.

6 mfd., 7/6. 500 mfd. Dry, 12 v. for L.T., mains supply
L.T. Filters. 10/-. Dubilier .01 Type 577 1,000 v.
List, 7/-. Sale 1/..

HIGH VOLTAGE CONDENSERS. All guaranteed.
500 v. .01 mfd. List 7/-. Sale 1/.; 4 mfd., 6/6; 8 mfd,
10/-; No. 20H; 1,000 v., .05 mfd., 2/6; 1,500 v. 6 mfd.,
12/6; No. 16B; 2,000 v., 2 mfd., 22/6, No. 20C; 3,000 v.,
2 mfd. (oil), 45/., No. 20F0; 10,000 v., .0025 mfd., 3/6.
No. 16AI, 20,000 v..002 mfd., 35/., I mfd. 4,000 v., 40/..
30,000 v., .0025 mfd., 10/-, No. I6HW.
CHOKES, VARLEY DOUBLE WOUND, carry 60 m/a
and fitted ebonite panel with terminals, for use in H.T.
Eliminator Filter circuit from the mains. Bargain, 4/6.

MAINS SET PARTS. 200/250 Power Transformers
with three centre tap secondaries. Hefty 200 watt H.T.
and L.T. type suitable for a multivalve set or a power
amplifier. Usual price, 90/-. Bargain Sale 55/. only.
Small Transformers. 220 v. to 3- 5-8 v., 7/6 only.

MAINS UNITS. The DIX D.C. No live Terminals.
Hamlets Filter, 3 taps, 30/-. De Luxe Model with
Meter. 40/-. A.C. Unit with Control, £410s.

1055

When ordering, please send Postal Order, NOT STAMPS

CRYSTAL SETS (6d. each)
..

B.B.C. Brookmans Park Set
Regional Crystal Set
..

27 & 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2

AW2.36

.. WM176

ONE -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
wAmWzi2o78
..

B.B.C. Official One
Reinartz One
..

.

.

..

.

WM1 53

TWO -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
AW/90
..
..
.
AW194
AW198
..
Hyper -selective Two (D, Pentode)
AW213
..
Pentector Two (P. det, RC)
.. WM135
Clipper Two (D, Trans)
Continental Two (D, Trans)
..
..
WM143
Loud -speaker America Two

Talisman Two (D. Trans)

WM155
Stay -put Two (All AC, D, Trans)
.
WMI56
Ether Ranger (D, Trans)
ABC Two (D, Trans) with copy '`WM"-ts. 3d. WM160
WIM168
..
Brookmans Two (D, Trans)
W5/1175
..
AC Two (D, Trans)

THREE -VALVE SETS (1s. each)

..
AW158
All -Britain Three (H.F., D, Trans)
AW17z
The Binowave Three (D, RC, Trans) ..
AW175
Clarion Three (SG, D, Trans)
AWica
Broadcast Three (SG, D, Trans)
.. AWx96
James dual -range Three (HF, D, Trans)
All -wave High-mag. Three (D, z Trans)
.. AW199
AWzoi
..
Knife-edge Three (D, RC, Trans)
AW2o3a
Talisman Two -three (D, RC, Trans) ..
Wide World Short-wave Three (HF, D, Trans) AW2o7
..
.. A 200
Everybody's Three (SG, D, Trans)
193o Ether Searcher (SG, D, Trans) ..
Standard Coil Three (HF, D, Trans) ..

AW211

.

.. WM1 t7

Wide -world Short -waver (SG, D, Trans)
New Year Three (SG, D, Pentode)
..
Lodestone Three (HF, D, Trans)
..

. .

WIN/I120
W1V11 23

.. WM139

Simple Screen Three (HF, D, Trans) ..
Dynamic Three (AC -SG, D, Trans)
At Home Three (D, zRC)

WMI3 1

WM '36
WMI41

..
WMiaz
Short -Wave Link (D, RC, Trans)
WM15z
Binowave S.G. Three (SG, D, Trans)
WMI57
Fanfare (D, 2 Trans)
..
WMI61
..
Brookmans Three (SG, D, Trans)
WM164
..
Community Three (D, RC, Trans)
WMI67
..
New Q3 (SG, D, Pentode)
Brookmans Push-pull Three (HF, D, Trans) 1/6 WM rya
WM173
Celerity Three (SG, D, Trans)
FOUR -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
ELECTRIC FESTOON, 16 Fairy Lamps on Flex, with
clips and adaptor. 220 volts, 10,6.
TABLE ELECTRIC PROJECTORS for Spot Light or
Photo Slide Home experiments. 4 Magnif. and focus
lenses, swivel stand. Socket cord and plug. Sale 25/,
'PHONES for 3/.. Sullivan's Double L.R. 'phones, 3/..
Royal 2,000 ohms each, brand new, 4/- 1, pair. Hear
Easy 'phone pads, 2/0 per dozen. Brown's 120 ohms,
15/. per pair. Lightweight 4,000 ohms, 3/6 per pair.
VIBRO-MASSAGE SETS. Cost £4. New, in case.
Sale

25/6. X -Ray Tubes, 35/-. Neon Lamps, 2/6.

Photo Electric Cells, 60/-.

THE LATEST BARGAIN A.C. to D.C. BATTERY

CHARGERS. 110 v. or 220 v. A.C. for a 2-, 4-, or
6 -volt battery gives 6 amps. D.C. Sale at half price
£2 10s. Larger type for 12 -volt Car Cells, £4. Both
Fitted plug, cord, and C.Z. Ammeter.
ELECTRIC. Electric Hot and Cold Hair Blowers, 30/-.
Flat Irons, 10/-. Electric Two -plate cooker, 12/-.
Single Hot -plates, 7/6 and 5/-. Immersion Heaters,
spiral, 7/6. Tube, 5/.. With plugs and cord.
RECEIVERS. New R.A.F. Aircraft 3 -Valve semi -portable,
Det., 2 L.F., 3 anti -prong Holders, Remote Control,
Variable Condenser, and Rheostat. All tested on Broadcast, 27/6. R.A.F., 5 -valve ditto, with Valves, £4. Or
fitted in polished Mahogany Cabinet with S.M. Dials,
£6 10s. Burndept 6 -valve Super -Het. with valves and
2 frame aerials. New and O.K. £18 10s. List £45.
3 -valve L.F. Amplifiers, 30/, C.E.C. Victor 3 with
valves. List £6 17s. Sale, £4, new.
I

MARCONI STATION SELECTOR WAVE -TRAPS,
WAVE METERS, ALL RANGES.
15/-.
THE B.B.0 AERIAL Use 100 ft. Navy Special 7-23
super enamel bronze, 3/-. Pocket R.A.F., 110 ft. stranded
cop., 1/3. Electronic, 100 ft., 1/3. Masi, braided cop.,
50 ft., 1/3; 100 ft., 2/-; Indoor, 11. 100 ft. Frame
Aerials, mid -tap, 101.. Indoor Aerials, 21-. Frame
Aeriel Wire, 1/. 100 ft.

SUNDRIES. Adj. Spark Saps.,Alumin. on Ebonite, 2!-.
3 -volt Siemens Dora Cells, 113. Fixed Fila Resistor, 6d.

Steel Perm. Magnets, 1/-. Pickup parts, magnet and
bobbins, 1:3 set. Dashlamps for panel or meters, swivel
and 3 cut-offs, 1/-. Adhesive Tape, 4d. Screwdrivers,
1/.. Breast Drill, 341. Valve Windows, Nickel, 4d.

6 ft. 'Phone Cords, 1/-, 1/4.
Loud Speaker Cords, 17.. Empire Tape, 12 yards, 6d.

Coil Holders, 10d., I!.

Spade Tabs, 6 a ld. Staples, 6 a 1d. Switch Arms and
Studs, 1/-. Wander Plugs, 2d. pair. Coil -plug and
socket, 3d. pair. Ins. Hooks, Id. Egg Insulators, 2 for
lid. 4 -way H.T., L.T. Cords, 16. Hear Easy 'Phone
Pads, 2d. pair. Skinder Reed Units, 2,000 ohms, 8/-.
Cone paper, 15 ins. square, 1/-. Amplicone,
Electrical Goods ready. Send stamped addressed envelope
for large Sale List.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218 UPPER THAMES STREET, E.C.4

RAYMOND'S

FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINTS

.. AW133

Overseas Short -waver (HF, D, a 'Frans)

Clarion All -electric Three (SG, D, Trans, AC
Rectifier)
*Music -lover's

(SG,

.15 ,

Trans -is. 6d.)
*Music -lover's Gramo-radio (Loud -speaker .

AW2oo

AWzoza

AWzozb
is.)
*Music -lover's Gramo-radio (Motor -board -9d.) AWzozc
WMt t9
..
Binowave Four (SG, D, RC Trans)
.. WM izz
Standard -coil Four (HF, D, zRC)
WM134
..
Dominions Four (zSG, D, Trans)
.. WM4o
Short-wave Adaptor for Dominions Four

Music Player (HF, D, RC, Trans)
..
..
Arrow (SG, HF, D, Trans)
.
1930 Monodial (zSG, D, Trans)
Electric Four (All AC -SG, D, RC, Trans)
Outpost Four (SG, D, z Trans)
Brookman's Four (a SG, D, Trans) ..

. WMI44

WMI54

WMI58
WMi6z
WMI65
WM174

.

Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE.

This address
is at the back of Daly's
Phones: Gerrard 4637 and 2821

Theatre.

f WE ARE

OPEN

OPEN

ALL DAY SATURDAY
ALL DAY THURSDAY
ALL DAY EVERY DAY
Hours 9 a.m. to 8p.m
Sat. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m,
Sunday morning 11-1

BOXING DAY

10 tO 1

AS USUAL
AFTERWARDS

AMAZING OFFER IN
LOUD -SPEAKER RECEIVERS

DE LUXE
MODEL

READY TO
USE

For Local,

Brookmans
Park,

5GB,
and
new
a It ernatise

-

programmes.

NO COILS

TO CHANGE

JUST SWITCH ON -THAT'S ALL

The Most Wonderful Set for Distance,
Speech and Music; and THE WORLD'S
BEST SELLER

Complete Receiver

READY TO USE

as shown above
Assembled in AMERICAN CABINET
(hinged lid) all parts enclosed ;_ DUAL
WAVE COIL is Incorporated (200/

GRID BIAS BATTERY ; 4
;
WAY LEADS ; 3 DULL EMITTER Packing & Carr.
2000)

5s. U.K.
NOT C.O.D.

VALVES ; 2 SLOW MOTION DIALS,
TRANSFORMER COUPLED.

The Above Receiver

ALSO

SPECIFICATION AS ABOVE.

NET CASH ONLY.

Supplied as follows:
READY TO USE with

THE LOT

100 -volt H.T., 2 -volt
40 L.T., AERIAL,

CONE SPEAKER,

5.12.6

Also supplied with the
LATEST TRIOTRON

DARK EMITTER

V A L VES 5/- extra

Carr. and Packing 7/6 extra.

(plus carr. 5/-).

NOT C.O.D.

RAYMOND'S CHALLENGE THE
WORLD FOR VALUE AND QUALITY
ENTIRELY UNSOLICITED

.E541% TO ANY CHARITY
IF NOT GENUINE
From A. C. Morton, of Hart- From G. A. Rotherham, of
TESTIMONIALS
ON ABOVE SET

ley Wintney, 3/10/29: -

Dumfries. 26/11/20: -

WM130
Fidelity Five (HF, D, zRC)
All -wave Lodestone Five (HE, D, RC, Push-

wireless set, etc. (yesterday).

ceived the 3 Valve Set you

1930 Five (zHF, D, RC, Trans)

satisfied. It is a bargain at
the price. Marry thanks.
firm in future to my friends.
Yours truly,
Yours sincerely,
(Signed) A. C. Morton.
(Signed) G. A. Rotherham.

FIVE -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)

pull)

...

WM146
WM171

(AMPLIFIERS 1s. each)

A.W:Gramophone Amplifier
Beginner's Amplifier (iv.) 9d.
Brookman's Separator (HF Unit)
Signal Booster (HF Unit)
Auditrol Amplifier
Concentrator (HF Unit)

AW205

.

..

.

AWzro
AWzoz
WM1z8

.. WM132

PORTABLE SETS

Arcadian Portable (SG, D, 2 Trans) with

linen -diaphragm loud -speaker (half scale) AW,77 1/6
1/6
1/5.5.0 Portable (D, Trans)

Music Leader (SG, D, RC, Trans) with
copy "AW "

AVV188

1/ -

AW203 -/4
WM145 1/6
Enchanter Portable (zHF, D, RC, Trans) WM150 1/6
sThe three prints are obtainable for as, 64. post free
Wayfarer Portable (Super -het)
1929 Chummy (SG, D, Trans, RC)

WM r39 1/6

Copies of the " Wireless Magazine " and of "Amateur Wireless " containing descriptions of any at these sets can be obtained at Is, 3d. and 4d.
respectively, post free, index letters " A.W." refer to " Amateur Wireless " sets and " W.M." to" Wireless Magazine" sets.

AMATEUR WIRELESS

I am more than pleased with
same. It has surpassed my
expectations, and you can be
sure I shall recommend your

TRIOTRON VALVES

.

2 -volt or 4 -volt

H.F., R.C., Det.
..
Power

5;6
7/6

Latest DARK EMITTER

MISCELLANEOUS (1s. each)

..
AW183
Short-wave Adaptor (I v.)
High-tension Battery Charger ..
AW193
Mains Unit for S.8 Valves
..
AWi97
Simplest H.T. Unit
..
B.P. Wavetrap (6d.)
..
WA4z25
H.T. Unit for A.C. Mains
.. WM126
Lodestone Loud -speaker
WMI33
..
James H.T. Unit for D.C. Mains
Two Ampere Low-tension Unit
WM147
..
. . WM i.49
..
A.C. Mains Amplifier
A.C. Mains Unit for All -wave Lodestone Five WM151
H.T. Unit for A.C. Mains
..
..
WwMm:L9
"W.M." Linen -diaphragm

Holiday Portable Three (D, RC, Trans) ..

Dear Sir, -Have received

5641 FETTER LANE
LONDON, E.C.4

De Luxe Model, 4 -pole Ba1.1.7

unit

S

Dear Sir. - I have re-

sent me, and after more than
a fortnight's trial, I ant fully

For Ether Searcher
Pair Deal -range Colvern Coils, 17/-.

Listen Super, 19/-. Lotus .00013
Differential, 7/-.
Leweos H.F.
Choke, 7/9. Listen, 5/6, etc. Two
1-mfd. Fixed, 5'-, etc.

TUNEWELL

CLARION

COILS,

each,

10;6

.. 7/9
.. 1/9
Transformers, and all usual
Coils,
LISSEN
PARTS
products, Lewcos
Chokes, etc.. Ekco Mains 60-v. H.T., 7;11 ; 108-v., 12/11,
J.B. Condensers, R.I.Chokes,
Units, Amplion

Speakers,

Brown Speakers, and all
components, 'phones, etc.,
Ferranti L.F. Transformers,

DUAL 6/PIN, each
6/PIN BASES, each

etc. Latest 4 -pole Unit, 12/6. S.G.

Envelope, 101,
6;6.

Coils for BOB,
B.B.C. R.C.C. Units, 4/-.

.0005 Var., 6/6. Vernier Dials, 3/6.
Ample Postage please.

Chokes, Anode Resistances, Lissen Power Pentode, 2-v., 17/6
Cossor, Osram, Ediswan Only needs 100 v. H.T.
Varlet
Marconi Valves,
SPEAKERS, etc.
Chokes and Transformers,
Blue Spot Unit 06E; 25/-;
Ormond Condensers, Dials,
Chassis, 12/6; Do. Malor,15/-;
etc.

TALISMAN 7/6
DUAL COIL

W ea rite) Magnetic Reaction

T

U N EW E L L '7/9

DUAL COIL

200,2000 Metres.

Brookmans Separator

B.T.H. Chassis, 12/.;

15/-; Brown's Vee Unit, 25/-9
Chaos's, 15/-. .Ampl ion Cone,
21/-; A.C.914, £8; A.H.911orn,
29/6; CelestionC10,75J-; Marconi Octagon, 80/-;
C.S, 45)-; Bluespot 90, 22.2.0

BRITISH VALVES

Osrain, 10/6.
Power, 12/8. S.P., 15/, S.G., 22/6.
Marconi, Cossor,

Pentode, 25/, Sets of valves for

(A.W.)
all Cossor and Ouram kite of part a,
.0035 variable IS.M.); Butgin "A"
Tuner, 15;6; 7 -ohm P.M. Rheostat,
Sprung V.H., 1-tufd. H.F. Choke, 2 KITS OF PARTS of your own selecIgraine Pre-set, 8 Terminals, Base- tion 4aoted for at a special OVER
cash price when possible on 25/ board, Wire, and Screws.
in value
receipt of detailed list.
THE LOT, 39,6, Post Free.

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."

107,6

Cimattur W

THOSE CHRISTMAS GIFTS

750 WATT "Q.M.B."
LYONS'

WHEN choosing a Christmas present

SWITCH 2/6

for a friend, and you feel that the
giving of a present of some radio com-

NEW "B.A.T"

ponent or other does not quite fill the bill,
don't forget that there are few to whom a
gift of cigarettes at Christmas is not
acceptable. A decorated tin containing

(Best - After - Test) QMB
Switch breaks 3 amps. at
250 volts !

For H.F., L.F., H.T., L.T..

circuits.

For A.C. Sets.

Mains Units, Gramo-Motors, and as Moving Coil
Speaker Field Switch, etc.
Send for FREE 4 -pp. circular; request at the same
time our famous 36 -pp.

15o Players Navy Cut cigarettes can be
obtained from any tobacconist for 7s. 3d.
There are similar packings containing 5o
and too cigarettes which cost 23. 6d. and
4s. tort. respectively. A fiat pocket tin of
Players "No. 3" Virginia cigarettes costs

"CLAROSTAT " Book tail
about D.C. and A.C. Mains
Units, with scale drawings).

CLAUDE LYONS,

LTD.,
76 OLDHALL STREET,

3s. 4d. For the pipe -smoker there are such
old favourites as Players Navy Cut, Players

LIVERPOOL : ENGLAND

Navy Mixture, and Players "Airman"
and " Digger" tobaccos.

ATE'S

of radio components suitable for Christmas

A REAL EARTH TUBE

presents is opened up by the present vital
need for selectivity. If you have a friend
who has difficulty in separating the two
" B.P.'s," a useful gift would be a Watmel

24" LONG X I" DIA:.

EARTH
TUBE

ALL DEALERS SUPPLY.
OR

JABEZ BATE &C.2
VERONA

WORKS BIRMINGHAM

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements under this head are charged
THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge
THREE SHILLINGS.
DEPOSIT SYSTEM

As the Publishers cannot accept responsibility for th

hone fides of advertisers in this publication, they have
introduced a system of deposit which it is recommended
should be adopted by readers when dealing with persons
with whom they are unacquainted. It is here explained.

Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers
Ice amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.

This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
given. The deposit is retained until advice is received of
the completion of the purchase, or of the article having
been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums of £1
end under, and Is. for amounts in excess of £1, to cover
restage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
of persons not resident within the United Kingdom, double

tees are charged.

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted
by Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques :annot be
accepted), addressed to
"AMATEUR WIRELESS," ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,
58/61 FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C.4.:

PATENTS. -Trade Marks, Advice Handbook free. -B. T.

King, Regd. Patent Agent, 140 Queen Victoria St., London.

A " Selectivity " Gift -A new "line"

1/6EA:

"MIL LION

DECEMBER 21, 1929

.

WIRELESS OPERATING APPOINTMENTS -Fees payable

after qualifying (for boarding students). Morse Classes.
Wireless School, Manor Gardens, Holloway, N.7.

All,we ask is the
chance to prove that you can earn £300, £400, £500 per
ENGINEERS.- Can't we get together?

year and more. Other men are doing it, and you can do the
same. We have au unrivalled and world-wide organisation

waiting to help you, whether you be novice or expert.

If you wish for something more than a " bread and butter "
job you owe it to yourself to investigate our Service. Our
handbook " Engineering Opportunities," has pointed the

way to better things to over 20,000 of your fellows. It
contains details of A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.I.A.E., A.51.I.Struct.E., C. & G., G.P.O., etc. Exams.,
and outlines Home -Study Courses in all branches of Electrical, Mechanical, Motor, and Wireless Engineering. In a

LIKABILOK
--\°4717400

brilliant article, Professor A. H. Low shows clearly the
chances you arc missing. The Book and our Advice are

BUILDING THE

Orgola, Magic 3 or
a set described in
"Amateur Wireless "

quite free. We guarantee "NO PASS -NO FEE." Don't miss

this opportunity- send a postcard- NOW (State Branch,
Post or Exam.). - British Institute of Engineering 'recline-

and other radio

logy,109 Shakespeare Housc,29 Oxford Street, London,W.1.

publications?
Select a KABILOK CABINET of distinction.

WIRELESS PORTABLE SETS with Five Nets Cossor Valves

Illustrated Catalogue
Free on request.

W.
U T. LOCK LTD.
ST. PETERS WORKS

BATH

A seasonable gift -the Watmel wavetrap

LONDON: 11. Red Lion So., W.C 1

Imperial wavetrap. This little component
is easily adjustable, and has tappings which

NEW LINES

render it suitable for use with practically
any type of receiver or aerial. It can be
obtained, price 8s. 6d., from any dealer or

NO RUBBISH SUPPLIED
PANELS for ORCOLA receiver

3/6, Coils 15;-.

All

kits in stock. Caesar, Mullard, etc. Ebonite panels
49. Titan type, 9/6 S.C.P.
Master 3 Type coils B.B.C..
B.B.C. pair 6/-, 7,9. Dual 5/9, Six -pin bases 113, with switch
33. Formers 1;9, 213. R.C. Units, 3/6. 4 -pin Cossor type
Mid
coils 6/9 pair. S.L.F. Condensers .0005, 3t3, 3/6.
Log, ball bearings 3,6. S.M. Dials 2/3. Reaction $'9.
Aluminium panels 2/4. P.P. switches 9d. H.F. Chokes
1/6, 2/-, 3/-. Combined 3/3. Engraved terminals 2/6 doz.
Valve Holders B/B 9d. Wave Traps, fixed in 60 seconds.
Fixed Resistances. 1/3 each, all sizes. Differential
7/6.
Condensers, Mica, 3/6, 4;9. Air Spaced 4/-; all sizes stocked.

MAKE YOUR OWN HIGH - TENSION

General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All

ELIMINATOR AND ALL -POWER UNIT

RADCROIX
Mains Unit Components.
KITS OF PARTS FOR:

D.C. Unit, 6 Variable Voltages ..
..
Battery Charger, complete with valves, charging
Wiring Diagrams Free.

State A.C. or D.C.

10
19

6
6
9

El 15

6

2

From your dealer or direct from

THE WHOLESALE WIRELESS COMPANY

A.

TAYLOR, 57.

Studley

Road,

Sto:kwell.

LONDON.

1/3 post tree from aetua, maker,

Foie trade distributors, Erie J. hover

(Trig) Ltd.. 33 Clerkenwel I Olsen.

earaingtr tta-bio

CUP.RYS (1927) LTD., 24 Gosw ell Rd.. London. E.C.'

ing to their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless," 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, L.C.4.

THE LITTLE CELLS THAT SATISFY

Is a distinctly Better Set

Hear it at any of our 200 Branches
SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE No. 43

Layton Primary H.T. Battery, PI Porous Pot Cells,

SI & S2 Sac Cells.

Clerkenwel 15312

'TAYLEX We -'t' N.T. BATTER.E.!
New Prices : Jars 1 /3. Sacs 1 /2. Zincs 10d. Sample do,
18 Volts complete with bands and electrolyte 4/ 1 post 9d.
Sample unit 6d. Illus. booklet free. Bargain list free.
AMPLIFIERS, 30/- 3 VALVE ALL -STATION SET £5

I/. per carton from molt dealers or

FIDDIAN BAWTREE & CO.,
Oakbill Road, Sutton.

sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be
promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.
Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and
the conditions printed at the head of " Our
Information Bureau" should be closely observed.
Communications should be addressed, accord-

163, Farringdon Road, London, E.C.1
Telephone

t or. &natters test you the exact state
of your battery ant warn you when it
needs recharging. Just drop them.
and leave them to it.

Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bearing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world : 3 months,

F. SANDERS, CHURCH
RA STBST'

12

Seine let down by a run -out accumu:s-

"Amateur Wireless and Radiovision." Prize

Manufacturing Agents:

..

SENTRY!

HE'LL NEVER LET
YOU DOWN.

4s. 6d.; 6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made payable to "Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd."

..

SAVE YOUR

ACCUMULATORS
SET A SINQUER

Double the life of your cells! Avoid

orders post paid

H.T., A.C. Unit, 9.0.50, f3.41.80 Del. 60, 160 Max.
All -Power A.C. Unit, 6 Variable Voltages

SINQUERS

direct from the Watmel Wireless Co., Ltd.,
Imperial Works, High Street, Edgware

cut to size at keen prices ; get our price list.

Stamp for list; everything wireless,

for nine guineas. Less than components cost. Comparable with any set double this price. Beautiful Suitcase;
two aerial windings ; English Batteries and Accumulators.
All inclusive, efficient sets. Royalties paid. A magnificent
Xmas gift. If you are in London, may I fix an appointment. If you are not in London, may I send you particulars. 0. Hodgson, 53 Windsor House, Victoria Street,
Westminster, London, S.W.

IfiraatiolF3ugsitutroe 1/5e1Llize.

BEAUTIFY YOUR SET
Sent ON APPROVAL -you may return at our expense
it you slits to Pall with it. Used by Radio Press -over
3.000 clients.

PHOTOGRAPHS & LIST 3d.

Pickett's Radio Furniture Workshom A Ma Belleylleath

P1
S1

1 -cell.

6d.

6d.

All complete for assembly.
30 -cell.

6 -cell,
12 -cell.
... 3/3 ... 5/9
3/5/3

..

."..g

12/ -

"Easeful "Filler :1 -pint 1/-; Piot 1/6. Post 3d extra
E Seed lid. stamp for booklet giving full particulars to

THE LEYTON BATTERY Co.,
305 CHURCH ROAD

LEYTON

-

E,10

COUPON
Available until Saturday
DECEMBER 28, 1923

Er

DECEMBER 21, 1929

mateur W" "b

Ill

EASIER TUNING

0 °A.

14.*

and get better
from
r

other stations
For accurate and easy tuning, use
the Lotus Differential Candenser.
To obviate the need for re -tuning,
to simplify selectivity, and to reduce
oscillation, this Lotus Condenser is
incomparable.

The Condenser is reproduced here
in actual size. It has two sets of
fixed and one set of moving vanes,

interleaved with bakelite discs of
By fitting two Dubilier Wave Traps to your set, even if
it's only a simple -receiver, you will be able to get good
reception from other stations without the slightest inter-

Price

effectively as if you fitted high -frequency valves_ costing
several pounds.
If, however, you merely desire to receive one or other of
the two transmissions from the London Regional Station
at Brookman's Park, you will only require one Wave Trap;
and in that case, unless your set is already fairly -selective,
it is extremely unlikely that you will be able to receive any
ether than one of the two transmissions from Brookman's
Park when they are broadcasting simultaneously.

each

ference from either of the two 2L0 transmissions-as

15/6

The Dubilier Wave Trap has only to be connected

between your aerial and your set-that's all. It's ready
tuned when you buy it, so there are no adjustments to
make.

Available in two models for the two wavelengths of the London Regional Transmitter.
Type BR r for 356.3 metres.
Type BR z for 261.3 metres.

If your dealer is
unable to supply,
please write to us

giving his name and
address.

Available in any of the following
capacities :mon
.. 6/6
.00013
.0002
.00027
.00034

7/-

.. 7/6
.
. .

. .

7/6
8/6

From all Radio Dealers

UBILIE'
WAVE TRAP

iatIODIS

Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925), Ltd.
Dimon Works, Victoria Road, North Acton, London, W.3.

4411...A&Ailli,441LAILAIL
Cleaver

the highest possible dielectric
qualities.
All brass parts are
chemically treated.

ECz74/WT

CCN DON

141

Made in one of the most tnodern radio factories in Gt. Britain

GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO. LTD., LIVERPOOL

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers

e;natal,

WtretT

DECEMBER 21, 1929

V

FOG
blots out Channel

At sea

.

every side

dense fog
. .

. . .

danger on

but Marconi Valves

guide ships safe to port
FOG thick as pea -soup. Ships' sirens moaning, booming. Incessarq appeals for aid. "Bearings
lost

... collier bound for Harwich." "East Indies liner

.

.

.

must make Tilbury tonight." "Cargo

boat bound for St. Maio r. can't see fifty yards ahead." Miles away-Dungeness beacon

station directs shipping-prevents collisions - warns against rocks, sandbanks-through
Marconi Valves. + All Trinity House beacon stations use Marconi Valves. Most passengl
and merchant vessels use them. For their reliability, their long life, their wide range. Put them in

your radio set, too. Give it greater volume, clearer tone. Cost not a penny more. Fit any seta

MARCONI VALVES
The first and
greatest name in wireless
Write for an interesting valve catalogue to the MARCONI PHONE COMPANY Limited, 210 Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1
Printed in England.

Published h3.Bernard Jones Publications, Ltd., 58/61 Fetter Lane, London, L.C.;

Sole Agents for South Africa: CENTRAL News AGENCY, LImmo. Sole Agents for Australasia: GORDON & CiD1C11, LIMITED,

.1111104:'

Saturday, December 2 T tq '
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/
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A SET FOR 1930 REGIONAL REQUIREMENTS
Every Azii
hursdayki

d

Rjovm ision
Vol. XV. No. 394

ewALEBRITAIN
(I Set for

Modern

Conditions

as

a.

d at th3 G.P.O. as a Netv-papar
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MHE NEW Cossor Screened Grid

1 Valve is shock -proof, noise -proof
and break -proof. Its Interlocked

Construction makes it the strongest

and most robust Screened Grid

Valve ever produced. Its elements
are immovably locked in position-

vibration is impossible-all risk of

microphonic noise is eliminated. And
because of the girder -like rigidity of its
elements the NEW Cossor has exceptional
strength, even the hardest blow cannot mar
its remarkable performance. Use the NEW
Cossor Screened Grid in your Receiver-no
other make has Interlocked Construction.

The NEW Cossor 220 S.G.
(2 volt., 2 amp.) Impedance

200,000. Amplification

Factor 200.

Anode Volts 22,6
120-150. Price

Cossor 4- and 6 -volt

Screened Grid Valves are
also obtainable from all
Wireless Dealers.

?he NEW

ossor
Screened Grid
Valve

A. C. Cossor Ltd.. Highbury Grove, London.

You a -ill Help Yourself and Help Us by. Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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A Happy New Year !-Those "B.-P.'s"-The B.B.C. Helps-The Broadcast
Pantomime-Court-Treatt's Radio-A Sheik and His Harem!
A Happy New Year' This

loud -speaker is telling "thrillers."

issue of AMATEUR WIRELESS Will

Ghost stories will be told from
2L0 on Christmas Eve, by some

be in your hands in gockd time for

past masters in that form of

us to wish you a Happy New
Year-and the best of reception
May your valves not
burn out, nor your batteries run
(down; and may your reception

literary recreation. They include
W. W. Jacobs, E. F. Benson, and
Desmond MacCarthy, so you
really should be thrilled

loc.'6 in 193o Le even better than
in the year which has flown 1

cently we mentioned the radio

for 193o.

I

!

'Court-Treatt's Radio-Re-

.

Those " B.P.'s "-How are

work which Major Court-Treatt's
party is doing while film " shooting " in the wilds of Sudan. And
how the first photograph has just
come to hand of part of the radio

faring with regard to the
reception of the two " B.P.'s
,you

Some of our readers, doubtless,
be situated at such a distance

that good reception from both,

gear in the jungle. This set is

and from foreigners, is obtainable ;

regularly being:heard in London,

and there will be many, too, who
are within the " wipe-out " circle,

and find that they have to rely

and: in the States, 5,000 miles

away. There is a "thrill " in
picking up the'signals from these
explorers, arid &you -want to receive them,

This is the ShOrt-waver-in Sudan, with the Cotirt:Treatt party, which is
being beard in America (see accompanying paragraph)

on the B.B.C. only for their jprogrammes,
',the foreigners being completely blotted out.

B.B.C.'s pantomime this year is Cinderella
--always a favourite. The chief characters listen in on about 3o metres when your

But listeners are akin to anglers in their are Jean Allistone, Miriam Ferris, and Alma
.fondness for exaggeration, and much of the ' Vane-. Tommy Handley, who, it will be
talk of "hopeless" jamming is due to old- recalled, wrote about " Comedy Broadfashioned sets. There is little interference casts," in a recent issue of AMATEUR WIRE;that cannot be eliminated by a series aerial LESS, is to be principal comedian. Cinderella
condenser or a wavetrap, or both; and in will be given from 5GB on Christmas Day both cases an add-on H.F. unit similar to and from 2L0, 5XX and other stations -on
tnat recently described in AMATEUR WIRE- Boxing Day. Then there are ghost stories;
(

short -waver is working.
weak.

about the following story ? Recently an
Afabian sheik visited Alexandria, where he
ordered a powerftil set for his own use. The
x-niles-acioss the desert on a camel's
bacic, accompanied -by an installa-

The B.B.C. Helps-Not often
'does the B.B.C. take a hand in the

5

5
5

5

;pamphlet -producing staff has been
called to act. A pamphlet entitled :
"The Reception of AlternatiVe Pro- 5
grammes," describing in the order 5
of their cost and merit a number of

,ways in which existing apparatus 5
can be made sufficiently selective
for alternative -programme require- §

ments, will be supplied free of charge 5

to any listener who cares to apply
to the B.B.C. for it.
§

The Broadcast Pantomime-

'

A Sheik and His Harem !-And, while
on the subject of radio' from afar, what

and please turn out the lights while the set, together with eqUipment, was taken

LESS will be found effective.

technical side of radio, but in a
partial attempt to quell querists
who slang the engineering staff
anent the new conditions, the

The call -sign is

FXCT, and you'll find the signals pretty
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menced forthwith on the erection
of the gear. In a short time tests
were completed and PC J came
roaring through the speaker. Later
a Turkish station was tuned in and

5 from behind a curtain in the sheik's

1070

there came exclamations of
delight from his harem, who had
been listening to the proceedings.
5 This sheik is now a regular radio

1071

§ fan, so they say !
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5

Radio on Farms-Farmers in

parts of Scotland greatly
appreciated
the series of special
5
talks broadcast last
§ all

1081
agricultural
5 winter. Another series
1082
plain because paterfamilias doesn't
take them to the pantomime 1 The Elf.73LO)Caltrst.O'gagOVOICittrillItOlti'itOlt,::7,COP.OriltO)0 being commenced,

No longer need the kiddies com-

is

now
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TRACKING THE
OSCILLATOR !
How You Can Assist in Abating the Nuisance
name any person who, in reception. The Post Office share is an
your opinion, is likely to expensive one, and the van is often in use
be

causing

the disturb-

ance ? If so, please give

name and address."

for months at a time. It has just spent
several weeks in the Glasgow area.

It should be borne in mind that oscillation is a serious matter: The Post Office has

You Can Help
the power to- cancel a licence in a case
Just note two things where the oscillation is proved to be
about this. If you do deliberate-so let this be a warning to

know or suspect some- experimenters who try out super-hets on
body, don't hesitate to open aerials, or who try neutralising experi-

fill in the form. It isn't ments on broadcast wavelengths.
There is some confusion in many lis"sneaking," for it is in
the interests of all local teners' minds as to the reason for the Post
listeners. The second Office taking action. It should be remempoint is that this in- bered that to track down an oscillator
formation is asked for in involves entering his house and examining
confidence, and the con- the set. The B.B.C. can't do that, the right

A picture shoWing how the oscillator -tracking van operates

HAVE you a howler in your district,
spoiling your reception?
If so, then. take steps to quell him.

There is an efficient department of the
B.B.C. and of the Post Office, the especial
job of which is the hunting of howlers, and

all that is necessary to set the machinery

fidence is resitected, even to do so being vested wholly in the Post
in a case where a convic- Office. This authority is provided by
tion is made and the Clause 5 on the back of every broad cast

case perhaps comes be- licence.
Just one filial point. Do make sure that
fore a court, if the man responsible hasn't
the trouble isn't being caused by yourself !
a licence.
With the questionnaire conies a yellow In four months alone the P.O. engineers
post card, which you are requested to send
to the B.B.C. should the interference stop
while inquiries are being made. The card is
already worded and addressed for you, and

into operation is a card dropped to the the object of it is to save wasted effort.
B.B.C. It isn't even necessary to find out

Don't omit to use it if the oscillation does
which neighbour is causing the trouble, or stop in the meantime.
to attempt to wring condemning evidence
Copies of the information you give on
from him during radio chats on the 9.15 up ! the questionnaire are sent to the Engineer in -chief or the Secretary of the General
The Post Office's Part
Post Office, and if the case warrants it, the
This oscillator -hunting business is rather van immediately goes out in the charge of
involved, but to cut a long story short, the two engineers.
Post Office run a detective van equipped
You know. there is some consolation in

with a multi -stage H.F. set, an accurate
marine -type compass, and a directional
frame aerial: with this equipment it is
easily possible to get accurate D.F. read-

this ! It is pleasing to know that at least

ings, and in many cases the oscillating set
can be traced to within a hundred feet or so.
The heading photograph shows the van

beneficial manner.

a fraction of the radio -licence revenue
which goes into the Post Office coffers, and

not to the B.B.C., is expended in this
The B.B.C. gets approximately 15,000
complaints of oscillation each year. Perhaps

drawn up against the side of a row of you didn't know it was so bad as all that.
houses. Where such an "oblique" reading The number is steadily decreasing.

can be obtained against a number of

Frequently articles have appeared in

houses, it is possible to pick out the right AMATEUR WIRELESS dealing with oscillahouse within one or two, and the rest, of tion in H.F. stages and so forth, and
course, is done by personal investigation.

nobody need have any doubt as to the why's

Inside the van : A compass is in the foreground and the frame aerial directive control
is seen to the left

If you are having trouble with oscilla- and Wherefore's of the matter.
investigated forty-one cases in which the
tion, write or phone to the B.B.C. about it.
The B.B.C. publish a pamphlet dealing oscillation was found to be in the comIn return you will receive a questionnaire, with the "don'ts" of oscillation, and any- plainants' own sets !
K.U.
a booklet explaining various facts about one can have this for the asking. A
oscillation (it might be your own set causing thorough grasp of the working of a set
In occasional chamber concerts the
the trouble. I), and a cancellation post card. would stop many present cases of interfer- B.B.C. in Scotland intend to feature
The questionnaire asks innocent ques- ing oscillation.
chamber works by contemporary Scots
tions such as the kind of set you use, the
You will find that both the B.B.C. and composers during the present season, just
regularity or otherwise of the interference, the Post Office are anxious to do every- as larger Scots works are being featured in
and finally asks, "Could you in confidence thing possible to ensure interference -free the outside orchestral concerts.
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LET THE BLIND HEAR !
What the British " Wireless for the Blind " Fund aims to do
By CAPTAIN IAN FRASER, C.B.E.
system of raised dots, and it is obvious that

caly a comparatively small number of
books can ever be in Braille type.
The news of the day-to all of us one of
man listening -in the `essentials of interesting discussion with
in his own home our friends-that must be read aloud to the
On the type of blind. The vast range of classical and
receiver which popular music, histrionic and elocutionary
it is proposed
to issue in con- :art,- political and other oratory, lectures
A War -blinded

nection with
the Fund

and addresses, all these are beyond the reach

of the majority of those who are blind.
I3ut with wireless they can garner the news

and enjoy the pleasures and recreation
which wireless affords' for themselves, without the need to

claim anyone's

help.
And that brings
me to another and
a very great source
of interest. to blind
folk which wireless

provides-the technical manipulation

THERE are approximately 3,000,000
1 holders of wireless licences in the
United Kingdom and Northern Ireland,

and care of the
apparatus itself.
Not all of us,

and I cannot believe that any one of those
millions will be able to turn a deaf ear to

tbe great appeal which has just been

whether sighted or
not, are mechanic-

launched to provide every blind person in
these countries with a wireless set.
How many of our blind are without sets?
Careful consideration has been given to this
matter, but there is not enough information for anything but a rough estimate.

At Least 15,000 Sets Needed
One estimate, based upon a detailed

ally minded enough

to enjoy this phase
of wireless, but I
can vouch for many
Capt. Fraser at work on an amplifier

inquiry into the conditions in London, sug- licences. If generous allowances are made
gests by pro rata calculation that at least for these categories, I estimate that
x5,000 blind people are actually known to at least 20,000 or 30,000 persons will be
be without wireless sets. But there are found to require free sets.

thousands of others about whom full

in at least one section of the world of
the blind; to whom

this part of radio

practice gives very great pleasure. Those
are the men who were blinded in the war. -

For years past St. Dunstan's has done
everything possible to help its men in

Parliament have been taken out by abut

Perhaps I may claim to be in a particu- their use of wireless, and to -day there is
larly favourable position to explain how no member of St. Dunstan's great commuch wireless means to those without sight. munity who is not in possession of a
Almost as soon as broadcasting began, wireless set of some description.
I took a very keen interest in its developGranted that most of these men have
ment and the means it provides of bridging been trained by St. Dunstan's to the use of

16,000 blind people, composed of (r) those
who have been supplied with free sets by
established charities, such as the National
Institute and the County Associations for

the great gulf between those with and without sight. In the enjoyment of wireless the
blind and those who can see are for once on
an equality.

information is not available.

Of the total blind population of Great
Britain and Ireland, 6o,000 are over the
age of sixteen. The free licences granted by

the Blind and. St. Dunstan's;

(2)

blind

people who have been supplied with free
sets by special funds, such as those run so
successfully in Manchester and Birmingham; (3) blind people who have been given
sets privately; and (4) blind people who have
purchased sets themselves. Further, it is
estimated that about 6,000 blind people are
resident in homes or institutions and do not

require individual sets. Then there are
some who are too deaf or too old to listen,
or who are enjoying their wireless free, but

have not actually taken out the

free

tools, yet it says volumes for their keenness

and adaptability that many of them have
designed and built wireless sets for them-

selves, and that most of them maintain and
work their apparatus without help.
What Broadcasting Means to the
Personally, the purely technical and
Blind
mechanical side of radio has always interImagine for one moment the barrier to ested me greatly. Perhaps I have rather
the full joy of living which loss of sight exceptional opportunities of hearing politibrings. The beauties of Nature, of graphic cal and other oratory at first hand; I visit
art, of the reading of books and news- theatres frequently; classical music (honest
papers, of the following of many athletic confession is good for the Soul !) I do not
sports-all these are denied the blind. care for, so it may be that when I switch on
There are exceptions to this, of course, my wireless set I am at least as critical and
notably in the ever-growing produciion of interested in the way it is working and the
Braille. But not all blind people are able to "quality and volume as in the programme.
(continued on next page)
acquire proficiency in reading by this
-

,

Ornateur WiretT

I do not imagine that many blinded folk
have this attitude to wireless, but I quote
my own case 'as an- instance of how 'wonderful a hobby or pastime the mechanical
side of wireless may be to those without
sight.

The Principal Object
But the principal aim and object of the
British Wireless for the Blind Fund is, as
I have explained, to bring the wealth of
entertainment and interest, which the
broadcasting programmes of to -day pro -
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vide, within the reach of all those into whose its wholehearted suppOrt and is assisting
lives of physical darkness all possible light by every means in its power.
On Christmas Day, at 9.15 p.m., a microshould be brought.

His Royal tlighness the Prince of Wales phone appeal will be made by the Rt. Hon.

has honoured -the fund by becoming its Winston Churchill, and will be broadcast
President, and the Rt. Hon. Reginald from all stations.
I very earnestly appeal to every reader of
McKenna is acting as honorary treasurer.

To him, at 226 Great Portland Street, AMATEUR WIRELESS to give the greatest
London, W.', all donations to this fund possible support to the fund. Think what
pleasure wireless has brought to you person-

should be sent.

The British Broadcasting Corporation, ally, then multiple that a thousand -fold
which is represented on the committee of and you will begin to know what it means
the fund by Mr. R. Gambier -Parry, is giving to the blind.

CAPT. IAN FRASER

An Appreciation by
R. GAMBIER-PARRY

Council or in Parliament. He earned the tions. He was therefore one of three to
fluent and lucid speaker with a capa- respect and affection of the House of Com- hold a brief for the interests of the general
city to select the vital from a tangled mass mons as an active, loyal, and extremely public, in the future of broadcasting.
Since its formation in 1927 he has been
of evidence, marshal facts with accuracy capable member. He was one of the first of
POLITICIAN, sportsman, born organiser,

and strategic force, detect infallibly the our public men to welcome radio with open Chairman of the B.B.C. Wireless Organisa- ,
weaknesses of any case; possessed of un- arms, and he has worked indefatigably for tion Advisory Committee. He is a past President 'of the Radio Society of Great
tiring energy and a brain of unique nimble- its development.
Britain and Vice -President of the Radio
ness and resource; these characteristics
would qualify any man to be regarded as an
outstanding personality among his fellows.

An Early Radio Enthusiast

Manufacturers' Association. He is Chairman

It is typical of the man that in champion-

of the ,1930 Radio Week Committee, and

matter of a few months he armed himself
with sufficient expert knowledge to obtain
from the Postmaster -General a licence to
operate an experimental transmitting and
receiving station. I am sure there are many
experimenters who share the regret that
into action in the Battle of the Somme. they no longer hear on the ether the oneAlmost before his physical strength was time familiar cheerful greeting from 5SU.
He was certainly the first to appreciate
restored to him, he was working for long
hours at St. Dunstan's, learning what blind- the immeasurable value of the broadness meant to himself and his fellow blind casting service to blind persons. In 19i6
men, and searching for new spheres of he introduced a Bill authorising the Post-

page. - He is certainly a tower of strength in
British radio.

Add to them the fact that he has lived ing this new cause he must needs make a his latest and perhaps most important
only 32 years and that for the last 14 of complete study of its technique. In the radio activity is described on the preceding
these he has been totally blind, you have
some impression of the forceful character
of my friend Ian Fraser.
When a mere boy of 18 years, the career
which he had chosen was shattered, before
it had well begun, while leading his men

Many Parts
It might well be thought that he had
little or no time for other occupations, bit
he recognises more than most men the value

of physical fitness. He is fortunate to
possess an iron constitution. He rides,
fishes, skates, swims, and rows with more
than average ability. Last year he won the
Single Sculls at Putney Regatta. He is a
master -General to provide all blind persons familiar figure in London society, dances
expansion.
with free wireless licences, and piloted this extremely well, is an enthusiastic theatreSt. Dunstan's
goer, reads copiously and is one of the best measure through Parliament.
In 1925-26 he was appointed a member informed men in the country. He plays a
fter the death of Sir Arthur Pearson,
he became, at the age of 25, chairman of of the. Earl of Crawford's Broadcasting shrewd hand at bridge, and woe betide his
St. Dunstan's and set about the mammoth Committee, upon the recommendations of opponent who revokes or leads from the
task of the future care of blinded soldiers, which the present constitution of the B.B.C. wrong hand.
Ian Fraser has given his fellow -men,
sailors, and airmen. Not content with is based. He was chosen to represent the
creating an organisation for his fellow blind Tory Party as one of the three Members of sighted and blind alike, an example of
men which has no parallel in efficiency, he Parliament to serve on this Committee, courage, perseverance, and public service
claimed and won the right to a hand in the a qualification of the appointment being for which it is hard to find adequate expresadministration of our country, for from that they should represent no special sion. It is superfluous to add that I am more
1922-29 he was Member for North St. commercial or other interest likely to be than proud to be able to number him among'
Pancras either on the London County affected by the Committee's recommenda- my friends.
-

AT THE QUEEN'S HALL
THE National Chorus sang Granville
Bantock's musical edition of Fitz-

gerald's "Omar Khayyam" at the last
B.B.C. concert of this year. What a beautiful poem this is ! It is an obvious translation, but did not somebody say that here
the translation is better than the original?
The oddness of the rhyming system enhances the slightly clumsily perfect effect
which is quite unlike the work of any other
poet.

The music adds nothing to this poem. It
only mirrors its atmosphere' at intervals.

HAVE YOU NOTICED
- that there is still a considerable number of those amazing
people who, when asked their
opinion of wireless, reply, either
in actual words or their equivalent, that they know nothing
and have no desire to know any-

thing about the subject ? These
provide perfect examples of one
of the many utterly intolerable
types which we, unfortunately,
' have to put up with in this world,

Competent orchestration does not save
this piece. I could not help being struck
by the artificiality of both the creation of

"parts" and the division of the words

among them. Much of this music resembled
a film accompaniment.
The soloists and the multi -coloured

National Chorus sang finely, but at this
time of the year one sighs for the "Proms."
L. R. J.

Nearly 30o stations in the United States
broadcast special agricultural programmes
for the benefit of farmers throughout the
country.
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Some Hints on Keeping the Machine in Glider and Aids
to Better Sound Production. By A. G. McDONALD
On the other hand, when you wish to stop it becomes electrified and will attract dust.
the turntable revolving at the end of a rec- Therefore, when cleaning a record, only a
ord, it is an excellent scheme to stop it gently

few light sweeps of the peg should be Made.

by hand, as the stop usually mounted is far
from gradual in its action. Occasionally a Needles
ACOMBINATION of gramophone and wavering in pitch is.noticed when a record
It is well known that the reproduction
wireless set is undoubtedly the ideal with heavy piano chords or loud orchestral of any gramophone is governed by the
home entertainer. Two systems are in passages is being played. This can usually grade and type of needle used with it.
common use. First, we have the all -electric be traced to the motor speed changing Although personal taste largely enters into
system, in which a low -frequency amplifier because the motor is not powerful enough, the choice of a needle, it may not be out of
and loud -speaker act both as the sound or it may be that the main springs require place to indicate the factors that influence
producer for a radio set and a gramophone greasing. It should also not be overlooked the question from a scientific aspect.
run by aid of a pick-up. But before this that the change in tone may be due to the Messrs. Maxfield & Harrison, of the Bell
very modern set was developed, there was record slipping on the turntable. If it is Telephone -Laboratories, first showed that
in use another combination set in which the noticed that this slip is taking place, the in a mechanical system, such as that of a
internal, exponential horn of a cabinet cure is quite simple. 'A rubber mat, sold by gramophone, in which transformation of
model gramophone served as the horn for all gramophone dealers, will stop the slip, energy takes place, it is necessary to match
the loud -speaker of the wireless set. This and the mat has the extra advantage that the impedances at the various places where
equipment, in which the motor is usually it tends to prevent any motor vibrations the energy undergoes a change. Mathespring driven, appeals mostly to people who being transmitted through the needle to the matical investigations on these lines have

are without a supply of electricity in the sound -producing diaphragm.
showed that it is desirable for a needle to
Muse and who, therefore, are restricted to
be rigid throughout its length, but with a
accumulators and -high-tension batteries for Cleaning Records
slight flexibility at its point.
ctrrent supply to the set.
Records are very susceptible to damage
Care of the Gramophone Motor
by the miscellaneous pieces of dust and dirt Semi permanent Needles
There are two types of needle which
A good modern gramophone is designed which collect. Consequently, care in cleanto be as nearly as possible fool -proof. This, ing a record before playing is very well satisfy this condition. First, there is the
laowever, does not mean to say that care worth while. Suitable pads are specially Tungstyle needle, the point of which is a
and attention are not required. For made and should be used by everyone who piece of tungsten wire projecting frOm the
instance, the quality of the sound produced has a gramophone. In this connection it is body of the needle. The second type is the
depends on the sound -box, and the pitch of interesting to note that if a silk or velvet diamond -pointed needle, such as the Petthe note on the constancy of speed of pad is rubbed very vigorously on a record, mecky or Columbia Spear Point. With
regard to Tungstyle needles I cerrotation of the motor. Any attainly agree that their tone on a
tention which has the effect of
HEAVY MACHINE
modern long -horn gramophone is
preventing wavering or alteration
OIL
admirable, yet I am diffident
of tone amply repays the slight
about using them generally, as a
Suitable
oiltrouble it involves.
buckled point will utterly ruin a
ing and greasing of the motor
record. The Spear Point needle
bearings and springs is very SPRING
THICK
is my own personal recommendadesirable at intervals. Such care
GRAPHITE
GREASE tion if it is of the semi -permanent
helps the motor to be noiseless.
variety, by which I mean it is
The control of speed of the GREASE.
advertised to play ten or more
turntable, of course, centres
records. Actually, of course,
round the spring governor, and
records being dear and needles
when the gramophone is being
cheap, no needle should be used
used, this should -be borne in
for more than one record. The
mind. When starting a gramosemi -permanent needle gains on
phone to play a record, the turnthe score that when it is half
table should be allowed to gather
way across the record its poini
speed naturally and should not
is still reasonably sharp, where
be speeded up by pushing round
under similar conditions, an orby hand, as this undoubtedly
LIGHT MACHINE OIL
dinary steel needle would, have
strains the three springs on which
Proper attention in respect of oiling will do much to i mprove
(Cdritinued in 3rd col. of next page),
the governor balls are suspended.
the running and prolong the life of the motor
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Weekly Tips-Constructional and Theoretical-by W. JAMES
My Views on H.T.
MY views regarding the supply of adequate high tension' for the -anodes of
the valves of a receiver or amplifier intended

machine a lot of noise was emitted by the
loud -speaker, but earthing the framework,

to use. No reaction is shown in the diagram merely for the sake of simplicity.

either -directly or through a fixed condenser

of 2 microfarads, stopped the row at once. " Everybody's 3 " Results
"Everybody's 3" has proved itself. It
for good quality of reproduction are well A good earth seems not to be needed, for
I noticed that the noise was greatly has not been out very long. But already
known.

But whilst in the past one has had to reduced merely by touching the framework. reports are to hand that it is being used
However, no harm can result through with every success.
confess to the everyday use of as much as

The London regional transmitters do not
400 volts of high-tension and five valves using the wireless earth, as the broadcast
swamp this set. One may be received well
for the reception of the broadcast, the time is not received whilst playing a record-!

has surely now arrived when one may

boldly announce this fact ! I remember Cutting Down Volume
The local station is often received at
creating quite a stir in experimental circles
by stating (this was about four years ago) such strength that, even when a volume
that a certain set which I had designed control is fitted, the use of the high ought to be supplied with 16o volts. And, frequency stage at all seems unnecessary.

as a matter of fact, it is true

even to -day, when valves are so
much better than they were then.

0/11+3

clear of the other at close quarters; and

it is sensitive, too. The claim of a minimum
of twenty stations under normal conditions
is a modest one.
Have you heard this set? Personally,
I: am rather proud of it.

Don't Fear the Mains

Most amateurs fit a battery

I wonder why there are still
amateurs who are rather nervous of mains units? Time has

volts, but after a little use the

shown them to be safe enough :

that is alleged to provide 120

they do not catch fire, neither
do they harm a user.

approximates more
voltage
nearly to roo or even less. Good
quality of reproduction, with

Many of those marketed have

a metal

case. When this is
earthed the apparatus is quite
safe to handle, as it is impossible for it to become at high -

reasonable volume, cannot be

obtained when the high-tension

is so little as this. The anode

current of the power valve is so
small, and therefore the 'amount

voltage.

Some types have a safety

of the possible output is very

switch.

limited.
Nevertheless, the reproduction
from a small set having low hightension is acceptable to many
listeners who cannot afford

You know how they

protect a user, the mains being
entirely disconnected when the
lid of the unit is raised. Others
Useful arrangements giving alternative aerial connections
are fitted with fuse protection.
more. At the same time, I would say_ to It is therefore a good plan to consider I consider the flexible connecting cord
those of you who claim to receive at con- the alternative methods of connecting sometimes used might, however, be of
siderable strength --there very probably is the aerial to the set without using the high - higher grade.
bad distortion. The '-'st stage is overload- frequency stage.
Two possible connections are indicated
ing. Grid current is flowing when the
"YOU CAN IMPROVE YOUR
signals are strong and the valve is rectify- in the accompanying figure. First, the
GRAMOPHONE! "
high
-frequency
valve
is
switched
off
by
Therefore
raise
the
value
of
the
high
ing.
tension,

adjust the grid

bias,

and so turning the volume -control rheostat R and

(Continued from preceding page)

arrange matters that there is, anyway, a then the aerial is connected to the terminal a chisel point. Enthusiasts have for`
years been keen on Spear Points, and it
connected either to condenser ex or C2.
small margin of safety.

When it is joined through c / the primary must be of considerable interest to them to
of the transformer is included in the aerial know that their preference is backed up by
I have an electric gramophone motor in circuit. The high tension is also joined to mathematical reasoning. Different grades
my wireless -gramophone set and, beyond this winding, but it will not affect the of needles are often used for volume conoccasional oiling, it neither needs nor results in the least, as the coil is joined to trol, but my own feeling is that such a
receives attention. But I find it is neces- earth through condenser c, which is the variation involves the loss of tone quality.
If the average volume of sound of an
sary to apply a little oil at regular inter- usual by-pass.
When the aerial is connected through ordinary gramophone is not satisfactory, it
vals rather than to use an amount of oil
fixed condenser c2, only the grid tuning is much better to change over to the pickonce now and again.
The framework of the motor is earthed coil and tuning condenser are in circuit. up system, in which volume control can be
to stop noise. When first I tried the This connection is 'probably the better one carried out without any change of tone.

That Gramophone Motor
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A MODEL FOR
EVERY MEMBER
OF THE FAMILY
Searchlights fi
Spotlights.

Nickel - plated,
No. 2203, 12:6 ;

No. 2003, 10/6.

Bulls!

L an -

tern, Nickel plated, No.1820,
12/6.

Accumulators for
Wireless, Car, etc.,
Celluloid and Ebonite Cells.

1 Hand

Lamp,

oak case, No.
186o, 10/6.

The Cell for

Your Bell, 2:-.

Cycle Lamp,

long life model,

No. 2036, 3/3.

Spotlight
Pocket Lamp,

leather- covered

and nickel -

plated, No. z000,

3:6.

Refill Batter-

ies for Flash lamps, 3 - cell,
No. 1689, 9d.

The H.T. Batteries for Your
Wireless Set,
63 volts, 8'6 ;

Portable

The "Smallest
Pocket
Lamp in the
World,"

No.
1679, 2,'-.

Grid Bias Batteries, G.B.4, 9
volts, 2:-.

The "Foun-

tain Pen
Lamp,' for

vest pocket, No.
1915, 216.

cob volts, 15:-.

Cbtainable Everywhere. Write for Illustrated Catalogue to the Manufacturers:

THE EVER READY CO. (G.B.), LTD., Hercules Place, LONDON, N.7.
Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention

emateur

Vitrelksi
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WIRELESS MAGAZINE
for JANUARY, 11-, now on sale

contains full instructions for
making the following Receivers:
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CELERITY THREE

O

This set will give you the best possible results with
a minimum of trouble in construction and operation.
It is the cheapest and most satisfactory one -control
screened -grid three yet produced. Standard two -pin
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BROOKMAN'S
FOUR
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Well worthy of its famous designer, W.
James,
this set should prove to be one of
the most successful he has produced. It
is extremely powerful and reproduction
is of the finest quality.

Also fully described are two other Sets :

THE A.C. TWO & THE REGIONAL CRYSTAL SET
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What Strength is a Good Signal ? By J. H. Reyner, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.Wireless Troubles on the South Coast-High Power Television BroadcastsBetter Results with the Brookman's Three, by W. James-We Pick Out the
Best of the New Sets for Your Guidance-Developing the New Form of
Radio Drama-" W.M." Set Buyers' Guide-Gramo-radio Section-New
Records Criticised and Listed for Your Choice-A Question of AerialsThe Stentode Radiostat-Do Your Own Broadcasting, Etc., Etc., Etc.
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Wireless " H " Dropping
rITHOSE who devise scientific names of
...II. all kinds are generally rather bad lads.
Their words are generally borrowed from
Latin. or Greek, and not infrequently form
an awful mixture of both languages.
"super -heterodyne," for example, is a
compound of three words, one Latin and
two Greek. "Super" is Latin for "above,"
the " hetero " part is a Greek word meaning " other," and "dyne " is from a Greek
word meaning "power." This sort of thing
is bad enough, but Still worse offenders are
those who mutilate the worth from which
they manufacture What are' often nothing
but high-sounding labels for very simple

things. One word that has been rather

The Method Used

How It Is Done

cut out by the sharpness of the tuning.

First of all, do sidebands really exist ?. Myself, I rather doubt whether we shall
Mathematics appear to show that they do: see the.Stenode method applied in the very
and anyone who tries to tune out Brook - near future to broadcast reception for
mans Park at a range of ten miles has there is likely to be such an enormous
probably discovered that this transmission demand -for commercial purposes, especially
with an ordinary receiving set is something
much more than a ribbon ! Further, if you

for transmissions over long-distance cables.
The Stenode method. greatly simplifies all
multiple working over cables, enormously

decide to have real selectivity and put in
cascade several circuits with knife -sharp increasing the number of words that can
tuning there is an immediate and obvious be sent in a minute.
loss of quality.
Theorists tell us that

this happens because our tuning is too
sharp, which means that we cut out the

Once.

Bitten .

. .

Though a large part of my. job in life
sidebands and so don't receive the higher consists in fiddling about with electrical
frequencies. Dr. Robinson has quite dif- appatatus, I am one of those unfortunate
ferent views on the matter. He says that people Who are very susceptible to electric
all previous attempts at sharpening up shocks. Others are far luckieri I have
tuning have been made in one way only- ur,en horny -handed mechanics many a time
by reducing damping. You can minimise place two fingers across a 220 -volt source

hardly dealt with is the Greek " hodos,"
meaning "a path." It appears quite correctly in "anode" (a way out) and
"cathode" (a way back). But what about damping by low -loss methods or you can
" pentode," which is intended to mean cancel it out to a great extent by empfoi"five paths"? Unless we want to drop our ing reaction. But there can be no doubt
h's' we should, of course, say "perithode"; that the circuit with damping reduced to
or, if we insist on saying "pentode," we the lowest possible limits is completely
should be consistent and say " eatode."

01......0%.00%

of A.C. to see whether: there was any juice
there, and I had -one telephonist during the

war who used to test a broken line by
placing both ends in his mouth. He got

literally the- shock of his life one day when
hopeless for the reception of broadcasting. he tried this method, not knowing that
The ultra'-rhodern view is that this hap- Siemens' phones were in use. These gave

pens not because sidebands are cut, but a terrific voltage over the line-far more

I understand that' the details of the new because Of a quality known as "persistStenode method of reception. will probably ence" in such circuits. Press down the
be available before the end of January. loud pedal Of the piano and strike a note;
Naturally, the inventor does not want to it goes on ringing for a long while. By
tell the world at large too much 'about it depressing the pedal you- remove damping

than the D.3 telephones, which some of us

-remember so well --and it was quite

'a

'little while before he knew whether it was
Woolwich or Thursday.

A Lesson
until the patent position is on a proper from the string. So ,if you remove the
My
own
receiving
set bit me pretty
damping
from
a
tuned
H.F.
circuit
it
will
footing. I can, however, give readers a
little information which may enable theM ring in much the -'saine way. Get rid of badly the other day in a very low-down

to obtain an inkling of the way in which persistence or ringing and you can make way. I disconnected everything and pulled
he set about the - apparently insoluble your tuning as sharp as you like without it out of its cabinet to make some small
problem of separating two transmissions any loss in the quality. The action of the alteration. Steadying it by placing my
with frequencies as little as 5o cycles apart
from one another. It all began in this way.
It occurred to Dr. Robinson some time ago
that within thirty years of the discovery of
Hertzian waves we were rapidly approaching a time at which we could make no wider
use of them for communication purposes,
since every available channel in the ether

Stenode circuit is very like that of the left hand on the screening box, I proceeded

pianist's foot. As he plays he is continually to loosen a nut with a box spanner.
removing damping for a moment and then Zinggg. . . . I got a shock which made
my arm tingle for some time, You see I
re -applying it to stop ringing.

Do Sidebands Exist?

Most probably sidebands exist, for they
can actually be made use of in a particular
way for transmission and reception. In
would be filled.
On thinking the matter over, he saw what is known as the single-sideband systhat it was the sideband business which tem both the carrier wave and one-half of
imposed such definite limits, particularly the sidebands are strained out by the
in the ease of telephony. Suppose that you , transmitting plant. The remaining side send out a pure carrier wave at a frequency band is all that is sent out. This is picked

use decoupling circuits with rather fat

condensers between various D.C. high -

potential points and earth. Even a
quarter-microfarad condenser of good
quality can store up enough energy to giye
a fairly useful shock if you are susceptible
to them.
Of course, the fact that you get a shock

is proof that the insulation of the con-

denser is excellent; but, personally, I pre-

of 850,00o cycles and apply to this the up at the receiving end, but nothing can fer something milder in the way of proofs.
modulation resulting when the middle C be heard until the carrier is put back again If you are susceptible to shocks and go in
for fairly large decoupling cOlidensers, I
of the piano is played, then the theory by means of a local oscillator.
Dr. Robinson claims that sidebands are strongly advise you after disconnecting
accepted at present says that, instead of a
carrier with a single wavelength, you will completely unnecessary . for the reception the set to short each of them in turn
now have a ribbon of waves ranging from of either telegraphy or telephony. He says before you get to work on making altera85o,000 plus 256 to 850,000 minus 256. in effect that the carrier wave 'contains tions. If they are up to the mark you may

Play a very high note and your ribbon within itself all the modulation that is be quite surprised at the fat sparks that
becomes much wider owing to the big band required and that a non -persistent circuit some of them give when you place the
of frequencies apparently required by the can obtain from it perfect reproduction, blade of a screwdriver with an insulated
though all the sidebands are completely handle across their terminals.
fundamental and its harmonicS.

maw
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On Your Wavelength !

(continued)

The apparatus was just about to start .this will be a great boon to amateurs in
Following in Father's Footsteps
and
the installing engineer asked me to those districts as well as in Ireland itself.
2L0 Junior is now at work at certain
periods of the broadcasting day, and step down to the stage and make sure that
Cathode Rays for Television
readers will have been able to judge for everything was all right. I did so and, to
It is rather curious that I should have.
I
found
gentle
strains
of
my
.
surprise,
themselves by this time what reception is
Mentioned Dr. Zworykin very recently 'in
going to be like in their localities when' music coming from the loud speakers. I these columns, for I see that he has resur"
Turn
it
up
a
bit;
therefore
said
to
him
:
both father and son are in operation.
rected the old idea of using cathode-ray
Lest readers should accuse me of selfishness in anything that I have to say, let me
remark at once that, personally, I am quite
alright, for, though I live in a " swamp "
area, my own receiving sets have all the
selectivity that is necessary. Therefore I
don't worry very much on my own behalf.
The people I am sorry for are those within
a range of fifteen miles or so of Brookmans

it's so weak I, can only just hear it."
"But I ain't switched it -on yet," said he.
Whereupon I turned to the loudspeakers and, sure enough, there was the
music. By this time my friend had come
down out of his cubby hole in order to see
if I required medical assistance. We

populated country is included in it.
Actually, the wipe-out area is a little wider

than this, and it is no exaggeration to say
that for hundreds of thousands of folk high
power means useless receiving sets. Those

who dwell at a suitable distance from

Brookmads Park are better off than they
ever were before; but they do not .realise
that in many cases their own day is coming,

for many of them before they are very
much older will have regional transmitters
planked down on their doorsteps, and that

will be that. Myself, .I still can't see that
there is the slightest necessity in these
enlightened days, for any power greater
than 5 kilowatts.

A Problem in Interference

tute of Radio Engineers that he had
replaced such moving parts as the scanning

disc and its motor in the receiver, while
the function of the neon lamp was also
accordingly both went to listen to the taken over. The tube itself has been
music, and were just in time to hear the christened the '! kinescope," being small

Park and use crystal sets, single-valvers, end of the piece followed by the announce,or rather antiquated multi -valve sets. In ment : " This is the London regional transmany cases (I know of several in my mitter testing on 261 metres.",
locality) these sets could not be bought
What is the Cause?
without much scraping and saving, and
Now, this cinema was at least ten miles
they have in the past been a continual
source of joy to their owners. Funds will away from Brookmans Park, so that direct
not now permit of their being -brought up induction was not the solution. Where did
to date or replaced by more modern the music come from? For my own part,
apparatus. They won't separate Brook - you can search me. The amplifier was
mans Park Senior from Brookmans Park earthed at all sorts of points and there was
Junior; they will no longer bring in 5GB no radio reception in the building or anywhere near. Mind- you, the reproduction
as they once did.
from the equipment, when it was working,
Coming Events
completely drowned this faint pick-up; but,
Now, if you take a map, find Potter's nevertheless, it was present, and it proved
Bar on it, and then with a pair of com- rather an interesting problem. I wonder
passes draw a circle with a fifteen -mile if any other reader has had a similar
radius, you will probably be surprised to experience.

find what a large area of pretty thickly

tubes for television purposes. He told the
district convention of the American Insti-

at, one end and large at the other, the
receiv_ed pictures appearing upon a fluores-

cent screen in the large end of. the tube.
These pictures are 4 in. by 5 in. in size,

and it is stated that they can be made
larger and brighter by increasing the
voltage.

-When I last spoke of Zworykin-who,
by the way, is a Westinghouse research
engineer-it was in connection with his
two prisms rotating at slightly different
speeds to effect spiral scanning in conjunction with- an interesting optical system. His latest device functions with a
pencil of electrons moving backwards and,
forwards at enormously 'high speeds and
"painting" a picture on the screen: The

tube-which, of course,, is based on the

oscillograph-contains
two plates which accelerate and focus the
pencil of electrons. This stream, which
Television Facilities
moves in step with the scanning beam at
The extension of facilities for television
transmitter, can be controlled by two
experiments will give the amateur an the
different electrical methods in building up
opportunity of testing out results for him- the picture.
self, which in many cases could not be done
Two Debatable Points
with a morning transmission. Arrangements have been made by the Baird Co.
I see it is mentioned also that the
for a minimum number of a thousand com- problem of ,synchronisation between transplete telelhsors to be manufactured and mitter and receiver is solved with the
assembled, and these will be available in kinescope, the Baird scheme being copied
January. Actual manufacture is not part in as much that the synchronising signal is
of the Baird Co.'s policy, and the only sent with the picture signal. These two
reason for departing from it temporarily is effects are said to be filtered out at the
to meet the demand for the Baird unit, receiving end and applied to the cathode
owing to the delay due to other tube through the medium of different cirmanufacturers being in the midst of their cuits. I gather that this new type of tube
1930 programmes.
was discussed, but not demonstrated, and
when it is there is one very important point
Serving the West Coast
about which information will be required,
Furthermore, with the completion of the and that is the kilocycle sideband which
alternative transmitter, at Brookmans Park, has to be occupied for the efficient transtelevision will be allocated an additional mission and, reception of recognisable

One hears a great deal about' the difficulty of cutting out Brookmans Park just
now, but I came across some interference
of an unusual character the other day, I
happened to be visiting a cinema where a wavelength so that speech and picture
talkie installation was being fitted up. transmissions can then be made simultaneThere were loud -speakers on the stage, ously. Coupled with this, we must bear in
leads running from the stage back to the mind that broadcasting facilities from the
operating box, and a resplendent eliminator Dublin station have been granted to the
-or should I say power pack, in order to Baird Co. by the Irish Free State, and
come into line with the Americanese usually these will begin shortly. Since there are
employed in talkie work?-followed by many plades on the west coast of Britain
amplifiers, faders, and the usual para- that receive Dublin extremely well, but
phernalia.
find great difficulty in tuning in London,

cathode -ray -tube

images. In addition, one of the greatest
objections levelled at the cathode-ray tube
on every occasion that it has been proposed
as the solution to all television problems is

the excessive voltages that must be employed in order to make the tube function
with sufficient intensity to give clear
images. The fruits of Zworykin's researches
on -these points will be awaited with interest.
THERMION.
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The haphazard use of transformers is to be deprecated.

article W. JAMES shows how to make a proper
a manner, the parts with which it will be
ratios of from 2 to / to as much as associated. Clearly, the best transformer
about xo to r are being marketed. They that can be bought would be wasted in a
vary greatly in size and in price. They are set using poor valves, low high-tension,

In this
selection.

AT the present time transformers having

anode current. Having secured this essential piece of information, we are in a position to judge how well a transformer will

also of various degrees of quality.
It does not follow that a cheaper product

and little grid bias, with a loud -speaker of reproduction.
an old type.' With such a set a cheap transFirst we must reckon the impedance of
former would probably be as suitable, and the primary. This is equivalent to the
more in keeping with the other parts, than
NT+,
a first-class product.
2ccoo
ZOOM Ohm
The second point concerns the valves to

is proportionately more costly to mann-

&Iv
High.

which the transformer is connected, and
more particularly the valve joined to the
primary. Is it of the low-, medium-, or
high -impedance type, and what is the

Rotto

suit a given valve as regards low -note

Low

Ratio

normal value of the anode current flowing?
A further point is the number of low -frequency stages. Are there one or two, and
is the transformer for the first or second
L. I

Fig. 1. In a circuit of this description a
high -ratio transformer may be used

facture than the most expensive. Size, in
these days, when special core materials are
used, is no reliable guide by itself as to the
worth of a transformer; neither is weight,
although it may afford a clue as to whether
a case is unnecessarily large for the unit it

stage ?

With these points in mind, let us turn
to the transformer and consider a few of its Fig. 2. When there are two stages, the first
characteristics. A tra,nsformer comprises may have a low -ratio and the second a high ratio transformer
a core of iron or steel and two separate

windings. One of them, the primary, is inductance multiplied by 6.2 and the fre-

connected in the anode circuit of a valve,
whilst its secondary is joined to the grid of
the next valve. There may be 5,000 turns
of - fine wire, such as number 44, in the
primary, and, therefore, in a 4 to / comencloses.
ponent there would be 20,000 turns in the
How may the worth of a transformer be secondary. Now, the primary winding has
judged, then-apart, of course, from actual a certain, inductive value, depending upon
the details of the core and the number of
turns of wire. It also depends upon the
value of the anode current passing through
the winding. Thus, for example, our trans-

former may have an inducia,nce of Go

quency. A reasonably low note has a frequency of 5o cycles, and, taking this figure
and an inductance of 5o henries, we arrive
at an impedance of 15,50o ohms. Now, the
amplification obtained in the primary circuit is dependent upon the impedance of
the valve and that of the transformer, and

1*+1
30000 Ohms -r.

/Mk"
1//qh Ratia

henries when the current is / milliampere,
55 henries for 2 milliamperes, and 5o henries
for 3 milliamperes.
Obviously, then, the amount of the steady

current passing through the primary coil is

Fig. 3. In a set having resistance- and transformer -coupled stages a high -ratio transformer
may be used

testing? This question is fairly easily
answered, provided a few points are always
remembered.
The first is a general one. It concerns, in

4

a matter of some importance. Most coils
would carry a much greater current withquality is to be obtained by
out overheating. That is not the point; we Fig. 4. Better
using a resistance feed
have to remember that the inductance falls
off as the current increases. This is because if the formula is worked out you will find
the core becomes more heavily magnetised that about 7o per cent. of the full amplias the current increases, and is particularly fication is obtained when the two impednoticeable when there are many turns of ances are equal.
wire and a relatively small core.
Therefore, if the amplification factor of
We ought, therefore, to learn the induct- the valve is xo, the actual amplification is
ance of a transformer at various values of about 7. This figure, in a good transformer,

:14

einem,

WtteT.-
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must be multiplied by the ratio; if it is _the ratio is 2 to r, there will be approxi- magnification will be a little greater, pro4 to 1, the magnification of the stage is 28. mately 8,3oo turns on the primary. If the vided the low notes are not too seriously
When the impedance of the primary is ratio is 5 to 1, the number is 4,170 and weakened.
A high -ratio transformer of generous protwice that of the valve, about ho per cent. 3,125 for a 7 to I.
Clearly, then, the larger the ratio for a portions should therefore be used to follow
of the full amplification is obtained, and as
the impedance is worked out at 5o cycles given size of core, the lower is the induct- a valve of not more than moderate impedthe low notes will be dealt with very well. ance of the primary and, therefore, the ance (Fig. t). Some of the high -ratio tram. Knowing the inductance of a trans- lower the impedance of the valve for a formers marketed actually have a greater
former, therefore, and being able to esti- given standard of performance. Now, the inductive value than cheaper products
mate its impedance at the lower frequencies, magnification factor of a valve is related having a low ratio. They will obviously{
we can judge whether it is suitable for use to its impedance; a valve having a low provide better quality and greater volume.
with a particular valve.. The transformer impedance will have a small amplification A single transformer -coupled stage, includmentioned above, for example, with its factor. From this it will be seen that the ing a good transformer of high ratio,- may
impedance of 15,500 ohms at 5o cycles magnification of a stage comprising a valve therefore be recommended. Two such
would be suitable for coupling a 15,00o -- and transformer will not vary a great deal stages should not be used..
ohm valve, for a note of 5o cycles would be
Important Points
amplified about 70 per cent., as much as
one of moderate frequency.
It is usually far better to employ one
000 to/e 0,00
resistance -coupled stage and a transformer
Ohms
The Ratio Question
stage. Particular care is needed in order to
1.5.
If quality as good as this is not required, 1at10000hnis
obtain the best results, however, as when
one could take a frequency of too cycles,
the amplifier is capable of dealing properly
when the impedance would be 31,000
with the low and high notes there may be
cycles. Then, with a valve of 30,000 ohms
a tendency for self -oscillation to occur,
impedance the magnification would amount
- This is best avoided as indicated in Figs.
to about 70 per cent. of the total at too
2 and 3. In these figures suitable arrangecycles. It would fall off for lower frements are given for stable low -frequency
quencies and increase for higher frequencies
amplification. Slightly better results may
until a point was reached where about the
be obtained in the case of a single stage by
maximum amplification was being obusing the connections of Fig. 4, and when
tained.
there are two stages dealing with rnnsidetAt the higher frequency end of the
able signal strength the circuit of Fig. 5 is
audible scale effects come into play and
to be recommended.
Fig. 5. When the anode current is very
increase or reduce the value, but they will
In this circuit a choke is used to carry
heavy a choke feed should be used
not be entered into here.
the steady anode current of the second
The points I desire to emphasise are, for different combinations, provided the valve, which should be of the low-impedfirst, the inductance of the transformer quality remains about equal. On 'the other ance type. The inductance of the choke
and, second, the amount of the amplifica- hand, if a low -ratio transformer is taken should therefore be sufficient when carrytion of the lower notes. Now let us deal out of a set and another of higher ratio and ing the relatively heavy anode to provide
with the question of ratio. It is evident the same size as regards core and winding full amplification, of the low notes. It is
that on a given transformer core there is space is put back, the quality will not be so possible that the normal anode current
room for only so many turns of wire. The good. The lower notes will not have the of the second valve may be to milliampereso
number may be 25,000 turns. If, therefore, same relative strength, but the overall and the inductance should still be high.
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114PRESSIONS OF AMERICAN BROADCASTING

AMERICAN RECEIVERS
THEIR CIRCUITS
A typical American
receiver

By CAPTAIN ROUND
in use in each case I have forgotten at the
moment-it may have been eight or nine,
including the H.T. rectifier-were contained
in handsome cabinets, with moving -coil

tivity is desired because it can be used
owing to the extreme clarity of the atmosphere; and, of course, it is the desire of

these people in the outlying districts to

RECEIVER developments which in the. speakers, one -knob control of wave- receive the material from the big centres.
United States have kept pace with the length, illuminated dials, one knob for
transmission work are quite extraordinary; volume control, and one for an on -and -off American Prices

but I will preface any remarks on this switching. The output in both cases was
The prices of these sets, complete with
point by saying that I actually did not two valves in push-pull, absorbing together valves,
were round about X34, and considercome across any ideas that are not known 6o milliamps at 300 volts, and delivering a
the solidity of the cabinet and the
here, but that those we are thinking of really big volume to the speaker. The ing
extremely nice chassis work, I can hardly
putting into practice are already in practice

receivers gave what we should call knifehow it could be managed. Afterover there as ordinary everyday matters. edge tuning. The quality of these two sets imagine
wards in going through one of the factories,
was extremely good, although somehow or I got some idea of how it was done, but I
Universal Mains Supply
other, by the way, I never really liked am quite sure we are a long way from such
Fortunately for the American designer, American
quality, because over there they
two of our great difficulties in design do not seem to have swung rather to a low tone- figures here. These two sets I am speaking
worry him. He has no double range of too low for my ear-but as most sets of may be considered to be representative
wavelengths to contend with and he has, sounded the same, it is apparently the tone of what can be called the cheaper type of
set in America; and next year that figure
to a very large extent, a uniform power which the public likes.
and even lower, will be considered the
supply, and the American public is a great
standard price for all sets.
user of this power system. In a few dis- Good Sensitivity
triFts, in certain old towns, direct current
The sensitivity of these sets was extremely 20,000 Sets Per Day!
is Istill in existence. New York has got a
high
indeed, being capable of receiving at
I learnt that these two sets together
section which has direct current, and one or
two other towns have the same, but in the loud -speaker strength with an input of were being produced at that time at the
main. 6o cycles iro volts may be considered 5 micro -volts per metre, more sensitiveness rate of about 10,500 per day, and taking
the universal supply, and it is much more than one could really want even in the into account the large number of manufacused in homes by the general public than neighbourhood of New York, but I was told turers of sets, at that price and higher, I
that out in the West, particularly when should estimate that the total production
over here.
The result is that manufacturers have al- away from the bigger towns; great sensi- in the United States of cabinet models
is certainly not less than
most entirely neglected all
20,000 complete cabinets per
other sources of supply; and I
day.

should say that the percentage
of A.C. mains -run sets in the
States must be preponderant.

Of course, in such a short

I actually never saw a bat-

stay over there I was not able
to examine conditions as

tery -operated set, but I Saw
one D.C. set made by a small
manufacturer who had found
a special field and was cater-

with regard to different grades

thoroughly as I should have
liked, but one very curious
state of affairs seems to exist
of sets. There seems to be

ing for it.
Owing to this simplification ,

little attempt on the part of
the manufacturer to produce

of requirethents, design has

- really cheap sets. They have

been far easier and the American-, engineer has succeeded in

concentrated on sets of the
price mentioned above; ad-

making his public forget the
number of valves in a set and
Made them think only of the
overall results and the price.

mittedly they sell the chassis

or smaller cabinets without
loud -speaker at a lower price,

I examined = carefully -two of

this yeat's models in the New
York Exhibition, which show

I had- the luck to be able to
see -at, my leisure. These re-

ceivers-the number of valves

APVERTISING-FOR BRITISH LISTENERS
The B B C . will not permit advertising, yet many British listeners to Radio Paris
get good programmes given by prominent manufacturers. Here a programme

is being prepared for Radio Paris by the secretary (left) and the technical
director (right) of the radio publicity concern which "sells the air."

but I saw no evidence of any
attempt at a smaller number
of valves at a reduced price,
and I asked how this market,
which must exist, was being
supplied..
(Continued on page 1084)
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For the Newcomer to Wireless :

111

111

HI

Hi

Why do tuning forks sing?
WHAT exactly happens when we
Because oscillations from the piano
tune irr a station by turning the
strings strik them ,and mak: their
knobs of the receiving set?
Perhaps. the easiest way of explaining vibrate. The .tuning fork. does not
is -to get our -ideas clear on the subject vibrate unless the oscillations reaching
of wavelengths. You know that each it have its own natural frequency or
station has its own wavelength or pitch.
Then what about the wireless set?
frequency.
Like the tuning fork, its circuits do
2L0, 356.3 metres, and so on?
Exactly. And stations are arranged not respond until their natural frein tables in, order of wavelengths. Now, quency is made the same as that of the
a table such as these can be compared station that we desire to hear. We could
with the keyboard of a piano. Each makea set on the lines of our series of
note of the keyboard has its own pitch, tuning fork.
How do you mean, exactly?
and the pitch of the note depends upon
Well, we could arrange it, and this
its wavelength or frequency. Just
think of- a station with a short wave- has actually been done, with a number
length (which, of course, means a high of drcuits, each tuned permanently to
frequency) as being high-pitched and the wavelength of a given broadcasting
one with a long wavelength or a low station. By switching first to one circuit and then to another we could bring
frequency as being low pitched.
I see the idea. The wavelength tables in this station or that because, like the
tuning forks, the circuits would respond.
represent a kind of ether scale.
That's it. And, like each note of the But it is more convenient in the ordinary
keyboard, each station has its own way to make the tuning of our circuits
particular pitch. Now, if we take half variable.
How is that done?
a dozen tuning forks of different.pitches
You can vary the pitch of a tuning
and place them near the piano we shall
find that each of them begins to sing fork either by shortening its arms or by
when the corresponding note on the weighting them. Similarly, you can
piano is struck, but is not affected by alter the "pitch" of A wireless circuit
-

111

11

111

Hi

!ii

notes of different pitch.

by increasing or decreasing the capacity

TUNING

across the coil. When the condenser
knobs are turned the effect is just the
same as that of lightening or making
heavier the arms of the tuning fork:
And when you have brought your
circuit to the required pitch, I suppose

that it responds to the transmission
just as the tuning fork sings when the

appropriate note on the piano is struck?
You have got it exactly. The wireless
circuit does not give a proper response
unless it is brought into resonance with
the transmission that we want to hear,
and we obtain this resonance by moving

111

the knob which actuates the variable
condenser.
Then the word " tuning " seems -to be

a very fitting one?
Yes, it is, for when we turn the condenser knob we are really doing exactly

the same thing as the violinist does

when he tightens or loosens the strings

of his instrument, again by turning
knobs. He raises or lowers the pitch of
the string, and we do exactly the same
thing to the wireles,s circuit by means of
the condenser knob.

Why should altering the capacity
I don't quite see the

have this effect?
connection.

That's rather a big subject, and we
must leave it for another time !

111

SHORT-WAVE WIRELESS
on
AMERICAN AEROPLANES
EUROPEAN commercial aircraft gener-

use at present are four-letter combinations,
and are therefore exceptions to the rule of
five -letter call -signs which prevails in

respect of the civil aircraft of most other
W. 0.
countries.

ally use a wavelength of about goo

LET IN THE
NEW YEAR
the night of December 31 the B.B.C.

metres for ordinary wireless communication, but in the United States many of the
machines operated by the principal Ameri-

ONwill give listeners an opportunity of

can airways make extensive use of the

of the difference in time, the programme
sequence will be on the following lines.

hearing how the New Year is celebrated in
a number of European countries. In_yiew

short waves below lop metres.
The Boeing Air Transport machines, for
instance, are equipped for radio -telephony

At' it p.m. (midnight Central European'
time) the bells of Cologne Cathedral will
be relayed, followed by dance music by
Jack Hylton and his Band performing. at

on frecpiencies of 4,188 and 5,585 kilocycles

(equivalent to the wavelengths of 71.6 and
53.7 metres respectively). These trans-

the Kit Cat Restaurant. At _Imo p.m. a
short tour will be made of Paris, Copen-

mitters have been allotted call -signs within

the series KHBA-KHBV. Similarly, the
Western Air Express 'planes have sets

.

HOW WIRELESS WILL

hagen, Hamburg, Vienna, Frankfurt, Budapest, Brussels, Madrid, Milan, and Turin;

working on 6,470 kilocycles (46.3 metres)
in I.C.W. with call -signs KHCA-KHCK.
The aircraft operated by the PanAmeridan Airways and the Suburban Air
Lines of New York are equipped for transmission in C.W., I.C.W., and radio -tele-

and at 11.35 p.m. a relay will be carried
out of the bells of St. Vitus at Hilversum

to usher in midnight in Holland. The
striking of midnight will be taken from
Big Ben, followed by a peal of the bells of
Southwark Cathedral rung by the. Ancient
Society of . College Youths. "Auld Lang

phony on 3,076 kilocycles (97.5 metres)
and 4,124 kilocycles (72.7 metres), in addition to the usual aviation frequencies

Ro csEst-r)

within the longer wavebands. The call signs allotted to these stations are con-.
tained in the series KHAA-KHAY and

An impression of Charles "Farrell

KHFA-KHFH.
It will be noticed that these call -signs in

II"A.W." 'Solves your Wireless Problems

-

Syne" will precede the annual "Grand
Good Night" and a closing salutation at

about 12.10 a.m. of "Good morning,
everyone I"
On December. 31, 5GB will present a.
New Year's Eve party, at 10.15 p.m., under
the title of Exit 1929.
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A Weekly Programme Criticism by Sydney A. Moseley
THE chief job of a writer is to interest
his readers-not necessarily to write
things with which they agree. Obviously
it would be a tame affair, both for readers
and writers, if the spice of contention were
for ever lacking. Therefore, I welcome
L.G.B.'s letter which appeared in the

was in the nature of journalistic enter- of dance music in the majority or not ?
prise, but I must admit the thing wasn't There is only one good way of finding out,
done in the usual big way of the Daily and here it is. (I offer it to Savoy Hill for

correspondence columns of AMATEUR WIRE-

on earth can one appeal to two totally Hour, Ballad Concerts, Dance Music,

Mail.

what it is worth.) With every licence there

I have sent a threatening letter to should be issued a simple form on which

are printed various types of broadcasts,
a claque for speakers in the studio. How such as : Chamber Music, Talks, Children's
Compton Mackenzie for daring to suggest

LESS. He is good enough to say that he different kinds of audience ?
Vaudeville, Plays, etc.
always turns first to this page, but that he
If the licence is a renewal, the licensee
agrees with 25 per cent. of my views. Not
"Harold" (above -mentioned low -brow) should be requested to place the items in
so bad, eh?
is in a complaining mood, as usual. His pet the order in which he prefers them. " A
But stay. His point of view is not so far
off the mark either, when he distinguishes

between a high -brow critic and a low-

dance music has been interfered with census of listening opinion thus being
again and he is annoyed. He writes : taken, it will be easy to see what is wanted
"Once more the B.B.C. expresses its con-

by the public."

tempt of modern syncopated music by
Yes, "Harold," but do we weak mortals,
brow critic. As a matter of fact, I put for- reserving the Brookmans Park experi- know what is good for us?
ward this suggestion myself in regard to ments on ..the new wavelengths for the
dramatic and literary criticism. "Let hours in which dance music is broadcast.
I am afraid listeners were not quite
Mr. Agate do the high -brow plays and It is not fair to the thousands of listeners ready for the inclusion of Maeterlinck's
someone else the low -brow plays," I wrote. who are devotees of this kind of music. weird Death of Tintagiles in the middle
-Same with book criticism. The multi- The B.B.C. wouldn't think of mucking of a vaudeville programme.
tude is not guided in regard to what books about with the transmission during one of
The work needs no commendation
they should read. I confess I like good their high-falutin' symphony concerts, and fine piece of writing. But I fear that,
music-not necessarily high -brow music, yet far less people would be annoyed if Beyond feeling a sense of awe or eerieness,
as my -readers know-and I like to be they did so."
the average listener must have been
intelligently entertained.
"Mucking about." What a phrase ! puzzled as to what it was all about,
What did I tell you ?

In order to be on the broadest possible
side, I have often mentioned many
of "Harold's". critical notes on this
page. "Harold" is the lowest of

His whole point is this : Are the lovers

low -brows, basking in negro rhythm

and tumpety-tumpety stuff. If I
were an intolerant high -brow I

dig up. The next I am full of praise for
some brilliantly written new song they

would have suppressed his insistent
note of low-browism. I welcome
them, and send him occasional

are singing.
For instance, the other night they kicked
off with an old ditty, and I felt like switch-

boxes of cigars (brand unstated)
for his impertinence.

ing off; then the next moment they were
singing that new and rather clever song

about the reporter, and-well, I didn't

Arid, by the way, that talk of

mine on " Film Criticism."

I know of no other radio artistes who
can fill me with such mixed feelings in a
short space of time as do Messrs. Flotsam
and Jetsam. One minute I am groaning
at the time -worn songs and parodies they

switch off.

The

The broadcast of the opera, by the way,
from the Lewisham Hippodrome was first-

same applies here. My contention
is that the ihd.Ws of listeners should
be guided and not merely a handful,

class. I last heard it at one of the leading
Berlin opera -houses.

of fans in London. The talk is for
January 9 at 7 p.m. Take a half day off, listen, criticise, and win an
autographed copy of a book (all my
own work) by your own critic.

"I have remarked on previous occasions
that at times Jack Payne is too ambitious,
and that he and his band spoil themselves

when they try to splay 'straight' music.
Late postscript about the broadcast of fight from Paris. Undoubtedly listeners expected a
ring -side broadcast. That we were

able to hear about the fight at all

A sketch of the well-known soprano, Lilian RichterRushworth. She will be heard on December 30,
from 21,0, singing manuscript songs by her father,
the late Prof. Willibald Richter

During a recent variety hour they played
no dance music at all, but confined themselves to scrappy, tuneless stuff, which
alone was not worth listening to."
Above is another low -brow criticism.
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By J. H. REYNER, B.Sc., A.M. I.E.E.
a strong signal, and therefore some
The circuit diagram of the arrangement
adequate system of volume control. ig shown on this page. The aerial is taken
must be provided. As one oft the to the first coil, which is applied to the grid
principal features of the of the H.F. valve. This valve is transoriginal " All -Britain Three" former -coupled to the detector valve and
was its simplicity,1 decided the transformer is provided with a neunot to make the new model tralising winding connected through a
a four -valve arrangement, small neutralising condenser back to the
but to retain the original grid of the H.F. valve.
three valves.
This decision

Detection
The detector requires a certain amount

by

of comment, for there are one or two minor
improvements here. In the first place, grid

new "Q" coils.
The performance of these

detection is used as in the original model.

coils has been

trated in a recent article of mine, gives
more nearly linear rectification than is

was much
facilitated

the use of the

I

IHAVE received numerous letters from
time to time since the publication of
the " All -Britain Three," Christmas,
1928, asking whether any improvements
have been made to this popular circuit. It
will be remembered that, in order to obtain
some idea of the reception conditions about

the country, I made an extensive tour
with a small receiver incorporating an H.F.,

detector, and L.F. stage. I found, as I
expected, that the conditions varied considerably, but my experimental arrangements gave a good selection of stations in
every district, and I therefore built up a
receiver on identical lines and called it the
"All -Britain Three."

A Popular Circuit_
At that time the screened valve was not

PI

anything like so

considerably

popular as it is to-

improved and

the signal

day, and it was

decided to utilise

strength

the old neutralised
triode for the H.F.
stage. While the
amplification is

poses.

can be obtained
with a screened valve, unless special pre-

cautions are taken, many people still pre fer to use this type of circuit.
A short time ago, therefore; I decided
to examine the old "All -Britain Three"
with a view to its
ofir4-2
possible improvement.
ofir+i It had, indeed, been
suggested that the conversion of the receiver
into a four -valve set
might be desirable, as
some readers had added

an extra L.F. stage to
their own "All -Britain

Three" with good results. Conditions, however, are rapidly changing,

The Circuit Diagram

three valvesat any rate, at
my Elstree laboratorieswas adequate for all normal pur-

EXETER

not so large as

and with the

advent of high. - power
\--0+ stations the use of two
L.T. L.F. stages is becoming
less desirable. It is only
too easy to overload the
low -frequency valve on

on

Three or four long -wave stations

can be obtained at good . loud -speaker

strength in daylight, and even one or two

short-wave stations. On the broadcast
waves, however, the signal strength usually

comes up after nightfall, and here a surprisingly large number of stations can be
tuned in with little difficulty.

New Coils
Those who are building the set for the
first time will, of course, use the new pattern " Q " coil. The terminal connections
of these coils, with the exception of the
aerial arrangement, which I shall discuss
shortly, are exactly the same as on the of
coil, so that the circuit diagram remains
the same in this particular. Those readers
who have constructed the original "All Britain Three," therefore; may either leave
their coils in existence or replace them with

This is much more sensitive than the
anode -bend arrangement and, as was illus-

possible with the anode -bend type. More-

A Special Feature
The next point of interest regarding the
detector is/the connection of a condenser

across from the anode direct to L.T.-.
This may appear to have the effect of short-

circuiting the reaction circuit, but in prac-

tice this is not the case. The function of
this condenser is to enable the detector
valve to operate efficiently, for unless an
adequate path is provided for the H.F. in
the anode circuit so that it can leak away
and leave the L.F. impulses to pass through

the transformer, the rectification is not so
effective as it would otherwise be. The

handling quite a big grid swing -without
overloading. In this instance, therefore,

strength obtained, while it has the further

the full H.T. is applied to the detector
valve, under which conditions an input of
2

or 3 volts H.F. can safely be handled

without overloading.

The application of the full H.T. to the
detector, however, brings in its train cerThe" New All -Britain Three" and the
two preceding 3 -valve sets,"Everybody's

Three" and the " 1930 Ether Searcher,"
which have been described in recent
issues, give readers a selection of the
three best types. Each has certain
special features and the choice depends
upon individual requirements.

'n disadvantages. In the first place, the
high-tension current consumption goes up
rapidly and the reaction control is not by
any means smooth if the grid leak is connected direct to L.T.+. Both these defects
may be remedied by connecting the grid

instance, they will obtain better reception,
but the various other improvements which

L.T.- and L.T.+, and to enable this to be

or not.

factory.

connection of this condenser will often
make a material difference to the signal

if the H.T. voltage applied to the
valve is too large it will be capable of

leak to an intermediate point between

carried out whether the coils are changed

terminals will be found to be most satis-

over,

the new one, as they prefer. In the latter

are incorporated in the receiver can be

therefore an easy matter in practice to find
the best position by trial. Actually, a point
about midway between the plus arid minus

advantage that it tends to even out the
reaction demand. One often finds that
towards the bottom of the short-wave
tuning scale the amount of reaction

amplification may be obtained, and this

is fed direct to a power valve of suit-

able characteristics, which in turn feeds
the loud -speaker. A grid -bias battery is
incorporated in the set itself, so that only
H.T. and L.T. batteries have to be connected externally.

Referring back once again to the H.F.
stage, it will be seen that a separate tapping has been provided for the H.T. for
this stage and, moreover, that a by-pass
condenser has been connected direct from
the H.T. terminal (No. 4) on the H.F. coil
to earth. This is useful in preventing self oscillation due to a run-down battery, apart
from the difference it makes to the ampli-

fication. The reader can try, for himself,
the effect of removing this condenser (with

the reaction condenser set at zero in each
case) and he will be surprised at the improvement -which results from its use.

Amplification
The H.F. H.T. tapping has been made
variable for the following reason. Since
reaction is provided on the detector, it is

condenser required is very little, and
the adjustment becomes critical in con-

sequence. The connection of a fixed
condenser of this nature will overcome this defect and improve the
operation.
The value of the con-

denser should not exceed .0002 or .0003. The

former

value

has been used
in this instance
as being the

most satisfactory for the
particular purpose. If a larger

value is used, there is a
danger of cutting off top
notes in the low -frequency
stages and thereby distorting the quality.

The "New All -

Britain Three "

is an improved design of
a well -tried model. All the
good features of the origin-

accomplished a baseboard -mounting poten-

A goal make of L.F.

tiometer has been connected across the
L.T. terminals and the grid leak taken to
the slider of this potentiometer. It is

transformer is used follow-

al set have been retained

ing the detector valve, so
that a high degree of

duced

and many new ones intro-
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a strong signal, and therefore some
The circuit diagram of the arrangement
adequate system of volume control. ig shown on this page. The aerial is taken
must be provided. As one oft the to the first coil, which is applied to the grid
principal features of the of the H.F. valve. This valve is transoriginal " All -Britain Three" former -coupled to the detector valve and
was its simplicity,1 decided the transformer is provided with a neunot to make the new model tralising winding connected through a
a four -valve arrangement, small neutralising condenser back to the
but to retain the original grid of the H.F. valve.
three valves.
This decision

Detection
The detector requires a certain amount

by

of comment, for there are one or two minor
improvements here. In the first place, grid

new "Q" coils.
The performance of these

detection is used as in the original model.

coils has been

trated in a recent article of mine, gives
more nearly linear rectification than is

was much
facilitated

the use of the

I

IHAVE received numerous letters from
time to time since the publication of
the " All -Britain Three," Christmas,
1928, asking whether any improvements
have been made to this popular circuit. It
will be remembered that, in order to obtain
some idea of the reception conditions about

the country, I made an extensive tour
with a small receiver incorporating an H.F.,

detector, and L.F. stage. I found, as I
expected, that the conditions varied considerably, but my experimental arrangements gave a good selection of stations in
every district, and I therefore built up a
receiver on identical lines and called it the
"All -Britain Three."

A Popular Circuit_
At that time the screened valve was not

PI

anything like so

considerably

popular as it is to-

improved and

the signal

day, and it was

decided to utilise

strength

the old neutralised
triode for the H.F.
stage. While the
amplification is

poses.

can be obtained
with a screened valve, unless special pre-

cautions are taken, many people still pre fer to use this type of circuit.
A short time ago, therefore; I decided
to examine the old "All -Britain Three"
with a view to its
ofir4-2
possible improvement.
ofir+i It had, indeed, been
suggested that the conversion of the receiver
into a four -valve set
might be desirable, as
some readers had added

an extra L.F. stage to
their own "All -Britain

Three" with good results. Conditions, however, are rapidly changing,

The Circuit Diagram

three valvesat any rate, at
my Elstree laboratorieswas adequate for all normal pur-

EXETER

not so large as

and with the

advent of high. - power
\--0+ stations the use of two
L.T. L.F. stages is becoming
less desirable. It is only
too easy to overload the
low -frequency valve on

on

Three or four long -wave stations

can be obtained at good . loud -speaker

strength in daylight, and even one or two

short-wave stations. On the broadcast
waves, however, the signal strength usually

comes up after nightfall, and here a surprisingly large number of stations can be
tuned in with little difficulty.

New Coils
Those who are building the set for the
first time will, of course, use the new pattern " Q " coil. The terminal connections
of these coils, with the exception of the
aerial arrangement, which I shall discuss
shortly, are exactly the same as on the of
coil, so that the circuit diagram remains
the same in this particular. Those readers
who have constructed the original "All Britain Three," therefore; may either leave
their coils in existence or replace them with

This is much more sensitive than the
anode -bend arrangement and, as was illus-

possible with the anode -bend type. More-

A Special Feature
The next point of interest regarding the
detector is/the connection of a condenser

across from the anode direct to L.T.-.
This may appear to have the effect of short-

circuiting the reaction circuit, but in prac-

tice this is not the case. The function of
this condenser is to enable the detector
valve to operate efficiently, for unless an
adequate path is provided for the H.F. in
the anode circuit so that it can leak away
and leave the L.F. impulses to pass through

the transformer, the rectification is not so
effective as it would otherwise be. The

handling quite a big grid swing -without
overloading. In this instance, therefore,

strength obtained, while it has the further

the full H.T. is applied to the detector
valve, under which conditions an input of
2

or 3 volts H.F. can safely be handled

without overloading.

The application of the full H.T. to the
detector, however, brings in its train cerThe" New All -Britain Three" and the
two preceding 3 -valve sets,"Everybody's

Three" and the " 1930 Ether Searcher,"
which have been described in recent
issues, give readers a selection of the
three best types. Each has certain
special features and the choice depends
upon individual requirements.

'n disadvantages. In the first place, the
high-tension current consumption goes up
rapidly and the reaction control is not by
any means smooth if the grid leak is connected direct to L.T.+. Both these defects
may be remedied by connecting the grid

instance, they will obtain better reception,
but the various other improvements which

L.T.- and L.T.+, and to enable this to be

or not.

factory.

connection of this condenser will often
make a material difference to the signal

if the H.T. voltage applied to the
valve is too large it will be capable of

leak to an intermediate point between

carried out whether the coils are changed

terminals will be found to be most satis-

over,

the new one, as they prefer. In the latter

are incorporated in the receiver can be

therefore an easy matter in practice to find
the best position by trial. Actually, a point
about midway between the plus arid minus

advantage that it tends to even out the
reaction demand. One often finds that
towards the bottom of the short-wave
tuning scale the amount of reaction

amplification may be obtained, and this

is fed direct to a power valve of suit-

able characteristics, which in turn feeds
the loud -speaker. A grid -bias battery is
incorporated in the set itself, so that only
H.T. and L.T. batteries have to be connected externally.

Referring back once again to the H.F.
stage, it will be seen that a separate tapping has been provided for the H.T. for
this stage and, moreover, that a by-pass
condenser has been connected direct from
the H.T. terminal (No. 4) on the H.F. coil
to earth. This is useful in preventing self oscillation due to a run-down battery, apart
from the difference it makes to the ampli-

fication. The reader can try, for himself,
the effect of removing this condenser (with

the reaction condenser set at zero in each
case) and he will be surprised at the improvement -which results from its use.

Amplification
The H.F. H.T. tapping has been made
variable for the following reason. Since
reaction is provided on the detector, it is

condenser required is very little, and
the adjustment becomes critical in con-

sequence. The connection of a fixed
condenser of this nature will overcome this defect and improve the
operation.
The value of the con-

denser should not exceed .0002 or .0003. The

former

value

has been used
in this instance
as being the

most satisfactory for the
particular purpose. If a larger

value is used, there is a
danger of cutting off top
notes in the low -frequency
stages and thereby distorting the quality.

The "New All -

Britain Three "

is an improved design of
a well -tried model. All the
good features of the origin-

accomplished a baseboard -mounting poten-

A goal make of L.F.

tiometer has been connected across the
L.T. terminals and the grid leak taken to
the slider of this potentiometer. It is

transformer is used follow-

al set have been retained

ing the detector valve, so
that a high degree of

duced

and many new ones intro-
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" THE NEW ALL -BRITAIN THREE " (Continued from preceding page)
.000i-microfarad fixed condenser (Gra- Dubilier, C.D.M.).
.0003-microfarad fixed condenser (GraH.F. amplification from the first stage, so ham-Farish, Lissen, Ormond, T.C.C.,
ham-Farish, Lissen, Ormond, T.C.C.,

not essential to obtain the last ounce of

Dubilier, C.D.M.).
2-megohm grid leak (Lissen, Dubilier).
High -frequency choke (Lissen, Tunewell,
Lewcos, Keystone, Sovereign,
Wa.tmel).

400 -ohm baseboard -mounting. potentiometer (Lissen, Igranic, Sovereign).
Low -frequency transformer (7rarley,
Heavy -Duty, Igranic, Lissen, Telsen, Ferranti).
Four terminals, marked : Aerial, :Earth,
L.S. +, LS.- (Belling -Lee, Eelex, Burton).

Five wander plugs, marked : G.B.±,
G.B. 4- i, H.T. -, H.T. +1, H.T. +2 (Belling Lee, Eelex, Clix).

.oi-microfarad fixed condenser (Lissen,
Dubilier, T.C.C., Ormond).

Two spade terminals, marked : L.T.+,
L.T.. - (Belling -Lee, Eelex, Clix).
Eight yards of thin flex (Lewcofiex).
Two dial indicators (Bulgin).
Connecting wire (Glazite).
Pair of grid -bias battery clips (Bulgin).
(Continued on page 1085)

it is an easy matter to trace the wiring if this photograph is studied in conjunction
with the diagram below

that, provided a good amplification is pro-

duced,: satisfactory results will be forthcoming. Now, it will be found that there is

If

BLUEPRINT

PANEL

itrxr

N°A.W.2I4
1

not very much difference between the

NE TUNINA COW°.

amplification obtained with TOO volts H.T.

REACTION CONDO'
"0009/Nki

AERIAL TUNING COWL
.000Smfd

-0005tnra

and with 6o volts H.T. on the H.F. valve.
This again is a point which may easily be

a

checked by the reader by setting the
reaction` condenser at its minimum, tuning
in to a fairly powerful distant station (not
the local station, which will be too strong

Mmaying

4k2

P
L.T. SW/7rN

in most cases) and noting the effect of
varying the H.T. tap. The point is that if

3'

the H.T. voltage.on the H.F. valve can be

reduced, then the current consumption
from the H.T. battery is also reduced.
Components Required
Ebonite panel, 18 in. by 7 in., and two
strips,

3 in. by 2 in.

(Lissen, Trolitax,

by Io in. (Pickett,

Cameo).
Two .0005-microfarad

variable condensers with slow-motion movement (J.B.,
Lissen, Dubilier, Ormond).
.000r - microfarad reaction condenser
(Bulgin, Lissen, Keystone, Burton).

0 '0/
0 -.
it

co

Trelleborg, Raymond); or 2 Junit terminal
strips.
Baseboard, 18 in.

SWITCH
SHAFTS

.6

JS)

eNEUt CO

0

LE

0

TRANS

0©3

QSP

©4

.0/1

QAT
O

O
CO/L

CO/L

Push-pull filament switch (Lotus, Ben-

SEMI-

jamin, Lissen, Bu I gin) .
Panel brackets (Bulgin, Lissen, Raymond, Camco).
Twel

VAlr"

e -ooa3
mid

" coils, types Q.A.T. and Q.S.P.

0003 mfd

(Lewcos, Wearite).

Baseboard -mounting neutralising condenser (Peto-Scott, Igranic).
Three valve holders (Lotus, Lissen, Benjamin, W.B., Igranic).
Pre - set condenser, .0003 - microfarad
maximum capacity (Formodenser type J,
Igranic).

1770X

41auI Digs
BASEBOARD
18410"

Ebonite

:1-

LS-

'3
WEIIIKT-1117 ?,

39(2"

L.T.+

The actual wiring diagram of the " New All -Britain Three." A full-size Blueprint
is available, price
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FOLLOW THE LEAD OF THE
SET MANUFACTURER
General efficiency Is
unvarying with high
or low input valves ;
special care has been
exercised regarding

The Telsen Radio.
grand Transformer
illustrated herewith is
the outcome of an en.
deavour to place upon

the

the market a trans.
former at' a strictly

I

competitive price, yet
possessing equ a 1

windings

both

primary and secon-

dary, the capacity
losses being comparatively negligible. Your

set will work better

qualities to the most
expensive instrument,

dd

13 11174 I

TELSEN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
MILLER STREET, BIRMINGHAM

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers

with a Telsen Trans former-Fit one now.
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"A.W." TESTS OF APPARATUS
Conducted by our Technical Editor, J. H. REYNER, B.Sc.(I-fons.), A.M.I.E.E.

from lack of selectivity and cannot compete Pifco battery made by the Pifco Wireless
New Marconiphone Speaker
Battery Co., of-Pifco House, Manchester
WE have previously tested in these with a heterodyne wavemeter

Messrs. Gambrell Bros have recently The battery, which has a total voltage of 6o,
columns inexpensive loud -speakers,
manufactured by the Marconiphone Co., marketed a most useful form of modulated is housed in a strong cardboard container
Ltd., and indeed the makers have,had much oscillator wavemeter operating on a novel measuring 6% in. by 5.1 in. by 3 in. high.
experience in this class of work with the principle. A screen -grid valve is employed
result that these loud-speakera, although and by suitably arranging the voltages, the
low in cost, are perfectly efficient repro- valve is worked on' a portion of the characteristic where its resistance is negative,
ducers of speech and music.
We have just completed a test of a new causing it to oscillate. Simultaneously an
Marconiphone speaker known as type 6o. audio -frequency oscillator is imposed on the
The speaker consists of a ro % in cone, H.F. oscillation with the result that an
mounted on the standard Marconiphone audible note of fixed frequency is produced
unit and housed in an attractive cabinet which can be readily tuned in on a wireless
with overall dimensions of 121/2 in by receiver
This system possesses a great advantage
6% in by 13% in.
The unit is of the normal electro-magnetic
L

type, with a substantial magnetic circuit.
The cone rests lightly on a ring of felt,

A Pifco 60 -volt H.T. battery

Holes in the cardboard case reveal the
tapping points commencing at 3 volts,
then at every additional r1/2 volts up to

stuck down to the front of the speaker
cabinet; it is made of a light but rigid
material which has been used effectively in
other Marconiphone speakers.
On test we formed a favourable impres-

no 1/z and finally at every ro volts up to 6o.
The voltages corresponding to the tappings

sion of this speaker; the sensitivity is

are clearly lettered in white at the side of

undoubtedly above the average and in fact
was slightly in excess of that obtained on
our standard cone speaker The tone both
on speech and music is mellow, but quite
distinct and " clear-cut." This speaker is

The makers claim an unusually large
capacity for this battery and indeed the
number of iltilliamp-ere-hotirs discharge

certainly ideal for an average or small sized room

each socket

obtained before the voltage fell to half its
A useful wavemeter-the Gambrell-which
operates on a novel principle

A Novel Gambrell Wavemeter

for, when the wavemeter is tuned to the
MANY keen wireless amateurs. do not setting of the receiver, the audible note
rely wholly on the 'programmes for is not only received at its loudest, but a
their amusement but prefer to go farther high -frequency heterodyne note is also
heard and this can be tuned to the silent

original value was distinctly above the
average. The tests commenced' with a dis-

charge of 7 milliamps. representing the

- normal consumption for 2- or 3 -valve sets;

the discharge was continued through a
constant resistance for 36o hours when the

voltage had dropped to half the original
value. The total capacity obtained was
1,900 milliampere hours, a figure which

spot, giving extreme accuracy
The range covered is from 18o to might be associated with double -capacity
2,000 metres and is obtained on two inter- batteries.
The price of this battery is only 7s., and
changeable coils- An accurate calibration
it can be recommended for reliable service.
chart is provided

The instrument is exceptionally easy
to handle and may be employed with a
normal receiving set. We took a number of

RADIO WEEK
A Note to Traders

tests on various stations, in comparison
with the laboratory standard wavemeter,

New Marconiplione speaker

afield ..and log distant or low -powered

stations, often conducting important research work in reception. "For these individuals, an accurate wavemeter is almost

essential if the work js to be carried out
with 'precision Although a simple buie'er
wavemeter is handy on occasions, it suffers

IT is particularly interesting to amateurs
and traders alike to note that a Radio.
and found that the accuracy of the wave - Week is to be held from January 12 to 17,
meter was of a high order.
During this time especial interest in radio
The cost is 6 guineas, and the meter, will be aroused, and the B.B.0 has agreed
should prove a most invaluable article to to co-operate and to give special prothe experimenter.
grammes. Retailers are asked to note that
they can give valuable assistance by
Pifco H.T. Battery
making special window displays during
IT seems that battery manufacturers are Radio Week, and they are asked to make
obtaining greater electrical capacity out the best possible display or the window
of smaller size cells sold at a standard price bills and other publicity material sent to
This is a very desirable feature, for the cost them Window bills and so on can be
and volumetric size of dry batteries are two obtained from the kadio Week Publicity
Department, 28 Southampton Street,
very serious items to the wireless user
This week we have concluded a test on a

London. W.C.i
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Insist on

WEA

With Indicating
Floats
P.G.F.5

COMPONENTS

20 a.h. 2V.

IMPROVED TYPE IRON CORED

P.G.5
so a.h. so.
P.G.7

11/9

(as illustrated)
P.G.F.7

Specified by the
leading designers
1111111111111

Non -Indicating.

3o a.h. 27.7.

1319

40 a.h. 2V.

15,9

9/-

3o a./t. ay. 11;P.G.9
40 air, so. 13/P.G.ii

I,

so

a.h. sr, 15;-

1111111:11111

HIGH -FREQUENCY CHOKE
(illustrated below)

INDUCTANCE 300,000 microhenries.
RESISTANCE 200 -ohms.
PRICE
Self -capacity 3.5 M.M.F.

Effective Range 10-2,000 metres. 6/6
A.C. VALVE HOLDERS New type 5 -pin 1/3

MR. CHAPMAN'S TALISMAN
DUAL RANGE COIL
Patent applied for.
Made under licerc!.

PRICE

7/6

NEW "Q" COILS
J. H. Reyner's Improved Design.
Q.A.T., 15/- each.
Q.S.P.,
Write for free illustrated lists.

WRIGHT & WEAIRE, Ltd.
740, High Road, Tottenham, N.17
Telephones: Tottenham 384718.

I know when my
L.T. will run out
" My Peto & Radford P.G.F. Accumulator never discharges without warning
me of its condition.
Its three indicating floats-white, green,
red-take care of that.
When the accumulator is fully charged
these rise to the top. Soon after I
' switch on ' the white float sinks to the
bottom. At half discharge down goes
the green, and not until the red falls is
re -charging necessary."
Like every other Peto & Radford Battery

the P.G.F. is

Guaranteed

I
$NOTEBOOK DIARY I
T
for
1930
1
%
p$

AMATEUR WIRELESS

This handy and compact reference book, which will be of
HN
assistance on many occasions during 193o, should be kept
% within easy reach by every wireless amateur. Here are some
of the contents :

%
%
%
%

Conventional Symbols used in Wireless.
Technical Contractions.
Aerials and Earths.
Frame Aerials.
Wavelength Frequency Tables.
Notes on Accumulator Upkeep.
Coil -winding Data.
Useful Formula Section
Calculating Condenser Capacities.
World's Short-wave Stations.
Choosing Your Valves.
Valve Tables

for 6 months
It embodies these further special features.
The plates are sturdy. Paste is held in by

interlocking grids. The lid is of crack proof, acid -proof Dagenite, hermetically
sealed at the edges. Terminals have acid proof glands, and, becauqe of their different diameters, they cannot be reversed.

There is ample acid -room, and plates
are held in place by glass key -ways in
the box.

Send a postcard for a Catalogue to :-

PETO & RADFORD,
93, Great Portland Street,
London, W.x.
(Telephone : Langham 5473)
Glasgow
Depct:
45 Clyie
Place

Depot :
I07a Pimlico
Road, S.W.I

ACC U M U LATO RS
rhe beginning and the end in

EGlossary and Definitions of Wireless Terms.
W.R.5

for 1/6 (cloth) and 2/6 (leather), or by post (2d. extra),

PND

and Repair

PETO & RADPORD

HEList of

HNThe "Amateur Wireless" Diary can be obtained at Book-

London Sales

Pow ER

This announcement is issued by

THE NATIONAL ACCUMULATOR CO., LTD4

....%sellers
from "Amateur Wireless," 58/61, Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4
MI

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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FINDING A"BEST"SET
Being some helpful advice

for all readers who are
choosing a new set
for the New Year.
By KENNETH ULLYETT
MINO

M

laRnIMelialIIINI110M/1

grouse at the B.B.0 (or not much, at least)
then you may be content with a set selec-

A 6 TWO "the " Talisman Two," a really
efficient small - size receiver

tive enough only to give you the local
station, 52B and 5XX. But if you are the
person behind the Disgusted, Low -brow,
Pirate and Indignant who regularly swell the

-AND A "THREE,"
the "1930 Ether Searcher," a 'star'

B.B.C. post -bag with complaints, then, set of the "A. W." Technical Staff.

presumably, you'll need a receiver selective
LUCKY is the man who makes his own enough to bring in the foreigners when the
set ! Nowadays there are so many B B.C. stations are working !
types of receiver from which to choose when
Then there are local problems such as the
it comes to making an outfit from published possibility of using the public supply mains
designs that the intending constructor may for H.T. or L.T., or both. Perhaps, living
be even more than gratified with the wide in a flat, you can only have a short indoor
choice in front of him; he may be puzzled aerial; or perhaps you have space for someas to which way to turn l
thing rivalling the B.B.C. masts.
Therefore, a few further explanatory
So you see there are a hundred and one
notes on "Best sets and their circuits," things to be considered before picking a
published in "A.W." No. 39/, will be help- set; and yet there are folk who ask, " Can
ful to those wanting a new set for the new you tell me a good circuit ? "

ing, will

not amplify that which does

not exist. For this reason, the installation
of a one -valve set complete with its own
tuning unit, etc., is suggested in preference
to any form of low -frequency amplifier as
an addition to your present crystal set.

season.

Realise at the 'outset that "what is one One to Three Valves
Let us start at the one-valvers. The
man's meat . . ." and so forth. There is
no " best" set. It is all a matter of suiting B.B.C. itself recommends the use of a onea set to your own requirements and to local valver as the simplest kind of set when, for
reception Conditions. If you live on top

of Brookmans Park and want to buy the
components for the set on easy payments,
then a one-valver will be good enough and
cheap enough. Per contra should you chance

to live down Cornwall way you'll need a
very good " three," or even a " four " to
give anything like. the saine programme
service as that to be had by those lucky
enough to live near a broadcaster.

Consider Reception
Nor is that all; your programme taste
must be considered. If you really don't

Here is the four valve receiver section of
the " Music -lover's Gramo-radio "

some reason or other a crystal
set is not suitable. A crystal
set alone is, of course, the
simplest arrangement that anyone can have; the B.B,C.,
officially -recommended crystal

set was described only, a few
weeks ago in "A.W." No. 386,

and if you are within crystal
range of Brookmans Park then
this simple little outfit will

suit you.

If,

however, the

An up-to-date transportable set for indoor

work-the " Music Leader "

The cost of a one -valve set will be very
much the same as that of a low -frequency
amplifier and, moreover, it will be a more
selective arrangement than the latter.
This will be particularly helpful when the
second programme is radiated from Brook mans Park. The use of a valve set does not
mean that a loud -speaker is necessary.
The two -valuer is .the next step on the
ladder. The scope of the " two " is best
described in the argument put forward in
"A.W." when the -"'Talfsman Two" was
described, in No. 373. We said,. " threevalvers have sprung into deserved popularity. Much has been written and said
about them. Some very good `threes' have

signal from Brookmans Park is
insufficient to produce audible
results it will not be helped by
A good three-valver-the the addition of a low -frequency been described in AMATEUR WIRELESS --

" Clarion Screen -grid Three " amplifier which, broadly speak -

(Continued on page lo8o1
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"Amateur Wireless"
HANDBOOKS

3,1,6

Of all Newsagents and Booksellers, or 2'9 post free from Cassell
and Company Limited, La Belle Sauvage, London, E.C.4

The Shielded Four -electrode Valve
THEORY AND PRACTICE
By Captain H. J. Round, M.C.
Capt. Round is one of the greatest authorities in the world
on radio science and practice, and his book is a complete
guide to the principles under which this latest and most remarkable valve should be operated.

for Emagamq Mending-

FLUX
ITS
- it simplifies all soldering

Loud -speaker Crystal Sets
How to Make and Manage Them
Provides working instructions for building a number of highly
efficient crystal sets; making an attachment for simple connection to existing wireless set; and designs for crystal sets
embodying the crystal loud -speaker system.

FLUXITE is sold in tins,
price id., 1;4 and 2;8.

SOLDERING

Another use for Flux- SET Complete

7/6

ite : Hardening loafs

Wireless -controlled Mechanism

and Case Hardening.
Ask for leaflet on

or LAMP

For Amateurs.

FLUXITE
L T D.,
(Dept. 326)

a6

By Raymond Phillips

This book is an illustrated practical guide to the making and
using of short-range wireless control apparatus, and it has

Improved methods.

only

\

Rotherhithe, 5.E.16.

been written so simply that it can be understood by any
enthusiast possessing an elementary knowledge of wireless.

The Practical " Super -het " Book
Explains what the Super -het is, what it does, how it works, and

how to build up a number of super -het sets made of tested,
British -made components.

The Short-wave Handbook
By Ernest H. Robinson (5YM)

Describes in very simple language the wireless apparatus used
in short-wave work, shows how to make it and how to use it,
and explains the technical principles with which the beginner
will need to become acquainted.

The Practical Wireless Data Book

COMPONENTS SPECIFIED
In every NOTABLE CIRCUIT' PUBLISHED during past year.

"1930" CONDENSERS
For

COMPACTNESS,

EFFICIENCY

and

RELIABILITY

UNEQUALLED

The intelligent novice, and particularly the home constructor

and the keen wireless amateur who is always rigging up
different circuits and experimenting for progress, will find this
Data Book extremely helpful,

"1930 LOG (dine-) CONDENSER
In four Capacities

SINGLE

The Wireless Man's Workshop
By R. W. Hallows, M.A.

SCREW
CONCEALED

FRICTION'

PIGTAIL

((RAKE

Written by a practical home constructor, this book-con-

taining much useful wireless information-enlightens readers

on the selection and right methods of using the tools and

38

materials used in constructing wireless sets.

to

The Book of the Neutrodyne.
By J. H. Reyner, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.M.I.E.E.
CONTENTS: Why Neutralising is necessary; Systems of Neutralising; Difficulties En-

countered in Neutralised Circuits; How to obtain Good Selectivity Without Loss of
Quality; Design of High -Frequency Transformers; Lay -out in Neutralised Receivers;
Some Suitable Circuits.

Price 1/6 net, or post free for 1/9

.00"5
.00035
.00025
*.00015

WEIGHT

-2a

4 0,cEa

4'6

each

* Double spacing of vanes
for Ultra Short-wave work.

Full Catalogue sent post free on receipt of postcard
THE FORMO CO., CROWN WORKS,
CRICKLEWOOD LANE, LONDON, N.W.2.

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."
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PUT

HYDRA
milimulir For safety

BETWEEN YOUR
MAINS AND SET

Lead an eliminator with
IIYDRA Conaensers and
you are putting bettseei
the high Po tage of your
mai, s and yoar sat the
surest safeguard that
science can prcoido.

' FINDING THE BEST' SETS"
(Continued from page 1078./

leaky -grid

and - transformer,:

detector

coupled "two" to a three valver of the

the 'Broadcast Three,' the ' Local or " det., R.C., trans." type.
The "Clarion Three" won deserved
Continental Three,' and, the 'Clarion
popularity, and it will be recalled that one
Three:" to take just a few examples.
" There are, however, several purposes for of London's largest stores, Messrs. Selwhich a two-valver is equally suited as a fridge & Co., Ltd., were so impressed with
three, and when the additional expense its performance that they arranged to give
involved by the third 'valve is hardly away a large number of blueprints of this set
justified. A large number of people have entirely free.
If you have A.C. mains in your house,
to treat wireless as something of a luxury,
then
you will be interested in an all -mains
which, indeed, it is; and they do not want
to spend money on equipment which is too edition of the popular "Clarion," the "All large for their needs. Not everybody wants Electric Clarion Three."
There are two unique types of set yet to
to have a 'super' set which will ensure a
big bag of foreigners on. almost any night; consider-the comprehensive gramo-radio

often the reception of one or two of the outfit, and the portable set; the alpha and
louder Continental stations and, of course, omega, as it were.

In the "Music -lover's

the more easily receivable three or four Gramo-radio" ("A.W." No. 381), and the
This, a good "Music Leader Portable" " (A.W." No. 384)
two valver will do with ease. Only when it these two extremes are covered. The
comes to working a loud -speaker at full "Music -lover's Gramo-radio" outfit is a
volume or putting on a good selection of home-made electric gramophone and four B.B.C. stations is sufficient.
HYDRA Condensers

are bui t to tend up to
higher press -r.s than

,ttr m ins sup ly-

and every one is tested
before it I eves the
ta tory tested
far
beyond
its stated

Fit HYDRA for safety

working voltage.

/n a//
the best

ELI M I NATORS

you// find

HYDRA
CONDENSERS
Te7eohm,e: Alusennt 2641

mammeimmos
ALL BRITAIN'S THREE
HERE ARE THE VERY
PARTS FOR THIS SET
The Sovereign H.F.
Choke is a great fav-

ourite of set designers.
It is efficient ; effective

over a very wide frequency band ; slot
wound ;
minimum
capacity ; low loss
board Mounting Bakelite former; terPotentiometer Is also minals and tags. Follow the ,set
specified. From
all dealers
.
designer - be
knous.

ilmomfmu
The Sovereign Base-

4/6

R

0

As we have said, the three-valver is a more to buy as a commercial product,
type of set which is immensely popular. while the "Music Leader" is a handy little
AMATEUR WIRELESS has published some set to carry from room to room. A good
exceptionally good "threes," and in addi- portable for outdoor use is the " Holiday
tion to those mentioned we must add that Portable," described in "A.W." No. 356.
As a compleinent to this guide, it is
latest and most successful receiver by Mr.
W. James, "Everybody's Three." The opportune to mention the AMATEUR WIREtitle is ambitious, but in this high-per- LESS Blueprint Service.
formance three-valver our Research ConFor every published description of an
sultant has scored a winner and has attemp-

LOUIS HOLZMAN, 37 Newman Street, London, W.L.
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foreign stations does the three-valver score." valve radio set which would cost /50 or

ss

0
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VIGN
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AMATEUR WIRELESS receiver, there is avail-

ted to please everybody with a set which able a full-size blueprint, giving panel and
is easily adaptable to any conditions and baseboard dimensions and layouts. These
which in all ordinary circumstances is blueprints are most helpful to the home guaranteed to receive a minimum of twenty constructor, and as a complement to the
stations at full loud -speaker strength. Owing detailed descriptions. They can be obtained
to the special coils used, magnification, and from the AMATEUR WIRELESS Blueprint

selectivity are above the normal.

Department, 58-61 Fetter Lane, London,

Then, again, there is the 1930 Ether E.C.4.
Searcher. This is another type of; highWe give here the 'numberS of the blueperformance "three,'; representative of prints relating to all the receivers mentioned
lateist methods of construction. .It has two in the foregoing guide. " B.B.C. Official

outstanding merits; it is exceptionally easy
to built, and it has only one -knob control
for tuning.
There is something between a two-valver
and a three-valver, though. There is the

One," AW208; "Talisman Two,- 4W194 ;
"Clarion Three," AW/75; "Talisman Two -

Three," AWzo3a; "Everybody's Three,"

AWzo9; " 1930 Ether Searcher," AW2i I ;
"All -Electric Clarion Three," AW2oo ;
"two -three" and a good set of this des- "Music -lover's Gramo-radio," AW2o2a,
cription is the " Talisman Two -three." This zozb, and 202C ; "Holiday Portable,"
can be -converted in a minute or so from a AWI88; " Music Leader," AW2o3.
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Produced by J.R. WIRELESS CO.

WIRELESS

ELECTRIC REPRODUCTION

6-8, Rosebery Avenue. London, E.C.1
Bedry Ad. J.R.7

YOUct
OWN HIGH - TENSION
ELIMINATOR AND ALL -POWER UNIT
MAKE

RADCROIX
Mains Unit Components.
KITS OF PARTS FOR:

ELT., A.C. Unit, 8.0.10. 6.G.80, Det. 60, 160 max.
6
All -Power A.C. Unit. 6 Variable Voltages
22 2 6
D.C. Unit, II Variable Voltages .
.
.
19 9
Battery Charger, complete with cafres, charging.
21 15
current 2 amps.
Wiring Diagrams Free. litte A.C. or P.C.

From your dealer or direct from

THE WHOLESALE WIRELESS COMPANY

103, Fa rri ngdoo Road, London, E.C.1
Teltphow = I;Ierkeowel I 5312

USE A LIMIT

MAGAZINE
vas,
The

Big
British
Wireless

Monthly
vitt"

t/

Adjustable
Length Track-

ing

Angle

Spring Tension

Continental and

ay onet
Fittings.

Illustration thers:c
Pick-up attached.

PICK-UP ARM 15/6

Obtainable through all factors and dealers,

or write

EACH

LIMIT RADIO LIMITED. ALBION ST., LONDON, N.1
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OUR NFORMATION BUREA
000

RULES.-Please write distinctly and keep to the point, NI, e rep y promptly by post. Please give all necessary details: Ask one
question at a time to ensure a prompt reply, and please put ketches, layouts, diagrams, etc., on separate sheets containing your name

and address. See announcement below. Address Queries-Asureua WIRELESS Information Bureau, 58/61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

voltage and also restrict the current is to use a consumption, as registered by the meter, is
resistance.. The voltage is wasted in being 200 + I, which equals 20 watts. Of course, a
dissipated through this resistance. The current five- Or six -valve set can be run as economically
from D.C. mains. I notice that whereas you used is still a ampere, but, assuming that the as a one-valver by connecting all filaments in
devote a fair amount of space to the description voltage of the mains is 200, the total wattage series, but then there is the difficulty of choosof A .C. mains sets, you appear to overlook the
ing suitable valves from the..i ampere filament
call for D.C. mains sets. This, in my case, is
type. Another difficulty is the question of
rather disappointing and I should be glad to 0>
mains hum. With alternating current the
learn why it is you seem to avoid describing D.C.
frequency of the current supply fluctuations is
0
mains sets ?-S. A. (Leytonstone).
known and remains constant. With D.C., how0
A.-There are several reasons why we do not
ever, the frequency, of the supply current
go out of our way to describe receivers capable
fluctuations can only be determined by an
of being entirely operated from D.C. mains. 0>
inspection of the dynamo commutator, countPLEASE Write briefly
Perhaps the most important reason is,. at the
ing the segments and multiplying this by the
present, it is proposed to replace all D.C.
speed of rotation of the armature. The freand
to
the
point
:ZS
mains with A.C. Quite apart from this, howquency even then does not remain constant
A Fee of One Shilling (postal order
ever, to use D.C. mains, especially for L.T.
for any length of time. During the day the
or
postage
stamps)
must
accompany
supply, means considerable waste of energy, 0>
dynamo may be run at a speed of r,000 revolueach
question
and
also
a
stamped
tions per minute, but as soon as night falls and
and therefore excessive cost of running. To
addressed
envelope
and
the
coupon
explain this more fully : the electric light meter
a heavier load is put on the power station, the
0>
which
will
be
found
on
the
last
page.
speed of the machines is increased to supply
registers wattage, that is, current multiplied
Rough
sketches
and
circuit
diagrams
by the voltage. In A.C. mains it is possible 0>
the greater load. From this it will be gathered
can
be
provided
for
the
usual
query
fee.
that it is possible to design a smoothing circuit
to reduce the voltage, without loss, by, using a
Any
drawings
submitted
should
be
sent
effectively to smooth a known and constant
step-down transformer. Thus, in the case of a
Wiring
on
a
separate
sheet
of
paper.
frequency, whereas it is a far more difficult
valve requiring 6 volts at a ampere, the total
0>
plans
and
layouts
cannot
be
supplied.
matter to design a smoothing circuit to smooth
wattage is .6 watts. Using the same valve
out fluctuations from a varying supply.-C.
with D.C. mains the only way to reduce the
D.C. versus A.C. Mains Sets
Q.-/ have been on the look -out for some time
for a receiver designed to be used entirely

When Asking
Technical Queries

naiaivcvovoymffo\ic\ivIt.

TUNEWELL'S
LATESTm-d
N !THE "NEW ALL -BRITAIN THREE"

CONDENSERS
Such perfect control of electrostatic reaction was unknown until
we first introduced Bulgin Miniature Condensers. They still main-

A Double Magnet

4 -Pole Balanced

tain their wonderful popularity

on account of their velvety action.

.0001 Mfd,

C,B. CLIPS
Made of heavy gauge aluminium and frosted by a
special process, you will be
delighted with the workmanlike finish they give to your

Price 5/6

Armature Adjustable

SPEAKER UNIT

set. Will firmly grip all G.B.
batteries.

of Remarkable Efficiency
PRICE

2,2/ 6

PANEL BRACKETS
Rigid and firm, a east

ILLUSTRATED
Read this letter of appreciation from Winchmore Hill:
I was persuaded to try your new Unit, and must say the
results are amazing. Without fuss or rattle it takes all my
Mains 4 set will give it, and what's more the reproduction
is perfect. Much to my surprise it worked well on an old
crystal set. That it functions so perfectly under such light
and heavy loads, I suppose, is due to the double magnets.

TURNER
& CO.
54, etation Road, New Southgate,N.11

joto

best sets.

OTHER CAPACITIES IN STOCK
from 35 M. MFD. to .0002 MFDS.

but whatever the reason, you are to be congratulated."

DON'T HESITATE, ORDER AT ONCE

Price 6d. pair

with..
machined faces, and no
webs to obstruct the
screwdriver. They are
used in all " A.W.'s "
atunitniuna

AS

RADIO MAN UFA CT URERS

Price

pair

CATALOGUE.
------

9-10-11 CURSITOR ST., CHANCERY
LANE, LONDON, E.C.4.
Telephone: Holborn 1072 and 2072.
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clarity70 .12p1DIOGRff.NIS
The Brownie POPULAR Transformer

is every bit as good as it looks. Its

purity of ampl fication gives vivid

throughout the Full musical
range, while its sturdy British con-

struction ensures that it will give this
quality of reproduction not just now
and then, but always. It costs only

9:6, and does the work of transformers at double its price.
CO. (G.B.) LTD.

BROWNIE WIRELESS
Nelson Street Works, London, N.W.1

BROWNIE
WIRELE SS
NEW LINES

NO RUBBISH SUPPLIED
PANELS for ORGOLA receiver 3/6, Coils 16

All

kits in stock. Cossor, Mallard, etc. Ebonite panels
cut to size at keen prices ; get our price list.
Master 3 Type coils B.B.C., 3/3, 4/9. Titan type, 9/6 S.G.P.
B.B.C. pair 6/-,7/9. Dual 5/9, Six pin bases 1/3, with switch
3/3. Formers 1/9, 2/3. R.C. Units. 3/6. 4 -pin Cossor type
coils 6/9 pair. S.L.F.Condensers .0005, 3/3, 3/6. Mid
Log, ball bearings 3/6. S.M. Dials 2/3. Reaction 2/9.
Aluminium panels 2/4. P.P. switches 9d. H.F. Chokes
1,'6.2/-, 3/-. Combined 3/3. Engraved terminals 2/6 doz.
Valve Holders B/B 9d. Wave Traps, fixed in 60 seconds
7/6. Fixed Resistances, 1/3 each, all sizes. Differential
Condensers, Mica, 3/6,4/9. Air Spaced C.; all sizes stocked.

LISTENERS to the Leeds station on
January 4 are to hear excerpts from the
pantomime Mother Goose, as performed at
the Theatre Royal in that city. Norah

station of WABC (New York). This short-

Blaney will be the Principal Boy and the
Goose will be played by George Queen,
a clever animal (or bird) impersonator.
The Babes in the Studio, an entertainment to be broadcast from Birmingham
through 5GB on January 9, should strike a
new note as a burlesque panto -rhyme. Its
cast includes Robin Hood, Maid Marion,
a Fairy Queen, a Demon King, a Wicked
Uncle, and a few Robbers.
It is reported from Frankfurt -on -Main
that recent tests have demonstrated that
the installation of a high -power station at
Heidelberg would not provide adequate
service to the former city and Stuttgart.
In these circumstances it is proposed to

a short-wave set in. a trailer behind a

wave transmitter has been heard in all
parts of the world.
WMCA (New York) is planning to install

motor lorry and tour the city to pick up
of interest occurring during the day
or night. These will be relayed to the main
station for re -broadcasting.
The National Broadcasting Company in
events

America reports that it is now giving on
an average forty dramatic auditions each
week. Thirty-five of each forty applicants
are professional actors and actresses.

It is announced that thirty schools in
the United States have installed within
the last few months built-in centralised
radio apparatus for the distribution of
educational programmes to classrooms,

and that between sixty and seventy other
erect a 6o -kilowatt transmitter in the schools are planning similar installations.
The radio -beacon station at South
immediate neighbourhood of Frankfurt.
Bishop, which is now in operation, conRadio Experimental (Paris) on 31.65 stitutes the latest addition to the -chain of
metres is the first broadcasting station to radio -beacons established at various points
transmit a Children's Hour on short waves; .around the coasts of the British Isles for
the broadcast is destined to " kiddies" the benefit of ships fitted with wireless

resident in French colonies overseas.
direction -finders. This new transmitter has
All the programmes originating over the been allotted the call -sign GGB, and works
Columbia system in America are now re- in I.C.W. worse on a wavelength of
broadcast over \V2 XE; the short-wave approximately i,000 metres.

Stamp for list; everything wireless, id orders post paid

Manufacturing Agents:

F. SANDERS, CHU R

CATSTROMif

UCH IMITATED

co.AR05TAT
NEVER EQUALLED

REDUCED PRICES/
STANDARD. was 10 t Now 9'6
VOLUME.
8'6
7'G
POWER TYPES,E495t
15'6
40 Page Illustrated Booklet with Scale Drawings all

FREE types mains

apparatus, etc..

CLAUDE LYONS LTD:

76,OLDHALL ST.,LIVERPOOL:

OUR BLUEPRINT SOK /ICE
Constructors 01 receivers described in

this Journal should make full use of

our Blueprint Service and avoid all risk
of failure.

"Don't you -think Jazz is dying ?"
"Well, if not, it certainly sounds as if it were suffering agonies."
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MY REPLY VIA ETHER
JOTTINGS FROM MY LOG

TO PERFEC- RADIO

BY JAY COOTE
AFEW weeks ago, in these notes, I
mentioned the Kattowitz (Poland)
Letter Box. Acting on the 'Spur of the
moment, I wrote to the director of that

station and told him the interest

his

bi-weekly feature aroused. That I was not
the only English hearer of these unconventional broadcasts was proved by the fact
that in the meantime I picked up from this

addition to their own extensive range, PETO SCOTT offer YOU
Every Known Radio Receiver or Component on

generally used by Wilno, and now Kattowitz, to attract the attention of listeners.
At 10.20 p.m. G.M.T. I gathered from two

EASY TERMS

voices that the director was in Warsaw
and his assistant at Kattowitz, but that in
order that the Letter Box should not be
missed, special arrangements had been
made to connect them up by telephone
cables, thus allowing them, at a distance

SERVICE AFTER SALES
The following list is merely representative, and we ask you to fill in
the coupon below or send us a list of your requirements.

1HE NEW " ALL -BRITAIN " THREE (described is this issue).
Complete kit of components including panel, coils and valves.
Cash £8 5s. or 12 monthly instalments of 15/-.
THE " 1930 ETHER SEARCHER " (See Deo. 7 i,300). Complete
hit of components, including drilled panel, chassis and 'valves,

Cash £8 2s. ld. or 12 monthly instalments of 14/10.
19. or 12 monthly payments
of 1818, Valves induded.

°SRAM MUSIC MAGNET. Cash

station several messages transmitted to of over 25o miles, to chat with each other,
listeners residing in the British Isles. fol- the resulting conversation being translowed my own instructions, fixing a date mitted over the Kattowitz aerial. Intermingled with "Hallo, Hallo" from both
for a reply via ether.
Kattowitz is a powerful station, well ends of tfie line, I was informed that my
heard on this side of the Channel, and not letter had been received " with many
too difficult to hold if Dublin can be kept thanks"; that the experiment was a novel
one, and that it would be interesting to
out of the way.

CELESTION C.12 LOUD -SPEAKER, in Oak. Cash, £5 12s. 64.,

or 12 monthly payments of 10;4; in Mahogany, £5 17512 monthly payments of 10;9.

PETO SCOTT E -Pa.

Free Demonstrations and advice :_by (Inalined Engineers at our

77 CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.0.1.
82 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDOTgepwho.en.eL:

4 Manchester Street. Liverpool, Telephone: Central 2134.
33 Whitelow Road, Chorlton-cum-Hardy., Manchester.
Telephone: Chorlton-cum-Hardy 2008.

Friday, November 22, at to p.m., I know how the dual transmission was picked

Mail eotipon i,e unsealed en,:elope under fd. stomp.

settled down to pick up whatever there up at that distance. After calling up Lon-

might be destined to me in the Radio don, then my private address, not to menPologne Letter Box. Incidentally I might
add that the lady announcer who gives out
at the end of the transmission details of the
following day's programme in both Polish
and French, has added the Polish word
Uwaga (Hallo) to her call. It might be
mistaken for the name of a station; it is

H&B

Please send me your 48 -page Illustrated Catalogue, describing
the 11129-30 products of all the leading makers.

to any listener picking up the message to

NAME «............... ....... . ........

relay it to me in case I should not hear
him, and for some time I wondered whether

(Wearite)
N.C. (Febo Scott) ...

:

=

:.?.

A.W.28/12

r7.2.

5-Wander plugs, marked (Belling -Lee)
1-.01 fixed condenser (Lissen)

Old sets are made new

by the amazing tone

sensitivity of the Ultra
Air Chrome Speall er-

6
9

.

Cash Price

£6

4
6
1

Ultra Air Chrome. The

secret lies in the famous double linen diaphragm. Go to your

new life, increased bril- dealer to -night and
liance, realistic volume, hear a demonstration.
natural reproduction of You have never heard
high and low notes, and radio with such
glorious tone quality, natural character and
this is radio if- via temperament before.
he Ultra Air Chrome Speaker is manufactured in
Cabinet Models from £3 19 6 and in Chassis style
front £2 2 0 for Home Constructors. Front all dealers,

19

...

glazit6

6

'

-old or new, large or small

53
1
1

;

.1..

LAI brilliance to everyset

50
39
20
1 0
10
8

- rt

!III Gives new life and

1 10 0

1

:

radio at your dealers

s. d.

4-Terminals, A, E, L.S.-r, L.S.-

2-Spade terminals, L.T.+, L.T.8-Yards thin flex
.
2-Dial indicators (Bulgin)
1-Pair grid bias clips

=

Hear this brilliant

80
180
50
13

...
...
3-Valve holders (Lotus)
1-Pre set, J type (Formo)
...
1-.0001 fixed condenser (Lissen) :.
1-.0003 fixed condenser (Lissen)
1-2 meg. grid leak (Lissen)
1-H.F. choke (Lissen)
1-400 ohms B.M. Potentiometer (Lissen)
1-L.F. transformer (Varley)

.

out and arouse the household.

"NEW ALL -BRIT AH THREE"
H. & B. Kit Contains Ail You
Need

2 -1-Baseboard,
coils, Q.A.T.,

ADDRESS

by chance my telephone bell would peal

REYNER'S

(Trellebarg)...
2-,0005 S.M. condensers (J.B.)
1-.0001,mfd. reaction condenser (Bulgin) ...
...
1-Push-pull switch (Benjamin),
Panel Brackets (Bulgin)

COUPON

tion the 'phone number, the Polish director;
speaking in the French language, appealed

:

1-Ebonite panel, 18 in. by 7 In., and strips

Clerkenwell 9406-7.8.

Telephone: Chancery 8200

0

5 2
Included in this kit Full-size Blueprint, Baseboard,
necessary Screws, Panel and S*ips, drilled.
Any parts sold separately.
Hand -polished Oak Cabinet, 17;6 extra.
3 Mullard Valves, 45/- extra.

This kit can be supplied upon H. & B. Gradual

Paymen ts, terms : 1st payment 1816, and 10 monthly
payments of 12/-.

If your radio or music

Refund on first order over 51-.

please unitedirect to us

Now Ready.

H. & B. 1930 Catalogue, price 9d.

Carriage Paid on all orders
C.O.D. charges paid on orders over

dealer

cannot

supply,

giving his name and
address. Technical leaflet
upon application:

H. & B. RADIO CO.
34,

"

36, 38 BEAK STREET, REGENT STREET

Phone

Gerrard 2834.

LONDON , W.1

AIR CHROME SPEAKER

Ultra Electric Limited, 661-663, Harrow Road, London. N.W.to

: ;

.1 =

:

rl I

'..:

r.

Baldry Ad.fi:tzli

eassienr WireLT
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THE NEW

"AMERICAN RECEIVERS AND

intermediate circuits, usually designed with

(Continued from page 1069)

curve; the result is that quality can be

THEIR CIRCUITS"

"ALL -BRITAIN
THREE"

the object of getting a flat-topped tuning
maintained with knife-edge tuning.

Keeping Up to Date
The answer rather startled me, and it Capt. Round on U.S.A. Valves
See that you have in this 1
Set
was to the effect that the big manufacturers
Some difficulties have been experienced'
consistently over -produce the better -class in America with -the screened -grid valve,
C.D.M. H.F. CHOKE

5/.

C.D.M. .000t Condenser

1/3

C.D.M. .0003 and Grid
Leak Combined 2/.
WORLD FAMOUS, we
are now manufacturing
additional components as
follows :

Motor Boating
stopper
Wave Trap
Maxwell Rejector -

7/ -

7/6
8/6

Maxwell Wave -

change Rejector 18/6

If you have any difficulty in
obtaining, write giving name
of nearest dealer toNOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS:

C. D. MELHUISH,

MAXWELL WORKS, CONEWOOD

ST., HIGHBURY, LONDON, N.5.

sets each year, but instead of hanging on to due to the number of high -power stations
them as Our manufacturers seem to do in use. It was found that when one was

here at the end of a season, they simply
wipe out all sets in stock and in the hands
of dealers at very reduced prices. Those
actually in stock and not taken by dealers
were bought by the second-hand dealers,

only a matter of 15 or 20 kilocycles, and
only a few miles away from a high -power
station, another. weaker station being
received would have its carrier modulated,
by the strong station owing to the lack of
who sell them at less than half their straightness in the tube characteristic, and
original prices. Down in the neighbour- it looks as though the Americans have
hood of Cortland Street, New York, there chosen a screened -grid valve with too fine
are hundreds of such dealers, and the a mesh for the control grid for their connoise from all their loud -speakers is quite ditions over there. Various tricks are being
terrifying. Here one can buy up the most employed to avoid this difficulty, none of
amazing bargains, such a set as I described which I thought were really good solutions.
above, only of course, the last year's
The use of the independently -heated
model, being obtained for well under X10. valve is becoming more and more universal,
To suggest such a policy to our manufac- but some of the older sets, with their earlier

turers here would, I am afraid, result in heater types of valves, are very annoying

one being
Bedlam.

considered a candidate for in their sluggishness of starting.

One set
I handled actually took over half a minute

to start after switching on, but this time
American Circuits
has now been reduced to from five to ten
An interesting point that I was desirous seconds by better construction of valves.

getting information about was the
For the American conditions I still fancy
American practice with regard to circuits. that the super heterodyne is supreme for a
I found that types of neutrod3rne circuit first-class receiver, and it would depend
are still in use, and one reason for this mainly upon the trend of design whether in
undoubtedly lies in the fact that only one the future the screened -valve receiver can
range of wavelengths has to be handled: be
produced with as good a performance at
The super -heterodyne still seems to form a cheaper price; but it follows that as good
the basis of the best receivers, and I was a characteristic in a screened receiver cansurprised to find that American engineers not be obtained as in the super heterodyne
consider that the super heterodynes can be until the number of tuned circuits in each
produced just as cheaply as either neutro- are equal, and as this means nine or ten
dyne or screened -grid sets.
the difficulties are rather large.
But screened -grid sets are going very circuits,
I saw nothing very startling in the way of
strong, and the general practice, as -,indiganged -condenser productions. Rigidity of
cated by the radio show, tends towards the
base on which the condensers are
two distinct methods of (1) individually the
mounted seemed to be the main essential in
shielding all parts and (2) overall shielding.
but the actual process of
Actually I saw one case where the coils their'construction,
were individually shielded and the set had ganging in the shops seems to be the, work
boys with pairs of pliers, who become
been built up to be generally shielded as of
very expert at bending the condenser
of

liettk

P

C0

they last longer

450 Hours capacity on 10 Milliamps die.
charge. Made by patent process. Give
clearer tone and finer reception.

60 Volt. 7/ -

REFUSE SUBSTITUTES
Trade only, Paco House. Manchester.

well.

11111111.1.111

SUPER -MICROPHONES

to give the right effect, aided, of
The number of circuits included in the plates
course,
with an elaborate testing set.
straight radio amplification sets is generally
four, but six are known, although it makes
a rather more expensive receiver than the
"Amateur Wireless and Radiovision." Price
four -circuit type. The American screened grid valve, as .is well known, has the grid

Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bearing the date of Saturday immediately following.

brought out at the top of the valve; but
their valves with, -the ordinary battery
filaments are of rather poor mutual con-

Post free to any part of the world : 3 months,
4s. 6d.' 6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office 'Orders, or Cheques.
should be made payable to "Bernard Jones

ductance, the tendency being to go almost
entirely over to the independently -heated

Publications. Ltd.'

KNOWN : each instrument finely black enamelled and

cathodes and neglect the plain filament

General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All

by return post.

sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.

type. Circuit designers seem to be colleen-

New, highly sensitive, made on the latest principle, a vast
Improvement over all other types: will pick- up whispered
words from a distance of several yards, also
strongly amplify and transmit speech and

tt

music over a distance, through Loud -speaker
or Headphones.
AMAZING VOLUME

WITHOUT THE USE OF VALVES.

Splendid instruments for making Detectaphone,
Deaf -aid,
LOUD - SPEAKING
TELEPHONE.
Announcements through
Loud - speaker, Amplifier for Crystal or
Valve Sets. Electric Sound Detector, Experiments.
NO OTHER MICROPHONE OP EQUAL SEPHIMVENES3

ti

fitted with a aft. silk connecting cord. ,Despatched 8/6

SPECIAL MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER
connecting Super -Microphone to Radio Head'
phones, Loud -speaker, Valve Set, or Valve Amplifier vi
SMALL 10 OHMS EARPIECE
for

for me with Super -microphone as a HIGHLY EFFICIENT
HEAP AID, or Detectaphone. etc. ; thin 3 -ft. silk con/-

maim cord Wed. Earpiece finely black enamellel.

ui

Full Directions for use of Super -Microphone for many purposes
and Diagrams of connections free.

FREDK. ADOLPH, -Actual Maker,

-

-Phone,

27, Fitzroy Street, London, W.1. MUSEUM 8329

trating more on this heater type of valve;

the mutual conductance of it is about
milliampere per volt, which is 'about
2o per cent. better than our average
screened -grid valve of the filament type.

_Super heterodynes have a.. number of
high -frequency circuits and as many as six

Contributions are always welcome, will be
promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.

Queries should Be addressed to the Editor, and

the conditions printed at 'the head of " Our
Information Bureau" should be closely observed.

Communications should be addressed, according to their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless,"- 58 -61 -Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.
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well clear of either transmission, and a

The same method may be. used

for

particular and very important point is that engraving dial indicatorS on the panel.
Brookmans Park is not received over the
R: D. S.
(Continued from .page ro74)
greater part of the long -wave scale. This is
The aerial has been shown coupled a particular feature of the new "Q" coilsA SEASONABLE GIFT
through a variable pre-set condenser to namely, that a powerful local station does
the grid of the H.F. valve. This is the same not force its way, through on the long -wave
system as was employed with the old type band, and in practice Brookmans Park can I" you are giving a New Year gift of
radio interest to a friend, or if you want
of " Q " coil, because in some instances it is only be heard over the first five degrees or
something in which to jot down your NeW
found that the primary winding on the new so on the long -wave band.
resolutions, then try a Lett's
Further information regarding the tun- Year radio
QAT coil is too selective. Under my own
diary. Primarily, there is the
conditions at Elstree I use the coupled ing of this set, together with operating Quikref
Lett's AMATEUR WIRELESS diary, price
aerial winding every time, because it notes, will be given in next week's issue.
rs. 6d., in cloth, or 2S. 6d. in leather.
enables me to tune out Brookmans Park
Apart from the diary section, these pocket
with little difficulty, but dwellers in more
books contain a wealth of helpful radii"
remote districts may find that the coupling
information-just the thing for the pocket.
CUTTING
EBONITE
is not sufficient, and in this case they may
Then there are the other members of the
use the system of coupling through a small
PANELS
range of pocket diaries, office diaries, comcondenser as shown. Any reader wishing
ANYONE who has done much work bined banknote or season ticket case and to change over, therefore, should remove
with ebonite knows how difficult it is diaries, desk -pad diaries, and so on. They
the aerial from the aerial terminal and conare obtainable from all stationers, or from
nect it on terminal No. 4 on the QAT coil. to see the guiding line when cutting a panel Lett's
" Quikref " Diaries, Ltd.,
r60
by
artificial
light,
and
even
by
daylight,
This will connect the coupled winding in
Shaftesbury
Avenue, W.C.2.
circuit, and the difference can immediately and consequently there is great risk of

ruining a large and expensive panel by
be noted.
It will be found that in using the coupled running the saw off the guiding line.
winding, as just described, both coils are
approximately matched in their dial readings, and it is possible to tune in the new
London transmission on 261 metres just
at the bottom of the scale. What is more,
tested in my laboratories, which are only
six miles from Brookmans Park, it is possible to separate the two stations with the

Feeling that the special need of Scotland

This may be avoided by cutting the demanded the formation of a body charged

line into the panel by means of the point
of a pair of dividers and a ruler. Then rub
a piece of white chalk along the line and
clean the surface of the panel with a cloth.
Some of the chalk will remain in the line,
making it stand out clearly as a white line,
instead of the usual almost invisible

greatest of ease. 5GB is, of course, received pencil line.

with the oversight of school broadcasting
in Scottish schools, the B.B.C. has devolved

the educational responsibility for all such
broadcasts to a Scottish Sub -Council. This
body is composed of.. members of the
Scottish Educatjon Department, the Education Authorities, the Adsociation of
Directots of Education, and teachers.

ABSENT-MINDED CALLER SPEAKING TO SUPER -

"IS THAT THE SUPERVISOR ?

C

767^
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FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINTS
EACH BLUEPRINT SHOWS THE POSITION OF EVERY COMPONENT AND EVERY
WIRE, AND MAKES CONSTRUCTION A SIMPLE MATTER.
WHEN ORDERING, PLEASE SEND A POSTAL ORDER, NOT STAMPS, TO
BLUEPRINT DEPT., "AMATEUR WIRELESS," 58/61 FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C.4
AW2o3a
Talisman Two -three (D, RC, 'Frans)
Wide World Short-waye Three (HF, D, Trans.) AW2o7
Av) 209
Everybody's Three (S(3, D, Tr ns)

CRYSTAL SETS
All these 6d. each, post free.
..

193o Ether Searcher (SG D, Trans) ..

AWzo6

B.B.C. Brookman's Park Set
..
Regional Crystal Set..

WM176

ONE -VALVE SETS
All these Is. each, post free.
Super Reinartz One
B.B.C. Official One
Special One
..
Reinartz One

..

AWi27

..

AW208

WM1i6
.' WMi27

WM t 53

TWO -VALVE SETS
All these Is. each, post free.
Wide -World Short-wave (D, Trans)

..
..
Rover 2 (HF, D) ..
DX Headphone Two (HF, D) ..
Ace of Twos (D, Pentode)
Home Two (101, Trans)

..

..
_

..

..
..

...,

Pentector Two (P. det., RC)
Q -coil 2

..

..

AW1.4.6

AWi57

AW159

AWao
AWoo

AW194
AW t 98

.. AW213

..
..

Crusader( (D, Trans)
..
..
..
Flat -dweller's 2 (HF, ID)
Tetrode Short-wave Two (SG, D)
Key -to -the -Ether Two (D, Pentode)

AWt t

AW53
AW134
AW143

Globe DX Two (SG, D)
East to West Short-wave Two (6, Trans)
.
..
All Mains Two (D, Trans)

Loud -speaker America Two (13., Pentode)
..
..
Talisman Two (D, Trans)
..
Hyper -selective Two (D. Pentode)

WM69
WM76
WM99

.. WMto7
.. WM115
Clipper Iwo . D Trans) ..
..
.. WMI33
..
..
'Fwinflex (Reflex)
..
Continental Two (D, Trans)
.. WM143
.. WMr55
Stay -put Two (All AC, D, Trans)
Ether Ranger (D, Trans) ..
..
. WMI56
A.B.C. 2 (1.) Trans with copy "W.M." is, 3d. WM ifio
.. WMI68
Brookman's Two (D. Trans)
..
..
., ..
.. .. WM175
A.C. Two (D, Trans)

THREE -VALVE SETS
All these Is. each, post free.
Hartley DX (D, RC, Trans)
AW63
Miniature Hartley Three
AWicit
Three -valve Mains Receiver (HF, D, Trans) .. AWI09

British Station Three (HF, D, Trans) ..
Simplicity Screen -grid Three (HF, 1, Trans)
Adaptable Three (D, z Trans) .
New -style Baffle Three (D, RC, Push-pullPrice x/6)
RC, Trans)
All-purpose Short-wave
All -Round Three (D, RC, Trans)
All Britain Three (HF, D, Trans)

..
..

Bantam Three (D, RC, Trans)
Listener's Three (HF, D, Trans) Price 4.1 free
with copy of "A.W."
Binowave Three (D, RC, Trans)

.

Clarion Three (SG, D, Trans) ..
Local and Continental Three (HF, D, Trans
D, or RC, Trans)
Broadcast Three (SG, D, Trans)
..
James dual -range Three (HF, D, Trans)
All -wave High-Mag Three (Det. 2 Trans)
Knife-edge Three (D. RC, 'Pransk

PORTABLE SETS

.

AWI22
AWI32
AW139

AW141
AW147
AWx55
AWz 58
AW160

AW169
AW172
AWx75

AW2,t

New All -Britain Three (HF, D. Trans) ..
Five -guinea 3 (HF, 0, Trans)
Britannia (D, RC, Trans)

AW214
WM29
WM67
.
WM89
Pole -to -Pole Short -waver (D, RC, Tr..n)
WM95
Aladdin Three (HF, D, LF)
All -wave Screened -grid Three (HF, D, Pentode) WMt to
.. WM t 15
Gramophone Three (D, 211C)
.

..

Standard Coil Three (HF, D, Trans)
Festival Three (D, z LF-Dual Imp)

WMI17
WM;18

.. WM12o
. WMI23

Wide -world Short -waver (SG, D, 'Pram.)
..
New Year Three (SG, D, Pentode)

WMI24

.
The Q3 (D, RC, Trans) ..
..
Lodestone Three (HF, D Trans)
Simple Screen Three (HF, D, Trans) ..
Dynamic Three (A.C.-SG, D, Trans) ..
At Home Three (D, 2RC)..

.. WM129
.. WM131
WMt36
WM141
.. WM142
.. WM152

..
Short Wave Link (D, RC, Trans)
Binowave S.G. Three (SG, 0, Trans) ..
WMI57
Fanfare (D, Trans)..
.. WM161
Brooknaan's Three (SG, D,Trans)
WM164
..
Community Three (D, RC, Trans)
WM167
New Q 3 (SG, D, Pentode)
Brookman's Push -Pull Three (HF, D, Trans) 1/6 WM x 7o
WMI73
Celerity Three (SG, D, Trans) ..
.

.

FOUR -VALVE SETS
All these Is. 6d. each, post free.
AWizo
Explorer Four (HF, D, RC, Trans)
AWt33
Overseas Shortwaver (HF, D, z Trans)
AW154
Facility Four (HF, D, 2 RC-Q-coil)
AWt63
Broadcast Picture Four (HF, D, 2RC)
.. AW157
The Orchestra Four (D, RC, Push-pull)
AW173
..
All Europe Four (2}IF, D, Trans)
AWi8z
Stability Four (HF, D; RC, Trans)
Clarion All -electric Three (SG, D, Trans A, C,
Rectifier) ..
*Music -lover's Gramo-radio

Trans.)-ts. 6d.

'Music -lover's

..

AWaoo

(SG, D, RC,

£5.5.0 Portable (D, Trans)

. AW2o2b
speaker )-is.
'Music -lover's Gramo-radio (Motor -board) ..
AWzozc
9d.
Simplicity (HF, D, -z Trans) .
Trapped 374. (D, 2RC Paralleled)
Q -coil 4 (HF, D, Trans, RC) ..
Screened grid 4 (HF, D, 2RC)
Frame -aerial Four (HF, D, zRC)
..
Touchstone (HF, D, RC, Trans)
Binowave Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) ..
Standard -coil Four (HF, D, 212C)
.
Dominions Four (2SG, D, Trans)
Short-wave Adaptor for Dominions Four

Drum Major (FIF D RC, Trinqi

.

WM49
WM6 t
WM71
WM77
WM85
WM109

..

WW1()

WM122,

WM134
.. WM x4.0
137

..

Music Player (HF, D, RC, Trans)
..
Arrow (SG, HF, D, Trans)
193o Monodial (2SG, D. Trans)

1/6

AWx77

..

116

1/1/-

AV9181

Chummy 4 (with modification fcr LS and
WM8oa
..
HT)
WMx39
. WM145
,

x/6

-

1/6
1/6

Wayfarer Portable (Super -het)
1929 Chummy (SG, D, Trans, RC)

i-

.. WM t4.8
Picnic Portable (D, RC, Trans) ..
Enchanter Portable (211F, D, RC, Trans) WM150

x/6

AMPLIFIERS
All these Is. each., post free.

..
Utility (RC, Trans)
One -valve LF Unit
Hook on Short -waver
..
l'urity Amplifier ..
Add-on Distance -getter
Screened -grid HF Amplifier
"A.W." Gramophone Amplifier (3RC)
Searcher Unit (HF)
"A.W." Gramophone Amplifier
Beginner's Amplifier (iv,) 9d. ..
Brookman's Separator (HF Unit)
Signal Booster (Hie Unit)
Auditrol Amplifier
Concentrator (HF, Unit) ,.

AW68
AW1o74.9

AW
AVV117

AVVi38

AW176
AWaoy
AW2I0

AW2 12

.. WM I 28
.. WM I 32

.. WM169

WM144
WM154
Whit 58

MISCELLANEOUS
H.T. from A.C. Mains ..
H.T. Eliminator for A.C. (z'o v. output)
L.T. and H.T. Mains Unit( DC)
All -metal Eliminator for H.T.

AW73
AW toz
AWx23
AW135

D.C. Unit (H.T.)

AWL7S
AW183
AW187

_
AW64
Pedestal Cone Loud -speaker
Arcadian Linen -diaphragm Loud -speaker
AW177a
(full-size)
Short-wave Adaptor (1 v.)
Gramophone Amplifier (3-v.) ..
High-tension Battery Charger ..
..
Mains Unit for S'8 Valves
..
Simplest H.T. Unit

Portable ConeLoud-speaker : :
..
Simple Cone
Buzzer Wavemeter
James H.T. Unit for A.C. Mains

FIVE -VALVE SETS

Two Ampere Low-tension Unit ..

.

AVViiat

AW193
AW197
AW2o4
WM73

WMI

WMist

WMiz5

Lodestone Loud -speaker
lames H.T. Unit for D.C. Mait1.3

A.C. Mains Amplifier
A.C. Mains Unit for All -wave Lodfston.a.

All these ls. 6d. each, post free.
AW85
WM.46

School 5 (HF, D, 2RC)

WM rao
..
Fidelity Five (HF. D. RC)
All -wave Lodestone Five (HF. D, RC, Push-pull) WM146
WM171
193o Five (2 HF, D, RC, Trans)

..

1//6

Holiday Portable Three (D, RC, Trans) AWiSS
Music Leader (SG, D, RC, Trans) with
AW2o3
.
..
copy "A.W."

Electric Four (All AC.-SG, D, RC, Trans) .. WM162
WM t65
Outpost Four (SG. D, z Trans) ..
.
Brookman's Four (2 SG, D, Trans)
WM' 74

1928 Five .(21-1F, D, z Trans)

16

AW2023

( Loud-

Gramo-radio

AWL89

AWzot

Loud -speaker (half -scale)

-

AW196
AW199

AWr92

Daventry Loud -speaker Portable (21 -IF,
AWto7
.
D, RC, Trans) .
Town and Country (HF, D, RC, 'Trans) AWi i t
House Portable (SG, 0, RC, Trans) .. AW168
Arcadian Portable with Linen -diaphragm

'
.

.

H.T. eUn-i't for A.C. Mains

"W.M." Linen -diaphragm

..

WM t26
WM133
WM147
WM149
WM159

. WM172

11-

It--

1/1/xi-

I/.

ib-

1/--

-/6

it-

1/if--

i/-

1/XI-

if 1/-11 -

*The three prints are obtainable for 2s. 6d. post free

Copies of " Amateur Wireless" and of "Wireless Magazine" containing descriptions of any of these prints can be obtained at 4d. and
is. 3d. respectively, post free. Index letters " A.W." refer to
"Amateur Wireless" sets and " W.M." to "Wireless Magazine" sets.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR RAYMOND'S
27 & 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2
Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE.

This
address is at the hack of Dalv's
Th"...,er,- Phone" Gerrar-e W87 and 2821
WE ARE
The Editor does not necessarily agree with

Correspondence should be brief and to the
Point and written on one side of the paper.

the views expressed by correspondents.

OPEN

OPEN

ALL DAY SATLI r DAY
ALL DAY Ti-IURSDAY
ALL DAY EVERYDAY

BOXING DAY

10 to 1

Hours 9 a.m. to Op.m

AS U UAL

Sat. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m,
Sunday morning 11-1

AFTERWARDS

Solo Instruments for Broadcasting near the larger towns." Admittedly, that
AMAZING OFFER IN
SIR,-Further to expand my previous was four years ago and conditions have
-SPEAKER RECEIVERS
letter, may I specify certain instru- changed, but I am still of the opinion that DELOUD
LUXE
ments that, used for solo purposes, would

the power mentioned would be adequate.
In fact, our present knowledge of receiver
design should make the lower power more
acceptable -now than four years ago.
I now read in the press that the Prague
Committee has decreed that no European
Irish bagpipes (which are really sweet), and broadcasting station shall use more than
the Scotch bagpipes (more stirring and zoo kilowatts. Past history leads me to
strident, perhaps). The organ (not the believe that this will induce every station
-cinema type) is fine for light popular to use that power or as near that as

give infinite pleasure to the average man
who is not much studied by the B.B.C. ?
These instruments "come over" finely on
our speakers : The flute, the flageolet, the
saxophone, the English concertina, the

music.

possible.

Now, why cannot those who love light

The whole idea of immense power seems

and simple music of a cheery type be so ridiculous when it is remembered that
catered for, as well as those who are called when 5XX originally worked on io kilo-

The present programmes are watts, that station was received in India
boring by their monotony.
and Africa, as well as over all Europe.
Furthermore, the crystal range was in the
W. J. F. (Redruth).
neighbourhood of eighty miles.
An Appreciation
highbrow ?

SIR,-It is a long time since you published the " Chapman-Reinartz" re-

ceiver in your paper, but I must write an
appreciation of it as I have constructed

F. P. (Liverpool).

MODEL

READY TO
USE

For Local.

Brookmans
Park,

5GB.
and new

alternative
programmes.

Manaly

nt
Station,.

NO COILS

TO CHANGE
JUST a WITCG

A

The Most Wonderful Set for Distance,
Speech and Music; and THE WORLD'S
BEST SELLER

Complete Receiver

READY TO USE

as shown above
Assembled in AMERICAN CABINET
(hinged lid) all parts enclosed ; DUAL
WAVE COIL is Incorporated (200/
2000) ; GRID BIAS BATTERY ;

4

WAY LEADS ; 3 DULL EMITTER Packing & Carr.

VALVES ; 2 SLOW MOTION DIALS,
TRANSFORMER COUPLED.

be. U.K.
NOT C.O.D.

ALSO The Above Receiver
SPECIFICATION
CS ICATION AS ABOVE.

Supplied as follows

:

READY TO USE with

1.00 -volt AERIAL,2-vol

40 L.T

American Reception
CONE SPEAKER,
SIR, In reply to "Thermion's"- invita- Also supplied with the
LATEST TRIOTRON

NET CASH ONLY.

THE LOT

5.12.6

tion in AMATEUR WIRELESS for readers DARK EMITTER
the set, and find it splendid and quite receiving
Packing 7/6 extra.
America. on the medium -wave VALVES 5/- extra Carr. andNOT
C.O.D.
,capable of matching most of the three- and band, I should like to give you my experi- (plus carp. 5[-).
ffiur-valve sets costing pounds. I can sit ence.
RAYMOND'S CHALLENGE THE

'down any evening and guarantee myself
seventeen stations on the loud -speaker on
one coil, ranging from .220 to 48o metres,
and have picked up twenty-one between
these wavelengths. This evening (Sunday)

I tuned in a British station (unknown)
transmitting a church service at 7 p.m.;
and Berlin, Bratislava, Cologne, Glasgow,
Langenberg, Munich, Nurnberg, Paris,
Toulouse, Goteborg are among those I can
choose from just when I want.
H. (London, S.E.).

The Regional Scheme.
SIR,-The many debates in your columns

relating to the regional scheme are

indeed interesting, and the pros and cons
of the system appear to be equally contested.
I have always been in favour of a fewer

FOR VALUE AND QUALITY
On Sunday, December r, I commenced WORLD
ENTIRELY UNSOLICITED
my daily reception at about 12.30 p.m. TESTIMONIALS f5 TO ANY CHARITY
ABOVE SET
lar IF NOT GENUINE
and was very surprised to find the weaker ON
From A. C. Morton, of Hart- From G. A. Rotherham, of
Continental stations coming in at what is ley Wintney, 3/10[29:Dumfries. 26/11/29.Dear Sir,-Have received Dear Sir. - I have reusually evening strength. After a few. wireless
set, etc. (yesterday).
the 3 Valve Set you
am more than pleased with ceived
minutes of this I was reluctantly compelled Isame.
me, and after snore than
It has surpassed nay sent
a
fortnight's
I am fully
to leave the receiver for dinner.
expectations, and you can be satisfied. Ittrial,
is a bargain at
sure I shall recommend your the price. Many
thanks.
I resumed my dial -twisting at 2 p.m., firm
in future to my friends.
Yours truly,
Yours sincerely,
and by 4 o'clock I had logged on the loud(Signed) A. C. Morton.
( Signed) G. R. Rotherham .
speaker over fifty stations, including Man- TRIOTRON VALVES
For Ether Searcher
chester, Aberdeen, Belfast, Leeds, Lj u2 -volt or 4 -volt
Pair Dual -range Colvern Coils, 17/,
'6 Lissen Super, 19/,
R.C., Det.
Loh. .00011
bljaria, and Cork. The last-named station H.F.,
7,6 Differential, 7/,
Power
..
Lewcos H.F.
DARK EMITTER Choke, 7/9. Linen, 50. etc. Two
relaying a football match and coming in DeLatest
Luxe Model, 4 -pole Bal./7/6 1-mfd. Fixed, 5/-, etc.
very strong. All these were brought in
TUNEWELL 10,6
CLARION COILS, each.
Wc. S a t..
during daylight. But, to cut a long story Ili. Condensers,
DUAL 6/PIN, each
.. 7/9
R.I.Chok es,
119
short, I decided that conditions were very Transformers, and all usual SPIN BASES, each
LISSEN
PARTS
products, Lewcos Coils,
favourable for American reception.
Chokes, eto., Ekco Mains 60-v. H.T., 7/1,1 106-v., 12/11,
Amplion Speakers, etc. Latest 4-p0te Unit, 1216. 8.0.
I tuned in WGY (Schenectady) at x a.m., Units,
10/, Coils for 8.0.3,
Brown Speakers, and all Envelope,
B.B.C. R.C.C. Unit,. 41-.
went on to WBBM (Chicago) at 1.35 a.m., components, 'phones, etc., 6/6.
.0005 Var.. 6'0. Vernier Dials, 5'6.
-

number of stations working on a higher and heard a vocalist give a very fine
power, but I feel that the whole thing is rendering of " Rocked in the Cradle of the
being badly overdone. The power being Deep"; then I went up a little to WGN
used is too high, and undue interference is
bound to result.
In AMATEUR WIRELESS dated October

(Chicago), and heard vocal duets and concerted items from 1.45 a.m. until 2.3o a.m.,

Ferranti L.F. Transformers, Ample Postage please.
Chokes, Anode Resistances, Lissen Power Pentode, 2-v..
Cossor, Ceram, Ediswan
Alarcon'
Valves, Varley

Chokes and Transformers,
Ormond Condensers, Dials,
etc.

TALISMAN 7/6

COIL.
all on the loud -speaker. By this time, I DUAL
emetic Reaction
(We.arite,

io, 1925; I wrote : "If there were seven must say, I was thoroughly satisfied.
T U N EW E L L .//9
COIL I
To end the story, this most interesting DUAL
stations of about ro kilowatts each, evenly
200/2000 Metres.
distributed over the country, there would day's programme, was received on a Brookmans Separator
be a very small area not served sufficiently popular S.G. three -valve kit set, the only
(A.w.)
variable ..B.M.1; Halpin "A"
well for crystal users, and valve users alteration from standard being the sub- .0005
Timer, 15;6; 7 -ohm P.M. Rheostat,
Sprang V.H., 1 -mid. B.F. Choke,
would be little troubled by interference SO, stitution of pentode in the place of ordin- Igraine Pre-set, ft Terminals, Baseboard, Wire, and Screws.
P. (Reigate).
long as the stations were not situated too ary power valve.
THE LOT, 15,6, Post Free.

17/6

Only needs 100 v. H.T.

SPEAKERS, etc.

Blue Spot Unit 66K;
B.T.H. Chants, 12/-; Unit,

t'han'e, 12/6; Do. Maior,15/-:

15/--; Brown's Vee Unit, 2.5/-:
15/- Amplion Cone,
21/-; A.C.40, at; A.R.9 Horn,
2716; Celestlon C10,75/-; Mar-

coni Octagon, 30/-; B.T.H.
C.2, 45/-; uluespot 4 .. 62.9.0

BRITISH VALVES

Cossor, Osram, 10/6.
Power, 12/6. S.P., 15/-. 6.0., 22/6.
Pentode, 551-. Sets of valve, for
all Condor and °Bram kite of Ports.
etr.
srea or PARTS d your own selection quoted for at a Wavle' OVER
cash price when peible on
25/ Marconi,

receipt of detailed list.

in value

maleur Wtretesi
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BROADCAST TELEPHONY

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertisements under this head are charged
THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charts

Broadcasting stations classified by eduntry and in.order elf wavelengths. For the purpo.e of better comparison the
power indicated is aerial energy.
Powit
Kilo- Station and
Pniver
Kilo-. - Station and
' Kilo- Station and,. Power'
(Kw.)
Call Sign
Metres cycles
(Kw.)
Cali Sign
Metres
cycles
(Kw.)
Metres 'cycles Call Sign
1.0
Genoa
(IGE)
385
779
'283 3,049 Montpelier
GREAT BRITAIN
.

25.53 11,75r Chelmsford
(5SW)15.0
'200 , 1,50o . Leeds (2LS) ... 0.13
*242 1,238, Belfast (2BE) ..: 1.0
141 .1,146 London,(2) tests 10.0
*288.51,040 Newcastle (5NO) 1.0
.

0.13

Swansea (SS X)

288.5 1,040

-,

Stoke-on-Trent'
(6ST) 0.13
-

288.51,040

.

288.5 1,040
288.5 1,040
288.5 .r,o4o
288.5 1,040
288.5 1,040

.

0.13

Sheffield (6LF)

Plymouth (SPY) 0.13
Live

0.13

of (6LV)

Hull (61(H)rp

Edinburgh

... 0.13

'

(2EH) 0.35

Bournemouth
(6BM) 1.0
288.5 z,o4o Bradford (2LS) 0.13
1.0
Aberdeen
(2BD)
995
*301
968 Cardiff (5WA)... 1.0
*310
356
842 Brookman's
Park 30.0
797 'Manchester
* 377
(2ZY) 1.0
*393
*479
1,551

1.0
7$3, Glasgow (5SC)
626 Daventry (5GB) 25.0
193 Daventry
(5XX) 25.0

AUSTRIA
*240
*283
*352

1,220
3,058

* 453

666
58x

*517

0.5
0.5
7.0

Linz
Innsbruck
Graz
Klagenfurt
Vienna

85r

0.5,

15.0

1,440 Radio Confer.
0.15
ence, Brussels
0.25
216 1,391 Charleroy (LL)
0.6
244 1,230 Ghent
250.9 1,196 Schaerbeek-

208

Binssels 0.25

Liege
961.4 Arlon
887 Velthem
5go Brussels

.1,020

0.25
8.0
1.0

......

CZECHO-SLOVAKIA
*263

1,139

* 279

1,076
1,022
878
617

*293
*342
* 487

MorayskaOstrava 10.0

Bratislava

12.5
2.0
Kosice
2.4
Brunn (Brno)
Prague (Praha) 5.0

DENMARK
*281

3,067

1,153

260

Copenhagen
(Kjobenhavn) 0.75
74
Kalcuadborg

r sTHONIA
0.7

7,72A

1,355
167

31.65 9,479

Helsingfors

0.9
40.0

Lahti
FRANCE

Radio Experimental (Paris)
S. Quentin

1.0
0.1

175
214

1,714
1,400

220
238

7,364
x,e6o

248

x,4rr NiceJuan-les-Pins 0.5
r. /al Rennes (P
15.5

* 272

Ficamp (Radio

Normande) 0.5

Beziers

E15

...Mt

788
727

412
.

67z

447

.

640

468
1,444
*1,725

Algiers

0.5
19.0'

'--

Radio LL

.227
"*234
*239
*246

s.

207.5 Eiffel Tower

*276

283

*283
*283

-

12.0

174' Radio Paris ... 12.0
-

0.5

Flensburg

1,373
1,319
1,283
1,256
1,120

4.0

Cologne

3.0

Milaster

Nurnberg..:

- 2.0
''

1,2-12_ Kaiserslautern
3.,0g$ -Iltinigsberg
x,o58 Magdeburg
1,058' ' Berlin (E.)

Stettin
Dresden ...
94r Bremen ...

x,o.$8

941

* 319

923
833

* 325

*360
' *372
*390
*418

Breslau

Stuttgart

8o6 -Hamburg
o Frankfurt

n716
662

* 453

0.35
-0.25
2.0
1.5
0.25
2.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.25
0.35
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

14

Berlin
Dantig

0.25
0.35

*456

-13.0
* 473: 63$- Langenberz
563 Herzogstand
533
(Bavaria) 0.5
563 Munich ...
536 Hanover
536 Augsbur;
527 Freiburg
183.5 Zeesen
raa I- Norddeich

* 533

*560
580
570
* 1,635

2,100
2,200

1.5

0.3.3

0.25
0.35
30.0
10.0

GRAND DUCHY
223

1,346

308
430

$31

'1'525

572

241
268

.283

364
453
453
453
* 493

Haven 5.0

(from 10.30 a.m. to 5.40 p.m. B.S.T.)
.36o Huizen (after)
6.40 p.m. G.M.T.) 6.5
HUNGARY
20.0
550
545 Budapest
ICELAND
1.0
*1,200
250 Reykjavik

"313
*335
385
*408
* 1,411
'1'391

720
938
1,001
1,075
1,103
*1,304
1,481

'413
291
* 332

Cork (IFS)
Dublin (2RN)
ITALY
r,o3 . Turin (Torinq)
905 Naples (Napoli)

SINQU E RS
SAVE YOUR

Radio Nimes

Juantes-Pins

959 Cracow
896 Posen
779 Wilno
734 Kattowitz

0.5
1.9
0.5

10.0

8.0

2,2.5 Warsaw

12.0

Bucharest

751

RUSSIA
4t7 Moscow (PTT)

20.0
Moscow
(C.C.S.P.) 75.0
300 Leningrad
20.0
10.0
279 Tiflis
272 Moscow Popoff 40.0
4.0
230 Kharkov
202.5 MOSCOW (Kom) 40.0

320

SPAIN

251

268
311
* 341

*368
424
45:32

r,193 Almeria (EA.j18) 1.0
1,rar Barcelona

(EA J13) 10,1

Oviedo (EA1J9) 0.5
Barcelona

956
86o

* 436

*542
* 770

1,200
* 1,348

r 3or Malmo
x,z6o H &by

3,122 Trollhattan
933 G Egeborg
9o$ Falun
689 Stockholm
554 Sundsvall
389 Ottersimd.
250 Baden
222.5 Motala

0.6
10.0
0.45

post free from actual makers.

FIDDIAN BAWTREE & CO..
Oakhill Road, Sutton.

Pole trade distributors, Eric J. Lever

(Tria) Ltd., 33 Clerkenwel I Green. E:C.1

Berne
Zurich

1.0

Geneva
Basle

0.25
0.25

1.0
1.0

* 1,200

250

7.0
1.5

asterisk have been allotted according
to the Plan de Prague.

Lausanne '

TURKEY

Stamboul

0.63

04

5.0

All wavelengths marked with an

"AMATEUR WIRELESS," ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,

58/6t FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C.4:

'

DECORATE. YOUR LOODeSPEAKER YOURSELF.
Transfers giving painted effects on Fabric, Wood, Metal,
etc. Sample and catalogue
A.W., Axon Ltd., Jersey,
England'
WIRELESS OPERATING APPOINTMENTS -Fees payable

after qualIfying(for boarding students). Morse Classet.1

Wireless School, Minor Gardens, Holloway-, N.7.
ENOINEERS. Can't we get. together? All ate ask is the
chance to.. prime !that ycarcan earn £300, £400, £500 per,
year and more.,Other men are doing it, and you can do the.
same. -We have an unrivalled and world-wide organisation

waiting to help you, whether you be novice or expert.'

If you wish for something more than a " bread and butter ",
job you:owe it.to"yourself to investigate'our Service. Our
handbook " Engineering Opportunities," has pointed the
way to -better things to over 20,000 of your fellows. It'
contains details of A.M.I.31ech.E.,
A.M.I.Struct.E., C:& G., G.P.O., etc. Exams.,.
and outlines Home -Study Courses in -all branches of Electri-1

cal, Mechanical, Motor, and Wireless Engineering. In a'
brilliant article, Professor A. M. -LoW shows. clearly the'
chances you are misting. The Book and our Advice are'
quite free. We guarantee "NO PASS;-NOFEE." Don't miss
this opportunity- send a .poetcard-. NOW (State Braneh,1.
Post or Exand,).- 1Iritish Instituteof Engineering Techno-;

logy;109 Shakespeare'House.29 Oxford Street, London,W.1.11
TO .,1101/1E CONSTRUCTORS: For...perfect loud -speaker,
rebroduction- use -an. " ACC017-STICON" floating diaphragm: Frame supports, sheet rubber; ACCOUSTICON"
diaphragm, and 'instruction feallet: sent on receipt of

"ACCOUSTICON". Company, 25, Warren'
1

in Wireless Telegraphy or Telephony " is desirous of
entering into arrangements by.way of Licence or other -1
*He on reasonable term'sfor the` purpose of exploiting

YO.

*11-- 4* -47311*
MIDGET AND STANDARD

J. J. EASTICK & SONS
Eelex House, Bunhill Row, E.C.1

EXACT TUNERS

250 to 2,000 metres
Thousands of these tuners are in use, and we can strongly
recommend them. No further coils are required. Send
P.C. for particulars and circuits. FREE.

Croft Works, Priory Place, COVENTRY.

WANT AN

"ELECTRADLX" RADIO TESTER

T 0 GET EXACT RESULTS
DIX-OlieMETER
is the Highest Grade possible.

Used in Admiralty, L.C.C.
G.P.O./ and the Varsities.
"DIX-43NEMETER"

Price :

IN CASE, READING 40

MICROAMPS, PER DIV.,
WITH

THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.,

"A.W." Solves Your Wireless Problems

accepted), 'addressed to

the same and ensuring its full development and practical'
Working in this country... All communications should be;
addressed in the tent instance ICI :-J. E. Evans -Jackson'
and Conipany;-Regittered .Patent Agents, -Bath House,'
57.;:to 6,0, . Holborn 'Vladact,. London, E.C.1 ; and 34,'
0.6. Dame Street; Dublin, Ireland.

0.6
30.0

Double the life or your cells! Avoll

1; -per carton from most dealers Of

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted
by Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be

0.5
1.5
0.6

.. .

Nickel Plated -6 Colours -2d. each

Icing let down by a run-oulaccumula
tor. Summers tell you the exact state
of your battery and warn you when it
needs recharging. Just drop them m
and leave them to it.

of persons not resident within the United Kingdom, double
lees are charged.

,10.0

SET A SINQUER
YOU DOWN.

and under, and Is. for amounts in excess of El, to cover
postage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases

2.0- THE PROPRIETOR of. Patents Nos -203752 and 2637531
Variable DireetionalLElectito-Wave Generating Device"i
(EA J8) 0.5
and "Directive Projecting and Receiving System for Use

760
1,010

680

In addition
io the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums of 21

been returned to and accepted by the Vendor.

1.5

SWITZERLAND
*403
*459

the completion of the purchase, or of the article having

Madrid (EAJ7)
San Sebastian

SWEDEN

270
*322
332

This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the

Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
given. The deposit is retained until advice is received of

(EAR). 8.0

875 Seville (EAJ5)
707
66a

ACCUMULATORS
HE'LL NEVER LET

7.0
0.25
0.3
1.5
0.7
0.3

oulonse (PTT)
Lille (PTT)
Strasbourg
NORWAY
0.18
1,243 Rjukan
0.7
2,121 Frederilcsstad
.03
1,058 Notodden
1.0
Berger'
824
0.1
663 TromsS
0.3
662 Aalesund
11.7
66a Porsgrund
60 0
608 Oslo (tests)

WANDER PLUGS

SENTRY!

0.7
2.5
2.5

3.0

LITHUANIA
155 Kovno
7,256
1,229
1,175
1,230

7.0

943
653
441
395
297

IRISH FREE STATE
1,337
725

Riga

ROUMANIA

* 1,875

* 225

Ljubljana
LATVIA

POLAND

* 257
'

(PCJ) 25.0
1,004 Hilversum (until
5.40 p.m. G.M.T.) 6.5
6.5
28o Hilversum
280 Scheveningen -

973 Zagreb (Agram)
698 Belgrade

566

231

HOLLAND

31.4 9554 Eindhoven
* 1,071

YUGOSLAVIA

3.0

Luxembourg

Rome (Roma)
Bolzano (IBZ)
Milan (Milano)

68o
66a
599

244
*255
*265
268 7,121

.

Lyons (PTT)' .:. 5.0

453

'501

233

-

Radio Toulduse KO
Radio Maroc
(Rabat) 2.0
Paris (Ecole ' Sup.. PTT) 3.0

'441

"1,935

(Paris) 0.5

Kiel
*246 .'1,220 Cassel
* 253 1,184 Gleiwitz
* 259 1,157 - Leipzig
* 270

.

.

' GERMANY
*218

0.1

Bordeaux (Radio
Sod-Ouest) 1.0

PetibParisien

873 Caen

375

*1,071

-INLAND
1

363
368

* 2118

Reval (Tallinn)

* 296

9e4
828

.

*319

BELGIUM

294
312
339
*503

34

0.13

Dundee (213E)

288.5 1,040
288.5 r,o4o

(PTT) 0.2....
.
£86 3,042 Radi9 Lyons - 0.5
*201 , rmao Limoges (PTT) 0.5
304.
986 Bordeaux (PTT) 1.0 ..
305.6 983%7 Agen.
0.25
973 Radib Vitus. -. 1.0 ..
308
950 Marseilles (PTT) 0.5
'316
-914 Grenoble (PTI)-- 0.5 329

THREE SHILLINGS.
DEPOSIT SYSTEM

As the Publishers cannot accept responsibility for thl
lona fides of advertisers in this publication, they have
Introduced a system of deposit which it is recommended
should be adopted by readers when dealing with persons
with whom they are unacquainted. It is here explained.
3.0
Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers
0.3'
tte amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.

6

MULTIPLIERS.

: 10 : 0

A Wonderful Stock of Radio
and Scientific Apparatus.
Send us your enquiries for Moving Coil Speakers,

Mains Sets, Chokes, Gramo- motors and Amplifiers,
Microphones, Recorders, Relays,Special-Apparatus

for Transmission and Testing. Dynamos and
Motors, all sizes. Bridges, Galvos, Switch. and
Contol Gear of every description in stock.

NOW READY, NEW EDITION OF 72 -PAGE
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 4d..
Send Stamped Addressed Envelope for November
Sale List.

218 Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4
Telephone: City oto 1
LATEST HORNS
GRAMOPHONES
AND PARTS
CATALOGUE FREE.
CASH OR TERMS.

BUILD £12 MODEL FOR £3. INSTRUCTIONS 31.

W. BURT, 185 High St., Deptford, London, S.E.8

mateur Wirelesi

COUPON
Available until Saturday
JANUARY 4, 1930

DECEMBER 28, 1929

entateur Wirelca

DUBILIER FOR
STAUNCH

0151410

DUMETOHMS

RESISTORS

45, '5,2,1'5,2,3,4,

Any standard value.

5 and xo Megohms.
Other Higher Values
specially to order.

Each 1/

Holder (Horizontal
or Vertical).

Each 2 6

Each 1/.

Vertical Holder

Each 1/ -

Horizontal Holder

Each 1/.

The new Lotus 3 -valve S.G.P. receiver
is the season's greatest success. British
and European stations come in with out-standing clarity and power. It is selective
to a degree hitherto unattained.

Build this wonderful set yourself at
home. You can buy the complete outfit
ready to assemble from any retailer for
k7 : 12 : 6.
Ask for the Lotus S.G.P. Kit . . .

DUWIROHMS
10,000 to ioo,000 ohms

5/-

150,000 and 200,000 ohms 8 -

9/9

250,000 Ohms
300,000 ohm

fielder (horizontal type)

,

-

and address.

components are already mounted.

1 /6

Free for the asking"A Bit about a Bat-

If unobtainable from
your dealer write direct

to us giving his name

instructions are with it and the main

1 1/6

0ti(C

&Mfg." MU( MAAR

From all Radio Dealers

tery,'" There's a copy
for you at your dealer's,

UBILIEI

Send to -day for full descriptions, diagrams
and instructions for assembling.
Made by the makers of the famous Lotus components,

in one of the most modern radio factories in Great
Britain

RESISTANCES
DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925), LTD., Ducon Works,
Victoria Road, North Acton, London, W.3

BC. 250/R

GARNETT WHITELEY & CO.,
LIMITELOTUS

WORKS, LIVERPOOL

Please Mention- "A. W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

DECEMBER 18, 1929

Ref.
13aFeboard

Model

Model

Aerial Coil

SP/QAT QAT
Split Primary
Transformer

SP/QSP QSP
Screened Grid
Transforfner'

SPAPSG QSG

The name Lewcos ' is the hallmark of a
Perfect Radio Component-it is a guarantee

"qt COIL

of perfection in the materials and workfnan, ship used in every stage of manufacture.

If your Set isfitted with Lewcos Coils you

Which is specified

w -ill be rewarded with greater purity of tone,
utile, and super
increased vol-

for the "New All

selectivity,

Afullydescriptive

Britain Three"

leaflet-Reference

No. R.35-of the

Lewcos. "Q'

illustrated
on request:

above\\ill be scat

C.o i I

descri4b0 in

WRITE FOR IT Te-DAY !

this issue.
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